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FOREWORD

This Environmental Statement was prepared by the Division of Waste Management, Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the staf f), in
accordance with the Commission's regulation 10 CFR Part 51, which implements the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

The NEPA states, among other things, that the federal Government has the continuing responsi-
bility to use all practicable means, consistent with the other essential considerations of
national policy, to improve and to coordinate federal plans, functions, programs and resources
to the end that the Nation may:

"f ulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for
succeedina generations.

" Ensure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and esthetically and cultural 4y
pleasing surroundings.

" Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degre 'ation,
risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences.

" Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritaae,
and maintain, wherever possible, an environment that supports diversity and variety of
individual choice.

" Achieve a balance between population and recource use that will permit high standards
of living and a wide sharing of life's amenities.

" Enhance the quality of renewable resourc(s and approach the maximum attainable recycling
of depletable resources.

Further, with respect to major Federal actions significantly af fectino ihc quality of the
hu nan environment, Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPA calls f or the preparation of a detailed
statement on:

(i) The environmental impact of the prcpostd action.

(ii) Any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided shou d the proposal be~

implemented.

(iii) Alternatives to the proposed action.

(iv) The relationship Letween local short-term uses of man' environment and the main-
tenance and enhancemsnt of long-term productivity.

(v, Any irreversiDie and irretrievable conmitments of rescurces tha woulJ be involved
in the proposed action should it be implemented.

from time to time a generic issue must be consicered in the form n, a generic environmental
impact statement. A public nr. ice of intent to prepare the s'atement is published by the
Commission. In conducting the NEPA review, the staff meets with cognizant individuals and
organizations to seek new inf ormat ion and tu ensure a thorough unders tar, ding o f tne issues of
concern. Cn the basis af the foregoing and other such activities or inqJiries as are deemed
useful and apprcpriate, the staff makes an irdependent assessment of the considerations
specified in Section 102(2)(C) of the NE PA and in 10 CfR 51.

This evaluation leads to the publication of a 1ra't environmental statement. prepored by the
NRC staff, that is circulated to appropriate governmental agencies for comment. A summary
notice is published in the federa1 Peyister of the availability of the draf, environmental
statement. Interested persons are also invited to comment on the draft statement. Comments
should be addressed to the Director, Division Waste .- moment, at the address shuwn below:

Director, Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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The NRC intends to implement the conclusion of this draft statemant by revising its
regulations. Revised regulatiors incorporating the specific conclusions of this statenent are
seing prepared and will be proposed shortly. After receipt and consideration of corments on
the Dcaft 3. ? ment and on regulation changes soon to be proposed, the staff prepares a final
Environmental Statement wb'ch includes: a discussion of concerns raised by the comments; a
benefit-cost analysis, which considers the envirc omental cnsts and the alternatives available
for reducing or avoiding them, and balances the adserse effects against the environmental,
economic, technical, and other benefits; and a conclusion. The final regulations prepared by
the staff will be submitted to the Commission for its approval prior to issuance.

For this Generic Environmental Statement on Uranium Milling. the following comments may be
made:

1) This action is taken in response to the intant to Prepare Generic Environmental Impact
Statement on Uranium Milling, Federal Register, June 3, 1976 (41 FR 22430).

2) The following Federal agencies have been asked to comment on this environmental
statement:

Department of the Army, Corp of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of the Interior
Department of Health, Edication & Welfare
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Department of Energy
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Agriculture
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Housing and Urban Dcvelopment

In addition, all State clearinghouses have been sent Cupies of tnis statement.

3) This Draft Environmental Statement was made available to the public, to the
Environmental Protection Agency, and to other agencies in April, 1979.

4) Single copies of this statement may be obtained by writing:

Director, Division of Technical Information
and Document Cnntrol

Office of Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

fhis project was completed with Hubert J. Miller as Project Manager. Should ae e be
questions regarding the content of this Statement, Mr. Miller may be contacted *i care of the
Director, Division of Waste Management or at (301) 427-42DS.

* '
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5UMMARY

OVERVIEW

In preparing this generic environmental impact statement un the U.S. uranium milling industry,
the staff has evaluated a wide range of issues. It has examined the problem of controlling
emissions from mills during cperations and the oroblem of mill decommissioning. The latter,
of course, includes the special problem of dealing with the large volume wastes--mill tailings--
produced by milling operations. These wastes will remain hazardous for very long periods of
time owing ta the long half-lives of radioactivity present. They emit a radioactiwe gas,
Raden-222, which can be transported long distances exposing large populations, albeit to
concentrations of radioactivity which are small increments above background. In addition to
technical controls, supplementary institutional and financial arrangements for dealing with
these problems have been addressed.

In formulating preposals for dealing with these problems to assure public health and safety
and e nvironmental protection, the staff has developed a full range of perspectives and facts.
It has analyzed the problems from short and long term ooints of view. Potential health risks
to individuals living in the immediate vicinity of mills, to individuals living in mining and
milling reoions, to mill workers, and to large populatiens which can be exposed to radoa,
h3ve been addressed. Potential impacts on lind use, air quality, water quality, water use,
biota and soils, and potential socioeconomic effects of milling operations a,e assessed.
A!ternatives for tailings disposal which have been examined have ranged from the past prac-
tice of doinq virtually nothing to isolate tailings, to utilizing potential advanced treatment
methods such as incorporation of tailings in a solid matrix, such as cement or asphalt.

It is not possible to preside a complete summary of all the information developed in this
document. However a special effort h3s been made in preparing the Summary to refer the
reader to specific sections of the main text pertinent te each issue discussed. This has
been done to make it easy for readers to find and consider all af the information that has
been developed, so they may draw their own conclusions about the issues addressed. Specific-
ally, sections and chapters of the main text and appendices which provide details of material
covered in the Summary are identified in parontheses, next to the tcpics, he3 dings and specific
material.

The staff has developed and espects to propose shortly, specific regulatory changes found to
be needed as a result of the analysis performed Requirements affecting emissions during
operatico will assure that exposures in individuals are within existing public health stan-
dirds. f urthen'nre , proposed requirements will have the effect of assuring that mill oper3-
tions are performed in a marner that reduces repulation exposures and risks, to the maximum
extent rea3anably achievable.

Requirements proposed for decommissioning and mill tailings disposal are stated primarily as
performance criteria. These criteria are intended to assure that mill and mil; tailinqs
disposal sites are returned to conditions which are reasonably near those of surrounding
environs and to assure that ongoing actise care and maintenance programs, to redress degrada-
tion of the tailings isolation by natural weathering and erosion f orces, will not t,e neces-
sary. While continued surveillance of mill tai!inos disposal sites is recommended to confirm
that sites are not disrupted by unexpected natural erosion or human actisity, decommissioniry
of remaining sections of the mill site shculd assure their unrestricted use. T h( staff has
identified in its analysis a range of disposal methods, insolving primarily below grade
disposal of tailings, that can meet these criteria. These include methods worked out ith
mill operators over the past year and represent a marked departure from past disposal prac-
tices. Improved insight into problems of tailings disposal and decommissianing, and the t est
methcds for solving them, will be gained as t he first actual ef f orts of tailings disposal and
mill site cleanup are undertaken at inactive sites in tho next few ye3rs. Therefore, the
staff expects to reevaluate proposed criteria atter remedial action has been taken at several

sites, to determine if more specific criteria for tailings disposal are appropriate.

The staff also proposes guidelines for estab'ishina financial arrangements which assure that
mill decommissioning and tailings disposal is carried out in a manner consistent with proposed
technical criteria. In addition, it is proccsed that mill operators contritmte fonds tm . e
cover the expense of ongoing site surveillance.
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linilly, the statt concludes that given the hignly site-specific nature of environmental
imuacts thit c3n occur and in view of the importance of the tailings disposal problem, each
licens.,y a_i.un calls for a thorough envirercental assessment. The staff considers that
this generic statement and associated rules that will be proposed can be no substitute for
documented environmental assessments performed for ejch mill and mill tailings disposal site.

1 NUO5E AND SCOPE OF ST ATEME NT

This generic environmental imp 3ct staten ent on uranium milling h3s been prepared in accord-
ance with 3 notice of intent published by the Nuclear Regulatorv Commission (NRC) in the
federal O gister (4! FR 22430) on June 3, 19,6. As stated in the notice, the purpose of the

statement would be to assess the potential environmental impacts of ura'it9 mii'ing oper.i-
tium, in a progr3mmatic context, including tha nanagement of uranium mill tailings, and to
prov ide an opportunity f or public pirt ic ipat ion in decisions on any proposed ch3nges in NRC
regulations b3 sed on this assessment. In support of this pu pose, the orincipal cbjectitesr

of the st,tement hawe been as follow.:

To assess the nature and extent of trw encirntental implCts of Ur6nium milling in
the United States from local, regional, and n3tional perspectives on both short-
and l ong-tr'rm b lse s , t o det e rm i ne wh3 t regulatory actions are reeded,

%r e spec if itally, ta provide inf omnion on which to determine what iegul3 tory
rewirements for management and disposal of mil! tmilings and mill decommissioning
should t e; and

w ort any rule m oings th3t may he determined to te necessary..e

Ectn technical and institutional issues are W e et ,he major technical issues breik down
is follow:

Mill tailind disposal as a long-term e te m an agement problem hjor preblems are
those of isolatirg tailing > f rom Decp te for long time periods, control of persistert
3irborne emissicns (particularly raden) and protection of groundwater quality;

Dere v issioning of mill structurn and site (exciuding the tailings disposal area);

Ricioictive lirborne emissions during mill operaticos; and

Nanridiological ensironmental impacts and resource use.

The m3jcr institutional questions 3Jdressed in this d0cument include-

Need foi land use controls and site monitoring at tailings disposal sites;

Methods of providing financial surety that tailings disposal and site decommis-
sioning are accomplished by the mill operator; and

Need for and methods of funding any long-term surveill ance which may be necessary
at tailings disposil sites.

For convenience, sections, chapters and appendice: providing details of material covered in
this Suulry ar e identified in parentheses Chapttr I contains a more Complete guide to the
organization of material develcped in this statement.

As stated in the NC Federal Register Notice (42 FR 13874) on the prcpo<;d scope and outline
for this study, convention 31 uranium milling operations in both Agreement and Non-Agreement
States, up to the year 2000 are evaluated. Corventional uranium milling as used herein
refers to the milling cf ore mined primarily for the recovery of uranium. It involves the

processes of crushing, grinding, and leaching of the ore, followed by chemical separation and
concentration of uranium Nonconventional recovery processes include in citu extraction of
cre bodies, or leaching of uranium-rich tailings piles and extraction of uranium from mine
witer and wet process phosphoric acid. These processes are described to a limited extent for
completeness. They are not evaluated in depth, since they produce relatively small quanti-
ties 01 uranium. Also, impacts from in situ extraction are almost exclusively related to
groun& ater anJ are, therefore, highly site specific. The localized nature of this potential
imosct requires close examination on a case-by case basis. Reiders interested in this subject
are referred to a general study of potential in situ extraction impacts on groundwater recently
prepared by NRC, "Groun%ater Elements of In Situ teach Mining of Uranium," reference 1.

'
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2. METHOU OF ASSESSMENT

n general, the method of assessment involves evaluation of 3 base case featuring i low le el
)f environmental control, to ch3racterize the nature and extent of potential envirormental
impacts from milling operations, primarily from tailings. (Chaos. 4, 5 an1 6) Altern it i ve s
for mitigating these potenti31 imp 3 cts are then evaluated. (Chaps. 8, 9, and 11) Na ittempt
is mide to analyze in detail the imp 3 cts from uranium milling which are highly specific to
the site and its environs. These must be evaluated for each mill, as is done through en. iron-
mental statements prepared in connection with individaal mill licensing articos. In this
st3tement, imp 3 cts thit will result from a representative mill (a so called %odel" nill) are
characterized to a degree sufficient to allow determining . hat, if any, programitic ch 3nges
are required. To evaluate potential worst-cise cumulative effects that could occur in a

.egicn from milling operaticos, the staff examines effects of a level of concentrated mining
and milling activity which might reasonably be espected to occur in 3 wor 5t c3se in the
year 2000: the eauivalent of twelve 1800 metric tons (MT) per day mills in i region ha,ing
an M km (50-mile) radius.

Cumulatise impacts from the U.S. uranium milling industry .er e esaluated usin ; conser )t i,e
assumptions about the need for uranium until LN se u 2000. Nuclear enerw gro th pro-
jections resulting in a nucle 4r generating c 3picity of 3Bd Che in Je year M U ere used in
estimating U.S. cranium production necessarj to meet estiftatea reeds (bec. 3. 4 ) . It w h
conservati,ely assumed that there would be no reprocessing of spent fuel over this time
perio1. The rr>ulting uraniuv1 demand would rea; ire the adJition of the equivalent Of ibout
60 add;tional 1900 VT per dij uns ent icnal m il i , mer t hi s t irre period, issuming or e grade
auality at 0.15 percent and a, enrichment taiis iss w cf G. 25 percent. It is a33umed that
the 21 currently optrating mills uuld continue in p o tction. * ear'y all the rew mills
3re expected to be !ccM ed in tre western U.S. A total cf about 4.9 x ID MT of tailine in
addit:oq t o t t'e 1.3 x 10' MT of tailings already existinc by the end of 1977, is estimited to
be generated by conventi;nsi u m ium mill 3 mer the tim pe' iod 19 78 to 2000 ( Sec. 15 ) . In
the cour3e of preparing this document, more recent nu:'eir energ', ;roath projections t"j the
Department of Enerq3 ha e become a,ailable (het 3 4). These newer projecticos of nuclear
cap wity in tre year 20r 0 are 20 percer,t to 30 cercent lower thin those useJ in this d;cument.
The use of lo.er project icos would reduce both the est imite> of environmental impacts and
costs to ameliorate these irLicts proportionitely. Where speculative factors such as rmclear
capicity influence estimates of cumulitive imp Ets, a range of impacts is presented ( 4p. i).

The model mill is based on an icid le3ch proces; which is cow s to the industri ( Ch ic . ))
It produces 7M5 Mt of U;0s per yeir and about 5 b l& MT/ r of mill ta ili n ;s , t he vinc ipilf

.3ste generated. In th base case, tailings are depcsited in in 3Lo,e gicund tiilin.p
impound w.t hich comprises icout t o tnirds of the ndel mil l site of 150 t'i At out 4|1
percent of the mill tailings surface is either overed or saturated with tailings solutiu
durinq operation, the remainjer presenting a so.rce of raJon F 4 particulates. fm ster .i r e
tJ en to 'solate the tailings follo.ing oper1 tion. '*. model site is depic ted in i semi 3ri
"model" region (MO km ir r i f ius ), which I, t,pital of actuil Till1ry regions in the at ter*
U.S. (Ch3p. 4). The model 'egion is sp ir ie l f p, .p u i i t el with an a,erage +nsity of n
pers t.n s 4 + the principal comercial ictivitio, are r3rching in ' the extraction of mi w 11
resourc es

3 ArH 5 WENT OF BAW CA M ; Chap. 6)

3. I Gener il

P'tential in acts in a u riet, of airra. catequ' re. -era cons M red including air e tlit
13nd use, miner 31 res<ortes . iter resnur<es, sail ree wces. b l ut i, c omNn i t y rd ridiu-
1 +; l c i l i +p ic t s . Mile comoiete ,uv ir, is out # sible, the rutu and extent of s tentisi,

i carts ire ch aracterized by the follG.iry octeurs. .41ch inclu N se lec ted ex igim .denti-
tied in the Cnipter 6 base case evaluatien ut t he tute l mill. A, prewiuusly stated, the bre
case f eitures a lo.-lesel of emissian contrui to form a basis ug - . h i c r, to analjze tb
effects of I I ternit is e c onti o ! me i s t. re s E ne c 1se cent ru s a'e eeurosentative %stly of
pist mi' ling practice. For this reason, anilys is s f the base <tg trings intu ' i' E fs a
the potentiil environmental in 1 r uta l i c heilth imperts which can 4 c ur . Imp 3 cts cited fm t'e
Law case 3re more serious thin those thit would be oc t urr i ng r+ 4- m st cartent mills which
h c. , + bee n Agrided.

3. 2 RidicIyic11 I p cts (secs 6. 2. 8. * 3.- ,

with r est + c t to N iith impacts, tre criticil mi'l relei~ed radion cfide aN tNir primiry
centir.y order of importante. Em222 frn tre titi' 7 pile; D i-2 n and:ources pe, in s

Fb-210 fr a the tailings pile; ao U-? !y and U-/!4 f e r pl!%c is e verations N atth+

impac t s f rm Po-J '' resu l t frcm irha;aticn at in gro.n d 4 iHestion of thqhte rs o
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grnunq-qeposited long-lived daughter VD-/lu. Bocause Kn-222 is released in gaseous form, it
is transported long distances exposing large populations albeit at extremely small levels
above background. The impacts of Ra-226 and Fb-?l0, released in particulate form from the
tailings pile, result primarily through ingestion pathways. Emissions from impcunded tailings
materials have an enhanced importance due to their persistente beyond the operational 1.fetime
of the mill itself. Yellowcake emissions result in localized impacts, primarily via inhal-
ation, and essentially terminate when the mill shuts down.

Radiological impacts which result from mill operations under the low level of emission
control assumed for the base case ar? summarized for various individuals and populations,
in assessment of radiological impacts, the staff esaluated exposures that would occur to
individuals living at several locations near the model mill. This was done to evaluate the
preblems uf meeting applicable individual exposure limits (those of the EPA Uranium fuel
Cycle Standard, 40 CFR 190) and, in general, to state what health risks are faced by
individuals living near mills. Of the severil reference locations examined in the radio-
logical assessment, a person located at a permanent residence 2 km downwind from the mill
was selected to summarize the etfects of mill effluents on nearby residents. (This
individual is r ef erred to as the " nearby" individual in the Sumnary.) To provide an additionil
individual he11th risk perspective, exposure > J4d risks to an " average" individual living in
tha nodel rer; ion are summarized. The asrago individual's exposure is determined by dividing
total regional pepulation e gosure by the number of people living in the model region.
Contrasted with the worst case e g osures received by the nearby individual exposure to the
average individual indicates the kind of rio s which are f aced by the bruader populace of
milling regions. The folicwing also sunmarizes what exposorts would be received by mill
workers. Because mill moders will normally e otate a3sigrments over the course of their
career, esposures averaged cver various locations in the mill are estimated instead of
focusing on single locations. In addition to estimating " average" worker exposures and
risks, cumulative irdustry wide he31th effects are predicted. finally, exposures and hoalth
effects to the United States and continental Ncrth American populations are summarized.

The problem of meeting 40 CFR 190 exposure limits is first discussed in the following; these
limits require th3t exposures of whole body ur any organ to any individual in the general
public not exceed 25 mrem per year. Because tho limits apply only to exposure to nuclides
otner than radon and its daughters, the f irst esposures discussed (ref erred to as 40 CFR 190
doses) do not include contributions from these nuclides. Total exposures to the individuals
and populations just discussed, including doses resulting f rom the radon component, and
health risks associated with these total exposures are then presented.

Individual Esposure timits - 40 CFR 190

40 CFR 190 limits are not met at locations near the mill. Doses received by the
nearby individual greatly exceed 25 mrem per year; 40 CFR 190 bone and lung doses
are 120 and 36 L nn , respectively. Analysis indicates the limit could not be met
within about four km downwind from the mi!!.

The effect on the nearby resident of a potential worst case conccatration of
milling activity, where a cluster of 12 mills is postulated in 7ar 2000, would be
to increase 40 CFR 190 doses to bone and lung by about 15 to 23 percent. While
not a large fractional increase, this shows that the contribution from surrounding
mills could be important in situations where meeting 40 CFR 190 was otherwise a
borderline case.

Total Risks to Individuals

Total exposure estimates, which include radon and daughters, indicate that radon
is the greatest single contributor to risk. When total exposures are considered,
the chances that the nearby individual would prematurely die from cancer as a
result of living roar the model mill for 20 years (a period assumed to include the
full operation and decommissioning cycle of the mill) would be about 600 in a
million. Because of the considerable uncertainties that exist in the health risk
estimators used (risks could be one-half to two times those estimated), comparisan
with risks posed by background radiation providet valuable perspective. The
estimated risks to the nearby individual would be an increase of about 40 percent
above risks from background radiation exposures. Exposures and risks to an average
individual in the region over a similar timespan would be a sma31 fraction (tuout
one percent) of those for the nearby indiv) dual.

The effect of concentrated milling activity would be to increase risks to the nearby
individual, as discussed above, by about 50 percent. The milling cluster would
have a more dramatic effect on risks for the average individual, raising them

,
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by a factor of about ten, from five to over 50 chances in one million of premature
cancer death. This would be about 4 percent of that faced due to natural radia-
tion exposures

The risks to an average individual living in a region of maximum mining and mil-
ling activity in the year 2000 is very rcughly estimated to t,e double those
described above f or milling alone. This estimate is based on recent radna measure-
ments around open pit and underground mines which indicate that releases from
actise mining will be roughly equivalent to those which would occur from tailings
under the base case. (No attempt was made to study radon release from mining in
detail in this study. Estimates are orovided of these releises for perspective
cnly; a comprehensive evaluation of these releases is being undertaken by NRC in
separate, but related, efforts to update information on environmental impacts of
the 'aranium f uel Cyc le. )

Occupationa. nisks

A.erage annusi occupational exposures are estimated to be about 2090 and 4740 mrem
to bone and lung, respectively. This lavel of exposure would lead to a lifetime
risk of premature cancer death of DcJt 20 in one thousand if the work period were
about 50 years. This is about sin times risks due to natur31 r3diation exposure.
#t these exposure levels, a tclal of ibout 37 potential premature deaths are esti-
m1ted to occur among wnrkers from geration s of the U.S. milling industry to the
g ar 2000 Those risks are smalle: th 10 risks et death faced by workers from
nonviolent cause3 alone i? at l a. a t t suseral other irdustried, such as mining (Sec.
6.2.8.2.7).

Risks to Pcpulations

The most significant impact frum mill co-rations under the base case would occur
from oersistent radnn releases from tne tailings. About 9800 prem3ture deaths are
predicted over the period 1978 to 3000 in the United States, Canada, and Mexico,
from tailings which would be generited by the full cperatiun of mills in existence
in the U.3. in the year 2000.

These cumulative potential imp acts are a 1.3x10' fraction of the overall inci-
dence of cancer. F urthermcre, the ef f ects of releases f rom milling can t e com-
pared with those occurring from natural and technologically enhanced sources of
radan. Specifically, esposures from milling radon releases would be about U.4,
0.3, 5 and 13 percent of exposures occurring from releases from natural soils,
building interiors, evapotranspiration and tilling of soil, respectively.

The continuing annual rate of premiture deaths from this volume cf tailings is
estimited to be about ten per ye ar. this annual rate could be used to develop
estimates of he31th effects beyond 10d0 yea,s if this were desired; this would
require making sery uncertain assumptions 00 lcng-term factors such as climate,
population growth, and the like.

The information just summarized atuut radiological impacts of tre base case is tabulated in
Tables 1 and 2.

3. 3 Non-Radiological Impacts

Air Quality (Secs. 6.2.1, 6.3.1)

In general, the impact of mill cperations on air quality occurs as a result of dust =hich is
produced. DLsting from the tailings pilus and traffic on dry are hiuling roids increase!
suspended particulates.

In the single mill case, concentrations at a reference location nevto the mill
(one km) are close to but within Federal limits. An annual a,erage concentration
of 57 vg/m (22 pg/m" abose the bick 'und concentration of 35 pg/m' which C-3

includes contributions from other nonm:i ng sources) is predicted. This cnmpires C
with a limit of 60 pg/m existing in some ates.

3
-

'ahile the operation of a cluster of mills dot not cause a large increise in
dustina over that resulting from a single mil. (about a 33 percent increase), the
incremnt may be important in meeting allowable limits on suspended particulates
near the mill. A concentration of 65 g/m which would exceed some State standardsi

is oredicted for the reference lucatinn neat the model mill. The relative effect
of the ill cluster becomes greater as distances from the mndol mill increase (a
doubling of suspended particulate concentration contributed by mill 3 occurs at a
distance of 40 km), but total concentrations (37 pg/m3) are witnin allowanle limits.
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Imic ' . kadiological imp 3 cts from ka.1icict'se Airborrt Emissions during Operation; 83se Case

3
003e Ccmmitment Risk from Pill as

Percent age of P i s k,
t o Bac k ground (1 )"h* 'e( m rerr )

ec e Eod, Esre L rqiWeceptor

Nearby Individu.tl

00ses limited by 40 Cf R 190
(excludirq radon)

I mill 11 120 36 --

Mill cluster 13 140 4? -

Total dose
tincluding radon)

I mill ?1 130 330 43

Mili cluster 2E 150 510 (c

Average indisidual"

I mil 1 0 . l f, 1./ 2. 7 0.4
Mill cluster 1.7 14 27 4

Averags ' oo erw

Annuil 4!0 2!00 4700 570
9 5Career 2.1x104 9.8=104 2x2xlC 570

Background 143 250 704 --

'All deses are total annual dose commitments except where noted as being those covered by
40 CFR 190 limits. Th3t is, these doses exclud" Contributions from radon and daughters,
since these are not covered by 40 CFR 190, wnicn limits annual exposures to whole body and
any single organ to 25 mrem. All dases are rounded to two significant figures.

The range in risks due to uncertainties ir heaith effects models extends from about one-half
to two times the central value (App. G-7). This range dees not include untertainties in other
treas (e.g. source tern estimates and dose assessment models).
Risks are presented for exposure received during entire mill life; that is, 15 years of
exposu,e during operation of the mill, and 5 years of exposure post operations while tailings
are dry ing out, are considered. This value is greater than 20 times a'.nual exposure pre-
sented because tailings cJit reledses increase in the period when tailings are drying.

A' T he " ne a rby inuividual" cccupies a permanent residence at a reference location-

wind of the tailings pile.about 2 km dow n

*Ite " average individual" e<nosure is determined by dividing total population exposure in the
tod(1 regicn by its population total.

Tre " average worker" exposure is determined by averaging sxposures expected at the various
!ccations in tne typical mill.

9The career dose is based on a person who has worked 47 years in the milling industry (that
is, from ages 18 to 65).

,

k
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lable 2. Potential Cumulative Somatic Health Effects from Milling industry

Mill Tailings Relaases - Base Case '' #

___

dnited States North America
_.___ _ _ _

Premature cancer deaths

1978-2100 900 1,000
1978-300u 8 , f.0 0 9,60u

Maximum premature death rate
(years after 2015) per year 8.5 9.E

dSpontaneous cancer death rate ter year' 470,000 750,000

Fractional increase in
death rate due to milling 1. b 10' l.3=10''

"Uraniu i r.;ines are not included in this table While they will not t' e significant, cont'nu-
i ng redc>n sources f ol l owi ng r ec l am it ion , they will corstitute a major sour c e during opera-
tien. It is estimated that in year the 2000, active mines would contribute abcut 1 = IU'
C i /y e a r which is approximately the same as tne release from uncosered tailings piles at
actise mills in the same year

b The range in risk s due to unc ei taint:es in hsalth ef f ects models exteruts f r om at out one-041f
to two times 19e central value This range does not inciude un( e. r t a i n t i en i n ( t te r u e- p
(e.g. source term estimates aad dose assessment models).

C
Emposotes in Continental E urepe and Asia would idd about 25 percent mme healtr ef f m ts t r,
the non t+r o f effects predicted for North Amurica.

'y
Vital statistics of the United States Se- re f erence 2.

._ -_-

land Use (Secs. 6.2 2 6.3.2)

land use impact 3 f rom milling oper3tions and tailinT, dispos il ir e both direct ind indirect.
Ibe most significant impact is perminent commitment o' land to tiilings disp 3al.

Approximately 150 ha are devoteJ to milling and allied activities during n eritiu ,
at the model mill. During a brief period of mill r o'st r uc t i t.n , ._1 totil of Ni h e
mig Le impac ted.

Deposition of windhic.*1 tailings may restiict use of led n,ar tailings tewels cf
contamination extend several hundred meters t eyund the model site t>ot.nd iry in the
pres 3iling wind direction affectinq an area of 25 ha. F>perience at inactiwe site <
and ongoing field studies at actise mills confirm the Letential for such land
contamination.

In the multiple mill cace, indirect impacts on land u,e nctur; f or en np le , tr e
need for housing and other services for incoming .orbers divert a small amount of
fertile land in the model region to urban uses.

The major potential land use impict is permanent commitment of 10n ha of semi-arid
land for tailings disposil and restricted use of adjacent land t h-it is contaminated
by continued blowing of tailings dust from the poorly centrolled mill tailings p ie
in the tia s e case.

Gro undw it e r (Secs. 6.2 4.2, 6.3.4.2 App. E)

Tailings solutions contain a wide range of trace utal, radioactive and cN mical contaminants
in concentrations signific3ntly above existing state and Federal water q..a l i t ., limits.
Seepage of such solutions can potentially ad.ertely affect groundwater aquifers and diinking
water supplies.

4 . ')_,

<
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About SU percent of tailings solutions, or ab0ut 60U Mi per day, are disposed of
by seepage in the base case.

Transport of contaminants is a complet function of parameters such as conductivity
and dispersisity of subsoils and underlying strata, hydraulic gradients of under-
lying groundwater f ormatior.s. ion-a chinge and buffering capacity of subsoils, and
amounts of precipitation and evaporation. In general, natural subsoil conditions
will tend to remove many heavy metils and radionuclides such as radium and thorium
from the tailings seep. Ihis will occur primarily as a result of chemical precipi-
tation and sorption processes.

Some heavy trace metals such as selenium, arsenic, and molybdenum may form ions
which behave similarly to anion contaminants such as sulfates which do not tend to
t;e removed by sorption.

Using conservative assJmptions about transport par 3 meters, seFpage in the base
case results in contamination of the underlying aquifer, and eventually nearby
-ells, with concentrations of selenium and sulfate significantly above established
limits. Radium and thorium are predicted to be retained by underlying soils.

Follo ing operation, rainfall will cause a continued, small amount of seepage from
the tailings ared.

Surfate Wattr (Secs. 6.6.4.1, 6.2 4.2)

There are no direct discharges from tailings impoundments to surface streams. Minor impacts
could occur indirectly from contaminated groundwater formations which intercept surface
streams.

Water Use (Secs. 6.2.4, 6.3.4)

Water used in the mill process tyoically comes from deep-lying aquifers. AboJt 1260 MT of
solution will be deposited in the mill tailings disposal area per day. Tailings solutions
will be dispused of by evaporation and seepage. 1240 MT of solution (which includes moisture
from both the mill and rainfall) evaporate from the tailings per day. In some areas, where
concentrated uranium development in conjunction with other heasy mining activity occurs,
evaporative losses could result in temporary Ic-ering of water wells tapping affected
aquifers.

Soils and Terrestrial Biota (Secs. 6.2.5, 6.2.6, 6.3.5, 6.3.6)

Generally, impacts on soils supporting growth of vegetation and on terrestrial biota will be
minor and localized. On the other hand, what impacts occur may be important because of the
slow rate of soil formation in arid and semi arid regions of the West.

150 to 300 ha of soils and wildlife habitat will be destroyed directly by construc-
tioa and operation of the mill and mill tailings disposal site.

Indirect impacts occur from seepage and spread of windblcwn particulate from the
tailings pile. These lead to soil salinization, and contamination of soils and
vegetation, with toxic elements. Extent of impacts would increase over the long
term as tailings continue to blow.

In the multiple mill case, impacts on biota of the region resulting from over-
grazing might be evident.

The amount of land potentially distcrbed is relatively small. Only a few tenths
of a percent of primary and secondary productivity in the medel region (80 km
radius), typical of sparsely populated and semi arid western milling areas, would
be affected even in the multiple-mill case.

Socioeconomics (Secs. 6.2.1, 6.3.7)

In an effort to assess the socioeconomic impacts from uranium miniaq and milling the follow-
ing areas were examined: 1) cemography and settlement patterns 2) social, economic and
political systems; 3) archeological and historical resources; and 4) esthetics and recrea-
tional resources. Negative socioeconomic impacts in the case of an isolated mill would be
minor in terms of regional impact. Cumulative impacts might occur where multiple mills are
located in a region. However, it is ex tr emely di f ficult, in most cases, to isolate the

effects of uranium milling and mining from effects occurring as a result of other mineral,
g
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resource exploitation and industrial developments which could be occurring in a region, such
as coal mining. In addition, it is difficult to project the level of these other industrial
activities. In any case, the severity of impacts that can occur as a result of uranium
milling and related mining activities would depend upon several factors incluJing the propor-
tion of the population and regional economy that would be devoted to these activities, as
well as the general social, economic and political characteristics of the area. Generally
speaking, the potential socioeconomic impacts from uranium mining and milling are not unlike
those occurring as a result of other similar sized industrial developments.

3.4 Variants Examined

The staff evaluated the potential difference which could occur in impacts for two situations
which vary from routine operation of the 1800 Mf/ day, acid leach mill: operation of alkaline
teach mills and operation of much larger (7200 MT/ day) mills. These different situations
were considered in proposing the regulatory action summarized in Section 6 of the Summary.

Alkaline teach Mill (App. H)

The model mill is an acid leach mill; however, 20 percent of the conventional milling indus-
try utilizes the alkaline le3ch process. Radioactive exposures would be virtually the sate
for acid and alkaline mills. The major differences between impacts of alkaline and acid
leach mills are:

Water reqJirements of and, hence, seepage at the alkaline mill are 30 to 80
percent of an acid mill.

Concentration of contaminants will be generally less in the alkalire leach mill.
However, taxic anonic s3lts such as selenium and arsenic will tend to be present
in greater concentratirns.

Large Mills (App I)
_

General conclusions drawn from the comparison of large ( 7200 MT/ day) and average size (1800
MT/d4y) mills are:

Combined caoital and operating costs of the 7200 MT/ day mill are about 70 percent
of those f or the 1800 MT/ day model mill per unit of are prctessed.

For comparable siting situations, totcl population exposures will not signifi-
cantly change per unit of mill throughput.

Problems of meeting individual limits will be more difficult at large mills, since
emissions will increase with mill size.

Factors offsetting increased emissions might be increased operating efficiency of
control devices and greater management attention to emissions controls which could
be afforded as a result of large mill economic efficiencies.

Larger mills would reduce the number of separate sites being committed to mill
tailings, and hence reduce the long-term pr cblem of site surveillance.

3. 5 Accidentc (Chap. 7)

The effects of accidents associated with milling and mill tailings dispesal were considered,
including those associated with shipment of ore and yellowcake.

Generilly, total releases, radiation exposures, and ensironmental impacts from
accidents will be small fractions of routine releases from the mill.

The most severe potential accidents are those involving shipment of yellowcake.
Under a worst case accident scenario in a relatively populated area, total expo-
sures are predicted to be as much as about ten times what would occur from a
single mill's annual operation.

- \ | r/
m.

.
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4 AtTERNATIVE5 EVALUAllD (Chap. b)

4.1 General

Alternatives for mitig3tirg potential environmental impacts were divided into three major
groups: (1) alternative controls of airborne emissicns during mill oceTation, including
those from the tailings pile; (2) tai!ings disposal alternatives, including measures to
control long-term airborne emissiens (particularly radon) and to protect ground.3ter; and ( 3)
alternative decommissioning modes for the mill site and structures.

4.2 Alternatives for Airborne imission Control (Sec. 8.2)

Radioactive em sions during egerations are affectively limited by the EPA's recently deveicped
Uranium f uel C,cle Standard (40 CF R 190) which limits arnual dose commitments to oftsite
individuals, excluding contributions from radan and its daughters, to 25 mrer. Since NxC has
responsibility for implementing this standard which takes effect in 1980, emphasis is en
identifying steps that should be taken in control particulate emicsions so this standard is
met.

The najor airborne control cptions identified as being asailable are:

water cover, sprinkling and chemical sprays to control dif f use sources of dust such
as the tailings, roads and ore storaga areas

Devices for wind shielding and dust collecting hood. such as may be applied in ore
storage, handling, and crushing arr as.

Stack controls including wet scrubbers and dry filters

Process modificatiens such as wet- 5 emi-autogenous grinding of cre which can
eliminate dry crushing of cre, and elimination of yellewcake drying operations by
shipping product as a moist cake or slurry.

With the exception of the t.a process modifications which are ralatively recent developments,
specific types of control equipment and methods were tot evaluated in detail. Instead, the
mitigative effects of several increasing control increments above the base case, which are
representative of what ccold be provided by various available ccntrols, were examined. An
evaluation of emissions controls to establish new dose standards has not been conducted. The
staff has evaluated the problems of meeting the newly established EPA fuel cycle dose limits,
primarily f ocusing on the major mill emission sources--the yellowcake dryer and the tailings
pile.

In general, methods used to suppress surface du.. ting during cperation will suppress radon
emissions. Saturation of the pile with tailings solution will be most effective in radon
control. The effect of superficial wetting or chemical stabilization on radon release is
less certain.

4.3 Tailings Disposal Alternatives (Secs. 8.3, e.4)

There are at least four, interdependent aspects of a tailings disposal program for which
cptions can be identified. These relate to tailings treatment, disposal location, tailings
area preparation, and tailings stabilization and covering. The following summarizes these
iptions:

Tailings Treatment

Nitric acid leaching of ore to remove residual radioactivity from tailings
Segregation of slimes from sands for seDarate treatment
Neutralization
Barium chloride treatment
Removal of toxicants by ion-exchange
Dewatering of tailings by filtration, by thermal evaporators, or by solar drying
fixation of tailings in asphalt or cement

)isposal location

Above grade
Below grade, near surface
Far below surface

-
*

.,
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Tailings Area Preparation

None
Soil compaction
Clay liner
Synthetic liner

Tailings Stabilization and Isolating Cover

None

N3tive soil and overburden cover
Gravel or rip rap
Clay cover
Artificial covers ard sealants
Combinations of above, in varying thicknesses

An extremely large number of tailings ui>eo>ai programs could te constructed from these
options. However, the staff selected a limited range of alternative disposal pr; ams for
detailed entmination. The range of disposal programs was selected to be beoad enaugh to
feature the major options listed aLove in at least one of the programs considered. (Sec.
3.4, Table 8.1)

The alternative programs all address, to scme dogree, concerns of reducing airborne radie-
active emissions (p3rticu'ar'y radon) , and the potential for grcundwater cortaminaticn;
however, there are major difffrences among them. The rrograms can be categorized accordinge

to the degree of tailings isol3 tion provided and the associated levels of ongaim; care and
monit0 ring required. The three categories or modes assessed are ref erred to as (1) the
dctive c4 e mode (2) the p4ssive monitoring code, and (3) tne potential reduced care ocde

Active Care Mode

This mede ercompJs es those alternati ves which would requir e extensive active care and main-
tenance irdefinitely to ensure continued isolation of the tailings. Although the tailings
would be covered with overburden and soils, the isolation area would be susceptible to natural
erosien capable of causing relatively rapid deterioration of an unmaintained pile. One
tailings disposal program is described to illustrate this level of protection (Alternative 1).

Passive Manitoring Hoce

Tailings would be isolated from erosional forces to eliminate or reduce to negligible levels
the need for ongcing care. Five alternatives are described to illustrate the several, basic
approaches which can be taken to achieve this level of protection. These alternatives pri-
marily i nv ol v e tiel o grade, near surface C.urial of the tailir.gs ( Alternatives 2-5); he.ever,
one case ( Alternative 6) constitutes an above grade disposal screme whereby selection of
proper siting and design features would result in protection nearly equivalent to that
provided by below grade disposal. Ibe belo grade alternatives inclLde use of available open
pit mires (Alternatives 2 and 3) or excavation of special pits for disposal (Alternatives 4
and 5).

Potenti31 Reduce Care Mcdp

This mode (Alternatives 7, E and 9) is a loose collection of alternatives that represent
departures frcm current technoicqy or practice. To one degree cr another, they hase the
potential of providing an added c.easure of isolaticn and protection, as well as a reduced
level n' ongoing car e, t eycnd that provided by the two other categories. Unique features of
the alternatives in this category are (1) disposal of tailings in relatively deep locations,
(2) fimation of tailings siimes in asphalt or concrete, and (3) nitric acid leaching of ore.

4.4 Decommissioning of Mill Site and Structures (Sec. 8.5)

Two basic medes of mill decommissicning are considered, both of which would permit unre-
stricted use of the site (eacluding the tailings pile) following operation. Alternatives
dre:

The retenticn and use of some or all of the buildings and equipment af ter decon-
tamination, and;

The complete removal of -il buildings. toundations, and equipment, with the restor-
ation of the site to it s original state

Cle3nup of grouna contamination unuld occur in either case. _ 4
a e'*- ,,
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5. EENEFIT-CO5T DISCU5SION AND CONCLU$iGN5 (Chap. 12; Chaps. 9, 11)

5.1 R adioac tive Airborne [ missions During Oper stion (Sets. 12.3.6, 9 2.8)l

E valuation of emission controls indicees that a high ca ree of tailings dust control will t=e
required to meet 40 CfR 190 limits since this sourc e is the ;t eitest potential cont ributor to
e=posures. Table 5 illustrates the general effect of airborne t-ission control in radiological
esposure and risk. From this it can be seen thit 40 CfR 190 limits can be met it the 2-km
reference location only with a high degree of tiilings control (90 percent control of tailings
surfaces or greater).

Table 3 indicates the following with req 3rd to total risk ( t h.31 is, risks includinq the
contribution from radon), if tailings were controlled at a level needed to meet the 40 CFR 190
limits at the reference location.

Total exposures and risks to the rearby individual would tie reduced to less thai
10 percent of those risks presented by background radiation, on the assumption that
surface control measures would reduce radon emissions as effectively as dust.

The risks to the average individual in the milling region would reduce to small
f ractions (less than I percent of bachground radiation-induced risks) even in the
worst case mill cluster situation. The risk of premature death frnm cancer as a
result of milling would be rejuced to less than 10 in a million in the mill clu>ter
situation. These risks would be much smaller than those occurring as a result of
exposure to radon frem mines in the region.

These risks are those associated with a level of tailings dust control which would be a
significant improvement over the base case, which represents past practice for most mills.
However, notwithstanding the fact that the risks estimated for this level of control would be
very small compared to those occurring as a result of backaround radiation, and individual
dose limits are met, the f a:t that any potential health ef f ects can occur calls for reducing
emissions to as low as reasoaably achievable. This is also necessary to avoid spread of
ground cont.imination, which will lead to problems of final site decommissioning and cleanup.

The assumption that radon emissions will be suppressed to the same extent as surface dusting
is a good approximation, when a water cover or complete saturation of the upper tailings
surfaces is the control method employed. When chemical sprays and superficial wetting are
employed to control dusting from dried surfaces, this assumption is not expected to be as
accurate, since tnese would produce only a thin surface film. Thin films would be effective
in controlling dust, but small imperf ections or penetratior.s which would likely be present in
such films would provide escape routes for radon. Water cover could be achieved in cases
where the tailings are disposed in a slurry. This, however, has potential negative aspects
when viewed from the broad perspective required in developirg a long-term tailings disposal
program. For example, a water cover provides a driving force for seepage to groundwater,
creates additional problems of impoundment stability, and may make the problems of final
covering of the tailings more difficult than if tailings are dewatered or dried prior to
disposal This conflict is resolved best by thnse tailings disposal schemes which involve
staged covering and reclamation of tailings.

In any case, since tailings dust controls are ont automatic, constant vigilance and manage-
ment attention to the status of tailings surfaces will have to be exercised to meet offsite
dose limits.

Although the EPA limits can be met with effective stack controls, yellowcake emissions could
be virtually eliminated by shipment of moist product from the mill. Also, eliminating the
yellowcake dryer would slightly reduce occupational exposure at mills as shown in Table 3.
Despite these potential benefits of the wet shipment option, the staff does not consider that
wet shipment can be required because of the projected high cost of this shipment mode and
insufficient capacity of UFc conversion facilities to handle wet cake. In f act, the process

at one consersion plant is a " dry" one and is incompatible with the wet yellowcake shipment
option. Modifying the process would require a dryer at the receiving end and thus, in this
case, only would involve transferring associated problems from one location to another with
higher population densities. Further evaluation of these costs and uncertainties, as well as
transportation aspects of this alternative, would have to be made before a regulatory position
requiring it could be taken.

-
il !
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Iaule 3. Impacts f rom Radioactive Airborne Emissions during Operation;
with Controls Applied

dDose Commitment Risk from Mill as
(mrem) PercentageofRis['gueReceptor and Control level Whole Body Bone lung to Background (t)

d,e,
Nearby Individual

Doses limited by 40 Cf R 190
(excluding radon)

| Mill Base Case # 11 122 36
Level 1 4.6 49 16
Level 2 1.9 21 13 --

Level 3 0.11 1. 7 11

Mil: Cluster 2 24 16 --

Total dose
(including radon)

1 Mill 3. 5 22 65 /.6 (43)
Mill Cluster 4.4 26 M 11 (65)

*verage Individual

1 Mil! 0.026 0.19 0. 4 / 0.06 (0.4)
Mill Cluster 0.2/ 22 4.8 0.54 (4)

9Average M rker

Base Case 450 2l00 4700 5/0nSemi-autogenous G 410 f40 3500 430Wet U 0, Shipment {indingy 420 1600 4600 550

d
All dases are total annual dnse commitments except wher e rated as t~eing those covered by 40
CF R 190 limits. That i>, these deses anclude contributions frcm radan and daughters, since
these 3re not covered by these limits which prohibit annual exposures to whole bod / and anysingle organ to 25 mrem. All doses are rounded to two significant figures.
The range in risks due to uncertainties in health effects models entends from about one-half
to two times the central value (App. G-7). This range does not include uncertainties in
other areas (e.g., source term estimates and dose assessment mcd ' )
Risks are presented for exposure received attei entire mill 24*r, chat is 15 years of
exposure during the operaticn of the mill, and 5 years of exposure post operations while
tailings are drying out, are considered. This v31ue is greatar than 20 times annual
exposure presented, because tailings dust releases increlse in period v. hen tailings are
drying. Figures in parentheses state risks estimated for base case.
The nearby individual is located at a perminent r es idence (atwut two Am dowr.ind of tre
tailings pile).

Except as r.oted, control !esel assumed is level 2 defined in footncte f, involv inq 90 percent
tailings turface control. This lesel of control is that needed to meet 40 CFR 19U at the
t.o km reference location of tte nearby individual.

f
The base case involves covering about 40 percent of the tailings surface to cortrol dusting
and raden emissiens; a 98 percent collection ef ficiency is assumed for the yellnw- cake
emission control device; and, minimal controls are assumed f or the ore storage, crushing
and grinding which still only lead to emissions which are less than I percent of those
occurring from tailings. The three contro l levels differ by the degree of tailings covering
provided, 75 percent, 90 percent and 100 perc ent for levels 1, 2, and 3, respectisely; each
control level involves 50 percent reductions in emissions from the base case non-tailings
sources.

900se in based on a person working 47 years in the milling industr y.

be t , semi-autogenous grinding is assumed to virtually eliminate tre suspension of ore dust
in plant which will occur from dry are handling and crushing in the base case.

ihet U 0 shipment f rom the mill eliminates the procot t dr y ing and pac kaging cperat ions3 3
dssumed for the base Case and ds suC idled yel lowCaKe ejiposur es. , - tl

oi
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As illustrated in the Dase case, emission 3 from are crushing and handling operations are
relatively minor. Nevertheless , the wet , semi- tutugenous ure vinding proces, offers siqqif-
icant adv int 3yes. It will virtually eliminate what are crushing emissions do occur. Ma>t

significantly, worker e gosure is estimited to t e reduceJ by nearly 25 per cent, if this
process is utilized as shown in Table 3. fcr this reason, u3e of the semi-autcgenous grinding
process 'ould be evaluited as a substitute for dry crushing operations for new mill operations.

In gener.il, methods to control eich of the mill emissions evalu ste l in this study are empim ed
in the industry at the present time. Cont ols can be accomplished tw using isail3ble tech-
nology at ree,nnible costs. Utilizing best availinie equipN nt, including semi-autogenous
grinding ei,uipment, wo;ld result in total lifetime costs of aMat $1 million dullirs at the
model mill. This would constitute a very smill f riction of pr ndact price ( 4t'out 0.1 percont).

$.2 Tailings Disposal (Sec 12.3)

The t>1se case and 11ternative t 3ilings disposal progrims were ev aluated in terms of a series
of very narrow environmental i% 3ct ireas; th3t is, impacts on air quality, witer quality,
soils, biota, etc. It is difficult to summarize and rwantify the se erity of e 3c h of these
impacts and, conversely, the degree in whic h ti n C3n be avGided by the alternative mitiq3-
tive measure > evaluited. However, the eatent to which these imp 3 cts will occur oser the
long-term relates primirily to the following-

!= tent of airborne eTissions (pir ticulates an 1 radan gas) from mill tailings pile,
and

Extent of seepige of t3ilings solutions.

Thorefore, in i t s tiene f i t-co s t e v -ilu 3t ion o f low ter m disomal alternati ves, the staff
nirrowed the range of concern in reducinq airbcene emissions m.d seepage inJ assur ing inrq-
term stabil~ty Ge ne r .i l l y the st 3T f ha3 arig u d alternitises in terms of a pro 31 triterion
; hat tailings shoulJ t e isol3tel se thit conditions at disposil sites will be rejsonaolj rear
hose of suricunding environs, and so thit the neod f ar onaaing active care and miintenancet

programs, to redress degradition of the tailinus isolation i y n atural weather ing and erosion
f orces, c in be elimin3ted.

General staff conclusions regirding the tailings disnsal modes evaluated are first presented.
These are formed primarily by considering the long-term stability offered by each, overall
costs and technological limitations. The mitters of c vering tailings areas to control
airborne emissions and protecting grcundwiter from contimin3ted seepage are then diocussel in
turn.

Cisposil M g (Secs. 12 4 12.3.2, 9.4.1, 11.2)$.2.I General Ccnclusion; on

Active Cire Made

failings disposal programs which require ongoing active mainten3rce to p eserve tN tiilings
isolation are unsound. Although a program may involve taking sore steps te control airborne

improve ~ent on past practice, theHr.issions and seepage to groundwater, which would t.e r
ittive c 3re situation is unacceptable. It commits future generatiens to an ongoing obligi-
tion to care for wastes gener3ted to produce benefits which those generations will receive
only indirectly, if at all.

Passive Manitoring Modos

Disposal alternitives of this mode illustrate now tailings can be disposed of in a manner
which prosides re3sonable assurance that ongoing active care and maintenance to redress
natural disruptive f orces can be avoided. The degree of isolation provided by this mode
constitutes a minimum acceptable degr ee of protection.

A systematic evaluation was made to descrit e tre kind of naturally caused "f ailure" events
occurring over long periods of time that could braach the tailings isolation. (Sec. 9.4.1)
The purpo;e of the evaluation wss to identify potential failute mechanisms and the associated
natural processes that should be considered in developing a tailirgs disposal program. On
the basis of this, tne staf f concludes th.it t;elcu grade disposal would provide the greatest
potential for eliminatirg e=posure to surf ace weathering and erosion processes which would
disrupt the tailirgs and require continuing maintenance. The staff also concludes that, with
proper siting and de3ign measures, the tailings can be disposed of above grade in a manner

which provides nearly equivalent protection to that provided by below grade disposal.
;O
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i c.e + presents the range of costs for the various tailings disposal modes ei n ined. Costs
3ssociated with below grade buri31 will ury but in any casa will be reason 1ble. Mmeown
mine pits are available to receive tai!ings, no large excavation costs will be incurred,
although such disposal m1y require that greater arrjs te lined with impermeable materiils fer
groundwater protection than wotId be necessary for above grado disposal sei nes. Totil costs
for the open pit disposil alternatives exn t ned ringe from about $6 million to $15 million
(1800 Mi per d3y model mill crecating f or 15 yeirs). The costs for open pit il ternat i es

making up the lower end of this range are not mJch greater th e costs for the above grade
altern1tive representinq the Active Care Modo of t iiling> dispos al. where pits are excavated
fur the pu.' pose of providing belo. gride burial, e=c3vation costs will result in an inci e ne
in total costs beyond those esperienced for open pif disposal. Ihe range of costs for special
pit disposal alternatives examired is about $13 to $16 million, .hich is about three times
costs for the Ac tive Care %1e ai ternative einine t. The above grade disposal alternitive
evtluited under the Pass is e Mani toring Mode wou ld t;e comparab le in cost to the Actise Care
Mode program examined. The st)ff considers thit the costs of this made of disposal, whic h
for the model mill will range from d./ to I.3 porcent of mill product price, ire r e i s o n iti l e
in view of the significant long-term benefit provided.

Tjble 4 Total C% ts of Altermtive Disposal Modes it Model Mill '

Appro=1 mate PercentaleDispos <il Mude total lifetime Costs Price cf UA'
,

(51000) (1)
_ _ _ _ . _ _

_ _

B3,e Ca ,e 3N 0.04

Actise C3re Mode 5,4 W 0.6

Pav ive M>nitoring Mode

Erliw Grav.
- Open Mir+ Pit Ln. 6,In0-E,?UO 0.1-0.9

High 12,000-14,500 I . 3 - I . ti

- 5pecial Enca.ition 12.% 0-15,900 1.4-1.8

Above Grade 5,100-l,3M O.6-0.8

Lotential Reduced C3re Mode

fintion - Cemp t 39,00U-103,0W 4.5-11.5
- Asphalt 71,000- 136,0 W R-15

Nitric Acid leiching 87,000 10

_

'Tiken frcm Tabie 12.1.

' Costs are for model mill processing I,800 MT per d,y of are and operating f or a 15 year
period in a representative urinium development region. Costs in other regions may be
some.h3t different. These estimates jre minimal in the sense that it was assumed that
no unto-ird difficulties (e.g., excavating in hard rock) would te encountered; unusuti
circumst3nces may increase custs significant'y (by 25 percent).
'Bised on assumed market price of $34/lb.

__

Potential Reduced Care Mode

While alternatives in this mode provide an added measu e of isolation above that provided by
previous modes, the staff concludes that none of them can be reason 3bly required because of
uncertainty about the value of incremental ber.etits, uncertainty about technological feasibi-
lity, and because of their high cost.

The alternatives involving fixatien of the slimes portions of tailings in either cement or
3sphalt suffer from several dra. backs. First, fixation of tailings by cement or asphalt is

3_,,)
. * *
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rot a c owerc ia l ly deve lcped technology. There is also uncertainty as to the long-term

stability i+ bunding between the taiiings and tne cement or asphalt. furthermore, minimum
costs for fixing the tailings would be about $40 millicn in the case of (ement fixation.
Total costs enceed the upper r inge of costs f or belen grade disposal 31ternitives by atcut
$25 million to $60 million. These alternatives do provide an added measure of isolatico for
the tailings and contribute to more than jusi the long-term objective. But tre costs for *he.

incremental t enef it do not appear to t e wirranted, especially in light of the technological
uncertainties invclved.

Nitric acid le J hing offers some potential for recuction of the radiological hilard of the
tailings. Radiuo. and thorium are removed from the ore dJring the same ieacning process that
removes the uranium. However, several problems remain. Laboratory studks to dite indicite
th it residuil radium and tnorium concentrations in the tailings of a nitric atid leach process
are still signif icant ly above background concentrat ions. Therefore, isolation of the tailings

in a manner similar to that provideJ f or con.entional tailings would still be required.
Nitrates formed from the nitric acid le3ch process also pose a more severe environmental
problem thin anion s[ecies formed from conventional sulfuric or alkaline le3ch prccesses.
Costs are high. The increcental lifetime costs of the nitric acid le3ch process (compared
with conver. tion 11 mill ope ~ation and tailings disposal by the most expensive passive monitor-
ing mode alternative) would te about $70 million. Finally, there is still a problem of

disposing of the r3Jium and thorium concentrates (about 25 nCi/q each of Ra-226 and Th-230)
from this process, in this study, these wjstes are assumed to be solidified in a cement or

ever, not unlike otherasphalt matrix and buried IU m ( 30 f t) below gride They are, hcw
alpha emitting wastes from the fuel cycle for which a final disposal mode is yet to t+
estahlished

Comnarison with Disyosal of Other Alpha Emittin g astes

On the basis thit mill tailings cont 3in alpha e~itting elements sinitar to those present in
spent f uel and transuranic (TRU) wistes, sure ha.e raised the question of whether or not mill
tailings shnold be disposed of with the same care as trese other wastes /k t i ni des in vent
fuel will accompany the high-level wistes being disposed of in the deep repository. Partiens
of TRU wa>tes m,y also te disposed of there.

Although the radio 3ctive elements in mill tailings 3re similar to the actinides present in
spent fuel (i.e., they are long lived, alpha emitters), mill tailings are a completely dif f er-
ent kind of waste than spent fuel. Actinides in the fuel are 20 million times more concem
trated than are the alpha emitters in mill tailings. The radioittivity in mill tailings is

dispersed in a sand matrix which m3kes them much more like the earth's crust, phosphate mire
tailings, fertilizer and coal ash than spent fuel carrying actinides. Radium concentrations
in uranium mill tailings are on the average only about 500 times those i n c omaio n s o i l and as
little as 10 times those of some of the other materials mentiored. Exposure to the actinides

in spent fuel, and the fission products which are bound up with them, would result in imie-
diate and acute health effects; long and sustained exposure to mill tailings would te
required bef ore any perceiveable health ef f ects would cccur. Mill tailings have m+ny timec
the voluce of spent f uel (they would be 10,000 times more volumirous). Therofore, not only

would it be unnecessary, but it would also be impracticable to dispose of tailings in deep
locations similar to spent fuel disposal.

It is difficult to compare disposal cf mill tailings with TRU wastes. With regard to TRU
wastes, there is (a) uncertainty about their exact total volume and cencentrations, (b)
variability in their form, and (c) uncertainty about the method that will be used to dispose
of them. Some of the TRU w3ste may go to a deep repository. However, the concentraticas
involved would certainly have to be greater, and volumes less, than those of mill tailings
f- this to be necessary or practicable.

Different methods of disposing of the actinides in spent fuel, TRU, and mill tailings are
called for. This is not to say that great Care should not be taken in tailings disposil.
Disposal methods must reflect the lonf lived nature of the hazards present. The staff con-

siders that the alternatives falling under the Passive Monitoring Mode of disposal will
provide the long-term isolation cf tailings wastes that is needed.

5.2.2 Tailings Cover and Radon Control (Secs 12.3.3, 9.3.8, 11.2)

The staff evaluated a rango of airborne emission control levels. This is primarily a matter
of deciding what limits should be placed on radon flux, since direct gamma emissions can be
reduced to essentially background and windblown particulates eliminated with very little
cover material applied.

.. .
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Using as a guiding principle the objective of returning tailings disposal sites to conditions
which are reasonably near those of surrounding environs upon completion of milling operations,
and which minimile the degree of long-term site surveillance which would be required, the

2staff propeses that a limit on radon emissions of 2 pCi/m /sec above backgrounJ rates and a
minimum cover thichness of three meters be specified in regulations for tajiings disposal.

In addition to the proposea action, the staff examined several alternative levels of isolation.
Alternatives for cnntrollirq radon are as follow:

At much higher levels; for exaTple, 10 to 100 pCi/m /sec, or no control at all,e

t levels near but different from the proposed level: fcr example, 3 to 5 or
2i pCi/m /sec,

Virtual elimination of the radon source.

Also considered wis the alternative of requiring no minimum thickness of tailings cover.

Iho proposed limit on radon flus of 2 pCi/m / set provides for a radon exhalation rate that2

will be within the range of variability of natural fluu rates. Beyond this, the proposed
li nit wis selet ted in consideration of several additional factors, no single one of which by
itself leads conclusively to tre prcposed level of control, but which taken together support
the proposed requirements as being reisonablo ones.

Risk to Individuals (Sec. 12. 3. 3. 3 ): It.e specifie1 radon attenuation level is one
which would, in a worst ca3e land use scenario of (Ir11viduals occtpying a struct.re
o .1 the tiilings disposal area, result in esposures which are comparable to but less
thin limits specified by the U.S. Surgeon General for remedia~ actions at sites
= tere tailings were used f ar construction of homes and other inhabited structures.

Population Emposures (Sec. 12.3. 3.44- Population doses and health effects calcu-
lated for the IF1ted States resulting from radon releases (under the proposej
limit) from the accumulation of tailings in year 2000 would be an indistinguishible
f* action of effecis resulting from releases from natural soils (about 0.002 percent)
and several other technologically enhanced sources. Table 5 shows estimated
potential health effects resulting from uranium mill tailings controlled at the
proposed level in relation to other natural and technologically enhanced sources of
radun.

Intal Costs (Sec. 12. 3. 3. 5 ): Costs to attain tre proposed level of control appear
reasonable. for cover with a common soil, resulting costs would be about 0.5
percent of the price of yellowcake ($ 30 per Ib. assumed) or about $5 million at the
model mill. Costs would vary depending upon many factors such as type of soils,
surface areas of tailings impoundment, type of earthwork procedures involved in
adding cover, etc. but in the worst case, costs should still be less than about
one percent of the pr ".e of yello.cike. Evaluation of f actors which will vary f romi

site to site reveals ; hat no undue economic burden is erpected to be suffered at
any particular site in meeting the proposed generic limits.

tong-Term Physical Isolation and Stability (Sec. 12.3.3./J: In general, providing
cover over the tallings provides physical isolation and protection of the tailings
pile to assure their stability over the long term. In addition to reducing radon,
the tailings cover provides a measure of protection against disruption of tailir;
by such things as erosion, root penetration, burrowing animals and human intrusion.
Specifying a minimum thickness of cover assures that undue reliance is not placed
on thin coverings, .5ich at least for a short time may reduce r3 don flux to levels
specified.

Using the cbjective of returning sites to conditions near those of surrounding environs
2eliminates the option of controlling radon at much nigher levels, sucn as 10 to 100 pCi/m /sec

since background flux rates average betwean about 0.5 and 1.0 pCi/m /sec. Randcm measurements
taken in common soils in the Western milling regions indicate that the upper range of flui is

2about 2 to 3 pCi/m /sec (Appendix 0). Setting limits which are much less than the proposed
level would be unreasonable, since they would be undistinguishable from the radon flux that
occurs from normal soils. Moreover, achieving further reductions in flux would require
rapidly increasing expenuitures (Fig. 12.1).

m- 4 '),
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!able 5. Conparison of Continuous Heleases of Radon from Uranium
a,bMill Tailing with Other Continuous Radun Releases

Estimated Annual
Estimated Population Dose to U.S. Potential Annual Pre-

Annual 9elease (organ rem to the mature Cancer Deathe
(Ci/yr) bronchial epithelium)

Natural soilt 1. 2 x 10 '' 6x 107 1152.

7
Pailding interiors 2.8 x 10' 2.2 x 10 1594

CEvapotranspiration 8.8 = 10" 1.2 x 10' F6

Soil tillage 3.1 x 10' 4.2 x 105 30

fertilizer used 4.8 x 10' 6.9 x 103 0.50
(1900-197/)

Reclaimeu land from 3.6 x 10' 4.9 w 103 0.35
phosphate mining

Postoperational
d

releases from tailings

Base Case 9.2 x 10' 8.3 x ICS 6.0
Proposed Limit 4.0 x 10d 3. 7 x 102 0.026

' Estimates of all radon releases except those from nill tailings are taken from an investiga-
tien of natural and technologically enhanced radon sources performed in support of this
generic statement by Oak Ridge National iaboratory (see reference 3, NUREG/CR-0573). Populatior

3Joses were derived from reference 3 using a doso conversion factor of 0.625 mrem /yr/pCi/m
in reg ons around mills is included, see(see Appendix G). Exposures to mill tailings i

Se-tion 6.4.
Pupulation at risk is the United States. Predicted exposure a,.J health effects for U 5. would
be about 85% of the tota' for North America and about 65% of the glebal total.

'Evapotranspiration is the collective release of water vapor frcm soil surfaces and vegetation.
For purposts of comparison, risks in this table are only those due to exposures of bronchial
epithelium from inhalation, as opposed to total risks from ingestion and inhalation as
presented in Table 2.

2 pCi/m /sec was selected over other comparaole control levels (such as 1 or 32level ofi

to 5 ptiM/sec) t'ecause this level appears best to meet the nbjective of reducing fluxes to
levels which are within the range occurring naturally from soils. While slightly higher

2radon flux limits sucn as 3 to 5 pCi/m /sec would also result in exposures less than the

Surgeon General limit, they would be above the upper range of natural background flux rates.
Furthermore, Surgeca General limits were develoned for a remedial action situation where
options are limited as distinguished from the situation examined here where the same con-
straints do not present themselves.

The staff consid.. red, but decided it would not be reasonable to attempt making, a fully
" monetized" balancing of costs and benefits in recommending the proposed limits on radon
attenuation, which is a very long-term problem. (Sec. 12.3.3.C) Such balancing has been
dere in some past cases where effluent standards have been set primarily for radionuclides of
relatively short half-lives, for example, in limited cases, potential cumulative healtn
effects from releases have been assigned monetary value and weighed against predetermined
criteria on costs to avert them in reciding how much control is enouoh. The staff those not
to invoke such rigorous cost benefit balancing becaur,e, while it appears to of f er a " rational'
approach to standard setting and to avoid arbitr6riness, it is inevitable that arbitrary
judgments and assumptions must still be made. This is particularly true in the case of radon
from tailings because of the uncertainties associated with the very long-term nature of the
hazard. Furthermore, such a cost-benefit approach would constitute an oversimplification of
the tailings disposal proble , which involves many interrelated matters, and as such would be
misleading.

_.
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Factors which will ultimately determine how many real effects will occur, and on which there
is large uncertainty, include such things as: future population sizes and distribution,
impacts of changes in climate (such as heating of the earth's atmosphere, the greenhouse
effect), scientific advances (which might include a cure for cancer), and long-term perform-
ance of tailings. These uncertainties compound those existing in computational models used
in estimating costs and effects. Notwithstanding this, scenarios can be postulated for
future events to provide a basis for estimating effects and costs. (A presentation on this,
including 'ntegration of health effects for 100, 1,000 and 100,000 year periods, is provided
in Section 12.3.3, lable 12.5. Throughout the document, the staff has presented information
which would allow readers to construct their own scenarios and, thus, draw their own conclu-
sions about the issues being discussed.)

If the estimates of long-term effects are accepted, selecting a level of control will still
require making arbitrary value judgments in ans.ering several important questions. First,
when weighing committed long-term impacts against costs to control them, over what period of
time should the impacts be considered? Should it be 100, 1,000, 100,000 or 1,000,000 years?
Obviously, by selecting different time periods, almost any amount of money for control of
radon could be " justified."

Second, there is the question of deciding how much averting a health effect (" life" or " life
shortening" in the case of a premature cancer death) is worth in monetary terms; that is, of
deciding what the cost-benefit decision criteri) snc.ild be. It would be difficult to decide
the worth of health effects today and more difficult to decide the value of future effects
(that is 1,000, 100,000 years ano beyond). Does a premature loss of life 100,000 years intn
the future ha,e the same value as a lite today? Although there has been continuing discussion
in public and professional forums on the desirability of rigorous cost-benefit precedures,
there have been no answers or common acceptance of resolutions to these underiying questions
and uncertainties to allow invoking such rigor, particularly for long-term hazards.

5.2.3 Seepage and Groundwater Protection (Secs. 12.3 4, 9.3.4)

In general, the staff concludes thit the most effectise way to reoute potential ground.ater
contamination and associated health effects is to reduce the amount of moisture available to
carry toxic contaminants aw3y from the impoundments. Alternatives examined which reduce
liquid transport include: recycling of water to the mill, use of low permeability liners on
the bottom and sides of the impouncment, and de.atering ,f tailings.

Recycling of water to the mill process featured in all cases, including the base case, results
in redJClion in the amount of tdilings solution to l'e dispC5ed of and in a side benefit of

reduced consumptive water use in milling areas, which are frequently water scarce. Highly
impermeable clay and synthetic liners drastically reduce the rate at which tailings solutions
can seep from the disposal area and, hence, the rate at which toxic materi als can escar e to
ground.ater. For example, the effect of linirg the tailings impoundment with clay at the
model mill is to reduce seepage to a small f raction (six percer.t) of that occurring without a
lining. Reducing seepage increases water loss ny ev3poration, resulting in a somewhat more
mineralized seep, but a s'qnificant net improvement in isolation of potential contaminants
from groundwater results.

Dewatering of tailings can simplify the matter of isolating solutions for example, by reducing
the lmount of lining needed in cases involving below grade burial of tailings. Cewatering
can also result in more stable impoundments and can r educe prcblems of impoundment drying,
thus simplifying the matter of fin 31 tailings covering and reclamation.

The determination of which of these methods, or combinatien, will provide the optimum and
mnst efficient wly t o avoid groundwater problems must be done cn a case-by case basis.
However, costs for employing them are espected tc be reasonable in any case. Recycling of
process .ater is standard practice and is assumed to be a part of milling operatir.g costs.
Costs of using liners is dependent on disposal Iccation (above or belew grade disposal),
method of applying liners (volume of liner Nteriais needed and amount of associated impcund-
ment preparation needed), type of liner used- and whether or not tailings are dewatered.

Groundwater protection in the above grade dispostl scheme evaluated under the passive monitor-
inq mode would cost bet.ean about $1 million and 2 million (about 0.1 to 0.2 percent of the
price of U 0 ) depending upon lining material used. In general, costs associated with lining2 3

of i:rpouneents .ill he higher fer belew grade disposal schemes because of the greater areas
which must be prepared and lined, and the need *or additional evaporating ponds in a typical
case involving tailings slurry disposo~ in an open pit mine liner, costs would be 16 million
to $8 millica. While dewatering tailirg3 may reduce the amount of lining r equired, dewaterino
systems would re3 ult in comparabir onrall casts fnr arn a d=ater protection.

,
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Although in general, the preferred approach towards groundwater protection is isolation of
tailings and tailings solution, the staff does not consider complete prohibition of disposal
in groundwater appropriate. The conservative approach of providing isolation may be unneces-
sary where it can be demonstrated that on the basis of site-specific conditions and with
tailings treatment, groundwater quality can be preserved. Furthermore, isolation of con-
taminants in tailings may be enhanced by treatment processes such as neutralization of solu-
tions. The extent to which this would be possible and would benefit mill operations would
have to be evaluated on a site specific basis.

5.2.4 Uncertainty of Future Effects (Secs. 12.5, 9.4)

As stated, the staff considers that conservative design of tailings disposal programs and
careful siting of disposal impoundments can provide reasonable asst snce that the tailings
will remain isolated for very long periods of time. However, the very long-term performance
of tailings isolation (that is several thousands of years into the future and beyond) will
be governed by climatic and geolog'r forces which cannot be predicted precisely. Therefore,
there is uncertainty about very long-term effects. However, radioactivity in the tailings,
unlike high level nuclear waste, poses a chronic as opposed to an acute hazard. Long and
sustained exposure to radioactivity in the tailings pile would be required to produce detect-
able adverse effects. If degradation or fa; lure of isolation were to occur, it would not
lead to catostrophic radiation effects. There would be ample time to take corrective action.

The staff has examined a full range of possible failure modes. It has not done this to
predict in ahsolute or quantitative terms chances for or consequences of failure. Rather,
it has done this to provide e guido in siting and design of tailings disposal schemes. The
principal question to be addressed is what should be considered or taken account of to
provide reasonable assurance of long-term isolation of tailings?

Io account for uncertainties and to provide what the staff considers to be a conservative
perspective on the matter of poteatial cumulative health ef f ects f rom radon release, a
" total failure" of ten percent of the tailings isolation areas is arbitrarily assumed. This
would result in incremental releases and exposures which are about a factor of 10 3 (0.1
percent) of those resulting from natural radon releases (see Table 5). Therefore, conse-

quences of such worst case situations are seen to be a very small fraction of those naturally
occurring without milling.

The staff considers that tailings disposal alternatives falling into the " passive monitoring
mode" include a strong measure of conservatism in design and siting to assure long-term iso-
lation and stability without perpetual active care. However, this analysis shows that the
cansequences of even an unlikely, " total failure" scenario are small in comparison to those
occurring from natural releases.

While the primary means of isolating mill tailings must be physical barriers, it would be
prudent to have some continued surveillance and control of land uses at tailings sites to
confirm that there is no disruption by either natural erosion or by human-related activities
as a supplem?ntary measure. In drawing this conclusion, the staff evaluated various poten-
tial future land use scenarios involving both direct and indirect disruption of the tailings
by human activity; this is presented in Section 9.4.2. The land ownership arrangement
specified in the recent Act of Congress on uranium mill tailings (see reference 4, Public
Law 95-604) will assure this kind of control is provided. ( Secs. 9. 4. 2, 10. 3, 13. 4 )

5. 3 Decommissioning of Mill Structures and Site (Secs. 12.3.9, 11.3, 9.5)

Cleanup of the mill site and either dismantlement or decontamination of m,ll structures to
permit complete and unrestricted use of the site (excluding the mill tailings disposal area)
can be accomplished utilizing simple and straightforward clean up and excavation methods.
Costs for these operations are estimated to be about $1 million at the model mill. In view
of these relatively small costs and the nature of the operation, consideration of a less
complete decommissioning mode (any type of conditional or restricted use mode) would be
unacceptable.

5.4 Conclusions on Nonradiological Environmental Impacts (Chaps. 6 and 9)

The staff has drawn the following conclusions on those nonradiological environmental impacts
nut discussed previously in Section 5 of this Summary.

No changes appear warranted in the NRC regulatory program (beyond those identified
above for tailings management and disposal) to control nonradiological impacts of
milling operations. Mitigating measures can be taken on a case-by-case basis to
assure that no unacceptahle envircnmental impacts occur. Thorough environmental
assessments in connection with each mill licensing action will protide an adequate

-
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mecnanism for dealing with and resolving potential undesirable negative impacts.
The Commission is currently preparing environmental impact statements in connec-
tion with mill licensing actions and has taken action to assist Agreement states
in conducting envirunmental reviews.

Because impacts tend to be localized, unacceptable accumulations of nonradiolo-
gical impacts are not expected to occur for cases wnere there will be a concentra-
tion of mining and milling activity. The cumulative effects that will potentially
be most significant are socio-economic ones. In some situations, a regional
approach towards mitigating impacts may be desirable. In this regard, it is noted
that, in response to potential rapid and major development of uranium resources in
northwestern New Mexico, the U.S. Department of Interior has undertaken a study
with the ourpose of developing a regional base of information to aid in mitigating
impacts likely to be of concern in the area such as socio economic ones (San Juan
Basin Regional Uranium Study aow in preparation, see reference 5). In any case,
the staff concludes that nonradiological impacts examined can be mitigated to
acceptable levels on a case-by-case basis.

Impacts which occur will not necessarily result in exceeding any of the existing
environmental protection regulations such as those covering air and water Quality
of Federal or State agencies. For example, with control of airborne emissions
during operation as discussed in Section S.1, there would be little problem of
meeting Federal or State air quality limits on suspended particulates at a refer-
ence location one km downwind of the model mill, even in the worst case of a

3multiple mill cluster. Concentrations would be reduced from the 65 pg/m predicted
3 3for the base case to about 45 pg/m (background is about 35 pg/m ).

Most nonradiological environmental impacts will not be irrevocable or persistent.
For example, following mill decommissioning, impacts on soils and biota which
occur will disappear, albeit in some cases slowly; vegetation will be reesta-
blished in disturbed areas and wildlife habitats will be restored following site
reclamation. (Sec. 9.3.5)

6. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED REGULATICNS (Sec. 12.2)

On the basis of the evaluations in this statement, the staff has concluded that revisions to
regulations applicable to uranium milling and mill tailings disposal should be revised to
assure public work and sifety and protection of the environment. The following summarizes
the points which the staff is proposing be incorporated into regulations. Regulations
incorporating these points and certain supporting financial arrangements discussed below in
Section 8 of the Summary are currently being prepared. It is expected that these regula-
tions will be formally proposed soon.

6.1 Radioactive Airborno E missions during Operation

Milling operations shall t,e conducted so that radiation protection limits applicable to
offsite individuals and specified in 10 CFR 20 and 40 CFR 190 are met. The primary me. .f

accomplishing this should be emission control. Institutional controls, such as extending
the site boundary and exclusion area, may be employed to ensure that offsite exposure limits
are met, but only after efforts have been taken to control emissions at the source to the
maximum extent reasonably achievable as required in any case by 10 CFR 20. Notwithstanding
the existence of individual oose standards, strict control of emissions is necessary to
assure that population exposures are reduced to the maximum exten'. reasonably achievaDIe and
to avoid site contamination.

Mill tailings surfaces and other diffuse sources such as are storage v "as should be either
covered by water, wetted or chemically stabilized to minimize dusting to the maximum extent
reasonably achievable. Operating procedures should be developed to define the program of
stabilizing these surfaces. Consideration should be given in planning tailings disposal
programs to methods which would allow chased covering and reclamation of tailings impound-
ments since this will help in controlling emissions during operation.

With regard to emissions from the yellowcake dryer and packaging area, effluent control
devices must be operative at all times during drying and packaging cperations and whenever
air i, exhausting from the yellowcake stack. Drying and packaging operations should cease
when controls are inoperative or not working croperly.

Best available emisM on controls should be employed to reduce emissions from other parts of
the milling operation. For new milling operations, the option of eliminating dry ore crushing
by use of wet, semi-autogenous grinding equipment should be evaluated.

7 l. I f-i_ <
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$/ Mj i l failings Disposat

long-Term Stability of Tailings Isolation (Sec. 12.2.1)

The tailings disposal area should be locited in an area where disruption and dispersion by
natural forces are eliminated or reduced te the ma,imum extent reasonably achievable.

Siting of tailings disposal impoundments is pernaps the most important factor in assuring
long-term isolation of tailings. In the selection of mill sites, primary emphasis should be
given to isolation of tailings, a matter having potential long-term impacts, as opposed to
consideration only of short-term convenience or benefits, such as minimization of transporta-
tion or land acquisition costs.

The " prime option" for disposal of tailings is olacement below grade, either in mines or
specially excavated pi's. The evaluation of alternative sites and disposal methnds per-

formed by mill operators in support cf their proposed tailings disposal program (provided in
applicant environmental recorts) should reflect this. In some instances, below grade dispos-
ai may not be the most environmentally sound approach, such as might be the case if a high
quality groundwater formation is relatively close to the surface or not very well isolated
by overlying soils and rock. Also, geologic and topugraphic conditions might make full,
below grade burial impracticable; for example, oedrock may be sufficiently near surfaco that
blasting would be required to excavate a disposal pit at excessive cost, and more suitab!e
alternate sites are not available. In these c3ses, it must be demonstrated that an above

grade disposal program will provide reasonably equivalent isolation of the tailings from
natural erosional forces.

If tailings are disposed of ahove ground, the following siting and design criteria should be
adhered to:

Upstream rainfall catchment areas should be minimized so as to decrease the size
of the maximum possible ficod which could erode or wash out sections of the tail-
ings disposal area.

Tepographic features should provido good protection from the wind.

Embankment slepes should be relatively flat after aDandonment so as to minimize
erosion potential and to provide conservative factors of safety assuring long-term
stability and isolation. The broad eDjective shculd be to Contour final slopes to
grades which are as close as possible to those which would be provided if tailings
were disposed of belnw grade; this would, for example, lead to slopes of about 10
horizontal to I vertical (ICh:1v) or less steep. In general, slopes should not be
steeper than about Sh:lv. Where steeper slepes are proposed, reasons why a slope
steeper than Sh:lv would be impracticable should be provided, and co npensating
factors and conditions which make such 31cpes acceptable should be identified.

A full, self-sustaining vegetative cover should *' established or riprap employed
to retard wind and water erosion. Special conc- should be given to slopes of
embankments.

The impoundment should not be located near a potentially active fault where an
earthquake could result in a ground acceleration exceeding that which the impound-
ment could reasonably be expected to withstand.

The impoundment, where fe,sible, should be designed to incorporate features which
will promote deposition. For example, design features which promote deposition of
sediment suspended in any run off which ficws into the impoundment area might be
utilized; the objective of such a design feature would be to enhance the thickness
of cover over time.

Tailings Disposal Covering

Sufficient cover should be placed over the tailings to result in a calculated surface exhala-
2tion of radon resulting from the tailings of less than 2 pCi/m .sec; that is, incremental

releases of radon above that resulting from radium occurring naturally in cover materials
sh3ll be less than 2 pCi/m /sec. Direct gamma exposure from the .lill tailings should be2

reduced to background levels, and, in any case, thickness of ccver should be no less than
3 m (10 ft). Cover material must not include mine waste or rock that contain elevated
levels of radium; overburden and soils used for coser must be essentially the same, as far
as radioactivity is concerned, as surrounding soils.
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Groer& ater Protection

Steps should be taken to reduce seepage of both radictoxic and chemically toxic materials
into groundwater to the maximum extent reasonably achievable. This could be accomplished by
lining the bottom of tailings areas and reducing the inventory of liquid in the impoundment
by such treans as dewatering tailings and rec, cling water from tailings impoundments to the
mill. Also, tailings treatment, such as neutralizat. ion to promote immobilization of toxic
substances should be considered. The specific method or combination of methods, to be used
must be worked out on a site-specific basis. While the prime method of protecting ground-
water should be by isolatico of tailings and tailings solution from ground-ater, disposal
involving contact of tailings with groundwater mignt be act. 13ble, if supporting tests,
data and analysis demonstrate that the proposed disposal ar.o treatment methods prntect
groundwater quality.

6.3 Decommissioning of Mill structures _and Site

The mill buildings and site (excluding the tailings disposal are3) rust be decontaminated to
levels allowing unrestricted use of the site upon decommissioning. Mill operaturs should
meet requirements issued in the form of regal itary guidarce concerning cleanup of contriin-
ated surfaces and land.

6.4 Supplementary Institutional and Procedural Requirements (Sec. 12.2 2)

The staff concludes the following institutional and procedural measures are needed to supple-
ment the preposed physical controls summarized cove. Some of these are provided for in
recent legislation on uranium mili tailings control, the " Uranium Mill iailings Ridiation
Control Act of 1978," reference 4.

Tailings Disposal and Decommissioning Plan, Envircnmental Review and Public Participation

A plan for decommissicning of the mill buildings and site, and for disposing of the tailings
in accord 3nce with requirements uelineated anove, should be proposed by apoiicants and
approved by appropriate agencies before issuince of a license. Aspects of the decommission-
ing plan relating to structures and site cleanua should provide sufficient detail to make
reasonable cost estimites a^d to assure that mill design and operations are planned in such
a manner that facilitates decommissioning efforts.

Given th3t each mill tailings pile constitutes i Inw-level waste burial site containing vory
long-lived material, a comprehensive environmental review of each mill and tailings waste
disposal operation should be conducted. It is also essential that this review be conducted
so that there is opportunity for full public partit ipation. The most effectise way to
achieve this is for the NRC jnd the Agreement States regulating mills to Conduct an independ-
ent, dacsrented assessment and mee this available for review by t he pub l ic .ind interested
Goverrment agencies. The NRC has been conducting such assessments in each of its licensing

3nd has recently initiated a temporary program to assist g re ment States in ccnduct-cases
ing reviews of operations in their jurisdictions

To ensure m u imum opportunity for public participation, there shnold be opportunity fue
public hearings ir connection with each licens ing c ase. For tre reasons stated ihne, no
major construction activities should be allowed to begin before the environmental review h4s
taken pi ne and been ducumented a'd there has been opportunity for public revie and comment.

Financial 3urety

Financial sr crangements must be establi hed t o ensure that sufficient funds will bes

ava! able ,posal and reclamation of the mili tailings anJ dec xmisc ioning the site ind
buildings 1 accord with the M peoved plans.

Preoperational and Ocerational Palitoring

Applicants should conduct a program of preoperatic"al monitoring in support of their license
applications and assaciated environrental reports, and provide complete ba3eline data on the
site 3nd its environs, betere development. Ihroughout the construction and operation phases
of the mill, monitoring programs should continue to demonstrate compliance witn applicable
standards and regulations, and dotect potential long-term effects.

tong-Term Control of Disposal Site,

As a prudent measure of protection, cort inued cont ro l a' tailinus disposal sitec should be

exercised, including control of land use and pe: iodic inspection to confirm that t he t. i l-
ings and tailings isolation are not being disrupted by human activities or natural weathering

-
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processes. Such control should be provided through ownership and custody of disposal sites
by a Government agency following a determination that a licensee has satisfied decommission-
ing requirements and license is terminated.

6. 5 Implementation of Proposed Requirements at Existing Sites (Sec. 12.4)

The proposed tailings disposal requirements discussed above were developed primarily in
terms of what can be done in prospective milling operations. The staff considers that the
same requirements and control measures should be 3dopted to the maximum extent reasonably
achievable at existing sites. It is not possible to make generally applicable rules which
specify precisely how the proposed points should be applied at these sites; this determina-
tion will have to be made on a site-specific, case-by case basis.

The proposed requirements that would be potentially most difficult to implement at existing
sites are those regarding long-tcrm stability, groundwater seepage, and location of disposal
sites. At active milling sites, evaluations should be conducted of current and planned
tailings disposal operations to determine what specific actions reasonably can be required
to meet the proposed tailings disposal criterla identified above. The costs and benefits of
the following alternatives should be considered.

Continued use of existing tailinas area,

Discontinued use of the existing area witn newly generated tailings disposed of at
a new locat;on preferably below grade. and

Disposal of all tailings at a new loc ition preferably below grade. This would
involve moving existing tailings from current locations above grade to the new
disposal locations.

In addition to constraints on alternative tailings disposal methods resulting from existence
of very large volumes at existing sites (nearly 30 million tons at one site), there will be
a greater problem in paying for tailings disposal at these sites because disposal costs were
not incorporated into the price of the product as the tailings were being generated. There-
fore, future operations at such sites will have to provide for disposal of both newly
generated and existing tailings. This matter must be considered in site-specific decisions.

6.6 Heap leaching and Small Processing Sites

Methods for exploiting small or low grade ore bodies located f?r from conventional milling
facilities have been developed. The small size or low quality of these are bodies is typi-
cally such that costs for transportation to large mill facilities make their processing
otherwise economically unviable. Local processing of these ore bcdies may involve either
heap leaching of raw ore (App. 8) or use of semi portable milling equipment. These activi-
ties would present the same kind of environmental problems that occur with conventional
milling; releases of radon and radioactive particulates, and seepage of tailings solutions.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the same tailings management and disposal criteria
proposed for conventional mills should be applied to such activities.

While quantities and concentrations of emissions would be lower in the case of these small
operations than occur with large mills, they present a unique problem. Exploitation of
isolated ore bodies could increase significantly the ir,ventory of sites which must be con-
trolled over the long term. In view of this, the staff considered proposing general rules

requiring the consolidation of tailings f rom such operations with other small operations or
with larger mills. it was rancluded however, that this would be extremely difficult and,
furthermore, unwarranted. By the verj nature of these operations (in most cases involving
low grade ore and, hence, small concentrations of radioactivity are involved), the relative
hazard of tailings produced will be much less than the hazard of tailings from the conven-
tional mill. Disposal at the site of extraction may be entirely adequate in that the addi-
tional effort of providing long term control at isolated sitet would be only negligibly
greater than if there were consoiidation at only a few sites. nije general rules do not

seem appropriate, the staff believes that consideration shoult e q'ven to consolidatico of
such tailings on a case-by-case basis where environmental benefits, costs and problems of
long-term control can be fully examined and balanced.

6.7 Continued Development of Technology

The techniccl requirements for tailings disposal which the staff proposes to incorporate
into the regulations are not specific as to detailed methods of disposal. The past yecr or
so nf mill licensing activity has involved development of new t ailings management disposal
practices and methoos. In fact, many of the specific alternative disposal methods addressed
in this study represent those which were develooed by industry in working to meet staff
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interih. l! censing performance objectives which are very much like the requirements proposed
above. It is expected that continued NRC and Agreement State mill licensing experience, the
experience of disposing of tailings at inactive tailings sites which will be taking place
over the next f?w years, and general research conducted by various agencies (viz. NRC, EPs
and DOE) and industry will result in development of improved methods of tailings management
and cisposed. Fe? example, mathods of treating tai'ings so they may be placed below grade
ir contact with groundwater, and at the same time preserve groundwater quality, are Deing
examined by various researchers; such a development would facilitate deep below grade burial
of tuilings. Also, experience from inact:ve site remedial work is expected to provide more
specific, additional information on surfaca stabilization of tailings d:sposed areas. The
proposed requirements provide flexibility which will allow and, indeed, foster continued
improvement in methods and techniques of disposal. The staff plans to reexamine proposed
tailings disposal criteria after remedial action has been taken at several Sites to deter-
mine if any changes to the criteria or more specific guidance is appropriate in view of this
experience.

7. SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

lable 6 presents a summary of cumulative environmental impacts which will occur as a result
of operation of the uranium milling industry up to the year 20UO. These impacts are those
which are expected to occur if the industry operates under conditions propo3ed by the staff.

Estimates of cumulative radon release and land use impacts depend on several key parameters.
These include projections of nuclear power growth, uranium fuel enrichment policies, average
ore grades processed, surface area and shapes of tailings impoundments and unit 'adon flux.

factors (Appendix 5). To simplify analysis, the staff selected and used throughout the
document single values for each of these key parameters. However, in stating cumulative
imoacts (Table 6), the staf f has presented ranges to characterize the degree of uncertainty
that exists.

8. INSTITUTICNAL ISSUES (Chaps. 13 and 14)

Many of the institutional issues surrounding the management of uranium mill tailings have
been settled by the recent enactment of the " Uranium Mill Tailings Rcdiation Control Act of
1978," reference 4. In some areas, the legislation provides the authority to settle these
issues; in others, it allons some discretion in terms of implementation. A brief descrip-
tion of both of these kinds of issues follows.

8.1 Issues Settled by Legislation

in addition to authorizino a program for remedial action at in&ctive mill tailings sites,
the legislation amends the arrangement under which NRC regulates active mills. Control over
tailings had, in the past, been linked to tha snurce material license for a milling opera-
tion and not to the tailings themselwes. However, as a result of this recent legislation,
NRC is given direct regulatory authority over tailings as a licensable byproduct material.
Furthermore, the legislation requires an arrangement where Agreement States are required to
regulate tailings in accord with standards that are equivalent, to the extent cracticable,
or more stringent than standards adopted and enforced by the Commission for the same purpose.
In addition to establishing direct authority over mill tailings and providing for a uniform,
national approach to the problem, the recently enacted legislation spells out arrangements
for long-term control of tailings disposal sites, including provisions for government owner-
ship of the sites. Specifically, the Act requires that title to the land "shall be trans-
ferred to (a) the United States or (b) the state in which scch land is locatri, at the
option of such state," unless the Commission determines prior to such termination that
transfer of title to such land and such byproduct material is not necessary (Section 202(b),

Reference 4).

The Act further specifies authorities and roles of EPA and DOE in the mill tailings area.
EPA will establish generally applicable environmental standards and DCE will assume custody
of the disposal sites that are ultimately owned by the Federal Government.

6.2 !ssues Evaluated in GEIS

8.2.1 Short-Term Financial surety (Sec. 14.2)

Short-term financial surety refers to arrangements intended to ense e that the n ~11 operator
undertakes the required decommissioning activitits. These activities would inc de decon-
tamination of the mill site and structures, as wel' as tailings reclama' on, ,_ cording to
license reouirements and regulations. T he staff is concluded that specific provisions for

short-term financial surety should be incorporated into regulations.
. 6
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Iaole 6. Summary of Integrated Impacts of Conventional Uranium
3

Milling Industry Througn the Year 2000

Production (MT U 0, x 1000) 460-740 (690)3

Natural Resource Use
Land Temporarily Disturbed Milling (ha x 1000) 16-25(24)'
Tailings Disposal Land Permanently Committed

to Restricted Use (ha x 1000) 4. 4- 7 (6. 4)c
Land Temporarily Disturbed Mining (ha x 1000) 4.2-6.6 (6.2)d3 10*) 3.9-6.i (5.8'Water Lost to Evaporation (m x

Effluents
Tailings Solids (Mi x 10 ) 5. 0- 7. 4 ( 6. 3 )*4

7Radon Mills (1978-3000) (Ci x 10 ) 0. 7-2. 5 (2. 0)
Radon Mines (1978-2000) (Ci x 107) 0.3-1.2 (1.0)
Persistent Radon Releases from Tailings (ACi/jr) 2.0-5.0 (4.0)

Continental Radiological Impacts

Milling

Health effects - 1978 to 3000 (premature deaths)' 57-142 (114)
Life Shortening - 1978 to 3000 (years lost)# 10S0-2700 (2200)
Persistent Health E f f ecgs - Beyond 3000(premature deaths /yr) 0.02-0.05 (0.04)

Milling Occupational
Healt. Effects - 1973 to 2000 (premature doatns) 19-30 (28)
Life SL'rtening - 1978 to 2000 (years lost) 360~570 (530)

Mining
Health Effects - 1978 to 2000 (premature deaths) Ud-IEU (ll

1100-27 % (2200)Life Shortening - 1978 to 2000 (years lost )

'Tha values in parentheses were used throughout thi s documer t . The basis f^r ranges is given
in Appendix 5.

for the basis of these numbers, see Chapter 3.

=This value is based on the approximate number of madel mills (80) needed in the year 2000.
d
This value is based on the number of model mill years (820) required to fill 80 percent of
future U 0,, needs (865,000 MT). The non conventional milling industry is expected to fill3

20 percent (175,000 MT) of the 865,000 Mi required over the time period 1978 to 2000.

"This includes tailings at inactive sites, tailings currently existing at active sites, and
future tailings expected to be generated by conventional milling.

f
This inciudes a conservative estimate of the number of health ef fects (72 premature deaths)
during the years 1978-2000 because the effect of covering tailings during operations beyond
the base case (40% covered) has not been taken into account. The degree to which radon is
controlied during operation of the -il s a speculative rnatter, depending upon the tailings
management practices used (see Section .I above).

9Estimates of radiological impacts include uncertainties en source term only. The range of
radiologi al impacts does not include uncertainties in environmental transport or in health
effects models. Uncertainties in health effects models would exttnd the above ranges by
one-half to two.

The primary factor that was considered in the evaluation of the various surety mechanisms
was the degree to which each metho'1 provided protection that the pile would not become a
public liability. The alternatives were also evaluated f rore several other points of view,
related prima ily to administration of the financial surety. Specifically, the staff propo-
se> that the regulation: (Secs. 14.2.4, 14.2.5)

Require that a sumty be orovided;

I
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Require that the amount of the surety be determined on tne Dasis of cost estimates
in the approved plan for site decommissioning and tailings disposal; costs should
be those for hiaing an independent cont 1 actor to perf orm these activities. The
amount of the 'urety should also include the long-term f unding charge since this
will not ce pa.d to the ultimate custodian until termination of the license.

Allow flexibility regarding the specific surety mechanism employed, stating that:

cash deposits

surety bonds

certificates of deposit

deposits of Government securities, and

letters of credit

have been found to be acceptable machanisms, and other surety mechanisms would be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis, for acceptability.

Stipulate those factors that must be considered in setting up the surety arrange-
ments including:

inflation

noncancellable nature of the mechanism (i.e., the term of the ;urety must be
open ended--it must remain in effect until the regulatory agency releases it,
on satisfactory completion of decommissioning and reclamation), and

adjustment provision that will yield a surety that is at least sufficiant at
all times to Cover the costs of decommissioning anj reclamation of the areas
that are expected to be disturbed. before the next license renewal.

8.2.2 tong-Term Funding (Sec. 14.3)

long-term f unding ref ers to the financing of any monitoring at mill tailings sites af ter
termination of the mill operator's decommissioning responsibilities and license. The staff
has concluded that it would be prudent to continue monitoring and exercising land use contrals
at disposal sites, and the land ownership arrangement specified in the recant enactment
assures that this kind of control is provided. The nurpose cf this surveillance would be to
confirm that no une=pected erosion was occurring and that there were oc oisraptive hutan
activities at a site. Therefore, the primary component of the surveillanca woald be pe' io-
dic visual inspection of each site.

The staff proposes the following be dare with regard to tne issue of long-term funding:
(Sec. 14.3.1)

Funds should be provided by each mill operator to cover the cc3ts of long-term
monitoring.

A Charge of $250,000 (1978 dollars) per site should be levied on mill operators,
before termination of a license. The Ch.irge would be paid to the federal Govern-
ment unless the state in which a mill is located chooses to have this responsibi-
lity. In any event, the sum for long-term monitoring should be paid to whichever
(pwernmental body is going to be the ultimate custodian of the site.

If the long-term monitoring charge is paid to the f ederal Government, it should be
deposited in the general treasury funds of the United States, as opposed to a
special earmarked fund that might be established. In the situation where a state
opts to have custody of a site, it will also be responsible for fund management.
Therefore, if a State wishes to deposit long-term surveillance funds in an ear-
marked account, rather than seek an annual or biannual appropriation from the
State legislature for this purpose, it would be free to do 50.

If monitoring requirements at a particular site are determined, on the basis of a
site-specific evaluation, to be significantly greater than those assumed here
(annual visual inspection, with some limited groundwater monitoring possible),
variance in f unding rewiroments should be arrangod.

1 ', _'-,
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The amount paid by operators for long-term funding should be adjusted to recognize
inflation. The inflation rate to be used is that indicated by the change in the
Consumer Price Indax, which is published regularly by the U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The staff believes that this position is reasonable, because it conforms in general principle
with the notion that the waste generator should pay all costs for waste disposal, including
any long-term costs incurred. Based on what the staff expects will be needed in terms of
the long-term monitoring at most tailings disposal sites, (Section 10.3) the proposed arrange-
ment is a fair, simple, and efficient one. More complicated schemes were felt to be unwarran-
ted, given the level of uncertainty about stability of institutions and long-term interest
and inflation rates.

The amount of the change is based primarily on c0st estimates for having inspectors visit
each mill tailings site about once a year, to confirm that disposal sites are not being
disrupted by human activity or erosion, and possibly conduct limited groundwater monitoring.
A real interest rate of 1% was then assumed to establish what fixed charge would be suffi-
cient to effectively cover this continuing surveillance.

There are several additional monitoring and site co rol activities, not assumed in the aboveC

monitoring scenario, that might, under some conditioro, be prudent to perform. The staff
considers that these activities are either sufficiently unlikely, or low in cost to make the
above estimates of costs reasonably conservative and, therefore, appropriate for establishing
long-term funding requirements. In rare cases, it may be decided at a later time that monitor-
ing requirements at a particular site will be significantly greater or less than those assumed
above. In such cases, a variance in funding requirements should be arranged if the level of
expected activity is judged to be sufficiently different than that assumed here. The following
discusses more fully these potential additional activities and why the staff proposed funding
scheme is appropriate. (For additional discussion of alternate monitoring scenarios and
associated cost estimates, refer to Appendix R. )

It may be prudent in some cases for inspectors to sample a few groundwater monitoring wells
during their inspection and analyze for an indicator element such as radium-226. The pre-
operational, operational and compliance determination monitoring programs will be extensive,
both from the point of view of what is done and the period of time covered (15 to 30 vears).
These programs will be sufficient, therefore, to determine if there are any potentia ground-1

water problems at a site. If problems are identified and remedial action is considered
necessary, this will be determined before a license is terminated, and the cperatcr will be
available to take action. Therefore, any sampling over the long-term would have the purpose
of confirming that there are no problems occurring and, as such, will be very limited.

In some instances, it may be necessary to visit a site more frequently than annuall' Ear
example, if there were a period of very severe weather (e.g., heavy rainfall and flo00 ng, a
tornado or an earthquake near a site), a special inspection might be required. Hor , the

staff considers th3t such visits would be very infrequent and that the degree of conservatism
in the staff estimate is sufficient to account for them.

In some rare cases, site observation during the cperational, reclamation and compliance
determination periods might indicate that a site may either require continued fencing or some
degree of act've care. This is ruost likely to occur, if at all, at currently active sites
where operations began prior to the establishment of the proposed staff requirements for
tailings disposal. If this occurs, the expected level of care could be estimated on the
basis of site specific conditions and a fee different than that recommended here could be
levied on the mill operator to cover the expected additional ongoing effort. This would be
worked out in the process of terminating a license and would have to be based on a benefit cost
assessment of the options for taking steps to eliminate the need for such active care, similar
to that described in Section 12.4. The regulations on long-term funding, thereforn, should
provide for such an unlikely contingency, allowing for charges greater than $250,000 to be
levied, if extenuating circumstances warrant this.

Despite the fact that such a special case might arise, the staff considers that a funding
level should be set now, as opposed to taking a " wait and see" approach at each site. Estimates
of what will be required in the future, in the way of site monitoring, will always be specula-
tive. The staff believes the estimates made here to be reasonable, if somewhat on the conserva-
tive side. Fixing a fund amount now establishes a basis for planning by mill cperators and
assures that the full costs of cperation, including waste disposal, are understood before the
beginning of these cperations. Furt'e*, establishing a fund amount now will tend to assure
that there is uniform and equitable treatment of mill operators; variances f rom the fund
amount will occur only where monitoring activities are significantly different than those
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dssumeu nere. Finally, this approach will tend to discourage adoption of a view that ontribu-
tion to a "long-term care" fund mioht be substituted for development of isolation scheme -
which will eliminat, the need for active care.

Since the question of ultimate site custody may not be decided until termination of the mill
operator's license, the staff has concluded that the simplest arrangement for'the collection
of monies to cover the costs of long-term monitoring is for the charge to be paid, upon
termination of the license, to whichever governmental agency will be the ultimate custodian
of the site.

Based on the requirement that tailings be disposed of such that no active care be necessary
over the long-term, the staf f has proposed an arrangement whereby charges for funding of
long-term monitoring be a fixed amount, from site to site, as long as this requirement is
satisfied. This is appropr; ate since, without a need for active maintenance, costs will be
independent of the siza of the tailings pile. Several other options on the long-term funding
issue, stemming f rom diti' rent assumptions, were eva Fatcd by the staf f. These alternative
options include:

No fund

Because costs associated with the passive monitoring mode are expected to be relatively
small, the no-fund option demanded some consideration. Under this alternative, the waste
generator would not be paying the f ull care costs, resulting in an inequitable situation.
Thus, the no-fund option was rejected by the staff.

Levy on Product

A fund based on a levy imposed on the amount of product generated per site would yield an
dmount that would Correlate with the size of the pile. This would be an equitable situation
in the active care mode. However, in the passive monitoring mode, the size of the tailings
pile is not a critical factor. Therefore, the staff rejected this alternative as
unnecessary.

Insurance Fund

Establishing a fund to cover the costs of any unexpected extensive monitoring or remedial
actions is another alternative. Such an approach might be appropriate where ser;ous uncer-
tainties exist about the necessary level of long-term surveillance. The proposed long-term
funding program is designed to cover the costs for a passive monitoring mode, which is all
that is expected to be required at most sites meeting the proposed technical requirements
'cr tailings disnosal. At the same time, the program recognizes the need for flexibility
and variance in setting the funding amount. In view of these factors, an insurance fund
does not seem warranted.

Negotiable Fee

Another long-term funding alternative would be to establish a funding requirement, but leave
the charge negotiable. The staff Chose the proposed program over this alternative because
the proposal will foster equity and consistency in dealing with various operators. This
would be more difficult to achieve if the fee were completely negotiable in each case.

9. SUPPDRTING RESEARCH AND SPECIAL STUDIES

In direct support of this generic statement, several special studies and a comprehensive
program of research, including both laboratory research and field studies at activo uranium
mills, have been performed. Much of this supporting work is described in pertinent sections
of the main text and appendices. However, separate and independent reports have been or are
being prepared. These reports will be available in the NRC Public Document Room as they are
completed.

Laboratory and Field Research

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory, in conjunction with
the U. 5, Environmental Pretection Agency (las Vegas, Nevada), have been conducting programs
of effluent and environmental measurements at active uranium mills continuously since June
of 1977. These field studies have included reasurements of radioactive particulates and
radon gas in mill effluents and in surrounding air and soils; limited fcod ingestion studies
nave also been included. Ford, Bacon and Davis Utah, Inc. has conducted labcratory studies
on the matter of radon attenuation by soils. Repo-ts documenting the results of all these
research studies are now being completed and should be issued shortly (references 6, 7, 8, and
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9). Preliminary results from the studies were considsred in the preparation of thi raft

statement. The staff plans to incorporate the results of these stuaies more exp ititly into
the final version of the generic statement.

Special Studies

Oak Ridge National Laborato y, using inf ormation developed bv the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Adininistration, assessed the radiological impact on the North American continent
of radon-222 released from U. 5. uranium mills (see reference 3). This work also involved
comparing impacts of mills with other natural ard technologically enhan:ed sources of
radon-222. Colorado State University conducted a study of long-term stability aspects of
various tailings disposal piograms evaluated in this statement (see reference 10). Finally,

Argonne National laboratory, in preparing technical sections of this generic statement, has
compiled specific information which characterizes the exis'.ing environment in western uranium
development regions (see reference 11). lhis information which was used in defining the

model mill and region, includes data en climate, +opography, land use, geology and seismi-
city, mineral resources, surface and grcundwater resources, soils, ter restrial and aquatic
biota, cultural patterns and historical developme nt, archaeology, and aesthetic and
recreational resources.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF STATEMENT

This generic environmental impact statement on uranium milling has been prepared in accordance
with a notice of intent published by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the Federal
Register (41 FR 22430) on Juae 3, 1976. As stated in the notice, the purpose of the statement
would be to assess the potential environmental impacts of uranium milling operations, in a
programmatic context, including the management of uranium mill tailings, and to provide an
opportunity for public participation in decisions concerning any proposed changes in NRC
regulations based on this assessment. In support of this purpose, the principal objectives of
the statement have been as follow:

To assess the nature and extent of the environmental impacts of uranium milling in
the United States from local, regional, and national perspectives on both short- and
long-term bases, to determine what regulatory actions are needed,

More specifically, to provide information on which to determine what regulatory
requirements for management and disposal of mill tailings and mill decommissioning
should be,

To support any rule makings that may be determined to be necessary.

Both technical and institutional issues are addressed. The major technical issues break down
as follow:

Mill tailings disposal as a long-term waste management problem. M?.jor problems are
those of isolating tailings from people for long time periods, control of persistent
airborne emissions (particularly radon) and protection of grosndwater quality,

Decommissioning of mill structure and site (excluding the tailings disposal area),

Nonradiological environmental impacts and resource use.

The major institutional questions addressed in this document include:

Need for and use of controls and site ronitoring at tailings disposal sites,

Methods of providing financial surety that tailings disposal and site decommissioning
are accomplished by the mill operator, and

Need for and methods of funding any long term surveillance at tailings disposal
sites which may be necessary.

ihe analyses of these and other questions are intended to support regulatory requirements for
the operation of uranium mills and the management of mill tailings in such a manner as to
ensure the health and safety of the populace.

1.2 SCOPE OF STATEMENT

Anticipated conventional uranium milling operations in the United States through the year 2000
are evaluated in this document. Conventional uranium milling as used- here refers to the
milling of ores mined primarily for the recovery of uranium; it involves the prccesses of
crushing, grinding, and leaching of the ore, followed by chemical separation and concentration
of uranium. Heap leaching of low grade uranium ore carried out as a subsidiary process is
included within the concept of conventional milling as used here.

Non conventional recovery processes include in-situ leaching from mines or uranium-rich tailings
piles and extraction of uranium from mine water and wet process phosphoric acid.

These processes are described to a limited extent for completeness; they are not evaluated in
depth since they produce relatively small quantities of uranium. Also impacts from in-situ
mining are almost exclusively related to groundwater and are, therefore, highly site-specITic.
The localiz*d nature of this potential impact requires close examination on a case-by case
basis. A recent general study of potential in-situ mi''7g impacts on groundwater has been
conducted by NEC (NUREG/CR-0311, " Groundwater E lements in In Situ Leach Mining of Uranium,"
Geraghty & Miller, Inc. , August 1978). 1-1
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Projections of future uranium requirements by the nuclear power industry indicate the need for
major growth in the uranium miiling industry during the next 10-20 years. Similarly, informa-
tion on the availability of uranium resources to be utilized during that period indicates that
most of this uranium will De produced in those same western states in which corrent proouction
.s centered. In order to assess the environmental impacts resulting from the postulated
growth of the uranium milling industry, the statement has addressed milling activities in
these states during the period up to the year 2000. The location of uranium resources and the
technology used to recover uranium for periods beyond the year 2000 are speculative; the
r esulting large uncertainties preclude extending the time period covered by this statement
beyond that point.

In geneial, the method of assessment involves evaluation of a base case and alternat.ses
chosen to bound the range of health effects and monetary cists for various levels of emission
during mill operations and, in the case of tailings disposal, for differing degrees of isola-
tion. The following brief summary of what is covered in each chapter is provided to help the
reader understand the approaches taken in the development of this document:

Chapter 2-- A brief history of uranium milling is presented in this chapter for perspective.
The major emphasis is on the problems associated with past tailings management at inactive
sites. In effect, Chapter 2 provides a definition of the problems to be evaluated
in dealing with tailings generated in the future.

Chcpter 3--This chapter includes a discussion of the need for uranium milling through the
year 2000 as a basis for prediction of environmental impacts. Included are estimates of
the 3 mounts of uranium that will be required and the relative Contributions of Current
coaventional and alternative methods of production.

Chapter 4--A brief description of a general, schematic, model site and region developed
to form a basis for analyzing potential anvironmental impacts and alternative control
measures is presented in this chapter. Since environmental impacts of milling are
largely site-specific, the site description is given only to the level of detail deemed
necessary to illustrate in a general fasnion what the effects of the uranium milling
industry will be.

Chatter 5--This chapter contains a description of a model mill in a simple fashion to
allca consideration of the major issues to ce evaluated in the statement on a common
basis. The model m:11 features a relativel / low level of environmental control and as
such cofines the " base case" to be used as a point of comparison in evaluating alternative
controls.

Chacter 6--Covered in this chapter are tne analyses of environmental impacts to be
es pec t ed from the base case. Included are astimates of the cumulative effects of a
re 31istic " worst-case" condition that might occur in the year 2000, . hen the equivalent
of t.elve per day mills might be operating in a single region. So as to evaluate
difficulties in meeting applicable radiologica: safety limits, the primary emphasis in
this chapter is on bealth risks to individails in the immediate vicinity of the mills.
The focus of the hetlth effects evalattien is nn the EPA fuel cycle standard (40 CFR
190), when it becomes effective in !990, which will limit esposure during milling
operitions.

Also presented in Chapter 6 are potential Continental imp 3 cts (only exposure to r3Jon and
he3lth effect3 theref rom are considered) oci:urring in the base case when the t3ilings are
left exposed fclloainq termination of milling operations. The esposures are computed to
prruide a benchmark for evaluating alternative ccntrol measures and to suppor t establish-
ment of regulations dealirq with tailina, disposal.

Chqter__7--Potent i a l acc idents f o r the oise case are evaluated in this chapter.

Chapter 8-- Alternitives f or mit igating tne major environmental impacts identified in
Chapter 6 are described in Chapter 8. Inese a'ternatives are classified into three
groups: (1) those which will reduce operational impacts of milling, (2) those relating
to final tailings disposal, and (3) those concerning decommissioning of mill structures
and the surrounding site. Alternative tailings disposal programs evaluated were selected
to co er a range of isolation levels. Iney can be categorized in a general way according
to the level of long-term control they wouid necessitate: (a) an active care mode; (b) a
passive monitoring mode, and (c ) ootential rodar ed r a re raoJw.

~
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Chapter 9--This chapter contains avaluations of the environmer.tal impacts of the three
categories of alternatives described in Cnauter 8. The primary emphasis of the chapter
is on evaluation of impact; from tailings disp 03al alternatives. Special attention is
given to this category oecause tne primary ourpose of tnis occument is to support deci-
sions (i.e. , proposed regulut tons) concerning controls and institutional changes reeded
to deal with the tailings aste management and disposal problems.

Chapter 10--Ge eral principles far establisning a monitoring program during preoperational,
operational and post-operational poeieds are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter ll--The mone; ry costs fo" alternatives evaluated in detail in Chaptor 9 are pre-
sented in Chapter 11.

ChapterJ --This thapter incluoes a summiry of the major technical conclusions of
preseding chapters and proposals as to what steps should be taken to ensure mill opera-
tion and disposal r' tailings in a manner that arotects the public health a d safety.
Specific provisions which should be incorpoeated into regulations are presented.

Chapter 13--The regulatory authorities o' foderal and state agencies involved in regula-
tion of uranium mills are described in Chapter 13. The description is related primarily
to regulatory authorities in the area of contrni of tailings waste.

Chapter 14--On the basis of technical analyses and conclusions of previnus chapters,
evaluations are presented in thio chaptee 0:1:

(1) Specific methods for providing financial surety that tailings disposal will be
carried out accoruing to requieemonts, and

(2) Whether there should be a requ renent f or mill operators to provide funds fori

any long-term control required at tailings sites.

Chapter 15--This Chapter summarizes the cumliative unavoidable adserse impacts from U.S.
milling to the year 2000, the relationship between short-term uses of man's environment
and long-term productivity, and the i resersible and irretrievable commitment of
resources from the U.S. milling industry.

1. 3 RELATION 5 HIP OF GENERIC STATEMENT TO SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

Primiry emphasis is given to impacts that are generic in nature. Many of the impacts from
uranium milling are highly site specific and no attempt is made, therefore, to analyze them in
great detail; they must be evaluated for each mill as is done through environmental statements
prepared in connection with individual mill licensing actions. The evaluation in this document
is intended to characterize the nature and extent of the impacts that will result from a
typical mill. 'o do this, a range nr upper limit for site-specific impacts is presented.

The generic environmental impact statement is not intended to replace specific environmental
impact statements for individual mills. Impact statements will continue to be written for
such mills as applications fo, license or relicense are received. In those statements, site-
specific analyses of environmental impacts will be carried out, .hereas only the hypothetical
imparts of a "model" mill on a "model" site are considered in this generic statement. The
primary concern in the generic statement is industry wide practices and their regional effects
over a relatively long period of time. Conclusions reached herein and subsequent rule making
will be considered and incorporated into future environmental impact statements written for
specific mills. Those site-specific environmental impcct statements produced prior to the
issuance of this generit environmental impact statement have included the cautionary statement
that any licensing actions taken woeld be subject to the express condition that approved
waste generating processes and mill tailings management practices may be subject to revision
in accordance with the conclusions of the final generic environmental imp 3ct statement and
related rule making.
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2. HISTORY AND STATUS OF URANIUM MILLING OPERATIONS

2.1 PAST PRODUCTION AND METHODS

The history of uranium milling operations has been reviewed in a book by Merritt,1 and material
from that source is summarized below.

In tne past 35 years the uranium industry has undergone a series of transformations, the element
changing almost overnight from a commodity of only minor commercial interest to one vital for
nuclear weapons and, now, to its important peaceful use as a fuel for generation of electrical
energy. With each change there has been a sur
andinnewandexpandedproductionfacilities.geofinterestinareexplorationanddevelopment,

The military demana for uranium beginning in the early 1940s had to be met from known sources of
supply. The rich pitchblende cres of the Shinkolobwe deposit in the Belgian Congo and the Great
Bear Lake deposit in Canada supplied uranium during the war years and were supplemented by pro-
duction f rom treatment of old tailings dumps and a few small mines in the Colorado Plateau area.
These high grade ores and concentrates were refined by an ether extraction technique adapted
from analytical procedures. Crude ore milling processes for low grade cres used during this
period reflected little change from methods used 40 years earlier (at the turn of the last cen-
tury) with uranium recovery from the leach solutions based on several itages of selective pre-
cipitation. Milling costs were high and overall recovery was low, as judged by corrent standards.

With passage of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, a strong emphasis was placed on the discovery and
development of new worldwide sources of uranium. At the same time, the research efforts begun
earlier were expanded in scope and magnitude to advance the process technology. These efforts
led to greater use of lower grade ores than previously had been considered feasible, such as the
uranium-bearing gold ores in South Africa, as a source of uranium, and to the discovery and
development of large, low grade deposits in the 8eaverlodge, Elliot Lake, and Bancroft regions
of Canada.

In the United States, prospecting and mining for uranium were encouraged by the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) through guaranteed fixed prices for ore, bonuses, haulage allowances, establish-
ment of ore-buying stations and access roads, and other forms of assistance. These incentives
led directly to an increase in the known mineable reserves of ore in the western United States
from about 9 x 105 metric tons (MT) [1 x 106 short tons (ST)] in 1946 to 8.1 x 107 MT
(8.9 x 107 ST) in 1959. Programs also were initiated to examine other possible sources of
uranium and to develop methods for processing these materials. AEC purchases from 1948 through
1970 totalled approximately 3 x 105 MT (3.3 x 105 ST) of Ua0 , of which nearly 1.6 x 105 MT3(1.8 = 105 ST) with a value of about $3 billion were supplied from comestic sources.1

Mill process development programs in the United States were sponsored by the Manhattan Engineer-
i% District, and later by the AEC, through contracts with over 20 organizations from 1944
tnrough 1958. Similar efforts were begun almost simultaneously in other countries, and the
cooperative ef forts and free exchange of information, particularly with Great Britain, the Union
of South Africa, Canada, and Australia, greatly aided the overall effort. Many privately owned
compaaies interested in the mining and milling of uranium also contributed to the knuwledge
gained during this period. Major devel]pments included progress in chemical flocculents and in
techc.iques for making liquid solid separations. Studies of variables in the leaching circuit,
such as ore particle size, tne effect of the state of oxidation of the uranium in the are on
rate of dissolution, the use of oxidants, temperature, time of contact, etc., assisted in improv-
ing the efficiency of this operation and permitted the treatment of a greater variety of ores
with consistently high recovery. Developments in operating techniques and in equipment design
contributed to process reliability and to the production of final concentrates of relatively
high purity. Dry gH nding was used in the early milis but was gradually replaced with more effi-
cieat wet grinding, which also reduced dusting. The entire development period was marked by
steadily decreasing process costs per unit of production.

During the peak production years in the United States, from 1960 through 1962, the number of
operating mills (excluding plants producing by product eranium from phosphates) varied from 24
to 26, with total annual production exceeding 1.5 x 104 MT (1.7 x 104 ST) of U 0 from the treat-3 3
ment of about 7 - 106 MT (8 x 106 ST) of cre.
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in 195/ it was apparent that very large ore reserves had been developed, and that additional
contracts, which were the main incentive for exploration by potential producers, would lead to
commitments exceeding government requirements through 1966. In 1958, the AEC withdrew its

This led to shutdownsoffer to purchase uranium from any are reserves developed in the future.
of mills af ter empiration of contracts and to stretching out of deliveries under long-term
contracts in the United Staten, Cdnada, and 5uuth Afrito. As a rioult of these attempts to

balcice lowered military demand and slow development of commercial reactors with an overex-
panded supply, the period from 1967 through 1970 saw a considerable reduction in the number
and production rates of active uranium mills in the U.S. and abroad. However, contracts with

U.S. producers were eventually extended througn 1970. These contract stretchouts reducedmany
the rate of government purchases and constrained production to values more in line with govern-
ment requirements. They also served to ease the industry through a period when nuclear power
growth ha1 not progressed sufficiently to create a significant commercial demand.

Total production of Ua0 through 1977 from U.S. sources is estimated at about 2.7 - 10' MT
4

(3- 105 ST).' The amounts of ore used in the production of this U 0 , and the approximate3 3

amount of tailings produced, were expected to re3ch 1.3 10" ST (1.4 - 10" ST) by the end of
1977. Of this total, about 20%, or 2.3 107 u!3 (2.5 107 ST), is located at inactive mill
sites and the balance b 80%) is located at currently active mill sites. Some of the problem!
that have develJped with the tailings at the inactive sites are briefly outlined below.

2.2 MILL TAILINGS AT INACTIVE MILL SITES 37

On 12 March 1974, the Subcommittee on Raw Materials of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
held hearings on identical bills, S. 2566 and H. R. 11378, providing for a cooperative arrange-
ment between the Atomic Energy Commission and the State of Utah regarding the Vitro tailings
site in Salt Lake City for assessment of and appropriate remedial action to limit the exposure
of individuals to radiation from uranium mill tailings. Testimony pointed out that there are
other sites with similar problems, and the Environmentai Protection Agency (EPA) recommended
the problem be approached generically, structured to address the most critical problems first.

AEC proposed that a comprehensive study be conducted as a cooperative two-phase undertaking by
the states concerned and the appropriate federal agencies, such as AEC and EPA. The first
phase of the study involved site visits to determine the condition of each site, any need for
carrective action, ownership, proximity to populated areas, and prospects for future population
increases near the site. A preliminary report, which served as a basis for determining whether
a detailed angineering assessment (Phase II) was recessary, was prepared f or each mill site.

2.3 SUMMARY OF PHASE I STUDIES AT INACTIVE MILL SITES

During 1974, 22 inactive sites were visited by teams consistlag of representatives of AEC ! the
precursor of the Department of Energy (DOE)1, EPA, and the states. The information gathered
from these Phase I visits is summarized in Taole 2.1. The table column headings show the ten
criteria used in the site inspection study, while the body of the table shows the findings at
each of the 22 sites inspected. These data are discussed below in greater detail.

Cordition of Tailings: Eight sites remained unstabilized in 1977, five were partly
stabilized, and eight were stabilized but require further work.

Tailings stabilization at six sites had not been attempted at all. The chemical surface
coating used at Tuba City, A-izona, had broken up after only a few years of weathering and is
consicered unsuccessful. The conditions at Shiprock, New Mexico, on the Navajo Reservation
had been considerably aggravated as a result of the operation of a heavy-earth-moving-equipment
school cn the site.

The State of Colorado adopted regulations in 1966 for stabilization and control of uranium
mill tailings by the mill owners. The substantial efforts made in that state have been fairly
successful. Some erosion and loss of cover was noted in all cases. The vegetation was
generally not self-sustaining without continued maintenance, usually including watering and
fertilization. Thus, the stabilization work done to date represents a holding action,
sufficient for the present, but not a satisfactory answer for the long-term.

Condition of Structures Onsite: At seven of the sites, all structures had been removed;
seven fad buildings partially removed, and four of those had occupied structures; three sites
had buildings intact and occupied; at four sites, the mill was intact and one of these was
occupied.

Where housing and other structures remain trcm tne milling operations they have been
frequently put to use. Housing at Tuba City, Naturita, Slick Rock, Shipreck and Mexican Hat
is occupied. Buildings on the mill sites at Gunnison, Naturita, Shiprock, Green River and

* i
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Mexican Hat are being used for warehousing, schools and other purposes. At several sites,
remaining buildings are still used for company activities. At Salt Lake City, a sewage
disposal plant is operating on the site. Construction of aa automobile race track was begun
in the middle of the tailings pile. It was subsequently stopped by the State upon recommenda-
tions of AEC and EPA. The pressure for use of sites in urban areas is likely to increase with
time due to projected population growth. Fe. of the are ' formerly occupied by milling
facilities, ore stockpiles, etc., have been examined to determine suitability for future use.

Mill Employee Housing: 16 of the sites had no existing mill housing; five had existing
mill housing and all of these were at least partially occupied.

Fencing, Posting, Security: 14 sites had some evidence of action to secure the site
from trespass; s . ' had none.

Property near a Stream: Ten sites were near a stream, 11 were not.

In no case examined was evidence obtained indicating contamination above the EPA Drinking
Water Standards for radionuclides. However, in the case of Mexican Hat, a stagnant pool on
the mill site was contaminated with heavy metals other than radionuclides. Such a pool could
be a source of river contamination in case of flooding.

At the Durango site in 1970 nine ponds used to contain solvent extraction raffinate solutions
were filled-in with local soil, graded, and revegetated. They now support local vegetation.
These ponds were on a flat area near a river which probably allowed the native vegetation to
take hold before erosion could occur. Tailings sites on which vtgetation has not done well
usually have grades which make it difficult for plants to trat ha' ore erosion occurs.

Evidence of Wind and/or Water Erosion:

At none of the sites examined had any major effort been expended to cover the site with topsoil
prior to attempting revegetation. Even so, about half of the sites showed no evidence of wind
or water erosion. In the case of the Rifle site, windblown tailings were found on roofs in
the town up to about one mile from the tailings pile. Water contamination from erosion was
found at Durango. There was evidence of a tailings washout caused by heavy rains but this was
not extensive.

Tailings Removed for Private Use: Six sites nad tailings removed for private use, 15
did not.

In no other location was there evidence of the widespread use of tailings in building construc-
tion such as occurred in Grand Junction, Colorado. An estimated 270,000 MT (300,000 ST) of
aranium tailings have been moved from the Grand Junction site and used as fill material on
various construction projects, including about 45,000 MT (50,000 ST) under and around struc-
tures in Grand Junction. These 6000 locations have been identified by door-to-door gamma

Corrective action at the locations which exceed the Crand Junction criteria forsurveys.
allowable limits is being carried out under a remedial action program.

2.4 SUMMARY OF PHASE II STUDIES AT INACTIVE MILL SITES

The second phase of the study included more specific environmental measurements that determined
the extent of contamination from the tailings piles. These more detailed studies were
conducted to form a basis for engineering assessments and cost studies for alternative remedial
actions. The studies included gamma surveys, radon concentration measurements, and measure-
ments to determine the extent of windblown soil, groundwater, and surface water contamination.

The series of reports * prepared by Ford, Bacon and Davis, Utah and issued in conjunction with
the Phase II assessments documents the kindsof problems which can occur in essentially a base
case situation where no requirements pertaining to reclamation exist. These reports led to a

Tne Uranium Hill Tailings Radiation Contrl Act
recentgroposalforlegislationinthisarea.contains a program for completing remedial action at inactive processing sito; andof 1978

i:revent thisamends the Atomic Energy Act by making tailings licensable material in order6 ''

situation from arising in the future. A copy of this legislation can be fcc A7pendix Q;

the legislation is discussed in Chapter 13.
-

This brief characterization of the extent of impacts that have occurred at inactive sites
illustrates the fact that without tailings isolation, impacts extend appreciable distances
from the tailings pile itself. The level of contamination and exposures around inactive
sites, reported in Phase I and II assessments, provides a good indication of the kind of
potential impacts that can occur at mill sites, in general, furtharmore, the inactive sites
experience indicates the need for developing plans for mill tailings management and disposal
and site decommissioning in conjunction with plannino mill coerations prior to licensing. ,
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Also, the need for establishing regulatory and financial mechanisms that assure that waste
management and de o mmissioning are carried out according to plan following cessation of
milling operation is indicated.
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3. FRODUCTICN OF URANIUM

The quantities of uranium projected to be needed and the amount libely to be produced in the
United States until the year 2000 are considered in this chapter. In the first part the
quantity of uranium needed for the generation of nuclear power is predicted. The current
uranium milling industry is then described in terms of mill capacity, geographic location, ano
the significance of " unconventional" production sources. This is follo.ed by a more detailed
account of the " unconventional" sources, including projectians of their contributions to the
total uranium supply. An overview of the milling industry to the year 200] is then given.
Descriptions of the more important uranium mining and milling processes are presented in
Appendix B.

3.1 THE NEED FOR URANIUM WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THIS GENERIC STATEMENT

The need for uranium in commercial reactors in the United States is primarily a function of
two factors: (1) the installed ccmmercial nuclear reactor capacity, and (2) U.S. uranium
enrichment policies. Evaluations of these factors were based on information available from
the Energy Research and Develepment Administration (ERDA) and the Federal Energy Administration
(FEA) as of the summer of 1977. In the course of preparing this document more recent nuclear
energy growth projections have become available from the Department of Energy (DGE), DOE's
most recent projections of nuclear capacity are about 15% lo er than those used in this docu-
ment. The sensitivity of cumulative environmental impacts to nuclear power projections,
enrichment tails asays, ore grades and other kej parameters is discussed in Appendix 5. The
installed nuclear reactor capacity and uranium enrichment policies are discussed below.

The installation schedule assumed for this dccument (chosen from many that have been projected)
is shown in Table 3.1. This projected growth rate is substantially below prior expectations
and results, at least in part, from recent drops in the demand for electricity and increased
costs for constructing new nuclear pc-er plants. Approximately 10% of U.S. electricity now is
generated by nuclear power. The capacity schedule shown in Table 3.1 is expressed in terms of
metric tons of U 0 required annually and cumulatively in Table 3.2. The quantities of U 03 3 3 3

reqeired are based on a "once-through" (throwa.ay) uranium fuel cycle which does not include
recycle of either uranium or plutonium.

A comparison between estimated total requirements for electrical generating capacity and the
projected nuclear capacity through the year 2000 is given in Table 3.1. It is shCwn that
nuclear generating plants are expected to furnish from 10% to 3f% of the electrical energy
supplied during this period. This wide range results from current uncertainty in projections
of the demand for electricity. The projections are also affected by national policy relative
to nuclear pcwer. For example, decisions concerning nuclear reprocessing, the breeder reactor
prcgram, spent f uel storage, and nuclear waste disposal are all important f actors in deter-
mining the economic viability and political acceptability of nuclear power. The asailability

and economic competiveness of alternative energy sources such as coal, natural gas, petroleum,
and solar energy, will also influence these projections.

For use in commercial LWRs, the atomic percentage of the fissile nuclide U-235 must be enriched
from its natural abundance of 0.71%. The amount of natural uranium required to produce a

desired amcunt of product material of a given enrichment is related to the percentage of U-235
remaining in the enrichment tails, the residual uranium from which some of the U-235 has been
removed (Reference 2, Section 4.2). The enrichment f actors used in converting spent fuel
discharges into U 0 requir ements were based on an enricnment tails assay of 0.25%. The3 3
average enrichment was taken as 3.0% for the reactor system projected. Enrichment policy
changes, such as changir.g the tails assay or the required delivery time of U 0x to the enrich-2

ment plant, will change U 03 requirements. (For example, if the enrichment tails assay were3
reduced to 0.20%, although it would be more costly in terms both of energy and money to do so,
the annual redu cion in U 0, requirements could be 11%.) Perturbations in uranium demand3
caused by changes in Department of Energy uranium fuel enrichment policies were not factored
into the U 0 requirements assumed herein.3 3

Uranium requirements can be filled by other than conventional mining and milling techniques.
In addition, uranium can also be imported. The ef fects of " unconventional" sources are
discussed in Section 3.3. The uranium requirements projected in this study are based on the
premise that all needs are filled from domestic resources.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of Tote.. and Nuclear Generating Capacity, 1977-2000

bNuclear Generating Capacity, CWe

Nuclear for % Nuclear forTotal Generati g
umJotal MaximumJdalnCapacity' GWe

Planned or Under Generating Generating
cYear Minimum Maximum Actual Construction Estimated Capacity Capacity

1977 507 507 49 10 10
1980 544 627 61 11 10
1985 624 840 127 20 15
1990 734 1131 195 26 17
1995 669 1525 280 32 18
2000 1039 2092 380 36 18

'From " Electric Utilities Study" by TRW for ER0A, Contract E (49-1)-3885, pg. 1-19, et seg.
Maximum case is 7.0% compounded annual growth through 1985, then 6.4% to 2000. Minimum case
is 3.9% through 1985, then 3.5% to 2000.

bFor year-by year growth, see Table 3.2.
c R. W. Bown and R. H. Williamson, " Domestic Uranium Requirements," presented at the Grand
Junction Office Uranium Industry Seminar, U.S. Dept. of Energy, October 1977.

8Table 3.2. Requirements for U 0s, 1977-20003

Annual Cumulative
Generating U 0s U03 3 3
Capacity, Requirements, Requirements,

Year GWe MT * 103 MT

1977 49 9,600 18.0
1978 53 10,300 28.3
1979 57 11,200 39.5
1980 61 12,000 51.5

1981 74 14,500 66.0
1982 87 17,000 83.0
1983 100 19,600 102.6
1984 112 22,000 124.6
1985 127 24,900 149.5
1986 141 27,600 177.1
1987 154 30,200 207.3
1988 167 32,700 240.0
1989 181 35,500 275.5
1990 195 38,200 313.7

1991 210 41,100 354.8
1992 225 44,100 398.9
1993 240 47,100 446.0
1994 260 51,000 497.0
1995 280 54,900 551.9

1996 300 58,800 610.7
1997 320 61,700 673.4
1998 340 65,600 740.0
1999 360 70,500 810.5
2000 380 74,500 883.0

'The conversion from GWe to annual U 0" requirements was based on an3

average of 28 MTHM discharged per GW per year for the entire span of
24 years, and a conversion factor of 7 x annual discharges to arrive
at metric tons of U 0a. This is the factor for 3.0% enrichment and3

0.2% U-235 in tails f rom enrichment. Averag+' plant factor con- _f,

sidered was 70%. Each year might dif f er f rom tne average due to '

size and type of reactor coming into commercial operation.
,
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An important consideration in tnis generic study is the comparison of the amounts of raw mate-
rial (U 0s) required for the projected reactor schedule (see Table 3.2) to the estimated domestic3

uranium resources available (Table 3.3). It is shown in Table 3.3 that currently known reserves
and probable resources are adequate to support the 380-GWe schedule through the year 2000 and
the scheduled lifetime of the reactors.

Table 3.3. Comparison of U.S. Reactor Requirements and Domgstic Resource
Availability (in MT U 0 as of January 1978)3 3

ResourceAvaifagility
Time Period Reactor Demand @ $50/10

1978 to 2000 E65,000

For 30 year lifetime
of 380 GWe 2,051,000

dReserves 890,000

Probable resources 1,395,000

Sum of reserves
& probable resources 2,285,000

8 Based on information presented by D. L. Hetland and W. D. Grundy, at the
Grand Junction, Of fice Uranium Industry Seminar, U.S. Dept. of Energy,
October 1978, and in "ERDA Makes Preliminary Estimate of Higher Ccst
Uranium Resources," U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration,
Notice 77-105, 22 June 1977, and updated July 1978.

bCosts include all those incurred in property exploitation and production
except profits and costs of money. Costs are the current ones, and are
not intended to project future uranium prices,

c$50/lb is equivalent to $110/kg.
d 3Does not include 140,000 MT of U 08 which could be produced as a by-
product of phosphate fertilizer and ccpper production.

3. 2 THE CURRENT URANIUM MILLING INDUSTRY *

fhe current conventional uranium extraction and processing industry involves a combinati0n of
mining and milling methods that have been developed through experience gained since about 1940.
A brief history of this evolution is given in Section 2.1. The mining and milling methods
currently used, while capable of general characterization as open pit or undergrc 7d for mining,
and acid or alkaline leach for milling, have evolved into systems usable anywhere in the western
United States for sandstone-deposited ores. These cres constitute practically all of the
reserves and probable resources identified to date in the United States. In conventional prac-
tice, the location of the mill with respect to the mine, the specific process used by the mill,
the size of the mill, and the tailings management schemes used are all direct consequences of
mining procedures and the chemical and physical characteristics of the ore. Mining and milling
operations are discussed in more d2 tail in Chapter 5 and Appendix B.

In this section the current U.S. conventional mill capacity is discussed, the locations of
proven and potential uranium reserves are given, and the contribution of " unconventional"
processes is considered.

'Information presented in this section has been obtained principally from References 3-9.
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3.2.i l_11_l_1_ Capac i ty_i n_ th_ef n_i ted S ta te_s

Mill capacities in 197d ranyd from 360 to 6300 MT (400 to 7000 ST) of ore per da v, averaging
about 1800 MT (2000 ST) per day. Assuming the ore averaged 0.15 U.0., a model ;ill of 1803 :tT/

day capacity, as descritted in Chapter 5, would produce about 1000 MT (1100 ST) of yellowcake
per year at f ull capacity. About dO: of the current nilling capacity involves the use of the
sulfuric acid leach process; the rest involves the use of the basic (carbonate) solution leach
process.

At a few mills an additional process--heap leaching--is either being used on a small scale or
is being planne t Heap leaching is a technique usually designed to remove unrecovered uranium
from low grade ores or tailings containing less than 0.05% U 0s and is not expected to contri-3

bute any major amount towards annual U 0s production. One major heap leacn operation, under-3
taken in 1976, was at Union Carbide's Maybell, Colorado, site, which is remote frcm any conten-
tional mill.

Heap leaching oces not incre3se the environmental impacts, whether used on existing uranium
tailings piles or on low grade ore transported to the nill for heap leaching. The process
might result in slight modification of tail mgs , van 3gement procedures because tailings and
leached ore could be mixed, r3ther than separated as in conventional mining and milling;
however, operations would still be above the ground and impacts would be ecsentially
unaltered

The total capacity of mills operating in 1978 was about 38,500 MT (42,400 ST) of ore per day
(see Table 3.4). (The capacities of mills receiving solutions from in-situ mining or from
extracticn of phosphoric acid tailings are not included.) Production in 1977 from conventicnal
mills was about 13,000 MI (14,500 ST) Uao. At 100% capacity and using ore with a U 0s contents 3

of 0.15%, these mills could have produced about 18,000 MT (20,000 ST) of U 0,, per year; at 85%3

< pacity, production in 1977 would han been 15,000 MT (16,500 ST) U 0 .3 s

The overall average grade of ore processed was 0,16% in 1977, and was expected to be abuut the
same in 1978 Average mill recovery was about 921 in 197 7, wit h a range f rom 90't to 97't f or
individual mills. Little change in the recovery rate is expected in the im ediate future
The 18 con.entional mills that operated in 197/ generated about 8.8 10' (9.8 'O' ST) of
tailings while producing 13,000 MT '14,500 ST) ef U 0m. [At 0.16% U 0s in ore, each tretric3 i
ton of U 0, produced leaves behind ut 680 MI ( 750 ST) of dry tailings. ]3

3.2.2 Geographic locat ions o f Urani on. ? serve; h the United States

Most of the nation's kno.n uranium resnurces are located in the West, as shown in f igure 3.1,
and all of the 21 conventional uranium mills now operating (Table 3.4) and 11 others planned
for operation by 199 3 ar e (or will be) west cf the Mississippi River. In addition to tre 21
conventional mills, sites of mills which process pregnant liquor cbtained from in situ mining
techniques are included in the table, Det nnt ore florid 3 site where uranium is recovered f r om
phosphoric acid. Information is presented in Table L 4 showing tne relati,e amcunts of milling

in each of the sin uranium producinc states and by NUM (Nitional Uranium Resourcecapa.it'y

Evaluation) region. Tre NURE regions were selected by ERCA principally to allow catogar iza-*

tion of uranium reservos on a regicnal b3 sis. The estimated quantities of the nation's uranium

'~scurces are listed by catep ry in 11ble 3.5 The treanings of the categories are as follows

I. Reserves - Uranium which occurs in kncwn ore depcsits of such grade, qu31ity, and
configuration that it can be economically recovered with currently proven mining a m
processing technology. Estimates of tonnage and grada are based on specific sample
data and measurenents of the deposit and on knowledge of the are bud,.

2. Potential Rescucces (three s ubgroup s ):

a Probable (potential) resources are located in extensions of established ore
trends or in areas deTunstrated to contain uranium.

Pm.sible (potent ial) rescur ces are located (by estimation) in new deposits in*

f ormatTons or goologic settinus similar to production areas else here.

c. Speculative (potential) resourcei ar e loc ated (by estimation) in new deposits
I D ocmations or geologic settine.5 rot previously productive.

The above Classes 3re divided in Table 3.6 on tfe b3 sis of the ind1Cated forw3rd Custs, i.e.

all costs jet to be incurred by the mining corrpany at the tiene tha estimate is made, except
profit and cost of munej, and ao in 19 da' lac of t Sr ,-ir af estimation. The sin princ ipal

3 - n
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Table 3.5. Summary of Uranium Production, Reserves, and Potential Resources by NURE Regions
(550 forward costs as of 1 January 1978)'

ST U 0[2

Potential Resources
Region ST U 0 Peserves Prcbsble Fossible Speculative

(A) Colorado Plateau 216,300 485,200 665,000 815,000 40,000

(B) Wyoming Basins 68,900 264,000 375,000 115,000 30,000

(C) Coastal Plain 10,000 53,900 180,000 95,000 35,000

(D) Northern Rockies 25,400 27,000 63,000 50,000

(E) Colorado and Southern Rockies 25,800 56,000 56,000 41,000

(F) Great Plains 17,100 8,000 27,000 70,000 48,000

Subtotal A,B,C,D,E,F 312,300 862,400 1,330,000 1,214,000 244,000

(G) Basin & Range 25,500 59,000 292,000 76,000

(H) Pacific Coast and Sierra Nevada (1,0C0 2,100 4,000 9,000 9,000

(I) Central Lowlands (1,000 0 c/ c/ 110,000

(J) Appalachian Highlands <l,000 0 c/ c/ 95,000

(K) Columbia Pllteaus 1,00C 0 c/ c/ 31,000(

(L) Southern Canadian Shield 0 0 c/ c/ c/
(M) Alaska <1,000 0 2,000 c/ c/

TOTAL 313,100 890,000 1,395,000 1,515,000 565,000

d Based on the information derived from:
(1) D. L. Hetland, " Discussion of the Prelimitiary NURE Report and Potential Resources,"

presented at the Grand Junction Of fice Uranium Industry 5eminar, U. S. Dept. of Energy,
October 1978.

(2) D. L. Everhart, " Status of NURE Program," presented at the Grand Junction Office Uranium
Industry Seminar, U. 5. Dept. of Energy Oc tober 1978.

(3) " Reserves ano Resources of Uranium in the 'J. S.," supplement to Mineral Resources and the
Environment, National Academy of Science, 1975.

bConversion factor: one short ton (ST) = 0.91 met,ic ton (MT); 550/lb = 5110/kg.
c Resources not estimated because of inadequate knowledge.

.
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dTable 3.6. U. 5. Uranium Resources (ST V 0s as of 1 January 1978)3

dl *"""O
Ca ry,

$/lb U 0s Reserves Probable Possible SWculative3

Less than 515 370,000 540,000 490,000 .(b, COO

515 - 530 320,000 475,000 645,000 250,000
c$30 - 550 200,000 380.000 380,000 150,000
d

lotal 890,000 1.395.000 1,515,000 565,000

d Based on information derived from:
(1) R. J. Heehan, " Uranium Ore Reserves," presented at the Grand Junction Office Uranium
Industry Seminar, U. 5. Dept. of Energy, October 1977.

(2) D. L. Everhart, " Status of NURE Program," presented at the Grand Junction Office Uranium
Industry Seminar, U. 5. D(pt. of Energy, October 1977.

(3) " Reserves and Resources of Uranium in the U. S.." supplement to Mineral Resources and the
Environment, National Academy of Science, 1975.

(4) D. L. Hetland and W. D. Grunoy, " Potential Uranium Resources," Resource Division, U. 5.
Dept. of Energy, Grand Junction, Colorado, Octcber 1978.
The reliabilities of the potential resource estimates decrease from the probable to the specu-
lative class

c 3iotal reserves and potential resources at 553 or 1 ?ss per pound U 0* are approximately
4,300,000 tons compareJ to 3,500,(30 tons at 5'O per pound or less. Of the total 550 resources.
2,425,000 tons consisting of ore reserves, prot,able potential resources, and by product
sources, are considered by the staff to be a conservative planning base.

3An additional 140,000 tons U 0" from by product sources is projected to be available through
the rest of the century (see Ref. 1 above).

NURE regions had produced 281,000 MT (312,30G 51) of U 0s (as of 1 January 1978) and contain3
62.2 10" MT (2.4 10 ST) of U 0s as reserves and probable resources recoverable at 5110/kg3

(550/1b) or less. Uranium recuirements are expected to reach 865,000 MT (973,000 ST) of U 0s3
(551 of the resou m s in the six principal NURE regions) by the year 2000, and production to
meet these needs will likely be centered in these six NURE regions. Production and resuurces
are shown by region in Table 3.5.

3.2.3 Contribution of Unconventional Processes

Although most uranicm production is by the conventional acid or alkaline leaching processes,
" unconventional" methods are used for so're production. Such methods include solutior mining
(also known as in-situ mining), cercolation leaching of ore in piles or vats, and uranium
recovery from mine water, ccpper dump leach liquor, or wet process phosphoric acid effluents.
In each case, the uran n is recovered from solution by ion-exchange or solvent extraction.
Production of U 0s by these methods totaled 450 MT (500 ST) in 1976. Praduction about 760 MT3

(850 ST) of U 0,, in 1977 and was expected to reach about 1900 MT (2200 ST) in 1978.33

Pruduction from solution mining has been relatively constant at less than 1% of total uranium
production for more than 15 years. This percentage was 3% in 1977 and was expected to increase
slightly in 1978.

Production of uranium from mine water amounts to about 100 tons U 0s per year. This will1

increase as more underground wet mines come into production, but the method still is unlikely tc
account for more than 11 or 2% of domestic uranium production.

Late in 1975, Uranium Recovery Corporation (URC), an af filiate of United Nuclear Corporation,
began recovering uranium from wet process phosphoric acid at W. R. Grace's, Birtow, Florida,
phosphate operation. During 1976, considerat:1e effort was devoted to making and testing modi-
fications to the original recovery equipment ano process at the Grace plant. URC officials
state that process problems have been solved ano that construction will start on three more
recovery modules. The resulting production capacity is expected to be about 130 MT (140 ST) of
U 0 per year. URC carries out the first stage of reco,ery 3t modules located at phosphoric3
acid plants The final stee of r ecovery occurs st URC's central finishing plant at Mulberry,
fTorida.

1
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Mach effort has been expended to determine the amounts of uranium that might be recovered from
coal and lignite. Some uranium was recovered from lignite ash in the early 1960s, but that
lignite was not a suitable fuel, supplementary fuel being necessary for the conversion to ash,
which is necessary before uranium can be extracted. No uranium has been recovered as a by-
product f rom the ash of coal or lignite-fired po er plants. Ash <a ples continue to be ana-
lyzed for uranium, but to date nn ash containing more than 20 ppm 0 0, has been found, and most3
ash samples contain I to 10 ppm U 0s.3

Prospects for the unconventional production methods are examined in more detail in Section 3.3.

3. 3 PROSPECTS FOR UNCCNVENTICNAL METHODS OF URANIUM PRCDUCTICN

Principal production methods that could reduce the total conventional milling capacity needed in
the future are:

In-situ mining (in place leaching of ore deposits);
Production by extraction from "other than uranium" process streams (also called by-
product production);
Imports and exports.

The potential of these techniques to reduce the number of conventional mills needed and thus
red"ce mill associated impacts is summarized in Table 3.7 and examined in more detail below.

3.3.1 In-Situ Miningiu

In-situ leaching (solution mining) of uranium is a potential uranium production method that
could reduce the total conventional milling capacity needed in the future. The method involves
(1) the injection of a leach solution (lixiviant) into a subterranean uranium-bearing ore bodj
to dissolve and complex the contained uranium, (2) the mobilization of the uraniun complex
formed, and (3) the surface recovery of the uranium from the uranium-complex-bearing solution
by conventional milling unit operations.

Whereas conventional extraction of minerals may produce significant environmental impacts, the
use of solution mining offers the potential advantage of reducing surface disturbance and asso-
ciated impacts. In-situ leaching may also permit economical recovery of currently unrecover3ble
low grade uranium deposits, thereby enhancing the nation's uranium reserves.

In this method, an acidic or basic oxidizing leach solution is injected into and withdrawn from
the naturally situated ore body via sets of wells. The chemical technology is similar for both
acidic and basic leaching. No conventional ore mining, transporting, or grinding operations are
needed prior to chemical processing to recover the uranium. Although some solid wastes (pri-
ma:ily calcium salts comobilized with the uranium complex) are gen? rated, large quantities of
mill tailings are not produced. For a given production of yellowcake, solid wastes from solu-
tion mining are much smaller in volume than tailings from conventional mills. Wastes produced
in conventional uranium mining contain essentially all of the associated radium-226 (and its
daughter products); on the other hand, less than 5% of the radium (along with the mubilized
valcium) from a given ore body is commonly brought to the surface by solution mining techniques.
A potential disadvantage of this method of uranium extraction is possible deterioration of the
aroundwater quality; however, groundwater contaminatico can be limited by process controls.
Techniques for mitig3 tion of localized pollution are available if needed.

Since the technology for in situ solution mining of uranium is still beirl develcped, there are
many variations in the process. Further plant and process modifications ve likely to be
implemented before in-situ solution mining can be classified as a conventicoil mining method.
A more detailed description of in-situ solution mining is provided in Appendix B.

Cirect measurement of the uranium content of the ore body is much more Jifficult in in situ
mining than in conventional mining. For this reason, the efficiency of recovery is more diffi-
cult to estimate, but is expected tn be less than in conventional mining. Because of these
uncertainties, the contribution of in-situ mining to total uranium production is difficult to
predict for the period 1978-2C00. The U.S. Department of Energy has projected that in situ
production will peak at 4C:' MT (4400 ST) of U C per year by 1990 and hold at about 2500 to3 3
3500 MT (3000 to 4000 ST) per year through the year 2000.1 The total production by this method
is expected to be about 76,000 MT (84,000 ST) through the year 2000.*

n

The U.S. NRC has been actively following developments in the area of solution mining, and has
issued environmental impact statements for two solution mining projects.11 12 In addition,

the NRC has funded a study by Geraghty and Miller, Inc., of possible groundwater
contamination.33
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Table 3.7. Projected U 0s Requiremants (MT of U 0s) and3 3

Model Mill Equivalents, 1978-2000

Annual Pro- Annual Produc-
Annual U 0 duction from tion Required from Cumulative Number of Model Mill Equivalentsb3 3

Reactor Unconventignal Conventional
Year Requirements Sources Mills With Conventional Mills Only With Unconventional Scurces

1978 10,300 1,600 8,700 21.2 21.2
1979 11,200 3,400 7,800 23.0 23.0
1980 12,000 6,100 5,900 25.8 25.8
1981 14,500 8,300 6,200 28.0 28.0
1982 17,000 8,000 9,000 31.2 31.2
1983 19,600 7,800 11,800 34.3 34.3
1984 22,000 7,500 14,500 34.3 34.3
1985 c4,900 7,800 17,100 34.3 34.3
1986 27,600 7,000 20,600 35.1 34.3
1987 30,200 7.100 23,100 38.5 34.3 Y
1988 32,700 7,700 25,000 41.7 34.3 0

1989 35,500 8,000 27,500 45.2 35.0
1990 38,200 8,100 30,100 48.7 38.3
1991 41,100 7,900 33,200 52.4 42.3
1992 44,100 7,600 36,500 56.2 46.5
1993 47,100 8,100 39,000 60.0 49.7
1994 5i,000 8,500 42,500 65.0 54.1
1995 54,900 8,900 46,000 70.0 58.6
1996 58,800 9,300 49,500 14.9 63.1
1997 61,700 9,300 52,400 78.6 66.8
1998 65,600 9,600 56,000 83.6 71.3
1999 70,500 9,800 60,700 89.8 77.3
2000 74,500 10,300 64,500 94.9 82.2
TOTAL 865,000 177,499 687,000

d Includes excess of imports over exports (see Table 3.9), by product production from phosphate and copper, in-situ mining
production, and heap leaching.

D
Based on ore grade of 0.15%, and an 1800 MT/ day model mill operating at 85% capacity and 93% recovery efficiency.
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3.3.2 Recovery of Uranium as a Ry product

Two major sources from which by product uranium is being recovered are copper mining le3ch
liquors and wet process phosphoric acid. Of the two, phosphoric acid manufacture (for fertil-
izer) is receiving the most emphasis. The status of the process development at phosphoric acid
plants in Florida is discussed in detail in Reference 14 a brief summary is presented in the
following paragraphs.

The recovery process is based cn solvent extraction of uranium from a 301 phosphoric acid
stream normally produced at oc near the phosphate rock mire. After extr v tion of the uranium,
this phosphoric acid is normally sent to other plants for manuf3cture of fertilizer. The sol-
vent extraction process is similar to that used in conventional uranium mills, and the U 0

3 %produced is of acceptable quality.

Since the uranium is extracted from the phosphoric acid product stream, the counts of uranium
will depend on production rates of the acid, as nell as the uranium concentration, and will
fluctuate as the market for phosphate-based fertilizer fluctuates. Demand for fertilizer in the
world market should increase with demands for increased food production, and this increased
demand in turn should result in increased phosphate mining in the United States.

Production uf U 0,, from phosphoric acid will not create any new tailings management problems3

per se, since tailings from phosphoric acid production would be generated anyway as the phosphate
rock is mined. Extraction of uranium would reduce prcblems related to radioactivity of the
phospnate tailings.

In addition to the Uranium Recovery Corporation (see Sec. 3.2.3), cortpanies with demonstrated
processes for recovery of uranium from phosphoric acid include Gulf. Westinghouse, Gardinier,
ana F reeport. At least one of these companies has a contract to provide uranium from phosphoric
acid for nuclear fuel within two to three years. As of 1978 seven companies are in various
st ages of construction of plants with a total annual production capacity of about 1800 MT
(2000 ST). The recovery of uranium from wet process phosphoric acid is not developing as
rapidly as espected, but this process is expected to account for about 5% of donestic uranium
production by 1979.14 The best phosphate rock deposits in the United States occur in Florida,
and most of the acid from which the uranium will be entracted is manufactured in that state.
Wet process phosphcric acid derived f rom Florida phosphates contains U 0,, in the range of 50 to3200 ppm.

Prediction of the amcunts of U 0s which will be recovered from phosphate production is risky,3

primarily because of the dependence of acid availability on the fertilizer markets.10 Currently,
U 0,, production is about 180 MT (200 ST) per year (f rom plant cperations) but is predicted to3

1800 MT (2000 ST) per year by 1985 and about 7000 MT (8000 ST) by 2000 for a total con-reach
tribution of about 73,000 MT (81,000 ST) through the year 2000. " Reserves are estimated to be
127,000 MT (140,000 ST), which could be recovered by the year 2000.

Curing the last 15 years, the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Salt Lake City), Kennecott Copper Corpora-
tion, and Wyoming Mineral Corporation, a subsidiary of Westinghouse, have extensively tested
recovery of uranium from copper dumps, which frequently contain I to 12 parts of U 0, per million3
parts of solution. Wyoming Mineral Corporation and Kennecott are planning a commercial uranium
recovery operation at Bingham Canyon near Salt Lake City, and Anaconda m:d Wyoming Mineral
Corporation are considering similar operations at Yerington, Nevada, and Butte, Montana.
Anaconda and Amax may recover uranium at Twin Buttes, south of Tucsco, Arizona. If all of
these f acilities are built with suf fisient capacity to process all of the dump leach liquor from
those four mines, recovcry of from 450 MT to 900 MI (500 to 1000 ST) U 0x per year is expected.3

The extraction of uranium from product streams in copper milling thus appeirs to be possible,
but the technique has not yet been developed to the extent of the analogous phosphate stream
extraction and is expected to contribute only small amounts.

3.3.3 Imports and Exports

Of all of the ef fects of unconventional sources for U 0 on mill requirements, that of imports3 3
and exports is most difficult to assess. The relationship between world and United States prices
will affect the United States import / export balance As shown in Table 3.8, the percent of
world production supplied by the United States is estimated to decline slightly by 1935.15
U.S. government policies regarding enrichment capacity increases and the nuclear option generally
could dramatically increase or decrease the amounts of U 0s which could or would be exported.3

For these and other reasons, among which is the complexity of the world markets for uranium, the
staf f relied upon the trends indicated from the meager data available to predict the ef fects
incorporated into Table 3.7.16'16
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Table 3. World tranium Frodaction Capability (thousands of short tons U:0_)*

Ott er
U.S.

Scath F. d Western
Year U.S.b c e e e fo f '?orld Ca na da SW Africa France fi i g e r - Ga bon Australia Nations Total<

1977 15.7 44 7.9 5.0 2.3 1.9 i.0 1.0 1.0 35.8
1978 21.0 42 8.4 ll.C 2.9 2.9 1.6 1.0 1.0 49.7
1979 26.1 43 9.1 12.0 3.9 5.2 1.6 1.0 1.5 60.
1930 29.1 43 10.4 13.2 3.9 5.' l.6 1.0 2.8 67.
1921 34.0 43 12.7 14.0 4.0 5.2 1.6 2.5 4.3 7?

1992 40.3 43 13.3 15.0 4.0 7.' l.6 6.8 4.3 9

1933 41.8 40 14.5 16.5 4.5 7.8 1.6 8.8 7.0 1 5

1954 44.6 40 16.3 16.5 4.5 7.; 1.6 12.4 7.0 .7
1935 46.8 41 16.3 16.5 4.5 7.0 1.6 14.0 7.0 i .5
a

-. _

Conversion factor: One shcrt ton (ST) - 0.91 retric ton (!1T ) .
ERDA, 1977.

.
C 'Energy Mires and Resources, Car.ada, 1977. "

a
"U ra n i u": Institute, 1976.
"0 E C D , 19 7 5.
f
Adapted from Ranger Envircra ntai Ingairy, Second Feport. 1977, and Cor pany plans

Table adapted from R. J. Wright, "fereign Uranium Developwnts, presented at the Grand Junction Of fice Uranion
Industry Seminar, U. S. Dept. of ! rercy, Ot tot er 1777.

_
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The United States was a net cumulative exporter of uranium f rom 1966 through 1975 by an amount
of over 6000 MI (7000 ST). This trend will reverse in 1979, and by 1390 the United States
will hcve become a net importer by a two to one margin.16 The year-by year changes in export /
im;mrt quantities through 1930 are shown in Table 3.9. The staff has assumed that beyond 1990the import / export balance will be zero.

Table 3.9. Uranium Impgrt Commitments by Oomestic Buyers Compared
with Exports (MT of U 0s as of January 1976)3

Year of U 0n Annual Annual Cumulative Cumulatige3
bDelivery Imports Exports Imports Exports

1975 700 500 700 500

1976 1800 600 2,500 1,100
1977 2200 2000 5,300 3,100
1978 1600 1500 6,900 4,600
1979 160) 1400 8,500 6,000
1980 ?700 1000 11.200 7,000
1981 30 4U0 14,800 7,400
1982 JO 1200 18,400 8,600
1983 3300 1200 21,700 9,800
1984 3l00 1200 24,800 11,000
1985 2900 1200 27,700 12,200

c1956 - 1990 1750/yr 1200/yr 36,400 17,000
U
Frcm " Uranium Narket Activities,' presented at Grand Junction Office
Uranium Industry Seminar, U. 5. Dept. of Energy, October 1978.

b
Cumulated exports 1966-1975, 7400 MT 0 0'3

C Through 1988.

Estimates of U.S. and world (non-Communist Bloc) U 0x production capacity through 1985 (see3
Table 3.8) indicate that the U.S. share of world production will decline throughout that
pericd. Resource consumption in the rest of the world is estimated to be greater than U.S.
consumption now, and is expected to increase more rapidly.

3.3.4 Summary of Effects on Mill Requirements Caused by Unconventional Production Sources

It is shown in Table 3.7 that unconventional sourcesareespectedtoproduceabout20th
future U 0 requirement (about 175,000 MT). Conventional mills are expected to produce about3 s

80% of future U 0s requirements (about 690,000 MT). About 48 new conventional model mill3

equivalent (1800 MT/ day) will be required by the year 20GO. These new mills are in addition
to the 34 model mill equivalents now in existence or in the planning stage.

3.4 PROJECTED URANIUM MILLING INDUSTRY

Information presented in this section is based on the projections for installation of ruclear
power plants sho.n in Section 3.1 and on the assumption that conventional uranium mills, as
described in Section 3.2, will be used to furnish the fuel for those power plants. The effect
of producticn by une onventional sources on the requirements for conventional mills is also
estimated. The data presented are intended only to illustrate the need for milling capacity
and the concomitant milling impacts rm,ulting from the assumed power projcctions

A major determinant of both the ore processing capacity needed to provide the necessary fuel
and of the environmental impacts of milling operations is the quality of the ore (e.g., Ua0 3content and chemical composition). This quality establishes the amount of ore that must be
processed and the quantity and quality of the tailings produced. Presently mined are resources
contain from 0.05% to 0.25% V 0,, and the staff assumes that the range will be similar for the3
foreseeable future.

,; . ,
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The millint techniques used in 1978, with such minor modifications as increasing the concentra-
tion of aci,used in leaching or improving resins for concentration of uranium, will continue
through tra year 2000. None of the foreseeable changes in mill processes will drastically
affect the number of conventional mills required.

The potential effect of increasing the capacity of individual conventional mills, as from
1800 MT (2000 ST) to 7200 MI (8000 ST) per day, is to lower the total plant costs. It is
common for more than one mine to be developed in an area containing economically recoverable

This favors construction of a centrally located mill of sufficiently large capacity toorns.
serve several mines within economical transport distance. (See Appendix 1 for discussion of
effect of larger mills on tailings management.)

3.4.1 Current Plans for Increasing U.S. Milling Capacity--1978-1982

In addition to the mills and capacities listed in Table 3.4, it has been announced that the
Anaconda plant at Bluewater, New Mexico, is being expanded to 5400 MI/d (6000 tpd), and that
the capacity of the Cotter mill will be increased to 910 MT/d (1000 tpd).

Other plants in the planning stages for probable start up between 1978 and 1982 are shown in
Table 3.10.

Table 3.10. Additional Uranium Mills Scheduled for Startup 197&4983

Year of Capacity,
d

Company Mill Location Startup MT/ day

Minerals E=ploration Co. Red Desert, WY 1980 2700

Homestake Mining Co. Marshall Pass, CD 1980 540

United Nuclear Corp. Morton Ranch, WY 1980 1800

Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corp. Powder River Basin, Wf 1981 2280

Bokum Resources Marquez, NM 1981 1800

Energy Fuels Nuclear Blanding, UT 1982 1800

Plateau Resources, Ltd. Shootpring Canyon, UT 1982 680

Phillips Petrcleum Co. Nose Rock, NM 1982 2280

P i onee r-Ura v a n , Inc. Slick Rock, CD 1982 900

Gulf Minerals Resources McNinley County, NM 1983 3800

Minerals Exploration Co. Yavapai County, AZ 1983 1800

d The year of startup for each plant is tentative. Entries for the period through 1982 are from
J. F. facer, " Uranium Production Trends," presented at the Grand Junction Office Uranium
Industry 3eminar, U.S. Dept. of Energy, October 1978. Entries for 1983 are known to the staff
to be planned for that year; however, there may be other mills in the planning stage of which
the staff is not cognizant.

3.4.2 Meeting Projected U 0 Requirements2 3

Ine projected ore requirements and the tem slation of these requirements into the number of
model mill equivalents are presented in this section. These mill and are requirements are based
on the reactor installation schedules given in Table 3.2. These requirements and the effect of
unconventicnal processes are shown in Table 3.7.

The staff has assumed that the U 0 content of the ore will remain constant at 0.15% through the3 3
year 2000 and that all mills will operate at 85% of capacity. The average online operating
capacities as percentages of stated capacity in 1975, 1976, and 1977, were, respectively, 83%,
87%, and 75%. The 1977 value of 75% was lower than the previous years because of poor perfor-

xpanded to handle more ore. The annualmance from new mills and older mills which were bei a

output of U 0, for the conventional standard mill [ J MT (2000 ST) of ore per day] is 785 MT3

' ') $ k[
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(865 ST) of U 0s per year, assuming operation at 65% of capacity, and about 920 MT (Iri8 ST)3
at 100% of capacity.

The requirements presented in Table 3.7 do not take into account inventories of U 0,, or UF,;3
held by the U.S. Department of Energy at enrichment plants nor inventories held by users. The
DOE inventories are estimated to be about 26,000 MT (29,000 ST) and t' user inventories to be
24,000 MI (26,000 ST).16' 7 The DOE plans to reduce its inventory to a working level of
4100 MT (4500 ST) by 1980. The user insentory is expected to incrcase through 1980 and to
decrease steadily thereafter to about 9100 MT (10,000 ST) by 1984. The staff estimates that
full use of the inventories through 1985 would have little effect on mill requirements by that
time.

The Department of Energy policy regarding early delivery of material for enrichment, which is
still a part of existing contracts, could dramatically increase requirements for U 0a through3
1985-1990. The NRC staff estimates that without contract changes, these needs for U 0 would3 3
require the equivalent of an additional six to eight standard (1800 riT/ day) mills between 1983
and 1990. If there is no change in the DOE early delivery policy, 63,000 MT (70,000 ST) of
U 0 more than is shown in Table 3.7 would be required through 1987--even if all the existing3

U 0n and UFs inventories are released for use. For some time the DOE has been reviewing its3

requirements for early delivery. These additional U 0s requirements that would be necessitated3
bv continuation of the early delivery policy have not been included in the NRC staf f's calcula-
tion of the number of new mills required through the year 2000.

For the purpose of these calculations, it has been assumed that the enrichment tails assay
would remain at 0.25% U-235 (in the depleted U-238 produced) to produce an average concentra-
tion of 3.0% U-235 in all of the enriched uranium produced through the year 2000.

The estimates shown in Table 3.7 as to the number of equivalent model mills required do not
include provisions for replacement of mills operating in 1978. The average age of the 11 U.S.
mills operating in 1978 which had been in operation prior to 1970 was 22 years; the m;nimum
age was 17 years. If the same average age holds through the year 2000, then mills starting up
in 1978 or later would not require replacement until at least the year 2000. The replacement
need would then be at least the 11 mills that have been operating since before 1970. These
mills have a capacity of 19,500 Mf (22,000 ST) of ore per day. This is equivalent to about
eleven 1800-MT/ day (2000-ST/ day) mllls.

Heap leaching is expected to make some minor cor.tribution to U 0x production at conventional3
mills. The economic viability of heap leaching will depend on the price of uranium. As the
price increases, lower percentages of U 0 in ore will be economically recoverable by conven-3 3
tional means. Exceptions could occur where the cost of transporting the low grade ore to a
conventional mill proves to be prohibitive. Heap leaching will then be practical at existing
mills, but new mills will attempt to recover more U 0 by conventional processes. For these3 3
reasons, heap leaching will be done only by a small segment of the cranium industry and is not
espected to contribute more than 1% to 2% (a maximum of 300 MT) of the U.S. requirements of
U 0 per year by the year 2000. Heap leaching operation; are planned for Union Carbide's Gas3

Hills, Wyoming, sites based on experience with a pilot hcap leach operation at Gas Hills and a
low grade ore stock pile (averaging 0.03% U 0 ) at Maybell, Colorado.'"' "3

In summary, based upon a reactor schedule of 380 Gwe by the year 2000, there will be a need
for milling capacity equivalent to about 82 model mills [1800 MT/ day (2000 ST/ day)] by the
year 2000.

3.4.3 Geographic location of Future Conventional Industry

The location of probable resources is shown in Figure 3.1. The potential for expansion of
milling activity is greatest in such states as New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Texas, and
Washington, which already are the most active locations of uranium milling and exploration.
In Table 3.11, ten states are ranked on the basis of the probab?e uranium resources contained.
The distribution of uranium reserves and probable resources by region and state also is shown
in Table 3.12. The number of new mills required between 1977 and 2000 within each region and
state is estimated on the basis of this distribution and the assumption that mill locati>n
will coincide with combined reserve and resource locations. The espected distribution of new
model mill equivalents among the states is depicted in Table 3.12.

oq ;
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Iable 3.11. Share of Potential
Resources of Uranium

ain Individual States

ShareofProgable
State Resources, %

New Mexico 30
Wyoming 15

Colorado 11

Utah 14

Texas 10

California 2

Arizona 4

South Dakota 1

Nevada 2
Washington 2

a from D. L. Hetland, " Potential Re-
soueces of Uranium," presented at tne
Grand Junction Of fice Uranium Industry
Seminar, U. S. Dept. of Energy, October
1978.

bConventional sources only.

Table 3.12. Probable Need for and Distribut g of New Conventional
Uranium Mills, 1985-2000

Reserves & Number af
Probable Percentage of NewModelMi}l

NURE Resources, U. 5. Total Equivalents
d

Region 103 MT U 0s in Region 1965-2000 States with Mills in 19783

A 1150 52 25 New Mexico, Colorado, Utah (Arizona)

B 634 29 14 Wyoming (Montana)

C 234 11 5 Texas (14 other states)
D 52 2 1 Washington (Idaho, Montana)

E 82 4 2 Colorado, N<:w Mexico

F 35 2 1 Wyoming, South Dakota (8 other states)

Total 2192 100 48

' Includes contribution of unconventional sources, but does not include expansion of existing
mills or new mills already planned in 1978 for operation prior to 1985 (see Sec. 3.4.1).
From D. L. Hetland, " Discussion of the Preliminary NURE Report and Pt,tential Resources;" and
R. J. Meehan, " Uranium Ore Resources," both presented at the Grand Junction Of fice Uranium
Industry Seminar, U.S. Dept. of Energy, October 1978.

c Assumed capacity of 1800 MT/ day each.
d 5tates in parentheses are in the given NURE region, but had no mills operating in 1978.
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3.5 SUMMARY

Nuclear energy growth projections resulting in a nuclear generating capacity of 380 GWe in the
year 2000 were used in estimating U.S. uranium production necessary to meet estimated nuclear
fuel needs to the year 2000. Current nuclear energy production requires about 10,000 MT of
U0 per year; annual U 0 requirements are expected to increase sevenfold by the year 2000.3 3 3 3

Cumulative U 0, requirements over the time period 1978 to 2000 are projected to be about3
865,000 MT. It is projected that convr .itional milling will produce about 80% of conventional
U 0x requirements (about 690,000 MT) out of the total (865,000 MT) over the time period 19783

to 2000. Based on the assumption that a model mill, operating at 85% capacity, would produce
785 MT of U U per year, it would take about 880 model mill years to produce 690,000 MT of3

U 0s or about 1100 model mill years to produce 865,000 MT of U 0 .3 3 3

Although there is some uncertainty about the growth of the unconventional milling industry,
other m?thods of production, such as in-situ mining, by product recovery, and imports, are
expected to supply about 20% cf cumulative U 0 requirements by the end of this century.3 3
These projected nuclear fuel needs will necessitate construction and operation of about 61
additional conventional model mills over this time period. These mills would be in addition
to the 21 mills now operating. Nearly all of the new mills are expected to be located in the
western United States, with over 60% in Wyoming and New Mexico. Projected nuclear generating
capacity, annual U 0s requirements, and annual U 0, production from conventional mills are3 3plotted in Figure 3.2.

Fulfilling these future energy requirements according to the adopted scenario will generate
about 4.9 = 108 MT of tailings by the year 2000 by conventional milling; these tailings would
be in addition to the 2.3 x 107 MT (2.5 x 107 ST) of tailings at inactive sites, and the
1.07 = 108 MT (1.18 10* ST) of tailings at currently active mill sites at the end of 1977.

Cumulative impacts due to milling over the tirne period 1978 to 2000 are addressed in several
sections of this document: radiological health risks to workers (Sections 6.2.8.2 and
9.2.8.2); radiological health risks to populations (Sections 6.4, 9.3.8 and 12.3); and environ-
mental impacts and resource commitments for the case in wnich proposed regulatory action-
(delineated in Chapter 12) are implemented (Chapter 15). Cumulative impacts are dependent, in
par *., on the nuclear power projections, enrichment tails assay policies and cre grade assump-
tions given in this Chapter. The ef fect of dif f erent nuclear power projection 4, enrichment
tails assays, and ore grades on cumulative impacts is discussed in Appendix 5.
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4. ENVIRONMENT OF THE MODEL REGION

A brief description for a genersi, schematic, model site and region developed to fem a basis
for analyzing potential environmental impacts (Ch. 6) and alternative control measures (Ch. 9)
is presented in this chapter. Since environmental impacts of milling are largely site-specific.
the site description is given only to the level of detail deemed necessary to illustrate in a
general fashion what the effects of the uranium milling industry will be and to support broad
decision-making functions of this document (Ch. 1). Since many of the impacts are site-specific,
they raust be evaluated for each mill as is done through environmental staterrents prepared in
connection with individual mill licensing actions. Analogous descriptions of the six regions
are given in a Supplement to this document.1

The model mill (described in Ch. 5) is postulated to be situated at the center of a hypothetical
model site with a radius of 40 km (25 miles) (Fig. 4.1). Surrounding the moael site is a
dougenut-shaped model region with an inner radius of 40 km (25 miles) ar.J an outer radius of
80 km (50 miles). The area of the site is thus about 5000 km2 (2000 mi2) and that of the region
about 15,000 km2 (6000 mi2). For some purposes, the site and region are considered together and
temed the " aggregated a rea."

This chapter includes descriptions of the aspects of a region which are comonly considered in
the evaluation of the environmutal impacts of a uranium milling operation. When possible, all
of the descriptions are based on weighted averages of the pertinent characteristics of the six
physiographic regions of the United States within which uranium is milled. In those cases not
aTenable to such treat 1 rent, a central estimate was made based on the attributes of the six
physiographic regions. Thus the presentation of descriptive material in this chapter is designed
to reflect, to the extent possible, a composite of the characteristics of areas where actual
uranium milling is taking place. Where regional variations are impcrtant in arriving at deci-
sions, such as in the deterr:ination of the effectiveness of various soils in attenuating r3dcn
exhalation f rom tailings, they are incorpornu into the appropriate analyses.

4.1 CLIMATE

4.1.1 General Influences

As is typical of much of the western U.S., the weather of the model region is dominated by the
influences of elevation and of the high- and low-pressure systems that pass through the area
during the year. The climate is semiarid, and the seasons are distinct, with mild surrers and
harsh winters.

4.1.2 Winds

A wind rose for West City is given in Figure 4.2; strong winds are frequent. Joint frequency of
annual average wind speed and direction at the model site are prese'ted in Table 4.1.

4.1.3 precipitation

The average annual precipitation at the mill site is 31 cm (12 inches), but relatively large
variations in the monthly and seasonal totals occur from year t year. Precipitation in late
spring and sumer is normally derived from scattered thundersto- Data on precipitation and
snowfall at West City and at the model site are given in Table 4.2. Snowfall accumulations of
greater than 50 cm (20 inches) are rare. Potential evaporation exceeds precipitation, averaging
150 cm (60 inches) per year.

4.1.4 Storms

Winter storms, with attendant snowf all, low temperatures, and high winds, are comon. Thunder-
stoms, frequent in spring and sumer, occasionally spawn tornadoes that tend to be less

E/, 4. _ . ,
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Table 4.1. Joint frequency of Annual Average Wind Speed
and Direction at Modcl Mill

_ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . -_ --

Speed,m/s

Direction 0-1.5 1.6-3.2 3.3-5.1 5.2=8.2 8.3-10.8 >10.8 Total

N 2.3v 1.4: !.0; 0.3; 0.01 0.0; 5.0-
NE 2.1 1.3 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.0 4.6
NE 2.7 1.4 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 b.0
EhE 2.4 1.2 1.5 0.4 G.0 0.0 5.5

E 2.4 1.0 1.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 4.9
ESE 1.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.8
SE 1.7 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 3.0
SSE 1.5 0.8 0.f 0.1 0.1 0.0 3.1

5 3.5 1.E 1.8 0.7 0.1 0.0 7.9
SSW 2.5 1.5 2.9 1.3 0.4 0.0 8.6
54 3.7 2.1 3.9 3.8 1.1 0.2 14.8
WSW 4.7 2.8 4.1 3.4 1.2 0.2 16.4

W 2.9 2.1 2.5 1.3 0.5 0.0 9.8
WNW l.2 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.1 0., 4.3
NW 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 2.3
NL 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.0

Total 37.1 20.8 23.6 14.4 3.6 0.5 100
_ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ _ ___

Table 4.2. Precipitaticn Records for West City and Mcdel Mill Site

- _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _

We s t C i ty---- -- - Model Site
_P r ec ip i ta ti c o , cd Snowfall, cn Precipitaticn, cm

Month Mean Ma x ir:uri Mean Maxinun Mean
_ _ . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _.

January 1.4 4.8 23.4 99.8 1.3
February 1.5 4.9 25.0 50.4 1.7
March 2.5 10.4 40.7 81.2 2.5
April 3.4 12.3 38.9 55.0 3.8

May 5.1 10.4 6.3 78.0 5.0
June 3.3 9.9 1.0 7.8 3.4
July 1.8 4.1 0.0 0.0 2.0
August 2.5 9.7 Trace Trace 2.4

Sep ter be r 2.7 6.8 2.5 10.8 2.8
Octater 1.8 5.1 12.7 E4.7 2.1
Noverte r 2.2 4.7 23.3 51.3 2.1
Decerter 1.8 4.8 22.8 43.4 1.9

Annaal 30.0 196.6 31.0

d Precipitation includes snowfall; a factor of 0.1 was used to convert snow-
fall to precipitaticn.

destructive than ones occurring further east. Oust devils are frequent and occasionally cause
slight damage to structures in their path.

4.2 AIR QUALITY

Presert air quality is considered to be good. Data on current concentrations and appiicable
standards for airborre pollutants are presented in Table 4.3. The entire basin is classified as

7- 4
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Table 4.3. Arbient Ccncentrations of Airborne Pollutants at the Madel Site
and Applicable Air Cuality Standards

- -.__ _ _ _ - - - - _ . ._ -- - . _-- - --

Concentration Applicable Standard,Poilotant .g/m -g/m'3

Suspendeo particulates

24-hour avcrage 4-90 150
Annual average 31 60

50, ' annual ave: age) 6 f0

NO, (annual average) 15 1C0

Hydrocarbons

3-hr average 45 160
Annual average <5

an " air quality maintenance area," reaning that it is viewed by the EPA as having the potential
for significant decline in air quality because of the projected increases in minina and indus-
trial activity. The high wind speeds and the sparsity of vegetation often result in wind ero-
sion and tr.us in high concentraticns of suspended particulates. The low population density,
lack of industrial pollution sources (other than fossil-fired electrical generating plants at
West City and East City), and tne dispersive characteristics of the regicn account for the cur-
rent good air quality in the tasin.

4.3. TCPOGRAFHY

The model site is located or plains of moderate relief, ranging in elevation fron 1200 m
(4000 ft) to 1300 m (4300 ft). The plains are dissected by the Tributary River and its associ-
ated streams. The base of the Northern Mountain Range, with elevations up to 1200 m (4000 ft),
lies at the northern tip of the nodel site. The southern boundary of the site reaches the rim
of the Wide Plateau, which rises almost vertically from an elevation of 1300 m (4300 ft) to
2000 m (6000 ft).

The northern section of the region is in the National Forest, with elevations rising to 2400 m
(8000 ft). Elevations in the floodplain of the Tributary River range from slightly over 1000 m
(3600 ft) at West Reservoir to 1200 m (4000 ft) at East Peservoir. South of the Tributary
River, the Open Plains stretch across 70 to 80 km (40 to 50 miles) of prairie.

4.4 LAND RESOURCES AND USE

Most of the land within the model s'te is in the public domain and administered by the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM). This land and that of the few scattered private ranch holdings are
primarily in the following land use categories (as given in the " National Atlas of the United
States"): desert shrubland, subhumid grassland, and semiarid grazing land. The primary uses of
the land in the model region are shown in Table 4.4. Ownership patterns are shown in Table 4.5.

Rangelands managed by the BLM and the Forest Service, as well as those in private holdings, are
extensively grazed. Overe azing and poor management have led to a lowered carrying capacity on
much of the land. National Forest covers 18 km2 (7 mi2) of the northern tip of the model site.
This land is crimarily used for tinter production and grazing. Along the Tributary River a
small amount of privately owned land (10; of the total land of the region) is used as irrigated
and nonirrigated pasture, cropland, and orchards. Also, small urban centers (occupying less than
1% of the region) are dotted along the floodplain. A small regional forestry industry uses the
northern forests and woodland to grow and harvest timber. BLM and National Forest lands are
also used for recreational activities.

Scattered areas throughout the region are used for mineral extractive industries. Minerals
mined in the region include uranium, gypsum and coal. Major transportation routes are a rail-
road and an interstate highway, both paralleling the Tributary River; several roads branch of f
the interstate to ranches and uranium mines and mills, and others connect with the few urban
areas. There is a small airport southwesc of West City.
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Table 4.4. Land Use in the Model Pegion

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ .

Percen t

Land Use of Region
___.

30Subhumid grassland and semitrid
grazing land

25Desert shrubland grazed

15Forest and woodland grazed

20Open woodland grazed

10Irrigated lar.d, cropland, and
cropland mixed with grazing land

__

._
_ ____

Table 4.5. Land Cwnership in the Model Pegion

._. _ . _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ . _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ - _ . - . - - . . -- -

Percent
Ownership of Pegion

Public donain managed ty
Cureau of Lar.d Manager ent 30

Public dor.ain ranaged by
?ational r ,est Service 25o

Indian Peservation 15

Frivate 25

Statt 6
_ . _ _ - - - . _ _ _ _ . . - . - _ . - . . - - . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - - . . . _ _ . -

4.5 GEOLOGY * A'.D SEISMICITY

A cross-sectional view showing the geology of the model site is presented in Figure 4.3. The

tedrock underlying the model site consists of sedimentary strata ranging from Precanbrian to
Cretaceous in age; these are typical of those found in areas in which uranium is mined. The
sedimentary rock dips to the south at about 5 degrees. The uranium mines are located in Jurassic
sandstore and the mill and tailings pond area on Triassi: siltstone. A thin [^.100 m (330 ft)]
surficial deposit of terrate and pedirent alluvium caps the Triassic siltstone.

The 3. ology of the model region surrounding the model site is basically the same. No change in
the regicnal geology occurs parallel to the strike of the sedimentary rocks (i.e., in a east-
west direction) except for ",edi entary facies changes. Perpendicular to the stribe (i.e., in a
north-south direction) Cenozoic and additional Cretaceous sediments are included to the south.

The c odel r egion, although stable in the tectonic sense, has had scattered earthqudes of
intensity greater than Modified Mercali VI during historic tire. According to the curront
Uniform building Code, the region would be in Zone 2 en the Seismic Risk Map; i.e., well-built

structures should experience regligible dar. age. In general, the t'odel region is not in a zone
of great seismicity, but in light of the seismic history of the region, structures should be
built to withstand an earthquake of intensity MM VI.

4.6 MlhERAL RESOURCES AND USE

The most extensively mired mineral resource of the model site is uranium, which occurs as roll-
front deposits within the Jurassic sandstore forTation. It is mined by open pit nethods where

*Topograpnic, hydrologic and other features are cdjusted to conform to the geology of the site.
()'
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the Jurassit sandstone crops out to the north and by underground rethods where the sandstone
dips under younger sediments to the south. About 600,000 MT (730,000 ST)of are are produced per
year.

Coal is mined f rom Cretaceous sandstone in a large open pit coal mine CD bm (40 miles) east of
the medel mill. Production is about 3.6 10" MT (4 106 ST) per year. Production at the
gypsum mine 50 km (30 miles) west of the uranium mill is small, with about 9000 MT (10,0C0 ST)
taken annually from Triassic siltstere. Sand and grasel are found in surficial deposits; pro-
dJction totals 21,000 MT (30,000 ST) annually,

i./ WATER FE50URCES AND USE

4.7.1 Surface Water

The surf ace water resources in the region include ephereral strears, small ranch ir pounitents
used for livestock watering, four major reservoirs, and a river (Tributary River).

Three of the reservoirs are on the Tributary River (East, M:ddle, and West reservoirs), and cre
(harth Peservoir) is in a canyon between White Town and Crange Town. North Peservoir has a
volur e of 6.0 10 m' (6.5 103 acre-feet); East, Middle ard West reservoirs have volures of
to 10 ' , 1.8 - 10 , and 1.0 10 n' (0.5 10', 15 10 ', and 8 10' acre-feet), respectively.7 7

Tributary River flews from east to west and drops 150 m in lE0 kn (500 ft/100 miles). The aver-
age width is 45 r. (150 ft) and the depth is 1 n (3 f t). The average flow of Tributary River is

20 n'/s (0.3 10' gpm). Maxirm flow [80 m /s (1.3 10' gpm)] occurs in early June; rinurum3

ficws of 5 m /s (E0 103i gpe) occur f rom Septertar to February. The 100-year return period
flcoJ conditicns reach 100 m /s (1.6 10' gpe), and 7-day, 10 year low flows are 4 n'/sl

(03 10 ' pn ) . Epremeral strear.s have '"3ximum flows in Jure and July and are dry frnm Septerber
to February.

The averaw and annual raxirum ccncentraticns of chemical constituents in Tributary River are
given in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6. Concentrations of Che*ical Constituents of the Water
in the Tributary Pxiver (all concentrations in ,q/L

except as noted)

__ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _

Annual Average Arnual Maximum
Constituent Concentration Concentration
. _ . - _ . .._-__ - -___.-- - . _ - _ _ - - . - - . - - - . - - - - . _

Hg 2 2

As 15 95
Cd 3.5 n

Cr 11 34
Cu 20 44

Fe 300 1.500
?b 37 (5
Fn 135 300
Zr E5 85
Se 3 7

MJ (cg/L) 30 50
S0. (r g/L) 115 430
C 3E0 950
F 380 500
"o 3 7

NO (ng/L) 20 40
3

Al 100 100
Ba 33 30
PC. (mg/L) 20 40

Ni 25 20 _.
, ;

V 6300 65,000 -
'

CACO, 350 1,200

. ..._
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4.7.2 G r_o_u_n;dga t e_r

The principal use of the groundwater rescJrces in the rodel site is for dar estic or s toc k wa ter.
These wells are cererally spaced about 1.5 P (1 -ile) apart, and withdrawil is about 0.06 L/s
(1 g;m) from wells atout ILO n (300 f t) deep. A total of six runicipal and industrial wells
within the site withdraw about 6 L/s (100 gpm).

The best aaaifer is the Paleozoic cart > crates, followed t>y the Cretaceous and Jurassic sandstones
and the Triassic siltstones (see fig. 4.3). The Cretaceous shales and Precartrian rocks havelow perr eab ili ty. The surficial depasits are very perreable and, if saturated, yield large
amounts of water.

The quality of water found in these deposits is variable, ard generally decreases with increas-
ing depth. Ferreable strata have better quality water than strata of !cw pe rr e a b i l i t y .

4.8 SOILS

The scils of the nodel region can be divided into five general groups Soils at elevations above
2000 m (6500 f t) in the National Forest are rainly Alfisols forred in material weathered from
sandstone, shale, 3nd siltstone under forest vegetation. The soils en the rountain sleges are
rainly Entisols forced f rom clay shale and sardstone. Contiguous to the river are rearly level
to gently sloping soils (rainly Entiscis) on ficodplairs and alluvial fans. These soils form in
alluvium of mixed origin. On the high plateau in the suuthern portion of the regicn, the soils
are r,ainly Entisols associated with sandstone reckland. These soils are wall drained, shallcw to
very snallcw, on nearly level to moderately slopirg loa y sard ferred in residuur from sandstone.
Sandstone outcrops corprise about 50; of the asscciation.

In the central portion of tne region (wnich includes the r1odel rill site), th<- soils are ainly
fine sandy loams of the Entisol order. They are underlain by sandy alluvium cr fine sandy loam
containing threads of segregated lir e, occasicnally with a prominent lire zone below about ICO cm
(40 inches). Landstone f ragments are conven in soil layers. 51cres range fror 0 to 10 , with
soils depths of 10 to 50 cm (4 to 20 inches). Topsoil suitability is poor, rainly because of
the presence of sandstone fragments. A rurber of physical and chemical properties of the soils
characteristic of the model site are listed in Table 4.7.

4.9 BIOTA

4.9.1 Terrestrial

4.9.1.1 Regional Characteristics

Four principal and ore miner vegetative corranity types occur within the model region. Tre
northern nontane portions of the region are characterized by pcnderosa pine and Dcuglas fir
forests at elevations of 1800 to 2300 m (6000 to 70C0 ft). The pinyon-juniper conrunity occurs
in the foothills in northern portions of the region, along the rim of the Wide Plateau in the
southern porticn of the region, and alang the washes leading down from the rim. The Wide Plateau
supports a desert shrub conrurity comprised r;ostly of shrubs, such as sagebrush and rabbitbrush,
and a variety of bunch grasses Iwestern wheatgrass, green needlegrass, Indian ricegrass, threeawngrass).

The central pcrtion of the region, in which the model mill is located, has the characteristics of
a shortgrass prairie that has Geen subjected to heavy grazing pressure. Grasses consist rainly
of blue gra a and buffalo grass. Sagebrush and rabbitbrush also occur.

The minor conrunity type consists of riparian corrunities along the reservoir and river in the
central portion of the region. These are doninated by cottonwcods and willows. Scre areas
contiguous to the river are planted with vegetable crops.

Fauna

Corron mamnals of the region include ground squirrels, jackrabbits, least chipmunk s, deer rice.
kangaroo rats, badgers, and coyotes. Irportant gare species in the region include pronghorn
antelepe, mule deer, desert cottontail, and blue gr use. Six to eight herds of antelope, with 6
to 20 individuals in each herd, inhabit the central and scutnern portions of the regicn. MJle
deer inhabit the ponderosa pine and Douglas fir forests in surrer and move to the foothills
during the winter. In addition to native marrals, about 20,000 head of cattle graze in the
region. About 50 hectares (ha) (125 acres) of range are required to support one cow with calf,
or five sheep.

,,' ,| 3 _) q
,
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Table 4.7. Soil Properties at the Model Mill Site

- . . . - - . - - - . _ _ -.-- - ... - --_ - - _-.-.. ..-- -. _.- - - _ _ _ - - - - .

Prcperty V a l u'.

Slope range 10-

Soil dcpth 10 - 50 cr

Denirant surface texture Fir.e sandy lcam

Subsurface texture Fine sardy loam

F e rn ea b i l i ty 1.4 10 ' - 4.2 10'' cm/s
d

Wind erodibility r;roup 3

l
Eulk density 1.36 g/cn

Total porosity 49,

Av3ilable water holdirq c]pacity r).3 - 0.36 cn water /cm soil

pH 7,E - U.2

L,alinity 0.b6 rrch/cm at 25'C

Cation exchange capacity 10 - 15 m.e./100 g

Chemical constituents
Available K 200 ppm

bicarbonate-soluble P 1 ppn
Organic natter 0.83
Exchanjeable sodium, percentage 2

Water-soluble B 0.6 ppn

Av3ilable Se 0.03 ppm
Nitrate 1.0 ppn

bDIPA -extractable: Cu 1.4 ppm
Fe 85 ppm
Mn E5 ppm
Zn 7 ppn

Extractable Mo 0.2 ppm

Trace elen ents (total, p; n)
Arsenic 0.5
Eeryllion 2

Baron 2

Cadmiua 2

Chronium 50

Fluorine 100

Mercury 0.02
Manganese 150

Molybdenum 2

Nickel 35

Lead 24

Seleniun 2

Vanadium 30

Uraniun 6

Requires at least tuo ocasures to control wind erosion. Erodibili ty isd

about 86 tons / acre / year from an isolated, level, unsultered, wide, and
t:are field with a rencrusted surface (D. G. Craig and J. W. Tu re l l e,
" Guide f or Wind Erosion Control on Cropland in the Grcat Plains States,"
U. S. Dept. of A7riculture Soil Conservation Service, July 1964
Diethylenetriamirepertaacetic acid.

. ~7
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A d i ver se t>1r d n;.slation esists in tt e regicn, with tFe greatest di ver sity in ritarian and
contarr t orr uni tie s r er th of tht n o el site, The prairle falcon (ca the federal list of

t t re at+ r ed s pc i es ) r.es t s in the region; cre falten eyrie is on the rir + tne High plattaJ in
tre m thern [ortun of the regico, and ar.otb:r is cn a rock face cliff .a the foothills north

of tre reservoir. No otter threater ed or endangered vertebrate spcies occur in tN re .;ien

4.9.1. bite (naracteristics

I nr puri o' > of ir r sc t evaluation, it is cervenient to descrite the site at the ecosy>ar level.
This allows da ta ot ta ined ur der tt e U.'>. Inter na tice.al Biolcgical f ro ; ram (ILp) to te utilized,
thus pr ovidin ; "t e elinef intcreation oser a three-year perief.* Pelevant etolegical character-
1stics of tr e rodel site are listed in TaLle 4 b. Vegetation is dominated t y t;lue grana and
buffalo grass Sc all re il biw ass, dor.inated t,y the thirteen-line r;round squ t rrel, c an sary
from n to M4 gram, live n"ight per bectare (35 to M O q/ha, cr 0,5 to 14 oz/ acre) over a
three jear g e riod (t er by .is a fr.cticn of drought). It e diet of the srall rrral tcrulatinns
en the rodel a te ccnsists of rer t a ;e (2 b-33. ), se eds (f,-l a:), and invertebrates Ul-65' ) . Los,

than 10 et Lr1'ary trod pr odx tion on the site, rut essentially all of the inverte brate fond
sourte, is utilized. f ccd reserves are comluded to te "arq1ral and severely limiting to > 2!!
r rTals at tertain tires, and tre site (as well as tt-e regicn) is at naximum carrying ca;wity.

4
Tatle 4.H. Si te Ecosy ster Characteristics

b
Characteristtc Value

Iti-ary producticn' 5.3 10' J/ha
f rir.ary consur ption 2.5 10' J/ ha

Seed production 1.2 101" J/M
Seed consumption 1 10" J/ha

7Secondary productico 5.9 1Q J/ha
Secordary consumptien 5 10' J/ta

dtrail ma.T.al bionass 35-960 live wt. g/ha

Avifaunal biomass
passerinespecjes 100-170 g/ha (270-390 individuals /6n )e i

Raptor species 0.f,-3. 6 g/ ha (015-0.2 indi vidua l s/ kn' )

' Data derived f rom J. A. Wiens, "Fattern and Process in Grassland Bird Com-
nunities, Ecol. Mano). 43:237-270, 1973; and N. R. French, W. E. Grant,
W. Grodzinski, and D. M. Swif t, "Sr.all Mannal Erergetics in Grassland Eco-
systens," Ecol. Monog. 46:201-220, 1976.
Data for production and consurption of biomass are usually expressed as qrams
dry weight. For use in studies on energetics, biomass values were converted
to energy units using the following equivalents herbage = 4.1 bcal/q dry
weight; invertetrates = 5.8 kcal/g dry weight; seeds = 4.4 bcal/q dry weight.
Data in the atove refcrences (footnote a) were expressed as bcal/ha; the
values in this table have been converted to jcules as follows
kcal 4.184 10 ' = J .

c Domirant vegetation is blue grana and buffalo grass.
dConsisting prinarily of four species: northern grasshopper nouse, deer
rouse Ord kangaroo rat, and 13-lired ground squirrel.
consisting prinarily of horned lark, western meadowlark, lark bunting,e

McCown's longspur, and Brewer's sparrow.
f Consisting prinarily of golden eagles and narsh hawks

-_. .- _ - . _

* Methods fcr data collection and a systen analysis approach to the study of grassland eccsystems
Some liberties were taken in applying the ISP data for aare descrited in French et al.

shortgrass prairie bione to the rodel rrill site descrit>ed here; however, since the model siteIBP da ta was not con-is described f or illustrative purposes cnly, exact replication of the
sidered essential.

6
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Bird sE ecies on the site are upland plover, comon nighthawk, mourning dwe, horned lark, west-
crn readowlark, lark tuntin Crewer's sparrow, McCown's longsp;r, anJ
chestnut-collared !cngspur.g, grasshg r,er trarrow,' Horned larks, the dominant bird srecies on the n'ofel site, feed
chiefly upcn seeds, beetles, arid ants. Of the raptor s known to f requent the site, the rost
abanJant are golden eagles and rarsh hanb s; these large birds prey on small rarrals. In general,
corposition of bird populations at the sito is stable f rom year to year, although annual and
seasonal variations occur in the densities of most species. Densities of avifauna are shewn in
Table 4.8. It was concluded from the IBP study that the total energy ficw throup bird popula-
tions in r;rass1cnjs, and thus en the idel site, is very small.

4.9.2 Apatic

As shown in Table 4.9, the raior contributors to primary productica in Tributary River are
feriphytic algae in the u;per third of tne rivtr and filarentous green and blue-green algae and
reriphytic algae in the middle and lower thirds in the 1caer third this prodaction is supple-
mented by sore nacrophytes (rondweeds). Primary production in the i Toundr:ents and reservoirs
results from the growth of plank tonic and periphytic algae and sore racrorhytes (cattails and
plume grass) along the rargins.

dTable 4.9. Aquatic Plants and Insertet rates of the Model Pegion

. _ _ _ _ _ __ ._.. ._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ .__ __ ___ ___ __ _ __

Tributars River

S[ecies U;ier Inird Middle Third tower Third Pesersoirs
. _ - - - _ . _ - _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ - . - _ _ _ - - - _ . - .-.. _. - _ - -._. - --. . - - . . - . - _

Prinary Producers
Plarktonic areen alcae v

Fila entcus green alg3e x x

Fila"entous blue-creen algae x
Blue-creon alqa^ x x

Diators s 7 x *

Pordwood x

Catttils x

Plure grass x

Invertebrates (pres &t in all ereas)
Mayflies
Stoneflies
Caddisflies
Dragonflies

M i d >;e s

Da selflies
Craneflies
Ecetles
Waterstriders
Eac* swi rers

_ ___ -~ _ _ .

""x" irdicates gro 4 present.

First order secondary prod /_ tion (racrcinvertetrates) in Tribatasy Pivcr is dJnir.ated ty po,ala-
tions of myflies, stoneflies, t retles, water;triders, t ack sairr ers, damselfliv , draxnflies,
craneflici, mid es, black flies, and otter dipterans (Table '.9)- Hilher order Gewndary pro-l
duction (fish) varies with aquatic habitat. Fish species % rj in the reqicn are listed in
Table 4.10.

4 10 50CIOECO'.0MIC PROFILES

4.10.1 Cere r_i n h.v. . n

In general, the ag ;recated ar ea of the r odel site an2 rodei r eq i c r. is sparsely pq ;1ated. De
current population is 57,300, wi & a density cf ?.h Iersons per 6r (7.38/ri ), as shown in
Table 4.11. There is no ajar r etrcrolitan center within 30 h (E0 niles) of tto all site Ne'about El. of the popuiation of the a';qre;3ted aree are tewn d, sellers Tre lar ;ost city, n tI t ,-

has a population of 22,000. It is arcut 80 kr (rJ riles) west of u e mill (f il. 4.1). East
City, about E0 km (30 miles) east of the "ili, M s a po; ala tion of 13,L OO. I*ere are for t o,.n s

/ , r
s .
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Table 4.10. Fish Species in the Model frgion#
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._______________ _

Tributary River
__ gr gung,ents EphETeral

Species Upper Half L wer Half & Reservoirs Streams

afathead c.innow x x x x

Creek chub x x

Speckled date x x -

Ped dace x

Lengfii, date x

Longnose dace x x

Red shiner x x x x

White sucker x x x

flannelmouth sucker x x

Longncse sucker x x

Raintsow trout y x x

Brown trout x x x

Cutthroat trout x

Carp x x

Channel catfish x x

Yellow bul ihead x x

Black bullhead e x

Walleye x x

Bluegill sunfish x x

Green sunfish x x

Warnouth x x

La rgoriouth bass x

Mottled sculpin x

Colorado squawfish x

d"x" indicates species present.

Tat,le ,.11. Population Change in Urban and Pural Areas in the
Model Region, 1960-1976

__

19f0
_

1976

Distance Density, Percent
from Mill,# Area, persons / Ircrease,

kn Urban Pural Total Urban Rural Total kn- En- 1960-1976

0-40 1,250 670 1,920 1,500 700 2,200 5,020 0.44 15

40-80 31,460 16,100 47,5E0 33,000 17,100 55,100 15,000 3.65 16

0-80 32,710 16,770 49,480 39,500 17,800 57,300 20,100 2.85 16
_

'The di;tarce fron 0-40 kn from the mill represents the model site; from 40-80 km represents the
model region excluding the site; and from 0-80 km represents the aggreqated area.

in the model region with populations ranging frou 500 to 1500. The three towns in the model
site all have populations of approximately 500. The only permanent residences within 20 km
(12 miles) of the mill are two ranches--ore 2 kn (l.2 miles) to tne NE and the other about 10 km
(6 miles) to the ENE.

Populatien growth during the perico 1960 through 1976 is shown in Table 4.11. The urt:an popula-
tion increased 20 , compared with an increase of 5 in rural areas.

4.10.2 E c o_nry_

Ihe region is primarily agricultural, principally ranching and hay production, with an industria;
center located in West City. Employment levels within the labor force range from 361 for mixed

. ,
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Sorthern Europein Arericans to 2f,' f o r 'ot t i v e Ar e r i c a n s (k:e r i c a n Indians). Poverty is tt e
r.ost corron ann 1 '.ative k ericans (3 tout 40 ), and the least cvron ar>cr g tu r; ired %arttern
[urcpean Arericans (14:). Pur ing the s erio1 19% to 1976, per capita i n ur e in the a nreg ated

area increased 9) from $220') to $4560. This ircrease was 1.45 tir es greater tFan the national,

rate. As stonn in Tat:le 4.12, a; pror i-ately 62: cf tre farilies (arnel less tnan $10,'A3 in
1970, ' ereas unlj 30- currently have an irco"e of less than 110,000 (1976 dollars).

The current labor force in the aggre pted area is 20,LUO. Ito average unerplur ont rate in 147t
was 5.9 , ap reciably loner than the national average of 7.75 Ataat 60 of tFe e"plu,rtnt is
associated with rptvernrent, serviccs, wholesale, and retail traj. sectors. Atuat il of tLe
ecployees in nonagricultural pursaits worn in the minirq sector (Table 4.13). Ite naticnal
avera'|c is 0.9) nest City is the regional retail and btOlesale trade center, ts-re a r, as
wholesale and ZED retail establistrents w.th annual sales volu-es of $26 nillion and $10 million,

and employ irr; 2 30 arij lt 0-) pe tple, respectively.

Table 4.1i familj incone Distritution
in tre Madel Peqion

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Fercent of Percent of
Family Incore Families, 1970 families, 197(,

_______.__ _ __ _ __

Less Ttan .2000 7.6 3.:
$ 2'" - $ 2999 5.9 2.5

5 3r00 - $ 4939 12.9 6.1

$ 5000 - $ (9D 13.8 6.9
$ 7C10 - $ 7399 7.6 3.6

$ F200 - $ 99 0 14.6 7.4

$1LT O - $ll9 H 12.1 7.P

$12007 - $14 m 11.6 12.7

$15L13 - $19 m R.2 17.4
5 2D: UO - ;2499) 2.8 13.0
$2 '; - $49 m 2.4 15.1

55L ^l or rore 0.4 2.3.__'-_.. - ... - ____._

!aM e 4.13. ! plo,ees in ' uraqric ul t ral

Erplcjrent, 19/t

- - - -_ _

Sector Feru n t

Par;fn turio, ;

w;1esale anj retail trade 21.0

Goverrrent c4.d

ersices 14.7

Irans,ortation, public utilities 4

Finarce, i n su ryc e , real estate 3.4

Lortract constration 1

Minirg 12.6
. . _

*.
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4.10.3 Socim ultural Charpristics

In thc ltth centur y, ttt re gion wa s inhatsited t'y tuo rajcr Indian trite; it e Alpr 3 trite,

cr oysed of tritally orr;inizej agricultural villaqcs, was injigenous tc the area. Tne C"ta
trite moved into the area screahat later. The Eetas were ncmdic, ha;ing a specialized econorj
t: ned on toson hunting. The Spanish t e ;an exploring, and then settlir g. the )rea in the 17th
Century. By the 13te lath and early 19th Centurirs settlers primarily of Northern iurcg ean
oment r osei into the region. The n me tetth rs eventually displacto the Spanish po; ulatim ;
and taub control of the reqicn.

The ec liest settlers in tre region e>perienced sore initial conflicts with local Indian groups,
particularly with rerbers of tFe nonaJic Ceta tr be. By the mid-19th century, both the Ceta and
Altha were asaigned large reservation tracts, and the econor ic base of toth groups shif ted
towards rattle cnj sheep prod;ctior.

S current ;cpulation of the rodel raion reflects the three principal cultural traditions
N3tise /cericans (Indian), ccnstituting 4 of the population, Fispanic A'ericans 14- of the
population, and ninej Sorthern Lorrtean /cericans Approxirately M of the people reside in
single-family housenolds TFe Sverage household size is 3.3 persons, however, fa~ily site
varies toth within ard a"en1 tFe replatiors of the three tradith ns.

A rajority, L:;t not all, of the Natise Ar ericans live on two India reservations in the region.
Ine Alpha injians live at the West. .a Peservition. Traditionally, these people exhibit a strong
desire tc, miintain a sense of "c 'unitv. The teta Indians live at the Eastern Reservation.

denti'ying strcr1 y with other families to which they areTrey are hignly family oriented, 1

linked thro m narriage

Hispanic trecicans include Waple of Spanish-Indian and Yexican descent. The rajority cf the
Hispanic r ecple speak Spanish as their rather tor gue and live within a close extended family
unit.

The nized Ncrthern f uropean Arericans that are nrerically predonir. ant in tr e area ar" descendants
of the 19th century European and eastern Lnited States settlers. Within contemporary com unities,
aspects of the prej0r"inant CJllJre er lifestyle (e.g. , cerran, scandinavian, pennsylvanian) ray
still persist. The ranchers cf th region represcnt a separate sut;;rcu;) and tend to t;e younger
rer who are upoldirq a f amily tradition of rar ching.

4.10.4 Political Orranization

The county is governed by a three-rerter Eoard of Co rissioners elected by popular vote to work
with the state in enforcinq ve laws and sharirq responsibilities of highway construction and
repair, social sirvices, and ea'iuu, cther services and to serve as the governrer t for the
rural, unincorporated areas within the region. Fursuant to state la , runici W '. ties select the
structure of their govern,ent accordin] to the population size of tne comunity.

Folitical structurd of the Alpha and Eeta Indian reservations are distinct. The governnental
structure of the Alpha tribe incorporates a governcr, lieatenant governor, and a council of 12
rerbers #o are popularly elected. The tourcil strictly controls the civil affairs of the
reservaticr. The Beta trite is governed t,y a general council taat consists of all tales 21
years and over who reside on the reservation. They select a six-reder business council that
conducts the necessary administrative and law enforcer:ent activities

4.10.5 Se ry ic e s

Medical Care. There are four hospitals in the region. The largest is a 200-t'ed coanty.

hospitaT in Ves~t City; a hospital / clinic with 35 beds is located in East City; and there is one
~

clinic / hospital on each Indian reservaticn. All of these facilities have an 80; occupancy rate

and could accomodate a small increase in use.

E d_uc a_t_i o n . _ The region contains two public school systens. Tre West City system includes-

all towns north of Tributary River and transports children to a central junior-senior high
school in West City. The East City system includes all towns south of the river and transports
children to a junior-senior high school in East City. These systens can each accorrodate
another 50 students, provided that the elementary-aged stude-ts are well distributed among the
available classrooms. There is a branch of the state university in West City and a junior
to11eae in East City. The average educational level varies fron 9 to 12 years.

Municipal Services. The municipal sewage and water systems in East City could provide-

services to an additional 25 families; West City has capabilities for servicing another 50
families. All other families living in the model region have septic tanks and private wells.

_
j
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Both East and West Cities provide runicipal police and fire services that are adequate for
present populations. Volunteer fire departments handle county and connunity needs in the other
areas of the region. Police protection (full or part-tire) is available in other connunities.
In addition, there is snee protection through the sheriff's departrent.

4.11 ARCHE 0LUGICAL, HISTORICAL, ESTHETIC, AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

4.11.1 Archeoloqical and Historical

The sequence of cultural traditions reflected in the archeological finds in this region is
presented in Figure 4.4. Evidence of the earliest occupants in this area is very scanty. A
pre-projectile-point horizon (ca. 40,C00 B.C.) is present. A few cultural retains dating from
the following period associated with the hunting of big game have been uncovered along tne rin
of the Wide Plateau in the southern portion of the region. Ey 7000-8000 B.C. small band-level
societies Legan to esploit a nuch wider range of plant and animals located in varying ecosysters.
Archeological sites are typically fcund in caves located in the southern bluff area and along
the river / creek floodplains.

Between lf" B.C. and A.D. 400 the subsistence base shif ted to cultivation of crops as maize,
beans, anm Jash, although some hunting and plant collecting continued to be of import 3nce.*

Sedentary villages that included individual pit-houses, jacals (stone or adobe houses), and
multistoried buildings of stone or adobe masonry were connon, and several sites of this type
have been found along the Tributary River and in the southern parts of the region. Eetween
A.D. 400 and 1000, a well-defined regional subtradition core heavily based on agriculture
developed- This culture can be traced through archeological remains to the Alpha trikes still
inhabiting the same area. The remains of one large town developed between A.D. 1000 and 1300
has been identified in the western part of the region.

Several centurits prior to Spanish exploration of the region, members of the Eeta trite moved
into the northeastern portion of the region. Settlerents were terporary; srall villages con-
posed of related nuclear families and sites were located near to rich hunting areas and pasture.
Sites are most of ten located on ridge tops and along drainage areas.

Locations cf the few sicnificant archeological finds reported within the rodel site are shown in
Figur e 4.5

4.11.2 Esthetics and Recreation

The estretics of scenery play an integral role in determining how viewers perceive the environ-
ment. Because the model region exhibits such diverse landscape, its esthetic attributes are
nu~ rous The ticrthern Mountain Range dominates the rortner n part of tre area, with rugged
terrain, conifercus forests and secluded valleys. Farther south the rountains taper of f into
acres of nonforested land tFat t entually leads to the Open Plains in the central part of the
region. Shifting sands on the plains forn dunes, and within depressions between the dones there
are many ephemeral lakes and ponds. The Cpen Plains end at the base of Wide Plateau. The
Plateau's rim is a deeply eroded rock fornation wnich stretches acioss the southern end of the
region.

The potential for recreational use and development in the rodel region is high. Present recrea-
tional activities include varied use of wildernet c,d rinitive areas enclosing the sumnits of

the northern rountain range and %)tional Park bar . Wt - and fishing in Tributary River and
Lake and in all of the region's northern lakes sms, and beaver ponds. Lakes and reservoirs

' .itic_ fcr boating, swimring and water skiirn.along Tributary River also provide teaches .

s up the rin of the Wide Plateau, and wilder-There is some hiking and carping along w ',

ness rides on jeep trails and rock hour ,lar activities across the Wide flate3u.

Funting is a major recreational activit. rrougtm. e region.

The nodel site lies almost entirely in the Open Piains at ' y the northern and southern tips
'

give way to more diverse landforms Thus the scenery is lt liverse than in other parts of the

region, but the rodel site still has high potential for rec- =1 devele; cent. The Tributary
River is prcbably the rost heavily usEd tcurist attraction.

uO' *

_
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DATES

Plains
1500- Late Village
1000- Tradition Tradition

700-

B .' C .' $1. 1I
~

1000-

2000-

3000- Middle

4000_ Tradition

5000-

6000-

7 000 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _

8 000 _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ -

Big Game
9000-

Hundng10,000-
"

15,000-
20,000-

Pre-Projectile-Point Horizon >
40,000-

Fin. 4.4 Archeological ie wence for the Mod (1 Pegion. (Modified from G. R. Willey,
An Intreduc tion to A: erican Archat logy. Vol. 1, North and Middle

A, rica , ' 19t 6 ; J. D. Jenni r ;s , "The Dese rt Wes t , ard W. W. Wedel, "The
Great Plains.' It e las t two sosrces a;.,;: ear in Frehistor_ic_ Man _in _the
New World, 'Jniwersi ty of Chicago Fress,19J4. )

_
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4.12 EXISTING RADIATION ENVIROWhT--NATURAL AND MAN-MADE*

The preoperational radiation environment, or background radiation, originates from natural and
technologically enhanced sources. Natural background includes cosmic, comogenic, and terres-
trial radiation, as well as radiation from inhaled radon. Technologically enhanced radiation in
the nodel region is chiefly a result of fallout fron weapons tests. A qypsun nine and a co3l
mine in the area are expected tn be ne';ligible sources of radiation. Medical irradiation is not
connonly classified as background radiation, but it does represent a significant source to which
tne public is regularly exposed. For eearple, the rean active bone arrow dose to adults fron
diagnostic X rays is about 100 rren/yr. A sunnary of the background radiation doses to the
population of the nodel region f rom various natural and man-Nde sources, exclusive of diagnostic
X rays, is given in Table 4.14 In Sections 2 through 4 of Appendix C these sources are dis-
cussed in more detail and the large variability of those that occur naturally is noted.

Table 4.14 Annual Dose Equivalent frm Back7round Radiation

-- _-- -- _ - _ _ - - _ - --_ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _._. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _

'

Tissue Dose Ecuivalent, c rem

Bronchial
Radiation Source Whole Body Eone Lung EpitFeliu

Cosnic 54 54 54

Cn smo r,e n i c 1 1 1

Terrestrial (external) 62 50 62
3Terrestrial (internal) 2! 52 21

Inhalation -1.0

Radon daughters

Ranch house E60

Mud-lined huts 1100

Trailer here 150

Fallout 4.5 30
DTOTAL 143 187 144 E60

O
This is the estimate for bone surfaces. The dose equivalent to co pact bone fror internal
enitters is approxinately 115 cren.

b
Based on residency in a ranch house. Tbc basis for these do;e estimates is described in
Appendix C. Section 3.
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*The basic assu ptions used in establishing values for tre existinq rudiatien envircnrrot in t h>
nodel region, as well as a discussico of the t.asic concepts of radiological terninoincj u W in
this and subsequent sections, are given in Appendix C.
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5. MODLL MllL

A "odel nill" based on f eatures typical of uraniun tills in operatico in the early ICus 13
described in tnis chapter. ine cha r?c te ri s t ic s , opera t i n g procedarP > , processes, and effinents
of tne nodel 4 ;ill were derivM tron data for existin in technical literiturc
and various environ, ental reports anJ state ents.

'g lills as described
The basis f or soarce term atinates is

';i ve n in Appenli< G-l. (A plot plan of the model rill is shown in Figure 5.1.) Tre -ndel mili
concept serves two basic functions: (1) it provides a r.eans of assessini the environmental
ir act of tne ofel re.; ion and tre 'odel site (described in Chapter 4); and ;/) It serve > as a
base use for evaluatin; the environmental in pacts of altern3tise "ethods of effluent control
a nd ta il int;> ca na ;emen t . The model mill feature, a relatively low level of environ ental tnatrol,
which in sone respec.ts represent; a loner lesel of control than th1t turrently used at '.S
mills. Tne environ ental ir cact, of tre nodel nill are descrited in Chapter 6. Alternatises
are " scribej in Chapter H and twir i! pacts in D apter 9.

bel endin ; on tne cM nical charo teristics of the ore, con.entional uranium nills e: plcy either
the acid leach pro;ess coupled with solvent extraction or tN alkaline !each process coupleJ
with taustic precipi ta tion f or th concentration and o rification of leached uranium These
processes are nost con on in the inuustry at present, and this situation is en ected to contiru
for the perioJ of interest. As of 1976, raills en;lcying the acid leach process represented N
of the total U.0 prod.x tion ca;uci ty of the conventional illing indastry; vills with alkaline
leatn ci rcui ts actoantet f or the rmainirg 16- In vien of the t reponderance cf acid-leach
nilis, *.ne cafel lill will erploy tm acid-leach process (Fig. 5.2). The alkaline-leach process
is describeo in 4;andix E. The ujor ir;mts f ror tne alkaline-leach process are not ewectM
to be significantiy different from those of the acid-leach process.

2.1 PRlhCINL MILL Of LPATIZ CnECTEPIST:CS

The model mill is to have an ore-procu>sina capacitj of lh0C VT (20 ' ST) per daj, the avera
millinq rate of the 16 conventional " ills in operation in 1976. 7e grat of the are to te
proces sed ty the rvdel nill during the period fro tre present to the year 2000 is e wected to
a v era ;e 0.15 he curr(nt grade is tak en to be 0.16 , and source tern estic a tes in Section
5.3, as well as the radiological irpac t assess ~ent, are ba sM on this value. The cre is to te
transported frun th( nine to the oill by trucks with an aserage lead of 23 NT (25 ST) over an
3 era;e naalinq distance of 50 kr (30 miles). The ore is stored on ore pads with a total arH
of 10' (20 acres, for a .e3n c tora ;e time of ten days. For the p;rpose of co~;tirq
environn:ntal ir pacts, tre r < sel nill is ase ,,itote o;erated 365 da c a year and tan total=r
work force of 3 bout 160. With a uranium retavery efficiency of 93 , tro avera s am al k ro nction
is abeat 92 ' NT (1001 ST) of U O_ If the prod;ct is 90 U.0., tN yellontake pr otction rate
is ll J NT (1100 ST) per year a t f ull capacity. The yellc C abe is ship >d tc tra k in SE-yallan
druas; e3ch contains a tax 1:m of 430 k g (950 lb) of yellcwcDe, aM up to 40 drrs are carrie1
an eacn truck. The principal cueratir , charac teristics of the odel "ill are surarizej in
Table u.l.

Suf ficient wplies of the cW icals used in t > -illin ; proces, (see Table 5 ' a rt a i r.t a i ne d
at tre site to ensure cont 1n aus nill creration. Typically, 20- to 20-djy saLalies of ' ul f vi c
ac id and annydroas a.: onia .)re L e, t on hanJ Salfaric acid usually is shipped by rsil and then
transferred by tank trucks to tht lilli anhydrom, ann t a is deliverd t', tra;k.

3.' M'LL W TES

A ni t'er of radioactive and ronradioactise nastes are generatod t.y the reccessing of ora in the
noiel mill. The tailing; represent the bulk of both radioactive anj r: nr3di^3c tive astes .
With the exception of the recovered uraniur and sore process las ses , ta ilin ;s account for pract'-
Cdlly all of tre are solids and the ;:rocess additives, includir ; e,trr. <ich day tne model ill
generates 130J MT (2000 ST) of dry tailings slurried in aater to aboat s ' solids by weicht
(density about 1.6 g/cm') and sent to a tailings reter. tion systen N 'ne average, 30 of the
tailings liquid is recycled for use in the milling process, so tnt the net conw'ption of water
is 1200 MT per d3y (i400 ST/ day). Tailin;s are usually classifiad as: (1) sand, consisting of

~
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DECANTED POND WATER

TO EVAPORATION POND
AND/OR PROCESS RECYCLER AFFIN ATE

"
FROM SOLVENT

r OCCULANT,
EXTR ACTION

WATrq

4

COUNTERCURRENT
i DECANTATION : FILTRATION

(CCD) *-

h

T A IL ING S- y
SAND. SLIME. $N,llNE

LIQUID WASTES To d
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ORE TAILINGS POND
ALCOHOL

I
ir t ir ir
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Fig. 5.2. Flow Diagra- for the Acid-Leach Process. (Modified fro.
" A Study of Wnte Generaticn, Treatrent and Disposal in
the Motals Minirg Inda;try, M!dnest Research Institute
for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA '.o.
68-01-2E65, Octet er 1976.)
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Ta bl e 5.1. tuv.arj of Principal 0;eratin; Characteristics of the f'odol Mill

Paranetor /alue

Ure proc.ess rate IRN ;erdiy'

s er.lge are ; rale ( U u.)

C u r ren t v.16

I ro i prewnt to year t u ld O.15

Ure ac ti vit < , U-2 M an j e u.* d a r;h te r OED pCi/
in Malar e';ailibria (0.16 U2)

Ore transport Haala;;e f re nine to mill by trwk (J3 MT
averay load ,er truck)

Ore haulirq dis tance If to 0m ( SS-k" average)

M h3Ure pad trea

10 daysCre stora;r ti e

365 dJfsOperatirq days per year

W r:;>ov.e r re j J 1 re P en t s l f- ) e"plUsee3

4 i:u" recovery (extraction efficie -y) 13

fv1 'A t purity ij if 0

A w r .i ,- an w l production (0.15 U ') . ) R3 MT U 0. er lE 00 MT yello.uk e

transport Ship ent in 55-7 allen F rs by truct, eachY e l l o v. . d 's
dru, cnntainin.; a us in of $30 kr, at

jellc<_ake, :) drr s carried per track

bry solid waste gun-rated ( tailin ;si lb MT/dif

Tallin ;s density (slurrji 1.6 :V

G ro s s <.a te r f low to tailirjs ,and 1 NJ "l ' da /

!ailirm r,nd , vater recycleJ w

. i t wa te r consu. i, t ion f or tailirs;3 slurry 1 MO "i/jaj

Area of .illing facility (e e c l udin ; t a i l i n.j s 5 0 r.a
pile)

Area of tailin p i'coundrent 1Gn h i

b A tra un J *: d }dMd }bb h)

To t -il a rec owr 2d by nillin ; eration 300 has

. _ _ . _ _ __ _ _ . . _ _

d in assessin.) local ra d i o l m;i c 11 irpacts, the "ill is conservati'.ely assured to opera te at 101
tapacitj. In cor uting continental health impacts fren the entire inJJstry, nills are ass rvd
to operate at 35. capacity to determine realistically the number of nills th)t will be operiting,

solids greiter than 200 res' (+75 microns), (2) sli es, consistirq of solids less than 207 resh
(-73 nitrans), and (3) liqJids, which are solutions of chemicals f rom the are and process reagents.
For the r edel mill, slin es are taken to constitute 35. of the tailings, by weight, and to contain
n- of tre radioactivity. The chemical and radioloeical properties of th > dry tailin;s solids
and of the tailings liquid wasto generated by the r:oJel cill are listed in Table 5.3.

- . (
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Table 5.2 Additives for Acid-Leach Frocess

_
_

Quantities,
Adjitives kg/MT ore

Sulfuric acid 45.0

Sodium chlorate 1.4

Armni a 1.1

Flocculant 0.06
Amine (long chain) 0.015

Alcohol 0.04
Ferosene 0.45

Ircn (rods for grinding) 0.25

Wher discharged f rom the mill, the slurried tailings raterial is pucped through steel nr plastic
pipes to an impouninent (tailings pond). The tailings pond initially is a square basin for. red
by building low earthen ertanki ents. The tallin,s slurry from the model mil' is discharged into
the tailings impoun&,ent via a peripheral dischari;e systen Because the location of the slurry
discharge pipe is moved on occasicn to k eep the tailings area fairly level, areas of the tailin',s
Jry out intermittently. As tne basin is filled, the coarse fraction of the tailings (sands) is
used to raise and broaden the er bank ents. The e-bankernts are compacted on the outer side to
provide strength.

The initial earthen embankment is assumed to be 3 m (10 ft) high, 3 m (10 ft) broad at the top,
and 15 (50 f t) broad at the base with each side 947 m (3100 f t) long at the centerline. The
final embankments woula be 10 m (33 ft) high, 13 , (43 f t) broad at the crest, and 53 n (174 f t)
at the base, the init.ial centerline lengtn would be uncnanged. Ite volumes of the initial and
final er banhents would be 102,000 m (133,000 jd ') end 1,250,000 m (1,630,000 yd'), respectively.
The total tailings dispos 31 area is around 100 ha (250 acres), of which 80 ha (200 acres) contain
tailinqs, 20 ha (50 acres) are covered t / water, 10 ha (25 acres) are raintained " wet" during
operation; hence, 50 na (125 acres) are dry during operation, After milling operations cease,
the tailin';s are allowed to dry suf ficiently to accomnodate heavy equipment. The ultimate depth
of the tailings pile is calculated to be about 8 m (26 ft). The tailings will dry out over a
period of some years and will be subject to dustinq until natural revegetation occurs. Under
these circumstances, the exclusion fence is considered to be raintained by the nill operator for
an indefinite period of tir;e. A description of the construction ad operation of typical tailings
pends is presented in Appendix B.

The r~ del mill is not designed to proces, low-grade ores (;0.04: U.0.). Uranium from such low-
grade cres can, however, te extracted by heap le3ching (see detailed description of the operation
in the Supplement) near the mine site or at low-grade ore dumps !) The resultinq enriched
solution (0.06 to 0.1 g U,0 /L) is collected and processed at the leaching site by solvent
ex trac tirn and precipi tation with a-'nonia. The crude precipitate is thtn shi" ped by truck to
the nodel mill f or further prccessing. In cases wnere the dumps can t'e located reasonably rear
the mill, the acid solution from the lill circuit is used for heap le3ching, with the enriched
solution bein; returned to the mill circuit for processing. The uranlun r ewver y from heap
leaching is expected to range from 50. to BC:, resulting in a final tailings material of around
0.01i U 0, content.3

Shiprent of enriched solutions or precipitated slurries froa heap leach operations to the model
aill is basically an int: Jittent operation and, at such tines, the regular cre throughput in
the model mill will have to be decreased accordingly so as not to overlcad the processiag circuits
Consequently, the model mill is considered to maintain its fixed yellcacake production rate of
1000 Mi (1100 ST) per year. Contributions from heap le3ch operation to overall yellowcake
production in the nodel mill is expected to be rodest.

For the pugose of this generic assessrent, the he< p leaching operation condJcted in conjuncticn
with the model mill cay be assured to involve low-grade ore piles occupf ng an aqqregate landi
area (near the mine mouth) of approximitely 14 ha (35 acres) at any given tic e.

! tore complete discussion of uranium nilling is presented in Appendix B.

'.-
/
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Table 5.3. Chemical and Radiological Properties
of Tailings Wastes Generated by the

Model Milld

Parameter Value

Dry Solids
U 0 , wt 0.0113 s bU nat, pCi/9 63
Ra-226, pCi/g 450
Th-230, pCi/g 430

Tailings Liquid

pH 2

Aluminum, g/L 0.0
Amnonia, g/L 0.5
Arsenic, g/L 2 10-
Calcium, g/L 0.5
Carbonate, g/L ---

Cadmium, g/L 2 10--
Chloride, g/L 0.3
Copper, g/L 0.05
Fluoride, g/L 5 10-3
Iron, g/L 1.0
Lead, g/L 7x 10-*
Manganese, g/L 0.5
Mercury , g/L 7 - 10 '
Molybdenum, g/L 0.1
Selenium, g/L 0.02
Sodium, g/L 0.2
Sulfate, g/L 30.0
Vanadium, c/L 1 10 ~
Zinc, g/L 0.08
Total dissolved solids, g/L 35.0
U nat, pCi/L 5.4 103
Pa-226, pCi/L 4 10'
in-230, pCi/L 1.5 10"
EL-:10, pCi/L 4- 10J
F:-210, pCi/L 4 102
bi-210, pCi/L 4 10-

a Based on:

M.B. Sears et al., " Correlation of Padioactive

Waste Treatrent Costs and the Environrental
Irpact of Waste Ef fluents in the Nuclear Fuel

Cycle for Use in Establishing as Low as Prac-
ticable Guides--Milling of Uranium Ores,'
CR,L-TM-4903, 1975.

" WIN Reports on Uraniun Ore Analysis, U.S.
AEC Contract 4g-6-921, various reports

7 January 1957 through 10 July 1958,
" Uni ted Sta tes Mineral Resources ,' Geological
Survey Professional Paper E20, 1973.
" Mineral Facts and Problems, U.S. Bureau of
Mines Bulletin CC7, 1975.

5' A picocurie of natural uranium (U nat) weighs
1.5 g and contains 0.49 pCi cach of U-238
and U-23a, and 0.023 pCi of U-235.

-
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5.3 EMI5510a SOURCE TLRM5

5.3.1 Nonradioac_tive

Major sources of nonradicactive contac inants are the ore stora ;e pa1 and the tailings disposal
area, ds well as roads and other areas dis!JrNd t:y Peavy eauiptent. In additiUn, effluents

originate fron various processing areas in the lill; the scarcer, anJ rates of these e"issions
are given in Table 5.4

5.3.2 Radioact1_ve

The sources of radioactive airburne efflutnts f roin the model till are described briefly below

and su t'.a ri zed i n Ia bl e 3.5. More dctails of their calculation are given in A;;; enji x G-l.

These releases represent wnat the staf f considers to t:e an urter boand or " worst case" situation
for the model mill. Available technology and management Procedures described in Chapter 8 would
t,e expected to reduce substantially the quantities of radicactive naterial released from modern
r:i l l s . The radiation dose cornitrents which result from releases from the rodel Lill are described
in Sec tion 6.2.3.

Two types of rajiologic31 effluents are considered ir tnis analysis--particulates and radan gas.
The source nf particulates of 5 4f ficient r ugnitude to narrant consideration are: (1) the
initial stages of nilling, incl dic ; ore storage, feed, crushing and grinding; (2) the final
prod;ction stag of jellcwcake dryira and packaging; and (3) the n111 tailiags or waste residue
tron the previous operati(ns Fadon gas is released from the ore as processing tegins ard from
the stored tailinf>, but not to amy significant e ment fro 1 the yelloacak e o;terations. Effluents
fro "inin ; and f rom transpcrtaticn of the ore to the site are not included.

a
Table ' ; Emissions Generatec Daily bj tFe Model Mill

.-. --. - _ _ _ - _ - _ - . _ - . - _ - - - - - _ _ - -______ - _ - - -___--. . - - __

Emission Emissinn 50;rce Cail< Rate
_ . _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ . . . - - - _ _ - . . _ _ . - . . - - - - - - . _ . - - - . - _ - . - . . - .

. . _ . _ . -

Ore dast Cre stora;e ; crushing / grinding 3.4 kg

U .0 Product drying and packagini 0. ~ kq

Tailinn Lst Tailings pile 1050 kg

Organic solvent (92 kerosene) Soisent extraction ventilation syster 70 kg

Salfur dicxide and salfuric Acid leach tank vent systen 1 kg
dCid fu es

50 turnin ; of f uel oil 22 kg

T.J _ durning of fuel oil 5 kg
s

Dorestic sewage' Washrocrs, showers , etc. 30,U00 L

Ass res use of acid-le' _a s . Values have teen normalized for a 1600 MT/ day rill ona

the basis of averr ;3sici.s reported in environmental reports and environ ental impact
statements for .Tous existinj nills.

LDoiestic sewr; will under;a trcatment prior to discharge.

S.4 VIEn Of T YPIC AL U;AilLM MILLS

To provide ;aneral background for reading this docusent, Fiq;res 5.3 through 5.10 provide views
of att Jal r Ills, cill 0;erations, tailinqs piles as well as several open pit aranium mines.

o
, 8 % '

I
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Table 5.5. Radiocctive Emissions Genorated by the Sadel Mill

. - - - . - - _ _ _ _ _ - . . _ . - - .- . - ..._ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ___. ---

Parti cula tes , c'C i/yr__
Ra-226,

U-23d, Fb-210, Radon-222,
lEmi ssion Source U-234 Th-230 fo-210 Ci/yr'

Ore stora ;e pad' l.03 1.08 1.08 (
d 107Ore crushing and grindin) 0.23 0.28 0.2d )

'

dYelloacake drying & packaging 72 3.6 0.14 Negligible

Tailings pile 14 190 200 7000

a The bases for source term estimates are given in Appendix G-1.
b
Note that because of the srort half-life ( 3.82 days) of radon-d2, very little of the 7100 Ci
of that radionuclide released daring a year will be present in the envirena'nt a t the end of
that year. Equilibrium between the rate of radon release (roughly 1 Ci/hr) and its rate of
radioactive decay is established relatively quickly. Thereafter, releases at a constant rate
equivalent to 7103 Ci/yr sill result in only 107 Ci of Rn-222 existing outsida the source at
any tire.

c
Total mass released f rom all ore operations is estirated to be 1.9 grans per eetric ton
processed, or 3.4 6q/ day, with a specific activity 2.4 times the average specific activity
of the cre.

d Total r ass released f rom yellcacake operations is estimated to be 0.7 kg U 0 / day.3
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Figure 5.7 Structures Housing Ore Crushing Operations
('Ute absence of these structures in a new mill shown in Figure 5.4 which
utilizes wet-seriautogenous grinding (SAG) of cre. The SAG process elt-
Finate> dry crushing of are; sce Ficure 8. l . )
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains the analysis of the environmental impacts that would occur up to the year
2000 from uranium milling operations in the model region if few mitigative measures were
employed. This constitutes analysis of the " base case" of environmental control represented by
the model mill described in Chapter 5. The model mill features a relatively low level of
environmental control, which in sc~e respects represents a lower level of control than at
current mills.

Primary emphasis is given to impacts that are generic in nr ure. Many of the impacts from
uranium milling are highly site-specific and no attempt il made, therefore, to analyze them in
great detail; they must be evaluated for each mill as is done through environmental statements
prepared in connection with individual mill licensing actions. The evaluation in this document
is intended to characterize the nature and extent of the impacts that will result from a typical
mill. To do this, a range or upper limit for site specific impacts is presented. To illustrate
the significance of these predicted values, they are compared with applicable regulations and
standards such as (1) limits on radioactive exposures expressed in standards of the EPA
covering the nuclear fuel cycle (40 CFR 190) and in NRC radiation protection standards
(10 CFR 20), (2) EPA air quality standards, and (3) EPA water quality standards.

Environmental impacts are described for two cases: (1) a single mill, and (2) a cluster of
mills. In the latter case, the intent is to evaluate the cumulative impacts that may result in
a realistic worst case situation which might occur in a region of intensive milling activity in
the year 2000. Specifically, a cluster of 12 mills, each equivalent in capacity to a
1800 metric ton (MT), or 2000 short ton (ST), per day mill, is considered.

The analysis in Section 6.2 of the environmental impacts of a single mill is based on the model
mill (Ch. 5) situated in the center of the model site (Ch. 4), as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
The impacts are evaluated for three periods: (1) during construction of the mill, (2) during
operation of the mill, and (?) after operations cease. The impacts considered are divided into

[ eight categories: (a) on air quality, (b) on topography and lanti use, (c) on mineral resources,
q (d) on water resources, (e) on soil resources, (f) on biota, (g) on the community, and (h)

radiological impacts. As mentioned above, the model mill does not employ mitigative measures
(such as tailings burial, site revegetation, etc.) which are in use or planned at some existing
mills; however, the base case is developed to provide a method for illustrating the reduction
of impacts that can be achieved by various means as described in the evaluation of alternatives
of Chapter 9. The evaluation of the impacts identifies the source and magnitude of the major
impacts, assesses the relative significance of the impacts, and indicates critical areas of
uncertainty.

The analysis of a cluster of mills presented in Section 6.3 is based on 12 model mills sited
near the center of the model region; the locations are chosen to be consistent with the
descriptive geology of the site (Sec. 4.3), that is, the mills are located near the uranium
mines (Fig. 6.2). It is assumed that the mills are constructed in phase so that at most two
will be under construction simultaneously; however, for a brief period all 12 will be operating
simultaneously. This situation is analyzed in a manner analogous to the single mill case; the
same areas of potential impacts are evaluated, with emphasis on instances where the multiple
mill impacts are different from the single mill case.

For both the single and multiple mill assessments, impacts on (1) individuals living near a
sill and (2) general populations in a milling region are explored. However, these assessments
indicate that caly radiological and socioeconomic impacts extend beyond the model region.
Continental radiological effects from the inhalation of radon are presented in Section 6.4.
The staff can make only qualitative remarks that the socioeconomic effects of uranium milling
beyond the regional boundary are very small (even in the 12-mill case) and largely untraceable,
in view of the fact that uranium milling is a very small segment of the national economy.
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6.2 SINGLE-MILL IMPACTS

6.2.1 On Air Quality

6.2.1.1 .Constructico

"| The principal impact on the air quality of the model site during mill construction would be an
increase in- suspended particulates as a result of heavy equipment operation. During dry periods

E and when wind speedt re W , fugitive dust concentrations would approach or exceed short-term
federal limits in the immediate vicinity. However, no measur&ble impacts would be expectede

6 outside of the model site.

In order to illustrate the magnitude of impacts on air quality, it is estimated that at a dis-
tance of 1000 m (3300 f t) from the construction area the maximum average annual concentration
of suspended particulates caused by the project would be less than 15 pg/m - This would be a3

less than 50% increase in dust above background levels. This estimate is based on application
of the methods of Turnert to the assumptions that approximately 32 ha (80 acres) would be
disturbed by heavy equipment at any given time and that during heavy equipment operation, dust
releases would be 4.5 kg/ha-hr (4 lb/ac:e-hr).2 The dust release thus would total 6.7 x 10*
kg/ month (77 tons / month). Drilling, blasting, and related activities would also contribute to
fugitive dust releases on a sporadic basis but would not change substantially the annual average
concentrations.

E 2.1. 2 Operation

The major op9 rational impact upon the air quality of the model site would be an increase in
suspended particulates as a result of releases from the tailings piles, the ore pads, and a
small amount from the yellowcake dryer, as well as dust raised by vehicles moving on unpaved
haul roads. Since dusting from the haul roads is dependent upon road conditions, vehicle
traffic, and wind conditions, only an estimate of increased dust loadings can be made.

The increase in suspended particulates that would result from the tailings pile, the ore pads,
and the yellowcake dryer is estimated to be less than 10 pg/m at 1000 m (3300 ft) from the3

center of the tailings pile, in addition to the present 35 ug/m backcround concentration.3

Increased dust loadings that would result from traffic on the haul ro Ms are conservatively
estimated by assuming steady traffic on 25 km (15 miles) of haul roads with dry surfaces. The
average dust release 2 would therefore be 5 x 104 h / month (60 tons / month), resulting in an
average annual increase of approximately 12 sy/m at 1000 m (3?00 ft) from the roads. The3

total suspended particulate concentration (57 pg/m ) at the 1000 m reference locat. ion would be3

near the limit in some States, such as Wyoming, of 60 pg/m - The particulate concentration3

increase attributable to operations at the mill itself would be less than 1 pg/m3 at theboundary of the model site.

Additional impacts upon the air quality would result from the gaseous emissions of kerosene,
N0x, 50 , and sulfuric acid mist from the mill processes. In order to illustrate the magnitude2

of these impacts, concentrations of these emissions at 1000 m (3300 ft) and 25 km (15 miles)
from the mill center are given in Table 6.1. These concentrations would be well below back-
ground levels, and the concentrations off the model site would be too low to be measurable.

Table 6.1. Calculated Maximum Annual Average Concentrations of
Airborne Effluents from the Model Mill

I
? Concentration Concentration U. S. Standard,*

Effluent at 1000 m, pg/m at 25 km, pg/m33 3pg/m

502 1 7 x 10 4 60
~

IE

NO 0.2 3 x 10 i 1002
~

-

Kerosere 3 4 x 10 3
a
Natio al Primary and 3econdary Ambient Air Quality Standards, Federal
Register, Vol. 36, No. 84, 20 April 1971.
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6. 2.1. 3 Postoperational Impacts

The principal impact on air quality after cessation of milling activities would be the blowing of
sand from the tailings area. Because the entire tailings surface would be dried, and thus subject
to dusting, impacts would be greater during the posto~perational period than during the operational
period. It is estimated that until the area revegetated, which would takc er ar31 years in the
semiarid model site, the maximum average annual increased particulates downwind of the abandoned
tailings pile would be 35 pq/m 3

6.2.2 On Topography and Land Use

6.2.2.1 Construction

Construction of the model mill would result in land being removed from its previous use as range-
land and instead being committed to industrial use. Land occtpied by the mill and tailings
retention system and by power lines, access roads, parking lots, ore storage piles and septic
leach fields would amount to about 150 ha (375 acres). At least an equal amount of land adjacent
to buildings, roads, etc., would be disturbed by construction vehicles or would be used for
construction related activity. The total acreage directly impacted during construction wculd
thus be approximately 300 ha (750 acres). In many cases, construction activities would entail
changes in the topography of the land, e.g., digging of ponds and pits and erection of embankments.

6.2.2.2 Operation

During operation of the mill, there would be increased wear on the surrounding landscape by man
and machinery. As milling progressed, more acreage would be taken up for tailings disposal,
storage piles, and access roads and right-of-ways. During operation, about 50 ha (125 acres) of
land would be devoted exclusively to milling and allied activities, and about 100 ha (250 acres)
eventually would be devoted to tailings storage.

Of f site la.M could be impacted by blowing tailings, reducing to a small extent the grazing pcten-
tial of such land. More specifically, light contamination of the upper surfaces of soil at
average level' greater than 5 nCi/gm of radium is estimated to extend about 400 meters past the
tailings pile in the downward direction. ($ee Appendix G-4; inferred from Figure G.4-9.) It is
likely that this contamination would become concentrated above 5 pCi/gm in certain areas, such as
in low spots in the surrounding terrain, where runoff collects or windblown particulates might be
deposited. Concer.trations above background could extend for as far as one km past the piles
edge. The aerial extent of wind blown soil surf ace contamination above 5 pCi/gm of radium might
involve as much as about 25 ha. These estimates of contamination are consistent with some recent
field research data gathered at an active mill and measurements taken at inactive mill sites.
The extent to which land uses would he precluded would depend upon concentration levels and
depths of mixing. It is estimated that, except for localized areas which would concentrate
contamination, gamma levels would reduce to a level of 5 pR/hr a shcrt distance from the piles
edge.

6.2.2.3 Postoperation

During the postoperation period, impacts on the topography of the site would continue unless
careful consideration of topcgraphy had been incorporated into plans for reclamation of the mill
site. Most of the 50 ha (125 acres) dedicated to milling activities could be returned to other
uses after operations cease, but the 100 ha (250 acres) devoted to the tailings impoundment would
remain unavailable. Indeed, since the tailings wou'd not be covered, the unavailable area would
probably be extend >d by the deposition of windblown contaminants, unless natural revegetation
were to successfu~.ly stabil.ze the pile.

6.2.2.4 Summary

For an uncovered tailings pile at a model mill the major land use impact would be the permanent
commitment of about 100 ha (250 acres) of rangeland to tailir.gs disposal. Most aspects of land
use for uranium milling are similar to those of other mil'ing industries, but the radioactive
character of uranium mill tailings poses special problems of long-term lard use control. These
concerns are discussed in Chapter 10.

6.2.3 On Mineral Resources

6.2.3.1 Construction and Operation

The construction of the model mill would not affect the quality or eventual exploitation of any
mineral resource.
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In addition to uranium (the mcst valuable mineral resource in the area), other mineral resources
likely to be fcund in the region are coal, oil, and gas.

6.2.3.2 Postoperation

If the mill and tailings impoundment had been situated in the area of the model site with the
lowest potential for mir.ing, extraction of ore elsewhere in the area would not be hindered. On
the other hand, the potential for further dispersion of tailings would limit postoperational
mining activities in the areas occupied by tre mill facilities and tailings impoundment.
Metals of commercial interest could include uranium, thorium, radium, scandium,3 molybdenum,
vanadium, ccpper, and selenium. The model tailings pile, above grade with no cap, would allow
for easier recovery of these metals.

6.2.4 On Water Resources

There are two basic types of water resources considered in impact assessments: (1) surface
water (that water on the surf ace of the earth, such as in lakes and rivers) and (2) groundwater
(that water occurring below the surface af the earth in the zone of saturation). The impacts
on these two types of water resources in the model region are discussed in the following subsec-
tions for the base case. The base case includes an unlined tailings disposal area. A
sensitivity analysis is carried out for groundwater impacts by varying the importar,t parameters
over an appropriate range.

6.2.4.1 Surface Water

6.2.4.1.1 Construction

Construction of mill facilities on the model site would alter the surface drainage of a small
portion of the area drained by ephemeral streami During construction the total drainage frcm
the site would flow into these streams, resulting in minimal damage to adjacent areas.

Impact to surf ace water quality f rom construction would be primarily due to erosion of surf ace
materials. Construction activities would expose soils (fine sandy loam) to wind and surface
water runoff, which would erode and redistribute soil particles, many of which would ultimately
be deposited in low-lying areas. During periods of rainfall and following snowmelt, resuspen-
sion of this material would increase the concentration of suspended sediments in the surface
waters to levels slightly higher than normal. Some of the particulates probably would settle
onto the stream bed; the rest of the material would remain suspended and be carried into the
small stockwatering impoundments downstream from the site (fig. D.1 in App. D). These impound-
ments would act as settling basins for most of the particulates; however, some material
originating from the site might reach Middle Reservoir on Tributary River. The increase of
suspended solids in the streams directly draining the site would be slight, and increases in
Middle Reservoir and Tributary River wculd probably be undatectable.

6.2.4.1.2 Operation

During operation of the mill, seepage from tailings ponds could add heavy metals, suspended
solids, radioactive contaminants, and soluble salts to surface waters. Three routes of contami-
nation might occur as a result of this seepage:

1. Seepage water from the tailings pond could intercept the aquifer and contaminate the
groundwater (Sec. 6. 2. 4. 2). This contamination would eventually reach Tributary
River and degrade surface water quality during pe 'ods of base river flow.

2. Seepage water couid form pools downgradient f rcm the tailings ponds. Consis ation
of the transport time and concentration data for the seepage pools (Sec. 6.2.4.2)
indicates that the trace materials in the pools wouid nave the same initial composi-
tion as the tailings pond. This surface water would be subject to a high rate of
evaporation, which would result in a concentration of the soluble ions as the volume
of seepage water decreases. During periods of local precipitation and spring runoff
this contaminated water might reach ephemaral streams and eventually Tributary River.

3. During dry periods ser age water might reach the ground surface and be subject to a
high evaporation rate, which would result in salt deposits. These areas would be
exposed to surf ace runof f during periods of precipitation (March to September),
during which time the precipitates again would be subject to dissolution and
transport, resulting in a pulse of contaminated water reaching the river. Depending
on the amount of materials in the runoff and the dilution capacity of the existing
streamflow, the water quality of the stream on rare occasions could reach toxic
levels. .,, ,
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Rainstorms in the model region which pro & |d m /s (1 x 103 cfs) peak streamflows (return3

period of 5 to 10 years) and 2.3 x 102 mNs (8 x 103 cfs) (return period ,. au years) would
cause runoff to ree.ch Tributary River.4 These peak f l ow would result fr<m runoff or lateral
movement of water through the soil and into the stream bed. This water Lovement on the surface
of the soil or through the soil interstices would transport dissolved salts (contaminants) from
seepage areas and areas .r.ere these contaminants accumulate through wind espersal. The
elements most likely t3 Le transported are zinc, selenium, and arsenic (Table 5.3, Ch. 5). A
small risk would exist for producing poor water quality in the c ver.

6.2.4.1.3 Postoperation

Seepage from contaminated groundwate would not be likely to reach the spring at stock watt. ring
impoundment I until 80 years after mill operations have ceased (Appendix E), after which time
the spring water entering impoundment I would contain materials from the tailings pond. Seepage
from the tailings pond would cease after the tailings dried out by evaporation. During this
period, the water quality of the impoundment would depend on the amount of dilution water
available (which is a function of time of year), precipitation, and runoff. Water quality will
range from acceptable levels =hrn the amount of dilution water available f r om runof f and stream-
flow is high, to conditions in which water quality standards might be violated when the stream
is dry and no dilution water is available, at which time concentrations could approach 95% of
that found in the tailirgs pond. (The Environmental Protection Agency criteria for water
quality for livestock and wildlife are given in Table 6.2.)

Approximately 300 years after mill operations have ceased, contaminated groundwater would reach
Midd'e Reservoir ( Appendix E). For the 100 years following this, contaminated grourdwater
wou w continue to u ter the reservoir. Because of the long time span, the frontal length of
the diffused groundwater / reservoir surface water interface, and volume of dilution water, no
detectabd changes in surface water quality would te expected in the reservoir.

The possibility that runoff from the tailings might contaminate surface waters was considered,
but the effect was found to be even more inconsequential than those considered above.

6.2.4.1.4 Water Use

Sirface water use in the model mill regien is principilly for stock watering and irrigation.
Process water for the mill would be obtained frsm ceep productior., and small volume wells in
the alluvial aquifer would be used for domestic sucply. No surface waters would be used in
mill operations, and therefore there would be no impacts on use of surface water.

6.2.4.2 Groundwater

The impacts of uranium milling operations on groundwater are generally site specific /because
of r.-gio' I and local variations in geology and hydrology) and thus are difficult to di:'uss on
a generic asis. For illustrative purposes, however, a set of geological and hydrological
characteristics has been assumed for the model region (Ch. 4), and in this section, impacts to
groundwater are assessad on the basis of those characteristics.

The effects of mining on groundwater can be fairly extensive and in many cases logically cannot
be separated from the effects of nearby milling operations. (For instance, water containing
contaminants from leakage at several Wyoming uranium tailing ponds collects in deep cpen pit
mines only a few hundred meters away.) For the model mill, however, it is assumed that the
mines will be sufficiently far from the tailings pond to have no effect on tailings pond
seep r

Current methods of predicting movement and dispersion of contamir, ants do not permit accurate
determination of imp Kts cn groundwater All of the many mathematical modele in use include

simplifying v sumptions that limit the degree of accuracy of the results. Laboratory datamarf

rites of mem,:<nt of contaminants are meager and generally related to specific subsoilor
types. Among the relevant cortaminants, results to date show a wide range in ion movement
rates--from dissolved sulfate and uranium, which move at about the same velocity as water, to
thorium, which essentially becomes " fixed" on soil particles and does not move. If these
limitations are kept in mird, however, the methods used to determ > groundwater impacts in the
model region (App. E) can be used to assess impacts at actual sites.

'q- ,- ,
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Table 6.2. EPA Criteria for Water Quality ,ba

Livestock Wildlife

Constituent Consumption Consumption

pH --- 6.0 - 9.0

Alkalinity --- 30 - 130

As 0.2 ---

Be No Limit ---

B 5.0 ---

Cd (pg/L) 50 ---

Cr 1.0 ---

Cu 0.5 ---

fe No Limit ---

Pb 0.1 ---

Mn No Limit ---

Hg - Inorgark (pg/L) 1.0 0.5 pg/g
in fish

NO3 100 combined ---

NO and NO3 2

NO2 10 ---

Se 0.05 ---

In 25 ---

Microorganisms 5000 coliforms /100 mL 2000/100 mL
average of a minimum of
two samples per month;
20,000/100 mL individual
sample

Fecal coliforms 1000/100 mL average of a 2000/100 mL
minimum of two samples
per month; 4000/100 mL
individual sample

Radioactivity Same as federal Drinking ---

Water Stardards

*5ource: " Quality Criteria for Water," EPA 440/a-76-0.23, July 1976.
bCriteria are given in mg/L unless otherwise indicated.

6.2.4.2.1 Construction

Aquifers would not be disturbed and the tailings pond would not be operative during
construction, thus groundwater would not be af fected.

6.2.4.2.2 Operation

By far the greatest impact to groundwater resulting f rcm operation of the model mill would be
from seepage from the tailings pond. The model mill would contain an unlined tailings disposal
area. Calculations of the seepage rate and resulting groundwater contamination are given in
Appendix E. It is indicated from the calculations in Appendix E-1 that the seepage rate from
the unlir.-d tailings pond would be 2.2 x 105 m /yr (110 gpm). With more permeable subsoil3

conditions, seepage would not be much greater cecause the net inflow to the tailings pond from
the mill would be 4.6 x 105 3m /yr (230 gpm).

The rate of movement of liquid seeping from the tailings pond, as determined in Appendix E-2,
would be 3.7 m/yr (12 ft/yr) downward from the tailings pond; the first seepage would thus
reach the water table at 25 m (82 ft) depth in about seven years. After spreading rad ally
downward and outward f rom the center of the tailings pond to a parabolic bulb of 1000-m
(3300-ft) radius (22 years after mill operations start), the seeping liquid would move down-
gradient (towards the north, Fig. E-2.1, App. E) at an average velocity of about 80 m/yr , ',', t j(260 ft/yr).

~ '
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The principal contaminants in the acidic tailings pond liquid would be radium, thorium, sulfate,
iron, manganese, and selenium. (The concentrations of dissolved contaminants in the seeping
liquid are calculated in Appendix E-3.) In spite of the initial presence of radioactitte
materials in the seepage, no radioactive contamination of groundwater w>uld be expected during
or after mill operation. After 15 years of mill operation, radium, the most common and mobile
radionuclide, would have advanced only about 0. 3 m (1 f t) below the bottom of the tailings
pond. Thorium, a common radicnuclide in the tailings water, would have penetrated less than
0.1 m (0.3 ft).

The acidic seepage water would be completely neutralized as it advanced through the subsoil.
Many ions held in solution in the acidic tailings pond water would tend to precipitate out, and
other ions would undergo ion exchange in the sutsoil and be removed from solution. The only
contaminant ions expected to remain in the seeping water are sulfate, iron, manganese, selenium,
and possibly calcium, sodium, and some trace elements, such as lead and arsenic. Conservative
estimates of the concentrations of major cantaminants which would reach a ranch house well 2 km
(1.2 miles) downgradient are listed in Table 6.3. The concentrations of ;ron, manganese,
sulfate, and selenium could exceed the U.S. Public Health Service maximum permissible
concentration.

In addition to seepage directly under the pond, it is postulated that a small amount [< 1 L/s
(< 15 gpm)] of tailings liquid would seep unde- the tailings impoundment and leak out at the
north side of the dam (Eig. E-2.1, Appendix E). The concentrations of contaminants are also
given in Table 3.3. The seep is postulated to begin about one year after mill operations com-
mence and last until the operations cease. The impacts of this seepage on water resources are
described in Sectica 6.2.4.1.

6.2.4.2.3 Postoperational

it was indicated above that nu radioactive contaminants would have reached the water table at a
depth of 25 m (80 ft) after 15 years. After mill operations ceased, no more water would be
added to the tailings pond, and 'he tailings would dry out. Curing the postop 3 rational period
an advancing front of seepage water containing nonradioactive contaminants (including 2000 mg/L
sulfate, 10 mg/L iron, 5 mg/L manganese, 32 mg/L selenium, and possit,1y other aetals in dilute
concentration) would extend about 2000 m (6600 ft) in width and be moving downgradient (toward
the north) at an average velocity of 80 m/yr (260 f t/yr). In this analysis, contaminant concen-
trations have been calculated on the assumption that there would be no lateral dispersion, this
is a conservative assumption in that it result 5 in overestimation of downgradient concentrations
of contaminants. As these contaminants disperse doungradient, their concentrations would be
reduced. After about 360 years seepage water would ultimately discharge into Middle Reservoir,
reaching a maximum conceatration of less than 6.5 mg/L iron after 400 years, ard gradually
diminishing to background concentration during the fo!1owing 40 years. Sulfate, manganese,
selenium, and trace metals would be reduced in concentration as shown in Appendix E and
Table 6.3. Perhaps the greatest impact would occur at Reservoir I, 8 km (5 miles) downgradient
from the tailings pond. Because of sporadic rising of the water table as a resalt of locally
heavy precipitation, groundwater might seep into surface waters, causing perennial reaches in a
normally ephemeral stream. Tailings pond seepage water would reach this surface outlet after
100 years, with iron reaching a maximum concentration of 9.5 mg/L after 125 years and dropping
to background concentration after 150 years. Other contaminant concentrations at Reservoir I
are shown in Table 6.3.

After mill o,]erations cease, seepage from the tailings would be substantially reduced because
of the cessation of discharge of water from the mill. It is shown in Appendix E that the
permanent seepage rate caused by precipitation (consisting of relatively pure water) falling on
the uncovered, abandoned tailings would be about 1.12 x 104 3m /yr (4 x 105 3ft /yr), about 5% of
the rate during the 15 year operational period. A small degree af radioactive contamination of
groundwater would occur after about 1500 years, a small degree of nonradioactive contamination
would occur continuously, but the concentrations of contaminants would decrease with time.

6.2.4.2.4 Variation of Parameters for Groundwater Seepage

It should be emphasized again that the predictions given above are based on a set of hypothe-
tical geological and hydrological characteristics postulated for a model mill site. The values~

given in the predictions were derived from the use of Pathematical models described in
Appendix E. Because a wide range of geological characteristics occur at actual sites, this
analysis is intended for illustrative purposes only. To illustrate the range of effects
expected, a sensitivity analysis for parameters used in assessing grouadwater impacts is
presented in Table 6.4. The effects on dependent variables caused by changes in independent
variables are shown in the table. The maximum and minimum values of t'e independent variables
are believed to represent a reasonable range expected for the environs of uranium mill sites in
the six U.S. regions in which uranium mining occurs.

723 196



Table 6.3. Concentration of Major Groundwater Contaminants

Mill
Ranch Well, Peservoir 1. Middle Reser-

Lf fluent to Seep at Base 2 km Down- 8 km Dcwn- voir, 30 km
d

8 b gradientc Doongradient
Contaminant U. S. MPC Tailings Pond of Tailings Pond gradient

-*

pH (units) 6-9 2 (neutralized)

Iron (mg/L) 0.3 1,000 10 10 9.5 < 6.5

Mangarese (mg/L) 0.05 500 5 5 4.75 3 25

Sulfate (mg/L) 250 30,000 2000 2000 1950 11:

Seleniun (mg/L) 0.01 20 32 32 30 21

Radium (pCi/L) 5 400 (reduced to background) *

Thorium (pCi/L) 2000 150,000 (reduced to background)
-

Other trace - (up to 100 x (appreciably reduced) -

metals backgrcund)

U. S. Public Health Service maximum permissible concentration.O

bPeaches maximum concentration at 45 to 55 years.
CReaches maximum concentration at 125 years

Reaches naximun concentration at 400 years

I

~

O
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Table 6.4. Sensitivity Analysis for Variables Used in Groundwater IrTacts (raxirum and niniram values show rar<;e
reasonably expected within the six physiographic regions)
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The analysis given here is a simplification of a complex hydrogeologic situation. Many
variables are interdependent and cannot be assigned as being either dependent or independent.
An example is the seepage rate, which is affectad by changes in evaporation and yet also causes
changes in evaporation. In additien, only changes in the effects of a given variable on one
other variable are treated in this analysis. In nature these parameters are interrelated in
complex ways. For instance, an increase in the vertical hydraulic conductivity (which brings
about an increase in the seepage rate) is ganerilly associated with deep water tables (which
lessen the likelihord of radioactive contamination) and with higher horizontal hydraulic
condJCliVity (which increases the downgradient velocity and dispersion).

Only the independent variables believed to be most important in terms of groundwater impacts
are listed in Table 6.4. Some variables, such as depth to water table and porosity and thick-
ness of subsoil, were not evaluated. The effects of variation of the chemistry of the tailings
pond liquid are discussed under four surface water impacts (Ch. 9). The dependent variables
were chasen as being indicative of groundwater contamination. In spite of the limitations of
this study, a cursory inspection of the table snows that some independent variables have a
profound effect on the dependent variables chosen to illustrate groundwater contamination. An
increase in the vertical hydraulic conductivity brings about a moderately large increase in the
seepage rate and a large increase in the distance radium moves into the subsoil. However, the
concentration of selenium is Inwered downgradient. Changes in the horizontal onductivity
cause profound changes in the time of arrival of Contaminants downgradient. ;ne wide range in
the distribution coefficient of radium brings about a directly related change in the distance
that radium moves. The variations of water table slope, dispersion coefficient, percent CACO ,3
and meteorological parameters da not cause very large changes in the dependent variables.

6.2.4.2.5 Witer Use

0; eration of the nodel nill will result in the use (loss to eva; cra tion, seepaqe and entrainment
in the tailings pile) of about 4.f, x 10 n' (1.2 ,10" callans) of water annually. Howewr,
beCdJse pf cess w3ter for millinq operations will te cbtained from the JarassiC sandctone

to qrou doter will result from process water withdrawals %s taquifer, n: addition 11 i pact r

of this water [about 60: or 2.< > 10 m'/yr (7.4 x 10" qallons/yr)] will be consur;ttively lost
into the at cs s ere via evaporation from the tailinqs pond. Fecause dewaterinq of the aiaifer
f er nining will lower water lesels in tN aquifer only locally, the aroundwater supplies of the
nearby towns, 32 km (20 riles) and nore distant from tne nilling and mininq locality, will nnt
be impacted. This is due to tFe large vnluvs cf groundwater in storap' in the alluvial aquifer
and the relatively Icw witndra Cl rates Even if process water were purped from tre shallow
aquifer the water use patterns at a di<tance of 32 b' (20 miles) would not be adversely affected.

6.2.4.2.6 S rra ry

The p r i r.c ' p a l wpact of tFe unlined rand of the model nill on gro edwater would be contamination
by seleniu , sul f ate, manganese, and iron that would limit the use of qroundwater as a drinking
sg ply in a belt 2000 m (E6N f t) wide. The concentrations of these eiererts in this ground-

water zone would exceed the U.E PpC. Tre parameter variability study indicates that the
hydraulic conductivity and distribution coefficients are the variablet causinq the widest rance
in variation of the depen %r + wariables chosen to represent grouWater contamination irpacts.
A sir.ilar sensitivity analysis for the Jef f rey City, Wycming, tailinqs pond showed that varying
the distribution coef ficient wis most ef fective in cNnqinq groundwiter contamination predic-
tions ' Several variables which could be cignificant but which are conservatively not
ccnsiderej here are lateral ed vertical dispersion. Including these would decrease concentra-
tions in the predicted seep me plume. Alternatises for reducin1 this inpact are discu sed in

Chapter 8. The roiel mill will consu o about 4.6 x 10' r3 (1.2 x 10 gallons) of water

annually; mst of this water will be lost through evaporation.

The limitations of the assesvent of the groundwater impacts for the base case are a result of
the site-specific nature of hydrogeologic processes. The basic type of subsoil encountered is
the dominat' parareter upon which all predictions of groundwater contamination rest, because its
geoleqic ch1racter determines the hydraulic conductivity and the distribution coefficients

6.2.5 On Soils

Irpacts to soil, although of concern in any region, are of particular importance in arid and
semiarid regions, where the rate of soil formation is very slow and wht ? tre potential for wind
erosion is hic;h. The rajor impact, of the rodel mill on the soils of the site ard region are
described in this section, based on the soil characteristics aiven in Chapter 4, on actual data
from operating mills, and on nodel mill effluent characteristics described in Chapter 5.

, ,,
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6.2.5.1 Construction

Construction of the mill would permanently remowe about 150 ha (375 acres) of the model site's
soils frcm rangeland productivity. It is assumed that the topsoil removed during constructicn
would be stcred; huwever, topsoil storage dces not automatically ensure that prcductivity of
the stored material is retained. It is also likely that much of this material would be lost
because of wind and water erosion during the 20 or more years of storage. Productivity would
be lost on an additional 70 hi (200 acres) during the construction (and cperation) period.
Construction of the mill would cause no major impacts to soils outside the mocel site.
(Increased gra2irg by animals displaced from the construction site prcbably would cause some
small additional soil compaction and erosion in the areas to which the animals move.)

6.2.5.2 Operation

During cperation of the miil, impacts to soils of the site would result from chronic seepage of
solution from the tailings impoundment, and from depcsiiico of windblown tailings. Seepage and
other releases of tailings solution would result in loss of organic matter from the soil,
leaching of nJtritive ions from the soil exch3nge complex, and eventual salinization of the
soils. A soil is said to be salinized when a saturation extract exceeds a conductivity measure-
ment of 4 vihos/cm at 25 C. Salinized soil cannot support other than salt-tolerant plant
species. Most rangeland species can tolerate salinities up to 8 mmhos/cm;5 beyond about
12 mmhos/cm, the vegetation tecomes largely unpalatable to cattle. Soil structure is destrcyod
under saline conditions, which increases the erosion hazard. Copious amounts of fresh water
would be requi ed to flush the salts from the soil, and sirce rainfall in the area is low,
reclamatico of salinized areas would be difficult.

In the analysis of seepage from the unlined tailings pond on the model site (App. E) it is
assumed that there would be no upward movement of seepage trcm the tailings pond; in that case,
no adverse effects to soils would occur except as a result of the small surface seepage of less
than 1 L/s (15 gpm) at the north end of the pond. This seep would contain 2000 mg/L sulfate
(Table 6.3), and would affect an area of 1.3 ha (3.2 acres). After 20 years, the sulfate
concentration in the soil, assuming a 50-cm (20-inch) soil depth, could reach as high as 141.
At this high concentration, salt crusts would accumulate on the soil surface, no vegetation
would be likely to grow, and the soil would be susceptible to erosion.

Deposition of windblown tailings can change the physical and chemical characteristics of soils.
At an operating mill near Jef f rey City, Wyoming, samples of surf ace soils downwind of an active
tailings pcnd were lower in pH, h i gt,e r in total salt content, and h3d higher concentratians of
sulfate, nitrate-nitrogen, sodium, and arsenic than soil samples taken farther away from the
pile along the same transect.5 In a few cases, these changes can be beneficial, e.g., higher
nitrogen and sulfur content of the soil would lead to better vegetative growth, particularly in
soil low in organic matter. The majority of the changes, however, are likely to be adverse,
e.g., soil salinization (high total salts), alkalinization (high sodium), and decrease in pH.

The acid-le3ch milling process results in the release of sulfur dic<ide to the atmosphere. In
the atmosphere it normally undergoes chemical transformation to the sulfate ion, which even-
tually is brought down to the soil surface by rainfall. The average sulfate ion concentration
in the troposphere is 2 pA-p3;6 the calculated maximum annual average concentration of sulfate
ion f rom mill cperation at a distance of 1000 m (3000 f t) downwind frcm the building would be

3 emitted would be converted to the sulfateI pg/m (Sec. 6.2.1.2), assuming that all the 502
ion. These emissions would thus add about 50% more sulfate ion to the soil than would be brought

down normally by rain. These additions to the soil would tend to increase soil fertility.

Soils of the region outside the ecdel site would not te affected by mill operatiuri.

6.2.5.3 Postoperation

Much of the soil removed from 150 ha (375 acres) during construction of the mill buildings and
the tailings impoundment and subsequently stored during mill operation would be lost through
erosion during the 20 year storage period. That material remaining could be placed as earth
cover to aid revegetation during reclamation procedures. The additicnal 70 ha (200 acres) of
soil disturbed during construction and operation probably could return to productivity within
five years if proper revegetation procedures were followed. No additional soil losses or impacts
would occur after operation ceases, unless prev ously undisturbed soils were removed for reclama-
tion of the mine or mill sites.

m -, .
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6.2.5.4 Summary

The major impacts to soils of the model site would be luss of soils on about 15n ha (375 acres)

and salinization of about 1. 3 ha (3.2 acres). These impacts can be considered either as an
acceptable trade-off for electric power or as an irretrievable loss of long-term rangeland
productivity.

6.2.6 On Biota

The major nonradiological impacts to biota that may arise during construction and operation of
the model mill and during the postoperation period are described in this section. The analysis
was based on the characteristics of the model site as described in Chapter 4 and on actual data
from operating mills.

6.2.6 1 Terrestrial

6.2.6.1.1 Construction

Impacts to the terrestrial ecosystem of the model site during ccnstruction are sumnarized in
Table 6.5. Construction of the mill would result in a 0.05% recuction in the total rangeland
production on the model site. The loss of small-mammal bicmass on the 220 ha (550 acres) altered
by construction would include 200 to 1200 ground squirrels, deer mice, grasshopper mice, and
kangaroo rats. These animals would be destroyed or die rather thaq simply move to nearby undis-
turbed areas--their home ranges are relatively small,7 and according to the U.S. IBP data,"
invertebrate food reserves in a shortgrass community are marginal; thus the terrestrial communi-
ties surrounding the construction area would already be at their maximum carrying capacity. The
significance of these losses to the regional ecosystem is beyond present assessment capabilities;
however, these losses would be similar to those from construction of other industrial or cnnmer-
cial installations in the same area and involving the same amount of land.

Bird populations, including an endangered species (the prairie falcon), would be impacted by the
loss of rodents serving as food sources for raptors, by loss of seed sources, which comprise
about 30% of food sources for nongamebirds of the site, and by loss of invertebrates, which
comprise 70% of the diets of dominant bird species In addition, loss of vegetation wculd reduce
the available nesting habitat.

The larger mammals (cattle, sheep, and pronghorn antelope) which no longer had access to the site
would graze offsite, thus increasing to a small extent the grazing pressure in the region. Since
the number of these animals would be relatively small, about five cows or 25 sheep, the effect on
regional grazing or rangeland would be small Pronghorn antelope would probably be unaffected by
mill construction, since they do not compete intensively with cattle, preferring browse and forbs
rather than grasses." Adverse impacts to the antelope would result from increased highway or
road accidents and increased hunting pressure from construction workers.

Windblown dust from construction operations would be deposited on vegetation, leadino to a
decrease in photosynthetic activity, a decrease in primary productivity, and an increase in
toothwear of grazing animals. These effects, although not quantified, would be minor relative to
the total loss of rangeland productivity from the 220 ha (550 acres) disturbed.

6.2.6.1.2 Operatior

Biota could be a fecteo as a result of seepage of potentially toxic elements f rom the tailings
irpoundment, or from purposeful or accidental releases of tailings solution outside the impound-
ment. These substances, which originate in the uranium cre, include radionuclides (discussed
in Sec. 6 2.8), selenium, mo1>bdenum, manganese, vanadiu.n, and nitrate. If these potentially
toxic elements are released, or seep, from the tailings pond, they could reach animal drinking
water sor ces. The drinking water concentrations above which these elements and ions are toxic
to livestoen, and presumably also to wildlife, are listed in Table 6.6. In some cases concen-
trations exceeding the recommended limits for some of these elements have been found in the
ground and surface waters in the vicinities of actual mines.1 '1 The surface seep from the
northern end of the model mill tailings impoundment would contain potentially hazardous
concentrations of such chemicals as lead, arsenic, and selenium (see App. E-3). Domestic
animals and wildlife drinking exclusively from this seep might suffer acute or chronic selenium
poisoning.i2 However, access by domestic animals to such a seep could be easily restricted.
This impact will be minor.

-
-
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a
Table 6.5 Site Biotic Losses Due to Construction of a Single Mill

Biotic Element Quantity lost

Primary production 1.3 x 103 GJ

Seed production 2.8 x 103 GJ

Secondary production 5.9 GJ
D grams to 2.2 x 105Small mammal biomass 7.9 x 103 grams

Livestock 5 cows or 25 sheep displaced

Large mammals 3 to 5 prongnorn antelope displaced
cAvifaunal biomass 3.9 x 104 grams

' Values based on data from the U.S. IBP shortgrass prairie community (see
Section 4.9.1.2). Cased on a total of 230 hectares of land disturbed.

b Consisting primarily of four species: northern grasshopper mouse, deer
mouse, Ord kangaroo rat, and 13-lined ground squirrel.

CConsisting primarily of horned lark, western meadowlark, lark bunting, and
McCcwn's longspur.

Table 6.6 Recommended Limits for Concentrations of Elements and Ions in
Livestock Drinking .ater Sources Above which Toxic Effects May Occur"

Element or Ian Recommended Limit, mg/L

Aluminum 5

Arsenic 0.2
Baron 5.0
Cadmium 0.05
Chromium 1.0
copper 0.5
Flucrine 2.0
Lead 0.1
Mercury 0.01

b
Molybdenum uncertain
Nitrate 100
Nitrite 10

Selenium 0.05
Vanadium 0.1
Zinc 25
Total soluble salts 5000

d Compiled from " Water Quality Criteria, 1972," National Academy
of Sciences for U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
EPA-R3-73-033, March 1973.

b Toxicity is influenced by many factors Natural surface waters
rarely contain over 1 mg/L (see " Water Quality Criteria, 1972").

These toxic elements could also be ingested through the food chain. The soils of the site are
mainly sandy loams with relatively low cation-exchange capacity (Sec. 6.2.4.2) and thu,5 would
have little retention capacity for some toxic cations. In addition, although absorption of an
element by the soil exchange complex would temporarily exclude it from entering the groundwater,
it would not exclude it from entering the food chain via uptake by vegetation. The accumulation
in forage vegetation could be toxic to herbivores. The availability of these inne for plant

"
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uptake is mainly dependent on the ionic form of the element, which in turn is p3rtly a function
of the pH of the soil solution. In the normally alkaline milieu of the site soils, elements
such as iron and mjnganese would te relatively unavailable to plants; however, introduction of
the acid tailirgs solution could make these elements suf ficiently available to cause toxic
effects to vegetation. On the other hand, the availability of selenium to plants generally
decreases with increasing soil acidity.32 Iron and man 3gnese are not absorbed by plarts in
amounts toxic to grazers.33 Molybdenum and selenium, however, can be toleratea in certain plant
species and accumulated in amounts toxic to grazers. Values for the normal range and maximum
concentration of trace metals in plants are listed in Table 6.7. Windblown tailings deposited
on the soil could also add pntentially toxic elements to the plant growth medium, and thence
into the plant and herbivore.

Additional impacts to terrestrial biota from mill operation would be the radiation effects
discussed in Sectiun 6.2.8 and the hazards due to increased road traffic, increased hunting
pressure, and physical obstructions, such as elactrical transmission towers and lines that can
pose haz6rds to raptors. The presence of transmission towers in an area essentially devoid of
observation perches miy encourage raptor foraging on the mill site, thus increasing the chance
of exposure of raptors to radiar.;clide-contaminated food sources and to site hunters. However,
all of these impacts are beijeved to be miner.

dTable 6.7 Normal Range and Suggested Maximum Concentrations
bof Metals and Iont in Plant Leaves

Concentration, ppm, dry wt
Element Range Haximum

Arsenic 0.1-1.0 2
Barium 10-100 200
Boron 7-75 150
Cadmium 0.05-0.20 3
Cobalt 0.01-0.30 5
Copper 3-40 150
Chromium 0 1-0.5 2
Fluorine 1-5 10
Iodine 0.1-0.5 1

Iron 20-300 750
Manganese 15-150 300
Molybdenum 0.2-1 3
Nickel 0.1-1.0 3
tead 0.1-5.0 10
Mercury 0.001-0.01 0.04
Selenium 0.05-2.0 3
Vanadium 0.1-1.0 2
Zinc 15-150 300

Concentrations that exceed the litted " maximum" values may c. ~,ay not
result in toxic effects upon the vegetation ci herbivores, u pending
on the species tolerance, toe amount of herbage consumed, and the con-
centration in excess of that listed.

D
Data of S. W. Melsted, " Proc. Joint Conf. Recycling Municipal 51udges
E f fluents Land," pp. 121-128, 1973, as cited by D. E. Baker and L. Chesnin,

" Chemical Monitoring cf Soils fcr Envitcnmental Quality and Animal and
Human Health," in: Adv. in Agron. 27:305-374, 1975.

6.2.6.1.3 Postoperation

Nonradiological impacts to biota following cessation of operations would result from remnants
of seepage, reduction of food resources on salinized areas, and continued deposition of wind-
blown tailings. The latter factor in particular would cause build up of potentially toxic
elements in the surface soils, continued accumulation by perennial vegetation, and subsequent
toxic effects to vegetation and/or animals. Deposition of windblown tailings on surfaces of
vegetation would allow direct consumption of radionuclides and potentially toxic elements by
herbivores. Members of higher trophic levels (i.e., carnivores) would be affected to a lesser
degree since their foraging habits generally encompass a larger area, thus reducing the like-
lihood of their consuming high concentrations of toxic elements.

- - ,
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6.2.6.1.4 Sunna ry

for the vase case model mill, the major impacts to terrestrial biota would arise from removal
of habitat and from contamination of forage with potentially toxic elements originating in
seepage and fugitive dust from the tailings impoundment. The importance of these impacts is
difficult to assess, but long-term effects to herbivores such as cattle could be appreciable.
In Chapter 9, alternatives are examined that would reduce some of these impacts.

6.2.6.2 Aquatic

No impact to aqu/ tic biota would result during the construction or postoperational phases.
During the operational phase, however, it is possible that the initial flow to Tributary River
folloaing heavy precipitation could contain concentrations of contaminants exceeding water
quality criteria (Sec 6.2.4.1.2). Even if this happened, little effect on aquatic biota would
be espected because of subsequent dilution of contaminants (see discussion in App. D).

6. 2. 7 On the Commun_i_ty

The communities of a specific region may experience a wide variety of impact responses to
uranium development. Prediction of site-specific impacts depends upon recognizing the major
variables prnducing the impacts and the way in which these variables ir.teract at the community,
regional, and/or national level. The apprcach used in developing the impacts outlined in the
following sections is more thoroughly described in Appendix F-1.

6.2.7.1 Construction

Demography and Settlement Patterns

lhe construction of the model mill would require 120 workers,* and the staff for the opera-
tional phase would eventually total 160 workerG* (all of the demographic estimates used herein
are discussed in Appendix F-2).

About 40% of the mill work force would consist of residents from the impact region,14 most
would remain at their existing residences. Some construction workers would be expected to
commute over distances of 80 nm (50 miles) one way.15 The urban areas of East and West Cities
would have the largest and most diversified work forces in the region; consequently a large
number of workers would commute from those towns to the mill site. At least half of the
in-migrating workers would be expected to prefer to live in a small town / rural setting. The
demographic effects of construction (and operation) of the model mill are summarized in Table
6.8 and more fully explored in Appendices F-2 and F-3.

Social, Economic, and Political Systems

Construction of the model mill would result in minimal effects on the sociocultural organization
of the region as a whole. However, impacts of different magnitudes would be experienced at the
f amily, neighborhood, and concunity levels.

Workers, in migrant service personnel, and families moving into the area would occupy the few
vacant homes available. The lack of zoning would allow fringe developments for mcbile homes
and uncontrolled use of available lots for trailer homes and campers in and around the towns.
Competition for housing and increased costs would result i problems for retirees and other
people living on fixed incomes.16'17 for the most part, toastruction of the model mill would
have little imnact on the public service. of the counties and communities of tha region; the
most notable impact would be the additional pupils enrolling in the school system of County S .i

The approximate increases in demands and costs throughout the area are shown in Tables F-4.1
and F-4.2 of Appendix F-4.

The regional economy would be stimuluted both by the local purchases of goods, materials, and
services directly related to the construction activities and by the local spending of wages by
construction and service workers and their families.

"These are the actual estimates. The higher totals of Table 6.8 result from the partitioning
of these workers among the various cities and the avoidance of fractional workers.
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Table 6.3. Sumary of Demographic Effects of Construction and Operation of a Single Mcdel Mill *

--_-_-.- _ --. - - _ - . _ _ _ _ - - - . . _ _ _ _ - - - - - -

Construction Fhase Cperational Fhase
Secondary Seconda ry

Five-Year Workers Warkers

#WProjected Workers and. Workers and # 5
Workers and * .3 Families s 2.3 familiesDistance Population

Fa ilies 7 jjjgs
f rom Mill , without F mily (0.6 Fan 11y (1.2

b
City kilometers Popula ti on Developrient f.on-local Local Mer ers r:ul ti plier ) t.on-Local Local Merters multiplier)

Green 38 500 510 25 10 80 50 35 10 1CO 120

Brown 29 500 510 5 10 35 20 5 10 35 40

East 48 13,000 13,330 40 20 140 ES 55 25 lE5 225

Purple 64 500 510 5 5 25 15 5 5 25 30

Blue 38 500 510 5 5 25 15 5 5 25 30

West 80 22,000 22,550 0 5 10 5 0 5 10 10

Red 70 1,500 1,540 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ''

7
White 60 E500 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Orange 63 500 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 39,500 40,480 60 55 3!5 190 105 60 360 45

a The values in this tabl. nave been rounded to the nearest 5 from estimates nore fully explained in Appendix F-4.

DBased on growth of 2.5s over five years.
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Probably no notable political impacts to the political structure would be perceived.

Archeological and Historic Resources

Five prehistoric archeological sites have been identified in the model site. A careful study
would have to be made to determine if any are eligible for inclusion in the National kegister
and to determine if construction plans posed any threat to the known sites.

Esthetics and Recreational Resources *

The location of the model mill site is remote from centers of population and traffic routes, so
the plant would not be visible to the general public. Even so, the mill buildings, tailings
pond and equipment areas are designed and constructed so as to be as unobtrusive as possible on
the surrounding landscape. The mill site is not located in an area of extensive recreation
resources, and those that do exist in the area would not be significantly impacted.

6.2.7.2 Operation

Demography and Se tlement Patterns

The general in-migrant settlement and local commutirg patterns identified for the construction
period would continue during the operational phase ('ee Table 6.8 and Appendices F-2 and F-3).

Social, Economic, and Political Systems

The economic benefits identified for the construction phase would continue to accrue to the
local communities and to the region. Sociocultural costs would be largely confined to the
effects from the in-migrating members of the operational work force and their families on
members of local communities. Because of the high turnover rates of mill workers (50 to 100%
per year, see Appendix F-2), many families would not remain long enough to adjust to the new
setting and become integrated into the local sociocultural setting. Stress would likely be
experienced by local families as well as by the operational work force. Many workers and
families would move into temporary housing in tringe developments established during the con-

family, social,andeconomicstresses.gh(orhoodsofthistypeareassociatedwithnumerGus
struction period. Highly changing nei

19

Demands for county and community services would be generally similar to those experienced
during construction, but the magnitude and duration of impact would be different. An increased
demand could develop for public or private social and health services beyond those traditionally
considered necessary (see App. F-4).

Over the life of the mill, the company would purchase some local materials and supplies, possibly
providing an opportunity for development of new businesses and/or the expansion of older estab-
lishments. The workers and service personnel would also contribute economic benefits to the
area by spending a portion of their wages locally for rent, food, recreation, and other goods
and services.

Notable impacts on the political structure are not expected.

Archeological and Historic Resources

During operation of the mill, the remaining archeological sites would be preserved and protected.

Esthetics and Recreational Resources

he principal esthetic impact of the model mill would depend mainly on the maintenance of the
tailings ponds and of the mill huildings.

Dispersed recreation, outdocr recreation in which participants are usually spread cut over
relatively large areas, would increase in the model region with the influx of workers and their
families and construction of additional roads for mineral exploration and mine access. However,
if certain sections of tne mill are fenced (e.g., tailings pond), this recreation can exist
compatibly with livestock, wildlife, timber harvesting, or mining.

5 5ee Appendix F-5 for further discussion.

m - ~ m /
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6.2.7.3 Postoperation

Demography and Settlement Patterns

Portions of the operational force would be absorbed into the regional job market; however, it
might be necessary for these workers to commute to the towns of West or East, where more job
opportunities would exist. Another portion of the operational force probably would move out of
the region.

Social, Economic, and Political

There would be only minor impacts on the region once the mill workers left. Since the popu-
lation of the region would have increased by only approximately 2% as a result of the mill, few
social or economic dislocations would be experienced when a portion left. In fact, tne absence

of the operational work force with its high turnover, might increase the stability of some
neighborhoods.

Archeological and Historic Resources

When the operaticaal force leaves the mill facility, archeological sites would no longer receive
physical prot'.ction unless special arrangements were made.

Esthetics and Recreational Resources

On the basis of the assumed conditions, the postoperational impacts on the esthetic resources
of the site could be severe. The tailings ponds would be vulnerable to both wind and water
erosion, and some dispersion of tailings over the surrounding area is to be expected. Appro-
priate decommissioning, including screening the site using physical manipulation of landforms
and the removal of obtrusive mill structures (stacks, utility lines, etc.), would reduce visual
impact; however, the tailings ponds would constitute an unnaturai and permanent fixture on the
landscape.

The presence of the tailings disposal areas would contribute to the devaluation of the land in
the immediate vicinity as a potential recreation resource.

6.2.8 Radiological Impact

In this section, the methodology used to predict individual and population dose commitments
from a single model mill is described, and these doses and the related health effects are
summarized. The radiological impact of multiple mills within the same model region is
described in Section 6.3.8. In both of these sections only the impact on the area within an
80-km (50 mile) radius of the hypothetical milling operation is considered. The potential
impact of the uranium milling industry on the entire North American continent is addressed in
Section 6.4.

This document includes detailed consideration of radiological risks to the general public,
either as individuals or members of a population group, and also addresses, in Section 6.2.8.4,
radiation dose commitments to workers who are occupationally exposed in the uranium milling
industry. There would also be radiological impacts on species other than humans within the
model region; however, no exposure pathways have been identified which are dif ferent than, and
would result in another species receiving doses significantly above, those calculated for man
outside the mill boundary. The dose rates and doses to animals living in the region of the
mill are expected to be icw enough that any deleterious effects woul; be manifest only after a
long latent period. Since the life span of most animals ic : other short, and populations in
the wild are subjected to high attrition rates, the effects of radiation from the mill would
not be distinguishable from other naturally occurring forces. Although guidelines have not
been established fcr acceptable limits for radiation exposure to species other than man, it is
ganerally agreed that the limits established for human beings are also conservative for other
species. The BEIR Report concluded that the evidence to date indicates that no other living
organisms are very muc1 more raatesensitive than man.21 Therefore, only radiation dudes to man
have been analyzed in detail.

It is possible that animals living onsite, in or close to an ore or tailings pile, mignt be
subjected to doses that are high compared to those that could result offsite. However a
relatively small proportion of the individuals within the region might thereby be affected, and
the total impact on the local biota therefore is expected to be small.

Ul,
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The radiological impact on man of the single model mill is considered at three stages--
construction, operation, and af ter the mill has closed. Although the total impact of mill
construction may be appreciable, the radiological effect. are negligible. In contrast, the
radiological impacts both during and after operation may be significant for persons in the
immediate vicinity of the mill site, assuming the mill were operated as described in Chapter 5.
Alternatives are presently available to reduce radiological impacts during and after mill
operation. These are described in Chapter 8 and the expected reductions in radiation doses and
health effects are outlined in Chapter 9.

6.2.8.1 Construction

Inasmuch as no radioactive materials would be used in the construction of the mill, there would
be no nontransient radiological impacts resulting from such construction. A possible transient
effect might result from disturbance of the land and ground cozer, such as in excavation and
road-building. These activities would add incrementally to releases of fugitive dust (Section
6.2.1.1) and possibly slightly increase radiation exposure from this source; however, the dust
raised would be of the same composition as the background dust, so any effect would be small,
and probably undetectable. In comparison to the radiological impact during and after mill
operation the radiological effects of construction are negligible.

6.2.8.2 Operation

6.2.8.2.1 Introduction

People living in the vicinity of uranium mills may be exposed to ionizing radiation originating
f rom radioactive materials dispersed by various mill operations. Even after a mill is decommis
sioned, exposure may continue from residual sources. This section includes estimates of the
radiation dose commitments * that would be received by two groups: (1) individuals at locations
near the model mill, and (2) the general population within the hypothetical region surrounding
the model mill. These estimates are based on detailed analyses of the sources and rates of
radioactive releases and the pathways by which dispersed radioactive materials may reach man
and irradiate his tissues.22 The methods used for dose calculations are described qualitatively
in this section and in detail in Appendix G. Potential health effects resulting from the
calculated dose commitments are also estimated. Both predicted radiation dose commitments and
potential health effects are described in terms of their relative magnitudes as compared to
appropriate indices.

6.2.8.2.2 Sources of Radioactivity and Exposure Pathways

All significant sources of radioactive mill effluents and exposure pathways to man are illus-
trated in Figure 6.3. The sources of radioactivity include: (1) ore pad storage, feed,
crushing and grinding; (2) yellowcake drying and packaging; and (3) stored miil tailings.

These sources are described and the magnitude of the annual releases from each are given in
Section 5.3. Because of their physical properties and ?.'ysiological behavior, the radio-
nuclides of primary concern are uranium-238 and 234 (U-238 and 234), thorium-230 (Th-320),
radium-226 (Ra-226), lead-210 (Pb-210), and the chemically unreactive gas radon-222 (Rn-222).

These sin radionuclides are associated with the U-238 decay series, which is described in
Appendix C. U-235 and its daughter products also are present in natural uranium. As it is
four 1 in nature, uranium generally consists of 99.3% U-238 and only 0.7% U-235. A high qrility
ore with 1% U 0s would contain 2800 pCi of U-238 and 130 pCi of U-235 per gram. Under condi-3

tions of secular equilibrum there would also be 2800 pCi/g of each U-238 daughter product and
130 pCi/g of each U-235 daughtet. Because the activity of U-238 and its daughters is much
greater, and the half-lives generally longer, only this series is considered in evaluating the
radiological impacts of the mode,1 mill.

Uranium ores may also contain small amounts of long-lived thorium-232 and its daughter products.
The radiological parameters associated with the Th-232 series are such that the impact of these
isntopec is relatively inconsequential, even when they are present in amounts comparable to the
natural urunium concentration in ore. The ore processed in the model mill is assumed to contain
a negligible concentration of Th-232 (as in most actual mills), so this radionuclide is not
included in the analysis of the radiological impacts.

" Readers for whom this and other radiological terms are not familiar may wish to consult
Appendix C for an introduction to some of the vocabulary.
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Cres mij not be in radioactive equilibrium because of differential leach:nq of radionuclides
under natural hydrological conditions. Selective removal of uranium will lesve a relative
excess of daughter thorium and radium isotopes in the ore. In general, this a'd other
mechanisms leading to disequilibrium are not constant throughout geologic time and also may not
be constant within a given ore body. In this analysis, secular equilibrium for the U-23d
series is assumed.

All of the radioactive isotcpes which are present in uranium cre are released to some extent
frcm esposed ore storage areas and the initial dusty crushing and grinding operations. At the
end of the milling operation, the drying and packaging of uranium ccncentrate, or yellowcake,
provides another source, mostly of the uranium isotopes. Finally, the bulk of the other
nuclides is disch3rged with the mill tailings, which thereaf ter may be a source of pirticuldtes
and radon gas. The relative contribution of each of these three m3jor sources to the total air
concentration of the important radionuclides, at distances of 1.0, 2.0 and 80 km (0.6, 1, and
50 miles), is given in Table 6.9. It is apparent that the tailings pond contributes the major
portion of the airborne activity (except for uranium) at all distances. Most of the uranium
th3t becomes airborne is released in the yellowcake operations.

The principal pathways by which radioactivity from these sources may reach human beings and
irradiate their tissues include: (1) direct, external exposure from radionuclides in the air
or on the grcund; (2) inhalation of radicactivity into the lungs, possibly followed by redis-
tribution to other orgins of the budj; and (3) Ingestion of radioactivity in foodstuffs. The
inhalation ard ingestion pathways result in the radioactive material being deposited inside the
body and irradiating it from within. Accordingly, doses received via these pathways are referred
to as internal doses so as to distinguish them from radiation received from sources external to
the body. In general, members of the public outside the mill boundary would receive no signifi-
cant direct, external exposure from radioactive materials which remain onsite in process systems
or storage.

6.2.8.2.3 Location of Dose Receptors

All of the exposure path ajs of significance begin with dispersion of radionuclides by atmos-
pheric transport. Radio 3ctivity released from the mill is moved through the air and diluted in
such a way that air concentrations decrease as the distance from the mill increases. Thus, the

dose estimates are strongly dependent on distance (and direction relative to the prevailing
winds) of the receptor point from the mill. The locations at which specific calculations of
individual doses are required are highly variable among actcal sites of uranium mills. There-
fore, individual dose calculations have been performed for a range of distances along the
east-northeast direction, which is the downwind directicn of the prevailing winds for the model
site. Calculations for a range of distances allow the presentation of results graphically, as
well as for specific reference locations. For the model mill, certain hypothetical individual
dose receptor locations have been conservatively established as reference points for calcula-
tions of maximum risk ar.d evaluations of compliance with applicable radiation exposure limits.
These hypothetical locations are defined and characterized as follows:

(a) The point of maximum air concentrations which is accessible to the public, i.e., the
.ence location in the downwind direction. For the model mill, this is assumed to be
100 m from the edge of the tailings area, 0.64 km (0.4 mile) east-northeast of both
the mill and the center of the tailings pond (Colocation of these two sources is
conservatively assumed but would be impossible at any real mill). Maximum occupancy
of this location is assumed to be 10% of the year.

(b) The closest downwind location where a temporary residence might be established. This
is assumed to be 0.4 km (0.25 mile) from the tailings area [0.94 km (0.58 mile) from
the mill] and is considered to be a potential site for a mcbile home or trailer. Only
vegetables are grown here and occupancy is assumed for only six months per year.

(c) The closest permanent residence downwind of the site. This is assumed to be a ranch
2.0 km (1.2 miles) from the mill (about 1.5 km (0.9 mile) from the fence], occupied
year-round, where vegttables and beef cattle are grown, and milk cows on the property
satisfy household milk requirements.

In addition to individual dose calcula* ions, total cumulative doses to the entire population due
to centamination within a radius of 80 km (50 miles) of the mill have also been estimated based
on the assumed population distribution, annual average meteorological conditions, and regional
food production rates.

- - - , . (T'
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Table 6.9. Relative Contributions of Major Release Sources
to Total Air Concentrations at I, 2, and 80 km

Percent of Total Air Concentrgtion Due
to Indicated Source

D Ra 226 Rn 222 F5T2107Lacation U-218 Th 215

1. 1.0 km ENE

A. Ore pad, grind. & crush. 1.6 2.3 2.4 1.8 2.4
B. Yellowcake dry. & pack. 93.8 6.9 03 0.0 0.3
C. Tailings 4.6 90.8 97.3 98.2 97.3

!!. 2.0 km ENE

A. Ore pad, grind. & crush. l.3 1.8 1. 8 1.5 1.8
B. Yellowcake dry. & pack. 94.0 6.6 0. 3 0.0 0.3
C. Tailings 4.7 91.6 97.9 98.5 97.9

Ill. 80 km ENE

A. Ore pad, grind. & crush. 1.6 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.6
B. Yellewcake dry. & pack. 88.1 32 0.1 0.0 0.0
C. Tailings 9. 7 95.7 98.8 98.6 98.4

d iotal air concentrations plots are presented in Appendix G-4.
Locations used are in the ENE direction, which is the downwind direction of the
prevailing winds.

6.2.8.2.4 Individual Dose Ccmmitments

Determining the radiological impact of a uranium mill involves estimating the radiation dose
commitments that may be received by individual members of the general public. In the following
sections the methodology used to calculate these doses is outlined and the results are presented.
These results are compared to applicable Federal guidelines in order to identify potential
problems.

The major components of the total dose commitments received by individuals are the direct,
external r diation doses from radioactive material in the air and deposited on the ground, the
internal dose commitments from inhalation of airborne radioactivity, and the internal dose
commitments from ingestion of contaminated foods. A discussion of each of these components
follows.

6.2.8.2.4.1 Individual External Exposure

Individuals may be exposed to radiation originating outside their bodies from radioactive par-
titulates or gas (radon) in the surrounding air or from radioactive materials which have been
deposited on the ground. As a starting point in estimating the dose received at a given dis-
tance and direction, the airborne concentratior s produced directly by each source must be cal-
culated. Also, the amounts of radioattivity deposited on ground surfaces must be estimated as a
function of time since mill operation first began. Finally, a portion of the materials on the
ground will be resuspended and add to the air concentrations attributable directly to transport
from the original sources. from these the external dose from the airborne material can easily
he estimated.

The radioactive emissions from the model mill were described earlier, in Chapter 5, and are
based on estimates made in accordance with the models, data, and assumptions detailed in
Appendix G-1. These airborne radioactivity releases have been analyzed using the assumed site
meteorological data provided in Chapter 4 and the methodology described in Appendix G-2 to
determine the resulting annual average air concentrations at offsite locations, arising directly
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from atmospheric transport. These original air concentration values are referred to as " direct"
air concentrations and do not include incremental additions due to resuspension of radioactive
materirls previously deposited on ground surfaces. They do, however, include the effects of
depletion due to deposition (for particulate materials other than ingrown daughters of released
radon) or ingrowth and decay during transport (for radon and ingrown daughters). The basic
dispersion model utilized consists of a straight-line Gaussian plume model, modified to account
for area rather than point sources. It is used here to obtain sector average, annual average,
direct air concentrations.

Released particulate materials are depleted in transit due to loss from the plume due to deposi-
tion on ground surfaces. n the calculation of direct air concentrations, depletion losses are
accounted for by the appl: cat:nn of an effective source strength equal to the fraction of the
origital source still airborne at any given distance. The effective source strength, as a
function of distance, is determined by numerical integration of the total deposition occurring
within that distance, and subtraction of that fraction of the sou-ce from its original value.

For radon gas releases, ingrowth and decay of daughter radionuclides during atmospheric trans-
port is accounted for explicitly using the standard Bateman formulation. Decay of radon itself
during transit is also accounted for. However, deposition losses of ingrown particulate radon
daughters are not treated.

Computed direct air concentrations are utilized to determine " direct" deposition rates onto
ground surfaces, and resuspended air concentrations, using the equations described in
Appendix G-3. Ground concentrations resulting from constant deposition over the model mill's
operational lifetime are calculated from the deposition rates resulting only from direct air
concentrations. Resuspension is not assumed to constitute a mechanism of either loss or gain
for ground-deposited radioactive materials. The resulting ground concentrations are then
utilized to determine external dose rates to individuals from radiation emitted by deposited
radioactivity. External dose rates from airborne radioactive materials are uetermined from
total air concentrations, which are evaluated as the sum of direct and resuspended air con-
centration values.

For this study, particulate resuspension is estimated using a model based on actual experimental
data. The calculation of resuspension of previously deposited particles utilizes a factor to
relate surface concentration to volume concentration in the overlying air mass. 1he resuspen-

sion factor utilized depends on the size of the particle, being inverseiy proportional to its
deposition velocity, and changes as a function of time to account for the decreasing avail-
ability for resuspension of material as it ages. A description of the methodology employed and
the equations used in this analysis are given in Aopendix G-3.

Once the ground concentrations and total air concentrations have been established as a function
of time, distance, and direction from the model mill, the external radiation evposure rates and
doses to a person at a given location may be estimated by relatively straight-fcrward calcula-
tions. The equations, assumptions, and dose conversion factors used to calculate external doses
are pretented in Appendix G-5. At a given receptor point, the average annual external exposure
from airborne material transported directly from sources at the mill will be constant from one
year to the next so long as thE release rates and meteorological conditions remain unchanged.
The portions of the total external exposure originating from ground contamination and from
resuspended material in the air will increase over the operating lifetime of the mill and reach
a maximum in its final year of cperation. For this re3 son, annual doses from external exposure
during mill operation are calculated for the 15th year of operation, which is the final operating
year assumed for the model mill.

External doses to the whole body and skin in the prevailing downwind direction are presented
graphically in Figure 6.4. From this figure it is clear that exposure from radionuclides
deposited on the ground is the major source of external doses within about 10 km (6.2 miles) of
the model mill. The external dose rate from airborne activity actually increases out to about
1 km (0.6 mile) from the mill because of the in growth of radon-222 daughters as the gas moves
away from its sources. Beyond this, the dose rate from the cloud decreases as the radioactivity
is dispersed.

Appendix G-4 contains graphs of the concentrations of U-238, Th-230, Ra-226, Pb-210, and Rn-222
in air, as well as for radon daughters in working-level units, as a function of distance from
the model mill. Curves also are given for ground concentrations of the particulates. In all
the graphs, the curve for e = 67.5 degrees represents the downwind (ENE) direction. Appendix G-
4 also contains isopleths (lines of equal air concentration) for U-238, Ra-226, and Rn-222
within the model region.
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6.2.8.2.4.2 Individual Internal Exposure via Inhalation

The alpha emitting isotopes of the U-238 decay series are generally weak gamma emitters and can
contribute relatively little to external exposure. However, when they enter the body and Come
directly into contact with living tissue, their alpha radiation will deliver substantial dose
equivalents comparad to that imparted by equal corcentrations of beta / gamma emitters. Because
these radionuclides are present in mill effluents, it is important to analyze the pathways by
which they might become deposited in human beings living in the mill environs. The two major
pathways to be considered are inhalation of airborre material and ingestion of food contaminated
with radionuclides.

The uptake of radioactive material into the lungs via inhalation, and subsequent translocation
to other body organs is estimated from the airborne concentration of each radioisotope, using
the model developed by the Task Group on Lung Dynamica of Committee II of the International
Commission cn Radiological Protection.23 The fraction of inhaled activity that is deposited and
the region of the lung where deposition occurs are determined by the aerodynamic properties of
the particles. The rate of removal of deposited material (or rate of clearance) and the site of
its subsequent deposition, if it is not eliminated from the body, are determired by many factors.
These factors include the physical and chemical form, solubility characteristics of the material,
and the point of initial deposition. The radioactive material irradiates lung tissues until
cleared ' rom the lungs and then, if not removed from the booy, continues to irradiate tissue at
the new site of deposition.

Because the radionuclides of concern in this study generally have relatively long residence
times once they have been deposited in boay organs, the total dose from a given intake will be
delivered over an extended time period. In this analysis, internal 50 year dose commitments
have been calculated for a one year intake period, for inhalation and ingestion exposures.
Since the elements of major c icern (U, Th, Ra, Pb) have long t'esidence times in most tissues
and organs, the actual dose rate from a specified intake must be integrated over the following
50 years to yield the 50 year dose commitment. For all calculations of internal dose, this
analysis has used dose conwersion factors which yield the 50 year dose commitment, i.e., the
entire radiation insult received over a period of 50 years following either inhalation or
ingestion.

Because the radioactivity in the mill surroundings builds up during operation, the intake in the
final (15th) yea of operation will be greater than in other yaars of operation. The annual
dose commitments, therefore, have been calculated f rom enviror-ental media concentrations calcu-
lated for the 15th year. Inhalation dose commitments calculated for the whole body, bone, and
lung in the downwind direction of the prevailing winds are presented in Figure 6.5. Although
presented as a lung dose, the inhalation doses from radon-222 are, more specifically, doses to
the bronchial epithelium. The equations and dose conversion factors used to calculate inhalation
doses are presented in Appendix G-5.

6.2.8.2.4.3 Individual Internal Exposure via Ingestion

The second major pathway resulting in the intake of radioactive materials into the body, and
thus internal radiation exposure, is ingestion. Upon ingestion of radioactivity in food, some
fraction of each radionuclide is absorbed into the bloodstream and may be transported to various
internal body organs. The general ingestion pathway is made up of the three more specific
pathways considered for the model mill. These include vegetable, meat, and milk ingestion. For
purposes of analysis, the vegetable ingestion pathway is further subdivided by vegetable type
and includes all edible above ground vegetables, potatoes, and all other vegetables grown below
ground level. In order to estimate radioactivity concentrations in the meat and milk from local
cattle, vegetation concentrations are also estimated for grass used for grazing and hay or other
stored feed.

The models, equations, data, and assumptions used to calculate radioactivity concentrations in
vegetables, meat, and milk are described in Appendix G-3. Concentrations for the various types
of vegetables and vegetation are determined by accounting for the transfer of soil or ground
activity to the edible portions via root uptake, and foliar retention of airborne activity
depositing uirectly on plant structures. Direct foliar retention sources are treated by taking
into account the fraction of total deposition initially retained on plant surfaces, losses due
to weathering processes such as wind turbulence and wash-off, and, for below gruuno vegetables,
the fraction of retained activity reaching the edible pcrtions. For vegetables, preparation for
the table can result in sizable losses of the initial activity content. Vegetable preparation
most often involves washing, peeling, boiling, etc. Therefore, 50 percent of the in-the garden
concentrations are assumed to be lost prior tu ingestion. No preparation losses are a sumed for
milk or meat.
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For the model mill it his been assumed that m-at and milk animals will obtain 50 percent of
trie t r annual feed requirement by grazing on open range or pasture, and the remaining 50 percent
will be suLplied in the form of locally grcwn stored feed. Thus, the radioactivity content of
available grasses, hay, or other feed is transferred to the meat and milk of Cattle, which are
subsequently ingested by min Only the radicactivity in feed vegetation is considered in esti-
mating meat and milk concentrations. Meat and milk concentrations resulting from inhalation by
cattle of airborne activity are insigificant by comparison.

Ingestion rates of vegetables, meat, and milk assumed for individuals, and the dose conversion
factors used to estimate resulting doses, are provided in Appendix G-5. The ingestion rates
assumed are average values typical cf a rural farm household, aad represent entire annual require-
ments of all fresh vegetables, beef, fresh pork, and lamo, and fresh milk. Food items not
included, largely due to the rarity with which they are home grown in typical milling and mining
areas, include fruits, grains, processed vegetables, other milk products, processed pork, poultry,
eggs, and miscellaneous non-staples.

For the foods that are assumed to be produced and consumed by individuals about the model mill,
no credit or reduction f actor is applied to account for portions of the year when such foods may
not be available.

For the irgestion pathways, doses to individuals and populations have been assessed by taking
age-dependency into account. The population h3s been assumed to consist of individuals be-
longing to one of four age groups, infants, children, teenagers, and adults. The ingestion
rates assumed for individJa}s vary signifiCantly by 3ge group and h3ve a signific3nt effect in
determining the critical age group in terms of maximum radiation dose commitment received.
Also, the various metabolic and physiologic parameters entering into the determination of dase
conversion f3ctors (dose commitment per unit activity intake) sary according to age. Therefore,
age deperdent dose conversion factors have been used In the determination of individual inges-
tion doses. This is not necessary in the case of estimating external doses, and in the case of
estimating inhalation doses has r.ot been feasible (the use of the Task Group Lung Model of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection requires values of basic parameters for
which age-dependent data are as yet unavailable).

In general, the radiation dos' commitment received per unit activity intake is greater for
infants or children than fr. teenagers or adults. This is primarily due to the smaller orgaa
and body sizes available to receive essentially identical amounts of radiation energy. Radia-
tion dose is proportional to the amount of radiation energy absorbed per unit mass. Herce, a
smaller organ receiving the same energy deposition as a larger organ, will receive a greater
dose. For the vegetable and meat pathways, infants are assumed to have no intake and a child's
ingestion rate is taken to be less than that of those for an aduli Thus, for these fnod path-
ways, although children receive greater doses per unit intake, adu ts receive greater desesl

overall. For the milk pathway children and infants are assumed to ingest about 1.6 times as
much miik as an adult and infants are the critical receptors, receiving milk ingestion doses
marginally (less than 10 percent) above t"ose f or children. However, infant 5 have no assumed
vegetable or meat int 9 e due to the r age.

The net effect of all of these perturbations is thtt if the milk p3thway is in existence, along
with the vegetable and meat pathways, total ingestion doses to a child are somew*at higher than
adult doses. If the milk pathway is rot present the adult is the critical receptor. For the
analyses performed for the model mill total ingestion doses are always higher for children or
adults than for infants and teenagers. The critical organ, for all age groups and ingestion
pathways, is bone.

Staff experience in actual uranium mill licensing analyses has indicated that the meat pathway
will exist at nearby locations almost without exception. The vegetable pathway may or may not
actually exist at any given time and place but is ustally assumed, unless there is specific
evidence to the contrary, in view of the immediacy and ease with which it is established. The
milk pathway also may or may not exist at any specific site. Staff contacts with state
agricultural agents in primary milling states have indicated that on the order of 20 percent of
local f arms and ranches can be espected to have one or more dairy cattle. Thus, the milk
pathway is considered to be somewhat more hypothetical than the beef and vegetable pathways.
Maximum total whole body and bone ingest.on doses, as a function of distance in the prevailing
downwina direction, are displayed graphically in Figure 6.6 for the case where the milk pathway
is present (child doses given), and for the case where there is no milk pathway (adulc doses
given).

Ingestion doses for all age groups and pathways have been calculated for a range of distances
to the east-northeast of the model mill, the downwind direction of the prevailing winds.
Results of these calculations, for whole body, bone, and lung doses, are presented in
Tables 6.10 and 6.11, for children and adults, respectively, along with estimated doses for
external and inhalation pathways.
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6.2.8.2.4.4 Total Individual Duse Commitments

in precedirg sections individual calculations of doses resulting from external evposure (to air
and ground radioactivity concentrations) and internal exposure (inhalation and ingestion) were
described. Calculated individual doses resulting from exposure pathways were presented as a
function of distance in the dow wind direction of the prevailing winds.r

Tables 6.10 and 6.11 present numerical results for the individual esposure pathways and dose
totals from all pathways ccmbined. The results presented in Table 6.10 include ingestion
pathwiy doses to children from consumption of locally produced vegetables, meat, and milk. The
dose totals in this table represent maximum irdividual doses resulting if the milk patrway is
present. Most often, the milk pathway will not e(ist at the rearest residence, in which case
the hiq*est total doses will be received by an adult for this reason Table 6.11 includes
doses calculated for an adult cn the assumption that vegetables and meat sre the only existing
ingestion pathways. from the results presented in these tables, total doses to individuals at
the three hypothetical reference receptcr locations can be estimated.

Because the selection of specific receptor locations for calculating maximum indieidual doses
resulting frcm the model mill is, by necessity, somewhat arbitrary, individual doses have been
calculated and presented f or a range of distances. However, this allows only general qualita-
tive judgments to be made concerning the need for, 3'd effectiseness reqjired of, various pro-
cedJres and mech 3nisms for CCntrolling radioactive effluents The three specific h)pothetical
receptor locations have been especially pre selected as locations at which to make detailed
evaluaticos of both maximum irdividJal fe31th risk and compliance with 3pplicable radiation
exposure limits. Such determinations allc the later assessments of required emission controls,
bised on the degree to which the base-case modal mill is unacceptable. In this regard, the
reference' fence, trailer, and ranch locations serve as benchmarks for the evaluation of avail-
able ccntrol technology. This section presents an evaluation of compliance with applicable
radiaticn esposure limits imposed by the regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Ragulatory Commission
undar 10 CfR Part 20 and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under 40 CFR Part 190.

Limits for radiation exposure in unrestricted areas are numericilly expressed in 10 CFR Part 20
as maximam annual average air concentrations by isotepe. These corcentration limits are pre-
sented in Table 6.12 along with tre annual average concentrations from the model mill predicted
for the three reference receptor locations. Ccncentrations of U-238, Ra-226, and Pb-210 at the
fence location are abeat a factor of 100 beneath the 10 CFR Part 20 limits for those isotopes,
the Th-230 concentration is about 30 percent of its 10 CfR Part 20 limit. The Rn-222 fence
concentration is about a factor of 3 higher than the 10 CFR Part 20 limit given specifically
for Rn-222. However, the working-lewel ccrcentration of short-lived radon daughters at the
fence location is well within the more applicable working-level limit, even for a strictly
hypothetical irdoors situation. As the critical dose resulting from Rn-222 releases results
not from Rn-222 itself, but rather from its short-lived daughters, and since the working level
concentration of the short-lived daughters is within its applicable limit, both Rn-222 and its
daughters would be at concentrations allow 3ble under 10 CFR Part 20 limits, even at the fence
location." Since all other isotupic concentrations are within their individual limits, and
since, for the total concentration mixture, the sum of the fractions of the limits reached by
each isotcpe is less than one, all off site arnual average air concentrations would be allow-
abls veder 10 CFR Part 20 regulatiors.

Complia,ce with E 'A's 40 CFR Part 190 regulation is measured on an entirely dif f erent basis.
This ro plation, which becomes effective for uranium milling operations as of December 1, 1990,
s,a'r: that cperat.ons covered by the regulation

. shall be conducted in such a manner as to provide reasonable assurance that:'

the annual dose equivalent does not exceed 25 millirems to the whole body, 75
millirems to the thyroid, and 25 millirems to any other organ of any member of
the public as the result of planned discharges of radioactive materials, radon
and its daughters excepted, to the general environment from uranium fuel cycle
operations and to radiation from these operations."

Whereas air concentration limits are imposed under 10 CFR Part 20, 40 CF R Part 190 imposes
limits on total dose, including contributiens from all covered nuclear fuel cycle operations
(regirdless of location), dose components f rom all environmen tal exposure pathways, and direct
radiation from any on-site radioactive materials. Specifically excluded are any doses and dose
commitments arising from releases of radon and d3ughters.

'10 CFR Part 20 expresses limits for Rn-222 and working level concentratio s, but allows the
optional alternative use of either.
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Table 6.10. Maximum Individual Doses During the r'.aal Year of Mill
Operation If the Milk Pathw3y is Present

Caiculated Child Whole Body Dose Commitments, mrem /yr

Distance External Doses Inhalation Ingestion Doses Total
ENE, km Ground Cloud Dose Vegetable Meat Milk Case

0.64 64.4 1.77 3.34 32.5 19.2 30.5 152
0.94 33.0 1.87 1.76 16.6 9.80 15.6 78.6
1.34 17.1 1.82 0.941 8.63 5.09 8.12 41.7
2.0 8.33 1.65 0.471 4.20 2.48 3.95 ?1.1
3.0 3.99 1.35 0.233 2.01 1.19 1.69 10.7
4.0 2.35 1.09 0.142 1.18 0.698 1.11 6.57
6.0 1.10 0.746 0.072 0.560 0.328 0.525 3.33
8.0 0.639 0.546 0.045 0.326 0.190 0.305 2.05

10.0 0.417 0.424 0.032 0.215 0.124 0.200 1.41
14.0 0.215 0.290 0.019 0.113 0.064 0.105 9.806
20.0 0.100 0.195 0.012 0.058 0.032 0.053 0.456

_

Calculated Child Bone Dose Commitments, mrem /yr

Distance External Doses Inhalation Ingestion Doses Total
ENE, 6m Cround Cloud Dose Vegetable Meat Milk Dose

0.64 64.4 1.77 es.i 362. 176. 308. 1000.
0.94 33.0 1.87 46.6 185. 89.9 158. 514.
1.34 17.1 1.82 24.9 96.3 46.7 81.9 269.
2.0 8.33 1.65 12.5 ic.9 22.7 39.8 132.
3.0 3.99 1.35 6.19 J.5 10.9 19.1 64.0
4.0 2.35 1.09 3.77 13.3 6.40 11.2 38.1
6.0 .10 0.746 1.91 6.28 3.01 5.31 18.4
P.0 0.639 0.546 1.20 3.68 1.75 3.10 10.9
IJ.0 0.417 0.424 0.843 2.44 1.14 2.04 7.30
14.0 0.215 0.290 0.511 1.31 0.595 1.08 4.00
20.0 0.106 0.195 0.320 0.699 0.297 0.562 2.18

Calculated Child Lung Dose Commitments, mrem /yr

Distance External Inhalation Doses Ingestion Doses Total
ENE, km Dose Particulates Radon Vegetable Meat Mill Dose

0.64 66.2 168. 1990. 32.5 19.2 30 5 2310.
0.94 34.9 95.3 1030. 16.6 9.80 15.6 1200.
1.34 18.9 52.0 553. 8.63 5.09 8.12 646.
2.0 9.98 24.7 288. 4.20 2.48 3.35 333.
3.0 5.34 11.3 152. 2.01 1.19 1.69 174.
4.0 3.34 6.44 98.5 1.18 0.698 1.11 111.
6.0 1.85 2.97 55.0 0.560 0.328 0.525 61.2
8. 0 1.19 1.76 37.2 0.326 0.190 0.305 41.0

10.0 0.841 1.19 27.7 0.215 0.124 0.200 30.3
14.0 0.505 0.689 18.1 0.113 0.064 0.105 19.6
20.0 0.301 0.419 11.7 0.058 0.032 0.053 12.6
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Table 6.11. Maximum In ividaal Doses During the final Year of Millr

Operatior if There is nu Milk Pathay /

Calculated Adult Whole Bodj Cose Commitments, mrcm/yr
Distance External Doses Inhalation Ingestion 00ses Tyial
[NE , hm Cround fE Dose Veaetable Meat Milk rose

0.64 64.4 1.77 3.34 31.3 24.6 0. 125.*

0.94 33.0 1.87 1. 76 16.0 12.6 0. 64.2
1.34 17.1 1.82 0.941 d.30 6.53 0. / 34.9/

2.0 B.33 1.65 0.471 A.04 3.18 0. 17.7
3. 0 3.99 1.35 0.233 1.93 1.52 0/ 9.02
4.0 2.35 1.09 0.142 1.14 0.895 U. 5.62
6.0 1.10 0.746 0.072 0.537 0.421 , ') . 2.88
8. 0 0.639 0.546 0.045 0.313 0.244 0. 1.79

10.0 0.417 0.424 0.C32 0.205 0.159, O. 1.24
14.0 0.215 0.290 0.019 0.107 0.087,- 0. 0.713
20.0 0.106 0.195 0.012 0.054 0.03/i 0. 0.408

|

r

r

Calculated Adult Bone Dose Commitments, mr( n/yr

Distance futernal Doses Inhalation Ingestion Doses Total
[NE, km Ground Cloud Dose Vegetable Meat M Dose

0.64 64.4 1.77 88.1 373. 252. O. 779.
0.94 33.0 1.87 46.6 191. 129. O. 401.
1.34 17.1 1.82 24.9 99.0 66.8 0. 210.
2.0 8.33 1 65 12.5 48.2 32.5 0, 103.
3.0 3.99 1.35 6.19 23.1 15.6 0. 50.2
4. 0 2.35 1.09 3.77 13.6 9.16 0. 30.0
6.0 1.10 0.746 1.91 6.44 4.31 0. 14.5
8.0 0.639 0.546 1.20 3.76 2.50 0. 8.65

10.0 0.417 0.424 0.843 2.48 1.63 0. 5 79
14.0 0.215 0.290 0.511 1.32 0.846 0. 3.18
20.0 0.106 0.195 0.320 0.687 0.420 0. 1.73

Calculated Adult Lung Dose Commitments, mrem /yr

Distance External Inhalation Doses Ingestion Doses Total
ENE, km Dose Particulates Radon Vegetable Heat Milk Dose

0.64 66.2 168. 1990. 31.3 24.6 0. 2280.
0.94 34.9 95.3 1030. 16.0 12.6 0. 1190.
1.34 18.9 52.0 553. 8.30 6.53 0 639.
2.0 9.98 24,7 288. 4.04 3.18 0. 330.
3.0 5.34 11.3 152. 1.93 1.52 0. 172.
4.0 3.44 6.44 98.5 1.14 0.895 0. 110.
6.0 1.85 2.97 55.0 0.537 0.421 0. 60.8
8.0 1.19 1.76 37.2 0.313 0.244 0. 40.7

10.0 0.841 1.19 27.7 0.205 0.159 0. 30.1
14.0 0.505 0.689 18.1 0.107 0.082 0. 19.5
20.0 0.301 0.419 11.7 0.054 0.041 0. 12.5
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Table 6.12 Co.mparison of Air Corcentrations Curing the final year of Mill Operations .ith Bach:;rcond
and 10 CFR Part 20 Limits

Total Air Concentration < . pCi/m at Cencentrations
3 d

U-238 in-230 Ra-226 Pb-210 an-222 Catcoars Ircoors

I.RangeofTypicalpturalBackground Values from. 7.0xlC'5 2.0x10 5 4.0=10' 1.0=10'1 1. =101 - -
-

To. 1.7710'* 7.On10' 7.0 10'' 3.Ox107 1. 0 = i t > - -

II. Fredicted Values
A. Fence (0.64 km ENE). 3.19x10'2 2.39,10'; 2.36x10'' 2.36=10'- 3.1E=1t 5 . 9 2 = 1. ' 1.59=10'2.

8. Trailer (0.94 km ENE). 1.84x10 2 1.25x10'2 1.23=10'' 1.23x10 - 1. 6=1.' 4.33.10- 8.25=10'3 T
-

~

-

C. Pancn (2.0 km ENE). 4.7x10 3 3.32x10 3 3 2/x10'3 3.41x10'' 4

- -

1M 2.24=lJ' 2. m 10'' i-*

c -
-

3.3x10'zIII. 10 CFR Part 20 Limits 3.0 n.0=10 2 2. 0 4. 0 1. 3 3= lt -=

aWL denotes " working level" A ene-WL concentration is defined to be an ccmcination of air concentrations of tFe s*crt-it,M ' - Z m'y

daughters Po-218, Pb-214, Bi-214, and Fo-214 that, in ene liter af air, .::1 yield a total of 1.3=10' Pev of alphi particle e- in tNircomplete decay to Pb-210. Predicted values given for cutdoor air are thcse calculated en tDe tasis of actual irgrowt5 trer re - nea Rn-222.
Indoor Wt concentrations are estimated f rom the Rn-222 air concentration by assuming 5.Ox10 ' ' L indvors per pCi/m' ef Rn-22 aors (seen
Appendix G-5 for further explanation of this factor.

b
These values are taken from Tables 20 and 26 cf NDP Repcrt Nc. 45, National Council on Radiaticn Protectic, anc Measure-ents. 45.
Values given are from 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Tcble II, Col. 1. For particulates, the icwer of the t.o v alues given (f er sci ale and
insoluble) is presented. For Rn-222, the value appr>oriate for use . hen short-lived daughters are also present in equal w.. cert *1tionsis given.
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Tables 6.10 and 6.11 pr(sented d.se totals from all e=posure pathways combined for the whole
body, bore, and lung. Under 40 CFR Part 190 doses from released radon and daughters are not
regulated and are not includsd in eva?uations of 40 CF R Part 190 compliance. On this b3 sis
bone doses are critical rather th3n long doses, particulate inhalation doses and ingestian
doses are essentially unaf fected within a distance of 5 km (3.1 miles), and exterr31 doses are
drastically reduced since the primary gamma emitters are short-liwed radon daughters. The
specific details of the methcdology utilized to uetet mine total dases f or 40 CF R Part 190
compliancc evaluations are delineated in Appendi, G-5. Appropriate total doses for evaluation
of 40 CtR Part 190 compliance are presented in Figure 6.7 as a function of distante, for the
cases where there is and is not a milk pathway. As the figure indicates, the b35e-case model
mill could not comply with 40 CFR Part 19J within 4 km (2.5 miles), would be in complia,ce
outside of 5 km (3.1 miles), and within about 4 to 5 km (2.5 to 3.1 miles) compliance would
depond on whether or not the milk pathway wis present.

Tab!e 6.13 presents an evaluation of 40 CFR Part 190 compliance for the .hree hypothetical
reference receptor locations. Total doses are also presented to illustrate tre impact of dis-
reqarding the unreculated radan and daughter releases. From the data in this table it folicws
that 40 CFR 19]'s 25 mrem /yr case limit would be esceeded for occupancy factors of more than
15% at the fence location and about 10% (with vegetable ingestion) at the trailer location. If
vegetables are not grcwn and consumed by trailer residents, compliance could te established for
a maximum occupancy factor of about 25%, or three months per year. At the ranch location,
comp'iance could not be established unless there were no ingestion pathways present.

6.2.8.2.5 Regional Population Exposure

The preceding section was entirely directed at an assessment of maximum individual radiological
impacts to persons at locations in the immediate vicinity of the moJel mill. Various results
demonstrated that with increasing distance, individual doses can become very small. Although
the concentrations and doses resulting from uranium milling operations assume smaller and
smaller magnitudes with increasing distance, they do not entirely vanish. And as distance
increases, greater numbers of individuals can be affected.

In order to determine total regional radiation doses, population dose commitments have been
calculated by summing doses to all individuals out to a distance of 80 km (50 miles). At this
distance more than 99% of all tailings dust leaving the site has already been deg *ad, and
yellowcake dust and fugitive ore dusts are more than 96% depleted. towever, rado an inert
gas and therefore does not tecome depleted uue to deposition losses Whereas almt all radio-
logical impacts resulting from radioactive particulate releases are assumed to cccur within
80 km (50 miles), impacts from radon are estimated for the whole of North America (see
Section G.4) as well as the lesser site region.

Regional pcoulation doses have been estimateo for all those basic esposure pathways previously
evalu3ted for individuals. However, the ingestion pathways have teen broadened to take into
account many of the various food commodities that are not routinely, or typically, prcduced by
individuals for their own use in the climates and terrains commonly existing in areas of uranium
milling. For pcpulativi dose calculations, the vegetable pathway 'icludes all vegetables,
berries and tree fruits, and grains; the meat pathway includes all beef, tamb, park, and poultry;
and, the milk pathway includes all dairy products. Within the EO-km region, total population
doses due to the model mill from inhalation and external doses depend on the regional population
distribution. For the ingestion pathways, total population doses resulting from contamination
of the regional food production depend on the gross radioactivity content of the fcod produced,
without regard for the locatiors of consumers. Thus total population ingestion doses are based
on the the total amounts of mill-released radioactive isotopes in the region's annual food
production. For the model mill more food is assumed to be produced in the region than is
consumed by the regional population, resulting in net food exports. Ingestion doses to the
population of the model mill region are estimated by assuming they utilize ds much of the
regionally produced food as is necessary to satisfy their consumption requirements (see
Appendix G-6).

Population doses from inhalation and external exposure pathw3ys are Calculated by dividing the
region into segments, establishing average individual doses within each segment, computing
segment population doses, and summing. Total population doses from food ingestion are estimated
by first calculating the gross radioactivity content of regionally produced food. For each
food type, this is done by estimating average radioactivity concentrations within each segment,
multiplying by the assu_ed segment production rate to obtain gross radioactivity content by
segment, and summing. Age dependency is taken into account by apportioning consumption among
the various age groups in accordance with thrir average consumption rates and their proportions
of the entire population.

a,
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Taale 6.13 40 CfR Part 190 and Total Maximam Individual Doses at H pottetic31y

Locations During the Finil fear of Mill Cperation

_

Eone Doses, mrem /yr tung Doses, mrem /vr
E=posure WUM TotaT U t W T90 TEtM

Location PatNiy Doses Coses Coses Doses

! F ens ( site bound ary) E x ternal (grc ur.d) 0.15 6.44 0.15 6.44
Cccupancy: 101 External (cloud) neg 0.18 ney 0.18
Ar;e : Adult Inhalation (part. ) 8.81 8.81 16.8 16.8
0. f>4 k m E SE Inhilation ; radon) - - - IPL

T0fALS: 8.96 15.4 17.0 222

II. Trailer External (ground) 0.38 16.5 0.36 16 5
Occup mcj: 501 External (cloud) neg. 0.94 neg. 0 94
Age Adult Ir%1ation (part. ) 23.3 23.3 47.1 47.7
0.94 km ENE Inhalation (raden) - - - 515

Ingestion ( eq.) 95.3 95.3 8.00 8.00

TOTil5. 119. 136. 56.1 588.

II. Ranch Faternal (ground) 0.19 8.33 0.19 8.33
Occupcrcy: 100% External (cloud) neg. 1.65 neq. 1.65
Ap Child Inhilation (pact. ) 12.4 12.5 24.7 24.7
2.^ km ENE Inhalatico (radon) - - - 283.

Ingestion (ver ) 46.8 46.9 4.20 4.20
Ingestion (meat) 22 7 22.7 2.48 2.48
Ingestion (milk) 39.8 39.8 3.95 3.95

iOTALS: 122. 132. 35.5 333.

For the region of the model mill uniform agricu tural productivity rates, in units of kg/yr-bd ,
were selected and assumed to ipply without varittien over the entire area from one to 80 km
(0.6 to 50 miles). The area producticn rates se. acted were averages of the d3ta presented in
T3ble 6.14, which was assembled from innumerable du:uments reporting inventories of animals,
production, acres in use etc.. by county and/or state. The available raw data were of varied
content, quality and age and, therefore, these estimates are considered to be rough approxi-
mitions at best. Average values were determined for most major producing States. These were
then weighted by expected uranium dt-velopment activity in each State (see Table 3.12) to obtain
values for use in calculating total pcpulation ingestion doses. However, these values are
still likely to he consarvative on the basis that typical areas of concentrated uranium milling
activity are possessed of climates and topography of below average quality with regard to
agricultural use for example, South Dakota is shown to have an above average milk production
rate but no account has been made of the fact that uranium m|lling is loCJ1ized in the sortnwest
corner of the state while most of the milk is produced to the east, near Minnesota.

In addition to the above considerations, regional population doses have been computed us,
models, equations, and other assumptions and data presented il all of Appendiy G. Append 6
discusses the reasons and mechanisms for computing two varieties of population doses. The
first variety is the conventional population dose commitment resulting fram a ane year period
of exposure. The results of this type of analysis are ref0rred to here as " annual population
dose commitments" and are based on a one year period of emporure to concentrations in environ-
mental media calculated to exist during the 15th year of continuuus operation of the model
mill. This is the year when environmental concentrations resulting from release' during mill
operation will be at their highest values. Annuil population dose commitments resulting from
exposure to these concentrations thtrefore represent the highest levels of 30th doses resulting
from any single one year exposure period. However, population dose commitments resulting from
both previous and future exposure years are smaller and would remain uncalculated.

In order to assess the total regional population doses resulting from releases during all of
the model mill's 15 years of operation the concept of environmental d>se commitment (EDC) is
erployed. Results of this type of analysis are referred to here as " annual environmental dose
commitments." This analytical method essentially ente' alculation of all population

1 ") 3!q?4:. !
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Table 6.14 Staff Estimate of Agricultural Productivity in Uranium Milling States

_

azEstimated Agricultural Productivity, k g /y r- km

State Vegetat'es Peat Milk

Colorado 2800. 3200. 1400.
New Mexico 280. 1150. 460.
South Dakota 2400. 6400. 3600.
Texas 1200. 5300. 2100.
Utah 370. 790. 1800.
Washington 10100. 1600. 6000.
Wyoming 320. 1400. 230.

Weighted Averages: 1020 1980 1140

dVegetables incluce fruits and grains, as well as all vegetables. Meat includes beef, lamb,
pcrk, and poultry.

The food growth statistics are weighted by the percertage of milling activity that is
predicted in each of the major producing <tates. See Table 3.12.

doses resulting from a one year release of radioactive materials, over the entire period that
such materials may persist in the environment. Rigorous EDC calculations require specific
models and data allowing the accurate forecast of the long-term time dependency of population
distributions and agricultural productivity, as well as resulting radioactivity concentrations
in environmental media. And, should these time dependent behaviors not be amenable to expres-
sion by the simplest of mathematical functions, calculational burdens rapidly become restric-
tive due to the time integrations involved.

The precise technique for calculating EDC's reported here has incorporated the simplifying but
non-conservative assumptio, that the population and agricultural characteristics of the model
region will remain constant .ith time. Also, the time interval utilized for calculating popu-
lation doses following release is 100 years, rather than some longer time. This is also non-
conservative in view of the fact that any population doses arising from residual activity
persistirq in an environmentally available state for more than 100 years is not included. The
net effect of each of these dual informalities, as discussed in Appendix G-6, is an underesti-
m:te by about 10 percent of total EDC's ' rom all cathways combined. This lack of precision is
considered relatively insignificant in view of the initial hypothetical nature of the site-
specific parameters and the levels of uncertainty inherent in the atmospheric dispersion and
ther intermediate calculations, and has therefore, been accepted.

T - calculsted annual population dose commitments (for the 15th year of mill operation) and
anneal 10( year environmental dose commitments are presented in Table 6.15. The short-lived
d&ughters of Rn-222 are responsible for essentially all of the external doses, and all of the
inhalation dose to the bronchial epithelium. Short-lived Rn-222 daughters continue to yield
significant external doses from ground surface concentrations even beyond mill shutdown because
they grow in from deposited Ra-226 (the radon produced from deposited Ra-226 is assumed to
remain trapped in ground surface particulates).

Of the doses presented in Table 6 15, most of the whole bcdy, bons, and lung doses (not including
bronchial epithelium dcses) arise from the ingestion pathways. Since total ingestion doses are
based on regional food production, which exceeds regional food consumption, actual ingestion
doses received by the regional population are less than the totals presented in Table 6.15. Of
the total ingestion doses presented the regional population could actually receive only about
76.5% of the vegetable ingestion doses, 14.9% of the meat ingestion doses, ana 55.2% of the milk
ingestion doses, based on food requirements for that group. These fractions have been used to
determine the annual aose ccomitments actually received by the regional population, which are
also provided in Table 6.15. Other calculational results indicate that most of the non-radon
population doses resulting from mill operation arise from intake of Ra-226 and Pb-210 via inges-
tion pathways. From Table 6.9, it is apparent that over 97% of env,ronmental concentrations of
these two radionuclides, at all distances, arise from dispersed tailings dusts, and ingrowth of
Pb-210 from released Rn-222.

-
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Table 6.15 Annual Population and Environmental Dose Commitments Resulting from Operation of the Model Mill

dAnnual Population Dose Commitments, prson-rem /yr

Total Dose Commitments Doses Received by the Regional Population
Whole Bone Lung Bronchial Whole Bone Lung B ro nc h i a l,.

Exposure Pathway Body Epithelium Body Epithelium'

External from ground 0.511 0.511 0.511 - 0.511 0.511 0.511 -

External from cloud 2.36 2.36 2.36 - 2.36 2.33 2.36 -

Inhalation 0.170 4.61 6.48 138. 0.i70 4.61 6.50 138.
Vegetable Ingestion 3.58 50.0 3.58 - ?.74 38.3 2.74 -

Meat Ingestion 2.94 30.24 2.94 - 0. 0 7 4.49 0.437 -

Milk Ingestion 0.458 5. 5 0.458 - 0. /.1 3.04 0.253 -

TOTALS 10.0 93.2 16.3 138. b.47 5? 2 12.8 138.

Annual E nvironmental Dose Commitnants, ers n rem /yr
Total Cose Commitments Doses Received by_the Pegional Population

Exposure Pathway Whole Bone Lung Bronchial Whole Bone 8. u n g Bronchial
cBody Epithelium Body Epithelium'

External from ground 1.97 1.97 1.97 - 1.97 1.97 1.97 - [External from cloud 2.36 2.36 2.36 - 2.36 2 36 2.36 - *

Inhalation 0.170 4.61 6.50 138. 0.170 4.61 6.50 138.
Vegetable Ingestion 4.52 59.6 4.52 - 3.46 45.6 3.46 -

Meat Ingestien 4.78 48.7 4.78 - 0.710 7.24 0.710 -

Milk Ingestion 0.725 8.45 0.725 - .400 4.66 0.400 -

d
TOTALS 14.6 125.7 20.9 138. 9.07 66.4 15.4 138.

3 Based on exposure during the final year of mill operation.

Doses received by the regional population are less than total doses for ingestion pathways because the regional population consumes only
76.5%, 14.9% and 55.2% of regionally produced vegetables, meat, and milk, respectively.

c Doses presented for the bronchial epithelium are those resulting from inhalation of short-lived Rn-222 daughters
d
The following percentages of annual dose commitments received by the region are due to annual radon releo.es (7.0 kCi): whole body, 35%;
bone, 33%; poimunary lung, 50%; and bronchial epithelium, 100%.
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Total regioral radiological impacts f rcm operation of the model mill for 15 years are estimated
by multiplying the annual environmental dose commitments by 15. Based on the annual EDC's
presented in Table 6.15, total populatior doses resulting from 15 years of model mill operation
are calculated to be 219 whole body person-ren,1885 bone person-rem, 313 person-rem to the lung
from particulates, and 2070 person-rem to the bronchial epithelium from inhalation of short-lived
radon daughters. Total EDC's from 15 years of model mill cperation received oy the population of
the model region are 136, 996, 231. and 2070 person-rem to the whole body, bona, lung, and
bronchial epithelium, respectively.

6.2.8.2.6 Health Effects on Man

A perspective concerning the significance of the radiation dose commitments to individuals and to
the population of the region which are predicted to result from operation of the model mill may
be gained by comparisons with background radiation and with published protection standa-ds. This
comparison has been made earlier. Another perspective may be obtained by estimating the impact
of radiation on man in termc of af fecting man's health. This section makes estimates of health
effects to a maximally exposed individual living near a mill and to a population living in the
model region. The basis for health effects estimates is given in Appendix G-7.

The maximally exposed individual is characterized as a child living at a ranch house 2.0 km
downwind of the mill. The dose that could be accumulated over one year of continuous residence
at the ranch by this individual during mill operation is given in Table 6.10. Using the risk

estimators given in Appendix G-7, the total risks to this hypothetical individual of dying from
radiation-induced cancer is estimated to be one chance in approximately 2400. The risk to the
maximally exposed individual of premature * death from cancer due to one year of mill operation
represents about a 0.3% increase in the natural incidence of cancer. He would be in excess of
ten time. more likely to be killed in a motor vehicle accident. About 75% of the risk of a
premature death from exposure at the ranch is associated with lung cancer induced by radon and
its daughters. Efforts to reduce radon emissions are discussed in Chapter 8 and 9.

The potential number of cancer deaths that might occur among the population of the region as a
result of 15 years of mndel mill operation has been calculated using the environmental dose
commitments listed in Table 6.15 and the risk estimators given in Appendix G-7. In Table 6.16,

the number of premature deaths expected in the region from several types of cancer resulting from
exposure to mill effluents is compared to the number which might result from background exposure
and the natural incidence of cancer assuming that no milling took place. Even one death is
improbable as a result of the dose commitment to the entire population from effluents released
throughout the operating lifetime of the mill. Since this statistically unlikely death, should
it occur. would be but one of thousands of ather natura! cancer deaths, its etiology would be
entirely unrecognizable.

For the average individual living in the model region, the probability of a premature cancer,
death as a result of 15 years of mill operation is about 3.5 x 10 6 with a range from 2 x 10 6 to
7x 10 t The risk to the average individual of premature death from cancer due to 15 years of
mill operation represents about a 0.002% increase of the natural incidence in cancer.

In section 6.2.8.2.5, total population expcsures to whole body, bone and lung were estimated to
be appreciably greater thaq t' lose occurring in the model region alone, beCause of the conservative
assumptions made regarding quantities of food grown in the model region. A net expo,'t from the
region was assumed. However, the exposures to bronchial epithelium are not affected by this
export of food. (Note: exposures and health risks due to radon and daughters which are trans-
ported out of the 80 km radius madei region are considered in Section 6.4. ) For this reason,
and i'e:1ose of the relative size of the bronchial epithelium dose and radiosensitivity of this
c r g 31 health risks associated with the exported food component are not a large fraction above
that estimated for the region alone. An increased risk of about 12% is esticated for this
exposure increment.

Genetic ef fects transmitted to the of f spring of parents living in the model region have also
been estimated using the risk estimators of Appendix G-7. Among the entire population of the
region, the probability of a single genetic defect attributable to the environmental dose
commitment from the entire 15 year operating lifetime of the mill is one chance in forty.
Should one defect occur, it would be obscured among abnormalities of the types listed in
Table 6.16 which would occur in about 5% of the live births in the region, or at rate of
approximately 40 per year.

= ,

The term " premature death" is used instead uf death because all persons, regardless of
radiation exposure, will eventually die.

-
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Table 6.16 Estimated Health Effects Among Population of Model Regiun'

Somatic Effects
Premature Deaths Attributable
to 15 Years of Mill Operation Deaths Attributable tc Natural

Natural Backg5 """ I"cid*"c'cOrgan at Risk Range Central Value Radiation of Cancer

Lung 0.069-0.35 0.17 44 -

Bone 0.0050.008 0.006 1
-

Whole body 0.009-0.047 0.021 19 -

Totals 0.083-0.41 0.20 69 9,900

Genetic Effects

Excess Effects Attributable to
15 Years of Mill Oper ation

Spontaneogs
Range Central Value Incidence

_

Specific genetic
cefects 0.005-0.047 0.015 120

Defects with ccm-
plex etiology 0.001-0.10 0.010 490

T>tals 0.006-0.147 0.025 610

dBased on environmental dose commitments from Table 6.12 multiplied by 15 years of operation.

For population of 57,300 over 15 years exposed to the radiation environment described in
Section 4.12.

(Approximately 17% of all deaths in the U.S. for the year 1970 were due to cancer (" Vital
Statistics of the United States 1970, Volume II - Mortality, Part A," U.S. Dept. of Health,

Education and Welfare, p. 1-7, 1974). Assuming that ITE of the population in the model
region would eventually die from cancer approximately 9,900 deaths from cancer would be
expected.

d The spontaneous incidence is estimated for a 15-year period. The spontaneous inciderce rate is
derived from Table 4 of the 1972 BEIR Repcrt (reference 21) and assumes 14,000 live births per
million pcpulation.

6.2.8.2.7 Cccupational Exposures and Health Effects

The estimates of occupational exposures to radiation are based principally on worker exposures
measured at seven operating uranium mills in Wyoming and New Mexico. The seven mills were
visited from fall 1975 to spring 1977 by the NRC staff. Results were obtained from individual
mill monitorino programs, and the average exposure levels are published here for the first
time.

6.2.8.2.'.1 Average Individual Occupational Exposure

External Dose to Individaah

The average annual dose equivalent from external perietrating whole-body radiation was 685 mrem
based on data from four mills. This average 'was increased greatly by the 2000 mrem / year
average f rom one mill that had an unusually high buildup of radium in the circuit. The average
from the remaining three mills was 250 mrem / year. By comparison, 7 of 17 licensed uranium
mills reported an average whole-tody dose of 380 mrem in voluntarily reported data for 1975
(NUREG-0419). The norc accurate estimate of whole-body dose from external radiatior is
probably the 380-urem/ year value, and this is used subsequently. -, q;O
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Individual Internal Exposures

Inhalation is the only pathway leading to significant internal exposure to radionuclides by
uranium mill workers.

Exposure to Uranium Ore Dust. Uranium are dust in crushing and grinding areas of mills
contains natural uranium (U-238, U-235, and U-234), thorium-230, radium-226, lead-210, and
polonium-210 as the important radionuclides. The average uranium concentration present in the

3 of U-238 and each of itscrushing and grinding areas of the seven mills was 2.o pCi/m
daughters. These concentrations were measured in dustier areas while machinery was actively
producing new dust. The particles therefore tend to have large activity median aerodynamic
diameters (AMADs). Unpublished measure % nts by tt. U.S. DOE's Environmental Measurements
Laboratory place the AMADs at 10 to 15 pm.

The inhalation dose conversion factors from Table G-5.3 in Appendix G-5 were used to calculate
doses to workers exposed to uranium ore dust. For convenience of calculation, a particle size
of 5 pm was chosen ( AMAD = 7.75 at a density of 2.4). This particle size results in a slightly
larger estimate of the fractional deposition of dust in the pulmonary tissue than would be the
case if an AMAD of 10-15 pm were used. Average occupational doses calculated to result from
exposure to an ore dust concentration of 5.2 pCi/m of natural uranium are given in Table 6.17.3

These doses are based on the assumption that a mill employee spends one-third of his working
time in areas containing ore dust.

Table 6.17. Average Occupational Internal Dose due to Inhalation of Ore Dust'

Dose from Isotopes in Ore, mrem /yr
Organ U-238 U-234 Th-230 Ra-226 Pb-210 Po-210 Total

b
Lung 2.9x101 3.38x10I 3.27x102 6.76x102 5.26x101 8.17x101 1.20x103

-

Whole body 1.42 1.62 2.92x101 1.15x101 1.40 2.05do 1 4.53x101
-

Bone 2.40x101 2.62x101 1.04x103 1.15x102 4.33x101 8.35x10 1 1.25x103

' Doses are calculated based on the assumption that an occupational worker spends one-third of
t is werkweek (40 hours) in the crushing and grinding areas of the mill. Dose conversion
factors for occupational exposure are listed in Appendix G-5. Each isotope is assumed to be

3present in a concentration of 2.6 pCi/m
Pulmonary region.

Expmure to Yellowcake Dust. The averaye uranium concentration present in the yellowcake-handling
areas of five uranium mills was 18.3 pCi of U-nat/m3 3(i.e., 9.15 pCi of U-238/m and 9.15 pCi of

3U-234/m ). Average occupational doses due to exposure to yellowcake dust at this concentration
are given in Table 6.18. These doses are based on the assumption that a worker spends one-third
of his time in yellowcake-har.dling srcas.

Exposure to Rn-222 and Daughters. Prior to 1976, mill operators were not required to monitor
radon levels. Consequently, only a few measurements are available on annual average radon
daughter concentrations. These measurements indicate that the average working level (WL) exposure
is about 0.05 WL. Thus, a worker in a mill would be exposed to 0.6 WL-months of radon a ghters
per year. It is assumed that one WL month exposure to radon daughters will deliver a dost of 5
rem to the bronchial epithelium,' and thus the average worker would be exposed to a dose of 3
rem / year.

Total Dose to an Average Individual Worker. It is assumed that an average worker is exposed
annually to external radiation that delivers 380 crem to the whole body and to radon daughters
that produce a dose of 3 rem to the bronchial epithelium. It also is assumed that of the 40
hours per week that a worker spends in the mill, one-third of the time is spent in ore dust
areas, one-third is spent in yellowcake areas, and one-third in areas of little airborne par-
ticulate radioactivity. The doses that an average worker would receive as a result of these

,-3
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alable 6.18 Average Occupat.ional Internal Dose Due to Inhalation of Yellowcake Dust

Dose f rom Isotopes in Dust, mrem /yr

Organ U-238 U-234 Total

D
Lung 7.38 x 101 8.39 x 10 1.58 x 102

Whole Body 1.30 x 101 1.49 x 10 2.79 x 103

Bone 2.20 x 102 ?.39 x 102 4.59 x 102

# Doses are calculated based on the assumption that an occupational worker
spends one third of his workweek (40 hours) in the yellowcake handling
areas. Dose convarsion factors for occupational exposure are listed in

3 each of U-238 and U-234.Appendix G-5. Doses are based on 9.15 pCi/m

Pulmonary region.

conditions are given in Table 6.19. The risk of premature death due to cancer associated
with the annual doses given in Table 6.19 is 4.2 x 10 4 Over a career (i.e. 47 years), an
average mill worker would be exposed as follows: whole body, 21 rem; bone, 98 rem and, long,
225 rem. The lifetime risk of premature death due to cancer is estimated to be about 2%. The
lifetime risk is equivalent to about a 12% increase in the natural incidence of cancer, or
about a 570% increase in the risk due to background radation.

6.2.8.2.7.2 Cumulative Occupational Exposures and Health Effects

Cumulative occupational exposures are calculated on the basis of the estimated average number
of radiation workers at a mill (about 80) and the number of mill years that will be needed to
produce the required U 0,,. It has been projected in Chatter 3 that 883,000 MT (973,000 ST) of3
U0 will be needed over the time period 1978-2000. Based on the assumption that each mill3 S
will produce 785 MT (865 ST) of U 0 per year (operating at 85% capacity), a total of approxi-3 3
mately 1100 mill years will be needed to produce 883,000 MT (973,000 ST) of U 0s.3

Table 6.19. Average Occupational Dose Commitment to Uranium Mill Worker

Annual Dose Commitment to Organs at Risk, mrem /yr

Lung
Bronchial

3
Source Whole Body Bone Pulmonary Epithelium

External 3.80 = 102 3.80 = 102 3.80 x 102 .

Ore dust 4.53 x 101 1.25 x 103 1.20 x 103 -

Yellowcake dust 2.79 x 101 4.59 x 102 1.58 x 103 -

Radon - - - 3.00 x 103

TOTAL 4.53 x 102 2.09 x 103 1.74 x 103 3.00 x 103

The dose to the bronchial epithelium is distinguished from the lung dose because the major
dose delivered by r adon daughter is to the bronchial epithelium.

Cumulative occupational exposures, somatic health effects, and genetic health effects estimated
on the basis of these assumptions are given in Tables 6.20 through 6.22. Since the human body
may be able to repair the effects of irradiation received at very low dose rates, it is
possible that the risks may be much less than those presented in Tables 6.20 and 6.22.

., q- q
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Table 6.20. Cumulative Occupational Dose Commitegnt to Workers
in U.S. Uranium Mills, 1978-2000

00se Commitment (organ-rem)

Lung

Bronchial
Source Whole Body Bone Pulmonary Epithelium

External 3.34 x 104 3.34 x 104 3.34 x 104 -

Ore Dust 3.99 x 103 1.10 x 105 1.06 x 105 -

Yellowcake dust 2.46 x 103 4.04 x 104 1.39 x 101 -

^ 2: - - - 2.64 x 105:

TOTAL 3.39 x 104 1.84 x 10s 1.53 x 105 2.64 x 105

Dose commitments are based on a total of 88,000 millworkeryears over the period 1978-2000.

Table 6.21 Cumulative Somatic Health Effects Related to Occupational
Radiatior Exposure of Workers in U.S. Uranium Mills, 1978-2000

Organ at Risk
Category Whole Body Bone Lung Total

Premature deaths 6.1 x 10 1.1 x 10 3.0 x 101 3.7 x 101
. _ _

Table 6.22 Cumulative Genetic Health Effects Related to Occupational
Radiation Exposure of workers in U.S. Uranium Mills, 1978-2000

Specific Defects with
Category Defects Complex Etiology Total

Effects from ocgupational 6.3 x 10 4.0 x 10 1.0 x101
dose commitment

Spontaneous incidence 1.2 x 101 5.0 x 10 6.2 x 101
bfor 88,000 person years

.I .2
Fractional increase in 6.3 x 10 P.0 x 10 1.7 x 10-1
incidence of genetic defects
among workers due to milling

A
lt is astu~ed that 100. of thi s population is of Childbearinq age.

L
The spontaneous incidence is estimated for a IS-year period. The spontaneous incidence
rate is derived from Table 4 of the 1972 EEIR Report (reference 21) and assumes 14,000
live births per nillion population.

The estinated fatality incidence rate of uranium mill workers due to occupational radiation
exposure is co'apared with the risk to other occupational groups in Table 6.23. The fatality
incidence rates are based on deaths in 1975 due to a job-related injury or illness. In terns
of job-related fatalities, the occupational risk associated with the average radiation dose (42
premature deaths /10" person-years) is higher than the average private sector risk (10 prer.ature
deaths /10t person-years). However, the risk to uranium mill workers is lower than the risk 'ar
a number of other groups. 1),

)I
.
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Table 6.23 Incidence of Non violent Job Related fatalities

aFatality Incidence Rates
5Occupational Group (premature deaths /10 person year)

Underground Metal Miners' 1244

bAsbestos Insulation Workers 365

Uranium Miners' 232

Smelter Workers" 193

cMining 61

dUranium Mill Workers 42

C
Transportation and Public Utilities 24

cServices 3

CTotal Private Sector 10

'"The President's Report on Occupational Safety and Health," May 1972,
b Irvina J. Selikoff and William J. Nicholson, " Deaths Among 17,800 Abestos
Insulation Workers in the United States and Canada, January 1, 1967, through
January 1, 1977," National Institutes of Health, 1978.

'" Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in the United States by Industry ,1975,'
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1981, 1978.

d
The fatality incidence rate for uranium mill workers includes estimates of
only radiation-related fatalities.

6.2.8.2.8 Summary

[n this section the conclusions of tie preceding analysis of the radiological impacts of the
operational model uranium mill are stmmarized. Comparisons are made among predicted values,
applicable standards, and background data. Ibe assumptions that have been made for purposes of
this analysis are considered to te representathe of recent past practice in the industry. The
references to a "model" mill are not meant to imply that the assumed parameters represent the
best currently available control technology. Possible alternatives which would reduce the
radiological impact from operation of the model mill are discus 5ed in Chapter 8.

Dose Commitments

1. Average concentrations of airborne radionuclides, including the resuspended portion, at the
fence, trailer, and ranch in the 15th year are given in Table 6.12. Background concentra-
tions typical for the U.S. are also given. It is apparent that estimates for the mill
effluents are many times larger than the average background values. On the other hand, the
calculated concentrations are within the applicable limits of Title 10 of the U.S. Code of
federal Regulations, Part 20, " Standards for Protection Against Radiation," for releases to
unrestricted areas.

2. Table 6.13 presents doses calculated for the three hypothetical reference receptor locations
for the purpose of evaluating compliance with the 25 mrem /yr limit to be imposed under
40 CFR Part 190. At the fence post location a maximum occupancy of about 15% (55 days /yr)
would be allowable, provided that the individual of concern ingested no locally grown food
during that occupancy and accrued no significant exposure from the base case model mill or
any other regulated sources during the remainder of the year. For the hypothetical trailer
location, where vegetables are assumed to be grown, 25 mrem /yr would result from an occupancy
of about 19% (70 days /yr). If no vegetables were grown at this location, occupancy for 95
days per year (26%) would be required to accrue 25 mrem /yr. At the ranch location, which is
assumed to be a permanent residence, 100% occupar.cy is presumed. Compliance with 40 CFR 190
at the ranch location could not be demonstrated unless there were no ingestion of locally
grown foods.

q, 1n
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3. The maximum annual population dose commitments to the pcpulation of the model region are
those occurring during the 15th year of mill operation. As given in Table 6.15 these dose
cormitments are about 6.5, 53,13, and 133 person-rem /yr to the whole body, bone, lung, and
bronchial epithelium, respectively. Annual doses to the same population from natural back-
ground, based on dose rates p esented in Table 4.14, amount to 7910, 9000, 7910, and 32100
person-rem to the whole body, bone, lung, and bronchial epithelium, respectively. The
increase in regional pcpulation doses due to tre base case nodel nill is, therefore,
estimated to be no Fore than 0.7:

4 Total radiological inpacts from operation of the rodel mill for 15 years are estimated as
15 tires the annual environmental dose connitments from nill operation. Fased on results
given in Table 6.15, these total dose connitrents are about 219,1885, 313 and 2070 person-
rem to the whole bodV, bone, lung, and bronchial epitheliu , respectively. Releases from
the tailings pile alone have been calculated to account for over 98' of the whole body,
bone, ard bronchial epithelium doses, and over 94" of the lung dose. Since closing the
mill will renove only the ore and yellowcake sources, it is clear that the end of nill
operation will not by itself bring about an appreciable reduction in annual dose commitment.

_Padioloa_ical Risks

1. Health ef fects were estinated for two types of individuals (Sec. 6.2.8.2.6) livina within
80 km of a nill . The first individual was characterized as the maximally exposed indivi-
dual 1|vina for 15 years 2.0 km downwind from a mill. The probability of this hypcthetical
individual suffering a premature death due to radiation-induced cancer was calculated to be
dbout 4.2 x 10'' over the individuals lifetire. The risk to thi, maxirally exposed indivi-
dual represents about a 0.3 increase in the natural incidence of cancer. The second
individual was characterized as the average individual living for 15 years within EO kr of
a mill. The risk to the average individJal (3.5 x 10 ') is about two orders of ragnitude

-

below the risk to the raximally exposed individJ3l. for both individuals about 75; of the
total radiation caacer risk is attributed to the long dose from radon and its daughters

2. For nccupational workers the averace lifetire risk of premature death due to cancer asso-
ciateJ with career exposures (i.e, 47 years of exposure) is estimated to be about 21 This
lifetine risk is equivalent to about a 121 increase in the naturai incidence of cancer, or
about a 570: increase in the risk dse to background radiation.

6.2.8.3 rostoperational

Residents of the model region ray ccntinue to be exposed to radioactive effluents from the mill
site even after the mill itself has ceased to operate. The purpose of this section is to
describe the postoperaticnal radiolog al impacts to indtviduals and the population which are
predicted assuming that no ef forts are r.ade to reduce emissions from the tailings pile for a
period of 5 years after mill shutdown. Alternatives to this so-called base case (no controls)
are explored in Chapter 6, and the reduced radiobiological impacts which would result from
implementation of these alternatives are described in Chapter 9. Also in this section the
trstoperational impacts expected in the base case are compared to those which in Section 6.2.8.2
were prndicted to occur as a result c' nill uperations. It is ircortant to note that while the
operatina phase is finite (assumed to be 15 years), e-issions fron exposed tailings could continu
almost indefinitely, with only the 80,000-year half-life of Th-230 as a certain arelioratory
factor.

The project-related radiation exposure within the region in each year followinq shutdown of the
mill will primarily depend on ran3qerent of the tailings pile. This is because the air concen-
trations of all radionuclides except U-238 and U-234 originate principally from the tailings
(see Table 6.9) Mill shutdown, including cessation of yellowcake drying ano packaqing, will
effectively eliminate about 84:.of t"e uranium particulate sources, but only about 2.5: of the
thorium and even less of other nuclides. This would redJce the total dose cornitments to the
organs of rearby residents only negligibly (except for lunq and bone doses from particulate
inhalation) and would have an insignificant ef fEct on population doses.

The conrents above all refer to the base operatinq case where it is assumed there are 50 ha (125
acres) of dry tailinqs. Actually, as is shown below, the dose co ritrents to all organs except
the lung (fron particulates) actually increase af ter the base case rodel mill closes because the
dry tailings area is extended.

6.2.8.3.1 Individual Dose Commitr ents

Dose to individuals at the three hypothetical reference receptor points (fence, trailer, and
ranch house) considered in detail for the cperating phase were again calculated assuming that.

-
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as cescribed in Chapter 5, 30 ha (75 acres) of existing wet tailings dry out while no attempt
is made at reclamation. In this instance, the total dry tailings source area becomes 80 ha
(200 acres). In Table 6.24 individual dose commitments for the fifth year of existence of a
tailings pile of 80 ha (200 acres) are compared to similar values for the 15th year of mill
operation.

Frcm the data presented in Table 6.24 it is apparent that closing the mill and allowing the dry
tailings area to expand from 50 to 80 ha (125 to 200 acres) will result in substantially
increased annual dose commitments to nearby residents, except for the particulate dose to the
lung. Over 80 percent of the annual particulate lung dose during mill operation, at the fence
location, results f rom yellowcake dust emissions, and this source is eliminated when the mill
shuts down. However, because of the much larger increase in doses to the bronchial epithelium
from radon daughters, total annual lung d se commitments at all locations are increated sub-
stantially five years later.

This examination of the postoperational period shows that without reclamation of the tailings
avea, the annual dose commitments to bone, and lung (from radon plus particulates) will have
increased markedly five years after shutdown. However, the situation will not have changed
significantly relative to compliance with applicable radiation protection standards. Concen-
trati^ns of airborne radioactivity will remain within the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20,
even at the fence location. On the other hand, the 25 mrem per year standard of 40 CFR
Part 190 is again exceeded at the tra.ler and ranch locations. Maximum permissible occupancy
at the fence location would be reduced . rom 15% during operation, to about 11%.

6.2.8.3.2 Population Dose Commitments

The annual population dose commitments resulting from environmental contamination of the model
region have been estimated for the fif th year af ter mill cperation has ceased by following the
same calculational procedures employed in the study of the operating phase. When ore crushing
and grinding and yellowcake drying and packaging cease, the annual population dose commitments
would be reduced less than a few percent if the tailings scurce remained constant. In the
assumed case, in which the 30 ha (75 acres) of wet tailings are allowed to dry without con-
currently covering any of the already-existing 50 ha (125 acres) of dry area, the annual dose
commitments to the population of the region would increase by approximately 60% (or in the
expected ratio of 80/50).

A comparison of regional population dose commitments from the 15th year of the mill operaticn
and f rom the fif th year of storage Cf 80 ha (200 acres) of dry tailings is given in Table 6.25.
Although the increases in dose commitments are appreciable, they remain at levels which are
small in comparison to doses received by the same population from natural background radiation.
Annual population dose commitments during the fifth postoperational year amount to nu more than
about It of those from natural background. It may be noticed that for lung doses due to
particulate inhalation, population doses rise after mill shutdown while individual doses close

to the mill decrease. This is due to the dominance of ingrown Rn-222 daughters, Pb-210 and
Po-210, at large distances. At small distances, yellowcake particulate sources dominate
inhalation lung doses.

6.2.8.3.3 Envircnmental Dose Commitments

The annual and 5 year total environmental dose commitments (FDC's) which wnuld result from
existence of 80 ha (200 acr es) of dry uncovered tailings at the mill site are given in
Table 6.26. Also presen ad are total EDC's resulting from 15 years of cperational releases,
and total EDC's resulting fr ,m the entire 20 year period. Ingestion EDC's included in
Table 6.26 are totals and ref:ect complete consumption of the entire model region's food
production. Because the regior al population is conservatively assumed to consume less than
those presented in Table 6.26 ECC's received by the regional population are presented
in Table 6.27.

6.2.8.3.4 Health Effects

In this section the estimates of health effects among the regional population as a whole and in
maximally exposed individuals are presented and an effort is made to set them in perspective.
These predictions have been developed in the same way as those that were summarized in Section
6.2.8.2.8, also utilizing the risk estimators f rom Table G-7.1 of Appendix G-7. Since the
five year postoperational period cannot be dissociated from the previous 15 years of operation
with regard te health effects, dose commitments have been combined.

< ,
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Table 6.24 40 CFR 190 and Total Maximum InJividual Doses at Hypothetical locations
During the F inal Year of Mill Operation and the Fif th Year af ter Mill Decommissioning

Individual Doses Due to Exposure Individual Doses Due to Exposure During
During the final Year of Mill Operations the 5th Year After Decommissienino

Bone Doses , mrem /yr t ung Doses, mrem /yr Bone Doses , mi em/yr t ug Doses , mrem /yr
Exposure 40 CFR 190 Total 40 CFR 190 Total 40 CF R 190 Total 40 CFR 190 Total

Location Pathway Doses Doses Doses Doses Doses Doses Doses Doses
_

I. Fence (site boundary) External (ground) 0.15 6.44 0.15 6.44 0.19 9.82 0.19 9.82
Occupancy: 10% External (cloud) neg. 0.18 neg. 0.18 neg. 0.28 neg. 0.28
Age: Adult Inhalation (part.) 8.81 8.81 16.8 16.8 12.0 12.0 3.60 3.60
0.64 km ENE Inhalation (radon) - - - 199. - - - 318.

TOTAL 5: 8.96 15.4 17.0 222. 12.2 22.1 3.79 332.

II. Trailer External (ground) 0.?8 16.5 0.38 16.5 0.51 25.1 0.51 25.1
Occup ncy: 50% External (cload) neg. 0.94 neg. 0.94 neg. 1.50 neg. 1.50
Age: Adult Inhalation (part.) 23.3 23.3 4/.7 47.7 31./ 31.7 9.65 9.6s e
0.94 km ENE Inhalation (rarion) - - - 515. - - - 825. L

Ingestion (weg.) 95.5 95.5 8.00 8.00 150. 150. 12.6 12.6 "

TOTALS: 119. 136 56.1 588. 182. 208. 22.8 874.

III. Ranch External (ground) 0.19 8.33 0.19 8.33 0.26 12.7 0.26 12.7
Occupancy: 100% External (cloud) neg. 1.65 neg. 1.65 neg. 2.91 neg. 2.91
Age: Child Inhalation (part.) 12.4 12.5 24.7 24.7 17.1 17.2 5.37 5.45
2.0 km ENE Inhalation (radon) - - - 288. - - - 460.

Ingestion (veg.) 46.8 46.9 4 . 2'' 4.20 73.2 73.2 6.59 6.59
Ingestion (meat) 22.7 22.7 2. 41 2.48 35.7 35.7 3.90 3.90
Ingestion (milk) 39.8 39.8 3. 0 3.95 61.6 61.6 6.16 6.16

TCTALS:d 122. 132. 35.5 133. 188. 203. 22.3 498.
_

'The whole body dose to the child increases from 21 .1 mrem /yr during operation to 32.6 mrem /yr u t operations.

J
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Table 6.25 Calculat Annual Populat;on Dose Commitments to the Regional Population,
Comparison with Natural Background

_

An'ual Populatio, Dose Commitments to the Regional Population. person-rem /yr

During the Final Year of Mill _0peration Ouring the 5th Post-Operational Year
Whole Bone tung Bronchial Whole Bone Lung Bronchial

Exposure Pathway Body Epithelium Body Epithelium

External from ground surfaces 0.511 0.511 0.511 - 0.777 0.777 0.777 -

External from airborne activity 2.36 2.36 2.36 - 3.77 3.77 3.77 -

Inhalation of airborne agtivity 0.170 4.60 6.48 138. 0.262 7.08 8.04 218.
Ingestion of vegetgbles: 2.74 38.3 2.74 - 4.30 60.1 4.30 -

Ingestion of meat 0.437 4.49 0.437 - 0.685 7.04 0.685 -

Ingestion of milk:' O.253 3.04 0.253 - 0.392 4.70 0.392 -

Totals from the model mill: 5.47 53.3 12.8 138. 10.2 83.5 18.0 218.

Totals from natural background:b 7910. 9000. 7910. 32100. 7910. 9n00. 7910. 32100. cs

Fractional increase from model mill: 0.0008 0.0059 0.0016 0.0043 0.0013 0.0093 0.0023 0.0068 *

' Ingestion doses shown are based on the assumption that of the regional food production, the regional population consumes 76.5% of the vegetables,
- 14.9% of the meat, and 55.2% of the milk.

bPo ulation doses from natural background are based on ind;vidual dose rates given in Table 4.14, excluding contributions from fallout.

J
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Table 6.26 Annual Post-0perational and Total Environmental Dose Commitments

Annual Eneironmental Dose Commitments frgm
Post Operation Releases, person-rem /yr

Bronchial
Exposure Pathway Whole Body Bone Lung Epithelium

External from ground surfaces 3.10 3.10 3.10 -

External from airborne activity 3.70 3.70 3.70 -

Inhalation of airborne activity 0.262 7.08 8.04 218.0
Ingestion of vegetables 7.12 93.6 7.12 -

Ingestion of meat 7.63 77.7 7.63 -

Ingestion of milk 1.15 13.3 1.15 -

Annual Totals 23.0 198.0 30.7 218.

Total EDC's from 5 years of
post operational releases 115. 990. 154. 1090.

Total ECC's from 15 years of
operational releases 214 1820. 318. 2070.

Total EDC's from entire
20 year period 329 2810. 472. 3160.

' Ingestion doses shown are totals cod reflect total population doses arising from
cnsplete consumption of the regional food production.

h
6 5.'

CTotal EDC's shown are the combined result of 15 years of cperational releases and
5 years of post-operational releases.

Dose commitments and risk to a maximally exposed individual living for 20 years near a mill are
given in Table 6.28. The risk of the maximally expos.d individual of dying from radiation
associated with the mill is estimated to be 6.3 x 10 4 - This risk represents about a 43%
increase over the risk of death from background radiation. About 85% of the risk to the
individual it associated with lung cancer.

The resulting EDCs for the entire 20 years are given in Table 6.29 together with the prediction
of premature cancer deaths.

In comparing the 20-year envircnrental dose coninitments and their related ef fects with the data
for the operating period, it will be observed that the premature deaths anong the 57,300 resi-
dents of the model region thrc;qhout the entire 15- and 20-year periods are approximately 0.2
and 0.3, respectively. This is very small in corparison with the natural incidence of cancer
in the region. For the average individual living in the rodel region, the probability of
premature death from a cancer associated with the 20 year dose is 5.1 x 10' This added risk
is equivalent to a 0.003; increase in the natural incidence of cancer, or about a 0.357 increase
in the risk from background radiation.

The number of genetic defects predicted to occur among the offspring of tha regional population
as a result of mill-related radiation exposure during the 20 year period is about 0.04 This
may be compared with approximately 800 defects which would be expected among this population in
20 years even without the mill.

6 2.8.3.5 Summay

1. Discontinuine operation of the model mill removns the major sources of uranium partic-
ulates (the yellowcake dryer and packaging operation) so that particulate dose commitments
to the lungs of nearby residents are reduced in the years that follow the end of mill
operation.

~ ) ~) 7)
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Table 6.27 Annual Post-0perational and Total Environmental Dose Commitments
Received by the Population of the Model Region

Annual Environmental Dese Commitments from Post-
Operational Releases Received by the Popglation

of the Model Region, person-rem /yr
Bronchial- _

Exposure Pathway Whole Body Bone Lung Epithelium

External from ground surfaces 3.10 3.10 3.10 -

External from airborne activity 3.70 3.70 3.70 -

Inhalation of airborne activity 0.262 7.08 8.04 ?l8
Ingestion of vegetables 5.45 71.6 5.45 -

Ingestion of meat 1.13 11.5 1.13 -

Ingestion of milk 0.632 7.3< 0.632 -

DAnnual Totals 14.3 104. 22.1 218.

Total regional EDC's from 5 years
of post-operational releases 71.4 522. 110. 1090.

Total regional EDC's from 15 years
cof operational releases 136. 996. 231. 2070.

TotalregionalEgC'sfromentire
20 year per iod' 207. 1520. 341. 3160.

' Ingestion doses included reflect the assumptions that, of the total regional food production,
the reg;)nal population consumes 76.5% of the vegetables, 14.9% of the meat, and 55.2% of
the milk.

The following percentages of annual regional dose commitments are due to radon releases
(11.2 KCi/yr): whole body, 36%; bone, 33%; pulmonary region of lung, 56%, and bronchial
epithelium, 100%.

c Total EDC's shown are from data given in Table 6.15.
d
Total EDC's shown are the combined result of 15 years of cperaticnal releases and 5 years of
post-operational releases.

2. Expansion of the area of dry tailings f rom 50 to 80 ha (125 to 200 acres) af ter the mill
closes increases the annual whole body, bone, and bronchial epithelium dose commitmerts to
individuals living near the mill and to the regional propulation by 50% to 60%. The total
lung dose commitment, obtained by combining the particul3te doses to the lung and the
radon daughter doses to bronchial tissues, increa3es by a similar margin.

3. Compliance with the 25 mrem /yr limit imposed by 40 CFR Part 190 cannot be established at
the ranch location; can be established only for very limited cccupancy at the trailer
location; and can be demonstrated for a maximum occupancy of about 11% (40 days per year)
at the fence location.

4. During the postoperational phase the annual dose commitments to residents at the ranch
increase to raore substantial f raction of doses f rom natural background. The risk of
premature death during the 20 year periou, including operation and decommissioning of the
mill, is estimated to be about 6.3 x 10 4 fo a person who lives at the ranch. This added
risk is equivalent to a 43% increase in the risk from background radiation.

5. Following shutdown of the mill, the annual dose commitments to the population within an
80-km (50-mile) radius increase but remain at less than about 1% of the population doses
fren natural background.

6. The 100 year environmental dose commitments for the entire 20 year period of mill activity
give rise to the following estimates of health effects in the model region: premature
deaths related to milling (0.3), genetic defects (0.04). The added risk associated with
radiation from mills is equivalent to a 0.003% increase in the natural incidence of cancer.

m 238
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Table 6.28 Dose Commitments and Risk to the Maximally Exposed Individual
Living 20 Years Near a Model Mill

Risk cf
Premature Death Fraction of

Dose To Maximum Individual (mrem)a Death Due_to Dose Risk Due to
Organ at Risk Operations Post-Operations Total (10 6) Background (%)b

Whole Body 320 160 480 73 5.0

Lung 5000 2490 7490 540 37.

_8 1.01Bone 1980 1020 3000

631 43.

aihe dose to the maximum individual is based on a child living 2.0 km downwind from the
mill. An occupancy f actor o' 100% is assumed. These doses overestimate the risk to the
individual since the doses to a teenage would be slightly lower. Doses are calculated
for exposure f rom 15 years of mill operation and 5 years post-operations.

~5The risk of premature death due to background radiation is estimated to be 7.4 x 10
for one year or 1.5 x 10 for twenty years. The following annual background exposures3

are assumed for the model region: who'e body, 143 mrem; bone, 250 mrem; and lung,
704 mrem.

Table 6.29 Environmental Dose Commitments and Health Effects from 20-Year Period
(15 years operation plus five years post-operation)

100 year Environmental Deaths
Dose Commitment from Attributable

15 yr Operation plus Premature Deaths to Natural Natural
5 yr Tailings Storage Attributable tg Background Incidence

b
Organ at Risk (organ or manrem) 20 year Period Radiation of Cancer

d d
Whole body 207 0.03 25 -

Lung 3500 0.25 59 -

Bone 1520 0.009 _2
-

0.29 86 9700

' Based on risk estimators given in Table G-7.1 of Appendix G-7.
For population of 57,300 over 20 years.

cA ronimately 17% of all deaths in the U.S. for the year 1970 were due to cancer (" Vital
Statistics of the United States 1970, Volume II - Mortality, Part A," U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education and Welfare, p. 1-7, 1974). Assuming that 17% of the population in
the model region would eventually die from cancer approxiamtely 9700 deaths from cancer
would be expected.

d lncludes leukemia and other forms of cancer correlated with whole body exposure.
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6.3 MULTIPLE-MILL IMPACTS

6.3.1 On Air Quality

6.3.1.1 Construction

For the multiple-mill analysis it was assumed that the mills in the cluster would be constructed
in sequence. At the most only two mills would be under construction at any one time. Therefore,
depending on siting, the local effects (i.e., concentrations of pollutants in any given area)
could be essentially the same as for one mill, even though the total area affected would
double because two mills would be under construction. It is possible, however, that the two
construction sites would be sufficiently close to each other that overlapping air quality
impacts would occur, thus doubling the local effects from the one mill case.

6.3.1.2 Operation

The combined effluents of 12 operating mills would impact the air quality of the model site
and the model region by increasing the total suspend ^d particulates as a result of traffic
operating on unpaved haul roads, windborne sand from the tailings piles, and dust from ore
storage areas. During periods of dry roads and dry tailings piles, high wind speeds, and
heavy traffic, concentrations of suspended particulates would probably exceed Federal stan-
dards (see Sec. 4.2). Maximum average annual concentrations of suspended particulates resulting
from the operation of 12 mills in the model site would to be 30 pg/m , in addition to precon-3

struction background concentrations of 35 g/m , for a total maximum annual average of 65 pg/m3 3

Therefore, while the contribution from mills in a cluster would not add a large amount to
dust levels predicted for a central mill at the 1 km reference location (8 pg/m3 above the 223pg/m predicted in Section 6.2.1), their contribution may be significant since the total 65

3g/m would exceed standards in some states. For example, Wyoming limits are 60 pg/m 3

Concentrations would decrease to approximately 5% of background at the boundary of the model
site.

Gaseous chemical effluents would also have an impact, although smaller than that of the par-
ticulate concentrations. The maximum average annual concentrations of 50 , NO , and kerosene2 2
1000 m (3300 ft) downwind of a given model mill and at the model site and model region boundaries
are given in Table 6.30. Because of these small source terms and the site's meteorology, the
added contribution from upwind mills would be neglip ble. Concentrations would be unmeasurable
at the boundary of the model site.

Table 6.30. Calculated Maximum Annual Average Concegtrations of
Airborne Chemical Effluents from 12 Mills

Effluent Concentrations, ug/m3

1000MetersDownwfnd c cEffluent of a Model Mill Hocel Site Boundary Model Region Boundary

502 2. 5 5x 10 3 2x 10 3
NO2 0. 3 4x 10 3 2 x 10 3
Kerosene 4.5 5 x 10 2 2 x 10 2
a
Calculated on the basis of estimated releases and model site meteorology with a Gaussian
dispersion model recommended by 3. B. Turner, " Workbook of Atmospheric Dispersion
Estimates," Public Health Service, 1967.

b
Concentrations 1000 m downwind resulting from operation of any given mill.

c Cumulative concentrations downwind resulting from operation of all 12 mills.

6.3.1.3 Postoperation

The primary postoperational impact of the 12 mills would result from winublown sand from the
tailings areas. Because increasing amounts of the tailings surfaces would be dry, and thus
increasingly subject to wind erosion, the postoperational impacts would be likely to be
great. Until natural revegetation occurred, after a period of several years, the maximum
annual average increase in suspended particulates would be expected to be 35 pg/m3 at 1000 m
(3000 ft) downwind of uny given tailings pile. The annual increase in the background concen-
tration at the model site boundary would be 10 pg/m , assuming 4.5 kg/ha-br (4.0 lb/ acre-hr)3

>f dust removed f rom all i ne tailings piles during periods of wind speed greater than 5 m/s .
3
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(11 mph). Dur ,ig periods of locally dry soil and high wind speeds, short-term Concentrations ofi

suspended particulates would at times be in excess of state and Federal standards. Concentra-
tions at the boundary of the model region are not expected to be measurable except during these
pericds of high wind speeds and dry soils.

6.3.2 On Topography and tand Use

6.3.2.1 Construction

The phased construction of 12 mills within a 40-km (25-mile) radius could alter the topography of
the model site, resulting in a general leveling of the existing terrain. Construction of pits,
water ponds, spoil piles, tailings ponds and similar features would further alter the topography
of each mill site. Construction roads would be needed to transport machinery and workers to and
from mill sites, and would result in the cutting of long, straight paths on the landscape between
mills.

The model region is large enough and its lanoscape diverse enough that the construction of 12
mills would not result in drastic regional impacts. The estimated area of disturbance [600 ha
(1500 acres) at any given time, totalling 3600 acres (9000 acres)) would be less than 0.2% of the
area of aggregated site and region. The indirect impacts on land use in the model region would
probably be greater than the direct ones, although more difficult to quantify. The need for
housing and other services for incoming workers and their families would result in diversion of
land from present uses (e.g., grazing) to urban uses.

Land use changes associated with construction may not be important when compared to other land
use ck=nges occurring within the model region. On the other hand, the impacts due to intensive
construction would be largely adverse; 'hus, construction of 12 mills would pose more serious
problems than would the construction of a single mill, and more active land use control might be
necessary (see Supplement).

6.3.2.2 Operatior

Operation of 12 mills on the model site would further deteriorate the topography. The expected
180 mill years of operation could result i.i creation of piles of cre, overburden, and tailings of
sufficient size to be dominant features on the local landscape. The impact of the overburden and
tailings piles would be long-lived, since they would remain above ground beyond the operational
phase. Tne impacts of roads on the topography of the site would continue as some haulage roads
were abandoned and new ones cut. Impacts on regional topography would not be substantial.

The direct impacts on land use discussed above for the construction phase would Continue because
the land withdrawn from grazing during construction activities would be used for milling opera-
tions. The indirect impacts on land use sould be intensified since a larger number of operations
personnel woula settie within the region. The semipermanent regional population increase asso-
ciated with developmcat of uranium milling would require that land formerly used for grazing,
crops, and other ocnintensive uses would be converted to urban use. Most of this land use change
would occur on the private lands in the river valley and along the intersto,e highway, and much
of this development could be uncontrolled. Furthermore, although urban land would still amount
to only a small fraction of the region, urbanization would probably occur on the most fertile
land. Another potential indirect land use impact would be reduction of the amount of irrigated
land if water became scarce, as is probable in view of the limited groundwater resources of the
site.

6.3.2.3 Postoperation

As operations at each mill were terminated, the topography of the model site would be subject to
the effects of erosion, poor vegetative succession, and altered streamflows. Unless appropriate
measures were taken to redress damage, postoperational impacts of 12 mills on the regional topo-
graphy could be more severe than those impacts during construction and operational activities.

6.3.3 On Mineral Resources

6.3.3.1 Construction

The sequential construction of 12 mills would not have any effect on the quality or eventual
exploitation of any mineral resource.

i_0ti
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6.3.3.2 Operation

Operation of 12 . nills within a 40-km (25-mile) radius would have roughly 12 times the impact on
mineral resources as the single model mill. Metals in the tailings could be recovered. However,
surface mining of mineral deposits immediately under the tailings impoundments and mill facilities
would be precluded. (Angle drilling of oil and gas or deep mining to recover valuable ores at
depth wnuld not be affected.)

6.3.3.3 Postoperation

Aside from reworking, or otherwise disturbing the tailings, which would not be permitted, the
above conclusions for the operational period are equally applicable to thc postoperational period.

6.3.4 On Water Resources

Impacts to surface and groundw3ters from the Construction and operation of a cluster of uranium
mills in a limited area are assessed in this section. It is asstTrd for the purposes of this
assessment that some mills will have common water courses for mirr dewatering and common areas n+
seepage influence from mill tailings.

6.3.4.1 Surface Waters

Construction

Construction of the mill facilities and access roads would result in modification of drair' a

patterns, increased wind and water erosion of soils in disturbed areas, and the routine reiease
of such pollutants as cement dust and fuel combustion products. A portion of the part;culates,
soil particles, and chemical pollLtants would be transported (via the wind, surface runoff, or
snowmelt) into the beds of local streams and thus contribute to degradation of surface water
quality. Howeve r , little impact to biota in Tributary River would re sult f rom material transpor
from the model site during periods when streamflow reached the river.

Operation

If the effluents frem mine dewatering were to be released to the environment, rather tn a con-
tained in evaporation ponds or the tailings ponds, most of Bone Gulch would change from an
ephemeral stream into a perennial one immediately be' ore and during operatico of the 12 mills.

3Flows would wary f roin 3.9 to 57 m / min (1000 to 15,000 gcm), depending on the stream section
(App. D). Although much of the stream would be f!cwing, the water would ;'ly come within aouut
1000 m (3000 ft) of the river during periods of dry weather and norma! mine dewateri^g, because
streamflows from mine dewatering would either have infiltrated into the stream bed or evaporatad
before reaching the river. A heavy rain or considerable snowmelt, however, would contribute to
this flow and might cause the streamflow to reach the river.

Water in Tributary River and Bone Culch would be subject to several types of impacts f rom milling
activitie3, including those types that were addressed for the operation and tailings disposal
aspects of the single model mill (Sec. 6.2.4.1).

The general nature of wind and seepage water dispersal of contaminants from milling activities at
12 mills would be similar to that from a single mill (Sec. 6.2.4.1) except that the magnitude

would increase (Sec. 6.3.4.2). Seepage that intercepts the stream would be carried with the
dewatering flow, diluted, and transpor*ed downstream toward the river. Dilution of this com-
ponent of contamination f rom individual mills would result in a decrease in the initial impact
from material transport following rain or snowmelt. However, since 12 mills would be contributing
to the seepage, the overall quality of the water during rain runoff and snowmelt would be poorar
than for one mill.

Contaminants could accumulate at specific locations along the water course when the streamflow
ceases because of infiltration into the streambed and evaporation (App. D| Althcugh this would
occur in three sections of the drainage system (see Fig. D.1 in App. D) potential for water
quality dooradation and biological impact would be in that section between impoundment I and
Midd'. Reservoir. Salts would accumulate on the surface and in the interstices of the streambed,

and water quality would probably be poor during periods of Icw flow.

^-, - 9
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Initial flows to the river might occasionally carry contaminants (e.g., selenium), the concen-
trations of which are already high in the river (see Table 4.6). The potential would then exist
for an impact upon aquatic biota in Tributary River and also upon the potable and agricultural
use of water in areas adjacent to the confluence of the stream and river.

Postoperition

Upon cessatior of mining and milling, dewatering activities would cease and Bone Gulch would
return to an ephemeral state. Transport of contaminants would be limited to periods of heavy
rainfall or sno4 melt when the stream would carry a flow to Tributary River. The impact to water
quality in the stream and river from this source therefore would be a function of the amount of
dilution water available and the periodicity of rainstorms.

During the postoperation period, seepage would have the highest potential for causing impacts on
water quality in the region. Although seepage from tailings piles at multiple mills would move
it a rate similar to that from a single mill, tre concentration of contaminants in some areas
*njht be higher because of overlapping of seepage plumes (Sec. 6.3.4.2). The maximum permissible
concentration (MPC) for iron, manganese, sulfate, and selenium could be exceeded in seepage water
intercepting all surf ace water downgradient f rom the area of mill activity, The impact of seepage
on water quality would depenu on the amount of dilution afforded by the receiving water.

6.3.4.2 Groundwater

Water Quality

There would be no impacts on groundwater during construction for the same reasons as for the
single mill case (Scc. 6.2.3.2).

In general, the operation of a given number ("n") of mills within about 20 km (12 miles) of the
center of the model site would cause "n" times the amount of groundwater contamination as would
operation of a single model mill. If tha hydrogeological parameters were the same at each site,
the concentrations of contaminants and the rate of movement of each of the "n" plumes would be
roughly the same as discussed in Section 6.2.4.2. Because of the phased nature of the opera-
tional periods of the mills, "n" would vary from 1 to 12 mills; the interval during which the
value would be 12 would be short. Based on the assumption that one mill would be brought on line
each year and that the mills have a 15 year lifetime, the weighted average value of "n" would be
about eight.

During the postoperational period, the effects of seepage from 12 tailings impoundments would be
similar to those discussed in Section 6.2.4.2, scaled upward; the ultimate discharge into Middle
Reservoir would be 12 times as great. With 12 mills within a 20-km (12-mile) radius, it would be
probable that some seepage plumes would overlap; thus, concentrations predicted in Appendix E
would be increased.

Water Use

The primary source of mill process water would be from deep groundwater supplies. Dewatering of
3the 40 mines associated with the 12 mills would discharge at a rate of 240 m / min (63,400 gpm)

and would be released to the local water courses. Most of this water would be evaporatively lost
or would seep back to groundwater, as observed at existing mills. When this amount of withdrawal
is considered relative to a large valley aquifer system with abundant recharge and to the small
amount of withdrawal for domestic use and watering of stock, it does not appear that there would
be a significant impact on patterns of groundwater use. This is especially the case since the
mill sites are up to 32 km (20 miles) from local groundwater supplias. In the extreme, temporary
lowering of water wells inmediately near dewatering activities would occur.

The above conclusions are appropriate for the model region, where the water supply of the aquifer
is plentiful and where there is little competing demand for the groundwater in the volume affected
by mine dewatering. These conditions may not obtain in all of the areas in which uranium mining
is a major activity. Some of the aquifers being pumped to dewater uranium. mines are not so well
supp!ied as the model aquifer, which represents the typical case, not the extreme. In many of
the uranium mining areas, competition for water in the pumped aquifer is appreciable and growing.
Much of this competition arises from other resource exploitive industries, such as coal mining,
and if the water is dissipated by evaporation, or is otherwise consumed, the result may be a net
loss of water from the aquifer. In semiarid areas such a loss may represent a severe environ-
mental impact.

A proper assessment of this situation is beyond the scope of this document, which is limited to
uranium milling, in that all uses of groundwater in a given area would have to be tabulated and a
water balance for each use carried out. These could then be encompassed into a regional study
and a water balance for the entire region performed. The results of such a study are reported in
Reference 25.

'
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6.3.5 On Soils

The ncr.radic!cgical ,mpact3 of 12 niill> un 3uild of the mucel region or e de>ut Pued in this
section. The impact assessment was based on the assumption that the effects of a single mill
(see Sec. 6.2.5) would, in general, be increased 12-fold.

6.3.5.1 Construction

The eventual construction of 12 mills within the model site would result in additional losses of
the soil resource, i.e., about 2800 ha (7000 acres) of rangeland productivity and soils,
comprising less than 1.0% of the site resource and about 0.2% of the regional resource. Impacts
to soils of the region would be due mainly to increased grazing pressure, leading to increased
soil compaction and erosion due to overgrazing. This would reduce the rangeland capability of
the region, and thus voluntary reduction of domestic animal herds might be necessary.

6.3.5.2 Operation

Impacts tc soils during operation of the 12 mills would be qualitatively similar to impacts from
a single mill (Sec. 6.2.5.2); however, the magnitude of chronic seepage would increase by a
factor of eight on the average, and the areas for potential salinization would therefore be
greater than for a single mill. Similarly, the adverse effects from windblcwn tailings would
increase by a factor of about eight over the case for a single mill.

Soils of the region would continue to be adversely affEcted by overgrazing if domestic herds were
not reduced.

6.3.5.3 Postoperation

No additional impacts to soils would be expectec after operation ceases, unless previously
undisturbed soils were removed for reclamation of the mine and mill sites.

6.3.5.4 S um.ma ry

If few mitigative measures were employed, then the m3jor impacts to soils resulting from con-
struction ard operation of 12 mills in the model region would include loss of about 2800 ha (7000

acres) of the soil resource and salinization of about 12 ha (30 acres) of land. This comprises
about 0.2% of the regional soil resource. In addition, overgrazing, an impact that was of no
concern in the case of the single mill, would be of more importance when 12 mills were in opera-
tion. Overgrazing by displaced livestock could result in adverse effects on soils outside the
areas of the mills. Alternatives to reduce these impacts are described in Chapter 8.

6.3.6 On Biota

The nonradiological impacts of 12 mills en terrestrial and aquatic biota of the region are
described in this section. It was assumed that the impacts from a single mill (Sec. 6.2.6)
would, on the average, be increased eight-fold, reaching an ultimate magnitude of 12-fold.

6.3.6.1 Terrestrial

Constructier

Construction of 12 mills within the model site would result in additive ecosystem losses as
outlined in Table E.31. Loss of primary and secondary productivity, as well as of small-mammal
biomass, would comprise about 0.2% of the regional productivity, and be equivalent to 12 times
the loss of animal biomass estimated for the single mill site. About 60 cattle or 300 sheep
would be displaced into the surrounding areas. If domestic herds were not voluntarily reducef,
the regional carrying capacity would be lowered because of reduced quantity and nutritive qu21ity
of forage.9 Trampling of forage by cattle and sheep would result in forage losses that could
range to over 60%, depending on the sea <on and distance travelled by the foraging animals.
Overgrazing also would tend to increase the abundance of less palatable plants (increasers) at
the empense of more palatable plants (decreasers).

Antelope, which do not compete heavily with cattle, would probably be only slightly affected by
construction o f the 12-mill site and would probably continue to thrive in the region bacause of a
higher proportion of increasers and invaders. Adverse impacts to antelope would probably result
from human activity, such as increased road traffic and increased hunting pressure.

Based on studies of grazing effects on grassland bird communities,2c it is probable that the
,

heavy grazing or overgrazing in the region would tend to result in an overall decrease ih' bird g
>

'
snecies diversity. _
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Table 6. 31. Site Birtic L'~.es due to Cunstruction of 12 Mills

Biotic Element Quantity lost

Primary production 1.5 x 10'' J
Seed production 3.3 x 10!3 J
Secondary pro 1uctior. L1x 10lo J

Small mammal biomass 9.5 104 g to 2.6 x 106 g
Livestock 60 cows or 300 sheep displaced

large game '6 tc 00 pronghorn antelope displaced
Avifaunal biomass 4. 7 x tu' g

_

#Values are based en those for the single mill site, Table 6.5 of
Section 6.2.6.

Operation

impacts to terrestrial biota from operation of the 12-mill site ould arise from seepage and
deposition of windblown tailings on soils and vegetation, as cescribed for the single mill site
(Sec. 6.2.6.1). In the case of the multimill site, however, cumulative impacts would be, on the
average, eight times greater and effects on biota of the region might be evident. As a result of
tha increased land area devoted to milling operations, the chances of a carnivore's (e.g., haak
or coyote) territory being composed mainly of lands closely associated with milling would
increase, and therefore the probability of accumulation of toxic elements in carnivores would be
greatly increased in the multimill case.

Impacts to biota arising from increased road traffic and hunting pressure would, on the average,
be increased eight times; impacts to raptors from electric transmission lines would be somewhat
less than eign times, since a single large transmission system, with additional distribution
lines, would prooably serve the 12 mills. Impacts on ncngame birds of the region as a result of
increased grazing would continue and result in lower species diversity.

Postoperation

As in the case of the single mill, nonradiological impacts to bicta following cessation of opera-
tion would be due mainly to remnants of seepage and reduction of food resources on salinized
areas. The rxtent of such areas would be, eventually, 12 times greater than for the single mill
and might ex'end into the model region. The impacts of overgrazing in the region, initiated
during the construction of the mills, would continue to be evident unless livestock herds were
voluntarily reduced.

Summary

If few mitigative measures are employed, then the major impact of 12 mills on terrestrial biota
would be loss of 0.2% of the primary and secondary productivity of the region. In addition,
unless stock herds were reduced, displacement of cattle and sheep would result in overgrazing of
rangelands in the region, thus further reducing regional productivity. These effects can be
viewed as trade-offs for electric power, or can be viewed as irretrievable losses of long-term
productivity. Alternatives to reduce these impacts are described in Chapter 8.

6.3.6.2 Aquatic

Construction

Changes in the biota in Tributary River would reflect the impacts of increased turbidity 'and
suspended sediment loads resulting from construction of mills support facilities, and access
roads. Because of their adaptations for harsh environments,2 species normally associated with
ephemeral streams probably would not be directly affected. However, decreases in all trophic
levels would occur if primary productivity were suporessed.

Operation

Impacts to aquatic communities during operation of 12 mills would be proportional to the quantity
of contaminants entering the stream. The conditions that would mobilize 'he contaminants (e.g.,
heavy rainfall) eventually ..culd also dilute them. However, because of the larger amounts of

1.e [
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contaminants released during concurrent operation of 12 mills under conservative prediction 3,
concentrations exceeding water quality criteria could be reached, and possibly persist, in the
river.

Postoperation

Leaching of contaminants (e.g., selenium, iron, manganese) from the soils would continue for
several years and might ause suppression of biological communitivs until concentrations returned
to normal. Seepage of contaminants into impounaments H and I and stream sections downgradient
fecm the mills would continue to Jegrade water cuality during periods of streamflow and might
impact what biota exists in the stream. Concentrations of selenium and sJIfale in seepage Wdler
reaching impoundments I and H and Middle Reservoir could be at toxic levels for long periods (see
Secs. 6.2.4.2 and 6.3.4.2);28 29 therefore the severity of the impacts to biota in ephemeral
streams and in the river would depend upon the amount of dilution by the receiving water.

6.3.7 On the Community

As for other topics, community impacts have been subdivided into three periods--construction,
operation, and postoperation. However, the situati would in fact be more complex under the
scenario assumed for this document- phased const:i _ tion of 12 mills. The assessments of impacts
on the community are believed to be conservative. Early in the construction phase, only con-
struction workers would be present, but as construction of the first two mills was completed,
members of the operational force would begin to move into the region, and for the duration of the
" construction" phase, community impacts would result from the combined presence of a relatively
stable number of tonstruction workers [ assured to be the equivalent of four crews (see below)]
and a steadily increasing number of operational workers as more and more mills were completed and
put into production. As f ar as perceived magnitude of community impacts, the interim period,
when the number of newcomers was steadily increasing in what had previously been a relatively
stable, generaily rural setting, would most likely be more disruptive than the operation phase.
For the purposes of this impact assessment, however, it is assumed that the number of workers
present during this interim period would generally not exceed the total number of operational
workers after all mills were ;n operation.

It is extremely difficult, in most cases, to isclate the effects of uranium milling and mining
from effects occurring as a result of other mineral resource exploitation and industrial develop-
ments which would be occurring in such a region, e.g., coal mining. In addition, it is difficult
to predict the f uture level of these other industrial activities. In any case, the severity of
impacts that can occur as a result of uranium milling and relatad nining activities would depend
upon the proportion of the population and regional economy t'.at would be devoted to these activi-
ties as well as the general social economic and political characteristics of a region. Further-
more, the potential soCiceconomic impacts from uranium m;ning and milling are not unlike those
occurring as a result of any similar sized industrial deve'npm'nt.

6.3.7.1 Ccnstruction

Demography and Settlement Patterns

The projected distribution of the construction force for four mills is shown in Table 6.32 and
further discussed in Appendix F-3. However, it is likely that the constructicn boom in the area
would attract numerous workers. It is therefore assumed that at the end of the first eight
months there wou d be the equivalent of four crews in the area at any one time. Two crews wouldl

be involved with the final construction of one set of two mills, while the other two crews would
be involved with the starting of construction of the next set of two mills. However, the total
community impacts F. ag experienced in the region w]uld be the sum of those from these construc-
tion workers and the growing number of operational workers moving in. Consequently, it wCJld be
impossible to separate out only " construction-induced" impacts.

The proportion of in-migrants for the different towns would be similar to the patterns identified
for the single-mill scenario. East City would be expected to absorb more than half of the
in-imigrants, and Green Town would atsorb about 30%. Most available housing in both towns would
be occupied by the end of construction of the first pair of mills, and l>-d values would begin to
increase. High land costs and lack of zoning, particularly around Green, , auld lead to the rapid
establishment of mobile home parks and lots, similar to patterns actually experienced in some
western areas undergoing rapid energy-resource developments.30

The rest of th' work force would be scattered in other small towns further from the mill. As a
result of population influx, Blue and Brown would begin tr experience the start of a new settle-
ment history similar to that described for Green Town; however, the magnitude would be much less.
Purple is a nonreservation community primarily composed of Native Americans of the Beta Tribe.
Most in-migrants tn Purple would te reservation mambers moving into the model region to live with
relatives.

'
,
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Table 6.32. Svrary of Demographic Effects of Construction (4 mills) and Operation (1:' mills) of a Maltiple-Mill Sited

__

___ _ _ _ _ . __

Crnstructicn Ftase erational Pase
Secondary Sec onda ryFtve-Year Workers w:rkers F e rr.a r e n tFrojected o ers agWorkers ard Or6ers and at sDistance Populaticn x 2. 3 families x 2.3 families Ass :iated AssociatedFMlies r ,-il msfrom Mill, withcut Family (0.6 - Family fl.2 Ircreases in with

a
bCity kilometers Po pula ti on Developrent Non-l oc al Local Mmtiers nultiplier) Non-local Local Menters cultiplier) Developmentc Develcpment d

Green 39 500 510 11c 3a 3co jag 440 125 1300 1560 2E60
Brown 29 500 510 15 30 106 65 65 125 435 525 '160
East 48 13,000 13,330 175 70 M5 34a 700 235 2265 2720 49s5
Purple 64 500 510 5 gn fo 35 15 65 185 220 405
Blue E 500 510 10 5 35 , 25 10 60 95 175,

West 80 22,000 22,550 0 20 45 25 0 f5 150 1MO 330
Red 70 1,500 1, 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
White 60 500 510 0 (' O O O O O O O mOrange 63 500 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $
TOTAL 39,500 40,480 315 175 1130 675 1245 675 4415 5300 9715 19,430

o

'The values in this tatale have t.een rounded to the nearest 5 from estir.ates more fully explair.ed in Appendix F-3.
Based on growth of 2.St f or five years.

C
Miners, equipnent sales and repair personnel, etc. assumed to be equal to nill operation personnel.

d
includes mill workers and families, service persorrel and families, and peepit associa ted indirec tly wi th development--including mining, nachine and
equipment sales, repair, etc.

_'
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Social, Economic and Political Systems

The phased const ruction of 12 mills would dramatically alter the social, political, and eccnomic
organization of the region. The impacts wc Id be concentrated in S County and the communitiesi
of East, Green, Purple, and Brown, where a m3jority of in-migrant workers, service workers, and
their families wculd reside (see Sec. 5.2.7). The area ar0Jnd thcse commsnities .,uld experience
soce economic benefits and increased job opportunities, while at the same time experiencing
severe impacts on the local sociopolitical structure and social service systems

Social Structure and services. The most dramatic impacts would be experienced in the towns of
Green and, to a lesser extent, Brown as a result of multiple mill construction and operation.
Af ter four to six of the mills had been built and were operating, Greer would ewperience many of
the problems of a classic boom town, such as: (1) rapid population grawth, (2) increased housing
and service demands which could not be adequately met, (3) community financing problems, (4)
perceived decrease in quality of life, (5) increases in social pathologies (e.g., crime,
alcoholism), and (6) structural collapse of the local rural community.al.32 Because of the
homogeneous composition evident in Purple, the in-movement of a large number of non-Indians would
be likely to create a strong, spatialiy and socially separate subgroup. The potential for
problems would be disproportionately greater in this town, even though the number of in-migrants
is expected to be smaller than elsewhere.

The multiple mill construction force would produce increases in demand and costs for scme social
services (especially health and education) in the region, as was indicated in Appendix F-4,
Tables F-4.3 and F-4.7. The greatest impacts on public facili ies would occur in County 5 . The3

cost is estimated to be millions of dollars. Among all of the impacted communities, Green would
experience the most drastic needs as more mills were built. A new fire station and a public
water system would be needed in Green.

Economic Structure. The average income and employment of the -agion woJld increase as more and
better paying jobs, in both base and service occupations, bEtahi available. Wei would be
expected to receive many of these benefits without exper'rncing most of the sociopolitical costs
expected at other towns. Some towns would experience inc-'ases in service demands. Wage
increases would be needed to hold employees, and competitiin for the skilled and semiskilled
workers would be strong among the long established industr as and the rev mill industries.

Retail sales and property values w3uld rise with an overali co ' living increase in the most,

rapidly developing areas.

Political Structure. The political structure of Green (and Brown to a lesser extent) and the
County of si wuuld begin to change, and some governmental organizations could become ineffective.
New staff and professional assistance would be required to meet new service demands, time-lag
problems, and taxation considerations. Long-time residents might lose control of their communi-
ties as newcomers took over.1"'33

Archeological and Historical Resources

Site preparation and construction of the 12 mills, with atten' ant earth-moving operations, would
have the greatest potential f or physical impact to archeological resources. Salvage, mitigation,
and protection programs would have to be implemented. Moreover, population increase and improved
accessibility to previously isolated areas would increase the chances for vandalism or disturbance
by relic collectors.

Esthetics and Recreational Resources

The model site lacks spectacular scenery and the rescueces to accommodate intensive recreation
use. Recreational resources in the region would not be as heavily impacted as esthetic resnurces
because of the existing develnped facilities that are available to the ptblic, e.g., reservoirs,

resorts, national forest, state park. However, there might be demands for additional municipal
recreational facilities in those communities where large numbers of workers settle. The avoid-
ance of recreational and esthetic impacts would be largely a question of siting. In general, the
esthetic impacts of build'ng 12 mills on the model site would be somewhat less than 12 times the
impact of a single mill.

6.3.7.2 Operation

Demography and Settlement Patterns

The settlement pattern identified for the construction period would entinue during the simulta-
neous operation of 12 mills. While settlement locations and hou .g availability would remain
about the same, individuals in the operational force would change co stantly_during the life of
the mills (see App. F-2).
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Social, Economic, and Political Systems

By the time all of the mills were operational, the lifestyles and community str uctures in the
eastern half of the region would have been irreversibly changed. impacts of operatic. would be
compounded by the impacts of associated industrial activities, such as mining and shipping.

The County of Si and East City would experience continuing increases in service demands and
costs, as well as in economic benefits. Green probably would turn into a settlement of temporary
residences jointly administered by the milling company (s), the State, and perhaps Federal agen-
cies. Social pathologies would increase in the towns of Greea, Brown, and Purple, but would be
the most serious in Green.

Social Structure and Services. In general, social systems would become unstable because of
short-term tenancy patterns and the influx of new residents with little or no ties to traditional
local institutions or local goals and values. Green Town would no lunger be a viable community;
rather, it would have been changed into a " bedroom" community lacking many amenities, but
attracting newcomers because of the availability of housing. Social pathologies wou?d be dispro-
portionately high among both long-time residents and newccmers. Many local residents would
probably have moved elsewhere.

Brown would also experience stresses as newcomers move in and out of the area. The close
homogeneous pcpulation would be able to accommodate people with similar goals and values, but
otherwise a new housing area and social network might develop around the newcomers. Purple also
would change in response to new economic patterns and the in-m3vement of some non-Indians.
Traditional systems of rank and status would be altered and v&lue conflicts would result. The
traditional social mechanisms for minimizing conflict and redistributing economic goods might not
be effective. In the short term, tribal cohesion might be weakened; however, economic conditions
would improve for some residents and could be expanded if training programs were implemented to
qualify locals for milling-mining jobs.

The multiple mill operational force woulo posa serious demand and cost problems for the region,
as shown in Appendix F-4, Table F-4.4. County Si and Green Tcwn would receive the majority of
the primary impacts. County 5 would need apprcximately $39 million to accommodate its rew1

students a 1 approximately $12 million for new hospital facilities and personnel (if available).
Green igain would be the most severely af fected town. About $6 million would be needed tne,e to
provide 3dequate services for residents. [It should be noted that these demands and costs reflect
only the increases which could be associated with milling activities. Mining, heavy equipment
businesses, m.., would also bring at least as many people into the areas as the milling
activities. 'herefore, the actual costs and lemands f or the county and connunities would most
likely be st 'tantially greater than the estimates provided above.]

Economic Structure. The basic economic structure of the region would be shifted from agriculture
ahd associated services to milling and mining. Unemployment would decrease and average incomes
increase. As w3ges, population, and employment increased, so would retail sales and cost of
living.14'2" Inflation wcu:d probably be high during the first few years of operation, placing
severe stre's on persons with fixed incomes. Local businesses would have to pay higher wages to
attract qua ified workers and still woulo be likely to experience prcblems with frequent job
displacements. Competition and demands for new expansions might result in old businesses selling
out (becaase of their inability to adapt), and a flood of new businesses being built in and
around the rapidly developing areas.33

Political Structure. The political structure of the County of Si and its communities would
become increasingly more formal, and staffing requirements would increase. In Green, the socio-
economic disruptions might be so severe that outside assistance (from Federal and State agencies
and/or frcm the operating companies) might be needed. Other towns, such as East and Brown, would
also need some planning, staff, Jnd financial assistance. Serious goal conflicts would probably
devalop among locals, newcomers, and Companies.30,34

Archeological and Historic Resources

The types of impact situations for the multiple mill case will be the same as those discussed for
the single mill site; however, the magnitude of the impacts will increase with the number of
mills tr ne built.

Esthetics and Recreational Resources

Throughout the operational life of the mills, more and rare land would be utilized for roads,
tailings ponds, and mill support f-vilities. The normai operational activities at 12 mills in
the model region could create adverr- visual impacts that wculd be very difficult to mitigate.
Recreational facilities would receiv6 ncreased use with the influx of new residents. Although
milling may interrupt dispersed recreational pursuits to a /.f.1 degree, it would pose no threat
to intensive use along the Tr:Dutary River or in the National Park.

, ,
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6.3.7.3 Postoperational

Since the construction of the 12 mills woeld be phased, the cessation of cperations would also be
phased over a period of years; thus, although the iFCaCts resulting from shutdown would be severe,
they are postulated to occur somewhat gradually as more and more mills are closed.

Dgnography and Settlement Patterns

The r perationai force and assuciated service workers would be displaced when the mills closed.
Some. members of the work force are expected to find employment in the towns of West and East;
others would leave the region.

Social, Economic and Political Systems

The postoperational impacts that would be encountered in the reaion as workers leave would be the
nost severe in those areas and towns that originally had the greatest influx of workers (Green,
3rown, East, Purple). Services and facilities originally developed to meet the needs of the peak
population would have to be readjusted or go unused as toe population declined. Businesses would
experience a drcp in sales (to the extent that many would close) and in property values. A
substantial increase in unemployment and underemployment would result. Many houses and small
business premises would become vacant, and it is possible tha; ghost towns could develop, partico-
larly in the case of Green, which would be most seriously impacted. Numerous people holding
secondary employment (not directly employed by the mills) would also leave.

These impacts of the postoperation period could possibly be prevented if during the years of the
mills' operation a predictive device could be develop (d to help the towns prepare for the shutdown
of the mills. For example, new industries could be developed and placed into operation as the
postoperational phase of uranium milling began.

Archeological and Historic Resources

Potential impacts to archeological and historic resources during the postoperational period would
be similar to those discussed for the single mcdel mill case, except the magnitude would be
greater because 12 mill sites, rather than ore, would be involved. Known archoological sites
which were previously protected would no longer have protection.

Esthetics and Recreational Resources

The mill structures, support facilities, and utility structures left behind would constitute an
intrusion on the landscape, and the overburden and tailirgs piles would not blend with the natural
background. These esthetic consequences would be most noticeable by detracting from the site's
potential for becoming a viable recreation resource. The esthetic quality of the model region
would suffer from the presencc of 12 abandoned mills. A significant contrast would exist between
land used for milling and land that remained untouched.

6.3.8 Radiological Impact

This section addresses the combined radiological impacts to the model region of a well developed
and highly localized uranium milling industry consisting of a total of 12 mills. Also of inter-
est are the potential effects of 11 neighboring mills on the total ind;vidual doses received by
persons at the three reference receptor locations employed to evaluate the single model mill.

The model mill's three reference receptor locations, although hypothetical in nature, are used as
benchmarks for evaluating compliance with applicable government regulations regarding maximum
individual radiation exposure, and for assessments of peak individual health risks. The appli-
cable government regulations are embodied in 10 CFR Part 20, which is presently effective, and
40 CFR Part 190, which is to become effective for uranium milling operations as of December 1,
1980. The relevar.t limits of 10 CFR Part 20 are expressed as maximum annual average of f-site air
concentrations resulting from any one NRC-licensed facility. Thus concentrations from additional
mills have no actual bearing on 10 CFR Part 20 compliance. However, total air concentrations
from all 12 mills combined, as presented in Table 6.33, are within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. The 25
mrem /yr limit of 40 CFR Part 190 is a general limit for radiation exposure to any individual in
the general environment, from all regJiated nuclear fuel cycle facilities combined. Total 40 CFR
Part 190 doses from all 12 mills combined are presented in Table 6.34 for the model mill's
reference receptor locations. As the data in the table indicate, the relative importance of
doses from neighboring mills increases with distance away from the model mill. For the ranch
location total bone and Tung doses are increased by about 14% and 19%, respectively. This
evidences the potential significance of dose contributions from other nearby facilities in terms
of any single facility's ability to comply with 40 CFR Part 190. For examnle, in Section 9.2.8
the model mill is shown to be marginally capable of compliance with greatly improved emission
controls. If neighboring mills operated with only those controls assumed for the base case, the

i
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nodel mill might be required to implement nuch tighter emission controls. In effect, if neigh-
boring mills contribute a bone dose of 16.8 rren/yr to an individual at the ranch, then the nodel
mill is allowed to contribute a furtner dose of no nore than 8.2 nren/yr, only about a third of
the 25 mrem /yr limit.

The combined annual population and environnental dose comitments of the 12 mills together,
resulting from regional radioactivity contamination due to nill operation, are presented in Table
6.35. Total doses from all 12 nills are approximately 12 times those from the nodel mill alone.
Son fluctuations in this ratio are induced because some of the additional mills are nearer to,
or farther from, the regional population centers. For the purpose of preparing this table,
ingestion pathway dose corr 1itments resulting from the additional 11 mills were assumed to be 11
times those resulting from the nodel mill. This accounts for cortanination of food crops within
80 km (50 miles) of all mills, regardless of location, and tnus includes some impacts occurring
as a result of contamination nore than 80 b (50 miles) from the model mill.

In terms of health eifects, the risk to the maxinun individual (a child living 2.0 km downwind
from a model mill) from 12 mills is increased by about 50: over the risk from one mill. Living
for 20 years near the rodel mill the maxinum individual would receive the following doses: whole
body, 0.6 rem; bone, 3.5 rem and lung, li.6 ren. The lifetime risk of premature death due to
cancer to a maximum individual (a child livinq 2.0 kn downwind from a model nill) from 12 nills
i s 9.5 x 10' This risk corresponds with a 65! increase in the risk due to backgrourd natural
incidere of cancer. The risk tc the tv-age individual from 12 nills in a reqicn is about ten
times tne risk from one nill. Tne lifetire risk of premature death due to cancer to the average
individual from 12 nills is 3.5 x 10'' This risk corresponds with a 0.032 increase in the
natural incidence of cancer.

6.4 CONTINENTAL GDIC10GICAL IMPACTS

Because of the untern about possible health effects resulting from radon rel-ased by the entire
uranium nilling industry, estinates h?ve baer nade of the envir w ental dose connitments throuah-
out most of the North American continent which night te caused Dy existir.g mills and those
expected to begin operation in the western United States prior to the year 2001. Continental
radioloqical impacts can broadly be divided into far field and near field components Far field
radiological impacts (i.e. , beyond 50 miles frun a model mill) are discussed in Section 6.4.1
Near field radiological i7 acts (i.e., within 50 miles of a model mill) are discussed in Section
6.4.2. Far field radiological impacts are due to radon releases. Near field radiological
irpacts are due to both radon and particula > releases. Continental radioloqical ii r cts (i.e.,
f ar field plus near field) a"e given in Section 6.4.3.

6.4.! Far Field Radiological Impacts _

The basis for estinates of far field radioloqical Wracts is a study by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) that incorporates work by the National Oce3nic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) using a continental scale transport, diffusion, and deposition model to estirate air
concentrations of Rn-222 and Pb-210 and ground concentraticrs of Pb-210 in the northern Western
Hemisphere arising from a unit release of 1 kCi/yr Rn-222 at four locations: Grant >, New Mexico;
Falls City, Texa>; Casper, Wyoming; and Wellpinit, Washington. F Radiological impacts within 50
miles of the nodel mill were excluded frcn the ORNL study; regional radiological Mpacts (i.e.,
within 50 miles of the model nill) are presented in Section 6.4.2.

Integrated population exposures fron inhalation were obtained by corbining cota cn air concen-
tratiors of Rn-222 and Pb-?l0 with available demographic data #er the United States, Canid 3, and
Mexico. Estimates of these exposures are presented as ran-pCi/n2 in Tables G-8.1 to G-8.4 of
Appendix G-R, whi:h are modified from Reference 35. Inhalation dose estimates were baser on
conversion factors distinguishing dose due to radon and its short-lived daughter < 5 ,c dose dee
to the lonqcr-lived daughter rb-210 and the associated Bi-210 and Po-210 isotcpes. A dose conser-
sion factor of 0.625 rren/yr per pCi/n was used for continuous exrosure to Pn-222 and its short-
lived daughters. The dose conversion factors for Pb-210 and Po-210 inhalation were calculated by
ORNL with the INREM-II computer code,7 and re presented in Table G-8,5 of Appendix G-8.
Because these conversion factors were calculated on the basis of a different model, there is no
consistent relationship to the DCFs used elsewhere in this statement, althougn cenerally the OPNL
values are higher. The dose conversion factors were corbined with derived population exposures
to obtain integrated nan-ren doses to appropriate organs from inhalation of Rn-222 and its
daughters per kCi released in 1978.

In order to estimate population dose frem inhalation, the deposition of Pb-210 in 1978 and the
subsequent resuspension of Pb-210 and its alpha-enitting daughter, Po-210, must be ta ken into
account. The effect of resuspension on population dose for 100 years after deposition was con-
sidered. Projected population grcwth sas incorporated into this calculation. It should be noted
that virtually the entire dose effect from resuspension occurs durina the year of deposition and
the next year following. Tables G-8.1 to G-8.4 of Appendix G-8 show doses to the popu.ation of
interest from: ,
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Table 6.33 Comparison of Total Air Concentrations Resulting from the Model Mill, 12 Mills, and Natural Background

Concentrations During the Final Year of Operation for All Mills
a3 WL ConcentrationsTotal Air Concentrations, pCi/m

U-238 Th-230 Ra-226 Pb 210 Rn-227- Outdoors Indcors

I.RangeofTypicalgatural .

2.0x10 5 4.0x10 5 1.0x10_3 1.0x101 - -Backgrounct Values - From. 7.0x10 5
_ _

- - -

To. 1.7x10 4 7.0x10 5 7.0x105 3.0x10 2 1.0x103 - -

II. Predicted Values
-

2.39x10-2 2.36x10 2 2.36x10 2 3.18x103 5.82x10-3 1.59x10-2
- -

A. Fence: Model Mill. 3.19x10 2
-

6.09x10'4 3.45x10 3 2.76x102 2.51x10 3 1.38x10 3
- - -

(0.64 km ENE) 11 Other Mills. 9.86x10'' 6.24x10 4 -

2.71x102 3.46x103 8.33x103 1.73x10 2Totals. 3.29x10 2 2.45x10 2 2.42x10 2
-- -

- - - - - -

8. Trailer: Model Mill. 1.84x10 2 1.25x10 2 1.23x10 2 1.23x10 2 1.65x103 4.33x10 3 8.25x10 3
(0.94 km ENE) 11 Other Mills. 9.77x10 4 6.06x10 4 5.90x10 4 3.44x10'3 2.74x102 2.49x10'3 1.37x103

- - -

Totals. 1.94x10 2 1.31x10'2 1.29x10 2 1.57x10 2 1.92x103 6.82x10 3 9.62x103
- - - -

,

C. Ranch: Model N '.l. 4.71x10'3 3.32x10 3 3.27x10 3 3.41x10 3 4.60x102 2.24x10'3 2.30x10'3
- - -

(2.0 km ENE) 11 Other Mills. 9.95x10 4 5.56x10 4 5.36x10 4 3.56x10'3 2.71x102 2.45x103 1.36x103
- - -

- - -

Totals. 5.71x10'3 3.88x10'3 3.81x10-3 6.77x10 3 7.31x102 4.69x10 3 3.66x10 3

c - -

. !II. 10 CFR Part 20 Limits 3.0 8.0x10 2 2. 0 4.0 1.0x103 3.3x10-2 3.3x10 2

aWL denotes " working level." A one-WL air concentration is any combination of Po-218, Pb-214, Bi-214, and Po-214 in one liter of air that
5will yield a total of 1.3x10 MeV of alpha particle erergy in their complete decay to Pb-210. Outdoor WL concentrations are calculated

3explicitly. Indoor WL toncentrations are b* red on 5.0x10 6 WL in indoor air per pCi/m of Rn-222 in outdoor air (see Appendix G-5).
b From NCRP 45, Tables 20 and 26.
cValues given are from 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, Col. 1 For particulats the lower of values for soluble and insoluble
species is presented. For Rn-222, the value presented is appropriate for use when undetermined concentrations of short-lived daughters
are also present; it is optionally replaceable by the WL limit, if WL concentrations are knom.

.
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Table 6.34 Total 40 CFR 190 Doses at Reference Locations from 12
Mills During the Final Year of Mill Operation

40 CFR Part 190 Doses, mrem /yr

Whole
8 Bone Lunglocation Release Sources 3

I. Fence (site boundary)* Madel Mill 0.479 8.56 17.0
Occupancy: 10% ll Other Mills 0.013 0.251 0.525
Age: Adult
0.64 km ENE Totals C.492 9.21 17.5

II. Trailer' Model Hill 9.26 119. 50.1
Occupancy: 50% 11 Other Mills 0.358 4.76 2.89
Age: Adult
0.94 km ENE Totals 9.62 124. 59.0

cIII. Ranch Model Mill 11.3 122. 35.5
Oc c upa r,cy: 100't 11 Other Mills 1.51 16.8 6.62
Age: Child
2.0 km ENE Totals 12.8 139. 42.1

# No food pathways assumed.
DVegetable pathway assumed.
cVegetable, meat, and milk pathways assumed.

-.,,m n_i
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Table 6.35 Annual Population and Environmental Dose Commitments Due to Operation of 12 Mills

Annual Dose Co t ment s , per son-rem'yr
Whole Bronchial
Body Bons Lung Epithelium

I. F., .ation Case Commitments During the
__

Final Year cf Mill Operation
A. Total Dose Commitments: Model Mill. 17.1 187. 23.4 138.

11 Other Mills. 181. 2040. 240. 1260.
Totals. 198. 2230. 263. 1400.

B Dose Commitments Received
by the Regional Population:' Model Mill. 6.47 53.3 12.8 138.

11 Other Mills. 64.3 572. 123. 1260.
Totals 70.8 625. 136. 1400.

II. Environmental Dose Commitments
Due to Annual Releases
A. Total Dose Commitaients: Model Mill. 24.1 244. 30.4 138. &

e

11 Other Mills. 250. 2670. 309. 1260. ~

Totals 274. 2910. 339. 1400.

8. Dose Commitments Received
by the Regional Population:d Mooel Mill. 9.07 66.4 15.4 138.

11 Other Mills. 85.4 709. 144. 1260.
Totals 94.5 775. 159. 1400.

" Ingestion doses included are those resulting from food consumption only to the extent necessary to satisfy requirements of the regionalpopulation.
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1. Inhalation of Rn-222 and short-lived daughters during 1978 (Table G-8.1).

2. Inhalation of Pb-210 during 1978, exclusive of resuspension (i.e., " primary dose" in
Tables G-8.2 through G-8.4).

3. Inhalation of resuspended Pb-210 and Po-210 originating f rom a 1978 release (i.e. ,
"resuspension dose" in Tables G-8.2 through G-8.4).

Because ingestion, rather than inhalation, is the more impurtant pathway contributing to the
total dose commitment from Pb-210, it was necessary to include it in this analysis of continental
health effects from the milling industry. As the Pb-210 is tsing transported initially through
the atmosphere, a portion may deposit on crops and ultimately be ingested by human beings. An
additional amount will deposit on the soil, where because of its long half-life (22.3 years), it
will remain available for root uptake for many years. For this analysis it has been assumed that
no mechanisms other than radioactive decay operate to remove Pb-210 from its availability in the
soil. The ingestion dose to the population has been calculated to include foliar deposition and
root uptake in the first year and root uptake alone in the next 99 years following release of the
radon parent. The basis for this calculation of 100 year environmental dose commitment is the
study by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.35 The starting point was the estimates of Pb-210 concen-
trations in air which were used to predict inhalation dose commitments as described above.
Air-to-diet conversion factors developed by ORNL, together with data on standard diets, current
agricultural production, dose conversion factors, and the previously availaale air concentrations
and population projections, made it possible to calculate the exposures and 50 year dose commit-
ments in 1978 and 1979 for a 1 kCi Rn-222 release from each of the four sites in 1978. These
data are summarized in Tables G-8.6 through G-8.8 of Appendix G-8. The dose conversion factors
used to calculate the 50 year dose commitments from ingestion of Pb-210 were 5.2 x 10 2 mrem /pCi
for bone and 3.8 4 10 3 for the whole body. The 100 year environmental dose commitmer.t (EDC)
from ingestion of the Pb-210 produced by a unit reiease of radon from one of the four sites is
simply the sum of the 1978 dose and the dose in each of the next 99 years. The annual dos?
commitments af ter 1978 were calculated from the 1979 values adjusted for radioactive decay and
population growth. About half of the 100 year EDC is delivered in 1978, the year the release
occurred.

For e>timating integrated population exposures and doses attending releases of Rn-222 in 1978 and
subsequent years, ORNL prepared population projections for the portions of the United States,
Canada, and Mexico that were included in the dose predictions (the area between 20 and 60 north
latitude). The ORNL population projections for the years 1978 to 2000 and between 2000 and 2l00
are given in Tables G-8.9 and G-8.10 of Appendix G-8.

The 100 year dose commitments per kCi of Rn-222 released in 1979 from each of the four sites in
the western United States were the starting point for estimating the environmental dose commit-
ment resulting frem mill operations from 1978 to /000. It was E imated that the total milling
industry existing in 1978 has a Capacity equivalent to 21.2 model mills. This corresponds to a
total ore-processing capacity of 38,500 MT (42,0 0 ST) per day, distributed among the four
geographic areas as follows: Grants, NM, 19,300 MT/ day (21,200 ST/ day); Casper, WY, 12,400
MT/ day (13,600 ST/ day); Falls City, TX, 4700 MT/ day (5200 ST/ day); and Wellpinit, WA, 2200
Mf/ day (2400 ST/ day).

It was assumed that during the years from 1978-2000, mills would be brought on line following the
schedule of Table 3.7 so that the total capacity reached in 2000 would be equivalent to 82.2
model mills or 149,000 MT (164,000 ST) of ore per day. This would be distributed as follows:
Grants 79,800 MT/ day (88,000 ST/ day); Casper 51,700 MT/ day (57,000 ST/ day); Falls City 13,600
MT/ day (15,000 ST/ day); and Wellpinit 4000 MT/ day (4400 ST/ day). It was also assumed that all
mills operate as w:,uld the mcdel mill, with 50 ha (125 acres) of dry tailings [per 1800 MT/ day
(2000 ST/ day) ore processing capacity] exposed as a radon source for 15 years (or until 1993 for
mills already operating in 1978), following which the mill is assumed to close and the tailings
area to increase to 80 ha (200 acres) because the previously wetted surface dries out. As in the
model mill, each 50 ha (125 acres) of ury tailings exhales 7.0 kCi of Rn-222 per year. The total

annual radon production rate in 1978 from all operating mills is estimated to be 150 kCi. If new
mills are brought into production accord: g to the above schedule, the radon release rate would
increase to a maxiom of 920 kCi/yr in 2015, when the last tailings pond becomes entirely dry,
and then remain at this level. For this scenario it is assumed that no action is taken at any
time to reduce radon exhalation. In this case, the total radon releases wculd bt the following:

kCi; for 1978-2100, 9.83 x 104 kCi; and for 1978-3000,for the period 1978-2000, 8.11 x 103
9.2/ x 105 kCi.

In addition to the projections of mill construction and coeri.. lor the calculation of e'nviron-
mental dose commitments for periods of 100 and 1000 years requ es estimates of population foii

the United States, Mexico, and Canada through the year 3100. be estimates prepared by ORNL
through 2l00 are given in Ap p ndix G-8. In order to calculate the 100 year aose commitment from

, c
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each year's release, the staff has simnlified and extended the population projections by laveling
them at about 2020 rather than maintaining the slight increase predicted by ORNL throughcut the
21st century.

Based on the population proje;tions and assumed schedule of mill construction and operation, the
environmental dose commitments have been estimated for tre periods 1978-2100 and 1978-3000 and
for the Noi Q American continent excluding doses within 50 miles of the release point lying
between 20 and 60 north latit de. Most of the dose ;ommitment from U.S. mills is included
within this region. The dose commitments for these t o periods are summarized in Tables 6.36 and
6.37. The data for the inhalation and ingestion pathways are presented separately. In the
United States, Canada, and Mrxico, the far field dose commitment to bone and whole body from
ingestion o' Pb-210 is more than twice the dose from inhalation. The Grants, New Mexico, and
Casper, Wyoming, regions, predicted to be about equal contributors to the dose commitment in the
United States, are also the major contributors.

Table 6.37 includes a comparison of the United States dose commitment from milling (assuming no
reclamation of tailings piles) with natural background over the period to year 3000. It may be
seen that the lung dose (mostly from short-lived radon daughters) amounts to 0.1% of the back-
ground dose, while the b,ane dose (largely from ingestion of Pb-210) is about 0.2% of the dose
from natural background.

6.4.2 Near Field Radiological Impacts

Near field radiological impacts were calculated for a single model mill in Section 6.2.8. The
cumulative radiological impacts presented here (Table 6.38) are based on a scaling up of the
regional impacts presented in Section 6.2.8. Cumulative impacts are based on 880 model mill
years being required to fulfill the conventional U 0 requirements (690,000 MT c U 0 ) over the3 3 36time period 1978 to 2000. Since the assumptions concerning exporting food from the model region
were conservative (Section 6.2.8), environmental dose commitments are based on those received by
the regional population rather than the total environmental dose commitment. If the total
environmental dose commitments were used rather than only the regional environmental dose commit-
ment, then the regional health effects estimated :n Table 6.39 wuld be about 10% higher. It is
thought that the regional population of 57,300 used in Section 6.2.8 is fairly representative of
western milling regions.

If no steps are taken to stabilize the tailings piles, then these piles would present a con-
tinuous source of radon and particulates. Persistent impacts, after the year 2000 are given in
Table 6.38. These impacts are estimated based en the assumption th3t there will be releases from
tailings piles equivalent to 82.2 model mills.

6.4.3 Continental Radiological Impacts

Continental radiological impacts are ewal to the sum of far field impacts (Section 6.4.1) and
near field impacts (Section 6.4.2). Continental environmental dose commitments and somatic
health effects are presented in Table 6.39.

The health effects which may be attributed to milling activity have been predicted on the basis
of multiplying the risk estimators in Appendix G-7 with the dose commitments in Table 6.37. The
somatic effects are given in Table 6.39, and genetic effects are given in Table 6.40. In the
years after 2030 when the population has reached its assumed maximum of 460 million people, a
total of about 10 premature deaths due to cancer induced by radiation nrigir.ating from uncovered
tailings piles is predicted for ex h year. Lung cancer following irradiation cf the bronchial
epithelium by short-lived radon daughters is responsible for the majority of these predicted
deaths. The total rate is about 0.001% of the expected cancer death rate for that size
population.

About 20 of the continental health effects are estimated to occur within the region. The runber
of nealth ef fects within the U. S. is about 88; of the total contirental health ef fects. Mexico

and Canada account for tne remaining 12! of the coninental health effects. Enosure in Conti-
nental Europe and Asia would add about 25i more health effects to the number of affects predicted
for Nortn America. Persistent healtn ef fects due to milling are equivalent to about a 0.09I
increase in haalta effects due to background radiation or a small fraction (1.3 x 10") of the
average annu31 risk of deatn due to cancer (about 1.6 x 10'3).

Estimates of genetic defects produced in North America as a result of milling operations and
storage of bare tailings are summarized in Table 6.40. About two per year are predicted, thereby
causing an increase of about 0.004% in the spontaneous rate of defects observed in the
population.
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Table 6.36. Far Field North American Continent Environmental Dose Commitment from U.S. uranium Mi' ling
Activity for 1978-2100, Assuming no Reclamation of Tailings Piles (organ-rem)b

Inhalation Pathway Ingestion Pathway Total for Both Pathways
Whole Whole Whole

Release Site Lung * Bone Body Bone Body Lung Bone Body
d

United States (Non-Regional)
Crants, NM 3.08 x 106 1.58 x 10'i 1.09 x los 4.56 x 106 3.34 x 105 3.08 x 106 6.14 x 10' 4.43 x 105
Casper, WY 2.39 x 106 1'.26 x 106 9.79 x 104 3.32 x 10 2.38 x 105 2.39 x 106 4.58 x 106 3.36 x 1056

Falls City, TX 8.06 x 105 3.49 x 105 2.22 x 104 4.55 x 105 3.46 x 104 8.06 C 8.04 x 105 5.68 x 104
Wellpinit, WA 1.38 x 105 8.56 x 104 6.75 x 103 2.71 x 105 2.01 x 104 1.38 x 105 3.57 x 10 *> 2.68 x 104

SUBT0TALS 6.41 x 106 3.27 x 106 2.36 x 105 8.61 x 10'i 6.27 x 105 6.41 x 106 1.19 x 107 8.63 x 105

Canada T
SUBT0TALS 1.65 x 105 1.11 x 105 8.44 x 103 2.32 x 105 1.69 x 104 1.65 x 105 3.43 x 105 2.53 x 104

Mexico

SUBTOTALS 1.04 x 106 5.38 x 105 4.17 x 104 1.55 x 106 1.14 x 105 1.04 x 100 2.09 x 106 1.56 x 105

Total Far Field North American Continent
7.62 x 106 3.92 x 106 2.86 x 105 1.04 x 107 7.58 x 106 7.62 x 106 1.43 x 107 1.04 x 106

a$um of dose commitments to branchial epithelium and pulmonary lung tissue.
Population doses within 50 miles of the release site are not included in this table.
Near field population doses are given in Section 6.4.2.

~
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Table 6 37 Far Field Continental Environmental Dose Commitments from
U.S. Uranium Milling Activity for 1978-3000, Assuming ho
Reclamation of Tailings Piles (organ rem)

a
Lung Bone Whole Body

Inhalation Pathway Only
U.S.A. 6.17 x 107 3.15 x 107 2.27 x 106
North American Continent 7.34 x 107 3.78 x 107 2.75 x 106

Ingestion Pathway Only
U.S.A. - 8.22 x 107 5.99 x 106
North American Continent - 9.93 x 107 7.24 x 106

htal for All Pathways
U.S.A. 6.17 x 107 1.14 x 108 8.26 x 106
North American Continent 7.34 x107 1.37 x 10" 9.99 x 106

bBackground Radiation Dose Commitment
U.S.A. 4.8 x 103 5.1 x 101 2.4 x 101"
Dose commitment from milling as

_

2.2 x 10 3 3.4 x 10 4fraction of background (U.S. only) 1. 3 x 10 3
_ ,

" Sum of dose commitments to bronchial epithelium and pulmonary lung tissue.
b
8ackground dose commitments are based on exposure of 290 x 106 persons to the following
average annual doses: lung, 161 mrem; bone, 172 mrem; and whole body, 80 mrem. Average
annual ooses were derived from NCRP Report No. 45, " Natural Background Radiation in the
United States," National Council on Radiction Protection and Measurements, 1975.

Table 6.38 Regional Environmental Dose Commitments Due to U.S. Urenium
Milling Activity Over the Period 1978 to 2000

Whole Body Bcne Lung Bronchial Epithelium

Cumulative (1978-2000) (organ-rem)2

Operations 7.98 x 103 5.84 x 104 1.36 x 104 1.21 x 105

Post-Operations 4.15 x 103 3.02 x 104 6.41 x 103 6.32 x 104

Total Operations 1.21 x 104 8.86 x 104 2.00 x 104 1.84 x 105
JPersiste t (organ-rem /yr)

Particulates 9.95 x 102 '.55 x 103 1.06 x 103 -

Radon and Daughters 5.54 x 102 3.73 x 103 1.33 x 103 2.36 x 104

Total 1.55 x 103 1.13 x 104 2.39 x 103 2.36 x 104
d
Cumulative dose corritnents are based on a total of 880 rodel mill years over the period
19/d to 2000 in order to produce 301 of the cumulative U 0, requirements by conventional mills3

(690,000 :4T of U ,0 ). Dose connitments per rodel mill year are derived f rom the annual3

environmental dose connitment to the region given in T: oles o.15, 6.27 and 6.28. The nur.ber of
model mill years post-operations is assured to be about one third of the operations value (i.e.,
290 r6 del .aill years).

Persistent dose conmitments are based cn 82.2 rodel mills operating in the year 2C00, an
increase in the regional population fron 57,300 to 75,500, and no covering over the tailings.
Persistent doses do not include any increase in surface area due to blowing of tailings. These
values are derived from Table 6.27.

aLO
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Table 5.39 Continental Env|ronme Mal Dose Commitments and Somatic
Health Effects Due to U.S. Uranium Milling Activity Over
The Period 1978 to 3000

a
Whole Body Bone Lung Somatic Health Effects

Cumulative (1978-2000) (organ-rem) (Fremature deaths)

U.S. Regional 1.2 x 104 8.9 x 104 2.0 x 105 17

U.S. Non-Regional, 7.7 x 104 1.1 x 106 5.4 x 105 57
Mexico and Canada

Total 8.9 x 104 1.2 x 106 7.4 x 105 74

Cumulative (1978-2100) (organ-rem) (Premature Deaths)

U.S. Regional 1.7 x 105 1.2 x 106 2.8 x 108 240

U.S. Non-Regional, 1.0 x 106 1.4 x 107 7.6 x 106 78U
Mexico and Canada

Total 1.2 x 106 1.5 x 107 1.0 x 10 7 1020

Cumulative (1978-3000) (organ-rem) (Premature Deaths)

U.S. Regional 1.5 x 106 1.1 x 10 2.6 x 107 22007

U.S. Non-Regional, 1.0 x 107 1.4 x 108 7.3 x 107 7600
Mexico and Canada

Total 1.1 x 107 1.5 x 108 9.9 x 107 9800

Persistent (organ-rem /yrj (Premature Deaths /yr)

U.S. Regional 1.5 x 103 1.2 x 104 2.6 x 104 2.2

U.S. Non-Regional, 9.9 x 103 1.4 x 105 7.3 x 104 7. 6
Mexico and Canada

bTotal 1.1 x 104 1.5 x 105 9.9 x 104 9.8

Background 3.7 x 107 7.9 x 10 7.4 x 107 1.1 x 1047

* Sum of doses to pulmonary lung and bronchial epithelium.

Persistent health effects represent about a 0.09: increase in health effects due to background
radiation, or about 1.3 x 10 ' of the average annual risk of death due to cancer. The average
annual risk of death due to cancer (1.6 x 10'') is taken from " Vital Statistics of the United
States 1970 Volume II - Mortality, Part A," U.S. Dept. of Pealth, Education and Welfare,
pp . 1 - 7, 19 74.
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Table 6.40 Estimated North American Continent Genetic health Effects From U.S.
Uranium Hilling Activity

Specific Defects with
Defects Complex Etiology Total

Effects from total dose commitment
1978-2100 130 85 215

1978-3000 1220 770 1990

Maximum rate of induction of
genetic defects (years after

-

2.02315) per year 1.2 8.0 x 10 3

Spontaneous incidegte for 460
million per year 1.0 x 105 4.1 x 105 5.1 x 105

Fractional increase in incidence
of genetic defects due to milling 1.2 x 105 2.0 x 10'6 3.9 7 10'5

aBased on data from report WASH-1400, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Table VI 910,
October 1974.

In addition to radon released as a result of uranium milling activity, radon is also released
from uranium mines. In order to place these two scurces in perspective, they are compared in
Table 6.41. It is estimated that over the peried 1978-2000, uranium mines will release about 1.3
x 107 Ci of Rn-222. Calculation of the radon emission from mines was based on a release of 3
Ci/MT of U 0, from open pit mines and 19 Ci/MT of U 03 3 3 from underground mines, and on DOE
estimates that during 1978-2000, 70% of future U 0s requirements will be provioed by underground3

mines and 30% by open pit mines.37 The amount of radan released as a result of milling activity
from 1978 to 2000 was estimated by the method described earlier in this section.

The cumulative numbers of health ef fects produced by radon f rom mines (109 premature deaths) t re
about 50% higher than f rom mills (72 premature deaths) over the time period 1978 to 2000.

6.5 SUMMARY

6.5.1 General

Potential impacts in a variety of narrow categories were considered in this chapter including air
quality, land use, mineral resources, water resources, soil resources, biota, community, and
radiological impacts. While complete summary is not possible, the nature and extent of potential
impacts are characteri.ted by the following sections, which include selected examoles identified
in the base case evaluation of the model mill, lhe base case features a low-level of emission
control to form a basis upon which to analyze the effects of alternative control measures. Base
case controls are representative mostly of past milling practice. For this reason, analysis of
the base case brings into sharp focus the potential environmental and public health impacts which
can occur. Impacts cited for the base case are more serious than those that would be occurring
near most current mills which have been upgraded.

6.5.2 Radiological Impacts

With respect to health impacts, the critical mill-released radionuclides and their primary sources
are, in descending order of importance: Rn-222 from the tailings pile; Ra-226 and Pb-210 from
the tailings pile; and U-238 and U-234 from yellowcake operations. Health impacts from Rn-222
result from inhalati,a of in grown daughters and ingestion of the ground-deposited long-lived
daughter Pb-210. Bec. = Rn-222 is released in gaseous form, it is transported long distances
exposing large populatic.ns albeit at extremely small levels above background. The impacts of
Ra-226 and Pb-210, released in particulate form from the tailings pile, result primarily through
ingestion pathways. Emissions from impounded tailings materials have an enhanced importance due
to their persistence beyond the operational lifetime of the mill itself. Yellowcake emissions
result in localized impacts, primarily via inhalation, and essentially terminate when the mill
shuts uuwn.

7o| 3 h.
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Table 6.41 Comparison of Continental Environmental Dose Connitnents and Sonatic
Health Effects From Padon Releares f rom U.S. Uranium Mining and Milling

Activities, 1978-2000

Env ronmentiT Dose Corm tment
~

Cu ulative So atic Pealth
Pelease -- b d" Effects

Source (Ci of Rn222) Whole Body Bone Lung (premature deaths)

dUraniun mines 1.2 x 10~ 1.2 x 10' l.7 x 10' l.1 x 10' 109
Uranium mills 8.1 x 10' 8.1 x 10- 1.1 x 10" 7.3 x 10" 72

d Somatic health effects due to radon releases from uraniun mines were based on measurements of
radon releases from mines contained in two f,RC funded studies whose results are to be

published: (1) "An Estimate of Raden Enission from pen Pit Uranium Mining: Interim Peport,"
X. V. Nielson, et al., Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Peport in preparation; and (2)
" Radon-222 Enissions In Ventilation Air Exhausted from Underground Uranium Mines, Interim Report,"
NUREG-CR-0627, P. D. Jack son, et al . , Eattelle Pac"' .orthwest Laboratories, Report in

preparation. In estimating cumulative radon rele trom mines the following values were used:

(1) 30: of U 0; requirements will be mined fron < pit nines (260,000 MT), which release 3 Ci
3

of radon /MT of U 0; during active mining; (2) 707 of U 0, requirements will be mined from under-
3 3

ground nines (605,000 MT), which release 19 Ci of radon /MT of U 02 In addition to the above3

radon releases, open pit nines will continue to release 0.065 Ci/MT of U;0a, assuming that sore
reclamation is done by filling old pits with overburden fron new ones. The source term values
for mines are preliminary and subject to review.

bThe environmental dose con.,itrent for nills is derived from Table 6.39. The following

percentages of regional dose comitrents in Table 6.39 are due to radon releases: whole
body, 357, bone, 331, and lung, 94:

The following summarizes radiological impacts resulting from mill operatiors with the low level
of emission control assumed for the base case. First, exposures are summarized in terms of
applicable individual exposures limits (the pending EPA Uranium Fuel Cycle Standard (40 CFR 190)).
Exposures at one of the several reference locations examined in tne base case analysis, a person
occupying a permanent residence 2 km downwind of the tailings pile (referred to here as the
" nearby" individual), are summarized to illustrate the problems of meeting exposure limits.
Exposures calculated for comparison with 40 CFR 190 limits do not include contributions of radon
and its daughters, since these radionuclide are not covered by the limits. Second, total
exposures (including radon and daughter co aributions) and associated health risks are summarized
for the nearby individual, for an " average" individual in the model mill region (exposures deter-
mined by dividing total regional population exposure by number of people in the region), for the
average mill worker and, finally, for con'.;nental North American population.

Individual Exposure Limits - 40 CFR 190

40 CFR 190 limits are not met at locations near the mill. Doses received by the nearby

individual greatly exceed the maximum 25 mrem per year permitted by 40 CFR 190. Bone
and lung doses resulting from radionuclides covered by 40 CFR 190 (all but radon and
its daughters) are 120 and 36 mrem, respectively. Analysis indicates the limit could
not be met within about four km downwind from the mill.

The effect of a potential worst case concentration of milling activity, v ce a cluster

of 12 mills is postulated in year 2000, is illustrated by doses to the nearby individual
that are lifnited Dy the 40 CFR 190 Standard. Doses to bone and lung would increase by
about 15 to 20 percent. While not a large fractio,ial increase, this shows that the
contribution Trom surrounding mills could be important in situations where meeting 40
CFR 190 was otherwise a borderline case.

Total Individual Risks

Total exposure estimates, which include radon and daughters, indicate that radon is the
greatest single contributor to risk. When total exposures are considered, the chances
that the nearby individual would prematurely die from Cancer as a result of living near
the model mill for 20 years (a period assumed to include the full operation and
decommissioning cycle of the mill) would be about 600 in a million. Because of the
considerable uncertainties that exist in the health risk estimators used (risks could
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be one-half to two times those estimated), comaarison with risks posed by background
radiation provides valuable perspective. The estimated risks to the nearby individual
would be an increase of about 40 percent above risks from background radiation erpo-
sures. Exposures and risks to an average individual in the region over a similar
timespan would be a small fraction (about one percent) of those for the nearby
individual.

The effect of concentrated milling activity would be to increase risks to the nearby
individual, as discussed above, by about 50 percent over the risk from a single mill.
The milling cluster would have a more dram 3 tic effect on risks for the average
individual, raising them by a factor of about ten, from five to over 50 chances in one
million of premature cancer death. This would be about 4 percent of that faced c;e to
natural radiation exposures.

The risks to an average individual living in a region of .:aximum mining and milling
activity in year 2000 is very roughly estimated to be double those described above for
milling alone. This estimate is Dased on recent radon mea;urements around open pit and
underground mines which indicate that releases from active mining will be roughly
equivalent to those which would occur from tailings under the base case. (No attempt
was made to study radon release from mining in detail in this study. Estimates are
provided of these releases for perspective only; a comprehensive evaluation of these
releases is being undertaken by NRC in separate, but related, efforts to update informa-
tion un environmental impacts of the uranium fuel cycle.)

Occupational Risks

Aserage annual occupational exposures are estimated to be about 2090 and 4740 mrem to
bone and lung, respectively. This level of exposure would lead to a lifetime risk of
premature cancer death of about 20 in one thousand if the work period were about 50
years. This is about six times risks due to natural radiation exposure. At these
exposure levels, a total of about 37 potential premature deaths is estinated to occur
amung workers from operations of the U 5. milling industry to the year 2000. These
risks are smaller than risks of death faced by workers from nonviolent causes alone in
at least several other industries, such af, mining (Sec. 6.2.8.2.7).

Risks to Populations

The most significant impact from mill operations under the base case would occur from
r ersistent radon releases f rom the tailings. About 9800 premature deaths are predicted
over the period 1978 to 3000 in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, from tailings
which would be generated by the full operation of mills in existence in the U.S. in the
year 2000.

~5These cumulative potential impacts are a 1.3x10 fraction of the overall incidence of
cancer.

The continu;ng annual rate of premature deaths from this volume of tailings is estimated
to be about ten per year. This annual rate could be used to develop estimates of
health effects beyond 1000 years if this were desired; this would require making very
ur ertain assumptions on long-term factors such as climate, population growth, and the
like.

The information just summarized about base case radiological impacts 01 individuals is tabulated
in Table 6.42.

6.5.3 Non-Radiological Impacts

Air Quality

In general, the impact of mill operations on air quality occurs as a result of dust which is
produced. Dusting f rom the tailings piles and traffic on dry are hauling roads increases
suspended particulates.

In the single mill case, concentrations at a reference location nearby the mill (one
km) are close to but within Federal lin.its. An annual average concentratic i of 57

2 3 3 which includes contribu-pg/m (22 pg/m above the background concentration of 35 pg/m
tions from othe; nonmilling sources) is predicted. This compares with a limit of

360 pg/m existing in some States.

While the operation of a clustcr of mills does not cause a large increase in dusting
over that resulting from a single mill (about a 33 percent incretsa),- the incremdht may

[ O l-'
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Table 6.42 Radiological Impacts on Individuals for Base Case

Dose Commitment' Risk from Mill as
(mrem) _ P centage of Risk Dge

Receptor Whole Body Bone Lung Background (%)c

bNearby Individual

Doses limited by 40 CFR 190
(excluding radon)

I mill 11 120 36 --

Mill cluster 13 140 42 --

Total dosc
(including radon)

1 mill 21 130 330 43
Mill cluster 26 150 510 65

Average Individual'

I mill 0.16 1.2 2.7 0.4
Mill cluster 1.7 14 27 4

Average Worker #

Annual 450 2100 4700 570
Career 9 2.1x10' 9.8x104 2x2x105 570

Background 143 250 704 --

aAll doses are total annual dose commitments excert where noted as being those covered by
40 CFR 190 limits. That is, these doses excluds cnntributions from radon and daughters,
since these are not covered by 40 CFR 190, whict limits annual exposures to whole body and
any single organ to 25 mrem. All doses are rounded to two significant figures.

DThe nearby individual occupies a permanent residence at reference location about 2 km
downwind of the tailings pile.

'1he range in risks due to uncertainties in health effects models extends from about one-half
to twe times the central value (App. G-7). This range does not include uncertainties in other
areas (?.g., source term estimates and dose assessment models).

dRisks are presented for exposure received during entire mill life; that is,15 years of
exposure during operation of the mill, and 5 years of exposure post operations while tailings
are drying out, are considered. This value is greater than ?0 times annual exposure pre-
sented because tailings dust releases increase in the period when tailings are drying.

"The " average" individual exposure is determined by dividing total, model regional population
by the number of people in the region.

fThe " average" worker exposure is determined by averaging exposures expected for various
locations in the mill.

9 The career dose is based on a person who has worked 47 years ir; the milling industry (that
is, from ages 18 to 65).

be important in meeting allowable limits on suspended particulates near the mill. A
concentration of 65 p/m3 which would exceed some State standards is predicted for the
reference location near the model mill. The relative ef fect of the mill cluster becomes
greater as distances from the model mill increase (a doubling of suspended particulate
concentration contributed by mills occurs at a distance of 40 km), but tota 1'concentra-

3tions (37 pg/m ) are within allowable limits.

'
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Land Use (Secs. 6.2.2, 6.3.2)

land use impacts from milling operations and tailings disposal are both d' rect and indirect. The
most significant impact is permanent commitment of land to tailings dispcsal.

Approximately 150 ha are devoted to milling and allied activities during operations at
the model mill. During a brief period of mill construction, a total of 300 ha may be
impacted.

Deposition of windblown tailings may restrict use of land near tailings. Levels of
contamination extend several hundred meters beyond the model site boundary in the
prevailing wind direction affecting an area of 25 ha. Experience at inactive sites and
ongoing field studies at active mills confirm the potential for such land contamination.

In the multiple mill case, indirect impacts on land use occur; for example, the need
for housing and other services for incoming workers divert a small amount of fertile
land in the model region to urban uses.

The major potential land use impact is permanent commitment of 100 ha of semi-arid land
for tailings disposal and restricted use of adjacent land that is contaminated by
continued olowing of tailings dust from the poorly controlled mill tailings pile il the
base case.

G roundwa ter

Tailings solutions contain a wide range of trace metal, radioactive and chemical contaminants in
concentrations significantly above existing State and Federal water quality limits. Seepage of
such solutions can potentially adversely affect groundwater aquifers and drinking water supplies.

About 50 percent of tailings solutions, or about 600 MT per day, are disposed of by
seepage in the base case.

Transport of contaminants is a complex function of parameters such as conductivity and
dispersivity of subsoils and underlying strata, hydraulic gradients of underlying
groundwater formations, ion exchange and buffering capacity of subsoils, and amounts of
precipitation and evaporation. In general, natural subsoil cm.ditions will tend to
remove many heavy metals and radionuclides such as radium F.d thorium from the tailings
seep. This will occur primarily as a result of chemical precipitation and sorption
processes.

Some heavy trace metals such as selenium, arsenic, and mclybdenum may form ions which
behave similarly to anion contaminants such as sulfates wnich do not tend to be removed
by sorption.

Using conservative assumptions about transport parameters, seepage in the base case
results in contamination of the underlying aquifer, and eventually nearby wells, with
concentrations of selenium and sulfate significantly above established limits. Radium
and thorium are predicted to be retained by underlying soils.

Following operation, rainfall will cause a continued, small amount of seepage from the
tailings area.

Surface Water

There are no direct discharges from tailings impoundments to surface streams. Minor impacts
could occur indirectly from contaminated groundwater forrations which intercept surface streams.

Water Use

Water used in the mill process typically co es from deep-lying aquifers. About 1260 MT of solo-
tion will be deposited in the mill tailings area per day. Tailings solutions will be disposed of

by evaporatior and seepage. 1240 MT of solution (which includes contribution of moisture from
toth the mill and rainfall) evaporate from the tailir,qs impoundment per day. In some areas,

where concentrated uranium development in conjunction with other heavy minir.g activity occurs,
evaporative losses could result in temporary lowering of water wells tapping af fected aquifers.

Sails and Terrestrial Biota

Generally, impacts on soils supporting growth of vegetation and on terrestrial biota will be
minor and localized. On the other hand, what impacts occur may be important because of the sinw
rate of soil formation ta arid and semi-arid regions of the West.

G ') ~ ] i) S
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150 to 300 ha of ' ails and wildlif e habitat will be destroyed directly by construction
and operation of ' e mill and mill tailings disposal site.,

Indirect impacts acc'ir from seepage aed spread of windblown particulate from the
tailings pile. hese lead to soil salinization, and contamination of soils and vegeta-
tion, with toxic elements. Extent of impacts wculd increase over the long term as
tailings continue to blow.

In the multiple mill case, impacts on biota of the region resulting from overgrazing
might t,e evident.

The amount of land potentially disturbed is elatively small. Only a few tenths of a
percent of primary and secondary productivity in the model region (80 km radius),
typical of sparsely populated and semi-aric western milling areas, would be affected
even in the multiple-mill case.

Socioeconomics

In an effort to assess the socioeconomic impacts from uranium mining and milling the following
areas were examined: 1) demography and settlement patterns; 2) social, economic and political
systems; 3) archeological and historical resources; and 4) esthetics and recreational resources.
Negative socioeconomic impacts in the case of an isolated mill would be minor in terms of' ref onal

..ct. Cumulative impacts might occur where multiple mills are located in a region. However,..

it is extremely difficult, in most cases, to isciate the effects of uranium milling and mining
from effects occuring as a result of other mineral resource exploitation and industrial develop-
ments which could be occurring in a region, such as coal mining. In addition, it is difficult to
project the level of these other industrial activities. In any case, the severity of impacts
that can occur as a result of uranium milling and related mining activities would depend upon
several fa. tors including the proportion nf the population and regional economy that would be
devoted to these activities, as well as the general sccial, economic and political character-
istics of the area. Generally speaking, the potential socioeconomic impacts from uranium mining
and milling are nct unlike those occurring as a result of otp r similar sized i ridus t rial
developments.

6.5.4 Variants Examined

The staff evaluated the potential dif ference wnich could occur in impacts for two situations
which sary from routine operation of the 1800 MT/ day, acid leach mill: operation of alkaline
leach mills and cperation of much larger (7200 MT/ cay) mills. These varioms sitmtions are
discussed in Appendices H and I. The differences are umarized as follows:

Alkaline teach Mill

The model mill is an acid leach mill; however, 20 percent of the conventional milling industry
utilizes the alkaline leach process. Radioactive exposures would te virtually the same for acid
and alkaline mills. The major differences between impacts of alkaline and acid leach mills are:

Water requirements of and, hence, seepage at the al(aline mill are 30 to 80 percent of
an acid mill.

Concentration of contaminants will be generally less in the alkaline leach nill
However, toxic anonic salts such as selenium and arsenic will tend to be present in
greater concentrations.

Large Mills

General conclusions drawn from the comparison of large (7200 MT/ day) and average size (1800
MT/ day) mills are:

Combined capital and operating costs of the 7200 MT/ day mill are 70 percent of the 1800
MT/ day model mill ,er unit of mill throughout.

For comparable siting situations, total population exposures will net significantly
change per unit of mill throughput.

Problems of meeting individual limits will be more difficult at large mills, since
emissions will increase with mill size.

Factors offsetting increased emissions might be increased operating efficiency of
control devices and greater management attention to emissions controls which could be
afforded as a result of large mill economic efficiencies. -
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Larger mills would reduce the number of separate sites being committed to mill
tailings, and hence reduce the long-term problem of site surveillance.
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7. ENVIRO'NENTAL EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTS

The environmental effects of accidents involvinn the release of radio 3ctive raterials or harmful
chenicalc .. ' could occur at the model site are covered in this chapter. Accidents which miaht
occur .aring mii. ,oerations have been conceptualized on a ceneric basis and the potential envi-
rm.... ental impact of these postulated accidents are evaluated. The descriptions of the site and
nodel mill considered in this analysis are contained in Chapters 4 and S of this report. T rio
situations are considered--(l) operation of a single mill and (2) operation of as rany as 12
mills. Both the nominal consequences and corresponding probabilities are evaluated by use of
realistic assumptions in regard to release and transport of radioactive materials. In cases of
doubt or where information adequate for realistic evaluation was unavailable, very conservative
assumptions were used to compute environmental impacts. Thus, the actual environmental ef fects
from the accidents that are postulated would be, in nost CE es, significantly loss than those
predicted in this assessment.

7.1 SINGLE MODEL L

The radioactive materials handleJ at the rodel mill typically have low specific activities
(LSA);* i.e., 10-' Ci/g for tre tailings, 10-1 Ci/o for the ore, and 6 10-7 Ci/n for the
refined yellowcake product. The qJantities of raterials handled, on the other hand, could be
relatively larce--as ruch as 1000 MT (1100 ST) of yellowcake per year, representing about 600 Ci
of radicactivity.

The very low specific activities require the release of exceedingly large quantities of Faterial
in order to be of concern; driving forces for such releases are gererally lacking at the model
mill. For this assessrent, postulated plant accidents involving radioactivity are considered in
the following three categories:

1. Trivial incidents; i.e. , those not resulting in a release to the environment,

2. Small releases to the environment (relative to the annual release from norral
operations),

3. Large releases to the environ ent (relative to the annual release from norral
operations).

Typical trivial incidents include spills, ruptures in tanks or plant piping cor.taininq solutions
or slurries, failures of the centrifuge used for jellowcake dewatering, and rupture of a tailings
disposal system pipe in which the tailings slurry is released into the tailings pond. Small
releases include failure of the ai'-cleaning system serving the concentrate dryina and packaging
area, a fire or explosion in the s lvent extraction circuit, and a gas explosion in the yellow-
cake drye-- Large releases include a major tornado strike and releases to the watercourse from
the taili,q pond or tailings dis ;ribution system.

In most cases for which . postulated accident results in a release to the environment, the esti-
mated nagnitude of the release, the corresponding maximum individJal dose,** and the estimated
annual probability of occurrence are presented below. The likelihoods are estimates based on a
variety of sources, including incidents on record, chemical industry statistics, and failure
prediction methodologies. The dispersion rodel was taken from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.4,1 and
the dose conversion factors are based upon the recommendations of the International Connission
on Radiological Protection (Conrittee II),2 updated by the lung model advocated by the Environ-
mentcl Protection Agency.3

*In contrast to the relatively high specific activities of a nu~ber of prominent radionuclides
i.e.,- 10-1 Ci/9 for Pu-239 and 103 Ci/g for Co-60.

**To place the results of the accident oaalysis in perspective, the annual lung dose frnn natu'ai
background radiation to individuals living within an 80-km (50-mile) radius of the rodel mill
is about 8.2 103 man-rem. This dose was estimated using the annual dose from background
radiation (Sec. 4.12) and population data for the region.
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During the three decaces of nuclear facility oDeratico, tFe frequency arid se,erity of accident s
have been "arkedly lcwer th3n tuose in relate 1 industrial operations. Tre experier.:e caired
from the few accidents that have CCCurred nas resJlted in inproved enlineering safety features
and operating procedares, and the Frobabilit y that similar accidents nicht occur in the f;ture is
very low. In light of past enperience, it is believed that even if ra ior actictnts did cccur
there would probably not be a s'qnificant release of contamination of fsite, and radiation eroo-
sures would be too small to CaJSe any observ3Dle ef fec t on the en,,ron,ent or anf deleterio;s
ef fect on the health of the ha'an popJlation.

7.1.1 Trivial Incidonts Involving Radioactivit<

The following accidents at tne model mill caused by haman error or equipment failure woald not
result in the release of radioictive aterial to the envirorcent.

7.1.1.1 Leaks or Pauture in T3nks cr Pipinq

Uranium-bearing slurries ard solutions are contained in several tanks co"Trising the acid leach,
washing and clarification, ar1 solvent extraction stages of the nodel mill circuit. Huran error
daring tre filling or e ptyina of tanks or the failure of valves or pipinq in the circuit would
re5Jlt in spills which night be espected to occur several tires annually d; ring operations.
Large spills frci tank failures or uncorrected human error might involve the release of several
hundred pcunds of uranium in tne liqaid phase to the roo However, the entire ccntent of the
tank s would be contained witnin the "ill sumps and therefore would not reach the enviroa ent-

7.1.1.2 Centrifuge Failure

frior to drjirg, tre thickened yellow:ake slurry is likely to be dewatered by the use of a cen-
trifuge. Tte centrifuge ray he Icc3ted in the vicinity of a tank containing u ra ni um in solution
cr as a slurry. If the centrifuge rotor were to fail. it could conceivably penetrat? one of
these tarts 3rd release radionaclides to the room. nonewer, tN entire contents of ? tank would
be contained by dikes ccnstructed around the tank and therefore culd not reach the environment.

7.1.1.3 E;pture of a Pi in the lailings Disposal 5vstei

Tne throuchput of the model nill is 1800 MT (2000 ST) of ore per day. At this rate, approxi-
nately 65 "T (70 ST) per haar of sand, silt, and clay-sized particles are trans;orted to the
tailings pond through the tailings disposal system piping. This material, usually transported as
a slurry (- 50: water), contains nill chemicals and radioactive raterials. Ruptures in the
piping would te expected to occur; however, the majority of the length of the piping woJId prob 3-
bly parallel the tailings pond, and the flow of the slurry released fron the ruptu'es woJld be
teward the tajiings pcnd, where it woJld be Contained along with the existing tailings material.
Should a rupture occur in the length of piping between the nill and the tailing: area, the slurry
coald conceivably reach the watercourse. This case is considered along with trilings pond
releases in Se: tion 7.1.3.

7.1.2 Small Releases Involving Radioactivity

f ollowing 1:cidents, causod by human e ror or equip ent failure, would r ? lease s all quanti-i.

ties of rajioactise materials to the c~.ironment. The eetimated rcleases, hawever, are expected
to be small in co'rparison with th.e annual release from normal operations.

7.1.2.1 Failure in the lir Cleaning System Serving the Yellowcake Dryinq Area

The of f-gases from the model mill drying operation, which contain entrained solid particles of
yellowcake, typically pass through a wet scrubber which is expected to collect roaghly 9di of the
solid material, depending on particle size. The emission rate to the scrubber is assumed to be
approximately 1400 g/hr (3.1 lt hr) of uranium oxide. Should the scrubber fail, all of this
naterial could be released to the environment. Altnvuah the stack is routinely ronitored for
uranium, the circuit also is usually checked every one-half hour as a part of the formal plant
procedures. A drop in pressure would indicate f ailure of the scrubber, in which case operations
would be terminated until the scrubber was repaired. If the failure occurred darinq daylicht
hours, the plume would be visible to an observer.

For purpor.es of analysis, it is assure that the scrubber totally fails to function for eight
hours during the night shif t and that the pressure goes unchecked for the entire shif t. This
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*oald result in the release to the er./ iron ent of ap;. roe ir ately 11 ig (25 lb) of insoluble
uranium oxide particles, assuvd to te in the respirable size range. For this r agni tude of
release at the rodel rill, it is conservatively estimated that an individual at the closest,

permanent res idenc e [ 2000 ' (6560 f t)] would receive a 50 jear dose coratitment to the lung
cf appro(ima tel y M6 Frer

Althor;n quantitative data are unavai? able, catastrCE hic scrubber f ailure is highly unlikely.
Pro <;ressive f ailure, in which case the plu y inq of vents causes t~ack pressure, would t'e readily
detec t able d ; ring omra tional c > ec k s and weald prot,abl y produce iref ficiencies , ra ther than com-
plete failure.

l.l.2.2 F ire or E x t osion in tre Solvent Extraction Circuit

The solvent extrac tion circuit is gener '!t in a separate building and could contain as much as

1309 k1 (2E0 lb) of uraniu Major fires ane occ 2rred in solvent e(traction circuits of
uranium mills in recent histcry. The tanks, con +a ring about M O,000 L (100,000 callons) of
solvent t o erosene and a-ines), are typically fitte < with sprinkler syster containing an extin-
gJishing agent.

It i s concerva ti vely assumed f rc" previous esti ates', relatinq to both uralium and platonium
salations that in tt event of a major f i re, as r,c h a s 1 of the uranium wuuld te dispersed.*
This woulf result in the ultirate release to the envircnment in the vicinity of the model Till
of ataat 13 k.1 (29 lb) o f soluble urani , and 0.(5 k, (1.4 lbs) of thorium The maxinum indivi-
du3l 50-year dose co mitments at the fence [500 m (1600 ft)] and nearest residence [2000 m
(6500 fti] resalting from this incident are estmatM to te approximatcly 1.36 rem and 0.15 ren
to the bM e, respectively.

From chemical indJstry data, the orobability of a ujor fire per plant-year is esti~ated to t.e
4 10- Heaever, at least two major solvent eetraction circuit fires are documented in the
literatJre. There have teen 30;r% Eately 550 plant-years of nill Operation in the United
States, or the equivalent of 190 plant-years for nills with the capacity of 660,000 "i
(725,000 ST) of ore per year. ThJs, from the historical incidents, tre likelihood of a mjor

solvent extraction fire is in the rance of 0.4 to 1 10- plant-year. Usin7 tFese two estimates
to tracket the protr 41ity, t v staff estimates the likelihood of a rajor solv (>nt extraction fire
at the rodel nill to rall in tre ran;e of 4 10- to 1 10- per year.

7.1.2.3 Gas Explosion in the R!!c. cake Orying Operation

A propane- or natural-qas-fired furnace is cenerally used to remove the water rem ining in 'e
yellcatake slurry af te- the centrif ce operation. The furnace, which usu3lly consists of se ral
tiers of hearths enclosed within a larle cilinder, is generally contained in an isolated enc h 'd

aret on a concrete slab. For the r;odel nill, the inventory of yellowcake in the dryer is taker
to te approximately 1500 kg ( 3300 lb). The off-gas fro"' the drver, as discussed earlier, is
usally vented tnrough a wet scrubber. An erolosicn in the dryer cr the fuel pipinq, however,
could blcw aff tne jact work associated with tFe ventilation syste and disperse yellowcake into
the room.

The consehences of explosion 3ccidents are limited by the concentration of heavy ra teria, that
Can be maintained in the air, estimated to be approximately 100 -q/n' (6.25 10-' 1b/ft-).
For a roo with a volume en tne order of 1G m ' (3.5 - 105), the a a ntity of sellowcake
released to the room air is estimated to be approximately 1000 g (2.2 lb); this estimate is
bised on the conservative assr ption that all of the material would be swept out into the
envir.mnent when the room is ventilated. It is estim ted that if 100: of the insoluble pirti-
cles are in the respirable size rnage, irdividJals at the fence lire [500 m (1600 f t)] and at
the closest residence [200 n (6500 ft)] would receise 50-year dose cornitrents to the lung
approximately 6.5 x 10 - rem and 6.9 x 10 ' ren, rnpectively.

No quantit3tive data have been found relating either to propane or natural gas furnace explo-
sions. Failure rates observed for piping used 'n the transmission of natural gas can be con-
verted to (quivalent failure rates per plant year. The result of this analysis indicates

approxiOdtely 5 10-S failures per plant year. This is probably an upper limit of the likeli-
hood of a g3s explosion because it is based upon the conservative estimate of 5?,000 m
(170,000 f t) of piping per plant and does not take intn account the probability of iqnition niven
a failure.

_

*lt is estimated that a s~ aller f raction of the uranium inventory would be released to the room,
and subsequently to the environment, in the event of an explosion.
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7.1.3 Large Pelvase_s Involvin L idioactivity.R

For operations at the model mill, there are conceivable accidents which CoJld release larger
quantities of radio 3ctive materials to the environment that would be released annually f rom nor-
mal operations. By virtue of corplex and hichly variable dispersion characteristics, however,
the individJal impacts will not necessarily be proportional to the total amount of radioactivity
released to the environment.

7.1.3.1 Tornado

Thunderstorns, occasionally spawning tornadoes, are f reque nt in spring and sumrer. These torna-
does tend to be less destructive than torr 3does oc:urr;n, urther ea st. Dust desils are frequent
in the area and may occasionally cause slight damage in the ir paths. The arer is cateaorized as
Region 3 in relative tornado intensity;~~1 i.e., for a ty;ical tornado, the wind speed is
110 m/s (240 mph), of which 85 m/s (190 mph) is rotational and 25 m/s (50 mph) is translational.
Generally, the mill structures in the model region are not designed to withstand a tornado of
this intensity.

The nature of the milling operation is such that little more could be done to secure the f acility
with advance warring than without it. Accordingly, a "nr warning" tornado is postulated. More-
over, since it is not possible to predict accurately the total amount of raterial dispersed by
the tornado, a highly conservative approach is adopted. It is assumed that (1) two days produc-
tion of yellowcake is free and not packaged in containers, (2) the naximum inventory of 45 MT
(50 ST) of yellowcake is onsite wnen the turnado strikes, and (3) 15: of the contained raterial
is released. Thus, it is assumed that the tornado lif ts about 11,400 kg (25,100 lb) of yellow-
cake (equivalent to the contents of twenty-six 55-gallon drums).

A conserv3i <? model, in which it is assumed th3t all of the yellowcake is in a respirable form,
was used for the dispersion analysis. It is assured that all of the material is entrained as'

the vortex passes over the site. Upon reaching the site boundary, the vortex dissipates, loaving
a voluce source to be dispersed by the trailing sinds througn an arc of 45 Because of the
small particle sizes assumed, the settlinq velocity is considered to be negligible.

The nodel predicts a maximum exposure at a distance of approxirutely 4 km (2.5 niles) from the
mill, where the 50-year dose comnitment to the lungs of an individual is estin3ted to be
8.3 10-7 rem. For individuals at the fence line [500 m (l600 f t)] and at the closest residence
[2000 m (6500 f t)], the 50-year dose coreitrents are estimated to be 2.2 10- ' rem and
4.8 10 ~ rem, respectively.

7.1.3.2 Pelease of Tailings Slurry

The underflow from the washing and clarification step in the rodel mill is pumped to the tail-
ings disposai ponJ. Approximately 1300 MT/ day (2000 ST/ day) of sand, silt, and clay-sized
carticles entraincd in approximately an equal weight of solution constitutes the tailings slurry.
Over the projected life of the milling operation, approximately 9.9 lot MT ( 10.9 10* ST) of
barren tailings could be generated and retained in the disposal area, typically 1 10E cv
(1.1 107 ft2). Inadvertent release of the tailings slurry to the environment might result
fro" an overflow of the tailings slurry, a rupture in the tailings distribution piping, or a
failure of the tailings erbankment plus washout. Failure of the tailings dam could be caused by
a destructive earthquake, flood-water breaching, or structural failure.

For the expected rates of precipitation during the life of the model mill, the tailings pond
could overflow only if the processing systen were allowed to operate unattended for several
weeks. A minimum of 1.5 m (5 f t) of freeboard is generally orovided, which is approximately
8.0 10" L (2.2 10" gallons) of emergency storage. The predicted runoff, with diversion
ditches installed, to the tailings pond from the postulated 100-year storm is 7.9 10' L
(2.1 10' g311cns). Moreover, it is assumed that if the diversion ditches fail and a 500-year
return-period storm occurs, only 3.7 10" L (9.9 107 gallons) of water would be input to the
tailings pond. The maximum monthly precipitation recorded in the nodel mill site area is 6.0 cm
(2.4 inches). Assuming a maximun 24-hour precipitation event of 1.5 cm (0.6 inch), an inflow to

7 7the tailings pord of 5.2 10 L (1.4 10 gallons) is estimated. The sum of these inflows
does not exceed the reserve capacity of the tailings pond. (It is concluded in an independent

analysis that the Bear Creek tailings dam would not be overtopped by a 100-year return-period
flood or by one-half of the probable maximum precipitation event. )' .

In ._ny event, if tailings are deposited above grade, current regulations require that the tail-
ings dam be designed to withstand the probable maximum ficod.
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Failure of the tailings dan because of earthq;a6 e would te unlikely since the rodel site is
postulated to te in a lone of Icw seismicity. i Within the rodel region, an earthquake of''

intensity t?1 VI ri@ t l'e extected to have occurred within recent history. (As indicated in the
Supplement, this is the qeneral situation in U.S. uranium resource regions. )

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that suf ficient data are not available to estimate the
snail probability of the occurrence of a natural disaster with suf ficient intensity to result in
a release Cf tailings slurry to the environment. Even if the probability were known accurately,however, it would be dif ficult to predict '3 magnitude of the release. However, tailings
slurry releases have occurred in the past, and the consequences associated with these events
have been decurented to varying levels of detail in reports to the NRC ( AEC) and to Agreerent
States and will be used to estinate the nomiral rodel mill release. Table 7.1 contains a sum-cary of reccrded incidents in the period 1959 to 1977.

Table 7.1. Serary of Accidental Tailings Slurry Rcleases, 1959-1977 8

_

Solids Liquids
Released, Released, Reached

Cause kg liters Wate course
bFlash flood 14 * 105 1.2 107 Yes

Dam failure 9 10E 9.1 105 Yes

4 = 10sb ggDam failure 5 105

bDam failure 2 = 105 2 105 Yes
Pipeline failure 3 10' 2 105 Yes

bFlooding 1 = 103 8.7 * 107 Yes
Pipeline failure 6.4 10# 6.1 10" Snall amount

UPipeline failure 2 10 l.7 106 Yes
Dam failure 1-14 = 10+D l-ll = 106 Yes
Pipeline failure 1 105 1.3 105 Yes

lDam failure 9 103' 8 = 103 No

Pipeline failure 4.5 10'' 8-30 106 No

Dam failure 8.2 10(b 7.6 106 No

Pipeline failure 1.1 = 103 1.5 = 10' Yes
Pipeline failure / dam failure No quantitative information

From " Environmental survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle,' WASH-1248, U.S. Atomic Energy Comis-
sion, Fuels ind Materials, Directorate of Licensing, April 1974, and "Surnarv of Tailings
Slurry Feleases 1972-1977," prepared by Teknekron, 28 February 1978.

b
This value is based on the assumption that equal weights of solids and liouids are released,
and that the density of the liquids is approximately 1.6 g/cm l3 (100 lb/ft ).

From these historical cata, the arcrage releases from tailings e@ankment failure or flooding
were approximately 1.4 x 107 L (3.6 < 106 gallons) of liquids and 1.6 x 107 kg (3.5 107 lb)
of solids. Five out of nine of the releases from embankment failure or flooding reached the
watercourse. Thus, considering the 394 mill-years of operation in the period [or 230 mill-years
normalized to 660,000 MT (725,000 ST) cre/ year] the likelihood of release from the tailings
pond to the watercourse is approximately 1 to 2 = 10-2 per plant year. Mills having dikes simi-
lar in construction to those that failed were required to strengthen the dikes, and for new
nills the design of the embankment retention system is expected to conform to Regulatory
Guide 3.ll.M

As discussed in Section 7.1.1, most failurec in the 'ailings distribution piping would result in
release of the slurry to the tailings pond and not tc the environment. However, if the failure
were to occur in the length of piping between the mill an ' the tailings area, the slurry could
conceivably reach the watercourse. Based on the historical data given in Table 7.1, the average
releases to the watercourse from piping failure were approximately 3.5 x 106 L (9.1 x 105 gal-
lon- of liquid and 8.2 106 kg (1.8 < 10' lb) of solids. Furthermore, on the same basis as

>
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ertankment f ailure estir.a tes, the likelihoot of tailings release fron failure of the p1pirg is
roughly 1 10- per plant-yecr. Since boi.1 the historical conseqsences and likelihood of
piping failures are lower than those of en bankrent f ailure, only releases f rom ertank"ent f ail-
ures or flooding are consicered in the discussion that follows relative to the irpact of a
tailings siurry release.

For the nodel mill the f ractions of the uraniuri, thorium, and radium originally present in the
ore that remain in the tailings are 7;, 95: and 99.8 , respectively. Cererally, the solid
tailings are coated with acid solutions and are estimated to have a radiological composition of
approxic.ately 37 ;Ci/MT (41 LCi/ST) each of U-233 and U-234, 500 LCi/MT (550 tCi/ST) of Th-230,
and 530 ;Ci/MT (580 sci /ST) of Ra-226. (Activities used in the assessments of accidents are
slightly higher than those postulated for the model nill. In crder that the accident analysis

be conservative, values from the upper end of the observed range were chosen.) Eecause of
losses due to seepage, evaporation from the disposal area, and entrapr.ent in the tailings solids,
the composition of the liquid phase is difficult to predict. In addition to dissolved mir:erals
f rom the ore, the tailings solutinn contains trace quantities of the comporents of the crganic
phase of the solvent extracticn step in the milling circuit. In Table 7.2 the corposition of
typical tailings solution f rom an acid leach mill is compared with standards.

Tatile 7.2. Typical Concentrations of Radionuclides
and Chemicals in Tailings Solution

_

Maximum Permissible
Concentration in

Concentration, Unrestricted Areas,d
Radionuclide Ci/ri ;.C i /mL

U-23b 5.4 x 10 ' 4 10 4

U-234 5.4 x 10-' 3 10 "

Th-230 1.5 10-" 2 10-

Ra-226 4.0 10 ' 3 10 "

Fb-210 4.0 10-7 1 10-'
Po-210 4.0 10-7 7 10 '
Bi-210 4.0 10-7 4 10 -

NAS Water
Quality Standards

Concentration, for Livestock,b
Chemical mg/L ng/L
__

As 0.2 0.2

Na 200 --

Fe 1,000 --

A. 2,000 --

f 5 --

V 0.1 --

Ca 500 --

50- 30,000 250

Cl- 300 3000

NH 500 --

3

# From Rules and Pegulations, Title 10 - Chapter I, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 20. Standards for Protection Against Radiation,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

b.. Water Quality Criteria 1972," A report of the Comittee on Water
Quality Criteria, National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Enqir.eering, prepared for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
1972.

,
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The estimated 1.6 10 ' kg ( 3.5 10 ) cf solid ta11ind released f r o tre irpund ent are37
.

in the event of an over*ving or f ailurt 'f the erbarker t wculd te ex;ected to settle cut
belcw the embardrent. The extent of the are a covered wluld dNord u;cn the < pecifics of the
f ailure and is dif ficult to c 31culate. Scalirq fror previou> estirates on the tasis of tre
total r3ss of tailirp reltned, tre r aterial nay be assrod to follow the tritutary ?trear
chanrw. for a distance of approx 1 ately 2lC0 r (WO t t), covering a width of approximately

(U S ft), .nJ forring a wed;e 3 cr (1-1/4 inctes) in average thickness.133 >

Tre rain radiological cor cern associated with the deposition of the tailings raterial is tre
s-all increau in bath ground adiation levels in the af f ecteJ ard adjacent areas and the even-
tui! tranyort of these low le els of contariration by wind and rain. These long-tern effects
ray be prevented by remosing tN contarirated raterial from the envircn~ent. Accordin]ly, a
melsure of tre 1" pact associated with the release of the solid tailings from tre por.d is tFe
est1 rated cost of excavating, re~cyal of the tailirgs and contaminated sJil, and transportiry
the r.3terial tick to the tailings ir pount ent- Estimates of a sin 11ar cperation rave been made
in ccr.nec t icn wi th the Vitro mill. ' Using the Vitro nill unit costs and assumirq that (1) 15 c"
(6 inches) cf contaminated soil nould require reroval alcrq with the tailings, and (2) tre
approx 1 rate tra,el distarce tack to tre tailings pound ent is 3.5 km (2 miles), tre "taf f esti-
r.ated the total cost f or excava tion, renoval of tailings and contaminated soil, ard the truck
transport of tre "aterial t3ck to the tailings irpcundment to te a;,proxirately $120,CC3.

The fate of tre estin teu 1.4 10' L (3.6 10' gallons) of tailirgs soluticn released with tre
tailings slurry resulting from ertark ent tailure or floodinj would depend upon the ficw at the
t ir e in the trit utary s trea n to Feservoir I. This is asss ed to be an epre eral s trer tha t tas
ras 1 rum flcw in June an klj and is dry f rom Septerter to Fet ruary. The soil in the central
drea Of the "Odel site CCPsisti Mainly of the retula-Tocara a associaticn (see ch. 4). A tnin,
approximately 100-r (325-f t) surficial deposit of terrace ard pedinent alluvium caps the Triassic
siltstone, onich is an alluvial soil of roderate to high perreability. Tre typical tailings
pond effluents would tend to rove downward through the soil profile, part of the acidity of tht
tailings would te neutralized by the calcareous nature of Pe soils, but there would still te
substantial le3ching of organic ratter and cations f rom the su W ce horizons. If the tributary
stream were nst dry, ruch of the liquid could ccrceivably flew via the tributary strcar to
Reservoir I, approxi~ately 10 br (6 ciles) donnstrca+ from the tailings pond. Tre average volure
is assu ed to be 2.8 10 - ( 7.4 IC ' gallons), with ar average minimun of approxiratelyr

1.4 10 ' rD ( 3. 7 103 gallons). If all of the tailings solutier were to reach the reservoir,
and if the rewrvoir volu e nas it the "inirm value, the dilttien provided Ly the resorv"1r
aould lower tne concentration by a factor of approxi-ately l l'-

Feservoir I ray be used for the waterirg cf livestock and for irrigaticn of crops It s ass red
that 100 head of cattle ray te using tre reservoir at any c ne tire, ani cccasicrally thecu? cut
the year tre reservoir ray te f requented by antelope and deer . '' tre esti~ated concentraticos
of chemicals in the teilings solution were as given in Table 7.2 ard if the dilution providsd by
the resmoir was at the average nininum volure, the estinted corcentrations of arsenic, su'f ate,
and chloride lens in the resersoir from tre tailirds soluticn wculd be well within water auality
standards fcr li sestock use. Water quality standards f or livestock ha w not been pec ulgated
for the other chenicals.

Cf the radioisotopes released to the reservoir in the event of a tailings slurry release from
the rodel rill, Th-233 is of primary concern,* with typical corcentrations in the tailings solu-
tions appre> irately two orders of magnitude in excess of the raximum pemissible concentration
(PPC) for urrestricted areas, as scecificd in 10 CFP 20. The actual corcentration of ttcrium
wculd be egected to be considerably lower than this value because of sorption ortu tr.e stream
bed sedirent and precipitaticn in the reservoir as the pH of the solution approaches reutrality.
hevertheless, an individu)1 consumir] reat derived exclusively from livestock watered from
Reservoir I could ccnceivably receive significant bone esposure ty virtue of the potent''lly
hign concentraticn factors in meat from ingestion cf thorium However, should a release OT tail-
ings slurry occur, the NRC or the Agreerent State rust be notified ard infor ed of the approxi-
mate tine of the accident and be furnished estimates of the siantities of liquids and solids
that h3ve been released tron the tailings pend, if the tailings solution were to reach
Peservoir I, the radioactivity of the water, including its thorium ccrcentration, would te roni-
tored prior to its use for the watering of cattle or for irrigation. Alternative sources of
water would have to be provided for these uses if the ccncentrations of radionuclides were found
to be excessive. In the extrer:e case of irreversible contaminaticn of the Reservoir I strea-1 ted
the top 15 cm (6 irches) of sedinent frcn Peservoir I could be exca,ated and hauled to the tail-
ings pond [approximately 4.4 lot MT (4.8 105 ST)]. Using the unit costs estinated for the
Vitra Mill i' the staff estin tes ttat for the rodel rill tre cost of excavation and transporta-
tion would be 5470,000 and 5460,000, respectively. The total costs then would te 5950,000.

- _

*The estimated ccncentration of Ra-226 in the reservoir is less than the EPA drinking water
standard cf 5 pCi/L. ' '

,
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7.1.4 Accidents Mt Involving Radioactivity

The potential for environmental ef fects f rom accidents in,olvinq ncnradiological raterials at
the model mill is expected to be small. Failure of the boiler that supplies process steam to
the acid leach stage of the mill circuit could release low pressure steam to the room, possibly
CaJsing ninor injuries to workers, bJt neither chemicals nor radiological materials would be
released to the environ ent. Typically, forced-air ventilation systems will Le provided in the
acid lea;h and solvent extraction stages of the process to dilute the chemical vapors e,itted
and protect the workers from the hazardous fumes. Fail 3re of these ventilation systens might
result in the inter:m cnllection of tt ese vapors in the 5uilding air. Since the vapors would
ultimately be discharged to the atmosnhere in either case. uch a f ailure would have no incre-
mental effect on the environment.

A number of chemical reagents used in the process are expected to be stored in relatively
large quantities at the model mill site. Specifically, storage tanks are provided for

1.4 = 10' L ( 3.6 l ot gallons) of sulfuric acid, 2.5 104 kg '5.6 10 lb) of sodium chlorate,
8.2 104 kg (1.8 10' lb) of kerosene, and 6.0 10 * L (1.6 10' gallons) of ammonia. Each
of the tanks containinq a liquid reagent is surrounded by a dika of sufficient capacity to con-
tain the entire contents of the tank. Also, even if an overflow of a dike were to cccur, drain-
age of the liquid at the ncdel site would generally be toward the tailings cond.

The only chemical which might seriousIf impdct the environrent is annonia. The anhydrous a~ro-
nia storage tank is generally located in proximity to the mill. A break in the tank's external
piping would result in only a minor release, since an internal safety valve automatically closes
when pressure drops, thus preventing further escape of amr.cnia. Department of Transportation
(DOT) regulation 10 CFR Part 178.377 requires the use of this safety valve. It is possible

that the line carrying annonia to the storage tank f rom the tank truck could be ruptured, in
which case the release rate is assumed to be limited to 100 g/s (0.2 lb/s) of vapor. The
resulting concentration of crrionia at the closest residence [2000 m (6500 f t)] is conservatively

3estimated to average approximately 35,000 ug/r over the entire period of release. This concen-
tration is less than the 40,000 Lg/m! minirum concentration which produces a detectable odor, and
the 69,000 ag/m recorrended limit for prolonged human exposure.21 but greater than 600 -g/m3 i

short-term a ir quality standard derived from typical state regulations (at 1/30 thresnold limit
values). Thus, the armonia would pose no substantial health risk.

7.l.5 Transportation Accidents

Transportation of materials to and from the nodel nill can be classified into three categories--
(1) shipments of refined yellowcake from the mill to the uranium hexafluoride conversion facil-
ity, (2) shipments of ore from the mine pit to the mill, and (3) shipments of process chemicals
from suppliers to the mill. An accident in each of these categories has been conceptualized and
analyzed, and the results are given below.

7.1.5.1 Shipments of Yellowcake

At the model mill, the refined s yllowcake product is generally packed in 55-gallon, 18-gauge
drums holding an average of 430 kg!950 lb) and classified by the Department of Transportation as
Type A packaginq 49 CFR Parts 171 -189 a nd 10 r FR Pa r t 71 ) . The yellowcake is shipped by truck
an average of 2407 km (1500 miles) to a cnnversion plant, which transforms the yellowcake to
uranium hexafluoride for the enri;*'ert step of the light water-cooled reactor fuel cycle. An
average truck shipment contains approximately 40 drums, or 17 MT (19 ST) of yellowcake. Based
upon the projected mill capacity of 660,000 MT ( 725,000 ST) of cre annually and a yellowcake
yield of 1000 MT (1100 ST), approximately 60 suc* thipments will be required annually.

Based on published accident statistics the probauility of a truck accident is in tne range of 1.0
to 1.6 10-E/km (1.6 to 2.6 10 * / mile. 2-2" Truck accident statistics include three cate-
gories of events: collisions, noncollisions, and other events. " Collisions" are between the
t snsport vehicle and other objects, whether moving vehicles or fixed objects. "Noncollisions"
ar c ai cidEnts involving only the one vehicle, such as when it leaves the road and rolls over.
Acc .ents classified as "other events" include personal injuries suffered on the vehicle, persons
falling from or being thrown against i standing vehicle, cases of stolen vehicles, and fires
occurring on a standing vehicle. The likelihood of a truck shipment of yellowcake from the nill
being involved in an accident of any type during a one-year period is approximately 0.2. This
probability was obtained oy nultiplying the probability of accident per vehicle-Lm (1.3 10-6/Im)
by the number of shipments per year (60) and the distance per shipment (2400 km).

A generalized evaluation of accident risks by NRC classifies accidents into eight categories,
depending upon the combined stresses of impact, puncture, crush, and fire. On the basis of this
classification scheme, conditional probabilities (i.e. , given an accident, the probability that

'
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the accident is of a certain nagnitude) of the occurrence of the eight accident severities
were develcred. These f ractiorsil probabilities of occurrence for truck accidents are civen in
Colu n 2 of Table 7.3. *

Table 7.3. Fractional Probabilities of Occurrence and
Correspondinq Packa.;e Release Fractions for
Eich of the Relr.ase Models f or Lew Spec 1fic

Activity (LSA) and Type A Containers
involved in Truck Accidentsd

____ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Delease Fractions
Accident Fractional Modal ! Mod el II
Severity Occurrence LSA A LSA &
Category of Accident Type A Type A

I 0.55 0 0

11 0.36 1.0 0.01

III 0.07 1.0 0.1

IV 0.016 1. 1.0

V 0.0028 1; 1.0

VI 0.0011 1.0 1.0

VII 8.5 10- 1.0 1.0

VIII 1.5 10- 1.0 1.0
d Fron " Final Environmental Repert on the Transportation of Radio-
active N terials by Air and Other " odes, U.S. Nuclea r Regula tory
Comi ssion, NUPEG-0170,1977.

In order to assess the risk of a transoortation accident, it is necessary to know the fraction of
r3dit ictive raterial that is released when an accident of a given severity occurs. For this
analysis, two accident medels are considered: Model I assumes complete loss of drum contents,
and Model ll, based upon actu3l tests . assumei p3rtial loss of drum contents. The packages are
assumed to be Type A drums cont 3ining low specific activity (LSA) material. The fractional
releases to the environnent for each nodel are shown in Columns 3 and 4 of Table 7.3. * Inte-
grating the f ractional occurrence and the release f ractions (loss) for Model I and Model II, the
expected fractional release in any given accident is approximately 0.45 for 'iodel I and 0.03 for
Model II. The quantity of yellowcake released f rom the containers in the event of a truck aCCi-
dent is estimated to be about 7700 kg (17,000 lb) for Model I and 530 kg (1200 lb) for Model II.
Most of the yellowcake released from the container would be deposited directly on the grourd in
the immediate vicinity of the accident. Some fraction of the released naterial, however, would
be dispersed to the atnosphere. Expressions for calculation of the dispersal o' olutcaium oxide
to the environnent have been developed at Battelle Northet Laborator'es on the basis of actual
laboratory and field measurements over several years. 2 3 The following erpirical expression was
derived for the C;:persal of plutonium oxide via the air following an accident involving a
release from the cintainer:

I
f = 0.001 + 4.6 10- (1-e-0.15ut) u '73 ,

where: f = the fractional airborne release,

u = the wind speed at 15.2 m (50 f t) expressed in m/s, and
t = the duration of the release, in hours.

In this expression, the first term represer,ts the initial " puff" innediately airborne when
the container fails in an accident. If the above expression is also valid for U 0 dispersal,3

if the wind speed is 5 m/s (10 moh), and if 24 hours are available for the release, it is
estimattJ that the environmental release fraction would be 9 10-3 For insoluble uranium,

all particles of which are in the respirable size range, a 5 sector, and a population density
of 2.9 persons /km2 (7.5 persons /mi2) characteristic of the model region (see Ch. 4), the conse-
quences of a truck accident involvinq a shipment of yellowcake from the mill would be 50-year

_' i
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dose comitments of approximately 9 and 0.7 man-ren to the lun7s of tre general p;blic for
Ndels I and II, respectively. It is evilly likely that this accident could occur in the rcre
densely populated regions of the co;ntry where the uranium cenversion plants are lo:ated. Usin7
the popJlaticn density [6] persons / W (lfS perscns/ni- (l(0 persons /ro L )] of the Eastern United
States, it is found that the EC-year dose comnit ents to the luws of the gerer al public would
te about 200 ran-ren and 14 nin-ren for M els I and :I, respectinly. * It is possible tht tre
postulated accident could cccur on a bridqe, such that Ue containers could t# 6 nocked into the
w3ter. No actual data are available f rom which to esti ate the prot,aMlity of 'uch an Event;
hon ver, it is possible to use injirect data to arrive at an estimate. I r, a recent study by
Sandia Corcora tion, it w3s conservatively estima ted that there are a total of 160 k (101 N 105)
of trid;es and that most of the t,ridles are on Federal hi?w3ys. A value of 24],000 km (150,000
rniles) of roads under Federal control w3s used. This le3ds to a condition 31 prcbability of

'

7 10- that if an accident occurs, it takes place on a bridje. Foreov er , ra ny of the acc idents
are relatively niror, and cast deepwater teidles are heavily protected, such that the occurrence
of an accident on a bridle would probably not result in irmersion of the ccntainers in the
water. For purposes of this analysis, hooever, it is conservatively postul3ted th3t the truck

and all of tne containers involved in the accideut would t.e irrersed and that 45. of the containers
would te rJptured and woJld release their contents to the river. If the accider.t rate for
truck s of 1.2 10" / v ehicl e-k m (2 10" / veh i c l e-mi l e ) is combired with the conditional p ro t,a -
bility of an accident occurrin; on a bridge, tne prob 3bility of the fellowcake tecomin, incersod
is at nat 8. 7 10- '/ vehicl e-k, ( 1. 4 10 '/ vehicle-mile).

The yell % cake will t'e transpcrted eist from the model region to the conversian facility. The
first rajor river to be crossed other thin dry drainage ditches and epheneral streams would be
the Tributary River. Mditional rivers waald t;e crossed dJring the assuned 2400-H (1500-mile)
trip to the conversion facility. In the unlikely event of a transportation accident on a tridle,
two situations are postulatej, in the first, the drums rupture and , :ll their contents on the
tridge or partially on tre brid e and en the riverbank below, bat no in the river. fer this
s i tuJ tion, the accident probabilities and conse%ences are tre sam as previod5}y descrired fcr
the Model I and 11 releases, for the othec, the track crashes through the quardrail and t"eaks
up on i" pact with the water, for this situation, it is assumed that 451 of the containers rup-
ture and release their ccntents of yellowcake ccnc ' rate to the river.

Under the first situation described abose, the yellce m #oald be cleareJ up as rapidly as
possible to prevent spread of the contaminatico. The cle.nup shoald to directed by r;nlified
persJnnel from the sta te ra jiological emergenc y issistance tea" Should the accident be judged
by t ne sta te personnel to t:e beyond their capablii ty, the NJclear Pelulatory Crission would be
relatsted to provide assistance. The VC reqior il of fice would assist by dispatch 1nq a radio-
Imical e"erGenCy assistarte team to the scene of the accident to: identify and assess the
hazard, advise on emergenc, operations to protect the health and safety of he public, provide ort

prescrit.e prouedares wotn will ninimize injury or deleterious ef f ects on the surrounding envi-
ronnent, and generally provide assistance as v t? necessarf.

Unjer the second situation, where the Contairers aie innersed in water, it is esti9 ted that

7.7 loi kg (1.7 10 lb) of yellowcabe containir ypproximately 4. 3 103 ..Ci of radioactivity
would t,e released tc the river. If the Tcitatary S ,er :s typical of the rivers on route, the
flow rate would vary f rom a minimun of 5 " 3/s (1400 gps) to a miximam of RO m'/s (23,000 qos).
For a sinimun flow rate, the concentrations of radioisoto;1es would be diluted to -aximum pernis-
sit,le CJncentrations in a natter of a few mirutes. Even in the highly unlibely event that water
for a public water supply systen nere being withdrawn meedic tely t,elow the point of accidental
release, 3n individJ3l WoJld only receive a Mall fraction of the Padiation ProteClion Guide
(PFG) of 500 rrrcm per year. In order to be esposed to thi3 dose, an individJal would have to
drink tre water at the FFC level for one year. It is expected that the yellowcake concentrate
released by the accident would piss down the river as a slug and d; ring its transit would be
f ar ther diluted until it w3s not detectable above the background radiation level of the river.

It is not possible in this generic an3 lysis to estimate the tire and distance for the material to
reacn background levels.

In a recent accident (September 1977) a comercial carrier with 50 drums of uranium concentratt
overturned and spilled an estimated 3200 kg (7000 lb) of concentrate on the croJnd and in the
truck trailer. Approximately three hours after the accident, the material was covered with
plastic sheeting to prevent further release to the atmosphere. Using tne formula given earlier
f or the three-hour dJration of release, aceroximately 24 kg (53 lb) of u 0 are estimated ti nave4

been released to the a tmosphere. The consequence for the arel in which the accident actua'ly
occurred, wrere the population density is about 1.0 person /km/ (2.5 persons /mi 1, is est 9ated
to be 1.2 man-rem. "

*A popula; ion density of 900 persons /km/ out to 5 kn from the point of the accident in East
City, and 2.9 persons /km/ from 5 to 80 kn was assumed. A 5' sector was used.

} , )7" 5' angle of disrersion, 90-distance.
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'Irhalation of yellowcake dust might prodsce some health effects due to the chemical toxicity of
uranium. In the case of the Septerber 1977 accident, no clinical ef fects were observed among
the individ;als who aere involved with tne spill and subsequent cleanup.27 Also, u.anium
bicassays of 27 perscns who were in the vicinity of the spill (including the law enforcerent and
rescue personnel) irdicated that chemically toxic levels of uranium intake did not cccur.

It is possible that in the future yellowcabe will be transported as a slurry to the conversion
facility. One milling company has applied to the NRC for a permit to transport yellcWcake in
such a form and is designing tank cars which would t~e subject to Departr ent of Transportaticn
ipproval. If the yellowcake were transported as a slurry, the consequence of an accidental
release of the raterial en land or in the water protably would te less than for the dry concen-
trate. It is expected that the slurry would be transpcrted from the rodel nill in specially
designed 9.9 103-L (2.6 10L allon) stainless steel tanks with l/4-inch-thick walls. Theg

slurry in such a tank would contain an average of 6 to 7 curies of radioactivity.* It is
expected that the tank truck would be able to withstand the irpact of most collisinns, or under
the most severe conditions, an accident would result in a rupture of the tank and releise cf
only a portion of the slurry. To prevent the spread of contamination. the slurry would need to
be cleaned up as rapidly as possible under the direction of a state radiological emergercy
assistance team It is expected that eventually there would te some drying nut of the ;1urry
and release of yellowcake to the atnosphere in the irrediate vicinity vf the accident, dercnding
ucon tow lcng it took to clean up the material. Although suf fic;ent data are not available far
a quantitative analysis of su n an accident, it is expected that the consequences would be
considerably lcwer than those estimated for the shipment of dry concentrate.

7.1.5.2 Shiprents of Ore to the Mill

for the model mill, the uranium are is usually shipped to the ore stockpiles adjacent to the
mill in 23-HT (25-ST) batches. The average distance from the ir.t.al uranium nine pit to the
mill stockpile is approxir ately 50 km (32 miles). Based upon the mill capacity of 1800 MT
(2000 ST: of ore daily, arcccximately 29,000 trips per year will te required. Aithough the ore
will be hauled on private roads, it is assumed that the probability of a truck accident is in
the range cited in the previous section; therefore, the estimated likelihood of an ore truck
being involved in an accident during a one-year peried is ab;ut 0.4. However, because of the

low specific activity of the raterial and the ease with which the contamination can be renoved,
the radiological impact in the rodel region site is not considered significant.

As it cores from the mine, tra ore contains a significant fraction of moisture and has a lower
percent ge of fines than ore that has been crushed. For the purpose of this analysis, it is
conscrvatively assumed that the ore contains 1.0 respirable dust by weight, and that in an
accident al 'f this dust would te released from the truck ar.d be available for dispersal.
Further cre, the environmental release factor of 9 - 10-3 derived in the previous sectico from
the Battelle formula is assumed valid. Eased cn the foregoing assurrptions, the quantity of
dispersible ore released to the atrosphere in the event of a truck accident is estimated to be
about 2.1 kq (4.6 lb). If all of tre dust is in the respirable range, the consequence of a
truck accident involving a shiprent of ore frcn the mine to the mill would be a maxirum indi-
vidual 50-year lung dose commitrent of 0.13 rea at 500 m (1600 ft) and 0.014 rem at 2000
(6500 ft) fron *he accident scene.

7.1.5.3 Shiprents of Chemicals to the Mill

Truck shipnents of anhydrous arronia to the mill, if involved in a severe accident, could result
in a s11nificant environmental impact. Approximately 39 shiprents of anhydrou arrccia are madee

annually in 19,000-L (5000-gallon) tank trucks frem the nearest supplier. It is as?umod that
the supplier is about 400 km (250 miles) from the mill.

The annual United States product:on of anhydebus ame.onia which is shirped in that form is

6 MT (7.6 106 ST). It is estimated that racat 261 of the shipments areapprnximately 6.9 = 10
made by truck (with the remainder by rail, pipeline, and barge) Cased cr. th ' assumption that
the average truck shipment is about 19 MT (21 tons), approximat iv 93,0C3 truck shiprents of
anhydrous anrr.ia are made annually. Based or accident data collected by DOT,i8 there are about
140 accidents per year involving truck shipments of an5ydrous amncnia.** For an estimated avar-
age shipping distance of 560 km (350 miles), th? resulting accident frequency is roughly
2.7 10-6/km (4.3 10-6/ mile). The DOT data also reveal that a release of amronia [770 kg

__

*J. Deuel, Consul tant, Kerr-McGee, private communica tion.

**The DOT accident statist?.s are extrapolated from the number of shippers reporting, estimated
to constitute approximately lot of tha total nuober of shippers.
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(1700 lb) on the average] resulted fra,approximately 80: of tre reported incidents, ard that a
memter of the general public was injured in about i5: of the reported inciderts involving a
release. (Kost of the injuries were sustained by the driver.)

On the basis of these data, the or0bability of an injury to a rerber of the general public
resulting f ru, an average shiprent of anhydrous a ronia is about 3 10 - '/ h, ( 4. 8 - 10-7/ rile).
This would be expected to be an overestimate for shiprents in the vicinity of tre model mill
because of tre relatively low population density. Nevertheless, on the basis of this estimate,
the likelihood of an injury to a member of the general public resulting f rom shiprents of arro-
nia to the mill is predicted to be about 5 10-$ per year.

7.1.6 Pegicnal variations

Potential accidents at a riodel mill located in each of the six physiographic regicns described
in the Suppletent are examired to determire tre regional variations in the potential environ-
r. ental ef f ec ts.

7.l.6.1 Trivial Incidents Involving Radioactivity

Trivial accidents involving leaks Jr ruptures in tanks or piping, centrifuge failure, or rupture
in the tailings disposal system are not expectad to result in releases of radioactive raterial
to tre environrent at the model site. Similarly, no factors can be identified that could lead
to such releases in any of the six regions.

7. .o.2 Small Relca_es Involving Padioactivity

Short-tenn atmospheric dispers:en is expected to be sinilar in all regions; thus, the estim3ted
short tern dis;ersion f actor used in the rodel site analyses of failure in the air-cleaning sys-
tea serving t6 e yellowcabe drying area, fire in the solvent extr'ction circuit, and gas eeplo-
sion in the yellowcake drying operation would also apply to the analysis of these accidents in
the six regions. Consequently, the estinated 50-year dese connitments to individuals located at
a fence line 500 m (1600 f t) away and at the closest residence 2000 m (6500 ft), would be the
same in each of the six regions as that for the rodel mill. It is expected that the only
regional variation in the consequenccs of these accidents would be in the 50-year population
dose cor:litrents, which are a f unction of population density. The population densities corre-
spording to the subregions of the physiographic regions, as shown in the Supplement, were
selected for this analysis because it is assured that uranium tills would be located close to
bnown uraniu- deposits. The predicted 50-year population dose connitr.ents for each nf the six
regions are c' , tred to that of the nedel region in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4. Comparison of the Fredicted 50-year Pcpulation Dose Corriitrents in
Each of the Six Pegions with that at the

Model Region for Selected Accidents

Failure in the Air Fire in the Solvent Gas Explos;on Yellow-
Cleaning Systen, Extraction Circuit, cake Drying Area,

Region man-ren to lurg man-rem to bore nan-rem to lung
_

Model F lion 1.3 2.5 0.lJ

No" Pocky Mcuntains 1.; 2.1 0.11

Western Great Plains 1.1 1.3 0.03

Wyoming Basin 0.72 1.2 0.07

Southern Rocky Mountains 0.C3 1.1 0.0c

Colorado Plateau 1.3 2.2 1.1

Texas Coastal Plains 3.1 5.2 0.24

It,f
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7.1. 6. 3 Large Peleases involving Radiaattivity

7. l . 6. 3.1 rornado

The annu' frequency *nd probability of occurrence of a tornado in the nodel rcqion are d;>proxi-
ra b s.15 anj 1.1 10 4, respec t i v e l y. Using the rethod described by Thor, the rean annaal
frecency and probabilitf of occurrence of tornadoes for the six regions are com;;ared with those
for the rodel region in Table 7.5. The relative tornado intensity, as descrit.ed in the 'AC
Pegula tory Suide 1. 76, 's ircluded in this table. The Western Great Plains and Texas Coastal
Plains are ".a te go ry I of relative tornada intensity, whereas the Northern Pocky Mountains,

Wyoming Casi , Colorado il3teau, and Southern Pocky H1untains are in Category Ill, as is the
rodel regite for a typical tornaco in Category 1, the wind speed is 100 m/s (NO cph), of
which 131 /s ( 300 mph) is rotational and 26 m/s (f>0 rph) is translaticnal . Generally, the nill
structur , are not designed to withstand tornadoes in eith"r Categary 1 or III.

Table 7.5. Comparison of Tornado Prot;aDilities in Each o ' the

Six Pegions with that in the mom Ety.or

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . _ _ .

Mean /!nnual Annual Tornado Inten-
legion frequency Prob 3bility Site Category

Model Peqion u. h 1.1 10- III

Northern Packy Mountains 0.1 8.8 10 ' !!I
(Spokana, e)

Western Great Plains 0.6 4.8 10 " I
(Papid City, SD)

Wyoming Basin 0.4 3.2 1C- Ilf
(Casper, WY)

Southern Pocky Mountains 0.6 4.5 x 10 " Ill
(Denver, C0)

Colorado Plateau None reported --- III
(Grand Junction, CO)

Texas Coastal Plains 1.6 1.1 10~ I
(Beeville, TX)

_ __
__

The conservative dispersion rodelll and the assumed value of 11,400 kg (25,100 lb) of yellowcake
lif ted by a tornado (used in Sec. 7.1.3.1 are also applied to the evaluation of population expo-
sures in the six NURE regions. The rodel predicts a maximum exposure at a distance of 4 km
(2.5 miles) from a rnill located in any region, such that the 50-year dose comitrent to the
lungs of an individual i s es tir.a ted to t,e 8. 3 10" rem. The 50-year population dose connit-
ments f or people living in a 45 sector within 80 km (50 miles) of the mill in each region are
given in Table 7.6.

The Western Great Plains and Texas Coastal Plains are in Category I of relative tornado inten-
sity. It is conservatively estirated that in the ever.t of a tornado strike at a mill in these
regions, the 50-year population dose cornitments would be f. 9 10-" and 2.0 < 10-3 ma n - re n ,
respectively.

7.1.6.3.2 Pelease of Tailings Slurry

Historical tailings slurry release data were used in predicting the nominal quantities of solids
and liquids released to the environment in the event of a tailings embankment failure at the
model site. It is not possible from these sparse historical data to identify regional trends
that influenced either the quantities released or the probabilities of release. Consequently,
the quantities of tailings slurry relea!ed to the environment from pipeline breaks or from
failure of the tailings embankrent in each of the six regions are assured to be roughly the same

3)p,q7 n
, _ _1 GG
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as those assuced at the model site, tiowever, since flooding has been the initiating event f or
tailings releases at a number of mills, it is reasonable to assure that the pr obability of
release is higher in those regions that have high rates of precipitation than those with rela-
tively low rates, although it is not possible to relate the probability of release to the pre
cipitation rate. Tne annual rates of rainfall and snowfall are given in Table 7.7 for each of
the six regions.

Table 7.6. Cortparison of Predicted EO-Year Population Dose Connitr,ents
in the Six Regions with the % del Pegion

from a Tornado Accident

- . . _ . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -

Population Fc;mla ti on 53-Vear Population

Jensity,a in 45~ Setter Dese Connitnent,

Jegion p eo ple/ k witnin 80 km man-ren

Model Region 2.9 7,inD 9.6 10'-

O thern Rocky Mountains 2.7 6,703 8.9 10''

We, 3rn Great Plains 2.1 5,200 6.9 10''

Wyoming Basin 1.4 3,500 4.6 10 ' ''

Scathern Rocky Mountains 1.J 3,200 4.3 10''

ColorrJo Plateau 2.5 6,203 8.3 10''
-

Teias to,stal Plains 6.0 1;,000 2.0 10

d
Fr sutregion ,till environs) d3ta, Tabl 12.2 of the Sapplecent.

Table 7.7. Annual Rates of Rainfall ard Snowfall in the Six Pegions
_ . .

__

Evaporation
Frecipitaticn Monthly Max. Poten'.1al, cm

Average Time Average Annual Precipitation, (e x c.e ad s
precipitaticr)

Regicn Annual, cm of Year Snowfall, cn cm

Northern Rocky 30-50 November- October-May May 100-160

Mountains Fetruary, 17-58 14.5

(Spokane, WA) May

Western Great 40-60 April- September N; 100-150

Plain., (Papid Septe-ber June 18.7

City,50) 10-42

Wyoming Basin 30-40 April- Septerber- April 100-180

(Casper,WY) 'Septe-ber June 14.6
ICA4

Colorado Plateau 20-40 April- September- August 150-200

(Grand Junction, September May H.8
6-33

CO)

Southern Rocky 25-80 April- Sep teet,e r- May 100-150

Mountains October June !8.6
14-16(Denver,C0)

Texas Coastal 35-115 January- 0.3-2.9 September 165-215

Plains December 51.6
(Beeville,TX)

S-

..
u,
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The highest mcnthly precipitatics at the rodel site is 6.0 cn (2.4 inches), nFereas in the NURE
regions the raxinun rcnthly pr ecipitation varies from a low of 8.8 cn (3.5 inches) for the
Colorado Plateau to a high of 51.6 cn (20.3 inches) for the Texas Coastal Plains. Althouch the
raximum monthly precipitation f or a region would be taken into consideration in the design of a
tailings impcundnent for a mill located in that region, ficoding or the ailings irpoundrent
possibly still coulo occur. The fate of tailings solution released witn the tailings slurry
during an erbankrent failure or flooding would vary from regien to region, depending upon the
location of the tailings irpoundrent and the flow in the rivers or strean belcw. The typical
rivers in each rejicn have a maximun flow that varies 9 to to tir es that of the Tributary River
in the model region. Although the exact location of the uranium nills in cach region is not
specified, it is assumed that they are located in the central subregions designated in the
Supplerent to this docurent and at a considerable distance f rom the typical river. During the
months of april theough September in the Northern Rocky Mountains, Wyoming Basin, Western Great
Plains, Colerado Plateau, and Southern Rocky Mountains regions, and throughcut the year in the
Texas Coastal Plains, the monthly rainfall and snowrelt make it possible for ficodirg to occur,
in the event of fleuding of the ir pourdment and br eaching of the er bankment during these renths,
the tailing 2 sclution wsuld rest likely flow to the rajor ri.er, where it is expected that the
high flow rates wuuld dilutt the approx imately 1.5 = 10 L (4.0 10f callons) of tailings
solutions by sevtral orders of r a gni tude, depending en th - r icw ra te a t the tire of flooding.
For mills lneated in the Northcio Rocky Mouatains, Wyoring Basin, Western Great Plains, Colorado
Plateau, and Southern Pocky Me,ntains region, it is likely that the streans would be dry most of
the period Nove Ler through Mar;h. Thus, dJring these Fonths of the year, it is espected that
tre tailings solutiens released in the event of a tailings embankrent failure would tend to rove
jownward through the soil profilc and the enviror. rental impact would Le sirilar to that
described in Section 7.1.3 for the rodei site.

:n each of the six regicns there are most linely to be lccal problems that reflect tr e presence
of ronicipal water treat'ent centers, irrigation uses, or areas of industrial conccntrations
that need to be evaluated cn a case-by-case basis. Furtherrcre, for the Northern Pecky Mcuntains
Colorado P?ateaJ, and the Southern Rccky Mountains egions, the radioactive material could be
curried by tre rives to a reservoir where it would be further diluted. Of the isotopes in the
tailings slurry, Th-73C wculd he of prirary concern and shmuld be FChitCred prior to use of the
receiving water as a municipal wate supply or irrig3ticn water source. It is eepected that the
NPC or the Alreer.ert Etate wcult be notified should a release of tailings slurry occur, and the
assessmt nt of the can,ecuerces at the accident wculd be rade by the state'> radiological emer-
gency assistance tean If a state aere unable to respcnJ, the NRC could be requested to provide
as.istance.

Most a f the regions where uraniun is r illed are in areas of low cr nederate seismic risk. When

the t ailings disposal area is desigred, tFe geologic and seismologic investigations needed would
be 1 ternined on a site-specific basis in a'_cordance with the provisions of revised Regulatory
Guide 3.11. The dynamic -tability ar.alysis to be carried out is stipalated in that Guide,
which requires that the erbank ent be designed to withstanJ an earthquake of greater magnitude
than would reasonably be ex;ected to acum in that area.

7.1.6.4 Accidents Not Inoolving Radioactivity

As discussed in Section 7.1.4, annonia is the only chemical which right seriously impact the
envircnmert in the event of an accident. The ccnsequertes of an arrcnia release in any of the
six regiers would rot be expected to to significantly dif ferent t"an those for the rodel site,
since the sbart-tern dispersien factors are comparable (see Sec. 7.2.3). Moreover, no factors
can be identified that would lead to an increa3e in the probability of such a release.

7.1.6.5 Transportation Accidents

Tran sportation of natcrials to and f ro:: mills within each regico involves shiprent of refined
yellowcake tu the urantun texafluoride facility, shiprents of are from the cine pit to the nill,
and shiptents of process chericals f rom suppliers to the mill.

7.1.6.5.1 Shiprents of Yellowcake

For the uraniun nills in each region, it is a sur ed that the yellowcab e will te pack aged and
shipced by truck in the same quantities as for the rodel mill discussed in Section 7.1.5. The
; rt' abilities of an accident occurring during shiprent of yellowcake ta the Uf( facility from
r ills located in tach of the six regions are given in Table 7.8. TFe values indicate that for
each r egion the probability of a transpcrtaticn accident during yellowcake shiprents is compa-
rable to th3t for shiprents f rcr the mcdel rill, and varies with the distance vf the rill from
the UFc facility. In the event that the postulated accident occurs on the highway in an area of

. , ",)- 3
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low pcpulation density or or a highway tridge, the consequences most likely would tv the same as
those estimated in Section 7.1.5 for the model region. It is possible, however, for such an

o ra c i l i ty. If the eccidentaccident to occur in Or Close to a City along the route to the ur
were to occur in the l v gest city cn the truck route from the regions in the West ta the loca-
tions of the two existing UF facilities, and for the norst case (Model I) release fratticn, ai

50-year populat ion dose corsnitnent of 840 man-rem is computed.

Table 7.8. Accident Prot' abilities for .pments of Yellowcake

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Distance to
Conversion F a c i l i ty_ _ Probability of Accident

Pegion Metropolis, IL Gore, OK Metrapolis, IL Gore, OK

Model Fegion 2400 km 1400 km 0.19 0.11

Northern Pod y Fountains Q40 kr 2920 km 0.25 0.23

Western Great Plains l 'f> 0 k r 1600 km 0.15 0.12

Wyoming Basin 2000 km 1630 b 0.16 0.12

Southern Rocky Mountains 1680 km 1160 km 0.13 0.09

Colorado Plateau 2050 km 1575 kn 0.16 0.l?

Tewas Coastal Plains 142 km 760 h 0.11 0.06_ ' _ _ _ _ __

7.1.6.5.2 5hipment of Cre to the Mill

for the model region, it was assumed that the average distance from the uraniun mine pit to the
mill is about 50 km (32 miles) and that tout 29,000 trips per year would be required. In the
dbsence of srecific data or the location of the uranium mines and mills in the six NUPE regions,
it is assumed that the transportation distar,ce is about the sa'"e as that for the nodel mill .

Thus, the prcbability of an ore shiprent accident is assuced to be roughly the same as that
described for the mod'l site, also, there are no specific evironnental factors that could be
identified in any of the six regions that would change the estinated consequences discussed in
Section 7.l.5.

7.l.6.5.3 Shipments of Che-icals to *.he Mill

As discussed in Section 7.1.5, if a shiprent of anhydrous amonia to the mill were involved in
a severe accident, a significant. environmental impact could resuit. The typical shipping dis-
tance to the mills located in each of the six NURE regions is cocparable to that assumed for the
r:cdel site [approximately 400 km (250 miles)]. Therefore, the probability of an arr.onia ship-
rent accident in the six NDRE regions is not expected to be significantly different than that
for the nodel regicns. Moreover, since the short-term dispe>>.cn factors in the six NUPE
regions are comparable to that at the model region (see Sec. 7.3.2), the consequences of an
arronia shipment accident shcald be similar for all regions and co parable to that in the riodel
rer;i on .

7.2 MULTIPLE-MILL SITE

7.i.1 Trivial Accidents Involving Radioactivity

None of the trivial accidents discussed in Section 7.1.1 in connection with the one-mill site
are expected to result in the release of radicactivity to the environnent. Although r. ore of
these incidents might be expected to occur if there were 12 mills, there are no circumstances
which can be foreseen that would result in an environnental impact.

-,
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7.2.2 Small Releases Involvirg _R_adioactivity

The probability of an accident involving snall releases of radioactivity from one nill is inde-
pendent of the likelihood of an accident at any other mili within the region, since the nills
would be well separated and the initiating events for the accidents postulated in this category
are independent. Therefore, the probability of any of these accidents occurring at the 12-mill
site is 12 times larget than the probability of occurrence at a site containing a single mill.
The consequences from these small releases are descr1 bed in the following sections

7.2.2.1 Failure in the Air Cleaning System Serving tne Yellowcake Drying Area

The estimated quantity of yellowcake released to the atmosphere in the event of a catastrophic
failure of +" scrubber is the same for any one of the 12 model mills on the site. Fewever, the
50-year dose tonnitment to the lungs of individuals in the nearest residence [2 km to 20 kn
(1.3 miles te 13 miles]] would range fron .01 rem to 0.003 ren, depending upon which mill expe-
rienced the failure. The dose corr;itment to individJals at the fence line and the population
dose connitsent would be the same as for the one-mill sita, regardless of which mill experienced
the failure.

7.2.2.2 Fire or Explosicn in che Solvent Extraction Circuit

The estimated quantity of uranium released to th2 atmosphere in the event of a fire or explosion
in the solvent extraction circuit is the same for any of the 12 nills on the site. The dose
commitment to an individual at the fence line and the population dose comritment would be the
same as for the one mill, regardless of whicn mill experienced the failure. However, the
50-year dose conmittent for an individual at the nearest residence [2 to 20 kn (l.3 to 13 miles)]
would range f rom 0.15 rem to 0.006 rem t^ the bone.

7.2.2.3 Gas Explosion in th( Yellowcake Drying Op ration

The estimated quantity of yellowcase released to the atmosphere in the event of a gas explosicn
in the yellowcake drying operation is the sare for any of the 12 model mills on the site. The
dcse coornitr:ent to an individual and the population dose corritment would be the same as for the
single model mill, regardless of which mill experierced the failure. However, the 50-year lung

dose connitm"nt for an individual at the nearest residence [2 to 20 km (1.3 to 13 miles)] would
range from 6.9 = 10-' to 2.S 10-* rem.

7.2.3 Large Releases involving Padicattivity

7.2.3.1 Tornado

't is conceivable that a tornado could pass through the model region and damage from one to
five of the 12 operating nills, depending upon the direction of its passage through the region.
Suf ficient data are not available to estimate the probability of a tornado impacting five
mills during a single piss thrcugh the region; however, such an event is considered to have a
very low prctability. Even if this unlikely conron mode event were to occur, and the torrado
were to lif t the same quantity of yellowcake f rom each mill, the pcpulation dose to the lungs
of the gereral population ott to a distance of EO km (50 niles) is estimated to te only
4 .8 10'' man-rem.

7.2.3.2 Releases of Tailings Slurry

It is conceivable that a convron initiatina event, such as a severe flood or a high intensity
earthquake, could breach or overtop each cf the 12 tailings ponds in the model region, releasing
all of the solution contained in the ponds. The quantity of tailings slurry released fron each
of the 12 mills is assumed to be the same as that postulated for the single model mill, as con-
sidered in Section 7.1.3. Although diffic71t to evaluate quantitatively, the probability of an
event occurring of sufficient magnitude to release tailings solution from all 12 ponds is sig-
nificantly lower than the probability of a single pond release estimated in the previous section.

7 3 (4.7 x 103 gallonsl and located about 50Middle Reservoir, having a capacity of 1.8 10 m m

(32 miles) downstream from the mills, would be the most likely destination of any tailings
solution which does not seep into the ground from uranium mills 1-6 and 10-12. West Reservoi ,

having a capacity of 1.0 10 m 'J.6 102 gallons) and located aoout 60 km (38 miles) down-7 3

stream from the mills, would be the most likely destination of any tailings solution from uranium
4
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mills 7, B and 9. Under the 100-year flood condition, the flow in Tributary River could reach
4 3100 m /s (3500 ft /s).

Based on these values, the dilution f actors for Middle Reservoir and West Reservoir are
4.2 , 10-! and 4.6 10-', raspectively. The isotopes released would result in a 50-year dose
commitment of 0.04 mren to the maximally exposed individual drink ing f rom the reservoirs in
West City. This EO-year dose cosnitrent is not significantly greater than that from drinking
water with only background radioactivity present.

Involvin L adioactivityR7.2.4 Accidents Not

The probability of an accident involving the stean boiler, ventilation systen, or tanks of toxic
chemicals at the one mill site is irdependent of the likelihood of an accident at any other mill
within the region. The mills are well separated and the initiating events are independent. The
potential for envircnmental ef ter ts at tbe 12-mill site is expected to be str.all The conse-
quences described in Section 7.i.4 tor a elease of arhydrous arronia would tse the same for each
mill in the 12-mill site.

7.2.5 Transportation Accidents

Transportation of raterials to and f ron a one-mill site nave been conceptualized and ar.alyzed in
Section 7.1.5. A postulated transportation accident at one mill is not related to an accident

';n, since the mills are well separated and the initiatirgat any other mill within the r

events are independent.

7.2.5.1 Snipments of Yellowcake

The likelihood of an accident at the one-mill site is C.2 per year , or 2.4 per year for 12
mills. The consequences are the same as those described in Scction 7.1.5.

7.2.5.2 Shiprent of Ore to the Mill

The likelihood of an accident at the one-mill site is 0.4 per year, or 5 per year for 12 mills.
A collision between two ore trucks on the site can be postulated because of the large nurber of
shipments (approximately 350,000 annually). The consequences of such an event woulo ve twice
that of a single truck accident, or approximately 0.05 ran-ren to tre lungs of the populatico in
the vicinity of the model mill.

7.2.5.3 Shipmen's of Chemicals to the Mill

The likelihond of an injury to the general public f rom the shipment of annydrous a'ronia to the
one-mill site is estimated to be roughly 5 10-3 per year. Consequently, the estimated likeli-
hood is increased to approximately 6 10-2 per year for the 12-nill site.

_
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8. ALTERNATIVES FOR MITIGATING IMPACTS OF MILLING OPERATIONS

8.1 INTRODUCTICN

Alternative techniques considered by the staff to be capable of mitigating the impacts of uranium
milling (Ch. 6) are descriued in this chapter. Three categories cf alternatives are considered:

a. Trose which could control emissions during r 'iing operations,i

b. Those encompassing tailings disposal programs,
c. Those involving decommissioning of the mill facilities, excluding the tailings disposal

area.

The degree to which alterratives described hereunder could mitigate impacts is discussed in
Chapter 9, and associated costs are presented in Chapter ll.

The purpose of evaluating means of controlling emissions during milling operations is not to set
standards for offsite radiation exposures, but to illustrate methods that can be employed to
comply with existing standards. Some radioactive emissions during operations are limited by
standards recently developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (40 CFR 190). Un(
t5ese standards, dose commitments to of fsite indiviouals cannot exceed 25 mrem per year (dc s
to whale body or single organ, excluding doses from radon and its daughter products).

The situation differs, ho.ever, with regard to radioactive emissions after operations cease,
because no formal regulations exist for disposal of mill tailings. lnterim performance objec-
tives (discussed in Chapter 13) were issued in 1977 to guide these disposal activities. Alter-
native tailings disposal programs described in this chapter are evaluated later to support the
establishment of formal regulations covering tailings management and disposal.

The decommissioning alternatives presented in this chapter are evaluated to support establishing
requirements concerning the general mode of mill site decommissioning. It is not the purpose of
the evaluatinn to support establishment of specific numerical limits os ievels of residual
contamination. Interim guidance on such levels has been issued (Appendix J), nd the staff is
currently conducting more detailed studies aimed at establishing formal guidance 3

All of the alternatives selected for evaluation focus on control of emissions. Extension of mill
site boundaries and exclusion of receptors are considered not to be primary methods of dose
reduction and thus are not identified explicitly as alternatives in this chapter. Some of the
alternatives described in this chapter are not evaluated in detail (not treated in later chap-
ters) and are discussed only to the extent needed to establish the basis for their discard.

8.2 ALTERNATIVES FOR EMISSION CONTROL DURING OPERATION

A number of gaseous, liquid, and particulate emissicns (both radioactive and nonradioactive) may
occur during uranium milling. The milling process can be subdivided into various activities to
identify origins of mill effluents. The following is a list of mill activities that are poten-
tial problem areas, the possible emissions, ar1 the control systems available to limit those
emissions:

Milling Activity or Area Possible Emiss.cns Pntential Controls *
Ore stockpile Particulates, stockpile learnate, 1,2,4,6

and runoff

Ore crushing and grinding Particulates, radon 3,7 Ba-c,9,10,ll,12

Yellowcake drying and packaging Product particles, NH3 gas c,ll,15

Tailings disposal area Particulates, radon '3,14

Rotds Particulates 5

* Numbers are keyed to the listing of alternatives in Section 8.2.1
,
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8.2.1 Alternatives

1. Windbreaks around Ore Unloading Area

Windbreaks can be constructed around the ore Jnloading area to reduce drying of the ore by wind
and the resulting dust problems.2 Suc5 windbr e aks may be concrete or wooden fences around ore
stockpiles. Because of its natural moisture content, ore normally is trucked to the mill as it
is >>eded, unloaded, and fed to the grizzly, all with relatively little emission of dust. If

the mine is some distance f rom the mill, or T f ar e blending is necessary, the ore will have to
be stockpiled to maintain a steady supply, and winds blowing across such stockpiles could cause
dusting problems because of drying of the ore. In such cases, the use of windbreaks can be
helpful in suppressing dust.

2. General Hill Drainage System

Leachate and surface runoff resulting from precipitation falling on ore stockpiles can be col-
lected in a general mill drainage system and the collected water eventually used fcr mill pro-
cess water or disposed of in the tailings pond. Such drainage features as ditches and small
canals would be within and around the ore storage area and would also facilitate the movement of
vehicles in and around the area during wet (ind cold) weather.

3. Hooded C,nveyor Belts

Hooded conveyor belts can be used to transport the ore from the grizzly, and, after crushing and
screening, to the fine-ore bin. This ystem of conveyance, coupled with wetting the ore, will
help control fugitive dusts by providing an (nclost~e around the ore as it is being conveyed.
Wet semi-autogenous grinding of the ore will eliminate fugitive dusts between ore pad and leach-
ing tank.

4. Sprinkling or Wetting of Ore Stockpile

In general, ores having a moisture content of about 4% ce more do not cause dust problems;
however, for particularly dry ores, ar alterrative method of reducing fugitive Just would be
periodic sprinkling of the stockpiles. This practice would require, as an example, the use of a
tank truck equipped with pumps and hoses witt spray nozzles.

5. Sorinkling or Wetting of Roads

To suppress dusting caused by traffic, primarily cre-hauling equipment, roads can be sprinkled
to keep them wet. Tank trucks equipped with pumps and hosts con be uti!i'Ed for this purpose.

6. Ore Warehouse

Storage of ores in a large warehouse would prevent escape of fugitive dust to the atmosphere.
2 2However, a substantial expenditure would be involved [approximately $300/m ($30/ft ) plus foun-

adation cost, 1978 dollars ).

7. Wet (" semi-autogenous") Grinding

The assumption that the model mill utilizes dry grinding of the ore has been made for the base
case so that the effect of this practice on ambient air quality might be assessed.

Use of a wet, " semi-autogencus" grinding mill can eliminate dry cre-crushing operations and the
associated dusting which occurs. The semi-autogenous grinder can perform the ore s ting that is
done by primary and secondary crushing, as well as final grinding, as shown in Figure 8.1. The

amount of dry ore handling which can contribute to dusting (for example, where ore drops between
conveyors) is significantly reduced, if not eliminated Ore also can be handled wet, whereas

this may c6use problems in dry crushing operations.

The semi autogenous grinding mill is a rotating steel cylinder lined with heavy steel wear plates
and lifters. Hot water is mixed w th the ore to produce a thick slurry, [ internal tersper5ture
approximately 50 C (125 F)j; the tumbling action of the lifters, large pieces of ore, and small
charge of 8- to 10-cm (3- to 4-inch) steel balls scrub the sand grains free from the clay and
carbcnaceous cementing agents.

8. Wet Scrubbers

Wet scrubbers 7merally remove particles by impacting them with scrubbing liquid (water) drop-
lets. Wet scram ,rs currently in use may involve three mechanisms for ensuring contact between

- i
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Fig. 8.1. Comparison of ( A) Dry Crushing and (B) Wet, Semi- Autogenous Grinding Procedures

particles and scrubbing liquid. These are inertial impaction, interception, and diffusion.4
Particles larger than about I pm in diameter (the diameter of the collector droplet) are
contacted principally through inertial impaction, whereas particles of I m or less diameter are
contacted by interception. Diffusion of the particulate into the liquid droplet governs the
contacting of particles smaller than about 0.1 pm. These wet scrubbers recover the particulates
as a slurry, which is re:ycled to the process either as a waste stream or for retreatment
(leaching). Soluble gases, such as ammonia and sulfur oxides, can also be removed through reac-
tion with the scrubbing liquid.

Before scrubbing can occur, the carrying gis first must be collected by enclosing the operation
involved and then be conveyed by ductwork into the scrubbed enclosure. This system requires
special blowers to create a reduced pressure around the operation generating the particulates.
Because this collection system is separate from the milling operation, and sometimes expensive,
its applicability ,s limited to recovery of expensive or highly toxic materials. It might be
applicable to the U 0s drying and packaging cperations but not. to the precipitation tanks, where3
ammonia fumes are generated.

2Three types of wet scrubbers are currently in use in the urc tium milling industry:

a. Ori fice or Baf fle Scrubber.5 Orifice-type scrubbers are devices in which the velocity
of the air from the collection system is used to provide liquid contact. The flow of
air through a restricted, usually curved, passage partiaily filled with water causes
the dispersion of the water. In turn, centrifugal forces, impingement, and turbulence
cause wetting of the particles by the liquid. Orifice scrubbers have a reported
removal efficiency of 93.6% and are widely used in the ura;ium milling industry.

b. Wet Impingement Scrubber.2 The collected dust-laden air stream fi it passes through
preconditioning sprays, where it entrains water droplets, and theo proceeds through
perforated plates to impinge on baffle plates. Water is atomized on the perforated
plate because of the relatively high air velocity. Particles are collected on vaned

'
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mist eliminators and are withdrawn alcng with the solids collected in the liquid over-
flow from the impinguent plate. A coliection efficiency of 97.9% is reported.

c. Venturi Scrubber.5 In the Venturi scrubber, the gas stream passes through a Venturi
tube in which water is added at the throat at low pressure. Gas velocities at the
throat are f rom 75 t o 100 m/s (15,000 to 20,000 fpm), and pressure drops are f rom 25
to 75 centimeters (10 to 30 inches) of water. In spite of the relatively shnet contact
time, the extreme turbulence in the Venturi promotes very close contact, and the prin-
cipal removal mechanism is believed to be impaction. The wetted particles and droplets
are collected in a cyclone spray separatcr. Very high collection efficiencies, ranging
from 99.5 to 99.9%, have been reported.

9. Bag or Fabric Filters'

Bag or fabric filters, usually in the form of baghouses, remove particles by filtering the gas
through a porous flexible fabric made of a woven or felted material. The mechanisms of particu-
late collection with fabric filters--impaction, interception, and diffusion--are similar to those
in scrubber operations. The nature and extent of the collecting surface in a fabric filter,
however, change with the buildup of the layer of collected particles from one cleaning to the
next. The accumulation of particles on the fabric causes a larger resistance to gas flow and a
greater pressure drop. The differences in the claaning methods distinguish the various types of
baghouses, e.g., shaker type, reverse flow, reverse jet, a reverse pulse.6 Typical baghouse'

collection efficiencies are greater than 99.9% for gas pressure drops of 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4
inches) of water. Bag filters are used at a few mills for the control of dust from ore handling
and/or to collect particles fro 1 the packaging air stream.2

10. Dust Control Spray system

A dust control spray system can be installed at points of potential dust emission, such as where
ore is withdrawn from hoppers in which considerable turbulence is created by falling ore. It is
used when the handling of particularly dry ore: creates abnormal dusting problems. Water or
appropriate chemical agents under normal transm:ssion pressure (e.g., 3 x 105 Pa, or 40 psig)
are sprayed through nozzles. This method is usually employed throughout milling operations when
spillage or leaks occur. It is immediately effective and useful until repairs are made or spills
are cleaned up. This kind of system probably is not necessary in mills utilizing a wet-r-inding
process.

11. High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) Filters '87

HEPA filters are expendable (single use), extended-medium, dry filters constructed of pleated
mats of woven fiber glass having (1) a minimum particle removal ef ficiency of no less than 99.97%
for 0.3 pm particles; (2) a resistance of 2.5 cm (1 inch) H O when clean, an1 up to 15 to 25 cm2
(6 to 10 inches) of H O when in service and operated at the rated airflow capacity; and (3) a2

tigid casing extending the full depth of the medium. A modular HEPA filter has a cross section
or 60 cm x 60 cm (2 ft by 2 ft), a depth of 30 cm (1 ft), and a capacity of about 0.5 m'/s
(1000 cfm). The modules are mounted in banks to achieve the required capacity for filtering air.
To prevent clogging of the hEPA filters, roughing filters are usually installed upstream to
remeve large particles.

A high efficiency for the filters can be ensured by constructing a tight installation so that
all of the gas to be treated passes through the filters. HEeA filters have beer used for many
years for the ra' oval of radioactive particulates from air streams.

As in the case of scrubbers (see item 8), the effectiveness of the HEPA filter depends entirely
upon the effectiveness of the Collection system, which must begin at the operation being
controlled. HEPA filters are expensive and not reuseable once plugged with the material being
collected. They are suitable only as a final filter and justified only when the collected
material is highly toxic and collectible. Disposal of the HEPA filter must be as a discrete
unit; it usually cannot be incinerated to recover entrapped materials, thus resulting in the loss
of valuable yellowcake.

12. Charcoal Adsorber Delay Trap 2

The trap tystem is used in 3 dynamic adsorption process where a gaseous species such as radon in
a flowing carrier gas stream is physically adsorbed on the surface of a solid adsorbent such as
charcoal. Although the adsorbed material is not bound permanently to the adsorbent, its exit
from the adsorption bed is delayed with respect to the carrier gas. Thus, a gas such as radon,
with a half-life of 3.82 days, disappears by radioactive decay while it is retained or the

,
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charcoal bed. The)retically, a five-stage charcoal bed containing 1.5 x 106 kg (3 = 106 lb) of
charcoal should renove 99% of the radon f rom a 2.5 m /s (5000 cfm) air stream.2 A filter is3

needed upstream of the charcoal bed to prevent plugging, and a HEPA filter is needed downstream
because Rn-220 daughters, commonly attached to very small dust particles, are not quantitively
retained in the bed.

For the control tc be truly effective for a uranium mill, all controlled operations would require
either hoods or air-tight rooms to ensure collection of the radon. Such systems are expensive
(they could double or triple the cost per unit area of working space) and would not be justified
in meeting present standards or for uranium ores now being milled. Furthermore, the capital and
operat'ng costs of the unit itself are quite high (s $3.5 million and 560,000/ year,
respectively).2

13. Chemical Stabilization of Driec Tailings Areas

Resinous adhcsive;; lignosulfonates; elastomeric polymers; milk of lime; mixtures of wax, tar,
and pitch; potassium and sodium silicates; and neoprene emulsions have been used to form crusts
on mill tailings surfaces and thus reduce their susceptibility to wind erosion.9' " In Bureau
of Mines testing of calcium lignosulfonate and an elastomeric polymer on uranium tailings it was
found that considerable breakage of the crusts occurred from physical causes such as human
traffic, and therefore yearly maintenance was required.1

" Cut-back" asphalt and asphalt-in water emulsions also have been tested for use in protecting
soils agains t wir d erosion. i t Both were shown to be effective for periods up to two months when
applied as a fine spray on sand soils. On clay soils, the fila disintegrated within two weeks,
apparently because of expansion and contraction of the clays during cycles of wetting and drying.
The film was porous, allewed infiltration of water, and did not interfere with germination of
wheat, grass, or legume seeds. The film is injured by insects ar; rodents, and respraying may
be recessary. Three to five ytars after application of the asp Nlt treatment, the percentage of
dry erodible fra:tions in the t>sted soils had increased, su%esting that asphalt treatments may
not be desirable under all conditions, however, as a temporary film on sandy tailings that would
evente3lly be covered by a few meters of earth, asphalt treatments may be one alternative for
protecting against wind erosion while allowing infiltration of rain and continued evaporation

14. Wetting of Dried Tailings Surfaces

Maintaining tailings surfaces wet with tailings solution or by sprinkling them with water can
suppress dusting. This can be accomplished, for example, by arranging the discharge of tailings
slurry to occur from multiple, as opposed to a single point, discharge so that a wide area of
the tailings surface remains wetted. Alternatively, sprinkling systems or tank trucks could be
employed to spray dried areas. Because surfaces of the tailings impoundment can dry out rapidly,
particularly in dry and/or windy climates, this method of dust suppression will require continu-
ous management attention.

15. Wet Shipment of Yellowcake

Instead of drying U 03 before shipment, yellow:ake could be shipped from the mill as a wet cake3
or slurry. In a recent developtrent, one UFs conversion plant will accept a slurry of U 0s as an3
input to the conversion operation. Where used, this would obviate the need for scrubbers and/or
baghouses at the U 0g drying and packaging mill cperations by elimination of the drying opera-3
tion. Occupational exposure also could be reduced considerably. On the other hand, there is
currently limited capacity at conversion plants to accept such shipments, a charge is levied by
the conversion plant operator for receipt of this kind of shipment, and transportation costs
would increase. (One of the two existing conversion plants utilizes a " dry" process, which would
require drying of yellowcake shipped to it in a wet state; in this case, the problems associated
with drying operations would merely be transferred from one location to another.) Other aspects
of this development are discussed in Chapters 9 and 10.

8.2.2 Summa ry

Several available alternatives suitable for the control of emissions from various units of the
mill process circuit, as well as from the tailings disposal area, have been described briefly.
Many of these systems attain the same end. For this reason and because the purpose of this
evaluation is to illustrate how an establishcd standard (40 CFR 190) can be met, as opposed to
developing a new one, the staff has chosen only representative controls to illustrate in subse-
quent chapters the effect of reducing emiecinns.

yq - }Q
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Ore Storage. Or the possible me thods of controlling emissions from ore stockpiles, the use of
windbreaks and sprinkling will be considered in the following chapters. Windbreaks are more
cost effective than are warehouses and are chosen for this reason. Sprinkling is used to reduce
particulate entry into the airborne pathway; the mill drainage system is assumed to route
leachates to the tailings impoundment

Ore Crushing and Grinding. The effect of utilizing a bag filter in combination with dry grinding
or substituting wet, semi-autogenous grinding for dry crushing operations will be evaluated. A
hooded conveyor belt is assumed to be used in conjunction with dry crushing operations.

Yellowcake Orying and Packaging. The assumed filtering efficiency for yellowcake particles in
the base case is 98%. Of the filtering devices considered herein, only two, the Venturi scrubber
and HEPA filter, are capable of raising this efficiency. The Venturi scrubber has been chosen
as the representative control because the mill product, yellowcake, can be recovered from solu-
tion; it is virtually impossible to recover yellowcake partic es from the HEPA filter. Also
evaluated are the effects of shipping wet yellowcake where drying operations are eliminated.

Tailings Disposal Area. As means by which emissions (both particulate and radon) from the tail-
ings area may be reduced, the staff has selected coverage by water, supplemented by spraying of
water or appropriate chemicals to stabilize dry areas. The analysis will be made on the basis
of coverage of tailings without specificatior, of the means used.

The alternative, representative controls and associated control levels (expressed as a percentage
of an uncontrolled source) considered in the evaluation of later chapters are summarized in
Table 8.1.

Table 8.1. Alternatives Considered for Control
of Emissiors during Operations

Ore Storage

No control (base case)
Windbreak (30%)
Windbreak and sprinkling (60%)

Dre Crushing and Grinding

Orifice scrubber (basr case) (97%)
Bag filters (98%)
Wet, semi-autogenous grinding (100%)

Yellowcake Drying and Packaging

Wet impingement scrubber (base case) (98%)
Venturi scrubber (99%)
Wet shipment (100%)

Tailings Disposal Area

37% covered (base case)
75% covered
90% covered

100% covered

8.3 ELEMENT 5 0F MILL TAILINGS DISPOSAL PROGRAM 5

A satisfactory tailings disposal program should attain the following objectives:

(a) Reduce or eliminate airborne radioactive emissions (radon emissions are the primary
concern because of the ease of dispersion of this inert gas);

(b) Reduce or eliminate impacts on groundwater; and

(c) Ensure long-term stability and isolation of the tailings without the need for continued
active maintenance.

,, - . 9.
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Numerous strategies for attaining these object:ves have been suggested. For purposes of discus-
sion, elements of these proposed strategies may be classified into four categories:

(a) Preparation of tailings for disposal, (some methods involve changes in mill
operations);

(b) location of the tailings disposal area;

(c) Preparation of the tailings disposal area; and

(d) Staoilization and covering of the ta lings.

A list of alter natives broken down into these categories is presented in Table 8.2. None of
these alternative methods in themselves tepresents a complete tailings disposal program; that
is, each offers potential for solving one or several, but not all, of the problems identified
above. They must, therefore, be combined to form a complete tailings disposal program, and it
is obvious that numerous combinations exist. it would be extremely difficult to evaluate the
full range of combinations; hence, a limited number of tailirgs disposal programs selected to
incorporate the principal alternatives are described in Section 8.4. These programs are evalu-
ated in later cnapters

Satisfactory solutions to tailings waste disposal problems are highly dependent upon site-
specific factors, such as climate, topography, and genlogy. The specific combination of elements
producing an optimal tailings dispo 'l program must b developed on a case-by-case basis, taking

general analysis of alternative tailings disposalinto account site-specific features. a

programs presented herein is primarily an 'llustrative exercise intended to support the estab-
lishment of various requirements to be inclu %d in regulations governing the development of site-
specific programs.

In Sections 8.3.1 through 8.3.4, specific alterntcives listed in Table 8.2 are described; com-
prehensive tailings disposal programs incorporatin_ features of these alternatives are then des-
cribed in Section 8.4.

Table 8.2. Alternative Tailings Treatment ana Disposal Methods

Tailings Preparation

Nitric acid leaching of ore to produce innocuous tailings
Segregation of slimes from sands for separate treatment
Neutralization
Barium chloride treatment
Removal of toxicants by ion exchange
Dryina of tailings by filtration, tiy thermal evaporators, or by solar drying
fixation of tailings in asphalt or cement

Disposal Location

Above grade
Below grade, near surface
far below surface

Tailings Area Preparation

None
Soil compaction
Clay liner
Synthetic liner

Tailings Stabilization and Covering
None
Native soil and overburden cover
Gravel and riprap
Clay cover
Artifical covers and sealants
Combinations of above

7 ") '' ") U [
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8. 3.1 Process Alternatives

8.3.1.1 Nitric Acid Leaching

Both sulfuric acid and sodium carbonate extract uranium from sandstone-derived uranium ores but
uranium-234 progeny in the tailings contain 85% of the radioactivity originally present. Of the
commercially available reagents, only nitric acid will dissolve radium and thorium as well as
uranium. The resulting nitrate solutico can then be trcated to separate uranium from the other
nuclides. The concentrated liquid radioactive waste resulting from this separation is then
conserted to a form suitable for permanent storage. Laboratory tests have shown that nitric acid
can leach more than 90% of the thorium-230 and radium-226 and about 93% of the uranium originally
pr esent in the ore.12

As a modification of the above Lrocess, tailings from the sulfuric acid process may be leached
with nitric acid and salt solutions, but this alternative is considered to be less attr:ctive
than direct nitric acid leaching of the ore to remove all radionuclides in one step.13

In the nitric acid process, ground ore is leached with 3-molar HNO3 at 85 C (185 F) in a series
of tanks.- The leached ore is then thoroughly washed in a series of thickener 5 so that losses
of soluble radionuclides with the discarded sands and slimes represent only a small fraction of
that present in the leach solution. Thus, the levels of dissolved radionuclides in the tailings
liquid (slurry) are quite low. The pregnant solution is concentrated in an evaporator and the
uranium is recovered by conventional solvent extraction. Nitric acid is recovered from the
evaporatcr vapor and recycled to the process circuit. Radioactive metal nitrates in the waste
raffinate are converted to oxide- i a calciner; in the oxide form they are amenable to various
dicnosal techniques (e.g. being ved in asphalt prior to burial). The oxides of nitrogen from
the caitiner are recycled as nitri: acid.

The effluer.s from the nitric acit leach mill would be similar to those from the model mill.
The character istics and quantitie, of particulates and radon emitted from ore storage, washing,
and grinding wtuld be identical .n the two cases since these are independent of the leaching
agent employed. Effluents trem the leaching, thickening, and precipitation circuits would be
similar, with n trogen oxide, replacing sulfur oxides. Effluents from yellowcake drying and
packaging operations would d,ffer only in that the radium content of yellowcake produced in the
nitric acid lea :h m;ll wco'.d be incrementally higher than that of yellowcake produced in the
sulfuric acid leach mill. General characteristics (physical and chemical) of airborne effluents
from tailings produced in the nitric acid leach mill would be similar to those of airborne
effluents from ordirary tailings, but the radionuclide content of the effluents would be reduced
by a factor of about ten. Any seepage liquid would contain nitrate ions in the place of sulfate
ions

Use of nitric acid instead of sulfuric acid would increase the cost of leaching. Even if the
nitric acid were recirculated so that three-fourths were recovered, the total lifetime cost still
would be almost double that of sulfuric acid. The equipment for regen' rating nitric acid is 11so
quite expensive; furthermore, all of the mill equipment in contact with leach solution would 3ve
to be constructed of materials capable of withstanding the effects of ni.ric acid. Such mate-
rials are expensive and the staf f estimates that the major portion of th ! mill equipment would
cost several times that for a sulfucic acid leach mill. Comparative cap tal equipment and
eeagent costs for 1800 MT/d (2000 ST/d) sulfuric and nitric acid plants ire listed in Appendix K
(fable K-2.1.).

Laboratory tests for leaching with nitric acid showed that at best 98% of the nuclides could be
leiched from typical U.S. ares with hot 3-molar nitric acid. Tro concentration of radium then
remaining in the tailings was at least an order of magnitude greater than that considered typical
of soils in the western U.S. mining districts and ranged from li a:i/g to 60 pCi/g.12 Taiiings
from this process would still require some special disposal tre- ment.

8.3.1.2 Separation of Fines (slimes) from Coarse (sands) Fractions of Tailings
for Separate Treatment 2

In ores now being mined and milled in the United States, the slimes (less than 200 mesh) comprise
20% to 3J% of the feed to the leaching process and contain 40% to 60% of the desired uranium.
After leaching, these slimes contain 70-90% of the radium and gamma emitting isotopes. It is
assumed that other daughter products in the decay chain concentrate in the slimes, 50 that slimes
in the tailings are therefore considerably more hazardous (radiologically) than are sands!

- ' C
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Separation of sands and slimes can be accorplished readily by subjecting the effluent from
counter current decantation to a cyclone * treatment. This is often done in operating mills to
allow separate treatment of the slimes slurry for further rem 0 val of uranium. Once separated,
the slimes tailings could be kept separate for treatment different from that given the sands.
The separation does not completely solve the tailings problem because 10% to 30% of the radium
and thocium remain in the sands, which would still require treatment and isolation.

8.3.1.3 time Neutralization 2

For the process assumed for the model mill, the slurry would be acidic, with a pH of about 2.
Neutralization (implying the raising of the pH to 7 or above) with lime (a calcium-c'ntainino
basic mineral) not only would immobilize the sulfates but also would precipitate radium, tF srium,
iron, copper, cobalt, arsenic, uranium, vanadium, and other heavy metal ions as iisolubl. oxides
or hydroxides. Ammonia or sodium hydroxide could also be used, but lime would be more effect1te
in removing radium and less expensive. The potertial for radium contamination by seepage would
be reduced by nettralization.

In the process of reutralization, solid calcium sulfate would be formed, nhich woula tend to form
a scale on valves, pipes, and cover all metal surfaces, such as tank sides. The precipitated
radiim could also redissolve if fresh water washed over the precipitates. For the above reasons,
neutralization nf tailings is 'ot common practice, but would be mandatory if tailings treatment
involved processes which would not tolerate the acid present, as in the case of fixing tailings
in cement.

8.3.1.4 Barium Chloride Treatment 2

The addition of barium chloride (BaClt) to tailings slurries is not effective in removing radium.
If, however, barium chloride is added to clear sulfuric acid solutions containing radium icns, a
precipitate forms that will remove 901 to 99% of the radium. The precipitate formed must be
allowed to settle before the solution is released to the environment. BaCl currently is used2
to treat uranium mine waters. The chemical (technical grade) costs $400 per ton and is used at
a strength of about 100 mn/L.

8.3.1.5 Removal of Texic Smbstances by Ion Exchange

Ion exchange processes depend on organic resins specially compounded to gatter certain icns from
dilute slurries (s 1C%), as in resin-in-pulp process, or from clear solutions. The resins are
particulate ia nature and are usually contained in columns through which the solution passes.
Very high concentration ratios can be obtair.ed. Ion-exchange processes are used widely in
nuclear chemical applications and in some of the current mill processes, where they are used to
absorb uranium from pregnant liquors. The ions on the surface of the resins are then chemically
stripped to form solutions from which U 0s can be p ecipitated. The resin is then activated for3
reuse.

Many ions can be recovered by ion exchange. Radium, for it..tance, can be removed from carefdlly
filtered acid wastes, the resin eluted, and the radium precipitated by use of barium chloride.
Th? resulting solid, having been concentrated, would be much more radioactive than the original
solution and would present disposal prchlems.

Costs involved in uuilding and operating ion-exchange plar,ts have been reported; they depend on
the freedom of the solutions from solids (it will cost more to treat a slurry than a clean
liquid), the required purity of the effluent liquid, and the volume of liquid to be treated.
This option is not considered to be practicable for the treatment of tailings for the reasons
outlined above and is not examined further.

8.3.1.6 Removal of Water by Solar Evaporation, Thermal Evaporation, or Filtration

Past and current uranium tailings disposal methods have relied exclusively upon exposure of the
wet slurry to sunlight and winds for drying. Rates of evaporation vary considecably with climate
but are very high in those states which produce most of the uranium. Rates 7, high as one meter
(40 inches) of water per year have been reported.

*A cyclone is a mechanical device resembling a centrifuge that seqregates the heavier fraction
of the tailings by the combined action of gravitational and centrifugal forces. The sands are
withdrawn from the conical bottom of the cyclone, and the slime f r action plus tailings liquid
are withdrawn as overflew from the top.

'
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When liquid wastes are thermlily evaporated, dissolved or suspended materials that are not vola-
tilized recain in the liquid p"ase. Liquid frcm mill wastes can be evaporated at around 120 C
(250 F) to produce a concentrated solution that subsequently can be treated for disposal, while
the fecovered evaporate can be recycled to the mili and used as process water. This liquid
generally will be purer than raw water.14 Acid mill wastes should be neutralized prior to evapo-
ration. If the nitric acid leach process were to be used, evaporation coulJ be carried out with
the aid of a rectification tower to recover water and 13-malar nitric acid for recycle to the
mill.

Use of thermal evaporation to remove specific contamirants must be regarded as an expensive solu-
tion to the problem. In the technology, a large volume of water is removed from a small amount
of dissolved material anJ the energy requiremeat is fairly constant, because it is based on the
amount of water to be evapcrated, irrespective of *he concentration of dissolved solids.
Correlation between costs involved in a thermal evaporation system and plant capacity has been
reported in the literature.14 16

Tailings can be filtered by various means and the resulting cake transported to a landfill area.
One means by which mill tailings slurry can be dewatered is through utilization of a bed of sand
as the filter medium. The filtrate, which can be recirculated, is collected via perforated
niping at the bottom of the sand, which rests on an impermeable substrate. Operation of this
simple gravity-tyce filter involves nn consumption of fuel. On the other hand, a comparatively
thick bed of sand is required for efficient filtration. Herein, this filter is identified as a
" dewatering filter bed."

Another means by which mill tailings slurry can be dewatered into a relatively dry solid is by
the use of a belt vacuum filter. The equipment consists of a slotted or perforated endless
elastomer belt supporting a filter fabric which is also in endless-belt form and t.aveling across
a suct1on box. The tailings slurry is pumped and evenly distributed onto the filter at ole end,
if desired, wash liquor may be a , lied at one or more points along the pat? of belt travel. Ther
filter cake is discharged at the other end, where the support belt and the filter medium are
parted to be directed along separate lines of pulleys bent.th the filter. The filter medium may
be washed on its return joerney to the head of the filter, where it rejoins the drainage belt.
Advantages in the use of horizontal belt vacuum filter include complete cake removal and the
opportunity for effective washing of the filter medium. A Cisadvantage is the fact that half of
its filtering surface is always idle. Effective filtering areas can range from 0.2 to 60 m (22

to 650 ft2 ).

Other types of filters in common use are those operating by pressure, e.g. , filter presses, and
rotary drum and rotary disk vacuum filter s. To simplify the evaluation of the tailings disposal
progrims, these will not be considered further.

The filtrate could be returned to the leach circuit for reuse to save water and process chemicals
(e.g., H 50,). A portion of the recycled filtrate would have to undergo desalination to avoid a2

buildup of dissolved solids. The primary advantage of the dewatering option is the minimization
of seepage problems at the disposal site. However, dewatering of tailings also will add to sta-
bility of the tailings impoundment and reduce problems associated with final impoundment drying
and covering of tailings. Conveying dewatered tailings to the disposal site might involve more
expense and handling than is the case when the tailings are slurried.

8.3.1.7 Solidification of Tailings by Incorporation of Asphilt or Cement

Various solidifying agents have been suggested for inrnrporation into tailings so that the
resulting solid form would have the desirable characteristics of low leachability and high
resistance to the diffusion of radon. Such agents presumably would be added after the tailings
slurry had been concentrated and neutralized. A variation of this technique might incorporate a
sand-slime separation to reduce the amount of solid to be proauced A commonly suggested agent
is asphalt, which, if it can be inccrporated as an impervious coating on the tailings particles,
would retard the diffusion of radon and its release to the environment and would effectively
prevent the leaching of water soluble toxicants. A facility for heating the asphalt and for the
mixing of asphalt with the tailings woJld be required for implementation of this alternative.
It has been estimated that about 330 k
be required to produce a suitable mix.g of asphalt per metric ton (670 lb/5T) of tailings would

After the selected pretreatments, the tailings could also be mixed with cement to produce, upon
satting, a type of low grade concrete. With proper design, the steps of required neutralization
and concretion could be carried out in the same facility. A minimum of one part of cement for
20 parts tai!ings has been estimated; a ratio of 1:S is said to yield better strength and teach
resistance at a higher cost.2

- , ,
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8.3.2 Tailings Disposal Locations

8.3.2.1 Above-Grade Disposal

:urface emplacement of tailings is a convenient mode of disposal and fas been the conventional
practice to date. Tailings can be disposed of in any of several types of surface impoundments
near the mill. Such impoundments can be constructed as four-sided structures in relatively flat
areas, they can also be formed by constructing a dam or embankment in an existing natural drain-
age area. In the latter case, diversie' ditches are constructea to divert runof f around the
impounument. Embankments for impound".ents have, in the past, been constructed of tailings, but
newer impoundments have been constr cted from local earthen materials. Heights of tailings
embankments vary from 10 to 30 m. (30 to 100 ft) above surrcunding terrain. (Appendix B contains
a discussion of tailings dam construction.)

8.3.2.2 Below-Grade, hear-Surface Disposal

Tailings could be disposed of in such a n.anner that the tailings and the isolating cover mate-
rials were below grade, thus virtualiy eliminating exposure of the tailings to surface erosional
effects. Tailingc could be disposed of in existing open mine pits or in special excavations.
Open mine pits range in depth from about 20 m to 100 m (65 to 330 ft) and commonly cut through
aquife s or water tables. Figure 8.2 shows several views of open pit uranium mines. Overburden
rtmoved can be stored and used as subsequent cover for tailings deposited in the pit. Since any
extraneous solids (such as tailings) deposited in such pits would displace the overturden, a
mound of this excess would remain after filling and covering.

8. 3. 2. 3 Ceep Disposal

Tailings could be disposed of in locations f ar below the surf ace [ deeper than 100 m (330 f t)].
The potential adv3ntage of this method is that the depth of cover would eliminate all radon
emissions and provide an enormous physical barrier so that the need for long-term institutional
controls or monitoring could be greatly reduced or eliminated. Abandoned deep mines could be
used for such disposal. Such mines are usually opened by a shaft from the surface (or a tunnel
from a hillside) and tunnels are extended under the ore bodies. Introduction of tailings into
the mined out volumes via the underlying tunnels would be difficult. The tailings would probably
have to be introduced from above through a specially drilled hole after existing "below-cavity"
tunnels h3d been sealed.

Another deep disposal opt'on would be to utilize existing open pit copper or coal mincs in west
ern regions, which can extend to depths of more than 100 m; special deep open pit excavations
could also be made. In any event, groundwater formations would probably be encountered in any
excavation used for deep disposal of tailings.

8.3.3 Tailinos Area Preparation

8.3.3.1 No Subsurface Preparation

The undisturbed ground surface would act as an interface between the tailings and whatever lay
underneath. Drainage of the tailings water would occur naturally and the soils would art as
chemical absorbers and ion-exchange agents in their natural manner. Liquid would drain from the
tailings until all moisture in the tailings had either evaporated or seeped away. The underlying
soil would become contaminated and any natural moisture (from rain or snow) would propagate the
contamination even af ter drying of the tailings.

8.3.3.2 Soil Compaction

Soil compaction would increase the potential for the soil / tailings interfac.: to inhibit seepage
from the tailings but would not totally prevent such seepage. Compaction would affect the den-
sity of the soil (ar clay), reducing permeability, but only to a depth of about one-quarter
meter.

8.3.3.3 Clay Liners

Emplacement of clay over compacted soil would act as a sealant and would inhibit seepage from
the tailings. Compaction of the clay would enhance this effect. Also, the ion-exchange
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characteristics of clay are enhanced compared with most western soils. Layers of less than about
one-third meter (1 ft) over large areas probably would not ensure complete coverage. Very thick
layers of clay [more than one meter (3 f t)] probably would not materially enhance its usef ulness
as a sealant between tailings and soil.

Clays may be of different kinds. Some contain a high proportion of mcntmorillonite, an
expanding-lattice-type clay mineral which, when wet, tends to swell and exhibits thixotropic
properties, particularly when the predominant cation on the clay mineral is sodium. The
bentonite mined in the Black Hills region of Wyoming and South Dakota consists of about 85%
montmorillonite and 15% nonclay minerals such as quartz, cristobalite, gypsum, caicite, and
feldspar.17 Wyoming has extensive deposits of bentonite, a montmorillonitic-type clay. One
commercial bed occurs in the Mowry shale of Cretaceous age and extends into Montana and South
Dakota.18 In some cases it may be desirable to treat clay with a sodium compound (e.g., rock
salt) before final compaction. Such treatment renders the montmorillonite predominantly in the
sodium form to achieve maximum swelling of the clay lattice and maximum dispersion of the clay
particles. Some naturally occurring montmorillcnitic clays, including the bentonite found in
Wyoming, occur as mixtures of sodium montmorillonite and calcium montmorillonite. " Bentonite
found in Texas, Arizona, and California is mainly of the calcium type.38 Calcium bentonites
exhibit marked differences from sodium bentonites when placed in water, e.g., calcium bentonites
do not have the tendency to swell to any appreciable extent, and settle in water as floccules.l*

8.3.3.4 Synthetic Liners

There are many types of synthetic sheeting available for lining ponds. Various kinds of
synthetic liner materials that could be used to inhibit seepage are listed in Tab'e 8.3. Rigid
liners would have limited applicatior in connection with tailings disposal, that is, only where
a hard rock foundation was involved. This study considers only use of flexible liners which are
normally reinforced with a fabric material such as polyester. Most successful liners have been
employed for water storage only (no solids above the liner). They require gentle slopes to
minimize any tendency to fold or bend; application on steep slopes would be difficult at best.
Careful preparation of the base (absence of rocks or sudden changes in slope and subsoil compac-
tion) is also required if long life without perforation is to be expected. Also, a protective
soil cover is required to avoid damage to the liner. All liners are flexible initially but tend
to lose this picperty af ter long periods of exposure to sunlight or certain chemicals. The liner
should extend beyond the water line and interface with soil only. If completely successful,
liners should be able to contain the tailings water and eliminate seepage. The capacity of such
liners to endure for long periods cannot be determined because such endurance will aepend less
on the liner itself than on preparation and installation procedures and care and maintenance
during use. Ground movement will also affect the permanence of the installation. Once perfo-
rated, the liner will lose its effectiveness. Very long-term stability of bottom liners is not
as important as tailings covers; the primary purpose of the liners is to contain solutions dur-
ing mill operttion, when about 1200 MT (1300 ST) of water is disposed of daily.

Table 8.3. Synthetic Liners anc Cover Materials

aPlastics
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
Polyethylene (PE)
Colorinated polyethylene (CPE)

Elastomers'

Hypalon
Neoprene
Ethylene prcpylene diene monomer (EPCM)

Asphalt Coatings

Rigid Liners

Gunnite
Cement grout

Many of these materials are used with polyes r
or nylon reinforcement. The materials differ
in tensile strength, resistance to puncture,
flexibility and cnange of flexibility with tem-
peratur2, resistance to air and sunlight, resis-
tance to chemicals, ease of making good joints
in the field, lifetimes and other properties.

-
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8.3.4 Tailings Stabilization and Covering

Covering and stabilization of the tailings as a part of the tailings mana ;ement program are
addresied in this section; temporary stabilization of tailings during mill operation is
discussed in Section 8.2.

8,3.4.1 No Cover or Stabilization

If a tailings pile is allowed to dry out, wind and water erosion will benin to spread the tail-
ings over an ever increasing area. Experience indicates that without further treatment, most
tailings surfaces will not support vegetation, even if efforts are made to replant indigenous
flora. Emissions would be maximal for this situation.

9.3.4.2 Native Soil Cower

Use of native soil to cover the tailings would be desirable f om the viewpoint of facilitating
establishment of indigenous plant species. Native soil c' applied in several layers after
settli.3 has occurred, has provided adequate resistance * wind and water erosion in some cases.
In a few cases, vegetative growth has further enhanced erosion resi,tance. Even if compacted,
however, native Western soil is usually rather ineffective in reducing radon emissions.

8.3.4.3 Gravel or Riprap Cover

A layer of coarse gravel or crushed rock decreases wind erosion and allows infiltration o'. .ater.
Studies of wind and water erosion on a sandj loam soil using a portable wind tunnel to produce
an equivalent 85 mph (38 m/s) wind selocity at 50 ft (15 n) above the ground indicated that
" insignificant" amounts of wind erosion [less than 25 lbs/ acre (28 kg/ha)] otuu. d when at least.

20, 50, or 100 ST/>;ce (45, 110, or 225 HT/ha) of fine, medium, or coarse gravel, espectively,
were spread uni'ormly on the ground surface.2" For gravel sizes greater than 2 mm in diameter,
the firer ''e gravel, the lesser the amount required. Amounts of gravel or crushed rock in
excess of hat required to completely cover the ground appeared unnecessary under the conditi,ns
of the .udy.

Riprap is rock or stone cover which is applied to control erosion of soil. Used in applications
such as slopes of highway embankments 21 or flood conttal channels,22 it could be employed to
stabilize tailing, embankments and overburden cover. F:qure 8.3 shows riprap placed on an
embankment slor+. While applications of riprap to date Live been to handle shorter term erosion
concerns than those f aced in tailings disposal, the guidar ce developed for such applications as
presented in various engineering and design texts such as 'ef erence 22 can be of some use. For
example, they describe optimum stone shape, size and grada icn. Riprap, in addition to providing
an " armoring" of the tailings cover against erosion,2" may enhance the groath of vegetation. It
may provide protection for the collection of eolian soil paaticles which will form a favorable
habitat for vegetation to grcw between rocks.2'

8.3.4.4 Clay Cover

Clay, especially if damp, has the potential of reducing radcn emissions substantially. It is
not suitable, however, for direct exposure to atmospheric influences. Clay is even more suscep-
tible to wind and water erosion than is soil because of clay's fine and rather unif orm particle
size and lack of organic binders. Clay readily fissures from water erosion. Compaction would
lengthen the useful life of the ciay cover. As long as there was scme moist clay present, radon
emissions would be reduced. Maintenance of vegetation would be difficult over most clays.

8.3.4.5 Artificial Covers and Sealants

Artificial covers, such as a layer of asphalt or a plastic, could be placed over the tailings to
reduce wind and water erosi,n and radon emissions. A likely plastic for such a use is polyvinyl
chloride (PVC). However, it, too, is not suitable for direct exposure; sunlight could cause
fairly rapid deterioration. Asphalt emulsion sealants have been shown to provide very good
attenuation of radon.25 Work on such emulsions indicates that radon exhalation can be reduced
by several crders of magnitude with thin coatings of about one centimeter. Potential problems
arise concerning pinholes that can form during application and also uncertainty about long-term
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Figure 8.3 RIP RAP COVER ON EMBANKMENT SLOPE

performance of asphalt ccatings. Exposure to sunlight would result in deterioration of the
sealant; of greater concern is uncertainty about the ability of a thin coating to withstand
mechanical stresses and dislocation, hich may occur over the very long term.

In general, the lor,g-term integrity of thin artificial covers, even if protected f rom atmospheric
influences, would be difficult to establish. Therefore, relative to long-term stability,
artificial covers appear to be inferior to clay. Integrity would be difficult to maintain, and
such materials lack the selfhealing properties of clay should rupture occur. In addition, they
are considerably more expensive. For these reasons, the illustrative examples considered
involve use of layers of compacted clay to reduce radon emanation from the tailings.

Asphalt emulsions might be useful if mixed with a sufficient thickness of tailings or overburden
material to form a " volumetric" seal as cpposed to just a thin coating of the tailings surface.
This mode of application might be acceptabie if asphalt mixing depths were sufficient to provide
reasonable strength to minimize the potential for, and effects of, dislocations at the tailings
surface. Additional examination of the effectiveness, reliability and economics of asphalt and
other synthetic products applied in a volumetric seal appears warranted.

8.3.4.6 Combinations of Cover Types

None of tne covers described above, if used alone, would be completely effective in eliminating
radot emissions for long periods of time. All of the effects of covering and stabilizing
described above are very site specific. A combination of compacted clay (to reduce radon emi e
sions) and native soil planted with native flora should be effective in areas of ample rainfail
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[ greater than 35 cm (15 inches) per year]. In semiarid regions [less than 25 cm (10 inches) of
rainf all per year], recourse to a cover of compacted clay and rock might be necessary. This
latter situation would not return the surf ace to its original use (grazing for cattle and local
fauna), which is required by some state regulations.

Methods of reclamation of covered tailings disposal are discussed in Appendix N. A brief con-
sideration of regulatory requirements for reclamation and suggested criteria for the evaluation
of reclamation efforts is included.

8.3.5 Potential Tailings Disposal Alternatives Rejected

Some of the tailings disposal alternatives listed in Table 8.2 were eliminated from detailed
evaluatior. after an initial screening process by the staff. Prominent among these were alterna-
t ves for disposal of tailings in very deep locations [at least 100 m (300 ft)] as described ini

Section 8.3.2.3. Because these alternatives offer the major potential advantage of eliminating
the need for any institutional controls of the disposal site, it is appropriate to review the
reasons for not performing a detailed evaluation. Some of the drawbacks of these alternatives
are common to others carried thr ugh for detailed evaluation; however, it was the accumulation
of negative factors which led to dismissal of the alternatives to be discussed below.

8.3.5.1 Disposal in Existing Deep Open-Pit Mines

The potential advantage offered by deep disposal is elimination cf the need for any long-term
institutional controls to exclude human intrusion and direct exposure to the tailings which
could occur in the case of surface or near-surface disposal.

The first deep disposal eption that was rejected involves using one of the existing deep pits
excavated in the western United States to mine nonuranium ores. Tailings from several, if not
all, mills in a region would be placed in such a pit. In this sense, the d sposal option would
constitute a regional repository of tailings. Under this alternative it would be necessary to
transport the tailings long distances since it is not likely that existing deep nonuranium mine
pits would be very close to the uranium mining and milling areas. Considerable transportation
costs and environmental impacts would be incurred. If transported by rail or truck, these im-
pacts would include loss of tailings dust during loading, shipment, and unloading. Review of
the situation indicates that average shipping distances would likely be on the order of from 500
to 1000 km (300 to 600 miles). Estimates of losses from transportation ate based on similar
milling operations and knowledge of losses from shipment of other materials, such as coal. Ship-
ments of this nature also would result in common transportation accidents. Each day there would
be as many as 100 t enty-ton trucks making shipments to such a deep pit. If shipment were by
rail, a number of carloads of tailings would be required from each mill each day.

Another problem with deep mine alternatives is that groundwater formations inevitably im ercept
the pits. While steps might be taken to fix the tailings to eliminate potential groundwater
contamination problems, the costs for doing so would be on the order of those computed for
Alternative 8, which are shown in Chapter 11 to be very large. The high cost of fixing the
tailings is significant in screening out this alternative, since these costs would be incurred
in addition to those of transpcrtation and environmental concern.

Finally, institutional barriers would have to be surmounted in order to implement this cption.
For example, it would be necessary to locate and acquire a mine which essentially would becone a
" waste dump" isolated from the " money-making" venture of the mill. It would then suffer from
the same siting problems as do other forms of waste from the nuclear fuel cycle. Waste deposi-
tinn would no longer be directly connected to the economically profitable part of the venture;
hence, it would likely be difficult to obtain acceptance of the repository by nearby communities
regardless of actual risks involved. A similar institutional barrier would make difficult the
utilization of a slurry pipeline to transport tailings from the mills to the deep pit. A slurry
pipeline would offer potential for reducing costs and impacts, but siting the line and obtaining
right-of way for it would suffer from the s3me kind of problems encountered in siting electrical
transmissten lines. The fact that the tailings would be a waste material as opposed to a useful
commodity such as electricity would likely exacerbate such problems.

8.3.5.2 Specially Excavated Deep Open Pit

Another kind of deep-open pit disposal option initially considered but eliminated from detailed
review was placement of tailings in a specially excavated pit in a geological formation where
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groundwater was sufficiently deep to avoid contact with the tailings. Review b the staff indi-3

cated that it is not likely that such formations, as in the first case, would be found near
uranium mining and milling regions. The process which resulted in the initial deposition of the
uranium ore is associated with groundwater, and it is not likely that significant changes have
occurred. Also, it is likely that such forriations would consist of hard rock, which would lead
to extremely high excavation costs.

8.3.5.3 Disposal in Lined Deep Mine

The staff gave consideration to the concept of lining a deep mine with impermeable coatings to
isolate the tailings from groundwaters. This basic concept has been explored by the Bureau of
Mines in sealing deep mine walls for the purpose of redus'ng radon emanation. in that case,
combinations of cement and epoxy" coatings were applied to sections of deep mines, with some suc-cess in sealing radon reported.

A major problem of this alternative is the extreme sncertainty about the performance of Coatings,
particularly over the long term. Subsidence and Irrge differential movements around the deep
mine cavity are likely; this would result in failu e of at least portions of coatings, providing
a path for contaminants to enter the groundwater. Furthermcre, application of coatings are
expected to be relatively difficult and expensive. This alternative is not expected to be
appreciably different from disposal of untreated tiilings in deep mines over the long + m. The
technology has not been carried out on a commercial scale; the extent of experience is the
level of a pilot study (tests have been carried out in limited sections of actual mines). It is
expected that extreme care would be required in app.ying the coatings to ensure that there would
be an effective bond with the mine rock, especially in the overhead portions. Also, the area to
be covered would be relatively large because typical mines are lengthy and tortuous in their
configurations. Estimates by the staff, allowing for uncertainties and the large scale of such
an operation, are that costs to apply the lining could be on the order of from $100 to 140
million.

8.4 DESCRIPTION OF TAILINGS DISPOSAL PROGRAMS

8.4.1 Introduction

The specific measures discussed in Section 8.3 should be ccmbined to form a complete tailings
disposal program. Each alternative offers potential for alving one or more, but not all, of
the problems which must be 3ddressed. For this rce.sc , and because of interrelationships among
the oojectives of tailings (isposal prnn m s, t,. p r 1 approach adopted by the staff was to
evaluate a range of complete disposal programs, as oposed to evaluation of individual methods
to achieve a3ch objective exclusi'al,. The tradeoffs, for ex M le, between the desire to avoid
contamination of groundwater and the advisability of iso! v g t ilings from surface erosion for
icng-term sta2ility cv t,e more clearl' i lustrated by thi. aporoach.

If the varioto aspects of tailings manageme. t are combined into dif ferent overall programs, a
vast number (literally thousands) of tailings man _gement alternatives are possible. In
considering the e many schemes, the staff reduced the number of alternatives by dividing tailings
management into 'he four interdependent categories listed in Section 8.3. Within these subdivi-
sions, various ogtions ware considered; that is, four locations (above ground, open pit,
specially dtg pit, deep mine) we:e visualized; four methods for preparation of these locations
to receive tailings [none, c>mpaction of the earth, natural liner (e.g. , clay), synthetic liner]
were examined; three types of tailings [ wet, dried, mixed with solidifiers (e.g., asphalt)] were
taken into account; and three postoper ational treatments (covering with a specially prepared clay
cap, covering with local overburdu, a combination of these two) were incorporated.

These 14 options can be combired into 144 alternatives; however, some of these combinations
(e.g., compacting the earth in a deep m >e) are incongruous. When the staff eliminated such
incongruous combinations, 96 alternativn remained fc consideration. The staff examined these
remaining alternatives from the viewpoint of comparisoi of environmental impacts presented in
Chapter 6. In addition, such f actors as nonetary cost, long-term reliability, availability of
necessary technology, and regional applicability were introduced. A rough ranking of the alter-
natives was then carried out hy categorizing each as better, average, or worse with respect to
each of the factors. This ranking proved to be instructive but not cenclusive; it permitted the
elimination of some of the alternatives but left a still unwieldy numcer of closely ranked alter-
natives Close examination of these alternatives indicated that the clu e ranking resulted, at
least in part, from the circumstance that mary could be regarded as varia*. ions on one basic type.
As a result of these considerations, the staff has selected nine alternat)ses for detailed
examination and evaluation in addition to the base case. Each of the;e alternatives is taken to

be representative of a type of tailings management program; variations within the type are
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possible, and some of '.1e most readily evident will be discussed as " options." These discus-
sions and other elements of the evaluation of alterna*ives are given in Chapters 9, 10, and 11.

The major aspects of nine tailings dispusal programs evaluated by the staff are summarized in
Table 8.4. The alternative programs all address, to some degree, concerns of reduction of air-
borne radioactive emissions (particularly radon) and of the potential for gr0undwater contamina-
tion; however, there are major dif ferences among the programs. The progra.ns can be categorized
according to the degree of tailings isolation provided and the associated levels of ongoing care
and monitoring required. The three categories or modes assessed are (1) active care mode
(2) passive monitoring mode, and (3) potential reduced care mode. These three modes are
discussed briefly below in Sections 8.4.1.1 through 8.4.1.3, and specific alternatives are
described in more detail in Sections 8.4.2 througn 8.4.10. The matter of groundwater protection
is highly site specific; the approach taken by the staf f to account for this in evaluating alter-
natives is discussed below in Section 8.4.1.4. A more detailed description (f alternatives is
provided in Appendix K.

8.4.1.1 Active Care Made

The first mode encompasses those alternatives which would require active care and maintenance
indefinitely to ensure continued isolation of the tailings. Although the tailings would be
covered with overburden and soils, the isolation area would be susceptible to natural erosion
capabla of causing relatively rapid deterioration of an unmaintained pile. One tailings disposal
program is described to illustrate this level of protection (Alternative 1).

8.4.1.2 Pacsive Monitoring Mede

In the passive monitoring mode, tailings would be isolated from erosional forces so as to elimi-
nate the need for ongoing care. Five alternatives are described to illustrate the several basic
approaches which can be taken to achieve this lecal of prote-tion. These alternatives involve
primarily below grade, near surface burial of the tailings (Alternatives 2-5); however, one case
(Alternative 6) constitutes as above grade disposal scheme whereby selection of proper siting
and design features would result in protection equivalent to that provided by below grade
disposal. The below gr.3de alternatives include u3e of available open pit mines or excavation of
speci:1 pits for disposal (Alternatives 4 and 5) These alternatives, although described in
idealized fashion in this generic study, are much like disposal programs developed for actual
mills. The description of such programs is provided in individual mill ervironmental
statements,27 29 and staff presentations on the subject of tailings disposal.30

8.4.1.3 Potential Reduced Care Made

Tha third mode (Alternatives 7, 8, and 9) is a loose collection of alternatives that represent
departure, from current technology or practice. To one degree or another they have the poten-
tial to provide an added reasure of isolation and protection, as well as a reduced level of
ongcing care, beyond that provided by the two other categories. Unique features of the alter-
natives in tnis category are (1) disposal of tailings in relatively deep locations, (2) fixation
of tailings slimes in asphalt or concrete, and (3) nitric acid leaching of cre.

8.4.1.4 Groundwater Protection

Most of the alternative programs conservatively provide groundwater protection by isolating
tailings and tailings solution through use of bottom liners and location above groundwater for-
mations. It may be possible to treat tailings to allow contacting sands or sands and slimes,
with groundwater, or to eliminate liners altogether. Proposals involving this wnuld have to be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 'ata from tests performed on tailings treated in the manner
proposed and on site-specific soils, hydrology, and geology would be needed. For Alternatives 7
and 8 it is assumed that washed sands could be contacted with groundwater; in real cases, this
would have to be evaluated as just discussed.

8.4.2 Alternative 1

Under Alternative 1 the disposal site is taken to be at grade level, or slightly above, so some
surface soil would be removed and the subsoil compacted. An earthen berm would be constructed
on the four sides of the impoundment. iailings would then be moved from the mill to the tailings
impoundment by slurry pipeline, and water would be recycled to the mill. Diversion ditches,
drains, and dikes would be emplaced where necessary. The total area disturbed would be about
100 ha (250 acres).
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As large areas of beaches became thoroughly dry, the surface would be sealed wit 5 0.6 m (2 ft)
of compacted clay and 2.7 m (9 ft) of ba e fill. Topsoil [!5 cm (6 inches)], saved from the
original preparation, would then be used ti cover the entire area. It would be contoured and
then vegetated with native plants. This alternative is depicted sr.hematically ir. Figure 8.4.

8.4.3 A_lternative 2

Under Alternative 2, the untreated tailings would be deposited in a partially backfilled and
lined open pit mine and then suitably covered (Fig. 8.5). Implementaticn of Alternative 2 would
be predicated on the availabili*, of an open pit mine relatively close to the mill. The disposal
operations might take place in stages within a large open-mine pit, witn tenoorary dams
constructed between the tailings area and areas being actively mined. After final drying of
first stages, overburden being stripped from newly opened mine areas could be directly 91 aced
over the tailings for cover. Thus, it may be possible to conduct sequenced reclamation of the
tailings disposal areas.

There would be two options under this alternative relative to lining of the pit. In one option,
a low permeability liner, either of clay or plastic, would be installed before backfil'ing the
pit to a plane above the water table. In the second ention, the pit wowld fit:t be ba u rilled
above the water table plane and then the liner woulo oe installec. Care would be required in
preparation of the cavity to ensure that side slopes would support the clay or plastic liner and
not crumble or bend.

ihe tailings would be transpo-ted to the disposal area by peline and deposited u, a slurry in
the prepared pit. A return pipeline would be required for water removed by a floating decant
system from the tailings deposited in the pit. Some water would be recycled to the mi?l; the
excess would be evaporated from an auxiliary pond [s50 ha (125 acres)]. When mill operations
ceased, the decanted tailings would be allowed to dry out naturally, then a cap of compacted clay
would be emplaced. The pit would th n be backfilled with overburden, and the surface restored
to a condition required by regulations.

8.4.4 Alternative 3

Alternative 3 is similar to the first option of Alternative 2 [ disposal in a pit af ter back-
filling a u lining only the bottom (not the sides) with clay or plastic], except the tailings
would be dewatered before being deposited in the pit. The major advantage of Alternative 3 is
that only the bottom of the pit would have to be prepared and lined; dewatering the tailings
would remove the possibility that moisture could migrate horizontally from the dispoal area.
Dewatering of the tailings also would make final covering and recla. nation of ine tailings
disposal area easier since an Extended drying period would not be required, and the use of heavy
equipment for tailings covering ooerations would be facilitated. The sequence of tailings
disposal could be coordinated with mining plans as described for Alternative 2.

Tailings slurry would be transported to the disposal site in a pipeline, then the slurry would
be either (1) filtered ca a horizontal vacuum filter to remove part of the water, or (2) pool-
evaporated and dried. If the first procedure were followed, the filtering device would convert
the slurry into a semidry cake (moisture content of 20% or more) which would then be hauled to
the disposal pit by truck or by a belt conveyor system. Water from the horizontal filter would
be pumped to an evaporation pond [ area of about 50 ha (125 acres)]. Under the second procedure,
the slurry would be placed in an evaporation pool [ area of about 100 ha (250 u res)] and after
evaporative drying would be hauled to the disposal pit by truck.

Af ter additional drying in the disposal pit to allow for movement of heavy machinery, the tail-
ings would be covered as in Alternetive 2. Alternative 3 is depicted schematically in i gure8.6.

8.4.5 Alternative 4

Alternative 4 would allow more freedom in selection and design of the disposal site, and no
liners would be needed. It represents a case where an open pit mine is not available for tail-
ings disposal, so a specially excavated pit is dug. An isolated area having relatively imperme-
able subsoils, such as shale or clay, would be located and a pit excavated. Untreated tailings
slurry then would be sent to the pit fra the mill by pipeline and placed within the shale or
clay layer. Part of the water would i: .ecycled and the tailings would dry in the pit as a
result of evaporation due to solar heat and dry winds; however, it is likely that an auxiliary
evaporation pond would be required.
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At the end of mill operations, the tailings wculd be allowed to dey completely and then would be
covered with a cap of clay or plastic, followed by overburden saved from the initial eeCavat on.
The surface would be restored and .aoetated to conform with current regulations. Alternative 4
is shown schematically in f igure 8. 7. sh special excavations could t,e construc .ed in " cells"
which would hold several years' worth of tali:"as at a time instead of as one larga impoundment;
such an approach would reduce the count of up-f rov investment required and allew for a phased
covering and reclamation of the tailings aret

8.4.6 Alternative 5

L:nder Alternative 5, as under Alternative 4, a special Fit would be dug for the dispusal of
untreated tailings; ho.ever, the pit would be lined because no impermeable geologic formation is
assumed. The pit would be in the form of a square 1000 m (33uo ft) on a side, within which a
series of trenches similar to those used in landfill dispos 3l of wiste would te dog (see
fiq. 8.8). Although some of the dirt removed when the trench was day would have to be moved only
short distances using bulldozers and graders, the bulk of the overburden would have to be moved
elsewhere.

A section of the trench of sufficient size for aoout two years' worth of tailinqs would be
escavated and lined first. Later sections would te built as needed. Temporary dikes would be
built across the trench to isolate tailinas water from constructicn areas. The w3ter balance
would be similir to that of Alterrative 4. Sealing, backfilling, and restoration could follow

~ h tailings. Construction, filling with tailings,in a few years after a trench area was filled w t

and restoration would move alonc the ler,gth nf the trerch in sequence. The length of pipeline
used to deliver the slurried tailings would vary; however, an average length of 16 km (10 miles)
is assumed.

The potential advantages of Alternative 5 are that the r(clamation of the mill tailings would be
staged, and the exposed tailings areas during cporation would br reduced from those of the other
alternatives where reclamation is not stagec A'cther potential advantage of this option would
be that slices could be segregjtod from sand 3 and ccvered by careful deposition of the tailings
slurry. If introduced at the opstre3m end of tha trench, tailings would form a " ramp," with
sands depositing first and slimes beirq carried to the lower end by the ta11ings solution.

8. 4. 7 Alternative 6

Although tailings would be disposed of above grade in Alternative 6, design and siting features
incorporated into the disposal progran. would minimize or eliminate the ef fects of natural erosion
to an extent reasonably equivalent to that under Alternatives 2 through 5. Topography is one of
the primary factors which would determine the degree to which the tailings disposal area .11 be
esposed to erosion forces. However, because tcpogrjphic features are so highly variable, it
would be inapprcir 'its to defire them in any great detail in this gereric study. The kind of
general features < cn wuuld make this alternative reasonably equivalent to below grade burial
are:

(a) A site is chosen where the upstream drainage area is very small. This would mean, for
example, that the impoundment would be near the top of a divide.

(b) Site topographic features prcvide shelter of the tailings area f rom wind; 1.e., the face of
the embankment is not exposed directly to prevjiling winds.

(c) F inal reclamation is carried out in such a manner that embarksents are contoured to make
very gradual slopes.

(d) Tailir-qs are rovered with reasonably thick soil and overburden materials. The overburden
s stabilized with vegetation, or rock riprip jnd cobbled as apprcpriate, to reta-d any ind

sno water erosion.

(e) The dam is constructed according to accepted geotechnical engineering standard practices to
ensure long-term stability (principles outlined in Regulatory Guide 3.11 are followed).

(f) The tailings disposal 3cea is not sited near a geologic fault.

(g) Cesign feitures corbire to cause deposition of sediment on the tialings area from what run-
off does cccur across the impoundment area.

A more detailed discussion of long-term stability and the factors which influm.co it are
presented in Section 9.4.1.
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8.5 ALIEFNATIVES FOR DECOMMIaSICNING OF MILL AND MILL SITE

Alternative modes of decommissioning are described in this section and the environmental conse-
quences of these actions are examined in Section 0.5. The monetary costs of the actions tequired
to return the mill site (excluding the tailings area), the mill buildings, and any offsite con-
taminated areas to conditions suitable for unrestricted general use are described in Section 11.3.
It is assumed that no tailings material would have been removed for use in offsite construction
and, therefore, that nc decontami.iation of offsite buildings would be necessary.

The alternatives to be considered are: (1) the retention and use of some or all of the buildings
and equipment after decontamination, and (2) the complete removal of all buildings, foundations,
and equipment, with the restoration of the site to its origin 31 state. The abandor.>ent of the
ill and site without decontamination and with or without f ences and guar ds is not considered a

viob!e alternative.

On cessation of mill operations, all salvageable equipment would te decor,taminated to acceptable
levels of surface radioactivity. NonsalvageaDie equipment would be removed frcm the buildings
and buried in the tailings pile. Concrete floors, foundations, sumps, and subsurface piping with
unacceptably high levels of uranium and daughter nuclides would be broken up, removed, and buried
in the tailings pile. Contaminated earth beneath the found3tions and egaipment removed would bE
excavated to the required depth and also taken to the tailings pile. The building would be
decontaminated; any porous contaminated material, such as concrete block, would be removed. For
Option 1, equipment could be removed from the buildings as desired and the buildings would then
be available for general use. For Option 2, the buildings sculd be removed and uncontaminated
foundations broken up and used as fill or riprap on steep or erodible <. lopes.

Areas outside the buildings and not covered with equipment would be treated identically in the
two options. Heavily contaminated areas, such as are pads and sludge ce collection ponds, would
be excavated, generally to a depth of a few meters, and the dirt remove <' to the tailinas pile.
Tne extensive onsite and offsite areas lightly contaminated by dust bic n front the cre pad, mill
and tailings is exppcted to be excavated to a relatively shallow depth [10 to 15 cm (4 to 6
inches)), with contaminated dirt being taken to the tailings pond. Finally, all excavated areas
would be backfilled and graded, topsoil would be added whera necessary, and the areas would be
revegetated.

Generally, all metal-surfaced equipment can be decontaminated and reused. The types of eq..ipment
salvageable include crusher grinders, rod mills, valves, pumps, steel tanks, and various ntrer,

special items. For decontamination, simple proceour?s, such as sandblasting or scrubbing witt.
detergents, ger.erally have been st :cessf ul.

Sof t-surf aced or porous materials, e.g. , wood, fiberglass, plastic, concrete, concrete block, or
rubber-surfaced equipment, generally cannot be decontaminated economically, and must be removed
and buried in the tailings area. Electric motors exposed to radioactive solutions usually cannot
be decontaminated. In some cases, high quality lumber used for tank shells car be reused in new
uranium mills, but not otherwise.

Mill buildings of bolted prefabricated steel construction, as assumed for the model mill, have
rarely presented any decontamination problems. In some mills, however, large amounts of yellow-
cake dust or of uranium daughter nuclides h+ve acc'.mulated in inaccessible areas, such as over-
head support member > er rafters; suc' hazards must be guarded agair,s+ when the building is di3-
mantled. In areas where acid solutions are ha dled, uranium and its decay products have pene-
trated concrete foundations and the eartt below to a depth of a few meters. The contaminated
foundations and dirt must be removed regardless of whether the entire building is to be reused
or removed. In the case of the model mill, it is assumed that extensive areas of concrete and
dirt contamination would be presett. Although the decontarination of equipment and buildings is
not generally hazardous or difficult, protective equipment and proper supervision of workers are
required.

In several mills where production has ceased, the salvageable equipment has been sold or trans-
ferred to new mills owned by the same company. Much of this equipment is of use in general ore-
processing operations, and thus markets should be available. For toe model mill, it is assumed
that the salvageable equipment would be removed without cost to the mill operator.

A more complete discussion of decommissioning operations is given in Appendix K-7.
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9. ENVIRONMENTAL IM? ACTS OF ALTERNATIVES

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the base case model mill in Chapter 6 identified four major potential impacts
for the single mill: (1) the probability that during the operation of the mill dose commit-
ments to nearby individuals will exceed applicable standards (40 CFR 190), (2) the existence of
very low doses to large numbers of people over long periods of time resulting from radon
releases from unco.ered tailings piles, (3) the potential " contamination of groundwater by
toxic ions (e.g., sulfate and selenium) seeped from unlined tailings ponds, and (4) the perma-
ner.t commitment of land to waste disposal. Various alternative methods of reducing these
impacts are described in Chapter 3.

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate tne effects of applying alternP ive methods of
emission control and waste management ta uranium milling operations. The environmental impacts
of the various alternatives described in Chapter 8 are analyzed by considering what the effects
would be in the model region if the alternatives were implemented at the model mill. This
approach facilitates the comparison of the alternatives among themselves and with the base case
(Ch. 6); in particular, it demonstrates how the impacts identified for the base case may be
reduced.

A wide range of alternatives is considered in varying degrees of detail and depth. Most atten-
tion is devoted to tailings management alternatives because the environmental impacts from
continued existence of the tailings extend over a long period of time compared with the opera-
tional period of the mill. The analysis of the base case indicates that the tailings area
would be the major source of radiological effects both during and after milling; thus, an
assessment of alternatives suitable for mitigation of these effects is desirable.

All of the alternatives were evaluated in the same manner as was the base case; i.e. the
impacts to air quality, water quality, soils, etc., were considered, and then a comparison to
the base case was made. An attempt was made to evaluate the incremental improvement that would
result from implementation of each alternative; in those cases where this proved felsible
(Secs. 9.2 and 9.3), a quant #tative estimate of the improvement was possible. This provides a
measure of the " benefit" of the alternative to be weighed against its " cost" (Ch. 11). A final
cost-benefit evaluation of major aspects of alternatives, as identified in Chapters 9 and 11,
is presented in Chapter 12 with corresponding proposed actions.

The long-lived nature of the radiological hazard of uranium mill tailings makes long-term
institutional control of the disposal site a major consideration in evaluaticn of disposal
programs; thus, alternatives are also evaluated in Section 9.4 with respect to the degree to
which tailings are isolated. In the light of this evaluation, consideration is given to the
ry g of long-ts'm control likely to be needed to supplement engineered and natural barriers to
rad iactivity.

The taiiings isolation provided by various alternatives ic. as;essed by examination of two sepa-
rate, but related, questions:

(1) How well will the isolation provided withstand natural forces, such as erosion, to which
the dis o c1 s Me will be exposed (Sec. 9.4.1);r

(2) What risks are associated with potential human activities at or near the site (Sec. 9.4.;).

Althoug5 the questions are interrelated, they are treated separately because of their different
nature. The former poses the problem of isolation of the tailings from the inevitable, conti-
nual processes of nature; if the problem can be solved, continuing active care of the disposal
site can be avoided. The second question, involvirg as it does human activities, deals with
risks that are very difficult to predict. The worst-case scenario, which postulates unknowing
encroachment of the tailings sometime in the future, poses the problem of inadvertent human
contact with excessive radioactivity; the necessity for land use control to avoid unacceptable
exposures is examined. Consideration of long-term monitoring and control activities at tailings
disposal sites that includes consideration of both natural forces and human activities is pre-
sented in Section 10.3.
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9.2 CONTROL SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

The function of the control system alternatives described in Section 8.2 would be to limit the
gaseous, and particulate emissions during uranium milling. The changes that would occur in
environmental impacts if these alternatives were implemented are described in the following
sections.

9.2.1 On Air Quality

As indicated in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1, the most significant potential impact on air quality
from milling operations is the increase in suspended particulates that will occur from dust
produced. The major sources of dust will be that produced by blowing over dried tailings
surfaces and by traffic on haul roads. In the uncontrolled base case involving operation of a
12 mill cluster, it was shown that air quality iimits could be exceeded at a reference location

3i km from the central mill. (An annual concentration of 65 ug/m is predicted; this would
exceed limits in some states such as Wyoming where the limit on suspended particulates is
60 ug/m .) With app!ication of dust controls identified in Chapter 8 such as sprinkling of3

roads and wetting or chemical stabilization of dried tailings beaches, resultant concentrations
cou,d be reduced to levels well within limits. For example, with 50% and 90% c'ntrol of road
dusting and tailings surfaces respectively, concentrations at the 1 km reference location would

3be reduced to about 45 ug/m Achieving these levels of control would require constant manage-
ment attention, particularly daring dry periods, since the chemical spraying or wetting
controls will only last for relatively short periods of time.

9.2.2 On Topography and Land Use

Control systems would significantly reduce the degree of land contamina* ion that would occur as
a result of blowing tailings. To the degree that such contamination i: educed or eliminated,
restriction of land uses would be avoided.

9.2.3 On Mineral Resources

All control system alternatives considered would have impacts identical to those of the hise
case.

9.2.4 On Water Resources

9.2.4.1 Surface Water

The control system alternatives that would reduce the dispersal of particulates to ephemeral
stream beds or mine dewatering streams would reduce the impact on water quality proportion-
ately. Confinement of contaminant-carrying runoff to the mill site would still be necessary.

9.2.4.2 Groundwater

The impacts of the alternatives considered would be similar to tnose of the base case.

9.2.5 On soils

Effective dust control measures would minimize the incremental addition of sodium, sulfate,
chloride, and nitrate compounds to natural concentrctions in the soil. Also, the reduction of
pr mary p cduction by dust deposition on leaf surfaces under conditions of the base casei

would be prevented by the dust control option; indirectly, this wouid reduce soil erosion by
providing for better growth of vegetation.

0 2.6 On Biota

9.2.6.1 Terrestrial

Effective dust control would reduce impacts from deposition of tailings particles on vegeta-
tion; such impacts include decrease in primary prodoctivity and increase in toothwear of
grazing animals. The effects of tailings dust inhalation by animals would also be decreased by
dust control.

5. 6.2 Aquatic

The effect of dust on the aquatic habitat in the model region is minimal; therefore, the con-
trol system alternatives considered for particulate emission control would have little conse-
quence on water chemistry or on the aquat:c hiota.
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9.2.7 On the Community

The alternatives considered would have impacts identical to those of the base case.

3.2.8 Radiological

9.2.8.1 General

In the base case analysis, a low level of emission control was assumed for the major radio-
active sources at the mill; the ore storage pad, crushing and grindi1g operations, ore bins,
yellowcake dryer and tailings. Under the base case no steps were taken to control dusting from
the ore storage pad or f rom dried areas of the mill tailings impoundment (which comprised 60%
o' the tailings surface area). Less than the most efficient rated stack control devices were
employed. As a result, individual exposure limits (40 CFR 190) were not met at the three
reference locations evaluated.

Section 8.2 identified alternative control methods which can be used to reduce emissions during
mill operations. Table 9.1 summarizes representative, available met"ods selected by the staff
f rom among those described in Chapter 8, to illustrate the ef fects or increasing the level of
emission control in increments above the base case. The>e controls include the following:
using windbreiks and sprinkling at the ore pad; improved filtering and wet, semi-autogenous
grinding to Juce or eliminate dusting which occurs from dry crushing of ore; improved
filtering or wet shipment to reduce or eliminate yellowcake emissions; cnd, stablizing the
tailings surf ace with water cover, surf ace wetting or chemical spraying.

Table 9.1, and Tables 9.2 and 9.3 which show what contr'butions to offsite individual and
population exposures are made by various sources under the base case, provide an indication of
the relative importance of mill sources. From the releases and resultant exposures summarized,
it is clear that fugitive dust releases from the ore pad and grinding and crushing operations
are relatively insignificant. Furthermore, these releases do not present an obstacle in terms
of meetirg the requirements of 40 CFR Part 190. However, in order to meet the 25 mrem /yr limit
of 40 CFR Part 190 at all three locations, tailings pile particulate releases and yellowcake
emissions would have to be simultaneously reduced by substantial fractions. Tailings pile and
yellowcake releases are also dominant in the production of regional popriation dose conmit-
ments, as shown in Table 9.3.

fha effects of incorporating available emission controls into the base case model mill are
shown in fable 9.4 for individual doses at the three reference receptor locations, and in Table
9.5, for regional population dose commitments. At all three reference receptor lccations, air
concentrations resulting f rem operation of the model mill i nder the base case were previously
shown in compliance with the limits for unrestricted areas specified in 10 CFR Part 20. For
the base case model mill, doses at the fence post location are within the 25 mrem /yr limit of
40 CFR Part 190, for limited occupancy with no ingestion of locally grown food. At the trailer
location, compliance with 40 CFR Part 190 depends on emission controls, and also on the assumed
occupancy and ingestion pathways. For an occupancy factor of 50% with the vegetable ingestion
pathway present, coapliance with 40 CFR Part 190 would require covering or control of about 90%
of the 80-ha (200-acre) tailings area, in addition to a 50% further reduction of fugitive ore
dust and yellowcake releases. These control levels would also be sufficient to establish
compliance for the ranch location, even with vegetable, meat, and milk ingestion, and to reduce
regional popalation doses by a minimum of about 80%.

While, in general, the staff has not attempted to evaluate the effects of specific control
devices or methods, two recent developments are noteworthy in that they can potentially elimin-
ate yello-cake and dry ore crushing emissions. These alternatives ar e use of wet, semi-
autogenous are grinding and wet product shipment from the mill. Table 9.4 shows that employing
these methods can reduce offsite exposures but also shows that the incremental benefit will be
only modest because the affected sources are small in comparison to the tailings source.
Greater potential benefits are offered in the area of occupational exposure which is discussed
below.

In summary, Table 9.4 shcws that 40 CFR 190 limits can be mat at locations near the model mill
but only with a high degree of tailings surface control and with an efficient )el.owcake dust
collection system. Since tailings dust contrcls are not automatic, constant vigilance and man-
agement attention to the status of tailings surfaces will have to he exercised in order to meet
off-site dose limits. With regard to yellowcake emissions, a factor which is just as important
as rated collectino device efficiency is proper and continuous control operation. It is imper-
ative that yellowcake drying and packaging operations that can produce yellowc6ke just be
secured when the stack control is not operating properly. This obviously ca'Is fo frequent
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Table 9.1. Effect of Improved Contro!s on Radioactive Emission Rates from Model Mill

Emission Rate
Source end

Control tevel Particulates (mci /y) Radon (Ci/yr)bd

Ore Pad
d 107c

Base case (0%) 1.08
d

Windbreak (30%) 0.77
d

Sprinkling and (60%) 0.46

Wir.dbreak

Ore Crushing and Grindirs
d

Base case (97%) 0.28
d

Bag filter (98%) 0.19

,emi-autogenous grinding 0

Yellowcake Drying and Packagirig Negligible

Base case (98%) 72"

Venturi scrubber (100%) 36'

Slurry product (100%) 0

Tailings Pile

Wetting and chemical

stabilization

37% covered # (50 ha dry) 2009 7000

75% covered (20 ha dry) 809 2800

90's covered ( 8 ha dry) 329 1100

100% covered 0 0

* Percentage of reduction in emissions from an uncontrolled source is given in parentheses.
Note that because of the short half-life of 3.82 days. very little of the Rn-222 released
during a year will be present in the environment at the end of that year. Equilibrium between
the rate of release ar,d the rate of radioactive decay is established relatively quickly;
therefore, release at a constant rate equivalent to 7109 Ci/yr (as in the base case f or the
model mill) will result in only 107 Ci of Rn-2J2 existing outside of the sources at any point
in time.

c Total release frem ore through all stages before leaching is 107 Ci/yr and is unaffected by
application of controls.

dEmission rate for each of the long-lived isotopes (b-238, U-234, Th-230, Ra-226, Pb-210,
Po-2!0).

' Emission rate for U-238 and U-234; others are much lower.
37% cover represents the base case for the model mill--80 ha contain tailings but 20 are
cove.ed with water and 10 more are maintained wet.

9 Emission rate for Ra-226, PD-210, Po-210. Values for In-230 are 5% less, much less fo.

uranium isotopes.
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Table 9.2 Basa Case Individual Doses at Reference locations, by Release Source, Juring the Firial Year of t'ill Operation

40 CFR Part 190 Dose, mrem /yr Total Dese, mrem /yr
hhole Me BrCnchiaTLocation Source of Releases Body Bone Lung Body Bone Lung Epithelium

I. Fence (site bcundary)' Ore pad, G. and C. 0.015 0.419 0.706 0.041 0.422 0.710 3.Occupancy: 10% Yellowcake D. and P. 0.054 0.9ul 13.9 0.056 0.904 13.9 0.Age: Adult Tailings Pile 0.410 7.64 2.37 6.85 14.1 8.81 196.0.64 km ENE
All sources 0.479 8.96 17.0 6.95 15.4 23.4 199.

b
II. Trailer Ore pad, G. and C. 0 094 1.15 1.59 0.179 1.18 1.66 10.Occupancy: 50% Yellowcake D. and P. 0.194 3.24 40.3 0.202 3.25 40.3 0.Age: Adult Tailings Pile 8.97 115. 14.3 25.9 132. 31.2 505.0.94 km ENE

All sources 9.26 119. 56.1 26.3 136. 73.1 515.
cIII. Ranch Ore pad, G. and C. 0.070 0.853 0.666 0.141 0.925 0.69B 5.Occupancy: 100% *ellowcake D. e'd P. 0.152 2.49 20.8 0.156 2.50 20.8 0. 6,

e

Age: Child Tailings Pile 11.1 119. 14.0 20.8 129. 23.8 283.2.0 km ENE
All sources 11.3 122. 35.5 21.1 132. 45.3 288.

"No ingestion doses included.
bVegetable ingestion doses included.
CVegetable, meat, and milk ingestion doses included.
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Table 9.3 Base Case Annual Pcpulation Jose Commitment
Received by Regional Population, by Relea e Source, Person Rem /Yr'

--'

Whole Bronchial
Source of Releases Body Bone Lung Epithelium

Ore pad, G. and C. 0.075 0.539 0.191 2.1

Yellowcake D. and P. 0.032 0.511 1.36 0.

Tailings Pile 6.36 52.2 11.2 136.

All sources 6.47 53.3 12.8 138.

*Do e commitments are those receiv(d in final year of operation by the model region population.

checks of the yellowcake stack contral device *.o determine when it is not operating properly,

as well as effective administrative controls barring product operations during periods of mal-
function.

The previous discussion focuses primarily on the eifects of controls in a case involving opera-
tion of a single mill for one year, and on the problem of meeting individual exposure limits.
Table 9.6 presents a broader perspective on the potential health risks associated with the
relatively high level of control required to meet 40 CFR 190 at rearby locations. Total
exposures (inciuding cantributions from radon and daughters) are presented for the individual
living at the ranch and an average individual living in the milling region for both the cases
involving isolated mill operations and operation of a mill cluster (12 mills). The table shows
what potential health risks are faced by these selec'ed individuals as a result of exposure to
releases from a full 20 year mill lifetime. More specifically, the table indicates the fo!-
lowing:

1. Total exposures and risks to the maximum individual would be reduced tn less than 10% of
those risks presented by background r adiation on the assumption that surf ace control
measures would reduce radon emissions as effectively as dust, in the worst case of 12
mills operating in a region. These risks would be to less than 2 per 10,000 cf premature

deaths from cancer.

2. The risks to the average individual in the milling region would reduce to sma'l fractions
(less than 1%) of background radiation induc- J risks even in th" worst case mill cluster
situation.

The above risks are those associated with a level of tailings dust control which would be a
s gnificant improvement over the base case which is representative of past practice at mills.i

However, notwithstanding the facts that the risks estimated for this level of control would be
very small compared to thuse occurring as a result of background radiation, and individual dnse
limits are mot, the fact that any potential health effects can occur calls for reducing
emissions to as low as reasonably achievable. This is also necessary to avoid spread of ground
contaminativ which will lead to problems of final site decommissioning and cleanup.

The assnmption that radon emissions will be suppressed to the sama excent av surface dusting is
a good approximation when a water cover or complete saturation c' (he upper tailings surfaces
is the control method employed. ,When chemical sprays and superf,cial wetting are employed to
control dusting from dried surfaces, this assumption is not expected to be as accurate since
these would produce only a thin surface film. Thin films would be effective in controlling

dust but small imperfections or penetrations, which would likely be present in such films,
would provide escape routes for radon. Water ccver could be achi=ved in cases where the
tailings are disrcsed in a '. u r ry . This, however, has pctential negative aspects when viewed
from the be 'd -''spective required in developing a long-term tailings disposal program. For
example, a water cover provides a driving force f or seepage to groundwiter, creates additional
problems of impoundment stability, ;ad may make the problems of final covering of the tailings
more difficult than if tailings are dewatered or dried prior to disposal. This conflict is
resolved by thcse tailings disposal schemes which involve staged covering end reclamation of
tailings.

Section 9.3 evaluates in a more comprehensive manner the overall problems of tailings manage-
ment and disposal. In that section, 9 alternative tailings disposal problems are evaluated
f rom a broader perspective than just control of tailings dustir g during operation.

- - , - 9,
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Table 9.4 Effects of Emission Controls en Individual Doses at Reference Locations During the Final Year of Mill Operation

40 CFR Part 190 Dose, mrem /yr Total Dose, mrem /yr
Added Wnole knole ErcnchialaLocation Effluent Controls Body Bone Lung Bocy Bone Lung Epitheliam

I. Fence (site boundary) None (base case) 0.479 8.96 17.0 6.95 15.4 23.4 199.Occuor..cy: 10% A, B, and D 0.199 3.72 8.25 2.79 6.30 10.8 81.4Age: Adult A, L, and E 0.101 1.88 7.68 1.15 2.92 8.71 34.40.'A km ENE A, B, rud F 0.035 0.66: 7.303 0.049 0.663 7.305 3.0A, C, and D 0.172 3.2, 1.30 2.76 5.85 3.88 81.4A, C, and E 0.074 1.43 0.732 1.12 2.47 1.76 34.4A, C, and F 0.008 0.210 0.353 0.021 0.211 0.355 3.0
II. Trailer None (base caa) 9.26 119. 56.1 26.3 136. 73.1 515.Occupancy: 50% A, B, and D 3.73 48.2 26.7 10.6 55.0 33.5 212.Age: Adult A, B, and E 1.58 20.6 23.2 4.33 23.3 26.0 90.80.94 lun ENE A, B, and F 0.144 2.20 20.9 0.191 2.22 21.0 10.0

A, C, and D 3.64 46.6 6.52 10.4 53.4 13.3 212. ?A, C, and E 1.48 19.0 3.08 4.23 21.7 5.82 90.8 "
A, C, and F 0.047 0.575 0.795 0.0855 0.590 0.830 10.0

III. Ranch None (case base) 11.3 122. 35.5 21.1 132- 45.3 288.Occupancy: 100% A, B, and D 4.55 49.3 16.3 8.47 53.3 20.3 118.Age: Child A, B, and E 1.89 20.7 13.0 3.48 22.4 14. f: 50.32.0 km ENE A, B and F 0.111 1.67 10.7 0.149 1.71 10.7 5. 0A, and D 4.48 48.0 5.93 8.39 52.1 9.87 118.A,u, adE 1 C1 19.5 2.57 3.40 21.1 4.16 50.3A, C, and F 0.035 0.427 0.333 0.071 0.463 0.349 5.0
' Key to Effluent controls: A, ore pad, grinding, rushing releases reduced by 50%. D, tailings 75% covered.

B, yeilowcake releases reduced by 50%. E, tailings 90% covered.
C, yellowcake releases reduced by 100% (slurry). F, tailings 100% covered.
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!able 9.5 Effects of Emission Controls on
Annual Population Dose Commitments, ?erson-Pem/fr ,b,ca

Added Whole Bronchial
dEmission Controls Body Bont Lung Epithelium

None (base case) 6.47 53.3 12.8 138.
A, B, and D 2.60 21.4 5.26 56.7

t 1.07 8.88 2.57 23.9A , B , a- ;
A, P. and F 0.054 0.526 0.776 2.1
A, C, and D 2.58 21.2 4.58 56.5
A, C, and E 1.06 8.62 1.89 23.9
A, C , and F 0.036 0.270 0.096 2.1

*This table presents annual population dose cummitments, (as opposed to environmental
dose commitments; see Section 6 2.8) received by the population of the 80 km adius
model regian in the final year of mill operation.

If the saro assumption t'egarding emporting food f rcm the model region that was
assumed in Chapter 6 were made here, total esposu es to whole body, bane and lung
would be very roughly 50%, 75% and 30% greater than as shown here. however, total
bronchial epithelium dose would not be different from that received in the region and
total health risks would be only about 10% greater than those faced in the region
alone.

CEnvironmental dose commitments (EDCs) would be roughly in the same proportion to annual
dose commitments as was predicted in t!.e base case (Chapter 6) for example, with
contrels A, B and E appl.ed s.'see footnote d), the EDCs delivered in the region to hole body,.

bone, lung and bronchial epithelium would be 1.49, 10.9, 3.0, and 23.9 person-rem per year,
respectively. This would be an approximate 80% reduction in esposure which is similar to
that estimated for annual dose commitments,

d Key to Emission Controls: A, ore pad, grinding, crushing releases reduced by 50%.
B, yellowcare releases reduced by 50%.
C, yello. cake releases reduced by 100% (slurry).
D, tailings 75% covered.
E, tailings 90% covered.
F, tailings i00% covered.

?
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Table 9.6 Radiological Impact to Selected Individuals with Control

Risk of Premature Risk from Mills
Death from Exposure as Fraction of
to Mill Releases Risk Due to Back-

Dose Commitment (mrrm/yr) Over 20 years ground Radiation *
DWhole Body Bone Lung per 10 000 'C (%)

dMaximum Individual
(Ranch location)

| Hill 3. 5 22 65 1.1 (o.3) 7.6
Mill Clutter 4.4 26 94 1.7 (9.5) 11

dAverage Individual

1 Mill 0.026 t, .19 0.47 0.009(f.05) 0.06
Mill Cluster 0.27 2.2 4.8 0.08(0.55) 0.54

*All doses are total annual 50 year dose commitments. All doses are rounded to two significant
figures.

b
ihe range in risks due to uncertainties in health effects models extends from about 1/2 to
2 times the central value (App. G-7). This range does not include uncertainties in other
areas (e.g., source term estimates and dose assessment models).

CRisks are presented for exposure received after entire mill lif_, that is, 15 years of exposure
during the operation of the mill, and 5 years of e-.posure post ope * ations whila tailings are
drying out, are cunsidered. This value is greater than 20 times annual exposure presented
because tailings dust releases increase in period when tailings are drying. Figures in paren-
theses state risks estimated for base case.

d 3The control level assumed insolves 90% tailings surface dust control, 99% U 08 emisr. ion
control, 98% control of cre crushing dust, and 60% control of ore pad dusting.

'The risk of premature death due to background radiation is estimated to be 7.4 x 10-5
for one year of 1.5 x 10" for twenty years. The following annual background exposures
are ssumed for the model region: whole body, 143 mrem; bone, 250 mrem; and lung,
704 mr?m.
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9.2.8.2 Cumulative Dose Commitments and Health Effects to Occupationil W7rkers

Cumulative dose commitments to occupational workers in United States uranium mills over the
period 1978 to 2000 were estimated for the model mili base case (Sec. 6.2.8.2.7). Cumulative
dose commitmants based on the model mill are given again in Table 9.7, along with estimates of
the occupational exposure incurred if improved controls were added to the model mill. Wet,
semi autogenous grinding would greatly reduce one of the largest sources of radiological risk
to occupational mill worbers by essentia:ly eliminating ore dust in crushing and grinding
areas. The combination of wet, semi autogenous grinding with wet shipment of yellowcabe wuuld
decrease the average radiological risk to occupational workers by about 2/%. Cumulative
somatic health effects to occupational workers are given in Table 9.8 for alternative operating
modes. Table 9.9 shows the effects of the alternative operating modes on the average wurker;
risks are presented in comparison with those faced by esposure to background radioactivity.

Table 9.7. Cumulative Dose Commitments to Occupational Workers in United States Uranium Mills
(1978-2000) for Alternative Operating Modes

Do'.e Commi t t ment (organ-rem)

Lung

Operating Mode Whole Body Bone Pulmonary Bronchial Epitheiium

Base Case 3.99 x 104 1.84 x 105 1.53 x 105 2.64 x 105

With wet semi-autogenous 3.59 x 104 /. 38 x 104 4.73 x 10' 2.64 x 105
grinding

With wet shipment 3.74 x 104 1.43 x 105 1. 39 x 105 2.64 x 105
of yellowcake

5With wet semi-autogenous 3.34 4 104 3.34 x 104 3.34 x 104 2.64 x 10
grinding and wet shipment
of yellowcake

Table 9.8 Cumulative Somatic Health Effects to Occupat,onal Workers in United States Uranium
Mills (1978-2000) for Alternative perating Modes

Average Decrease in
Increase in Cancer Radiological Health Risk to

Premature Deaths Death Rate due Occupational Workers by
Operating Mude due to Milling to Career Dose Alternative 0?erating Mode

% %

Case Case 3.7 x 10' 12 0

With wet, semi-autogenous 2.8 x 101 8.8 24
grinding ,

With wet shipment 3.6 x 101 11 3
of yellowcake

With wet, semi-autogenous 2.7 x 101 8. 5 2/
grinding and wet shipment
of yellowcake

'The career dose is based on a person working in the milling industry for 47 years (that is,
from age 18 te 65). The increase in cancer death rate is based on an average annual risk
of death due to cancer of 1.6x10 3 (Ref. 1).
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Table 9.9 Fotential Hea:th Risks to Average worker for Alternative Operating Modes

Risk af Premature Tisk as a Fraction
Dose Commitment Death for Total of Exposure to

(mrem /yr Career - Chances Background
Operating Hude Whole Body Bone Lung per 10,000 Radiation (%)d

Rase case 450 ?100 4700 ?00 570

Sami-autogencu gri. Jing 00 Sin 3500 150 "20

Wet U 0n Shipment 420 1600 4600 190 5503

Semi autogenous grinding 380 3E3 3400 145 420
dnd wet u 0s Snipment3

* Refer to Table 4.14 for natural radioactivity exposure levels.

9.3 MILL TAILINGS MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Implementation of the several tailings management alternatives described in Section 8.4 is
evaluated herein in terms of the environmental impacts expected to cccur in the model region.
The evaluations are valid for comparisca of the alternatives, but are not necessarily valid for
any existing or futyra real tituatien !! it raatized that tha ra13tiva marit* of thn JItcr-
natives may change when they are applied in different geophysical regions; thus regional varia-
tions and other factors that might affttt implementation of alternativas are discussed when
pertinent.

The potential impacts on a given environmental component (e.g., soil, biota) are evaluated for
each of the alternatives successively so that the impacts on that component can be readily
compared. The purpose is to illustrate to what degree the base-case impacts can be reduced by
each of the alternative tailings n3n3gement programs. Inasmuch as the programs contain various
process alternatives, they are evaluated as parts of the programs. The various monetary costs
associated with implementation of the alternatives are sunmarized in Section 11.2; a more
complete discussion is given in Appendix K-4. Coapter 12 contains a final benefit-cost evalua-
tion of major aspects of mill tailings management and disposal alternatives.

9.3.1 On Air Qu11ity

The primary impact of the tailings area on air quality would be an increase in suspended particu-
late matter dowr, wind of the piles. The alternatives are assessed relative to emissions of dust
and gases or vapors that probably would result during operation and before reclamation. It is
presumed that after reclamation, all emissions would be indistinguishable from the natural
release of dust in surrounding areas.

9.3.1.1 Before Reclamation

Relative to air quality impacts, the alternatives fall into three classes: (a) those for whict
impacts would be virtually the same as for the base case (or of the improved base case if the
control alternatives of 5?c. 9.2 were used); (b) these for which impacts would be incrementally
le stened; and (c) those for which impacts might be more severe than those of the base case.
Members of class (a) are Altarnatives 1, 4, and 6, all of which duplicate the base case during
opera * ions and require a dr'.og-out period of several years.

Class (b) consists of Alternatives 2, 3, and 5. Some decrease in air quality impacts is
expected under Alternatives 2 and 3 because the drying surface of the tailings would be below
grade and protected by relatively steep walls; impacts would be reduced under Alternative 5 as
a result of the phased nature of drying and covering.
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Alternatives ,, , and 9 are placed in class (c) because of the additional emission of p llu-
tants resulting from the drying and fixing cperations and from emissico of oxides of nitrogen
from the nitric acid process.

3. 3.1. 2 After Reclamation

With respect to the maintenance of ambient air quality after vegetation is established, all the
alternatives are good (and much better than the base case); some are Detter than others, how-
ever, when long-term effects are censidered. Tailings areas resulting from the programs of
Alternatives 1, 6, and 9 would be relatively more susceptible to erosion effects and the li6e-
lihood of particulate dispersion would be correspondingly greater. The disposal areas of
Alternatives 2 through 7 would be better protected from erosion, whereas that of Alternative 8
would be immune

9. 3.1. 3 Conc ' us i on

The impacts occurring before reclamation are weighted less heavily because they are temporary;
the following remarks are based largely on effects expected during the postreclamation perind.
Relative to air quality impacts during such periods, all of the alternatives are genei ally
acceptable, although Alternative 1 srould be avoided, if at all possible, because the steep
aspect of the tailings pile is likely to result in relatively severe problems with blowing dust
over long periods of time. Of the remaining alternatives, 6 and 9 are less favored, and 8 is
ideal.

9.3.2 On Land Use

Land use aspects of the various tailings man 3gement alternatises can be considered from two re-
lated but slightly different points of view: (I) the removal of land from premilling use and
(2) restriction of future land use. The evaluaticos in this section will te r3stricted to the
former consideration; questionc of land use control are discussed in Section 9.4.2.

9.3.2.1 Evaluation of Alternatives

ulter natives 1, 4, 6, and 9 all would require the use of about the same amount of land as the
base case. Assuming that a "self-maintaining" vegetative cover were established on the over-
burden covering the tailings, the land possibly could te used for grazing. The suitability of
the land for such use would depend on the degree to which vegetation was successfully estab-
lished so as to both stabilize the oserburden (to preve.t wind and water erosion) and stand up
under grazing pressure (of either livestock or wildlife). Such land use would probably not be
possible under Alternative 1, in that continued active care to maintain a cover of vegetation
would be required. Range and livestock management on surrounding lands would also affect the
use vt the tailings land.

Ailer natives 2, 3 and 7 also would require about thc same amount of land as the base case.
Since a depleted open pit mine would be used, some of the land use restrictions which existed
because of the presence of the mine would be removed. This land also possibly could be used
for grazing. There could be a net gain of about 100 ha (250 acres) fo- this activity.

Implementation of Alternative 5 would require about twice as much land as wouid those above;
however, the phased nature of the operation would allow earlier return of the land to pro-
ductive use and the ultimate use of the area would be identical.

The above analyses apply to the model region. In those regions of the United States substan-
tially different from the model region (e.g., t*e Southern Rocky Mountains, Northern Rocky
Mountains, and Texas Coastal Plains regions, whicn have a high percentage of land in woodland
and forest, or the Great Plains, which has a high percentage of cropland) the above evaluation
must be modified. It is doubtful that forest could be reestablished on the tailings. In the
case of cropland, it may be desirable to prohibit any agricultural practices which involve
tilling the soil or growing human foodstuffs over the tailings, as discussed in Section 9.4.2.

Tailings disposal in a deep mine, as in Alternative 8, would result in little or no additional
disturbance of surface land. Filling of the mine with tailings might, in some cases, lessen
the potential for surface subsidence over the mine.

9.3.2.2 Conclusion

Relative to land use, Alternative 8 appears optimal. The small amount of land disturbed during
implementation of the alternative could be restored rapidly; furthermore, there appears to be
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lit tle thance that unrestricted land use = auld be precluded in the future. Alternatives 2, 3,
and 7 would allow the "eclanation of an open pit mine, which veuld result in additional pro-
duc t i ve land, but the irobability that this use might haee to be abandoaed in the future is
higher than for Altern&tive 8. The same consideration applies to Alternatives 4 through 6 and
9, furthermcre, in thesa cases no previouc.iy restricted use land would be reclaimed.
Alternative 1 appears ti be the least desirable because the potential for productive use of the
reclaimed tailings disp > sal site is the least.

9.3.3 On Mineral Resour:e_s_

Thase aspects of the tai'ings management altarnatives that impinge on mineral resources consist
primarily of the nerceiv d difficulty of future recovery of those mineral values in the
tailings and, in seme ca,es, those ly ing below the tailings area. The evaluation of future
recowerability is made c1 the bisis of currently available mining techniques. It is recog-
nized, howeser, that one,oing development cf these techniques may obviate some of the diffi-
culties new perceived. from this viewpoint, the base case is highly rated inasmucn as the lack
of covering would -- .er easy tre recovery o' minerals from those tailings

9.3.3.1 Evaluation of Alternatives

The placement or a liner below tFe tailings might make the recovery of any mineral resources
located below the tailings some. hit more difficult, but wou!d not affect the recovery of any
minera's left in the tailings themselves. The placement of a cap over the tailings would be an
impediment to the recovery of any mineral resources below the tailings or of minerals left in
the tailirgs, but would not preclude their recovery. Fin.ing the tailings in concrete, asphalt,
er anather agent would seriously impede future recovery of any minerals in the tailings. In
addition, the recovery of any mineral resources below the tailings would be mide more dif-
ficult.

On the basis of the above discussion, Alternative i appe3rs desirable relative to this cunsid-
eratico, for only the cover would impede recovery of mireral values. Those alternatives that
involve only emplacement of a liner and cover (Alternatives 4 through 6 and 9) wnuld make
recovery somewhat more difficult, but not materially sc. (The presence of shale in Alternative
4 and the more dispersed character of the tailings in Alternative 6 are considered to be incon-
sequential.) The presence of substantial quantities of backfill in Alternatives 2 and 3 would
adj another increment to the difficulty of recovery, but again a rather small one. Such is not
the case for Altern;tives 7 and 8, under which fixing of the ta lings could seriously impedei

recovery; indeed, returnir.g fixed tailings to a deep mine virtually precludes future mining of
the tailirgs.

9.3.3.2 Conclusion

Relatin to recoverability of mineral values, all the alternatives except 7 and 8 are satis-
factory, although minor differences exist among them. The fixed tailings under Alternative 7
.nuld be dif ficult to mine and those under Alternative 8, very dif ficult.

9.3.4 On ' water Resoerces

The contaminaticn of water resources from uranium milling activities can result from introduc-
tien of deleterious substances into groundwater or soil strata er t'eir deposition on the soil
surface, with subsequent movement in surface water. Recharge of aquatic h)bitats by contamin-
tied ground. iter will influence surface water quality during dry seasons when recharge main-
tains base flo-s in streams or minimum levels in other bodies of water. Degradation of surface
water quality may also occur when contaminants deposited on the soil surf ace f rom wind dis-
persal and seepage are transported to cquatic habitats in runoff or soil interflow following
precipitation; however, this mode of transport is not likely to be important.

9.3.4.1 Surface Water

9.3.4.1.1 Before Reclamation

Of the various processes incorporated into the tailings management alternatives, only nitric
acid leaching of the ore would have impacts to surface water quality different from those of
the base case. This process dif fers from the sulfuric acid leach process by releasing nitrogen
as nitrate, a more toxic chemical than sulfate.2 The nitrate ion does not adsorb on soil as
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readily as does the sulfate ion and thus will be transported to groundwater by seepage and
thence to surface water by recharge.3 Th3 resultant impacts to aquatic systems would exceed
those of the base case.

9.3.4.1.2 After Reclamation

Analysis of impacts to surface waters from each of the tailings manag w nt alternatives is
based on an evaluation of potential contamination routes in comparison to the base case. The
surf ace water contamination mechanisms considered are wind dispersion, seepage to surf ace
water, seepige to ground surface, and seepage to groundwater and subsequent recharge of surface
water.

Many of the alternatives would involve installation of a clay er synthetic (plastic) liner to
reduce or eliminate seepage. A 1-m (3-ft) layer of compacted bentonite clay installed as a
liner in the tailings pond would reduce seepage to 6% of that typical for the base case
(unlined). On the other hand, the contaminants in the seepage would be concentrated to 3.6
times the values for the base case (from increased evaporation). The effect of clay liners on
potential surface water quality degradition therefore is difficult to estimate since the impact
of reduced seepage rates must be offset by the increase in pollutant concentration. In addi-
tion, the distance that the seepage traveled would influence its chemical composition and the
concentrations of the pollutants.

i nG * tic (plastic) liners are impermeable barriers to seepage of tailings discharge. Properf

instal ation of a plastic liner over the tailings pond bottom and all embankments would elimin-
ate see age if the integrity of the liner were maintained.

The bentinite clay cover used in all the alternatives would retard infiltration of atmospheric
precipitacion. This procedure would reduce seepage from the pile and might aid in th? reten-
tion of the integrity of the liner. Installation of a clay cap would eliminate aerial distri-
bution of part.iculates and contaminants and infiltration of prtripitation into the tailings.

The use of asphalt, cement, cr other " tailings Dinders" to immobilize heavy metals and solLble
salt! Jischarged in mill wastes would reduce or eliminate the potential for these substances to
degrade surface water quality.

No liner is provided under Alternative 1; hence, seepage and its r?sultant effects on ground
and surface waters would be as described in Section 6.2.4.

Liners would be provided under Alternatives 2 through 6, and 9. If the liners were of clay,
the remarks above would apply; seepage would be reduced, but not eliminated. It is assumed
that if plastic liners were used, seepage would be eliminated for a limited time, but over
long, r periods some seepage would occur (see Sec. 9.3.4.2) so that the overall ef fect would be
.ne same. The effects on surface water quality would be similar to, but less than, those
discussed in Section 6.2.4.1; no quantitative statement can be made for the complex system.

*he partial drying of tailings before deposition ( Alternative 3) would reduce (to about 40%)
ue potential for seepage as compared to other alternatives in this group, assuming that the
integrity of the cap were maintained. The shalt layer of Alternative 4 would be intermediate
between clay and plastic with regards to seepage. The character of the seepage under Alter-
nMive 9 would be different (see Sec. 9.3.4.1.1), but the overall effects would be comparable.

The fi ~ cior, of tailings with cement or asphalt would eliminate impacts from dispersal of dust
and minimize seepage problems so long as int a rity of the bond were maintained. Implementation
of Alternative 7 or 8 thus is desirable relative to maintenance of surface water quality;
placement of the fixed tailings in a deep mine (Alternative 8) is regarded as the better
choice.

9.3.4.1.3 Conclusion

The impacts on surface water quality resulting from imp 1tmentation of any of the tailing
ruanagement alternatives would be small. Seepage to the groundwater and deposition of airborne
toxicants likely to result under Alternative I would lead to some contamination of surface
waters via the indirect mechanisms mentioned above. Those alternatives that provide liners
beneath the tailings would be needed only in the short term until the tailings pond dried out.
Because the fixed tailings in Alternatives 7 and 8 would be deposited in contact with ground-
water, potential for damage to aquifers would be higher, and surface water quality might be
impaired via recharge f rom contaminated groundwat er. Emplacement of the standard covering for
Alternatives I through 7 is considered desirable in that it would mitigate the impacts of
particulate dispersion. The thinner cover of Alternative 9 would make probable earlier disper-
sion of deleterious substances, so this alternative is less desirable in this regard. The

||
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thick covering of overburden afforded by the lccation of the deep mine would make Alternative 8
most desirable from this standpoint.

The discussions above are all based on the characteristics of the model region. Some discus-
sion of potential impacts in the six physiographic regicns of the United States in which ura-
nium mining and milling occur s is given in Appendix M.

9.3.4.2 Groundwater

9.3.4.2.1 Before Reclamation

Several of the processes incorperated into the tailings management alternatives could result in
impacts to the groundwater quite dif ferent from those discussed for the base case. Because
these impacts would occur during operations, they are discussed here, although some would con-
tinue into the postreclamation period.

Nitric Acid teach Process. The nitric acid leach process would result in a tailings pond
liquid composition essentiaIly the same as that for the base case (Table 5.3), except that
nitrate ions would replace sulfate ions and the concentrations of radionuclides would be
reduced by a factor of ten. Rates of seepage and groundwater ccntamination would be the same
as for the base Case, exCept that high concentraticns of nitrate, instead of sulfate, would
occur in groundwater. Because the maximum permissible concentration for nitrate is 10 mg/L and
that o' sulfate is 250 mg/L (Table 6.3), there would be a somewhat greater groundwater contam-
ination and health hazard in using the nitric leach process.

Neutralization of Slimes. If the tailings 90nd liquid were neutralized, most toxic solutes
would precipitate. The rate of seepage frcm the tailings pond and the distribution of seepage
water in groundwater would not change from the base case; however, most cf the toxic Constitu-
tents of the tailings liquid would not be present in the seepage water. Anions such as sul-
fate, selenate, and arsenate might not be removed, hcwever, and hence some groundwater contam-
ination would still cccur.

Solidification of Tailings by Incorporation in Asphalt or Cement. Conversion of tailings to
a solid form by incorporation with asphalt, cement, or other material prior to disposal would
minimize groundwater contamination by seepage and percolation because of the Icw leachabilit/
of the fixed n.aterial. Some experiments have been perfurmed to determire leachabilities of
this type of material.4 These studies indicate that because pcrtland cement rcn' rete hardens
with an open-cell, porous structure, ions from uranium tailings L5ed as concrete aggregate may
be leached r(latively easily (compared to tailings solidified in a bitumen). The actual sur-
face area exposed to a leachant may be 8 x 103 times greater than the geometric surface area of
the concrete. Leaching rates from concretes containing radioactive wastes other than tailing
have been measured to be between 2 x 10 * and 10 1 g/cm -day.5 As with unsolidified tailings,2

certain ions are more easily leached than others. Leaching rates for all ions are greatest
when:

1. The ratio of tailings to cement is high, and the tailing surface area emposed to inter-
connecting pores within the cement is large.

2. The ratio of basic and acidic oxides in the final product (a function of the chemistry of
the tailing and cement) does not fall within the narrow range of desirable values and
results in the concrete having a poor mechanical strength. This leads to cracking,
spalling, and increased surface area. Slimes are neutralized to minimize this pcssibil-
ity.

5Leaching may be minimized by:

1. Incorporating bentonite, grundite, or other clays into the concrete mix to adsorb some of
the icos.

2. Coating the surface of the cc crete with bitumen or a similar material to fill the pores
and prevent water from seeping through the concrete.

3. Impregnating the surface pores with styrene monomer, which is then polymerized by heating
to 50-70 C (120 to 160 F). This can decrease the leachability by two orders of magnitude,
but it may be imprattical fnr the large volumes of tailings-concrete.

The leaching rate of ions from tailings incorporated in asphalt (bitumen) is expected to be
between 102 and 103 times lower than for similar Cement mixes, because of the superior coating

- 1
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characteristics and insolubility of asphalt.i Actual leich rates of actinide tracers h3ve t;een
7 and 10 3 g/cm -day.5 As with the cement mines, leaching rates2determined to be between 10

vary with the individuil ions.

Experiments at Oak Ridge National Laboratory indicate th3t the leiching rate vf an asphalt mix
is highly dependent on the ratio of waste to asphalt.4 Again, incorporation of clays or other
chemical adsorbents into the asphalt mix is a gecd mitig3tive measure.

All of the tailings management pecgrams considered herein include pl) cement of coser over the
tailings. Relative to groundwater contamination, this has the ideantage that tecause precipi-
tation would not enter the abandoned tailings, if the clay cap retains its integrity there
should t;e no long-term seepage as was predicted f or the base case The lack of seepage would
be a definite advantage because contaminants would t.e permanently isolated at tre level to
which they adsanced at the end of mill cperation [0.26 m (10 inches) belcw the tailing, for
radium for the base case].

Most of the alternatives would include installation of a liner--I m (3 f t) of com 3cted clay or

a sheet of Hypaion--to reduce seepage from the tailings. If a synthetic lir:er we ~e used, there
would t,e no seepage during mill cper atiun if the iir;er retained its integrity. A.though
synthetic liners have been known to f ail because of subsoil settler..ent, puncture by rocks,
splitting at seams, or ertrapped air bubbles,* th protabili ty o f failure can be greatly re-
dur careful placement and the use of reliable lirw s Synthetic liners resista;o to,

sulfuric acid are asailable, but the long-term reliability of these liners is not known.

Where tailirgs are to be deposited as a slurry, prcper placement of 3 clay liner will render
the holding area relatively impermeable. The clay layer would consist of rlay containing a
high proportion of montmorillonite, an e,ianding-lattice type clay mineral which, wh)n wet,
tends to s. ell and exhib!t thinctrcpic properties particularly when the predominant cation <*
the clay mineral is sodium. If properly placed and ail wed to dry, the resulting surface is
relatively impermeable. Experience with clay liners at existing tailings impoundments has
shown that the major problems en.ountered with this type of impersious layer are faulty
mtterial and the difficulties associated with bonding of the c!ay to sloping rock surfaces. In
the latter case, blasting a trench into the rock and packing the trench with clay provided
s at i s f ac to, y t,ond i ng. On slepes of less than 45 , compaction and ciay bonding were not dif-
ficult.7

Assuming that the clay liner is satisfactorily irstalled and that equilibrium corditiens apply
(i.e., no additional water is furnished to maintain an arbitrary coserage of the tailings
surface), the e=pected seepage rate can be computed following t method of (ppendix E, the
hydrologic budget can be written as:

Q + 0 .ll =0 +0 0' seep (1)+
ppt mi entr esTp

3 7 3m /yr (9.9 x 10' ft /yr) and 0,;j; = t @ 7 105where Qppt = 2.79 x 105 3 3 m /yr (1.6 x 10 ft /yr)

( f rcm Ano. E ). Leakage through the liner would be slow, bJt il C3h be assuW d that QraWita-
3tinnal .ater in the tailings would eventually drain out, and Q = 6.6 x 105 m /yr (2. 3 x 10"

3ft /yr) as in the base case. Use of a lirer would result in the develcpment of a large pond,
and seepage wouid be likely to occur through the entire area of 80 ha (200 acres).

Q can be found f rom the Darcy equation, where the head loss (H) is taken as 5 m (15 ft)
unit seep
[4 m (12 ft) of saturated tailings and I m (3 fe, cf tentonite liner], and the hydraglic cc.i-
ductivity (k.) and thickness (L) of the clay admixture are taken as 10 " cm/s (4 x 10 9 inches /s)
and I m (J ft), thus,

Ounit seeo " U)

cm/s) (1 ha) h)7= (10
14,

3= 1.58 x 102 m /yr-ha

= (2.3 x 103 3f t /yr-acre) - 9

-
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[Thus, for the clay liner, Q is about 4 of O Il * F I"*unit seep unit seep
model mi 1 Mu".iplying by 80 ha, Q,g = 1.3 x 104 m /yr (4.6 x 10s ft /yr). Substitutingl 3

p
known values into equation (1) at,ove, Q = 6.60 x 105 m /yr (2.3 x 1073 3ft /yr).

Under equilibrium conditions, the evaporating area (A ) would increase by about 50% over that
g

for the model mill, i.e.

6.60 x 105 3A = m /yr*
1. 5 m /y r

44 ha (110 acres).=

The rate of seepage during mill operation would be only (0.13 x 105 m /yr)/(2.2 x 105 M/yr) =3

6% of that of the base case. This does not mean, no.ever, that the proundw3ter impacts would
be reduced to 6% of those of the base case, because the reduced seeping causes increased evapo-
ration, resulting in a more highly mineralized seep.

The net loss of pure water would be 3.81 x 105 m /yr (1.3 x 1073 3f t /yr), so the increased
concentration is:

4.60 x 105 3m /p

4.6 x 105 3m /yr - 3.81 x 105 3m /yr

This increase in dissolved contaminants would increase the concentrations shown in Table E-3.1,
Column B, Appendix E, by a factor of 3.6. Because the subsoil would still be able to neu-
tralize the advancing acid seepage water, however, the concentrition of all substances in
groundwater is expected to be roughly the same as shown in Table 6.3 of Section 6.2.4.2, except
for selenium, sulfate, arsenic, and other anions not affected by pH.

The travel times and dispersion predictions of Appendix E (Fig. E-2.2) would be roughly the
same as the base case because the downgradient ground.ater flow velocity is the same. The
movement of radioactive contaminants would probably t>e slightly less than 0.26 m (10 inches)
below the bottom of the tailings pond area after 15 years because of the greater adsorption
capacity of clayey materials in the liner.

In sumary, the ber.efit of using a low permeability liner (reduction of seepage to 6% of base
case) is offset to some degree by the fact that the contaminants in the seepage will be more
concentrated (3.6 times).

9.3.4.2.2 Postreclamatico

Inasmuch as all of the alternatives have virtually identical cover properties, they will be
discussed from the aspect of potential seepage and the resultant groundwater impacts. From
this vantage point the alternatives fall into 3 classes: (1) those similar to the base case;
(2) those related to the base case, but with lower seepage rates, and (3) those quite different
from the base case.

There is only one member of class (1), viz., Alternative 1. It differs from the base Case in
that installation of the cap would reduce infiltration by precipitation, an1 thus lessen seep-
age somewhat, but in other ways it greatly resembles the base case and the discussion in
Section 6.2.4.2 applies, although the magnitude of the impacts may be rather smaller.

A liner would be emplaced under Alternatives 2 through 6 and 9, and they all fall into
class (2). The discussion above on seepage through clay lines would apply directly ?f a 1-m
(3-f t) clay liner were used; if a Hypalon sheet were emplaced, permeability values would be
lower. The general conclusions would be similar.

The two options of Alternative 2 are essentially identical with respect to seepage, and Alter-
natives 5 and 6 are sufficiently similar to Alternative 2 that they all may be discussed to-
gether. Drying of the tailings, as in Alternative 3, would reduce the amount of liquid avail-
able to seep, whereas Alternative 9 differs from Alternative 6 only in tne cuantity of cations
present in solution. The presence of a shale layer (Alternative 4) would result in a perme-
ability intermediate between clay and Hypalon. If these differences are borne in mind, all the
alternatives in this class can be discussed together. The general features of seepage f rom the
lined basins of these alternacives are discussed above. Ion-exchange pro.erties of the soils
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1

belew the liners are site-specifit; thus, groundwater impacts are considerably affected by .-=

regional geolocical variability (Sec. 6.2.4.2.4). The effects of these variations on the 7. ,

analysis above would be mainly to change the poss;ble benefits of placing liners over sLbsoils 2
."

which already have 10 permeability. If the subsoil were a thick shale bed, for examp!e,
placement of a clay liner might not result in any ieduction in seepage. Should surface dis- .. .

charge from a large drainage basin occur, long-term seepage would be greatly increased, as the
surface discharge would collect behind the tailings dam.

In summary, these alternatives appear to be roughly equivalent; allowance for minor differences ?-
would yield a ranking (decreasing merit) of; 4,3,5,9,6,2, but the difference ontween

.i neighbors i small.

". Under the two remaining alternatives, 7 and 8, the tailings would be mixed with asphalt or
cement with the intent of producing an impermeat le mass, iven though the mass would be placed
below the water table in the open pit mine, groundnater penetration is considered unlikely in
the short term.

./g*
,

Over the long term, some grourstaater infiltration of the tailings would occur; however, similar
infiltration would take place under the programs of the other alternatives, so these alter-
natives are still considered the most desirable from the viewpoint of groundwater contamina- #-
tion. The use of a deep mire, as in Alternative 8. is favored, because any groundwater contamin-

''

ation that might occur probably would be t>e, w the level of drilling of domestic water . ells.

"

9.3.4.2.3 Water Use

Operation of the mill mill result in the use of about 4.6 x 105 3m of water per year. Most of
the alternatives avaluated in this section include the installation of a liner under the "

tailings to retard seepage. The decrease in seepage results in an increase in evaporation,
. hence an increase in tre consumptica of groundwater. For the case considered, the consumption

3' of water by evaporation for the model mill is increased about 50% from 4.5 x 105 m /yr to .

m /yr (these figures include contribution of moisture f rom rainf all as well as that6.6 x 103 3

from the mill, which are about 40% and 60% of these totals respectivel ). The water pumped .
.

.
from the mines furnishing ore to the model mill amounts to about 107 m /yr (2.6 x 10' gillons/yr)
(see App. D). An unknc.n fraction (probably a few percent) of this water evaporates and thus ..

is lost to the regional aquifers; the loss from the tailings pond represents 3.8% of the water - -

pumped from the supporting mines.
, . .

,
# .

9.3.4.2.4 Conclusion
as

Implementation of any of the alternatives, except Alternative 1, would be satisfactory from
|r the vie. point af ground tier contamination. These alternatives could reduce seepage from the '

tailings pond until the tailings had dried out and no longer repi sented a major source of''

water for seepage. If the tailings were not fixed, construction of a disposal area in a: ,

highly impermeable form 3 tion such as in a bed of clay or shale would be preferred. If no such
impermeable formation is available, deposition of dried tailings in a lined repository appears - ',

,,,,
- most appropriate.

-

.

9.3.5 On soils

The major impo;ts to soils of the model site as a result of uranium mill tailings disposal -

would be (a) soil loss from the disposal area and (b) salinizction of the soil as a result of" ~ . .

seepage ard leaching of salts from the tailings impoundment. These impacts would arise during / '

construction and operation of the mill (see Sec. 6.2.5), but would have long-term effects that
,I would likely persist after decommissioning of the mill. Other effects of tailings disposal,

such as deposition of wind-blown tailir,qs dust, ordinarily are not expected to be of such L f ..

magnitude as to cause adve.'se impacts to soil if adequate stabilization and reclamation meas-
'

ures are taken. Indirectly, undisturbed soil can be adversely impacted ay evergrazing as a
result of displacement of livestock from previous grazing land; such effects ara minor if only -

a single mill in the region is considered, but have the potential to be of more concern if 12 --'

aills are situated within an area the size of the model site (see Sec. 6.3). Soil loss and
salinization, as affected by the tailings management alternatives described in Chapter 8, are -

discussed in this section. The discussion includes consideration of regional variability.
.

,'
9.3.5.1 Soil Loss ,

.

,
for the base case it is assumed that 100 ha (250 acres) of land are required for d'sposal of

~ the tailings from a single mill. The same amount would be required for Alternatives 1, 4, 6,
and 9; therefore, soil loss under these alternatives would be no different than under'the base . , .

case. Alternative 5 is expected to result in disturbance ar:d soil loss from twice the area as
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for the base case. Relative to soil, therefore, this alternitive =ould be less satistsctcry
than the base case. F or Alternative 8, no adJitional land would t:e reaaired for tailings
disposal, assuming that an aoandoned mine wis alreidy in e=istence. If none existed, then a
site for temporary storage of tailings would be needed until in emcty deep mine b"ca w avail-
able. Such storage temporarily would remove fana from productivity. Altern1tive 8 ths would
be less satisfactory than disposal in an open pit mine. For Alternatives 2, 3, and I (min,> pit
disposal of tailings), no additional dis' rtance or loss of svil would be require 1, other thin
that caused by mining; for this reason, any of these altern 3tives mould t)e superior to the t; m
case or any of the other alternatives in terms of minimizing the area of soil loss or distur b-
ante from tailings disposal.

9.3 5.2 Soil Salinization

As described in Section 6.2.5, salinization of soil can result f rom seeping and leachir.g of salts
from the tailings into or onto the snil. For assessment of impact s at tr e model site, it is
assumed that only a small seep fro + the d3m, and no upward movement of seepige or soil atter
occurs. Realistically, such upward movement through the soil can occur, pirticularly under the
influence of the high r~aporation rate of the region. Any alternitive that would prevent or
minimize seepage and 1,cching of salts from the tailings to the soil would thus pre,ent soil
salinization and its ctnsequent adverse effects. Placement of a liner, either clay or s3n-
thetic, can reduce seepage markedly unless the liner tails sometime during the 20 yeir cr era-
t ion r ricd. Alternative 1 (compaction of the nitural e srt h bottom) would essentially be na
different frem the base case, since the model site is predominantly s indy material th tt does
not compact to an impermeable layer (see Ch. 4). Alternatives 6 and 9, which involve placement
of tailings with a liner, would permit seepage to soil if the liner faile1 Alternatives that
involve placement of tailings in the mine pits (Alter:otives 2. 3, 7, and 8), with or without
liners, are Papected to have essentially no potential for salts to reach the rooting zone of
vegetation or the soil surface, particular',f in the ca,e where the tiilings are aeposited dry
(Alternitive 3). Alternatives 4 ana 5, which involve near-curface placement of tailings and
liner, fall oetween these estremes but would more closely resemble the mine pit disposal alter-
natives.

A coincidence of events in which the ground ater aqJIIer Intersects the tailings, te liner
fails, and the groundwater rises to the soil surface, thus introducing salts into the soil, is
considered unlikely at the model site. In terms uf preventing soil salinization. therefore,
deep mine or open pit dispcsal of dried or fixed tailings, is optimum.

9. 3. 5. 3 Regional Variability

impacts to soil under the various tailings management alternatives were ad;1ressed above in
t?rms of the model site. It also is informative to consider the alternstives in terms of
regions with characteristics mirkaaly different from those of the model region. Regicnil
variability and the tailings managemert alternatiwes are related in two general wiys (a) some
characteristic of a given region mij be a large fattor in the feasibility of a given alter-
native, and/or (b) the maqqitude of impacts from a given alternative is partly a function of
the characteristics of the given region. One e= ample of category (a) is a region such as the
Northern Rocky Mountains, where uranium ore may be extracted by surface mining only. In thit
case, Alternative 8 is more likely to be excluded from consideration in selecting a tailings
disposal method. Another evarple of category (a) is the Texas Gulf Coist region, where a high
proportion of the soils are Vertisols, which have high shrink swell potentici (see Ch. 4 of the
Supplement). An alternative that employs a compacted earth, clay, cr synthetic liner on the
ground surface (Alternatives 1, 5, 6, and 9) may not bt f easible t'ecause of the potential for
rupture and deep cracking of the supporting soil base. In general, however, the affect of the
regional charicteristics upon feasibility of a given alternative is of less impoetance than the
effect of regional characteristics on the impacts of a given alternative.

As in.'icated previously, impacts to soils from tailings disposal arise from (1) loss of the
soil resource by preemption of land, and (2) soil salinization. The magnitude of these effects
will vary with the alternative and the region. For example, in the Northern ,70cky Houn'ains,
the soils are mainly Inceptisols and Mollisols (see Supplement), relatively deep soils support-
ing grasslands, agriculture, and forest.

Salinization due to seepage is not likely tu occur because of tne relatively high rainfall [40
to 125 cm (15 to 50 inches)] and, in general, good drainage in the region. The major impact in
this region will accrue from loss of forest, agricultural, and grassland soils, all of which
have higher fertility and greater productivity thin the soils of the model site. Any tailings
management alternative that would reduce the overal' commitment of land area (Alternatives 2,
3, 7, ard 8) would be optimal in terms of impacts to soils in this region. In arid and semi-
arid TPQions, such as the southern Great Plains, Wyaming Basin, and Colorado Plateau, rainfall
is relatively low, and soii salinization becomes important. Physical location of the tailings
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' thus btccmes less important than prevention of seepige. In the northern Great Plains, where : n -

wind erosion tends to be a critical prcblem, placement of tailings in a deep mine (Alternative '. ' . ,.

.,. : 8), if one is available, may be preferred to surface placement wnere the tailings are exposed i 'g .
to wind and dry out. Alternative 3, under which tailings would be deposited dry, would be

? especially undesirable in the Northern Great Plains unless adequate measures to prevent wind . -

erosion of the dry tailings were implement (d.
^

Effects on soils due to seme distin.'.ive feature of a given alternative include deposition of i '
e

..

cement dust from the cement plant required for Altern)tives 7 and 8 ar1 imp 3 cts from mining and ' >
.,

transportien of clay for use as liners. (Thet e are impacts dee to manuf acture of synthetic '

'f liners, but the ramifications of this upon soils are less direct and are beyond the scope of . '* -#

' '

this report.) Deposition of cement Just on soils is not expected to have direct adverse '
effects on soils; however, effecis such as those on vegetative growth can base indirect impacts s n.

or: soil. For example, deposition of cement dust on vegetation is espected to reduce phutosyn-
i thetic activity; plant crowth therefore would be reductu, resulting in less ground cover, with

.

9.

increased potential for wind and water erosian. In addition, organic matter in soil wculd be ''~I' .
reduced, leading to poorer soil structure, which also would increase the pt tential f or wind and .+

witer erosion of the soil. The magnitude of these effects is expected to be unimportant if
-

adequate measures are taken to prevent release of cement dust outside the plant building.
4

.

9.3.5.4 Summary
,

.

'lThe major impacts to soils as a result of uranium mill tailings disposal are: (1) loss of the
' '

'

soil resource f rom the disr osal area, and (2) salinization of the soil as a result of seepage
'

from the tailings impound ent. ..

Any alternative that prcvides for disposal of tailirgs in a mine pit is superior to the base :. #
case and to any of the atter alternatives considered, in terms of impacts to soil This is

'. because no land would ';e disturbed other than that already disrupted by mining, and because the
' '

tailings would be suf.iciently deep in the earth that seepage of chemicals from the tailings to .

'

- the soil surface wou.d be unlikely.

9.3.6 On Biota - -

.

9.3.6.1 Ierrestrial Biota .

. Impacts to terrestrial biota from uranium mill tailings disposal accrue mainly frcm loss .f
,' habitat as a resulting physical disturbance of the land and from intt3 duction of toxic elemants - - - *

^

and icns into the biosphere (see Sec. 6.i.6). Impacts from loss of habitat can be alleviated .6

? to some extent if the tailings disposal area is revegetated. Eventually, over subsequent -_'
- decades, replacement habitat will become established. Effects of seepage of toxic material, >r , .

1 : ho.ever, will f.end to persist for a longer period. Additional less of habitat due to soil .,

i ~ satinization can also result frcm excessive amounts of seepage from the tailings impoundment.
,(

,
Any tailirqs management alternatives that would minimize these effects would thus be nptimal in ;

1 terms of the terrestrial ecos; stem. The tailings management alternatives are evaluated in view ;
'

h) of these considerations.
' k .

)
''

' 9.3.6.1.1 Comparison of Alternatives ,
.

'Y Alternatives 1, 4, 5, 6 and 9 would result in loss of haoitat and small animals from the areas
_

preemptec for tailings impoundments, in addition to land lost to the mine and other mill facil- '.m''

ities. These losses of habitat would be temporary, depending on the success of reclamation g)
'i efforts, and would continue at ieast through the period of decommissioning. These alternatives c

-'* differ from the base case in that reclamation efforts would hasten the establishment of replace-
'

ment habitat.
. . ~ ,

Alternative 8 would require additional land area for temporary storage of tailings, unless an r-

Q abandoned deep mine were already in existence. The area required for temporary storage would f ..

7 .
be equivalent to the land required for the impoundment in the base case. Alternatives 2, 3, - ,

and 7 would cause no habitat loss or disturbance in addition to that from mining and other mil' .. .

,

,w facilities.
* s-i;

f- Unlike the temporary loss of habitat due to physical disturbance, loss of rangeland habitat due
i to soil sclinization is essentially a permanent loss. This and other impacts of seepage from .,;

>* | the tailings impoundment may not be immediately apparent, but can De chronic and persist for ,

1. decadas or more. For these reasons, curtailment of seepage is of greater importance than
# Ej' - temporary loss of habitat for the model site.

,
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Alternttives that decrease the potential for adserse seepage ef fects on soil (see Sec. 9.3.5)
are also those with the least potential for causing adverse effects on terrestrial biota. This
is because seepage from the tailings impoundmert must enter the soil and surf ace seeps before
it can interact with terrestri&. biota. As discussed in Section 9.3.5, Alternatives 1, 6 and 9
(ground-level placement of tailings with compacted earth or liner) have the greatest potential
for adverse effects to the terrestrial ecosystem if the liner fails. Disposal of tailings,
preferably dry or fixed, in mine pits (Alternatives 2, 3, 7, and 8) would pose the least threat
of adverse seepage effects.

One distinctive feature of Alternatives 7 and 8 (tailings fixed in cement) is the potential for
dust from the cement plant to be deposited on vegetation outside the '>uilding. In several
studies (reviewed in Ref. 8), cement-kiln dust has been found to have direct adverse ef fects on
vegetation, such as crust formation on leaf surf aces, reduction of groath, prevention of pollen
germination, ano prevention of normal gas exchange due to pluggir.g of stomata. Indirect
effects, such as changes in soil pH and nutrient availability, can affect the vegetation com-
munity structure, as has been demonstrated in studies with forest communities subjected to
long-term exposure to cement-kiln dust."'1"

The question of postdisposal coverirg of tailings can be of major importance relative to terres-
trial biota. This is because the cover would act as a physical barrier between the possibly
toxic tailings and the organisms on the earth's surface. Alternative 8 (deep mine disposal)
provides the best barrier in this respect since only a relatively sm311 area (the mouth of the
shaft) is required to be filled in. The chance of breaching the shaf t cap is thus relatively
small.

Alternatives 2, ?, and 7 (mine pit disposal) would allow the next best isolation of the
tailings f rom sur f ace organisms, both plants and aniuls, since the depth of most open p!ts
would make it easier than other, near surface disposal alternatives to provide very thick cover
of the tailings. In general, hcwever, covering with overburden to depths of seseral meters
would preclude penetration of the tailines by plant roots in :rost cases. This would, in turn,
prevent uptake of potentially toxic ions by the vegetation, translocation to aerial portions,
and introCuction into the surface ecosystem.

A few species of plants can be identified that might penetratt to the near cap ana below, which
for the standard cover (s w Table 8.4) is abvut 2.7m below surface, for exam le, roots of big
bluestem, switchgrass, and Indian grass can extend down to depths of over 2 m (7 f t), 3.4 m
(11 ft), and 2.8 m (9 ft), respectively.11'12 Plant root growth in the earth cover would
increase the porosity of the cover, allowing seme infiltration of water, possibly to the cap.
Burrowing animals may penetrate overburden cover; in general, the thicker the cover provided,
the less likely it is that this will lead to sign;ficant disruption of the tailings isolation.
9.L 6.1.2 Effects of Process and Control Options

In general, the process and control c3tions are expected to have little effect on the impacts
of the tailings management a'ternatives to terrestri61 biotd, except as discussed in Section
9.3.5. Since the soil is an interacting component of the terrestrial ccosystem, options that
decrease 3dverse effects on soil also decrease adverse affects on terrestrial biota. One
process option that marrants some discuss,on ;n this respect is nitric acid leach. As de-
scribed in Chapter 8, the process can be desigr.ed so that the concentration of the nitrate icn
in the tailings slurry does not exceed 10 mg'L, the maxi.aum allcwabie concentration in domestic
wate r. 2 [For livestock and poultry (and presumably, other animals) the recommended limit is
100 ~g/L nitrate.]I3 However, in the past, the use of nitric acid leachinn has resulted in
nitrate concentrations on the order of several hundred mg/L in monitor well water.3 Selection
of this option thus implies a necessity for continual surveillance and control of the milling
oper6ticn.

9.3.6.1.a Regional Variability

The feasibility of the various a'ternatives in any given region is subject to constraints
similar to those discussed for soil and has little to do with the biotic characteristics of the
regionn The severity of impacts of the various alternatives upon the terrestrial biota char-
acteristic of a given region varies irem region to region. Regions such as the Northern and
Suuthern Rocky Mountains, and the Texas Coastal Plains that have the largest diversity of wild-
life habitats will tend to be more adversely affected by preemption of land for tailings impound-
me.ts taan the other regions. In particular, the Texas Coastal Plains region has twice as many.

federally listed endangered species as any other region, not necessarily because this region
has been more disturLed than the other regions, but because this region has a greater diversity
of habitats, particularly wetlands, that are used by migrating and resident species.

The Wyoming Basin, Colorado Plateau, and Western Great Plains regions include areas with seie-
niferous shales. " The tailings characteristic of these areas will tend t9 hage highqrloicen-

I /) JJl
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trations of selenium than tailings from other areas; seepage from the impoendment sites for
these tailings would thus tend to have more toxic concentrations of selenirm than the seepage
from tailings in ncnseleniferous formations. Similar conditions would exist in areas rela-
tively high in arsenic, molybdenum, and vanadium. In these regions, therefore, the alter-
natives that have the greatest potential for seepage to the ground surface (base case and
Alternative 1) would be less attractive.

9.3.6.1.4 Summary

The major impacts tu terrestrial biota from uranium mill tailings disposal would re (1) loss
of habitat due to preemption of land for the disposal site, and (2) introduction of toxic
material into the biosphere because of seepage from the impoundment.

Adequate revegetation of the site after operation, and natural vegetational succession, will
tend to restore wildlife habitat. Over the long term, therefore, loss of habitat can be con-
sidered a temporary effect. Seepage effects, on the other nand, will persist for decades and
thus are of the most concern. The tailings management alternatives that tend to maximize the
isolation of the material from the biosphere (e.g., disposal in a deep mine or in an open pit
mine) appear to be superior to the other alternatives with respect to impacts on terrestrial
biota. However, tailings alternatives which reduce seepage emissions, such as Alternatives 2
through 6, would be adequate i1 eliminating problems of seepage and soil salinization.

9.3.6.2 Aquatic

Impacts to aquatic eccsystems which may affect aquatic biota can be classified as either physi-
cal, chemical, or biological. Physical impacts are alterations of habitat: chemical impacts
are alterations of water quality; and biological impacts are introduction of new species or
removal of resident species. Impact! to aquatic biota from uranium mill tailings are princi-
pally chemical impacts. Surface water quality can be degraded by contamination from mill
tailing wastes that can reach aquatic systems either as pc-ticulates carried by wind, dissolved
in precipitation runoff and soil interflow from areas where seepage has reached the ground
surface and evaporated, or dissolved in groundwater.

9.3.6.2.1 Effects of Process Alternatives

These process alternatives that could (irdirectly) af fect aquatic biota are:

Nitric Acid leach Process. The major difference between the nitric acid leach process and
W base case is the substitution of nitrate (N0a-) ion f or the sulfate (50 =) ion. Since4

the release of nitrate would be limite? to levels acceptable under EPA guidelines, resul-
tant impacts to aquatic systems should be less than those caused by the sulfur :c acid
leach process.

Segregation of Slime from Sand. If the segregated slime fraction were properly disposed
impacts to aquatic biota should be reduced from the levels expected for the base case."

ation of the fraction in asphalt or cement also would greatly reduce its leachability,
the patential impact on the aquatic biota would be much smaller.e

Separation of Ioxic Material. Neutralization of tailings wculd decrease the sulubility of
marf heavy metals, which then would be less available for contamination of surface waters;
however, other elements, such as selenium and vanadium, are more soluble under neutral or
basic conditions. On the whole, neutr.slization of tailings would improve surf ace water
quality over that of the base case; hence, impacts to aquatic biota should De reducad.
Similarly, removal of toxic materials from the tailings should provide adequate prot (ction
of aquatic biota.

Solidification of Tailings." The conversion of tailings to solias would effectively elimi-
nate the tailings pond, so the potential for contaminated seepage to re9ch surface waters
also would be eliminated. Because there would then be no change in surface water quality,
6quatic biota would not be affected.

9.3.6.2.2 Evaluation of Alternatives

Comparison of impacts to aquatic biota from the tailings management alternatives with those
from the base case will be based on the projected impacts to surface water quality (Sec.
9.3.4.1).

Alternative 1 would involve only compaction of the disposal basin bottor, which would be inef-
fective in reducing seepage, hence, impacts to aouatic biota would be the same as those dis-
cussed in Sectior 6.*.6.2.

i2p,,
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The tailings disposal programs of Alternatives 2 through 6 and Alternative 9 would involve
emplacement of either a synthetic or clay liner. Seepage would be virtually eli.ninated by the
synthetic liner and reduced to 6% of the base case by the clay liner. However, with a clay
liner, materialt in the seepage would be 3.6 times as concentrated as in the base case. The
already-small impacts to aquatic biota from contamination of surface water by tailings pond
seepage should be eeduced (clay liner). Impacts to aquatic biota from windborne contaminants
would be less than those for the base case during mill operation because there would be less
dry tailings surface area. During the postoperational period, however, a cap of clay and over-
burden should prctect against impacts to aquatic biota from wind-dispersed contaminants.

Alternatives 7 and 8, by tixing the tailings with either cement or asphalt prior to placement
in the pit, would eliminate the pot;ntial for wind dispersal of tailings contaminants. How-
ever, certain control options (e.g. , dust control), might be necessary to prevent wind disper-
sal of cor,taminants from the fixing plaat. There should be very little seepage from the fixed
tailings Compared with the base case, impacts to aquatic oiota from contaminants generated if
t'ese alterna".ives were implemented should be greatly reduced.

Regional variability of aquatic biota might affect the severity of impacts, e.g., biota in
perennial streams in the southern regions (Texas Coastal Plains) might respond differently to
certain contaminants than biota of northern (Northern Rocky Nuntains) intermittent stieams
However, based on a recent literature survey,is the variability of response to a specific
te ' cant is extremely large between species of different phyla; this variability is probably
much more significant than regional variability in the assessment of impact.

9.3.7 On the Community

Implementation of tailings management alternatives would do little to change th( impacts on the
community from those analyzed for the base case. Some process alternatives such as those
involved in special chem cal processing, would raquire workers with special skills. Conse-
quently, either more nonlocal people with special training would have to be recruited from
areas further away, increasing the possibilitie' for sociocultural differences between locals
and in-migrants, or comnanies could institute tr tining programs and possibly recruit local
esidents to fill the positions. Depending on tLe magnitude of the training program, the

tenancy of a part of the work force, as well as the total number of employees, could be
increased.

The only other altered effect apparent would involve archeological / historical sites and would
depend upon the amount of land required ar.d the nature of the site-specific resources. The
more land utilized for a certain alternative, the greater the potential for discovery of pre-
viously unreported archeological / historic sites and the larger the area that must be covered by
a qualified archeological survey team.

9.3.8 Radiological

in this section the radiological consequences of the various alternatives for mill tailings
management are assessed. In Section 6.2.8 it was shown that the tailings were the major source
of radon gas and that the radon daughters were responsible for approximately 75% of the pre-
dicted healtn effects within the model region during mill operation and for an even higher
proportion afttr decommissioning. Beca.'se of the mobility of radon compared with particulates,
this inert gas and its daughter products are considered the only sources of radioactivity
originating at a mill to which the populace beyond the 80-ku (50-mile) radius of the mudel
region might be exposed. The consequences to the North American population of radon released
from the entire U.S. milling irdustry were predicted in Section 6.4 The health effects attri-
butable to milling and tailings storage are expected to be a very small fraction of the total
ef fects which would occur among the population in any case and of the number produced by the
presently unavoidable backgrcund radiation, including radon from natur*1 sources. Neverthe-
less, the basic principle of maintaining all radiation exposure as it, ), reasonably achievable
(ALARA) requires a careful analysis of the costs and benefits of reducing radoa Emissions t rom
tailings. The benefits are examined in this section in terms of health effects that may be
averted through application of various tailings mananement alternatives. The costs are con-
sidered in Chapter ll, and the conclusions concerning the balance of benefits versus costs are
summarized in Chapter 12.

With reference to radiological impact, good tailings management reluires that sufficient cover
material remain in place to reduce radon exhalation to the desired rate. In general, a cover
thickress that produces a sutstantial decrease in radon flux will te more than adequate to
reduce the external gamma exposure rate on top of the pile nearly to the background rate. Even
a very thin cover, if it remaios intact, will eiiminate windblown tailings as a source of
radioactive particulates. Because of the importance of cover thickness in determining the
impact and cost of a given management plan, this subject will be discussed before the alter-
natives are considered.

]}| 7fO
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9.3.8.1 Estimation of Radon Flux Attenuation by Cover Material

The radon exhalation rate from tailings deposits depends on many factors, including the grain
size, "manating power, density, porosity, moisture content and, of course, the radium content.
Mucl. of the radioactivity is in the slimes fraction, which may be concentrated toward the top
or bottom of the tailings or mixed rather homogeneously with the sand, depending on how the
material is deposited initially. The vertical distribution of these fractions, as well as the
total thickness of tailings, will affect the surface exhalation rate. Estimation of the radon
flux from uncovered tailings is discussed in Chapter 5 and Appendix G-1, where it is concluded

2that a specific emission rate of 1.0 pCi Rn-222/m .s per pCi Ra-226/ gram of tailings is a
reasonably representative value to use in this generic study. In calculations throughout this
document, the average radium content of 450 pCi per gram of tailirys has been applied to yield
ar exhalation rate of 450 pCi/m -s from uncovered tailings. Estrates of the exhalation rate2

and cumulative radon releases from covered, permanently stored tailings also are based oa a
2rat? of 450 pCi/m .s from a bare pile. Appendix 5 reviews the various factors, such as the

specific emission rate, which determine cumulative releases of radon and discusses the effect
of assuming values other than those assumed here.

Radon migrates through a porous media such as a cover material by diffusion and 1150 as a
result of transport phenomena which depend to an important extent on meteorological condi-
tions.86 Therefore, field measurements of radon exhalation rates are hignly variable, and
great care must be exercised in order to obtain flux values which approximate average or steady-
state conditions. Despite the experimental difficulties, simple diffusion theory has proven to
be useful in the prediction of radon flux and concentrations in a variety of materials. The
general, one-dimensional equation described ir Section 3.2 of Appendix G-1 (equation 2) provi m
the basis for estimation of the flux from the TJrface of multiple layers of cover; however,
even for the case cf a single, homogeneous layer containing no radium, the eC 5^1ution is a
complex hyberbolic equation. In most situations of interest, both the tailings and the cover
will be relatively thick, and the equation may be simplified. In this case the depth of cover,

2x (cm), needed to reduce the flux to the desired level, J (pCi/m -s), is found by usa of the
relationship:

J=J exp [ x(AP/D) 2], (1)g

~

where J is the radon flux from the uncovered tailings, A = 2.10 x 10 6/second is the radon-222
decay c8nstant, D (cm /s) is the bulk diffusion coefficient of radon in the covering media, and2

P is the porosity of the material. In addition to the assumptions of fickian diffusion, an
ir. finitely thick plane source and a single, thick, homogeneous layer of cover material which
contains no radium, this approximation is most accurate when the product of the bulk dif fusion
coefficient times the porosity (DP) for the tailings equals DP for the cover material. Depend-
ing en the relative values of DP for the two media, estimates of the surface flux, J, based or,
the approximate ewation (i) can be either higher or lower than the value given by the more
complex equation from which (1) is derived. In all cases, the accuracy of the predicted flux
will depend on the degree to which the values for the diffusion parameters are representative
of the actual coter material. Because of the wide range of values which have been measur?d in
soils from various geographic areas (Table 9.10), and even within a limited area, ic was not
possible to select a single, typical number. Some of the values from the literature are sum-
marized in Table 9.10 as taken from Tanner's earlier review.37 More recent values measured in
lat. oratory experiments cover a similar range. " Since much of the available diffusion coeffi-
cient data was obtained by measurement of radon concentration in soil gas rather than surface
flux, it must be interpreted and applied with caution, especially if the measurements were made
in thin covers. Based on the av3ilable data, a rcnge for D/P from 5.0 x 10 3 to 5.0 x 10 2

2cm /s has been chosen by the staff as representative of cover materials available in the
western United States. Soil B has the highest diffusion constant among the examples included
in Figure 9.1 and would be representative of porous, sandy soil. On the other hand, soil C,
with a D/P lower by a factor of ten, is typical of well-compacted, moist soils with good radon
attenuation properties. Soil A is in a mid-range, with attenuation properties typical of the
values ?ssumed by the staf f in recent licensing procedures. The effectiveness of these three
soil types in reducing the radon flux from underlying tailings is shown graphically in Figure

29.1, for which, as explained above, an uncovered flux of 450 pCi/m -s was assumed. Since the
figure is based on equation (1), it is clear that the selection of a given soil or value of
D/P, and a thickness, x, simply establishes the ratio o/Jo. Becau>e of this, one can determine
indirectly from these curves the thickness of covering required to reduce some value of initial
flux other than 450 to a specified lower flux.

In part because of its small particle size, clay can hold mositure and present a more effective
barrier to radon diffusion than common soils. By incorporating moist clay into a cover, the
total thickness required for a given reduction in exhalation rate is greacly reduced. fhis
also is shown in Figure 9.1, which includes curves for two composite covers, each utili,.ing

;,~[s,T,
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Table 9.10 Diffusion Coefficients for Radon in Various Media

_

Buln Diffusion Coefficient
Moisture Porosity

Content D/P
2(cm /3)Medium %

Sand
b

Fine quartz 0 6.8 E-2

Bailding sand 4 5.4 E-2
3(1.40 g/cm , 39% voids)

Fine quartz 8.1 5.0 E-2

Fire quartz 15.2 1.0 E-2

Fine quartz 17 5.0 E-3

Soils

Granodiorite ? 4.5 E-2

Yucca Flats' (25% voids) ? 3.6 E-2

Metamorphic rock ? 1.8 E-2

Granite ? 1.5 E-2

Loams ? 8.0 E-3

Varved clays ? 7.0 E-3
3Mud (1.57 g/cm ) 37.2 5.7 E-6
3Mud (1.02 g/cm ) 65.5 2.2 E-6

_

aA. B. Tanner, " Radon Migration in the Ground", in The Natural Radiation Environment,
J. A. S. Adams and W. M. Lowder (editors), published for Rice University by University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 166, 1964. See reference 8 for more recent data on radon
attenuation.

b -2Exponential notation: 6.8 E-2 = 6.8 x 10
c

H. W. Kraner, G. L. Schroider, and R. D. Evans, " Measurements of the Effects of Atmospheric
Variables on Radon-222 Flux ard Soil-Gas Concentrations," in The Natural Radiation Environment,
op. cit., p. 210.

some clay. These data were calculated by using equation (1), but substituting the following
expression for the single-term exponent:

- lx (AP /C )\ + x (AP /D ) ), (2)
3 3 s

where the subscripts c and s refer to the clay and soil layers, respectively. In a similar
manner, this can be expanded to anply to cceerings which consist of three or more layers having
different properties. Calculation of the required thickness of cover material it discussed
more ful'y in Appendix P.

~

2In this analysis, a value of 6.6 x 10 4 cm was used for D/P of clay. As was noted in the case
of soils, the properties of clay are highly variable, and this value, while considered represen-
tative, may not be typical of clay from a given area. In planning the management of tailings
at a specific site, information s milar to that presented in Figure 9.1 would have to be devel-i

oped using data applicable to the actual stored tailings and available cover materials.

Since cover materiais are expected to contain up to several pCi of radium-226 per gram, the
cover itself may contribute a subs tantial fraction of the total surf ace flux when the radon

2produced by the taili?gs is attentated down to several pCi/m s. For example, it is shown in
Figure 9.1 inat, according to equation (1), approximately 4 m (13 f t) of type A soil is needed

' i
j .)

'
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2to reduce the flux from 450 to 2 pCi/m .s. A more elaborate calculation assuming soil A con-
tains 3 pCi Ra/g predicts that a 4-m (13-ft) thick layer will result in a total surface flux of

23 pCi/m .s and that 5 m (16 ft) would be needed to bring the flux from tailings plus cover to a
2total of 2 pCi/m -s. In the calculation of the thickne s of cover material required as des-

cribed in Appendix P, the contribution of t'e cover itself to the surface radon flux is to be
ignored (i.e., the soil contribution is considered to be background erhalatica).

9.3.8.2 Effects of Various Levels of Radon Exhalation

The benefits exptcted as a result of covering tne tailings and maintaining the radon flux at a
reduced level should be evaluated in the immediate vicinity of the mill and on a much wider
scale.

During operation of the mill, access to the tailings pile is controlled and the closest possi-
ble temporary residence is considered to be a trailer located 0. 7 km (0.4 mile) downwind. The
annual dose commi ments to individuals at the trailer and other nearby points were predicted in
Section 6.2.8.2 f or the operational period and in Section 6.2.8. 3 for the postoperational
period, during which the tailings pond is assumed to dry out and expand to 80 ha (200 acres).
As indicated in Table 6.24, at the end of this five year period, the radon dose to the bron-
chial epithelium would be about 0.8 rem /yr at the trailer (based on 50% occupancy). Presum-
ably, after decommissioning and in the absence of controls, a permanent residence could be
built even closer to the tailings, perhaps in an extreme case directly on the pile. Estimates
have beca made of the radon daughter corcentrations that might exist within a d.elling on or
nea- the tailiags. These estimates are presented in Table 9.11 tor various levels of radon
exhalation.

For the calculation for a house built on the pile it is assumed that all of the radon comes
through a floor which attenuates the flux to 0.3 of its value at the surface of the tailings or
the ccver material, i.e., at the interface with the underside of the floor. Also, the house is
assumed to have 3-m (10-f t) high ceilings and to be ventilated at the rate of one air change
per hour. The calculated radon concentration is converted to working level (WL) by assuming

3that 100 pCi/m equals 5 x 10 * WL. A range of exposure levels can be predicted. For example,
2using the assumptions stated, 2 pCi/m -s yields an exposure level of 0.0036 WL; other reason-

able ossumptions if stacked up in the extreme directions could lead to a range of 0.0006 to
0.006 WL from the same flux. The WL concentrations at nearby locations (not on top of the
pile) are derived from radon concentrations calculated by use of the UDAD code and converted to

3hL using this same 5 x 10 4 WL per 100pCi/m factor.

In Section 6.2.8.3 it was shown that the annual Irng dose commitment to the population of the
model regicn within 80 km (50 miles) of the mill did not exceed 1% of the background dose from

2radon when the exhalation rate was 450 pCi/m s from an area of 80 ha (200 acres). Reducing
2the exhalation rate to a few pCi/m -s would reduce the population dose commitment correspond-

ingly to less than 0.01% of the dose from " natural" radon (radon released as a result of other
than mining, milling, or other human activity).

By application of the methodology described in Section 6.4, the annual and cumulative '00 year
environmental dose commitments to the population of North America have been estimated 1or a
range of average radon exhalation rates. The results are summarized in Table 9.12. Ne annual
dose is for years after 2030, when the population is assumed to remain constant in size. With

2uncovered tailings (average exhalation rate of 450 pCi/m -s), the annual dos, commitment to the
long is projected to be .9 x 104 organ-rem. Of this total, 8.6 x 104 organ rem is delivered
to residents of the United States by deposition of short-lived radon daughters un bronchial
epithelia. This is about 0.2% of the dose to a United States population of 290 million from
radon gas released from natural soil, released by evapotranspiration, and released into the
interior of buildings from several sources (see Ch. 12). Reduction of the average rate of

2release to a few pCi/m -s will limit the contribution of mill tailings to about 0.001% of the
total population dose from radon.

The annual and cumulative dose commitments from Table 9.12 have been expressed as equivalent
health effects in Table 9.13 by applying the risk estimators of Table G-7.1. The uncovered
tailings are predicted to cause about ten premature deaths per year throughout North America,
but if substantial cover is applied, the rate will be negligible.

9.3.8.3 Radiological Impact of Alternatives for Tailings Disposal

For the sake of benefit-cost comparisons, most o' the tailings disposal programs described in
Chapter 8 (Alternatives 1 through 6) were given equivalent tailings covers (see Table 8.4).
Section 9.3.8.2 evaluates the general effects on long-term radioactive emissions of varying
from this fixed cover; both different cover types and thickeness are examined. To illustrate
some of the practical cifferences that would occur among actual disposal programs, the matter
of final tailings covering is now treated in the context of the tailings disposal programs

7)
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Table 9.11. Radon Oaughter Concentrations in Air (WL) in Structures
dabove and near Uranium Tailings Pile

Radon Daughter Concentration--Working level above Background

Radon Flux Near Edge of
b c2(pCi/m .s) Above Tailings Disposal Area Ranch at 2.0 km

450 0.81 2.5 x 10 3.7 x 10'32

100 0.18 5. 7 x 10 3 8.2 x 10'4
10 0.018 5. 7 x 10 4 8.2 x 10-5

-

- -

5 0.0090 2. 8 x 10 4 4.1 x 10 s
3 0.0054 1.7 x 10'4 2.5 x 10'S

2 0.0036 1.1 x 10 4 1.6 x 10 '
-

1 0.0018 5.7 x 10'S 8.2 x 10N

0.1 0.00018 5.7 x 107 8.2 x 10~7

d Assumed to be 80 ha in area. Working level values are derived from radon concentrations calcu-
lated by the UDAD code assuming that 1 pCi/L of Rn222 is equivalent to 0.005 WL. The estimates
of this table are above average background concentrations which are about 0.005 WL inside a well
ventilated structure. For an estimate of dose to bronchial epithelium, multiply WL exposure
level by: 25 CWLM/WL X Srem/CLWM. So, for example, exposure to 0.005 WL continuously for one
year would result in a dose to the bronchial epithelium of about 630 mrem.

See Sec. 9.3.8.2 for assumptions used to calculate these concentrations.
c About 100 m downwind (ENE) from the edge of the tailir.gs pile.

evaluated. Also Section 9.2.8 treated the matter of controlling emissions from tailings
during operations without ccasidering the ef fect various tailings disposal alternatives will
have on the matter; these effects are also now discussed.

9.3.8.3.1 Final Tailings Cover

Disposal of tailings in an available open pit may make it easier to provide cover of tailings
than might be the case where tailings are disposed of above grade or in specially excavated
pits. This may occur since a large quantity of overburden is normally stripped to reach ore
zones (review of preliminary data obtained on operating mines indicates that the depth of
overburden, on average, is over 60 m). As a result, the distance from the top of the disposed
tailings to surface grade may very likely be significantly greater than thickness required to
reduce radon emissions to prescribed '.evels. Under the open-mine pit disposal alternatives
examined, the final distance from the tailings surface to groand level is controlled partly by
the depth to the water table, since, in all cases, tailings are kept above groundwater. How-
ever, the distance to groundwater should in most cases be sufficient to allow providing rela-
tively thick cover just by returning to the mine the overburden stripped in mining the ore.

Alternatives of the Potential Reduced Care Mode would generally result in a lower level of
radon emissions than occurs with Active Care and Passive Monitoring Mode Alternatives (Alter-
natives 1 through 6) involving radon control by soil cover alone. Fixation of slimes in cement
or asphalt (?lternatives 7 and 8) could, if the fixed slime fractions covered the upper
tailings surface, be virtually eliminated. Furthermore, fixing the sliTes fraction of tailings
and cleaning sands to a degree which permits deposition of tailings in open pits below the
groundwater table would assure that very tSick covers are placed over the tailings. The amount
of overburden cover would not be constrained by the distance trom the water table to surface
grade. It '. ould only be a function of the depth to the bottom of the ore zone.

In the case where nitric acid leaching was employed to remove radium and thorium from' tailings
(Alternative 9), thicknesses of tailings cover could be reduced from that required for tailings
having normal concentrations of these nuclides. Other significant differences between Potential
Reduced Care Mode alte natives and the alternatives examined relited to the different levels of
physical isolation provided. These are discussed in Section 9.4.', Stability Against Natural
Forces, and Section 9.4.2, Land Use Controls. go

|_) ~ '



Table 9.12 100-Year Environmental Dose Commitments to Population of North American Continent
from Radon Releases from Mill Tailings''

Armual Dose Commitment Cumulative Dose Commitmei.t
(organ-rem / year) 2000-2100 2000-3000

Exhalation Whole Whole Whole

Rate (pCi/m -s) Lung Bone Body Lung Pone Body Lung Bone Body2

_
_

450" 9.9 x 10 1.5 x 105 1.1 x 104 9.7 x 106 1.4 x 107 1.1 x 106 9.9 x 107 1.5 x 10" 1.1 x 1074

100 m.2 x 104 3.1 x 104 2.2 x 103 2.1 x 10 3.0 x 105 2.3 x 104 2.2 x 107 3.2 x 106 2.3 x 1066

56 2.3 x 10
10 2.2 x 103 3.1 x 103 2.2 x 102 2.1 x 105 3.0 x 105 2.3 x 104 2.2 x 106 3.2 x 10

5 1.1 x 102 1.5 x 103 1.1 x 102 1.1 x 104 1.5 x 105 1.1 x 104 1.1 x 105 1.6 x 106 1.2 x 105
5 9.6 x 105 7.0 x 104

3 6.6 x 102 9.1 x 102 6.6 x 101 6.4 x 104 8.9 x 104 6.8 x 103 6.5 x 10

2 4.4 x 102 6.2 x 102 4.4 x 102 4.3 x 10* 5.9 x 104 4.6 x 103 4.9 x 105 6.4 x 105 4.6 x 104 7
1 2.2 x 102 3.1 x 102 2. 2 x 101 2.1 x 104 3.0 x 104 2.3 x 103 2.2 x 105 3.2 x 105 2.3 x 104 3

0 2.2 x 101 3.1 x 101 2.2 x 101 2.1 x 103 3.0 x 103 2.3 x 102 2.2 x 104 3.2 x 104 2.3 x 103

" Dose commitment for lung is sum of doses to bronchial epithelium and pulmonary tissue; values for bone and whole body include inhalation and
ingestion pathways. Dose commitments for the uncovered tailings include doses due to both particulates and radon from the tailings. Dose
commitment for covered tailings are based on the assumption that there will be no particulate releases from covered tailings.
Assuming 82 mill sites, each with 80 ha of tailings.

cAverage exhalation rate assumed for uncovered tailings.
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Table 9.13 Somatic Health Effects on Population of North America
from Radon Releast. from Hill Tailings

Premature Cancer Deaths

Exhalation Annugl Cumulative Number
Rate (pCi/m2-s) Rate 2000-2100 2000-3000

b
450 9.8 950 9750

100 2.1 204 2125

10 0.21 20 213

5 0.10 10 106

3 0.06 6 64

2 0 04 4 42

1 0.02 2 21

0.1 0.002 0.2 2

' Assuming 82 mill sites, each with 80 ha of tailings.

Average exhalation rate assumed for uncovered tail (ngs. Base case values were derived from

rounded values in Table 6.39.

9.3.8.3.2 Emissions During Operation

The controls discussea in Section 9.2.8 for reducing dust emissions from tailings impoundments
involve maintaining a tailings solution cover surf ace wetting, or spray ng surfaces with chem-i

ical stabilizers. While the latter two methods involving stabilization of the tailings sur-
faces may control dusting, these methods are expected to be less effective in attenuating radon

For exam? e, chemical surfacethan complete saturation of tailings with solution would be. l
stabilizers will be prone to imperfections and defects which will provide escape routes for
the mobile radon gas.

The Alternatives which will offer the greatest potential for providing solution cover are those
alternatives involving slurry diposal and lining of impoundment bottoms with impermeable liners
(Alternatives 2, 4, 5 and 6). Tailings area with solution cover would increase for these
alternatives by about 50% above the base case. On the other hand, increasing tailings solution
works against the objective of reducing seepage to groundwater, and also may present some
additional problems with regard to long term stability. While dewatering of tailings, such as
is done in Alternative 3, may result in less attenuation of radon in the short term than the
slurry disposal alt 9rnatives, it provides a potential significant benefit in terms of the
groundwater protection and impoundment stability it provides. It ray also make easier the
matter of final tailings drying and covering. The approach which would best reconcile this
cnnflict is phased reclamation of tailings areas. Alternative 5 is an example of how staged
reclamation might be accomplished. This alternative is intendid only to demonstrate the concept
of staged reclamation. Impoundment shapes other than the continuous, linear trench assumed for
this alternative would also permit staged reclamation. Construction of separate, unit cells
for tailings disposal has, for example, been proposed in one case (see NUREG-0505, Sweetwater
Uranium Project, Final Environmental Statement, December 1978).

Another difference between alternative disposal programs with regard to emissions during opera-
tion will occur between above and below grade disposal alternatives. Tailings will be sheltered
from the wind when they are disposed of below grade, whereas above grade they will be very
susceptible to wind action.

9.3.9 Accident Analyses

Accidents specific to the various tailings management alternatives, but distinct from those
accidents previously discussed in Chapter 7 in connection with the base case, are evaluated in
this section. Accidents associated exclusively with the milling operation are specifically
excluded because such accidents are not affected by the various tailings management alter-
natives. The types of acccidents covered in this section include:

i ,/- '
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Rupture of the tailings slurry pipeline.
Failure or flooding of the tailings impoundment area system.
Othei--any accident which is uniquely associated with one of the alternatives, and, there-
fora, not covered in the discussion of the base casa.

Alternative 1. The potential for accidents and their resulting consequences generally
would be the same for Alternative 1 as f or the base case.

Alternative 2. The principal potentials for accidents that could result in release of
consequential amounts of 'ioactive material under Alternative ? would be rupture of the
tailings slurry pipeline o the return water pipeline. To account for the f 6ct that all of
the mines supplying ore to the mill, tu which tailings would be returned in this alternative,
may not be immediately adjacent to the mill, a 16 km (10 mile) distance between pit and mill
is assumed for this alternative.

Based on the difference in pipeline length, the likelihood of failure of the tailings slurry
pipeline associated with Alternative 2 would be about 55 times greater than the likelihood of
failure of the pipeline from the mill to the tailings pond env:sioned for the bata case; thus
the likelihood of release to the watercourse is 0.55 per plant year. Since the q antity of
slurry transported via pipeline in Alternative 2 would be equivalent to that of the base
case, the estimated amount of liquids and solids released in the event of a pipeline failure
would be the same (see analysis in Sec. 7.1.3.2).

The liquid in the retu,n water line could contain some residual radioactivity. As a conserva-
tive estimate, the liouid is assumed to contain the concentration of radioisotopes given in
fable 7.2* The like ihood of rupture of the return line would be identical to that of the
slurry ripeline. Since the capacity of the water return line would be 30% of that of the
slurr, pipeline, the average quantity of liquid released due to pipeline rupture would be
proportionally reduced. Assuming all of the liquid eventually would empty into Reservoir I in
the model region, and u. a minimum value for the average volume of water retained by the
reservoir, the staff has c..culated that the concent.ation of radioisotopes present in the
liquid released would be reduced by a factor of 3 x 104

A comparison of the concentrations of radioisotopes in the tailings solution with maximum per-
missible concentrations (MPC) given in Table 7.2 indicates the isotope ih-230 to be of primary
concern., The concentration of Th-230 present in Reservoir 1 '7110 wing the release would be
4.5 x 10 8 pCi/g (based on the aforementioned dilution factorp This is more than an order of
magnitude below the MPC for unrestricted areas.

A significant advantage from the point of view of accidents provided by below grade alter-
natives is elimination of the potential for tailings dam failure that can occur with above
grade impoundments such as that described in the base case.

Alternative 3. In Alternative 3, the potential for significant accidental release of
radioactive materials would be associated with embankment failure or flooding of any evapora-
tion pond used for natural drying of the tailings in .ieu of mechanical drying. This accident
would be comparable to that evaluated for a similar event at the tailings pond for the base
Case.

Alternative 4. The probability and consequences of rupture of the 16-km (10 mile) pipe-
line associated witn Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 2.

It is assumed that the pit dug for Alternative 4 would be sufficiently large to hold all of the
mill tailings plus the standard covering. Since the bottom of the pit would be impermeable,
there might be a flooding hazard should a large amount of water enter the pit; there is no way
of quantifying the likelihood of such an event, but it is expected to be very small.

Alternative 5. Since special conditions would not be r 'uired, excavation of the trench
called for in Alternative 5 might proceed in the vicinity c t.e mill, and it is assumed that
the tailings slurry pipelinc would be the same length as '.at required in the base case. The
likelihood end consequences of pipeline rupture would tb refore be the same as described in
Section 7 1. 3. The dimensions of the trench are thought to be sufficient to prevert tailings
slurrv from overtopping the walls, provided the disposal operation is properly monitored and
the Joint of discharge is continually moved along the length of the trench to prevent
abnormally high discharge at a particular point that would cause obstruction of feed. Since
the trench would be excavated in sections, temporary dikes would be set up to isolate the
tailings slurry from areas of future construction. Failure of these dikes is considered a

' Actual activity should be considerably Icwer given the fact that the liquid clarifies consider-
ably over time in the impoundment area and is most likely diluted with clean makeup water.
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trivial accident, since the material would be released to mill property. In addition, it is
assumed that such dikes are relatively small and could be repaired easily befcce a significant
quantity of material was lost.

Alternative 6. While disoosal in this alternative is above grade, siting features, such
as the very small opstream catchment area, would greatly reduce the potential for impoundment
failere from that existing in the base case. Ite dam would be designed to withstand a probable
maximum flood and would be able to withstand earthquakes which could occur at the site. In
general the impoundment would be designed to conservative geotechnical engineering standards.
(See Appendix B for a discussion on dam constructicn.)

Alternative 7. Potential accidents of consequence associated with Alternative 7 would
include (1) rupture of the slurry pipeline f rom the mill to the disposal site, (2) a fire or
?xplosion in the evaporator section of the fixatien plant used if neutralized slimes are fixed
in asphalt, (3) embankment failure or flooding of a,y evaporation pond for natural drying of
slimes before fixation in cement or asphalt, and (4) rupture of any pipeline to the evaporatur
pond.

The main slurry pipeline from tce mill to the disposal sit ( would be dbout 16 km (10 miles)
long; therefore the potential for and consequences of a pipeline rupture would be the same as
for Alternative 2.

In the case of fixation with asphalt, the use of asphalt introduces the possibility of either
f f re or explosion in the evaporator section of the fixation plant [the flash point of the
product known as asphalt / cement used in road construction is s245 C (s475 F)]. Fires are rare
in conventional asphalt plarts, and no quantitative data are available concerning the likeli-
hood of such an event in the present application. It is conservatively assumed that in the
event of a major fire * as much as 1% of the material present in the evaporators would be dis-
persed. The evaporators are designed to process 600 MT (660 ST) per day of slimes, and it is
assumed that about 150 MT (165 ST) of material would be in the evaporation section of the plant

at the time of_the fire. Therefore, 1500 kg (3300 lb) of slime solids with a total activity of
roughly 1 x 10 3 pCi/g (deri sed by taking 85% of the cembined activity in the dry solids given
in Table 5.7) wou'd be dispersed to the environment. The maximum individual 50 year dose

commitments at the fence [500 m (1600 ftJ] and the nearest residence [2000 m (6500 ft)] that
would result from this accide~t are estimated to be 3.2 rem and 5.0 x 10 2 rem to the long,
respectively. This is a higt.ty conservative estimate that assumes all material released is in
the respirable site range and that does not account for the fact that the asphalt present in
the evaporator mixture should impede the rate of release to the atmosphere.

In cases where mechanical drying of slimes is not practicable, Alternative 7 incluces the
option of a separate, lined evaporation pond. Though the drying 3rea would be less than half
the size of that required in the base case, the slimes fraction would contain about 85% of the
radioactivity originally present in the tailings slurry, and, thus, the radiological conse-
queaces of an accident involving either embankment failure or flooding would be similar to
those described for the base case.

The length of pipeline to the evaporation pond is assumed to be similar to that of the slurry
pipeline from the mill to the tailings pond of the base case; therefore, the potential for
rupture is the same.

One difference between Alternative 7 and the base case, however, is the amount of activity
present in the liquid fracticn of the tailings slurry. Under Alternative 7, tailings slurey
would be reutralized with line, which precipitates many of the active components. About 90% of
the rad;am and possibly more than 90% of the thorium would be precipitated when the slurry was
neutralized. Thus, the activity in the liquid artion of the tailings slurry would be signifi-r

c6ntly reduced. The release of radioisotopes to surrounding waterways via dam failure or
flooding therefore should be negligible.

The outstanding feature of Alternative 7 is the mitigation of the consequences of accidental
releases once the tailings solids have been fixed with either asphalt or cement. Rupture in the
pipeline from the fixation plant to the open pit mine would pose a clean up problem but would
effer no significant threat to the environment. The use cf an oprn pit mine would essentially
eliminate the potential for embankment failure or flooding inherent in the base case.

Alternative 8. In Alternative 8, tailine- would be dried, neutralized, and fixed in the
sama manner as in Alternative 7. The analysis of such accidents as pipeline rupture, fire in
the fixation plant, and embankment failure or flooding of the temporary cutdoor dryinq area is

Flt is assumed that in the event of an emp' nion the material would be contained within the
confines of the building. The release therefere would be limited by the volume of the building

,

and, hence, the environmental consequences of such an accidoit ere not expected to be"a7 sabere A 5

[) ~'' '''as those associated with a fire.
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therefore identical to Alternative 7. lhe only difference between these two alternatives is
that fixed tailings would be ultimately deposited in a depleted undergrour.d mine in Alter-
native 8, as opposed to the open pit mine of Alternative 7. Although the underground mine
would intersect the water table in several locations, it is assumed that the 'ixed tailings
would not be affected by contact 'i t h subsurface water.

Alternative 9. Relative ta accidents, Alternative 9 strongij resembles Alternative 6, ano
the same accident analysis appliec The radiological consequences of any accidents would be
reduced iy an order of magnitude because the specific activity of tne tailings would be lower
by this factor.

y 4 LONG-TERM CCNSIDERATIONS

9.4.1 Stability against Natural Forces

Because contaminants contained in the uranium tailings include long-lived radionuclid s, the
tailings will remain hazardous for a long period and should be isolated from the biosphere for
many years. A systematic study was made to describe the kinds of naturally caused " failure"
events occurring over long perinds of time that could destroy the tailings i olation. Poten-
tial failures that could lead to dispersion of the tailings or the contained radionucled's up
to 100,000 years into the future were evaluated in several different time frames.P3 The pur-
pose of the investigation was to identify potential failure mechanisms and the associated
natural processes to be considered in developing a tailings disposal program. For each poten-
tial failure mechanism described, specific siting and design features that should be taken into
account or incorporated in the planning process were systematically identified.

The question of long-term performance of to lings isolation is complex. The factors affecting
long-term performance are numerous and interrelated. The problem, therefore, is one which
necessarily must be dealt with on a case-by-case basis, taking into account site-specific
factors. Because detailed evaluation of long-term stability depends upon such highly variable
and silP 5pecific , actors as tcpography and climate, in-depth evaluation (requiring knowledge
of actual physical shapes, contours, dimensions, etc. ) of the tailings disposal alternatives
considered in this studv is not possible. Instead a general discussion of geological and
climatic trends is presented (Sec. 9.4.1.1), folicwed by a description of specific natural
proceeses and f3ilure mechanisms that could lead to degrad3 tion of the tailings isolation
(Sec. 9.4.1.2). This discussion is , resented to provide a basis for comparison d evaluation
of tailings disposal programs. Also, in light of this discussion, specific design and siting
f eatures that can ef f ectively reduce or e'imir. ate the potential for long-term failure of tail-
ings impoundments are described.

9.4.1.1 General r,cological and Climatic Trends

Predictions of future stability become more uncertain as the tirce tra + considered increases.
Beyond 'Everal thousand years, :ong-term geological processes and climatic change wii;
determine the stability and isolation of the ta lings. Although some m4jor climatic and geo-i

logical changes are certain to occur during the perir ' that the tailings remain hazardous
(hundreds of thousands of years), the magnituce and direction of cnange cannot be determined.
An understanding of the nature 'nd extent of such potential tutJre events Can be gained bv
briefly r viewing events of the past 100,000 years.

The geolugical and climatic events t'*t dominated this period, from a gcomorphic viewpoint
(i.e., changes in the surface of the earth), were the advince and retreat of the Wisconsin age
continental ice sheet. During this time, much of the United States north of the Ohio River and
north and east of the Missouri River was significantly affected by ice erosien and deposition.
Elsewhere, alpine glacie,s were active, and clear evidence of glacial modification of the land-
scape in the western mountains can be found as far south as the San Francisco Peaks, Flagstaff,
Arizon3.

The direct effects of glacial ice were great, but even more important were global changes of
climate that brought about the ice ages. Significant changes of climate during the past
100,000 years have drastically changed the hydrological cycle and the erosional and deposi-
tional processes acting on the landforms. For example, large pluvial lakes occupied the closed
basins of Utah, Nevada, and southern California. Throughout the world, river activity changed
and reflected the altered runoff and sediment regime of the drainage basins. Furthermore, the

Vast Quantities of water stored in the ice sheets caused a 90- to 120 m (300- to 4co-ft) faii
of sea level, which exposed the continental shelves and caused the major rivers to cut deeply
into the sediment and bedrock.
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During the past 100,000 years, volcanic activity and faulting has had significant, if local,
effects. For example, Sunset Crater near Flagstaff erupted in 1067. Other volcanic activity
is continuing at the present time. Recent fault scarps in easily erodible sands and gravels in
Nevada, California, and Utah indicate continued mountain building acticity, and the 2-cm/yr
migration of western California to the ncrth along the San Andreas f,ault is clear evideace of
the instability of the earth's surface.

P -:ise releveling by the Coast and Geodetic Survey h- vealed significant changes in the
surface of the United States during tne p,st few deca Atterpts to estimate rates of .vun-
tain building and rates of denudation have led to the conclusion that uplift can occur at an

- average rate or 8 mm/yr (25 ft '900 years), an order of magnitude greater thaa denudation
rates, which nevertheless ca- as much as 1 mm/yr (3 f t/1000 years). At these rates, upliftse

could total C00 m (2500 ft) and denudation 100 m (300 ft) during a period of 100,000 years.
These are average values, and the rates could be much greater locally. In fact, uplift on the
order of 300 m (900 ft) has occurred in the Hudson Bay region during the last 10,000 years. In
that case, the uplift has resulted from the melting of the ice sheet and subsequent response of
the earth's crust to the release of the tremendous load of ice.

Deposition is also occurring. Major sediment basins are the seas, lakes, and gulfs. Terres-
trial deposition is occurring around the edges of mountains and in localized areas within the
mountains. Windblown deposits of soil hundreds of meters deep may be seen in several areas.
Ore very noticeable deposit is the Great Sand Dunes in the San Lui Valley in Colorado. That
deposit is about 200 m (700 ft) deep and approsimately 10,000 ha (25,000 acres) in ?-ea. Also,

large deposits of windblown sand and silt are continuing to form from the front range of the
Rocky Mountains across the Great Plains to the Midwest. Accumulation of tens cf meters in time
periods on the order of 100 years can occur :n some localities. Pediments and alluvial fans
near mot,tain ranges continue to build.

Climate is a very imeortant driving force and determinant of the rate and direction of the
geomorphic process. Predictions about future climates are integral to the evaluation of long-
term stability of structures placed on the earth's surface. One scenario of future climates,
advanced by Calder and based in large part on the Milankovitch theory,20 2a has the earth
heating up in the near future. This heating, due to the so called " greenhouse effect", is

= expected to end after a few hundred years, and the world would proceed towcrds a new ice age.
Leet and Judson do not take a position about the direction of climatic change.22 They do
concur that climates are changing and emphasize the profound effect this change, regardless of
direction, will have on man's future.

9.4.1.2 Failure Mechanisms

Despite the uncertainty about very long-term geologir.a and climatic processes, specific poten-
tial failure mechanisms that would cause disruption o, tailings isolation can be identified.
The staff concludes that by taking these potential failures into account, tailings disposal
areas can be developed to keep tailings isolated for very long periods of time. A favo 2d
means for doing this, as illustrated btlow, is the below grade mode of disposal. A wide range
of potential failure mechanisms was evaluated in the course cf this study.19 The following
briefly summarizes those of major importance;

(a) Guitying and Sheet Erosion. Heavy rainfall directly on the tailings impoundment or
runoff channeled into surface tailings impoundments from the upstream drainage areas
could cause erosion or gullying of the cap and embankment. As the erosion progresses,
gradual exposure and release of the tailings can result. Sheet erosion is a continu-
ous and persistent process that will not result in a sudden lows ei tailings cover
material o, embankments. Gullying could be more rapid because of the localized
nature of this process, which normally results f rom channeling of runof f to one or
several areas of embankments cf impoundment. Once initiated, gu11ying tends to
be:ome more severe with time because the presence of the gully itself accelerates the
channeling process. Gullying is most likely to be initiated at the points of abrupt
change in slope, such as at the top edge of an embankment, and unless arrested will
present a greater threat than sheet erosion f or disruption and dispersion of the
pile.

The major factors affecting these failure mechanisms are intensity and amount of
rainfall, Upstream drainage area, velocity and amount of runoff, steepness and
length of slopes, erodibility of soils, and type of surface cover. Equations have
been developed to evaluate the sheet erosion potential for limited short-term appli-

23
-

- cations; specifically, the Universal Soil loss Equation indicates the relative
effect these factors have on erosion potential. It also provides insight into the
interrelationship that exists between various factors af fecting erosion and gully-
ing and, therefore, despite its limitations, can provide some general guidance in
development of stable tailings dispcsal programs.
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(b) Wind Erosion - The potential for wind erosion at a particular site may be high. If

allowed to progress, wind erosion could remove cover material and expose tailings
and disperse them over a wide area. "Bicwouts" or wind-caused gullies ca:i occur
where above ground embankments are used and could lead to extensive erosion of tailings.
The wind soil loss is a function of climatic factors, erodibility of the soil, sur-
face characteristics,' t,atation cover, slope length, steepness of slope, and unshel-
tered distcnce. The U m; Soil toss Equation,24 '5ile limited in the same manner as
the Universal Soil Loss Equation, can be used oderstand the relative effect
these factors can have on wind erosion and blowouts. As indicated by this equation,
the worst situation with respect to wind erosion involves: (a) loose, finely divided
dry soils; (b) a smooth bare soil surface; (c) topographic features which do not
provide wind breaks; and (d) long, steep exposed embankment slopes.

Over long-term periods, dispersion by wind erosion is highly possible, particularly
if tailings are isolated by high embankments with steep, exposed slopes. Elimina-
tion of such exposed embankments by below grade burial of tailings can preclude thic
failure; however, where embankments are employed, erosion control practices can, in
some cases, be effective in preventing this failure. Generally, erosion control
practices employed to control water erosion such as use of rip rap or self sus-
taining cover will also control wind erosion. Variability in climatic conditions
between sites calls for different approaches to erosion control. For example, in
arid and semi-arid sites, such as those in New Mexico where a self sustaining vegi-
tative cover cannot be assured rip rap would most likely be required. Over long-term
periods, climatic changes will determine the extent to which this failure mechanism
operates.

(c) Floods. Wat?r diversion structures around surface impoundments will become clogged
and be ineffective without ongoing maintenance. Over long-term periods, therefore,
the entire catchment area upstream from an impoundment will ccatribute to potential
flooding of the impoundment. The impoundment must be capable of withstanding a
flood of maximum possible magnitude.

Prediction of the probable maximum flood is subjective because of uncertainties in
the hydrolcgical conditions that will contribute to the flood. Except where the
upstream watershed is small, prediction of the maximum possible flood that could
occur over a ?eriod of several hundred or a few thousand years is tenuous. For this
reason, tailings disposal areas should be designed very conservatively to avoid
flood damact

If there is a flood of a magnitude larger than can be accommodated by the flood-
routing structures designed to protect a surface impoundment, major portions of the
impoundment that are ccntacted by the flood would be subject to severe erosion.
U.nder the worst conditions, the entire impoundment could conceivably be washed away,
dispersing the tailings over a wide area. Thi> is probably the most severe failure
mechanism in terms of catastrophic, irrevocable failure and wide dispersion of
tailings.

(d) Earthquake. A major earthquake could lead to the release of tailings and radioac-
tive materials by causing cracking or rupture cf the cover or embankment of an
impoundment. Extensive failure of the embankment and liquefaction of the tailings
cauld lead to dispersion of the tailings over large areas. A massive failure due to
liquefaction, however, is only likely to occur withir a period af ter abandonment
when the tailings will generally contain large quantities of water. After a few
hundred years, liquefaction would not c and failure of the impcundment would
result only in exposure of tailings. Dispersion would not occur. Also, if the
topography is such that flow of l'quefied tailings cannot occur (e.g., embankments
are eliminated through below grade disposal) dispersion would not occur.

(e) Differential Settlement. Because of compaction and 'fferential settlement of the
tailings or subsoil, the cap liner can crack. The .grity of the embankment could
be endargered by settlement. Any settlement cr Co.npaction that ir likely to occur
will generally be fully developed socn af ter abandonment of the tailings impoundment
Therefore, long-term failures due to settlement or compaction are not likely to be
severe.

(f) Root Penetration. Penetration of roots of vegetation may r<sult in breaching of the
cap. Percolation of water through passages provided by root growth may permit
pooling of water beneath the tap. Subsequent freezing of the water, with the corres-
ponding volume expansion, may cause the cap to heave, similar to the cracking and
heaving of concrete pavement in winter.

) 'L
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9.4.1.3 Evaluation of Alternatives

Because of its location above grade, the dispJsal structure in Alternative 1 exhibits the
great st potential for erosion by water and wind. With a sizable upstream drainage and with-
out protection or shielding of the pile f rom wind action, a steady erosion of the pile would
occur. Gullies and blowouts could progress relatively rapidly resulting in slew but steady
dispersion of tailings within relatively short periods of time (several hundred to several
thousand of years). The impoundment would also be particularly susceptible to dispersion of
tailing < if it were located in a flood pathway or subject to seismic activity. Thus, the

tailings impoundment of Alternative I would deteriorate relatively rapidly without on going
maintenance.

Below grade disposal is included in Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8. This class of disposal
alternative provides isolation from all major erosive forces that could cause either sheet-
tvre erosion or gellying, because in general there are no embankments. Gullying potential is
eliminateo by the absence of embarkments and corresponding abrus changes in slope. The
features of these alternatives minimize the potential for physical transport and dispersion
due to earthquakes, since there are no embankments to fail, or due to floods, since they do
not present an " obstacle" to flood waters. Unf averable groundwater conditions, however, could
preclude the use of below grade disposal; for example, g oundwater formatic9s may be near
enough to the surface to forestall the implementation of Alternatives 2 through 5. The below
grade burial concept may also be difficult to apply in areas of irregular terrain where the
depth of soil overlying bedrock is not sufficient to permit excavating a pit without blasting
large .ounts of rocks, and suitable alternate sites are not available. Some excavation may
be possible to reduce the size of above grade embankments required, but disposal of the eatire
tailings volume below the surface of all points in the surrounding terrain may be impractica-
ble.

Alternative 6 is an above ground disposal plan that provides protection reasonably equivalent
to below grade di:posal by employing proper design and siting. This alternative takes advant-
age of f avorable topographic and geomorphologic f eatur es to provide long-term stability.
However, in order for this alternative to be acceptable, strict design and siting criteria
must be met:

(a) Upstream catchment areas must be minimized so as to decrease the size of the maximum
flood possible.

(b) Topographic features should provide gocd wind protection.

(c) Embankment sicpes should be relatively flat af ter abandonment so as to minimize ero-
sion potential and to provide conservative factors of safety to assure long-term
stability. Reducing slope gradients reduces the velocity of runoff on the slope.
As a result, erosive forces are reduced and infiltration is increased. With regard
to wind e.osion, the flatter slope obviously is better because it presents e morr
streamlined profile. The broad objective should be to reduce slope gradients to
those which are as close as possible to those which would exist if tailings and
cover material are completely below natural grade; this would lead, for example, to
slopes of 10 horizontal to 1 vertical (10h:lv) or less. While the erosioi, potential
at a particular site depends upon more than just slope gradient, in general, it
appears as though keeping slope; to less than about Sh:lv would be a prudent, conser-
vative measure to observe in this area of con-iderable uncertainty. In cases
involving steep terrain, this may be impracticable because excessive amount of fill
would be required. In such cases, special attention will have to be given to the
other factors which will reduce the erosion potential.

(d) A suitable sicpe protection scheme, such as revegetati.a or use of riprap, must be
amployed to retard wind and water erosion.* In order to avoid continuing mainte-
n3n'e, vegetation must provide full coverage and be self-sustaining. Where this is
not expected to occur, rip rap must be used. Properly applied, rip rap can provide
an " armoring" of the soil cover (see Sect. 8.3.4.3). Large rock and cobble will
shelter erodible Soil fractions. Vegetation and rip rap both have the effect of
holding water, reducing the velocities and amounts, and thus erosive force of,
runoff. Rip rap can also create a favorable habitat for vegetative growth between
individual pieces of rock. Eolian soil particles can collect betwean rocks forming
a favorable environment for invading plant species.2s

"In the case of above grade disposal, as well as below grade burial alternatives, final
reclamation of the surface of the tailings disposal area with vegetation would be involved.
This will enhance long-term stability and isolation of the tailings disposal area. Some

additional details on methods of vegetation and reclamation are provided in Appenoix N.
,)-- ,
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(e) The impot ndment should not be located near a potentially active f ault that could
cause a maximum credible earthquake Isrger than that which the impoundment could
reasonably be expected to withstand.

(f) Where postible, the impoundment should be designed to incorporate features which
will promote deposition of sedimer.t suspended in any runof f which flows into the
impound! bent area. If runoff flowing onto the pile can be detainea, or water velo-
city slowed, settling of suspended tatter can occur. The objective of such a design
feature would be to enhance thicknesses of cover.

With regird to slope protectio.i, it is noted that a common method of slope erosion control
used in mine reclamation, highway construction and agricultural application is terracing of
slupes. For example, see refcrences 23, 24, 26 and 27. Te races cr eate a break in slopes and
impound runoff, which reduce the amount and velocity cf runctf. However, in most situatiois,
erosion over very long peiiods of time (ttousands of years) 's not of concern and maintenance
of terraces is assumed. Terracinq of slopes does not appear to be a good practice to adopt in
mill tailings disposal, where the objective is to eliminate erosion of isolating cover and
containment unless they can be designed tc be prosion-resistant. Without maintenance, terraces
formed by contouring earthen slopes may actually enhance gullying; impounded water will spill
over at the lowest point in the terrace, and the gullying potential is increased at this point
of concentrated runoff. The formation of this gully would then create a channel which would
worsen over time. Reliance on other erosion control methoos, such as providing flat slopes
and high quality protective cover, appear to be morc appropriate in resolving the slope
protection problem unless the face of the terrace can be made eros nn resistant.i

Various cover types and cover thicknesses for Alternatives 1 through 6 were evaluated in Sec-
tion 9.3.8 in terms of radon attenuation. It was indicated in that evaluation that use of
moist clay or plastic caps would decrease the total thickness of normal soil overburden

required to reduce radon emissions. In general, adding eartten cover materials to reduce
radon flux also enhances long-term stability; however, when examined solely in terms of
long-term stability and isolation, those alternatives which achieve radon reduction by use of
normal soils as opposed to relying on caps are more desirable because of the greater overall
thickness and reliability provided. The excess thickness reduces the potential for disruption
by oot penetration and generally provides additional isolation from any erosion that may take
place.

Alternatives 7 end 8 offer potential for immobilizing contaninants in tailings by fixation.
However, there is great uncertainty about the long-term stability of the bonds between the
fixing agents (asphalt and cement) and the tailings. If this is not a problem, placement of
tailings i1 contact with greendwater allows deeper burial in both cases. Alternative /,

.iike other open pit disposal alternatives (Alternatives 2 and 3), would not involve back
filling to above the water table and, hence, would permit greater cover depths. In deep mine
burial of tailings, Alternative 8, location at depths greater than 100 m (300 f t) below the
surface would result in complete isolation of tailings from surface erosion effects. Leaching
of fixed tailings could take place, in view.of the close association of the tailings with
groundwater, but such leaching is expected to bt at reduced "ates (Sec. 9.3.4).

Tailings management schemes for Alternative 9 are similar to the other alternatives except
that the radium and thorium content in the tailings would be less. The potential for failure
of the impoundment would be the same as for other alternatives, although the magnitude of
release of radioactive material would be reduced in proportion to the radioactivity of the
tailings. The proposed 10-m (30-ft) disposal depth of Ra-226 and Th-230 concentrates wotld
isolate them from surface erosion effects.

9.4.2 land Use Controls

9.4.2.i Ganeral

Isolation of the tailings should come primarily from physical barriers, such as earthen cover,
provided by the alternatives being evaluated. However, in addition to potential degradation
through exposure to natural forces, as discussed in Section 9.4.1, there remains the possi-
bility of disruption of the tailings isolation gs a result of human activity. The potential
need for land use controls to supplement isolation of the tailings provided by overburden and
cover materials is evaluated in this section. (See aso Sec. 10.3, which discusses the matter
of overall long-term site monitoring and control, ta ing into consideration both the evaluation
of this section and that of the preceding section.)

7 23 353
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There are several types of land use that could lead to unacceptable health risks following
final tailings disposal. Three general types of land use scenarios are used to assess tne need
for supplementary land use controls in the case of each alternative:

Type 1--Nearby Residence. This type of land use involves occupancy of structures very
near or, in the worst case, on top of the site (but with no digging at the tailings
disposal area). Inadequate isolation or cover of the tailings could lead to radioactive
airborne emissions, particularly radon, which could present unacceptable health risks to
persons living near the tailings disposal site.

Type 2--txcavation and Ir,: ision Events. This type involves direct human intrusion at the
tailings site. For exampit a basement might be dug to build a structure at the disposal
site; the tailings might be dug into for use in offsite construction projects (see Ch. 2
description of past incidents); or a well might be drilled into or through the tailings.
These kinds of activities do not lend themselves to prediction; it is not possible to
evaluate the likelihood of such events in quantitative terms. Exposures fron such activi-
ties would, however, pose potentially unacceptable health risks. It is estimated that in
an extreme worst Case situation where a basement is dug into isolating cover material so
that it contacted *he tailings, continuous occupancy could lead to exposures of 30 rem per
year from radon,28 an order of magnitude greater th.an currently allowable exposure levels
specified in 10 CFR 20.

It must be stressed that even the worst case intrusion at the tailings site would not
result in immediate health effects. The level of radioactivity is low and potential
health effects would result only after long and continuous exposure to the tailings.
Because the tailings represent a chronic, as opposed to acute, health risk, it would not
be essential that controls be continuous and so complete that no intrusion could possibly
occur. Annual or semiannual site visits would be sufficiently frequent to cease any Type
2 activity before it continueo long enough to present a real health threat.

Type 1--Surface Use Accelerating Frosion. This type of land use scenariu involves surface
uses which could lead to, or accelerate, natural erosion processes that could result in
eventual exposure of the tailings. For example, grazing or intensive recreation (such as
use of off-road vehicles) on the disposal site might result in loss of vegetative Cover
established to ensure long-term stability of the tailings area; accelerated erosion of
cover material might then occur. This type of land use is distinguished from the second
type in that it would not in itself involve immediate, direct human exposurt. Instead, it

would lead to disruption of the tailings isolation (uncovering of the tailings) and virtual
return to a situatior, where emissions from the tailings were uncontrolled, as in the base
case. Radon release ar.d blowing of tailings would then present a threat to public health.

9.4.2.2 Evaluation of Alternatives

In the following paragraphs, the alternatives are assissed in terms of the land use control
each wvuld require to avrid unacceptable public health risks. In particular, each of the
alter atives is assessed relative to the three land use types described above.

Most mining ar.d milling activity occurs in sparsely pcpulated regions. The model region, which
2is representative of the western milling regions, has density of less than three persons /km

(7/mi2), which is an order of magnitude less than the nCJonal average. This sparse develop-
ment results from the harsh climate and soil conditions existing in most mining areas. While
re:ognizing that it is not possible t Ac ;ct climatic and demographic patterns as far into
the future as the tailings will remain hazardous, current conditions and associated very low
pressures for land development will most likely continue for a reasonably long period. For
this reason, any of the above land use types will tend to be " worst case" or conservative
scenarios for evaluating disposal alternatives at most disi asal sites.

9.4.2.2.1 Alternative 1--Active Care Mode

It would be essential that land use controls be applied in the case of Alternative 1. Although
enough cover materal could be provided initially (si discussed in Sec. 9.3.8) to reduce risks
to individuals living very near the tailings site to acceptable levels (Type 1 use), measures
to ensure that the isolating cover remains intact under natural weatbaring and erosive forces
are not prosided. Surface land uses of any sort would be unacceptable since they would surely
accelerate the erosion processes which will be working in this active care mode.

9.4.2.2.2 Alternatives 2 through 6--Passive Monitoring Mode

It would be prudent to exercise land use controls for Alternatives 2 through 6, which reptesent
a more passive mode of disposal.

7- 'n f
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As described in Section 9.3.8, cover material caa be provided to reduce risks to levels which
would permit living near or even on the pile (Type 1 use). However, excavation (Type 2 event),
followed by p- !onged exposure, would probably lead to excessive radiological doses. For this
reason, some control of s tes appears to be a prudent supplementary measure. Whether or noti

Type 3 surface land uses could be allowed would have to be determined on the basis of a number
of site specific factors and the degree of success experienced in the tailings disposal area.
As more fully described in the discussion of decommissioning events presented in Chapter 14,
during the period that reclamation was being carried out and vegetation was being established,
surface uses would have to be excluded. While it would be prudent to have continued control of
the site (by periodic monitoring) to assure that there was no intrusion, it might be possible
to permit some selected uses of the land. This can be determined, however, orly on a site-
specific basis and only after a.i extended period of observation. Eventually it might be pos-
sib ? to allow unrestricted surface use. Because below grade disposal would virtually (limin-
ate exposure to weathering and erosional forces, productive uses of the tailings site surface
are a strong possibility. For example, the tailings area could be used for light recreation,
grazing or, perhaps, even crop production. Because disposal of tailings in open pits will
in general make it easier to provide thicker covers than could be afforded in cases involving
above grade or specially excavated pit disposal, the potential for surface land use is greatest
for Alternatives 2 and 3.

Because, as discussed above, the Type 2 intrusion event will not result in an acute esposure
resulting in immediate health effects, and the potential negative effects of an unacceptable
Type 3 activity would occur relatively slowly, continuous site monitoring probably would not be
required. A periodic visit to the site (e.g., annually) in addition to either land ownership
or records control would provide reasonable assurance that the tailings remained undisturbed.
This level of monitoring also would be sufficient to detect any significant degradation of the
tailings disposal area which may be occurring as a result of exposure to natural weo+hering and
erosional forces in time to remedy the situation (since such effects will be slow). (A more
complete discussion of long-term monitoring activities is presented in Sec. 10.3.)

9.4.2.2.3 Alternatives 7 through 9--Potential Reduced Care Mode

These alternatives provide some additional isolation of tailings beyond that provided in the
proceding modes of disposal. Each, again, provides sufficient isolati0n to permit Type 1 land

However, except possibly in the case of Alternative 8, involving fixation of the tailingsuse.
and disposai in a deep mine, it again would be prudent to esercise land use contro!s. Disposal
in deep mines would provide sufficient isolation that risks under even the intrusion event
would be so small as to be insignificant. Therefore, no land use controls would be necessary
for this alternative.

Alternative / involves fixation of the slimes, which contain most of th? radioactivity in the
tailings. Being fixed in cement or asphalt, the slimes could not be dug into or removed from
the site very easily (Type 2 event). Also, consequences of loss of cover material resuitiry
from surface land uses (Type 3 event) would be reduced since radon exhalation and blowing of
radioactive particulates would be greatly reduced. Although the hazards are reduced, it u!d
appear that unrestricted land use would not be prudent. As discussed in Section 9.4.1 *
long-term stability of cement and asphalt binders is uncertain. furthermore, the sands would
not be fixed, and the radioactivity associated with them, although reduced, would present the
same kind of risks presented by tailings in previous alternatives.

Alter native 9 involves two waste f orms which must ne considered: (I) the radium and thorium
concentrate and (2) the mill tailings. With regird to concentrates, there are essentially no
risks associated with Type 1 or 3 land use attivities. Although the likelihood of the intru-
sion event is much less than that for near-surface burial alternatives, potential consequences
are increased. It is doubtful, therefore, that land use controls (at least in the form of
periodi monitoring) could be eliminated. Although the tailings resulting from the nitric acid
leach process would contain substantially less radioactivity than do conventional ta' lings,
and. hence, potential consequences would be reduced, residual levels cf radioactivity woulJ
still be significantly greater than background levels; therefore, some type of land use control
appears to be prudent

9.5 CECOMMISSIONING ALTERNATIVES

9.5.1 Introduction

The alternative modes of decommissioning considered are (1) the decontamination, retention, and
reuse of some or all of the buildings and equipment, and (2) the complete removal of all build-
ings, foundations, and equipment, with the restoration of the site to approx:cately its original
state. In either case, contaminated ground areas would be decontaminated to levels which would
permit complete and unrestricted access and use of the site. The abandonment of the mill and
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site without complete decontamination or dismantlement is not considered. These two alter-
natives were described in Section 8,5; the monetary costs associated with these alternatives
are given in Section 11.3.

Details of the decommissioning problem will vary depending upon specific conditions at the mill
being decommissioned; however, the staff believes that the two general alternatives evaluated
in this document for the model mill span the range of actions expected to be necessary at
actual mills. It is assumed for this analysis that no tailings material has been removed for
use in offsite construction, and therefore no decontamination of offsite buildings will be
necessary.

Table 9.14 presents current existing NRC guidance for decommissioning, decontamination and land
cleanup, it characterizes the levels of residual contamination which would exist at the site
following oecommissioning. The land cleanup guidance is interim guidance recently issued in
the form of a Staff Technical Position (presented in full in Appendix J).

Table 9.14 Suggested Decontamination Criteria

I. SURFACE 5'

Radionuclide Acceptable tevels

b 2U-238 5000 d/m over10gcm
200 d/m removable

Th-230, Ra-226 100 d/m over 100 cm2
20 d/m removable

II. LAND CLEANUP

Radiation Target Upper Limit
Criteria Criteria

Gamma Spr/hr* 20pr/m'
Radon Flux 0.006 WL 0.02 WL9

reposed An.erican National Standards Institute criteria of June 1974.
5,,d/m" means disintegrations per minute.

Mctivity on filter or soft absorbent material obtained on wiping surface.
d" Draft 'nterim Land Cleanup Criteria for Decommissioning Uranium Mill
Sites,' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1977.

' Measured one meter above ground. The criteria is an increment above background.

Working level exposure inside structure above levels resulting from background
releases.

9 Working level inside structure including background contribution.

9.5.2 I_mpacts from Equipment and Building Decontamination and Reuse

9.5.2.) On Air Qulity

Hydrocarbons, sulfrr oxides, and other air pollutants would be emitted by heavy machinery used
in excavation of 0.e pads ara in other earth moving activities. Lesser .ruents of these pol-
lutants would be released from smaller machinery used for washing, spraying or other cleaning
processes. These emissions would be temporary Dust from earth-moving and c.eaning procedur?s
would reduce air quality and visibility near the area of activity, but these effects also would
be temporary. At worst, the areas disturbed could be expected to suffer wind erosien at a iate
of 4.5 kg/ha-hr during operations, and perhaps 1 to 2 kg/ha-hr until the new vegetation can
stabilize the soil. Wetting, covering the topsoil with straw, or use of chemical soil binders
will reduce fugitive dust emissions.
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The impacts will vary regionally, depending upon the rapidity with which tre disturbed area is
revegetated. The impacts should be greatest in Wyoming, the Great Plains, and the dry Southern
Rocky Mountains.

9.5.2.2 On Surface Water Quality

If the mill is close to a surface water body (e.g., stream or creek), rureff from the building
washdown procedures might drain into these waters. In most cases, however, any runoff would
tend to flow toward the tailings impoundmen* , which are normally downgr.3dient af the mill.

9.5.2.3 On Groundwater Quality

No impacts to groundwater quality are expacted from surface activities associatea with decon-
tamination. However, if deep excavations were necessary for burial of contaminated concrete
and ore pad bases, some leaching of contaminants to groundwater might cccur if rain were allowed
to percolate into the burial site and if there were any connection to the groundwater aquifer.

9.5.2.4 On Soils

No impacts to soils are expected from decontaminaticn of buildings or ore pads. However, if
previously undisturbed soils were removed, either to use as cover material over decontaminated
ore pads or when a pit was dug to bury contaminated concrete, the productivity of that so li
would be reduced. (It is indicated in Sec. 8.5 that contaminated material would be placed in
the tallings pond; however, depending on the method used for tailings stabilization and reclama-
tion, the tailings pond might already have been covered at the time of decommissioning, thus
necessitating the digging of a burial pit.)

9.5.2.5 Biota

No impacts to animals are expected from decontamination procedures. Deposition of dust on
vegetation might raduce photosynthetic activity until the first rain washed the dust away. The
adverse effects of dust could be partially mitigated by sprinkling disturbed areas with water
during activities that would generate dust (e.g., earth moving operations). In any case, these
effects would be temporary.

9.5.2.6 On the Community

The dust and noise generated by the decontamination procedures are expected to be a temporary
annoyance to any residents remaining in the area after mill shutdown. Most milling operations
are usua'ly more than 8 km (5 miles) f rom permanent communities, and no ef fects of decommis-
sioning activities wu_ld be expected at such distances.

Some of the operating force at the mil! probably would mo e from the region, resulting in a
minor impact (since the percentage change in population would be almost negligible) to those
segments of the business community which furnish goods and services to mill workers and their
families.

9.5.3 Impacts from Removal of Buildings and Equipment

Impacts to air, surface and groundw:ter, soils, biota, and the commJnity would be quantita-
tively similar to those above; however, the magnitude of the impacts to soils and groundwater
resulting from excavation and burial of tha solid waste material, and eventual covering of the
mill site, ore pads, and burial pit is expected to be greater. This is because a larger area
must be covered. The availability of soil would be severely limiteo. Reclamation of these
sites would be subject to the same considerations discussed in Appendix N.

9.6 SUMMARY

The effects of employing alternatives for reducing airborne emissions during operation, for
tailings management and disp sal, and for mill building and site decommissioning have been
evaluated in this chaptar she alternatives considered were described in Chapter 8.
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9.6.1 Airborne Emissions during Ooeration

Airborne emissions can be controlled to levels which would ensure that 40 CFR 190 offsite dose
limits can be met at locations re;atively close to the mill site under realistic occupancy
conditions. Analysis of the base case identified dusting from the tailings pile as the most
significant potential contributor to offsite exposures. Several alternative levels of dusting
control were evaluated [in combination with efficient (98%) yellowcake drying and packaging
off gas scrubbers] and it was shown that a high degree of tailings pile dusting control (about
90%) is needed to meet 40 CFR 190 limits at a trailer location occupied 50% of the time 400 m
(1300 ft) from the tailings (dge. This level of control could be achieved by several means,
including cover by tailings solution, by water spray, or by chemical binders; in any case,
management attention will be required to assure that such Justing control is continuous and
comprehensive.

Although yellowcake emissions could be reduced to low levels and 40 rFR 190 limits could be met
at locations near the mill with available stack-scrubbing devices, offsite doses could be
further reduced by elimination of the drye, circuit. This could be done by shipment of moist
yellowcake. In addition to environmental benefits, overall ccupational radiation exposures
could be reduced by abcut 3%. Economic penalties of this e,.ernative are addressed in
Chapter 11. The degree to which it could be implemented i, constrained by limited capacity for
processing moict yellowcake at uranium hexafluoride coaversion plants. Complete evaluation of
this aspect is provided in Chapter 12.

Wet, semiautogenous grinding could eliminate exposures from already low (base case) emissions
frnm ore crushing and grinding operations. More significantly, however, worker radiation expo-
sures could be reduced by about 24% by utilization of this process.

9.6.2 Tailings Management and Disposal

The tailings management and disposal programs described in Section 8.4 are evaluated in terms
of the degree to which they mitigate the environmental impacts covered in Chapter 6, that is,
impacts on air quality, water quality. soils, biota, etc It is difficult to summarize and
quantify the severity of these impacts and, conversely, the degree to which they can be avoided
by the mitigative measures evaluated. However, the evaluations of this chapter and of
Chapter 6 indicate that the extent of such impacts relates primarily to the following:

Extent of airborne emissions (particulates and radon gas) from the mill and mi' tailings
pile,

Extent of seepage of tailings solutions,

With regard to tt.e tailings, the long-term stability of mitigative measures employed to
control these airborne emissions and seepage.

Therefore, to simplify the matter of conducting a benefit-cost analysis of the alternatives in
support of establishing requiremerts for mill tailings management and disposal, the range of
concern can be narrowed tc these areas; this is done in Chapter 12.

One attempt to mitigate the evaluation of alternatives in terms of the many specific environ-
mental impacts which could occur involved ranking the nine tail?ngs disposal programs in num-
erical fashion. This ranking is provided in Appendix L. The limitat|ons of such a process are
great: it requires that subjective judgments be made both about the extent of impacts and the
relative importance of imoact categories [that is, *?lative importance of impacts on soils,
biota, vegetation, public health (radiological impacts), etc. ]; it does not f actor in costs,
nor does it reflect the f act that, as discussed in Section 8.4, there are many other mill
tailings disposal programs that could be developed in real situations. However, while such an
evaluation is not conclusive or Aefinitive, it does tend to support the correlation between the
value or benefit of particular alternatives and the degiee to which they address the concerns
identified above.

Alteraatives are sorted into several groups by this ranking accordirg to the degree and poten-
tial permanence of isolation provided and, hence, to the degree to which effects of airborne
emissions and seepage are minimized.

The alternatives receiving highest ranking were alternatives involving fixation of tailings and
burial in an open pit (Alternative 7) or in a deep mine (Alternative 8). The next grouping
includes those tailings disposal schemes featuring burial below grade in specially excavated or
available open pits (Alternatives 2-5). Above grade alternatives (1 and 6) rank lower
according 'o the degree to which they provide isolation from natural weathering and erosional
forces whic h af fect long-term stability of isolation.
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9.6.3 Decommissioning

Alternative modes of decommissioning are discussed in Section 9.5, wherein it is concluded that
the environmental impacts of the two alternat:ves are not vastly different and are, in any
case, minimal and transient.
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10. MONITORING PROGRAMS

The monitoring program to be applied to uranium milling activities should be designed in three
phases; oreoperation, operation, and postoperation. Each phase is discussed below. The pro-
gram presented is general in format, although it has been slanted towards the environmental
characteristics of the model site outlined in Chapter 4 and the physical and chemical character-
istics of the model mill as outlined in Chapter 5. The type and frequency of nonitoring needed
for a given mill is highly depcment on the characteristics of the individual site and therefore
the progrm described below will not be totally applicable to ar.y particular site. As discussed
more completely below, the level of postoperational monitoring that will be requir' J at sites is
<peculative; it will depend upon the mode of tailings disposal and the long-term stability
achieved. Therefore, instead of outlining specific details of a moni*oring program as is done
for the preoperational and operational phases, the discussion of postoperational monitoring is
intended to characterize in a general fashion the nature and extent of monitoring activities
that would be required for various tailings disposal moces.

10.1 PREOPERATIONAL MONITORING PROGRAM

The preoperational monitoring program should be conducted for ac least one full year prior to
any major site construction. This program should be designed to provide complete baseline data
on the site and its environs prior to development. These data are needed to:

f Assess impacts of the future milling operations. Since many of the potential.

impacts associated with uranium milling are the result rf the release of
naturally occurring materials (e.g., radionuclides, toxic and/or trace
elements, susperded solids, particulates), a thorough understanding of the
background levels (and variability over space and time) of these materials
must be developed.

- Provide reference data against which to measure the effectiveness of the mill
ef fluent control systems and procedures during operating or in the case of an
unusual release.

Provide reference data against which to measure compliance with applicable
environmental standards during later operations.

- Provide a reference point for use in site decomissioning, e.g., to provide
a definition for " successful decomissioning and reclamation."

The radiological aspects of an uranium milling operation are largely comon for all mills, and
the essential components of a preoperational radiological monitoring program are survrarized in
Table 10.1. A number of these components should be extended into the operational phase of toe
mill.

Specific air quality monitoring programs are normally developej and made conditions of permits
.ssued by States under tne Clean Air Act. This will involve sampling of major sources for 50 ,2
NO,, hydrocarbons, and particulates. Ambient monitoring may be required as often ac ;,ery six
days at locations selected to provide a statistically significant measure v %, air quality is
being affected by mill emissions.

A program of groundwater quality monitoring should also be conducted in conjunction with the
radiological preoperational monitoring program. It should include sampling and measurements of
certain nonradiological constituents, suct as those listed in Table 10.2. The list is based on
EPA water quality criteria.1

Other nonradiological elements of a preoperational monitoring program (e.g. , soils, biota) are
so site-specific that development of a hypothetical monitoring program for the model mill on
the model site would serve no purpose. Regulatory Guide 3.8,2 which includes specification of
material that should be provided an applicants' environmental reports, should be used as a guide
in the development of preoperational monitoring efforts in the areas of land use, geology and
mineral resources, surface water, soils, biota, and demography.

10-1
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Table 10.1. Preoperational Radioloqical Environmental Monitoring Program for Uranium Mills

Sample Collection Sample Measurement

Type of Sample Number Location Type frequency frequency Type of Measurement

Air

Particulates Three At or near the site Continuous * Weekly fil ter change Quarterly composites Natural uranium, Ra-226,

bcundaries in different or more f requently as of weekly samples Th-230, and Pb-210
sectors predicted to required by dust
have the highest air- loading
borne radionuclide cen-
centrations during
milling operations

One or more At or close to the Continuous Weekly filter change Quarterly corposites Natural uranium, Ra-226,
br,ea res t residence (s) cr more frequently as of weekly samples Th-230, and Pb-210

or occupied offsite required by dust

structure (s) (if within loadinq

10 km of site)
One At a control or bac; Ccntinuous Weekly filter change Quarterly composites Natural uranium, Ra-226,

ground location remote or more frequently as of weekly sarples Th-230, md Pb-210 _

from sitec required by dust ?
Nloading

dRadon gas Four or more Same locations as for Continuous Samples collected for Each 48-br sample Pa-?22
air particulates for one week 48-hr intervals

per month
representing
about the
same period
each month

Water

Groundwater * Six or more Wells located around Grab Quarterly Qua rte rl y Dissolved natural ura-
future tailings dis- nium, Ra-226, Th-230
posal area.f At least
three wells hydrologi-
cally down gradient of
disposal area. At Semiannually Pb-210 and Po-210
least three located on

'd other sides of tail-
I' ings disposal area

y
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Table 10.1. (continued)

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Sample Collection Sample Measurenent

Type of Sample Number Location iype Freq..ncy Frequency Type of Measurement

Water

Grour.dwatere One f rom each Wells within 2 km of Grab Quarte:ly Quarterb Dissolved and suspended

(cont'd) well tailings disposal area natural uranium, Ra-226,

which are or could be Th-230
used f or potable water
supplies, watering of Semiannually Pb-210, Po-210
livestock, or crop
irrigation

One Well located hydrologi- Grab Quarterly Quarterly Dissolved natural ura-
cally up gradient from nium, Ra-226, Th-230

tailings disposal area
to serve as control or Semiannually Fb-210, Po-210
background location

Surface One from each large permanent cnsite Grab Quarterly Quarterly Suspended and dissolved
water 9 body of water water impoundr/ents , or natural uranium, Ra-226, 5

offsite impoundments Th-230 a
which may be subyect
to direct surface
drainage from poten. Semiannually Pb-210, Po-210
tially contaminated
areas or which could be
affected by a tailings

f impoundment failure

One f rom each Surface waters passing Grab Monthly Monthly Suspended and dissolved
body of water through the site or natural uranium, Ra-226,h

offsite surface waters Th-230
<7 which may Le subject to

c; drainage from poten-
tially contaminated Semiannually Pb-210, Po-210

s
areas or which could be
impoundment failure

Vege ta ti on Three Grazing areas near the Grab Four times during Quarterly Nitural uranium, Ra-226,

(forage) site in dif f erent sec- grazing season T h-230, Pb-210, and

tors predicted to hase Po-210
the nighest air particu-

late concentrations dur-
ing milling operations



Table 10.1. .ontinued)

-.---__ - - ._--- . - - _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ . . - - _ _ - _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ . - - - - _ - - -

Sample Collection Sapple Measurement
Type of Sample Number Loca tion Type frequency frequency Type of Measurement

Food Three of each Crops, livestock, etc , Grab Time of harvest or Once Natural uranium, Ra-226,
type raised within 5 km of slaughter Th-230, Pb-210, and

mill site Po-210

Fish Each body of Collection of game fish Grab 5emiannually Twice Natural uranium, Ra-226,
water (if any) fron lakes, Th-230, Pb-210 and

rivers, and s treams in Po-210
the site environs which
may be subject to seep-
age, direct surface
runof f f rom potentially
contaminated areas, or
which could be affect-
ed by a tailings im-
poundment failure.

Site survey -

o
bGamma dose- Up to 80 150-meter intervals to Di rt et Gnce prior to site Once Pressurized ionizationratel a distance of 1500 reading construction chamberj or properly

meters in ea:.h of eight calibrated portable sur-
directions from center vey instrument
of milling area or at a
point equidistant from
milling area and tail-
ings disposal area

Up to 80 Measurements are re- Direct Once following Once Pressurized ionization
peatea a t each location reading excavation, level- cbter or properly
disturbed by site exca- ing, or contouring calibrated portable sur-

J vation, leveling or of milling area vey instrument
!. contouring

Four or more At same locations as Direct Quarterly Quarterly Pressurized iorization
used for collection of reading or chamber properly cali-
particulate samples continuous brated portable surveyr~

TLD) instrument or TLD
C
+



Table 10.1. (continued)

_

Sa_mple Collection Sample Measurement

Type cf Sample Number Location Type Frequency Frequency Type of Measurement

kSurface soil Up to 40 300-meter intervals to Grab Once prior to site Once All samples for Ra-226,

a distance of 1500 construction ICT of samples for natu-

meters in each of eight ral uranium, Th-230, and
directions from center Pb-210
of milling area or at a
point equidistant from
milling area and tail-
ings disposal area

Up to 40 Measurements are repeat- Grab Once following exca- Once Pepeat the same measure-
ed at each sampling lo- vat?on, levelir,q, or rent that was done prior

cation disturbed by ex- contourinq of milling to diste-bance
cavation, leveling or
contouring

Four or more At same locations as Grab One prior to site Once Natural uranium, Ra-226,

used for collection of construction Th-230, and Pb-210
air particulate samples G

O
Subsurface Five At center reference Gra b Once prior to site Once Ra-226 (all samples);
soil profile location and at dis- construction natural uranium, Th-230,m

tances of 750 meters in and Pb-210 (one set of
each of four directions samples)

Up to five Measurements are repeat- Grab Once following exca- Once Repeat the sane measure-

ed at each samolinq lo- vatien, leveling, or ment that was done prior

cation disturbea bv ex- contouring to di,turbance

cavation, leveling or
contouring

Sedi men t" Two from Up and downstream of Grab Once following sprinc .wice Natural uranium, Ra-226,

each stream surface waters passing runof f and late sum- Th-230, and Pb-210
through site or from mer following period
offsite surface waters of extended low flow
which may be subject to
direct runoff from
potentially contaminated
areas or which could be
affected by a tailings

! impoundment failure

,



Table 10.l. (continued)
_

Sample Cnllection
Sample MeasurementType of Sample Number Location Type frequency Frequency Type of Measurement

Sediment"
(cant'd) One from each Onsite water impound- Grab Once prior to site Once Natural uranium, Ra-226water ments (lakes, ponds, cons truc tionimpoundment etc.) or offsite Th-230, and Pb-210

impoundments which mej
be subject to direct

surface runoff from
potentially contami-
nated areas or which
could be affected by
tatlings impoundment
failure

Radon-2T Up to ten At center reference Two- to Quarterly during Each sample Pn-222 fluxflux 6 location and at dis- three-day spring through fall
tances of 750 .nd period
1500 meters .n each of -

four directions ?

" Continuous collection means continuous sampbr operation with f'''* change weekly or as required by dust loading , whichever is more frequent.Tne number of locations to ba
radionuclide concentrations in air at these locations. sampled will tn. iependent upon the locations of residences with respect to the mill sia and upon the predicted

In general, sampling at residences greater than 8 km from the mill site should nnt be
site and that in most cases sampling at a single location (the nearest residence) will be adequate.Also, for residences within 10 km from the site, it is not expected that more than three locations will need to be sampled at any
necessary.

carried out at a residence when the doses at that location are predicted to exceed 101 cf the applicable radiation protection standard.As general guidance, sompling should be
tenn " nearest" as used here means she location predicted to have the highest airborne radionuclide concentrations during milling operations.The

c

Care shoald be taken in selection of the control sampling location so that it is representative of the site conditions.
more than about 15 km from the mill site (preferably in the least prevalent wind direction) should provide a suitable location for a control

In general a location
sampling site. The preoperati

il program provides an opportunity to select a site which is similar in background to the mill site.x;
d

I' ' Sampling type and frequency re, a
If a continuous monitor is used, then this sampling frequency would not apply.to continuous collection of a gaseous air sample with samples being changed about every 48 hours for a one-week period.

"If
and the filtrate acidified to 1% hydrochloric acid.the sample contains 3ppreciable suspended material, it should be filtered through a membrane filter as soon as possible following collection

c.

f The location of the grouncNater sampling wells should be determi!
i by a hydrological analysis of the potential movement of seepage from the7; tailings disposal area. In general, the objective is to place mc

downgradient locations. ;or wells in all d:rections around the tailings area, with emphasis on the- '

(Footnotes continued on next page.)



Tabie 10.1. (continued)

9 Surface water samples to be analyzed for dissolved and suspended tractions shoul1 be filte d through a membrane filter as soon as possible fol-
lowing collection and the filtrate acidified to 1; hydrochloric acid.

hNatural drainage systems (dry washes) which carry surface runoff from the site following precipitation should be sampled following the
precipitatien but at a frequency not greater than monthly.

I A grid of the mill site and its environment should be established and the various types of measurements made at appropriate ittervals. The num-
ber of each type of measurement which needs to be made at a site is highly dependent on the variability of the site characteristics. The"efore
no specific reconn_ndations which are applicable to all sites can be rade. The sampling and measurements outlined oelow are only one example
of the general approach which should be taken to define the preoperational radiological site characteristics.

JIdeally, pressurized ionization chambers (PIC) should be used in making ganma-ray exposure rate measurements becam.e accurate ganma measurements
are not generally obtained with portable survey instruments (e.g. , scintillometers, etc.) because of their energy-ceoendent toaracteristics. If
portable survey instruments are used (because of their convenience), these instruments should be carefully calibrated (and cross-checked with a
PIC) so that the readings can be related to the actual garna-ray exposure rate.
Surface soil samples should be collected to a depth of 5 cm.

* Subsurface soil profile samples should be collected to a depth of three feet. Samples should be divided into one-foot sections for analysis.
"Several samples should be collected at each location and composited f ar a representative sample.
URadon exhalation neasurements shoulu not be taken duri .g periods when the ground is frozen or covered with ice or snow or following periods of -

r.in. It is recommended that these measurements be t . ken during nonul writher conditions in the period spring througn fall. .

i

!
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Ta bl e 10.2. Constituents to Ee Measured
in Groundwater Monitoring =

Alkalinit' Lead

Arsenic Manganese

Ba ri um Mercury (inorganic)
Be ryll i um NO 3

Baron NO f2

Cadmium pH

Chloride Selenium

C h rom) um S0

Conductivity TDS

Copper Zinc
Iron

From " Quality Criteria for Water ' U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, EPA 440/g-76-023,
July 1976.

Because ore composition varies, it will be necessary to analyze samples of the ores that are
expected to be supplied to the mill to determine which of the trace elements are likely to be
encountered in the mill ef fluents and emissions. Specifically, analysis should be made for
metallic trace elements listed in Table 10.2. Many of these trace elements will inhibit the
growth of segetation in low concentrations and may be toxic to both flora and fauna in moderate
concen tra tions . Some of these elenents are also subject to bioaccumulation once they enter the
food chain, hence, it may be desirable to ronitor the increrental contribution of +hese elements
attributable to the mill relcases. The nonradiological preoperational monitoring program paral-
leling the radiological monitoring program (excluding radon) should then be undertaken to determine
che ambient background concentrations of these elements. To the extent that " indicator species"
of chemicals can be identified, the nonitoring effort can be restricted to the indicator species.
In this context, an " indicator species" is any chemical species which (a) occurs in reasonably
high concentrations (ca1 pared to limits of detection) in the ore, (b) can be readily detected by
state-of-the-art methods, and (c) behaves similarly to several other species in the ecosystem.
Llearly the optimum indicator species would be the radionuclides when it can be shown that they -

meet the al've criteria, cecause they are included in the radiological monitoring program (Table
10.1).

10.2 OPEPATICNAL MONITORIN3 PROGRAM

The nonitoring program conducted during the operational period contains the same b: sic elements
as that conducted in the preoperaticaal phase of the project, with increased emphasis on such
factors as air''rne particulates. The operational ronitoring procram should continue until the
mill tailings are finally covered.

The operational monitoring program should be designed to provide the d3ta nece. ary to:

Ceconstrate or confirm compliance with applicable star dards and regulations
(radiological, air qualit; , water quality, etc.),

Evaluate adequacy and perfcrmance of containment control systems and
procedures,

Evaluate environrental impacts of operation and provide an early warning-

of potential impact prior to the creation of an irreversible situation,

- taluate long-tern trends and the buildup of concentrations of materia's '

of concern in the envirconent.

An example of a radiological environmental monitoring prog, sm designed to meet these objectives
is outlined in Table 10.3. In addition to the radionuclid. listed in Table 10.3, nonradioloaical
f actors such as those listed in Table 10.2 should be analyzed semiannually. This analysis may

. .

be restricted to those factors which, based upon preoperational groundwater monitoring and/nr

[g - L dI ,

. . . . _ _ _ _ _
-



Table 10,3. Operational Radiolotlical Environmental Monitoring Program for Uranium Mills

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ .__ .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . __ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __

, _ _ _

Sample ( oller t ion.
_ _

jay le Measar_eme_nt

Type of Sample N4mber Lutation Tm frequency frequency Type of Measurement

Air

Pa r*.i c u l a te s Three Locations at o r n+:a r continaces 'a. H ly filter t h a n ,t- Qo..rtt? rl y conpos i te , tSt>r'al uranium, Ra-226,

the site bounJaries and or mere frequentiv by loca tion, of Tn-230, and Fb-210

in different settors as required t;y dust wee 61 y s a'"p l e s

p reJic ted to ha ve tt.e loadi9q

highest corn en t ra tiarn
of a i rbo r r.. ;>a r t i c u-
lates

d Uone or more At the nearest resi- Luntin ous Weekly filter che.7 %a r t e r l y ( on ;.os i te , f.itural uranium, Ra-22b,

dente(s), or occupied or more fre gentlr by location, of 19-^30, and Pb-210i

strutturc(s) as ret; ired by dust w+kly samples
.oiding

One Control lutation(s)' L"ntin ous Weekly filter than y barterly torpu ite, Natural uranium, Ra-226,

frequently t. , location, of Th-230, and Ib-210or r,0re

as re pired Dy d 2st veet b l y sainples

Monthly 'i)tural uranium flow -One t ellowt a k e dryer and 1sukinet'c Monthly
pac k a ;'nq st3th aro represen- rate ?

e
t .s t i v e

. site temiannually SeriannJally Ih-230, Pa -/ 2 te(t .

procact sam-
ple tur iso-
top. ratio

One ore crushing and Isokinetu "o n '. h l y Montnly 'a tu ral ura n i s , in-2 34,

qriniling stn kd Ra-/26

leist one week per Monthl f Kn-?!?R$ fun .;a s Four or more %n locations as for C on t i nuous s

air particulates for at least c a lerda r mn th rep re-

one weebe sentinj approximately
tre same ;eriod each
; orth

nater

M Groundaaterf Six or Wells l ou a ted a roun i f.ra b Monthly (firs' year), Monthly (first year), Dissolvod natural ura-

J more tallir.gs disposal area. wirterly (after ,uarterly (after nium, Pa-/ M , Th-2'34

s At least * nr ee (3) wells tirst yoar) first year)

h Jrologically daf

';radient nf 11 >po- arei. Semiannually Oissolsed Pb-?l0 Pu-210
A' least 3 located on

O ether sides of tailings

,D disposal area.

-3



Ta bl e 10. 3. (continuca)

- _ - - - - - - - _ - - - --. - - - - . . - - - - - - . ~ . - . - - - . .. - - - .- - - . _ - _ - - _ - . - . - - - - . - - - . _-

L. rp l.e fo'lectjo_n
__

5 3np l e _N a s _u rery on t_ _
_

Type of b mple Neber Loca tion Type f requenc y frequency Ty;.e o f Measure:wn t
- - - - - - - - - . -

Water (cont'd)
Croandwater At least one Hydrulolicd ly up- Crab f|ea r te rl y Cuarterly Cissolved natural ura-

control cradierit (i.e. nct nium, Ra-226, Th-23r>
sangle inf luern ed Ly se+ ;.a je

f rmr tailing) Lem ann;a l l y Di ssol ved Pt?-ll 0, Po-210'

One from each iach weli Ard f or Gran Qarterly rN2rterly C! solved and sn pended
well drinkin ; w ater er natural uranium, Ra-226,

watering of l i v +> s t a t e Th-!30
or c rops within 2 6:n of

the tailings Le".isnnually Di solved and suspendcd
impoundnent4 F. '', Po-210

Sarface water Twa from eatn Surf ace waters passin ; Grab +1rterly Ca rterly Dissolved and sus;' ended
tne mill site natural uraniu"'. Ra-126,,,a t e r t>od y throu r

or offsite surface in-233
wdters which are *wf-
ficier.tly close ta the Sentannally Cissolsed and susper.ded
site to te subject to Pb-?ln, Io-210 -

surface dralna; f ror; ?
p;tentially conta"'1- ~

o
nated a 'as or wnica
could t,e potentially
trifluenced by see;-a ;,
f ru the tailings dis-

po al drea.h Una sdt-
ple collected upstream
of mill site an 1 one
sarple calletted at in-
downstream s i te tiounda ry
or at l' ation la edi-

o ;w n s t r t- 1-' Ofateay c

location of ,utential
influence

One fran each tarce water impound- r ab 'uarterly C,arterly Di s',olved an d s n;ondo f
water L.ody rents (lakes, reser- riatural uraniur, Ra-226,

soirs) whitn are saf- Ih.P30
ficiently close to the
rill alte to be cabject Semiarnually Dissolved and suspende d

to drainage from poten- Pt-210, io-21]
tially contaminated
areas or which could te
potentially infl enced

- by seepage from the
tailings disposal area

-



Tatale 10.3. (continued)

- -- - - -- - -- - - - - ... . _ . . _ . . _ . . _ _ . _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

knple Collection
. _ _ _

S wp l e_ Me a s u r _e_me n t

Type of '' ,ple !. .pt:e r totation Type frequency r r e< pent v Type of Measurement

Direct
ra d ia tion five or more Same as for air tar- Contiraou, Quarterly chan ;e of Quarterly Quarterly measurement of

ticulate samples passive inte- passi e dc sime ters x- + qarr.a -ra y e x pos ure
g ra t i n') rates
devitel or

nr

iensitive headir of survej
q .i mr.a radia- instr v
tion survey
r'eter (e.g.,

; res arized

ionizati m

che her)
hrface Soil Five or ore M ie as for air par- Grab Annually) Ar.nua l l y tatural urantum, ka-2M ,

titulate s a:op l e s and Fb-?l0
Ve ; eta tion Ihrn or more F r om an eul grazing Grab r;u a r te r l y tach sarple Pa-??6 and Pb-210

kf ora ]e areas near the mill d ; r i re; prin; -

site in the direction t h ro r;ti fall o
of the highest pre- i
dicted airborne ra ito-

~

nutlide contentrations

"The n uber of lot a t ions to be semp le.1 w i l l be de,endent upon the Im a t ions of r esidences wi t h re s pez.t to the mill site and upon tre predicted
radionut lide concentrations in air at these locations. In gener'l, s eplin1 at residences greatcr than 6m from the mill site shcald not be
necessarj. Also, for residentes aithin 10 km from the site, it is not especte1 that nore than three locations will need to be sa": pled at any
site and that in most cases sa nplifN at a wingle loca t ion ( the nearest r sidence) will be adequate. As ,enrro l 'p idance, sart l in , should be
carried out at a residente when the doste a t t h.i t lo<ation are g.rroitted to esceed 101 of the a; plicable ra11ation protection standard.

b
The term "noarest" as used here w ans the locatien witr the hiciest predit ted airborne radi anuclide corcentra tions during milling ope rat ions.

C Measurervets of 'alples at a control loca tion shauiJ te representative of tackground levels of radioactivity in the air in the area. Samples
should be collected from a location suf f ic ientl y r emote f rom the mill site (or from other a'*ivities that wo;1d generate airborne radioactivity)
50 tnit the milling activities do not s i gn i f i c.a n t l y influence the radionuclide concentra*'ons In general, a locatinn more than 15 k m from the

mill site (preferably in tne Icast prevalent wind direction) should provi:1e a suiteble location for collection of a backqround sample.
M I nere mill has a dry grind 1n}, ds op,Used to wet, semiautogenous ';rinding o[eration.n

N
4 (Footr otes continard en next page.)
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TaLle 10.3. (continued)

_ _ _ - _ . - - . . - . - - - - -. .-. _._- -.. - .. -- . . ___ - . . . _ . -_ - - - . _ _ - _ - ._

$asn-2J2 cancentratians in the air are extre'iely variable t+cause of the lary ru ter of factors (te cerat.re, pressure, wind spee d, etc . ) tha tr

influente the rate of Sn-??J release frm 1 u>113, ores, a J tailings Therefore, a radon :r n 1 t c r i n ; program ideally should be carried out con-
tinwoosly in order to dequJtely reflett tht w Wide bariat10ns in the <untentrat10ns of ra d ';n in the air. Hunev0r, at the present tlTe, CCntinu-
ou3 rajan fielJ monitoring instrurentation has not teen fully develo;.co and field te 'ed; techni' pes te cnllection of air s n ples for a finite
ti'e period follawed by laboratory determina tion of Rn-22? rew ire frecuent sauple (cllett wn and analysis Therefore, becaate of these limita-
tions t.,e s ta f f curren tly re s orne rs t % t R n t J rionitorinq need te tar ried out f or only or<e f ull week of each sonth. The staf f intends to
e valua te tr e da ta f run the se ; ro.;r m, t a de t e rT:1ne their aJe gacy and the nee.] for continuo onitorinj in th future, particalarly as rewo 3

instrurentatien tecanes available.
f If t he graandaa ter s r ples f rom the unitor wells contain opp eciable sus penle i liaterial, they should be filtered as soon as possible after col-
lection and enly the soluble fraction analyzea

9It a lar; r a er at wells are locatej .ithin b -ly thow aeli s nearest the tailinv. 14.posn n nt need be sampled.

b'?,a t ara l dra i na ]e systeds (Ory na de ',) nn1t urry sarth e runoff de the site fdllowing precipitattun should t,0 s upled tallowing the-

i

prec ipi ta tion with appropriate f re pea t y.

' I f the rml um ine scence d n ime te rs are used. e xh dos t meter shnol d c on tain two or :rore therroluminescence thos; nors or otherwise provice far two
or more readin;> of empusure trui v at h d 1 >1' e t e r ( si e Re ;ol a t ory no t ar 4.13).-

k re frequent sr ples may t.e i aa i re ) it spetitiej in u;eratUr plans f Cr reetin ; dose limits of 4 ') Cfk 1%; See f. h a ;. t e r 12, Secti0n 12./.1,
"Errission Control Jurina ;>e ra t i on .

k
Weyetation or forap sam plirq r:eed t e vsrried out un'y if Nse calculations indic1te that the ingestion ;athway fru r;r a z i n ; animals is a poten-
tially significant exposere pathway (an en,":;sure pathwa< shauld be considered irportant if the pr edic ted dose to an individual wc;ld esseed 10'
of the applicable radiatlan protection s t a n da rJ )

rv
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studies, would provide ef fective indication of groundwater contamination. The indicator .hould
be selected from among the more mobile chemical species to allow delineation of the extent of
groundwater effects

The program defined in Table 10.3 includes elements from a revised Regulatory Guide 4.14 now in
preparation.3 The current version of this guide covers ef fluent nenitoring only; the revised
version now in preparation will also cover preoperational and operational monitoring programs.

10.3 POST 0DERATIONAL MONITORING PROG NM

There will be two distinct phases of monitoring following termination of mill operation: the
first involves monitoring to detemine compliance with deconmissioning requirements before
termination of license, and the second involves potential ongoing, long-tem s ite moni toring.
Chapter 14 contains 6 more complete description of the likely seqJence of decomissioning events.

No attempt is made to describe in detail what postoperational nonitoring programs should consist
of. They will vary greatly, depending upon the mode of tailings disposal. Si te-speci fic factors
will also influence the kind of monitoring that will be appropriate. In the following sections,
postoperational monitoring is discussed in general terms to characterize the nature and extent
of activity that will be req 2 ired in the postoperational period.

10.3.1 Moni toring to Determi,e Cor2 iance1

It is not possible at this time to delineate details of the compliance monitoring program.
However, in general, it will involse making direct and indirect neasurements of surface con-
tamination on mill structures that may be decontaminated for further use at the site. Surface
and subsurface soil profile sanpling will be required in combination with ga na dose-rate measure-
rents of the site to determine compliance with land cleanup requirements applicable to portions
of the site away from the tailings disposal area.

With regards to the tailings disposal and reclamation program, a combinatien of radon surfaN
flux measurerents, ambient reasureents, and visual observations will be required to determine
compliance. Radon concentrations in air are extremely variable because of the large number of
factors that influence the rate at which the radon is released (temperature, pressure, wind
speed,Etc.). For this reason, detemination of compliance with tailings disposal requirements
will be accomplished by netsurement Gf cover thicknesses, supplerented by surface flux and air
concentration measurements. Mill operators will be required to connit to specific disposal
plans that establish thicknesses and shape of cover. (See Ch. 12 for more detailed discussion
regarding implementation of cover thickress requirements.) Radon enanation would be measured to
verify that attenuation was reasonably close to that predicted in the initial establishment of
thickness requirements. The groundwater portion of the operational nonitoring program delineated
in Table 10.3 snould be continued until applicable licenses are tecnicated. Also, because one
of the major aspects of the tailings disposal program will be surface reclamation (for exa~ple,
vegetation) to ensure lcng-tem stability of the tailings cover, the ceriod of monitoring to
detemine compliance will extend for a considerable period of time (5-20 years). (See the more
corplete discussion of the sequence of deconnissioning events contained in Chapter 14.) An
extended monitoring period will be reqJired, because it will take about five years for vegetation
to become firmly established. Furthemore, it will take several years to enerience a suf ficiently
varied set of climatic conditions to nake judgements about the potential long-tem performance
of such covering.

In addition to meeting requirerrents imposed by NRC, the reclamation program rust satisf/ State
and federal regulations applicable to reclamation of land used for nining, milling, and related
activities. A sumary of pertineot State reclanation regulations, including their significant
najor provisicns, is given in Appendix N.

10.3.2 Long-Term Monitoring

The level of site monitoring required over the lr ig term will depend upon the pode of tailings
disposal and degree of stability achieved. Isolc ion provided for in the tailings disposal
program is desigred to confine radon and particult ;e airborne emissions and to reduce seepage to
groundwater so that most of the environment measurements of the operational monitoring progran
can be discontinued. The purposes of any long-tern postoperational monitoring ef fort would be
to:

(1) Confim that the tailings disoasal program was providing the degree of y[/
I

isolation expected under natural weathering and erosional forces, and -
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(2) Ensure that human activities at the site were not compromising the tail-
ings isolation.

The primary means of isolating the tailings will continue to be Dhysical barriers, such as the
earthen cover featured in the disposal alternatives evaluated. Continued ponitorina represents
a prudent additional measure that could detect breaches of isolation in time to allow appropri-
ate repair. The monitoring program, however, is not intended to replace physical barriers as
the primary means of tailings isolation.

The *W. lowing discusses more specifically the long-term site monitoring act'vities likely to be
required for the tailings disposal modes examirad. In the case of the act.ve care mode, the
purpose of long-term activities would be of an entirely different nature than in the case of the
more ad 'anced disposal modes; rather than observing events at the site, an active care program
would be required to redress weathering and erosior effects.

10.3.2.1 Active Care Mode

Steps are taken to isolate the tailings so that a detailed monitoring progran comparable to the
operational monitorii.g program would not be necessary. However, an extensive maintenance program
is speculative and wil', in any event, vary depending upon the severity of erosion that occurs at
a given site. The following points characterize the activities that would lif ely be required in
order to monitor and maintain the tiilings:

1. An extensive irrigation systen would be required to ensure vegetative
cover of the entire tailings area.

2. Sections of the pile that are especially susceptible to erosion and blowouts
would require periodic repair. This would involve hauling in topsoil, re-
grading, and seeding.

3. Equipmert (such as the irrigation system) and fencing would require nainten-
ar.ce and periodic replacement.

4. Personnel also would have to be hired to carry out the maintenance program.
It is likely that such Lersonnel could care for a nu~ber cf sites in the
sare region.

Obviously, this type of active care program would require a substantial, ongoing connitnent of
Illustrative costs for such a program and more specific discussion of potentialresources.

tailings area maintenance scenarios are presented in Appendix R.

10.3.2.2 Passive Monitoring Mode

Alternatives 2 through 6 would not require active care to ensure that the tailings remain
isolatc , and therefore a very low-level monitoring ef fort is expected. It would likely be
ufficient for inspectors to visit the site annually tu perform a visual insper tion to confira

' iat erosion was not taking place and that there was no disruption from human activities. This
also night involve taking photographs of the site to provide a point uf co parison from one , ear
to the next and perhaps drawing samples from established monitoring wells to confirm that no
contamination was occurring. The extent to which groundwater rcnitoring will be required can be
judged based upon knowledge of site-specific geohydrologic conditions and experience gained
during the operational monitoring petgram It is expected in nost cases, hnwe er, that what
limited sampling is done can be accomplished without a significant increase in effort or expense
beyond that which will be incurred in making visual inspecti ns. On the other hand, it might be

possible to avoid visits at each site by conducting aerial inspections covering many sites in an
area at the sane time. High resolution aerial photographs micht allow careful monitoring of the
sites.

As discussed in Section 9.4, because most erosional processes are relatively slow and even the
worst of human irtrusion events would not result in irrediate, acute health ef fects, the annual
inspections would probably be suf ficient. Human intrusion or disruptive activities, although
extremely unlikely, particularly if there are land ownership controls, could be halted before
any health hazard could occur.

As stated ja Section 9.4 it may be possible to permit productive uses of the tailings disposal
site, such as grazing. Monitoring of the site might be nece;*1ry to ensure that such uses were
not causing pro)lems, such as loss of cover and accelerated ,sion.

*?
Y' \ "
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10.3.2.3 Fotential Redaced Care Made

Except in the case of Al ternative 6, i t prcbably would not bc vossible to redute further the los
level of monitoring conducted in the passive roni*oring mcde. Deep disposal in a mine, as pro-
vided for in Alternative 8, would cbviate the need for any monitoring because of the degree of
isolation provided.

Re f erences

1. " Quality Criteria f or Water, U.S. E n virorn enta l Protec tion A ;ency, EPA 443/a-76-0.23, July
1976.

2. Regulatorj Guide 1.8, " Pre; a ra tion o f Envi ronmental Repor ts for Uran i a., Mill s , Revision 1
U.S. Nacle3' Re;ulator lo~r.i s s i e n , bepterrer 1978.

3. Pegulatory Gu de 4.14 "Radiolo1ical Monitorin a of Urar ium Mills, curren tly in prera ra tion.i
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11. MONETARY :0STS OF ALTERNATIVES

Estimates of monetary costs for the base case and most of the alternatives describer r CSapter 8
are presented in this chapter. Costs are merely presented in this chapter; a final t-benefit
aralysis of alternatives is presented and corresponding conclusions are stated in Chapter 12.

The accuracies of the cost estimates presented have inherent limitations. This is particularly
true with regards to costs for mill tailings disposal because of the site-specific nature of the
factors which affect costs. The costs are of the engineering type, estimated to be accurate to
within about ? 25t Where costs of material are important, as in mill process alternatives, the
staf f used the most recent inf ormation available f rom published data on commodity prices. Cost
information developed during mill licensing actions over the past few years and a special study
on costs developed in support of this document, also were used in estimating the costs of the
tailings disposal alter natives. Estimations of aconomies due to scale are based on traditional
engineering approaches to such projections.

Essentially all engineering unit costs quoted from any source are in English units; however,
final costs are given in dollars, or dollars per SI unit, when apprcpriate.

A nore detailed discussion of the unit prices used in the staff's estimates is given in Appen-
dix K-4, where rances of costs are displayed, the factors af fecting costs are reviewed, and a
rationale for the staf f's choice of unit costs is presented.

11.1 CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

Various nethods for controlling airborne contaminants to levels below those assumed for the
model mill are described in Section 8.1, and detailed cost estimates are presented in Appen-
dix K-l. Capital, operating, and lifetire costs for those methods selected for purposes of
illustrating the reductions of source tern strengths are presented in Table 11.1.

11.2 TAI;INGS MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

In this section the monetary costs of each of the tailings management and disposal alternatives
and of the base case are surrarized. More complete descriptions of alternative tailings manage-
ment and disposal programs are provided in Chapter 3 and Appendix K. More specifically, details
of the rest evaluations are ccntaired in Appendix K-4

The costs cited are in 1978 dollars with no escalation or discounting factors used for expendi-
tures occurring in later years or over a project lifetime. Lifetime costs are taken as the sum
of capital costs plus annual or perioric operating costs summed over the time period that the
mill operates (15 years). Cost figures taken from earlier references are escalated to 1978 in
proportion to wholesale price indexes for the respective years. Engineering costs are implic-
itly contained in the figures; however, no contingency suam ..which would normally be about 151
to 20t of the quot-d figures, are added. A more complete discussion of approaches taken in
estimating costs for tailings disposal is given in Accendix K-4.

The adopted costs for various unit operaticns are given in Table 11.2.

11.2.1 Base Case

Under this option an initial basin would be formed by building low earthen embankrents on the
four sides of a square. Mill tailings would be slurried into the basin and as the basin filled,
c irse fractions of the tailings (sands) would be used to raise and broaden the embanknents.
The embankments would be compacted on the outer side to provide strength. Costs are given
Table 11.3.

?
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Table 11.1. Costs of Selected Control Alternativesa

Costs (thousar ds of dollars)
Operating

Source Control Capital (per year) Lifetime

f Windbreak 52 - E2
Ore storage i Water spray 38 11.8 215

b9 I#Crushing and grinding Semi-autogenous 320 775 11,950b

O 2M E
Yellowcake dryer Wn-ygygentuH

- - -

Wet sh'pment

Tailir pond Sprinkler system - 30.0 450

a The costs listed are estimated outlay costs, not incremental costs. "1e latter may be

positive or negative, depending on the relative costs of the equipec .t being replaced.
Brief d scussions of incremental costs are giv . in pertinent sections of Appendix K.

bCosts are estimated from unit operation costs given in "An Evaluation of the Cost
Parameters for typothetical Uranium Milling Operations and Cre Transporting Systems in
the Western United States," Dames and Moore report prepared for Argonne National
Laboratory, July 1977. Capital and operating costs are about $80,000 and $0.1/MT ore less,
respectively, than base case dry ore crushing md grinding operations; thus semi-autogenous

, e about $1.07 million less than the basegrinding would result in lifetire costs which *

case ore sizing processes.
c
Costs are difficult to estimate for this alternative. Capital costs would be incurred
in purchasing containers for the shipment of wet cake, and cperating costs would appear
as shipping costs. The staff currently nas no information on which to base estimates
of these costs.

aTable 11.2. Unit Costs Used in Evaluations

_

Factor Selected Value

3Excavate, load, haul (; 1 km), deposit $0.97/m3 (50.75/yd 1
3Truck transport (3 1 km) $0.03/m -km

3Spreading and compacting $0.33/m3 ($0.25/yd )

Compacting soil already in place $1750/ha
2Installation of clay liner (1 m thick) $1.30/m2 ($1.00/yd )
2Installation of Hypalon liner (30 mil) $4.00/m2 (50.37/ft )

Installation of PVC liner (30 mil) $3.00/m2 ($0.28/ft )
Chemical stabilization $1000/ha ($400/ acre)

Resurfacing and revegetation $25C0/ha ($1000/ acre)

00nly those costs comon to many alternatives are listed. For special-
ized costs, see the appropriate alternative. For ranges of costs see
Table K-4.1 in Appendix K-4.

'
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Table 11.3. Estimated Costs for Base Case and Alternative 1

Yearly Total Cost
Action Year Cost (1978 dollars)

Base Case
Initial dam construction 0 130,000
Compaction 2-15 13,500 190,L10

Total 320,000

Alternative 1
Area preparation 0 580,000
Dam building 0 1,630,000
Diversion ditches 0 160,000
Cover
(2.7 m earth + 0.6 m clay) 18 2,/00,000

Restoration 18 250,000

Total 5,320,000

11.2.2 Alternative 1

Under this alternative the basic program is similar to that of the base case, but better prac-
tices are assumed. Specifically, the following sequence of operations was considered:

1. Removal of 0.6 m (2 ft) of surface soil from the LOO-ha (250-acre) tailings
pond site and conpacti'n of the exposed area.

2. Construction of embankments from corpacted overburden, with inclusion of
necessary diversion ditches, dikes, and drains.

3. Temporary stabilization against dust and ero', ion by spraying water.

4. When ta. lings have dried sufficiently, ohysical isolation of tailings and
reduction of radon exhalation by emplacement of the standard cover. 0.6 m
(2 f t) of canpacted clay ar.d 2.7 m (9 f t) of acceptable backfill material .
(For convenience in comparing total costs of alternatives, this sa:re cover
is evaluated for each alternative. Costs for various covers and cover
thicknesses are presented in Sec. 11.3.)

5. Coverage of the entire area with topsoil and revegetaticn.

The estimated costs of these operations are also sunrarized in Table 11.3.

11.2.3 Alternative 2

Deposition of untreated tailings in a mine pit lined with an impermeable clay or plastic layer
is proposed in Alternative 2. Two dptions are considered: (1) the lining would be installed
before the pit was backfilled, i.e., below the water table, or (2) the liner would be installed
over compacted backfill above the water table. In Option 1, overturden would be placed over the
lining to a level above the water table. Although compaction of the overburden would not be
necessary, the side of the pit would have to be prepared so that the emplaced liner would be
stable. Three modes of sidewall treatment are discussed in Appendix K-4 and detailed estima.tes
for costs of the 12 possible variations are given there and in Table 11.4. Installation of the
standard cover (see Sec.11.3) and revegetation would complete the program. Since backfilling
and restoration of the mine would be required in any case, only the cost of emplacing the clay
is assessed against the tailings management program.

11.2.4 Alternative 3

Under Alternative 3, an abandoned mine pit backfilled above the water table with an impermeable
liner installed beneath the fill would be used for tailings disposal. The tailings would be
dried sufficiently so that no appreciable water drainage would occur af ter the tailings were
deposited in the pit; however, a small amount of further in-situ d , .ng might be necessary

1\ \~ '



Table 11.4. Estimated Costs for Alternative 2 (thousarus of 1978 dollars)

_
Ogtion 1

_

Option 2

Feature Method A Method B Method C Method A Method B Method C

Compaction of pit bottom 140 190 155 4,800 6,500 5,200

Preparation of sidewalls 4,650 3,450 1 350 620 470 310

(Clay)/[Hypalon)
1.550 1.550/ 1.050/ 1,250 1,250/ 1,050/

liner // \ liner / 4,800 /4,800 /3,200 3,800 /3,800 /3,200

Floating decant purrp 680 680 6ED f.00 680 580 ?
"

Evaporation pond 2,300 2,300 2,300 2,300 2,300 2,300

Emplacement of cover 935 935 710 725 725 655

Total [ clay \ //rlypalon) 10,200/ 9,100/ 6,800/ 10,400/ 11,950/ 10,200/

costs (liner)/(liner) /13,500 /12,300 f),000 I12,000 /14,450 /12,350

+,

l~
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before heavy machinery could be operated on the tailings. On cessation of operations, the tail-
ings would be capped with a 0.6-m (2-ft) clay layer, the pit backfilled with 2.7 m (9 ft) of
earth to surface level, and the surface restored (see Sec. 11.3). After installation of the
cap, there would ae no incremental costs for backfilling and restor ing because such costs are
considered a basic part of mine operations. Costs for Alternative 3 are given in Table 11.5.

Table 11.5. Estinated Increnental Costs for Alternative 3
(thousands of 1978 dollars)

Action Vacuum Cel t Dewaterina Bed
6 bFiltration 2,100 9,600

Evaporaticn 2,300 2,300

Lining 1,050/3,200 1,050/3,200
(clay / plastic)
Clay cover 225 625

Total costs 6,100/8,?00 13,550/15,800

' Includes operating costs.
Includes operating costs and restoration,

11.2.5 Alternative ?

In Al terna tiva 4, a nat, 1s ;ccurring imper"eable shale or clay ted is assu' red to be available
and a tailings dispesal would be dug into the bed. Untreated tailings slurry would te
transferred to the pit * a pipelite and allowed to dry. On corpl tion of operations, the bed
would be co'.ered with tne standard cover and the surface restored. All costs of covering and
restoration are assessed against this alternative (Table 11.6), unlib e Alternatives 2 and 3,
where such costs are treated as min,ng costs.

Table 11.6. Estimated Cost for Alterrative 4
(ttcusards of 1973 dollars)

- --- - --_ - - - . . . _ _ - - _ - - - - . - . - - - -

Acticn Year Tntal Cost
___ _ _ ____ _ _ _ . _ _ _____ ___ _. . _ _ _ _ .

Pit excavaticn 0 8,ECO

Evaporation 0 2,:00

Cap (0.6 m clay + 2.7 n earth) 20 1,750

Restoraticn 20 250

TOTAL 12,ECO

11.2.6 Al ter iative 5

U.Wer this altt' native, a special pit in the form of a folded trench would be dug at a convenient
location. An iaperreable bed would not be required and the trench would be lineo. In encavating
and lining the trench, an initial section sufficient for about two years' worth of tailings would
be required. Later sections could be built as needed; however, terporary dikes would be required
across the trench to isolate tailings water from ccnstruction areas. Sealing, backffiling, and
restcration could follow about a year af ter a trench area was filled with tailings. Construc-
tion, filling of tailings, and restoration wculd move along the length of the trench in sequence.
Costs for this alternative are presented in Table 11.7.

(' i | 1
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Table 11.7. Estimated Incremental Costs of Alternative 5
(thousands of 1978 dollars)

Action Clay Liner Plastic Liner

Excavation of trench
Initial (2120 m)d $ 840 $ 805b2nd to 14th years (1060 m), per year 420 403.5
Total excavation (15900 m) 6,300 6,050

Liner
a

Initial 206 635b2nd to 14th years, per year 103 31 8
Total liner 1,550 4,800

Eva po re tion 2,300 2,300

Cap
D2nd to 16th years, per year 173 163

Total cap 2,600 2,450

Re s tora tion
b2nd to 16th years, per year 20 18.7

Total restoration 300 280

TOTAL $13,000 $15,900

3
Capital cost.

bOperating cost-

11.2.7 Alternative _6_

The progran of this alternative consists of co struction cf a dan, built to NRC specifications
(se- App. B), across a naturally cccurrirg r:, ire. Tre bottom would be compacted and lined and
appropriate dikes and drains installed. Tailings woul' be emplaced as a wet slurry and allowed
to dry; during this period, dry beaches would be stabilized against dusting and erosion t;y use
of cher;ical agents. Af ter cocplete drying of the tailings, the standard cover would be in
installed and tre tailings area reclaimed. Costs for this program are listed in Table 11.8.

Table 11.8. Estimated Incremental Costs for Alternative 6
(thou; ands of 1978 dollars)

_

Yearly
Action Year Cost Total Cost

d
Area preparation 0 500

aDam construction 0 350

Liner
(clay / plastic)3 0 1050/3200

bChemical stabilization 2-18 16,000 270

Cover
3Clay + Overburden 20 1750

aRestoration 20 250

TOTAL 4150/6300
_

a
Capital cost.

b i
Operating cost. ji
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11.2.8 Alternative 7

Under the assumitions of Alternative 7, the tailings slurry (501 solids) would be transfer ad by
pipeline to the edge of a depleted mine pit. At this point, the sands and slires would be
separated. The sands would be washed with clean water, partially dried, and deposited in the
unlined mine pit. The slimes, along with aqueous mill wastes, would be neutralized with lime.
The solids, including newly formed precipitates, would be separated from the water and partially
dried. Optional methods of drying would be: use of thickeners and filters, thickeners, and
fossil-fueled or electrically heated mechanical dryers, or a combination of a special tailings
drying area (a < 'nd filter tenred a " dewatering filter ted") with a separate evaporation pond.
When suff'ciently dry, the slimes would be cor.bined with portland cement (1 part cement to 5
parts tailings) or asphalt (1.5 parts asphalt to 2 parts tailings) and deposited in the mine
pit, where the slurry would harden. Both the fixed slines and the washed sand; are assumed to
be sufficiently resistant to leaching tha; exposure to groundwater would be pernissible. On
conpletion of tailings operation, the tailings would be covered with the standard cover (see
Sec. 11.3) and the surface restored.

Capital costs for Alternative 7 (and Alternative 8) are surrarized in Table 11.9, and operating
costs are given in Table 11.10; operating costs predominate.

Table 11.9. Estimated Capital Costs of Alternatives 7 and 8

(thousards of 1978 dollars)
__ _ _. __ _ __

Evaporator Filter Bed

E qu i pr en t Cer en t Asphalt Cerent Aspha,.

Sand wasning and drving 230 230 230 230

Lime neutralization E70 670 670 f70

Slires filtratico (vacuun disc filter) 1150 1150 -- --

Tailings dewatering Led -- -- 2120 2120

Evaporatcrs 1 70 1470

Evaporatien pond -- -- 2300 2300

Asphalt fixatien -- 4:00 -- 4:00
Cer:ent f ixa tion 1210 1210

TOTAL 4750 7900 6550 9700

" Installed ccsts are cited-
- - - - . - - - - -.__---

Table 11.10. Annual Operating Costs for Alternatives 7 and 8
(thousand of 1978 dollars)

Thermal Evaporator Filter 8ed
Cost Cer en t Asphalt Cerent Asphalt

Salaries 170 170 85 85

Maintenance 110 170 50 100
Power 75 75 35 35

Fuel 4,250 4,740 -- 490
Asphalt 3,360 3,360
Cement 1,970 1,970

Total annual 6,575 8,515 2,1:0 4,070
15-year total 93,E00 127.700 32,100 61,050

aCapital costs 4,750 7,900 6,550 9,700

TOTAL 103,350 135,600 38,650 70,750
d
Fron Table 11.9.

| '(
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11.2.9 Alternative 8

Alternative 8 dif fers fron Alternative 7 in that an available deep mine rather than a surface
mine would be used for tailings disposal. In terms of cost, the only difference tetween Alter-
nat 7 and 8 would be the cost of transporting the treated tailings from a treatment plant to
a de, .iticn point. It is assumed that in both cases the treatment plant would be adjacent to
the depository and that the cement or asphalt slurry could be pumped to the deposition point.
There would be small cost differences in the deposition slurry pipelines, depending on loca?
conditions. Accordingly, the capital i operating costs of Alternative 8 are taken as equal to
those of Alternative 7 (Tables 11.9 ai a 11.10', with the addition 3l cost of the borehole, which
is estimated at about $20,000.

11.2.10 Alternative 9

Under this alternative, it is essumed that the tailings would be released from a nitric acid
mill. The tailings disposal program is that of Alternative 6 (darred natural basin); however,
a thinner cover [0.25 m (10 inches) clay,1.25 m (4 f t) o,erburden] could be used to attain the
same radon attenuation as f or the standard cover, since r:uch of the radium would te removed, and
costs are estimated en this basis. In addition to the tailings, about 50 MT/ day (55 ST/ day) of
dried nitric acid leachate (containing 90; of the thorium and redium in the ore) would be
produced. It is assuned that this material would be calcined, fixed in asphalt or cement, and
buried in a special pit. These costs, as well as the incremental costs (above the sulfuric acid
process) of the nitric acid process, are assesseG against this alternative. All costs are given
in Table 11.11.

Table 11.11. Estimated Costs for Alternative 9
(thousar.ds of 1978 dollars)

_ __

Action Costs
_ _ _ _ _

Area preparation 590

Dam ccnstruction 350

Liner
Clay 1,050
Hyp31cn 3,200

Cherical st3bilization (lifetime) 270

Leachate disposal pit 440

Fixation eauipment

Cement 1 35

Asphalt 105

Fixation operating costs (11fetire)
Cement 1,950
Asphalt 3,750

Cover 1,250

Restoration of tailings pond 250

Restoration of leachate area 70

Totals
A s@ l t Cement

Hypalon 10,200 3,400
Clay 8,050 6,250

d To obtain lifetire costs, tre ircrer: ental costs

($81 million) of the nitric acid process over those of the
sulfuric acid prccess must be added (see Table K-2.1).

't ?,
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11.2.11 Suroary

Comparative life'.'ae costs for each alternative, including options, are given in Tab'e 11.12.
The range of costs is quite large ($320,000 to $136,000,000); the lowest cost is associated with
the base case, and the largest cost is for burial of the tailings in a mine af ter fixation with
asphalt. The most costly specific item in the table is fuel used to evaporate *milings sater in
Alternatives 7 anJ 8. The costs of asphalt or cement for fixation are also very large, and if a
special pit must be excavated, these costs too are very large The costs of clay or plastic
covers or liners are also significan- (See Ch. 12, in which is provided a final cost-benefit
analysis of alternatives evaluated.)

11.3 VARIABILITY IN COSTS OF TAILINGS ISCLATION COVER

Costs for covering tailings disposal areas are dependent on a number of site-srecific factors,
the principal ones Leing attenuation properties of the cover naterial, and hence the arcunt of
cover material needed; availability of cover materials; area of the tailings pile; cre quality;
and distribution of sands ard slimes in the tailings disposal area. The ef fects of varying each
of these factors on cost are illustrated below. A more complete analysis is presented in
Appendix k-6.

11.3.1 R_adcn Attenuation Properties

The thichnesses required and costs of obtaining various degrees of attenuation, using typical
soils described in Section 9.3.8, combinations of nodel mill soil (soil A) and clay and of two
other soils of better than average (B) and lower than average (C) radon attenuation properties,
are shown graphically in Figure 11.1. If soil A alone were used to achieve a level of radan
control equivalent to that provided by the 2.7 m (9 ft) of soil A and 0.6 m (2 ft) of clay
assumed f or Alternatives 1 thro;gh 6, a thickness of nearly 5 m (16 f t) would te requirei at a
total cost of $4,800,000. [ A uni t cost of $1. 30/m ' (51.nU/yd') of soil is assu"ed.] Sinilarly,
use of soil 5 to achieve the same control would cost about $g, BOD,000. These values compare
with a cost of abcut $2.800,GnD for the soil A and clay corbination.

For the costs presented in Figure 11.1 the staf f assured a unit cost of $1.30/m' (51.70/yd ) t,3

place cover material; this includes excav3t1ng, hauling, and cor; acting the material. If cover
can be applied in a simpler ranner, such as by " pushing" nearby dirt over tailings disposed of
below grade, costs could te reduced. Cc' > could be higher in a case where hauling would have
to be done cn very steep grades or w*ere other site-specific factors would make the covering
cperation rcre dif ficult.

11.3.2 Availability _and Unit losts of Cover Material

The costs for cover material are assumed to te only tnose of excavation, transport, crd bac -
fill. The soil material is assuned to be essentially " free. For corrcn overburden and soils,
it is reasonable to assuTe such materials can be found ensite. Claf3 with gcod radon attenua-
tion characteristics. however, are less likely to be found in the irrediate vicinity of tailings
disposal sites. Because of the large variability most likely to e<ist in availability of good
clays and in conditions af f ecting hauling costs, the staf f chose to use one set of assumptions
about availability and costs of clay and did not a+.terpt to analyze the ramifications of the
many variations that could exist. In real situations where clay ray not be irrediately avail-
able, trado-offs will have to te r ade between costs of covering with available soils versus
importing clays. In the worst case, good rlay may be too expensive to obtain, in which case the
cost est1 rates for use of local soil alo.a would pertain.

In the staff analysis of costs, overburden orip,ned during mining and returned to an open pit is
considered a mining cost and as such is considered to be " free" in the context of tailings dis-
posal. Such costs would be ircurred regardless of requirenents for nill tailings disposal,
because existing mine reclamation laws would require such operations. Therefore, in some cases
where open pit mines are used for tailings disposition, costs of ccver material to control radon
and provide isolation may be virtually zero.

11.3.3 Variation of Tailinas Area and Ore drade

For a given volume of taili gs, the surface area to be covered wou i depend on depth of the tail-
ings pile. It was estimated that if soil A were used, the costs 0: overing the rodol mill tail-
ings, which would have a depth of about 8 m (26 f t) and an exposed a.ea of 80 ha (200 acres),
would be $4,300,000. If the thickness of the tailings were increased to 16 m (52 f t) and the

<, , . ,
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Table 11.12. Lifetime Costs for Tailings Management Alternatives
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area proportionately reduced, then the cost of the tailings covering would decrease to about
$2,500,000. In a similar manner, tailings covering costs for the model mill would alrost double
if the tailings pile thiciness were nalved to 4 m (13 ft).

Varying ore grade from that assumed for the model mil; would not necessarily change the total
costs of tailings cover if the amount of product (U 0,) did not change. For example, decreasing3

ore grade would reduce exhalation of radon frort the tailings because radium concentrations in
the tr.ilings would be less. Countering tr.is effect, however, would be the proportionate
increase in volune and surface areas of tail'ngs that would occur in generating the sare amount
of product.

11.3.4 Distribution of Sand and Slime Fractions

The manner in which the sand and slime fract.ons are distributed in :he tailings pile will
af fect the thickness of cover needed and, thei efore, the costs. If tailings are deposited in
such a fashicn that slimes are layered below sands as opposed to even distribution of these
f ractions, as might be the case in Alternative 5, the reduction of thickness required to reach
the proposed limit using soil A could be as much as about I n (3 f t) and, associated cost sav-
ings of about $1 million in application of cover material could be realized.

11.4 CCSTS FCR ALTERNATIVES FCR DECOMNISSICNING CF MILL AND MILL SliE

Tre deconnissioning alterratives ccnsidered are: (l) the retention and use of sore or all of
the buildings and equipment after deccrtanination, and (2) the complete renoval of all buildings,
foundations, and equipnent, with the restoration of the site to its original state. The aban-
donnent of the mill and site without decontamiration and with or without fencing and guards is
not considered a reascnable alternative. For Cption 1, equiprent could be removed from the
buildings as desired and the buildings would then be available for general use. For Cption 2,

the buildings would te ru oved and uncontaminated foundations brcka, up and used as fill orn

riprap on steep or eredible slopes. Areas outside the buildin js and not covere w:th equipren
would be treated identically in the two options.

The potentially largest cost in decennissioning would be the cleanup of acrtaminated *

Pere it is assumed that the ore pad would be sufficiently contaminated so that excavat
depth of about 1 m (3 f t) would te requircd. The area of wirdblown contaminc..m. Jm m

dust control measures ard meteorological conditicns at the rill. The staff has used tnt s

servative ssumption that 120 ha (300 acres) would have to be excavated to a depth of 0.i5
(6 inches). A more detailed discussion of deconnissioning costs is presented in Appendix K-7.

In addition to deconnissioning costs, engineering and cc itingercy costs would te incurred.
Based on a recent study, engineering costs would be about 6 and contingency costs would te
about 15; of oeconrissicning costs. The costs are shcwn in Table 11.13 in 1978 dollsr3 and
escalation must be added for future years if required. It will te noted that en the basis of
the staf f's assumptions, t.he costs of Options 1 and 2 are identical . In individual cases, the
choice between these opticns would te rade on the basis of other, nonnenetary, consideretions

|*t
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Table 11.13. Summary of Cost Estimates for Deconnissioning4
(1978 dollars)

_ _ _

Expenditure Cost

Mill and building decontamination,
12 man-years at $25,000 per man-yearb 300,000

Machinery removal No cost

Builaing removal No cost

Restoration of heavily contaninateo arti,
44,000 cubic meters of dirt moved at 52 30/m ' 100,0003

Restoration of lightly contaminated area,

120 hectares a t 54000/had 480,000

Subtota! 880,000

Engineering, E' of subtotal 53,000

Contingen:y,15 of subtctal 132,000

TOTAL 1,065,000

a Since building and rachinery removal are assumed to have no
cost, the costs of Options 1 and 2 are identical. In indi-
vidual cases, either may te preferred,

b
Costs quoted are c;erator costs; that is, overhead is
included.

CArea involved is 8 ha.
d
Depth of excavation is ).15 m.

Reference

1. " Phase II - Title I Engineering Ascessrent of Iractive Uranium Mill Tailings," volumes for
Durar;o, Naturita, Gunnison, brand Junction, and Rifle, Colorado, sites, Ford, Bacon &
Davis , Utah, Inc. , Noverter 1977,

a*
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12. PROPOSED REGULATORY ACTICN5

12.1 INTRCCUCTICN

On the basis of analyses of uranium milling operations up to the year 2000, presented in
p eceding chapters, the staff concludes that certain actions should be taken to ensure public
health and safety and protection of the environment. Specifically, technical requirements
and needed institutional controls relating primarily to mill tailings management and disposal
are proposed. A rationale for the proposed actions is presented; this involves integrating
facts and analyses presented in previous chapters on environmental impacts (Chs. 6 and 9) and
costs (Ch. 11) and, as such, conftitutes a final benefit-cost evaluation cf alternatives
which have been considered.

This chapter identifies what regulatory actions should be taken to ensure that uranium mili
operations and mill tailings disposal are carried out in a safe and environmentally sound
manner. The question of how these requirements and controls should be applied is taken up in
Chapters 13 and 14. Chapter 13 deals with the regulatory framework for mill and mill tailings
licensing and Chapter 14 addresses financial aspects of mill decc...missinning and long-term
tailings control. In some cases, the proposed actions can be implemented by regulations.
The staff is preparing a regulation incorporating the specific propnsed requirements identi-
fied in Section 12.2 below and certain supporting financial arrangements delineated ia
Chapter 14. This regulation should be formally proposed soon af ter issuance of this
dccument.

12.2 STAFF PROF 0 SED ACTIONS

Proposed actions cover both cperation and deconmissioning of the mill, as well as tailings
disposal, and principally the latter since it poses the greatest potential long-term problem.
In Section 12.3, the benefit cost rationale for each point of the proposed actions is
presented.

12.2.1 Technical Siting and Design Requirements

Long-Term Stability of Tailings Isolation

1. The tailings disposal area should be located in an area where disruption and dispersion
by natural forces are eliminated or reduced to the maximum extent reasonably achievable.
In the selection of mill sites, primary emphasis should be given to isolation of tail-
ings, a matter having potential long-term impacts, as opposed to consideration only of
short-term convenience or benefits, such as minimization of transportation or land
acquisition costs.

2. The " prime option" for disposal of tailinas is placement below grade, either in mines or
specially excavated pits. The evaluation of alternative sites and disposal methods per-
formed by mill operators in support of their proposed tailings disposal program (provided
in applicant environmental reports) should reflect this. In some instances, 'ow grade
disposal may not be the most environmentally sound approach, such as might be tne case
if a high quality groundwater formation is relatively Close to the surface or not very
well isolated by overlying soils and rock. Also, geologic and topographic conditions
might make full, below grade burial impracticable; for example, bedrock may be suffi-
ciently near surface that blasting would be required to excavate a disposal pit at
excessive cost, and more suitable alternate sites are not available. In these cases, it
must be demonstrated that an above grade disposal program will provide reasonably equiva-
lent isolation of the tailings from natural erosional forces.

3. If tailings are disposed of above ground, the following siting and design criteria
should be adhered to;

a. Upstream rainfall catchment areas should be minimized so as to decrease the size of

the maximum possible flood which could erode or wash out sections of the tailings
disposal area.

' O,
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b. Icpographic features should provide good protection from the wind.

c. Embankment slopes should be relatively flat after ab3ndanment so as to minimize
erosion potential and to provide conservative factors of safety assuring long-term
stability and isolation. The broad obje:tive should be to contour firal slopes to
grades which are as close as possicle to those .hich would be provided if tailings
were disposed of balow grade; to s would, for example, lead to slopes of about 10
horizontal to l we-tical (10h:lv) or less steep. In general, slopes should not be
steeper than about Sh:1v. Where stepper slopes are proposed, reasons why a slope
steeper than 5h:lv would be impracticable should be provided, and compensating
f actors and conditions which make such slopes acceptable should be identified.

d. A full, self-sustaining vegetative cover should be established or rip rap employed
to retard wind and water erosion. Special concern should be given to slopes of
embankments.

The impoundment should not be located near a potentially active fault where ane.
earthquake could result in a ground acceleration exceeding that which the impound-
ment could reasonably be expected to withstand.

f. The impoundment, where feasible, should be designed to incorporate features which
will promote deposition. For example, design features which promote deposition of
sediment suspended in any run off which flows into the impoundment area might be
utilized; the objective of such a design feature would be to enhance the thickness
of cover over time.

4. Final disposal of tailings should be such that ongoing active maintenance is not necessary
to preserve isolation.

Direct and Airborne Radioactive Emissions--Tailings Disposal Covering

5. Suf ficient cover should be placed over the tailings to result in a calculated surf ace exha-
2lation of radon resulting from the tailings of less than 2 pCi/m .s; that 1s, incre-

mental releases of radan above that resulting frcm radium occurring naturally in cover
materials shall be less than 2 pCi/m /sec. Direct gamma exposure from the mill tailings2

should be reduced to background levels. Very thin plastic or other synthetic sheets
shoulc not be used to reduce racon flux, and, in any case, thickness of cover should be
no less than 3 m (10 ft). Cover material must not include mine waste or rock that
contain elevated levels of radium; overburden and soils used for cover must be essen-
tially the same, as far as radioactivity is concerned, as surrounding soils.

Seepage of Toxic Materials

6. Steps should be taken to reduce Seepage of toxic materials into groundwater to the
maximum extent reasonably achievable. This could be accomplished by lining the bottom
of tailings areas, and reducing the inventory of liquid in the impoundment by such means
as dewatering tailings, and/or recycling water from tailings impoundments to the mill.
Furthermore, steps should be taken during stockpiling of ore to minimize penetration of
radionuclides into underlying soils; suitable methods include lining and/or compaction
of ore storage areas. Also, tailings treatment, such as neutralization to promote
immcbilization of toxic substances should be considered. The specific method, or combi-
natirn of methods, to be used must be worked out on a site-specific basis. While the
primary method of protecting groundwater should be by isolation of tailings and tailings
solutions, disposal involving contact with groundwater will be considered by the staff
provided supporting tests and analysis are presented demonstrating that the proposed
disposal and treatment methods will preserve quality of groundwater.

Emission Control--During Operation

7. Milling operations shall be conducted so that radiation protection limits applicable to
offsite individuals and specified in 10 CFR 20 and 40 CFR 190 are met. The primary
means of accomplishing this should be by means of emission control. Institutional
controls, such as extending the site boundary and exclusion area, may be employed to
ensure that offsite exposure limits are met, but only after efforts have been taken to
control emissions at the source to the maximum extent reasonably achievable as required
in any case by 10 CFR 20. Notwithstanding the existence of individual dose standards,
strict control of emissions is necessary to assure that population exposures are reduced
to the maximum extent reasonably achievable and to avoid site contamination.

,]
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fhe greatest potential sources of offsite radiation exposure (aside from radon exposure)
are dusting from dry surfaces of the tailings disposal area not covered by tailings
tolutions and emissions from yellowcake drying and packaging operations. To control
dusting from tailings, that portion not covered by standing water shall be wetted or
chemically stabilized to prevent or minimize blowing and dusting to the maximum extent
reasonably achievable. This requirement may be relaxed if tailings are effectively
sheltered from wind, such as may be the case where they are disposed of below grade
and the tailings surface is not exposed to wind. Consideration should be given in
planning tailings disposal programs to methods which would allow phased covering and
reclamation of tailings impoundments since this will help |n controlling particulate
and radon emissions during operation.

With r egard to emissions f rom the yellowcake dryer and packaging area, ef fluent control
devices must te operative at all times during drying and packaging operations and whenever
air is exhausting from the yellowcake stack. Drying and packaging operations must cease
when controls are inoperative or not working at their reasonably expected best performance
levels.

Cre pads shall be wetted or stabilized in a manncr similar to the tailings pile; use of
windbreaks around ore storage areas should also be assessed. Best available emission
controls must be employed to reduce emissions from other parts of the milling operation.
For new milling operations, the option of eliminating dry are crushing by use of wet,
semi-autogenous grinding equipment should be evaluated.

With regards to control of dusting from diffuse sources, such as the tailings pile or
ore pads where automatic controls do not apply, operators shall develop operating proce-
dures specifying the methods of control wnich will be utilized.

Isolation of Tailings

3. The tailings disposal site should be located in an area remote from people to reduce
population exposures to the maximum extent reasonably achievable and to ' educe the
likelihood of human intrusicn into the area.

Decommissioning of Mill Buildings and Site

9. The mill buildings and site must be decontaminated to levels allowing unrestricted use
of the site upon decommissioning, excluding the tailings disposal area as discussed in
12.2.2.6 below. Mill operators should meet requirements issued in the form of regula-
tory guidance concerning cleanup of contaminated surfaces and land.

12.2.2 Supplementary Institutional and Procedural Requirements

Cecommissioning Plan, Environmental Review, and Public Participatior.

1. A plan for decommissioning of the mill buildings and site, and for disposing of the
tailings, in accordance with requirements delineated above, shall be proposed by appli-
cants and approved by appropriate agencies before issuance of licenses. This plan must
De submitted in conjunction with an environmental report, and must address the expected
impacts of milling decommissioning and tailings disposal; alternatives for mitigating
these impacts shall be evaluated. Aspects of the decommissioning plan relating to
structures and site cleanup should provide sufficient detail to make reasonable cost
estimates and to assure that mill design and operat as are planned in such a manner
that facilitates decommissioning efforts.

2. Prior to the licensing of a milling operation, docunenteo fironmental analysis, independ-
ent of the applicant's, should be prepared by the NRC or the Agreement State, treating
significant impacts and alternatives considered, and issued for review and comment by
the public and interested agencies. No major construction activity should be allowed
before public availability of the final document.

3. Opportunity for public hearings should be provided in any mill or mill tailings licensing
case.

Financial Surety

4. Financial surety arrangements must be established to ensure that sufficient funds will
be available for disposal and reclamation of the mill tailings and decommissioning the
site and buildings in accord with the approved plan discussed in 12.2.2.1 above.

.g)1-, '
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Preoperational and Operational Monitoring

5. Applicants should conduct a program of preoperational monitoring in support of their
license applications and associated environmental reports. This program should be con-
ducted for one full year prior to site disturbance and should be designed to provide
complete baseline data on the site and its environs prior to development. Throughout
the construction and operation phases of the mill, an acceptable monitoring program
should be conducted to demonstrate compliance with applicable standards and regulations,
to evaluate performance of control systems and procedures, to evaluate environmental
impacts of operation, and to detect potential long-term effects.

Long-Term Control

6. As a prudent measure of protection, continued control of tailings disposal sites should
be exercised, including control of land use and periodic inspection. Such control
should be provided through ownership and custoay of disposal sites by a Government
agency following a determination that a license has satisfied decommissioning require-
ments and license is terminated.

12.3 BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS AND RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED ACTIONS

12.3.1 General

Incorporation of the above points into the mill licensing programs of the NRC and the Agree-
ment States will result in long-term isolation of tailings and site decommissioning in such a
way that conditions at disposal sites will be very similar to those in the surrounding er.virons.
Emissions during operation will be sufficiently low to ensure compliance with established
exposure limits. Furthermore, costs for implementing these points will be a very small
fraction of the price of the mill product (yellowcake) and of the costs of generating
electricity.*

The following discussion constitutes a final benefit-cost evaluation of alternatives utiliz-
ing information and analyses developed in preceding chapters on potential environmentil
impacts and costs. In Chapters 6 and 9, a series of very narrow environmental impact areas
was considered; that is, impacts on air quality, water quality, soils, biota, etc. It is

dif ficult to summarize and quantify the severity of these impacts and, conversely, the degree
to which they can be avoided by the alternative mitigative measures evaluated. However, the
evaluation of these potential impacts indicates that the extent to which they occur relates
primarily to the following:

eatent of airborne emissions (particulates and radon gas) from the mill and mill
tailings pile,

extent of seepage of tailings solutions,

the long-term stability of mitigative measures employed tn control these airborne
emissions and seepage.

Therefore, to simplify benefit-cost analysis of the alternatives in support of establishing
requirements for mill tailings management and disposal, the range of concern can ue narrowed
to these areas. The following benefit-cost discussion focuses on the objectives of reducing
the airborne emissions and seepage and assuring long-term stability as Jo the regulatory
actions proposed in Section 12.2.

For claritv of presentation, the following rationale treats each of these major objectives
separately and in turn. It must be stressed from the beginning, however, that there is a
strong interrelationship among them. Tradeoffs and balancing of competing factors are neces-
sary in selecting specific methods and design details particularly with regard to tailings
disposal. In some instances, steps taken to satisfy one objective aid achieving another.
For example, addition of cover material not only would reduce radon emissions, but also would
enhance long-term stability and isolation of the tailings from both natural forces and human
activity. On the other hand, there may be some competition among objectives. For example,
placement cf tailings below grade locates them nearer aquifers; in some locations, a near-
surface groundwater formation may make below grade burial a less than optimum mode of tailings
disposal.

"In this evaluation, the price of yellowcake (U 0s) is assured to be $66/kg ($30/1b) and the3

cost of generating electricity is assumed to be 25 miles per kwhr.
r 3
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Table 12.1 presents a breakdown of costs for the mill alternative tailings disposal programs
considered according to the major operations of which they are comprised; these operations
correspond roughly to the major cojectives (reducing airborne emissions and seepage and
assuring long-term stability of controls). In the benefit-cost discussion that f ollows
(Sections 12.3.2, 12.3.3 and 12.3.4), an attempt is made using information from Table 12.1
and other cost data developed in Chapter 11, to identify incremental costs incurred in taking
steps to satisfy each of the major objectives in turn. At the same time, however, the complex
interrelationship which exists between objectives and the kind of tradeoffs which must occur
in real situations are illustrated. These interrelationships make it impossible to take a
completely isolated view of each. For exampi9. placing tailings below grade to meet long-
term objectives may result in the need for lining much larger areas and, hence, in higher
costs to achieve groundwater protection objectives than would be required with an above grade
disposal scheme.

Because the optimal balance point of tradeofts can be attain (d only by development of a
tailings disposal program for a specific site, the requirements proposed above are stated
largely as performance objectives. The staff believes methods exist to meet these objectives
at reasonabl( costs as summarized below.

12.3.2 Long-Term Stability of Tailings Isolation

Alternatives representing varying levels of tailings isolation were ovaluated in Chapters 8,
9 and 11. They can be grouped roughly into three categories according ta the degree of
ongoing care required (see Sec. 8.4 and 10.3). The categories are:

Active care mo/ --Alternative 1
Passive monite .ng mode--Alternatives 2 through 6
Potential reduced care mode--Alternatives 7 throrgh 9.

12.3.2.1 Active Care Mode

The active care mode is one in which steos are taken to control potential airborne emissions

and seepage to groundwater, but continuous active care of the tailings disposal area would b'
reouired over the long-term. A situation where ongoing care, such as maintenance of vegeta
tive co,er, would be required because teps were .o taken to reduce exposure to wind and

water erosion is represented by Alternative 1.

The staff concludes that although Alternative 1 incorporates features which are an improve-
mr' over past practice, the alternative is unacceptable, it commits future generations to a
p- s nged obligation to care for wastes generated to produce benefits which those geaerations
.1ii receive only indirectly, if at all.

12.3.2.2 Passive Monitoring Mode

In Alternatives 2 through 6, tailings woulo be disposed of below grade or in locations where
they would be sheltered from natural weathering and erosional forces. Steps again would be
taken to control airborne emissions and minimize impact on groundwater. but this mode is
characterized by features which would eliminate the need for ongoing, ective care to maintain
integrity of the pile.

Three situations are examined. The first, represented by Alternatives 2 and 3, is one in
which an open pit mine would be available for disposal of tra tailings. The second, repre-
sented by Alternatives 4 and 5, is one in which a special pit would be dug because an open
pit mine is not available. A third situation, Alternative 6, is difficult to depict in a
generic manner. It would involve the operators taking advantage of natural characteristics,
augmented by desian features. to provide protection f rom natural forces reasonably equivalent
to the protection provided by the below grade schemes. This solution may be necessary in
some cases such as might be the case if a high quality groundwater formation is sufficiently
close ta the surf ace to foreclose below grade ;licement of tailings.

Below grade burial is identified as the prime disposal option since it would virtually elimi-
nate exposure to surface weathering and erosion processes which could disrupt the tailings
(see Sec. 9. 4.1 ). Costs associated with below grade burial will vary with the availability
of a suitable open mine pit. In any case, the staff considers these costs to be reasonable
in view of the benefit provided by this mode of disposal.

Total costs of Altern2tives 2 and 3 involving disposal in existing open pits depend upon the
3pecific method of mine sidewall preparation and bottom liner installation er. ployed. As

7
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shown in Table 12.1, total costs range from about $7 to 14.5 million ir, Alternative 2
involving tailings disposal in slurry form, and from about $6 to 8 million in Alternative 3
where tailings are dewatered. These compare with total costs of about $5.4 million for the
Active Care Mode of disposal represented by Alternative 1. It is difficult to establish an
incremental cost which can be associated exclusively with the long-term stability objective.
Disposal in an available open pit, under aken primarily to meet the ong-term objective,
eliminates the cost of constructing an above grade impoundment, and "ay also result in a cost
savings with regards to covering the tailings to meet the objective af containing airborne
emissions (radon). (This can be seen by comparing Table 12.1 lines I and 3 costs for onen
pit disposal Alternatives 2(1) and 3 with an above grade scheme, (Alternative 6.) Costs
savings in covering tailings in open pits are assumed here because mining laws in some states
require that mine sites be returned to their previous or higher use. This requirement
involves returning overburden stripped during mining operations to the open pits and most of
the cover custs are, therefore, attributed to mine restoration. On the other hand, opting
for the below grade scheme may result in higher costs to meet the groundwater protection
objectives than would be required in an above grade disposal program. Special mine bottom
and sidewall praparation is likely required and areas requiring liners increased. (This ca,
be seen by comparing Table 12.1, line 2 costs for Alternatives 2(1) and 3, or lines 1 and 2
costs for Alternative 2(2), with line 2 costs of Alternative 6.)

In the case where a special pit must be excava*?c to place tailings below grade ( Alternatius 4
and 5), excavation costs can be tied almost exclusively with the long-term stability objective.
These excavation costs would range from about $6 to 8.5 million resulting in total costs
which are approximately double those of Alternative 1 or even of open pit disposal
Alternative 2(1). These costs are still considered to be reasonable given the significant
benefit astociated with them (elimination of the need for continued active maintenance), and
because iney represent a very small fraction of tne price of product or the cost of producing
electricity. The incremental costs of digging the pits should not exceed 1% cf product price
nor result in an increase of more tnan about 0.05% in electricity costs.

In snme cases, below grade burial may not be feasible because of potential groundwater
problems. The concept of below grade burial may also be difficult to apply in areas of
irregular terrain where the depth of soil overlying bedrock is not sufficient to permit
excavating a pit without blasting large amounts of rock. Some excavation may be possible in
such a case to reduce the size of embankments required, but disposal of the entire tailings
volume below the surface of all points in the surrounding terrain may be impracticable.
Alternative 6 represents a scheme which, with the incorporation of the design and siting
features delineated in Section 12.2.1.3, would provide protection virtually equivalent to
below grade disposal. As shown in Table 12.1, costs for this mode are approximately in the
same range as those estimated for Alternative 1. This alternative is described to illustrate
how, with careful planning in siting and design, the long-term objective can be met without
appreciable incremental costs.

Assuring long-term str5ility is a highly site-specific problem. For this reason, the staff
has termed below grade burial a " prime" option, a. opposed to a generally applicable require-
ment. In developing tailings disposal programs, applicants must evaluate a range of siting
and design alternatives and give first consideration to alternativas that involve below grade
dism i The most important factor in this connection is siting. Consistent with the
first point under the proposed regulatory action of Section 12.2.1, primary emphasis must be
given to long-term impacts of mill tailings, as opposed to censideration of shcrt-term conveni-
ence or benefits, such as minimization of transportation or land acquisition costs. Before
it would be reasonable to accept above grade tailings disposal programs, a showing that good
faith aLtempts had been made to locate alternate sites, which do not suffer from the kind of
limitations descri;ed above that prevent belov grade burial, would have to be made. In any
event, if an above grade scheme is proposed, then the applicant must justify the proposal
by demonstrating that it will provide reasonably equivalent protection from natural weather-
ing and erosional forces.

The program should be evaluated openly through procedures proposed in points 1, 2, and 3 of
Section 12.2.2. In developing these points, the staff considered not identifying a specific
limit on final embankment slope. The problems with identifying a S horizontal to I vert.ical
(Sh:lv) grade a3 a minimum desireabie slope are: on one hand, it may tend to discourage
providing flatter slopes such as 10h:lv or eliminating them alocether through belcw grade
burial which provide the strong measures of conservatism called for in this area of consiuer-
able uncertainty; on the other hand, siopes steeper than Sh: Iv might be ac-eptable under
certain conditions. With regard to the latter point, it should be noted that the erosion
potential of a tailings disposal area is a complex function of a numoer of site specific
factors, including size of upstream drainage areas, length of slope and type of embankment
cover, in addition to steepness of slope as discussed in Section 9.4.1; the quality of ,
embankment cover, in fact, can be more significant than slope angle. What would constitute ,

an * reptable program can only be determined on a site specific basis and consider = tion
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must be given to all of the factors which reference erosion. Furthermore, it might be imprac-
ticable to provide the specified slopir. Jue to local topography which may be steep enough
(for example, 8h:lv) that excessive quantities of fill material would be required.

As discussed in Section 9.4.1, the long term effects of wind and water erosion are uncertain.f hotwithstanding the jrawbacks of being specific about sloDe steepncss, the staff considers[ identitying Sh:lv as a minimum desirable slope steepness to be prudent in view of these
uncertainties. Sei,ng specific on maximum slope steepness provides assurance that a conserva-
tive approach will be taken on a very important factor influencing the erosion potential ofp

L. ' " * ' ' ' ' ' " * ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " - ''''''''''" '' "' "'"* '" ' " "'"" ' ' " **''' '' **' ""*'' '" ''
or less steep is not sracticable and where compensating siting and design features are taken
to provide erosic protection.

In that the staf f proposed reQuirefrents would preclude location of tailings in an area which
could be disrupted by natural events such as flooding, proposed requirements are consistent
with the requirements of Executive Crder No. 11988 of May 23, 1978 concerning flood plain
management. Therefore, as well as assuring tailings isolation, flood plains will be protected.

12.3.2.3 Potentia'. Reduced Care Mode.

This mode is representf d by a loose collecticn of alternatives (7, 8, and 9) that represent
marked departures from current technology; or one degree or another, they provide an added
measure of isolation and protection above that provided by the previous moi.es. The staff
concludes, hc=ever. that because of uncertainty about the incremental benefits p 'ovided by
these alternatives, coupled with high cests and uncertainty about technological feasibility,
the industry cannot reasonably be regaie.ed to aoopt alternatives under this mode.

The programs of Alternatives 7 and 8 involving fixation of the slimes portions of tailings ineither cement or asphalt suffer from several dra= backs. First, fixation of tailings by
ciment cc asphalt is not a commercially developed technology. There is also uncertainty as
to the long-term stability of bonding between the tailings and the cement or asphalt. Further-
more, minimum costs for fixing the tailings would be about 140 million in the case of cement
fixation and over $70 million in the case of asphalt fixation (see Table 12.1). These costs
exceed the upper range of costs for below grade disposal alternattves featuring liners and
covering caps by about $25 million to 560 million. These alternatives do provide an added
measure of isolation for the tailings and contribute to more than just the long-term objec-
tive. But the costs for the incremental benefit do not appear to be warranted, especially inlight of the technological uncertainties involved.

Nitric acid leaching (Alt. 9) off.crs some potential for raduction of t u radiological hazard
of the tailings. Redium and therium are removeo from the are during . same leacning processthat removes the uranium. However, several prcblems remain. Laboratory studies to date
indicate that residual radium and thorium concertrations in the tailings of a nitric acid
leach process are still significantly above background cencentrations. Therefore, isolation
of the tailings in a manner similar to that provided for conventional tailings would still be
required. Nitrates formed from the nitric scid leach process also pose a more severe e,viron-
mental problem than anion species formed from ccnventional sulfuric or alkaline leach proces-
ses. Costs are high. The incremental lifetime costs of the nitric acid leach process (com-
pared with conventional mill operation ana tailings disposal costs 'f the most expensive
passive monitoring mode alternative such as Alternative 5, see Table 12.1) would be about 570
million. Finally, there is still a problem o' disposing of the radium and thorium concen-
trates (about 25 nCi/g each of Ra-226 and Th-230) from this prccess. In this study, these
eastes are assumed to be solidified in a cement or asphalt matrix and buried 10 m (30 f t)be bw grade. They are, however, not unlike other alpha-emittirg wastes f rom the f tel cyclefo which a final disposal mode is yet to be established.

12.3.2.4 Comparicon with Disposal of Other Alpha Emitting Wastes

On the basis that mill tailings contain alpha emitting elements similar to those present in
spent fuel and trarsuranic (TRU) wastes, some have raised the question of whether or not mill
tailings should be disposed of with the same care as these other wasta',. Actinides in spent
fuel will accompany the high-level wastes being disposed of in Ge deep repository. Portionsof TRU wastes may also be disposed of there.

Although the radioactivity in mill tailings is similar to the actinides present in spent fuel
(i.e., ler.g lived, alpha emitters), mill tailings are a completely different kina of waste
th e spent fuel.

Actinides in the fuel are 20 million times more concentrated than are thealpha emitters in mill tailings. The radioactivity in mill tailings is dispersed in a sand
matrix which makes them much more like the earth's crust, phosphate mine tailings, fertilizer

' * q- /,
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and coal ash than spent fuel carrying actinides. Radium concentrations in uranitt mill
tailings are on the average only about 500 times those in common soil and as littic as 10
times those of some of the other materials mentioned. Exposure to the actinides in spent
fuel, and the fission products which are bound up with them, would result in immediate and
acute health effects; long and sustai,ied exposure to mill tailings would be required before
any perceivable health effects would occur. Mill tailings have many times the volume of
spent fuel (they would be 10,000 times more voluminous). Therefore, not only would it be
unnecessary, but it would also be impracticable to dispose of tailings in deep locations
similar to spent fuel disposal.

It is difficult to compare disposal of mill tailings with TRU wastes. There is considerable
uncertainty about the exact total volume and concentrations of TRU wastes, variability in
their form, as well as uncertainty about the method that will be used to dispose of them.
Some of this waste may go to a deep repository. However, the concentratior, involved .ould
certainly have to be greater and volumes less than those of mill tailings for this to be
necessary or practical.

Different methods of disposing of the actinices in spent fuel and those in TRU, and mill
tailings are called for. This is not to say that great care should not be taken in tailings
disposal. Disposal methods must reflect the long-lived nature of the h3zards present. The
staff considers that the alternati.es falling under tre Passive Monitoring Made of disposal
will provide the long-term isolation of tailings wastes that is needed.

12.3.3 Direct and Airborra Emissions--Tailings Disposal Covering

12.3.3.1 Oservie.

The staff is proposing that sufficient cover te placed over the tailirgs to reduce radon
2emissions to less than 2 pCi/m /sec above ba-kground rates, that direct g3*ma exposure te

reduced to background levels, and that, as a minimum, the coser be no less than 3 meters. In
proposirg these requirements, the staff examired several alternatise levels of isol3ticn. A
.ide ra ge of tailings Co.er thickresses was consie 'd not only from the point of vie. of
radon attenuation 3chieved, but also in terms of oo . cal protection and isolation that will

be provided over the lo"g-term :cIlc.ing fin 31 site decommissioning. The range incluces
requirira no radon reduction to re;uiring virtual elimination of radon releases.

In additicn to the proposed acticn, alternatises e,e considered for control!irg radon as
follo.s:

1. at much higher levels: f or exa ple,10 to ICO pCi/m /sec. or no control at all,4

2. 3t levels near but different from the proDosed 1esel: for e a ple, 3 to 5 or 1
2DCi/m /sec,

3. virtual elimiration of the radon scurce.

Also con 3idered was the alternative of requiring no minim m thickress of tailings ccser.s

The guiding principle used in selecting the prcposed level of tailings isolation among the
alternatives considered as that tailings disposal sites should te returned to a condition

upon completion of milling operations,which is reasonably near that of surrounding e.. . v v

anJ .hiCh, thus, minimizes the degree nf munitoring rejuired at sites over the long-term.
22 pCi/m /sec assures that radon euhalation at these sitesThe proposed limit on radon flux of

wi!! be within the range vf .c isb;1ity of natural flu. rates. Eeyond this, the proposed
limit was selecteJ in consideraticn of several additional perspectives, no ore of .hich by
itself leads cnrclusivaly to the proposed level of tailings cover control but .Mich, taken
together, support the proposed requirements as being reasonable ones. A brief overview uf
these perspectises is first proviJed, folic.ed by more Complete discLssion of e3ch
(Sections 12.3.3.2 through 12.3.3.6). Also, the nature and exteot of the uncertainties
involsed in underlying technical bases are discussed. Finally, tre approach taken by the
staff in .eighing costs a'd benefits of alternative levels of isolating co'.er, in view of
trese and other uncertaintias such as trose which exist in ccTrot3tional models and with
regards to potential effects far into the future, is discussed (Section 12.3.3.7).

1. Risk to Individuals - The specified radan attenuation level is one which onuld, in a
worst case land use scenario of individuals occupying a structure on the tailings dispo-
sal area, result in eaposures hich are comparable to but less than limits specified by
the U.S. Surgeon General for remedial actions at sites where tailings were used for
construction of homes and ot Fer inheitej ttructiras.

'
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2. P)pulati i E,po,ures - i ,ulation doses and health effects calculated for the United
Stats , and parts v. CaraJa and Mexico resulting f rom radon releases (under the proposed
limi* Trom the total accumulation of tailings in year 2000 would be an indistinguish-
able re '' )n of ef fects resulting f rom releases f rom natural soils (about 0.002%) and
sever aer technologically enhanced sources. Emphasis on this perspective might lead

2to a nclusion that much hi;aer eiposures (for example, 10 pCi/m /sec) might ba accept-
able; it does rot, however, point to any specific radon level as being uniquely ar,-noriate.

3. Total Costs - Costs to attain the proposed level of control would be reasonable. For
cover with a common soil, resuiting costs would be about 0.5% of the price of yellowcake
(about 55 million at the model mill). Costs wouh sary depending upon many factors such
as type of soils, surfcce areas of tailings impoundment, etc., but in the worst case,
cover ccsts should still be less than 1% of the pr'ce of yellowcake. Evaluation of
factors which will vary from site to site indicates no undue economic burden will be
suffered at any particular site.

4. tong Term Physical Isolation and Stability - In general, providing cover over the tailings
provides physical isolaticn and protection of the tailings pile to assure their stability
over the long-term. In addition to reducing radon, the tailings cover provides a measure
cf protection against disruption of tailings by such things as erosion, root penetration,
burrowing animals and human intrusion. Specifying a minimum thickness of cover assures
that undue reliance is not pla. on thin coverings, which at le3st for a short time may
reduce radon flux to levels specified.

12.3.3.2 Control of R3 don to Backgrcund Levels

The prcposed limit en radon flux was selected on the basis that it will assure exhalation
rates directly oser mill tailings disposal araa will be within the range of those cccurring
naturally.

The objective is that mill tailings sites t.e returned to a condition which would permit
reasonable surface land uses and which minimize the degree of monitoring that is required at
tailings disposal sites. This conservative approach is consistent with cbjectives proposed
by the USEPA in its proposed " Criteria for Radioactive Wastes" (43 FR 53262), November 15,
1978, and with the " Uranium Mill failirgs Radiation Control Act of 1978" (Section 161X; see
Appendix R). While the mill tailings leg |slation providas for go ernment control (land
ownership) cf mill tailings sites, the objective of isolating mill tailirgs in such a way as
not to rely upon institutional controls requires that radon be controlled at the very low
level proposed.

The rate at which radon is exhaled naturally from soils is highly variable. It will depend
upon radium corcentrations in, and radon attenuating properties of, a particular soil. On
the basis of radan fluu reasurements made at several specific locations in western milling
regions and summarized in Appendix 0, the average enhalation rate appears to be between about

20.5 and 1.0 pCi/m /sec. This is borne out by a large number of measurements made of radium
concentrations in soils of 12 separate Wastern milling and mining areas; radium concentration
asecigod about '.2 pCi,gm and ranged from 0.23 to 3.40 pCi/gm, a variation of more than 30
order of magnitude. On the basis of these measurements, average radon fluz is theoretically
estim3ted to De between about 0.6 and 1.3 pCi/m /sec and the ra,ge io flax inferred to be as2

2high as about 3.5 pCi/m /sec at so w locations.

2level of 2 pCi/m /sec was selected cwer other comparable cont.cl levels (such as 1 or 3-5The
2pCi/m /sec) because this level appears best to meet the objective of reducinq flumes to

levels which are within the range occurring naturally trem soils.

12.3.3.3 Risks to Individuals

2E posure to individuals living near a tailings pile resulting from the prcposed 2 pCi/m -s
increcont and alternatiie control levels was computed in Sectico 9.3.8; results are presented
in TaL.= 12.2, Part I. In a =crst case land use scenario, the expcsure to an individual
living on a tail, as disposal vea would be to about 0.004 working ievel above background if
radon is cc, trolled at the prvposed level. [A working lesel (WL) is a unit of exposure to
radan and the short-lised d3aghters which are closely associated with it and which dose wise
are more import 3nt than raden. The strict, technical definition of a working level is pre-
sented in Appendix C, but using reasonable assumptions of dosimetry, continuous exposure to
0.01 WL f or one year would rescit in about a 1200 meam dose to the bronchial epithelium.]
The 0.004 WL exposure is less than that specified oy the Surgeon Ge eral for dwellings con-
structed on or with uranium mill tailirgs. The surgeon General auidelines specified that no
remedial action is reeded for hemes with an inside raposure level of less than 0.01 WL above
b3Chground.

.
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Table 12.2

ExposuresandRiskstoIndividualsonandNearUraniumTaj1ingsfromtheModelMill--
Alternative R6 don Control Levels

b,c,dI. Radon Daughter Concentration--Working Level above Background

fence Post
Rado- Flux itio v e Near Edge of Ranch at

2(pCirm -sec) Tailings Disposal Aref 2.0 km

450 0.81 2.5 x 10' 3.7 x 10'3
100 0.18 5. 7 x 10'3 8.2 x 10'i

-

10 0.018 5. 7 = 10 4 8.2 x 10'5
5 0.009 2.8 x 10'4 4.1 x .J''
3 0.0054 1. 7 x 10'4 2.5 x 10'~

-

10 4 1. 6 x 10'S2 0.0036 1.1 x
-

1 0.0018 5. 7 x 10 5 8.2 x 107
0.1 0.00018 5. 7 x 10' 8.2 x 107

II. Estimated Doses and Risks In Corparison With Background Risks--
Selected Radon Control Levels

Fence Post
Abcve Near Edge of Ranch at
Tailings Disposal Area" 2.0 km

f
Dose Risk 9 Dose # Risk 9 Dose Risk 9

Radon Flux (mrem /yr) (% back- (mrem /yr) (1 back- (mrem /yr) (% back-
2(pCi/m -se:) ground) ground) ground)

450 100,000 14,300 3,130 452 460 66
100 22,000 3,200 710 100 100 14

10 2,200 320 71 10 10 1.4
2 450 64 14 2 2 0.3
0.1 22 3 0. 7 0.1 0.1 0.01

' Cost for attaining various levels of control are given in Section 12.3.3.5, Table 12.4 and
Figare 12.1.
Iailings are assumed to be 80 ha in area. Working level values are derived frcm radon
concentrations calculated by the UDAD code assumirg that 1 pC;/1 of radon is equisalent
in 0.005 WL.

C inese expcsures compare with the following limits established by the Surgeon General in
1970 for remeaial action mases involving use of tailings in construction of homes: 0.01
to 0.05 working levels. Below 0.01 WL, no remedial action was needed. Between 0.01 and
0.05 WL, judgment about needed remedial action was allo.ed based upon cost ard other
factors. No exposures above 0.05 WL were allowed.

Inside a structure (Sec. 9.3.3.2 for assumptions).

"At fence post, about 100m downwind (ENE) from the edge of the tailings pile.
Doses are to bronchial epithelium and are estimated by multiplying WL exposure levels by
the following: 25 CWLM/yr/WL x 5 rem /CWLM.

9 Risk is expressed as a percentage of backcrcund radon exposure risks. Background radon
exposure results in a risk of about 50 chances in one million of dying prematurely frcm
cancer from one year's exposure. As described in Section 4.12, background expesure to the
lung is assumed to be about 700 rnrem/yr in western milling regions.

~
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limits such as 3-5 pCi/m /sec would also r esult in exposures less2Slichtly higher radon flux
than the Surgeon General limit. However, these levels would be above the upper range of
natural background flux rates. Furthermore, Surgeon General limits were developed for a
remedial action situation where options are limited, as distinguished from the situation
examined here where the same constraints do not present themselves. Part I of Table 12.2
presents exposures in terms of working level units in order to compare them with Surgeon
General limits. To assist in understarding the significance of these exposures, Part 11
of Table 12.2 presents risks to individuals from selected radon control levels in the more
comnonly used terms of mrem /yr and fraction cf background risk.

The land use scenario evaluated here is a conservative one; it involves occupancy of a struc-
ture directly over the tailings. More conservative land use scenarios can be postulated as
described in Section 9.4. These might involve cigging into the tailings, as could be postu-
lated to occur if the basement of a house were constructed at some f uture time when "institu-
tional controls" initially exercised at the site were no longer in existence. To provide
protection in such a case, thicker covers than those needed to meet proposed limits would be
required.

However, the staff considers that it is urre3 son ble to establish the limit based upon such
scenaries for sever 31 reasons. Such events are milikely, or at best extremoly uncertain.
The staff does not consider it re3sonable to set a universal limit based upon such an uncer-
tain worst case " intrusion" scenario. The recent legislation dealing with uranium mill
tailings establishes an arrangement where sites are owned and controlled by government agen-
cies. Fhile recognizing that institutional controls could break down sometime during the
period over which the tailings will remain hazardous, the staff does not consider that deciding
the amount of tailings isolation which should be provided should be driven by such an indef-
inite scenario, particularly in light of the arrangements for long-term control that have
been established. It is also important to restate in this connection that no immediate and
acute health effects will occur if there were intrusion. Furthermore, because of the specula-
tive nature of this problem, it would be impossible to obtain agreement upon how far down a
person would dig under such a scenario, and, therefore, how mucn addition 31 conservatism
should be factored into the proposed radon limit.

Less conserv ative scenarios can also be postulated particularly in light of the long-term
control arrangements waich have been establishea. Exposures as close in as a fence post near
the edge of the pile would be about 1.0 x 10 4 WL above background levels (as illustrated in
Table 12.2) .hich is a small fraction of any reasonanle individual health protecton limit (1%
of the Surgeon General's guidelines)- However, the staff considers that with the uncer-

tainties involved with regard to the models useo to estimate exposures, the long-term per-
formance of the tailings isolation, permanence of institutional controls, and given the broad
goal of minimizing releases and population exposures to very low levels, some conservatism is
appropriate.

12.3.3.4 Risks to Populations

Postoperational population doses and health effects from radon released from mills were also
estimated in Section 9.3.8 (see Tables 9.12 and 9.13). These estimates indicated that there
might be 9800 premature canctr veaths in the Continental North America over the next 1000
years because of radon released from all of the tailings generated in the United States until
the yeir 2000 if the tailings piles were left uncovered. If the tailings piles were covered

2sufficiently to reduce the radon resulting from tailings to 2 pCi/m s, then the estimated
number of health effects would be reduced to about 42 cancer deaths Over the time period 2000
to 3000. Since there is great uncertainty in calculating health ef fects f or a period of &
thousand years and even more uncertainty in going beyond a thousand years, estimates of
cumulative impacts were truncated at 1000 year >. For periods beyond 1000 years, risks have
been expressed in terms of an annual number of health effects. The annual number of prema-
ture cancer deaths associated with radon releases from all tailings generated in North America
until the year 2000, if the tailings are covered to thc proposed flux limit, is about 0.04
premature deaths per year.

The proposed radon flux criterion will result in continued annual radon releases that are
small in comparison to other sources of continuous releases of radon. In Table 12.3, the

annual radon releases from all of the tailings generated in the United States due to complete
operation of mills existing in 2000 are compared with natural and technologically enhanced
sources of radon. This table is taken from a special investigation of natural and technolo-
gically enhanced radon sources conducted by Oak Ridge National Laboratory in support of this
generic statement.1

?t )
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Table 12.3. Comparison of Continuous Releases of Radon
fromUraniumMillTailingswitg'gtherContinuous

Radon Releases

Estimated Annual Estimated Annuai Population Dose
Source Release (Ci/yr) (organ rem to the bronchial epithelium)

Natural soils 1.2 x 108 1.6 x 107

Building interiors 2.8 x 104 2.2 x 107
cEvapotranspiration 8. a x 106 1.2 x 106

Soil tillage 3.1 x 106 4.2 x los

Fertilizer used 4.8 x 104 6.9 x 103
(1900-1977)

Reclaimed land from 3.6 x 10' 4.9 x 103
phosphate mining

d
Postoperational releases 4.0 x 103 3.7 x 102
from tailings generated
to year 2000
# Estimates of all radon releases except those from mill t'ilings are taken from an
investigation of natural and technologically enhanced radon sources performed in
support of this generic statement by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (See reference 1,
NUREG/CR-0573). Population doses were derived from reference 1 using a dose conver-

3sion factor of 0.625 mrem /yr/pci/m (see Appendix G). Exposures to mill tailings in
regions around mills is included; see Section 6.4.

Population < isk is the United States. Predicted exposure and health effects fur U.S.
would be rougnty 857 of the total for North America and 65% of the global total.

c
Evapotranspiration is the collective release of water vapor from soil surfaces and
vegetation.

d
for purposes of comparison, this table presents ^;posures to bronchial epithelium
from inhalation only, as opposed to tatal risks from ingestion and inhalation as
presented in Tables of Sections 6.4 and 9.3.8.

The annual dose from radan release from tailings accumulated to the year 2000 with sufficient
soil covering to mees the proposed limit will be about 0.002% of background radon from soils,
and about 0.02% of background radon frem evapotranspiration. The annual population dose to
the bronchial epithelium from mill tailings (3.7 x 102 organ-r e ) will be less than several
other technologically enhanced sources. Higher population exposures will result from soil
tillage (4.2 x 105 organ-rem), ouilding interiors (2.2 x 107 organ-rem), and reclaimed land
from phosphate mining (4.9 x 103 organ-rem).

This perspective by itself does not lead conclusively to a given level of radon cont rni since
2cumulative releases resultino from much higher levels, such as 10 or 100 pCi/m /s id be

argued as being small fractions of natural releases. This perspective, however, uc - apport
the proposed radon control level as being reasonable from the point of view of cumulative
exposure; it will result in minuia (if not insignificant) increased levels of risk beyond
those occurring from natural radon releases.

12.3.3.5 Variability in Costs of Radon Control

Costs for covering tailings disposal areas are dependent on a number of site specific fac-
tor,, the primary ones being attenuating properties of the cover material and hence, the
amount of cover material needed; availability of coer materials; the nature of earthwork
procedures involved in adding cover; area of the tailings pile; and ore quality. The effect
of varying these factors on cost are examined in Chapter 11 and summarized here. The range
of potential costs at a given site was eramincd to assure that no undt.e economic burdens
would resuit at particular sites in implementino the proposed generally applicable limits.
B3 sed on this evaluation, the staf f concludes that while variat ility in costs may exist, no
undue economic hardships will occur as costs will represent a small fraction of product price
even in an unlikely worst case (less than 1%).
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12.3.3.5.1 Radon Attenuation Pruperties

In this discussion, primary emphasis is given to the matter of radon attenua' ion and the pro-
posed limit on radon flux of 2 pCi/m s. Soil cover thicknesses needed to meet the limit are2

discussed without considerations of the minimum thickness requirement.

Soil properties affecting radon attenuation are hi0hly variable; transport of radon through
soil will depend upon particle size, moisture, and compaction. Therefore, cover thicknesses
(and associated costs) needed to meet the prepnsed limit vary d'pending on soil type, as
discuc'ed in Sections 9.3.8 and 11.3. The cover thicknesses and costs of several soils and a
moist clay have been evaluated for illustrative purposes. The attenuation properties (a
measure of which is a soil's " diffusion coefficient," a parameter used in equations for
predicting ra 3n attenuation) of the typical soils illustrate the range of attenuating pro-
perties expected of real soils. Figures 12.1(a) and 12.l(b) show cover thicknesses and costs
required to achieve various radon cont ol levels. Costs for meeting the proposed level of
radon flux for each of the soils and soil / clay combinations evaluated are presented in
Table 12.4.

In Figure 12.l(b) it is shes that the cost fer covering toe tailings with soil A would be
154,000 per hectare of tailings disposal area. For the model mill, this would represent a
cost of about 54,300,000. Tailings covering costs for this soil type would be equivalent to
about 0.5% of the price of U 0 and about 0.05% of the cost of generating electricity. If a3 3
moist clay is available, then costs could be reduced appreciably. To illustrate, 0.5 m (2
f t) of moist clay in combination with cnly 1.5 m (5 f t) of model soil A is needed in addition

he clay to meet the proposed radon limit, and costs would drop to $2,200,000, or abouttu t
0.3% or the price of La0s produced. [To meet the minimum thickness requirement, 2.4 m (8 ft)
of soil would b; required, in addition to the clay, at a cost of $3.1 million.] The staff
believes these costs are representative of what will be encountered in most situations; for
perspective, however, the upper range of costs is boundod by use of soil B. Use of this soil
alone would result in covering costs of about $9 million. This would be equivalent to about
1% of product price.

12.3.3.5.2 Variability of Other Factors

If clay were not available onsite, its costs could be appreciably above those assumed here.
Because of the large variability most likely to exist in availability of good clays and
variability in conditions affecting haulirg costs, the staff chose to use one set of assump-
tions about availability and costs of clay and did not attempt to analyze the ramifications
of the many variations that could exist. In real situations where clay may not be immediately
available, costs for importing clays will have to be weighed against costs of covering by local
soils. In the worst case, good clay may be too expensive to obtain, in which case the cost
estimates using Iccal soil alone would pertain.

3The costs presented in Table 12.4 assume a unit cost of $1.30/m to place cover material;
this 'ncludes excavation, hauling and compacting the material. If cover Can be applied in a
simpler manner, such as by " pushing" dirt over tailings disposed of below grade from an
adjacent stockpile, costs could be reduced. Costs could be higher in a case where hauling
would have to be done on very steep grades or other site specific factors make the covering
operation more difficult. The range of costs for covering tailings impoundments shown in
Table 12.1 (line 3) illustrates how such unit cost variation will affect total cover cost.
In any case, it is not expected that unit costs would cause total costs to be significantly
greater than upper bound estimates described in 12 3.3.5.1 above.

In some cases where open pit mines are used for tailings disposition, costs of cover material
to control radon and provide isolation may be virtually zero. As discussed in Section 12.3.2.2
above, overburden stripped during nining and returned to an open pit can be considered a
mining cost and, as such, considered to be " free" in the context of tailings disposal. Such
costs would be incurred regardless of requirements for mill tailings disposal because existing
mine reclamation laws would require backfilling the mine.

For a given soil cover type and thickness, costs for tailings coverings will also vary with
the area of the tailings pile and the ore grade. For a given volume of tailings, the surface
area to be covered will depend on depth of the tailings pile. The costs for tailings covering
with model soil A for the model mill was estimated to be $4,260,000 on the assumption that
the tailings will have a specific activity of 450 pCi/g and axposed area of 80 ha (200 acres).
Increasing thickness of the tailings pile would reduce dispo- i area and decrease total cover
costs. For example, if a pile thickness of 16 m (52 ft) instead of 8 m were assumed and
soil A were used, costs would reduce from about $4,300,000 to $2,500,000. The 8 m pile
thickness assumed above is believed to be on the low side and, hence, costs presented in
Section 12.3.3.5.1 are upper bound estimates in terms of the tailings area variable. 3
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u!able 12.4 Costs to Meet Proposed Radon Limit Using various Soils

Cost at
Soil Thickness, Cost,c Model Mill, % Price'

Soil ige meters 1000/na il? o f U ;0,

A 4.1 54 4.3 0.47

A+ 0. 6 m t ly 1.5 2 /. 3 2.2 0.29

A+ 1.0 m clay 0 13 1.0 0.09

B S.4 110 8.8 0.97

C 2.6 34 2. / 0. 30

d
Values are pr. ,ented to illustrate . hat i, r n uired to meet the radun control unit; when
the requireme1t to provide a total cnver thickress of 3m is censidered, the costs for the
two examples (sing clay are increased to $3.I million.

Thickness in addition to any claj used.

' Cost of cle is assumed to be $1,30 per 3m

Model mill tailings disposal area cccupies to ba.

"The model mill produces 13,800 MT of U J. over a period of 15 years. If a price of $30/lb
of U 0,, is assumed. then the model mili produces 59.1 10'' o f u 30.3 x

Varying are grade from that assumed for the model mill s not e qected to significantlyi

change t he tot al costs of tailings cover if the amount of pracuct (U 0s) dces not cha"ge.
3

For example, decreasing are grade would redace exhalation of raNo f rom the tailirgs because
radium concentrations in the tailings would te less. Countering this effect some W t, ho.-
ever, would te the propcrtionate increase in volume and surface areas of tailirgs that would
occur in generating the same amount of product.

In summary, reviewing the f actors which will af f ect cover ing costs at a particular sitr the
staff corcludes no unusual or excessive costs will be encountered owing to site specific
conditions. It is not likely th3t all of the f actor s discussed at;ove will simultaneously
combine in the adverse direction; the 11 fraction of product price is espected to be a rea-
sonable upper bound of ch ering costs.

12.3.3.6 Long-Term Uncertainties and Cost-Benefit Balancing

The staff considered but decided it would not be reasonable to attempt me ing a fully mone-
tized or quantified balancing of costs and benefits in recommending the proposed limits on
radon attenuation which is a very long-term problem. Such balancing has been done in some
past cases .here effluent standards have been set primarily for ra1ionuclides of relatively
short half-lives; for example, in limited cases potential cumulative exposures or health
effects from releases have been assigned monetary value and weighed against predetermined
criteria on costs to avert them in deciding how much contrci is enough. The staff chose not
to invoke such rigorous cost-benefit bal3ncing becadse, while it appears to offer a " rational"
approach to standard setting and avoid arbitrariness, it is inevitable that arbitrary judg-
ments and assumptions must still be made. This is particularly true in the case of radon
from tailings because of the uncertainties associated with the very long-term nature of the
hazard. Furthermore, such a cost-benefit approach would constitute an oversimplification of
the tailings disposal problem, which involves many interrelated aspects, and as such would be
misleading.

Factors which will ultimately determine how many reat effects will occur, and on hich there
is large uncertainty, include such things as: futLre population sizes and distribution,
impacts of changes in climate (such as heating of the earth's surface and atmosphere, the
greenhouse effect), scientific advances (which might include a cure for cancer), and long-
term perfurmance of tailings. These uncertainties compound those esisting in computational
models used in estimating costs and effects. Notwithstanding this, scenarios can be posto-
lated regarding future events to provide a casis for estimating effects and costs. Table 12.5
presents such information for various levels of radon control.

, i 1
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The table shows that, at th0 prcposed radon control level, the cost to avert a health effect
for a period of integration of 1000 years is about $37,000 under assumptions identified in
the footnotes concerning the kind of teilings soil coverings to be used, average unit costs
0+ soil and area to be covered. No erosion is assumed, and the pcpulation at risk (United
States) is assumed to stabilize af ter about year 2025 (see Section 6.4). Ranges are pre-
sented for costs and health effects and, when combined, a range in costs of from about $13,000
to $120,000 is predicted to avert a health effect in the United States where effects resulting
from radon fluxcs at the proposed level are integrated over 1000 years. (fable 12.5 was
prepared using health effect estimates for Continentai North America for which estimates can
reasonably be m'.de. Rough estimates are that exposures to Europ and Asia would be about 25%
of the North America totals. Including the world population would decrease the costs for
averting health effects proportionally, but would not alter either the points being made or
the staff conclusions concerning the use cf a rigorous cost-benefit balancing in deciding the
radon control issua.)

This range of uncertainty illustrates the problems which would be encountered in attempting
to utilize predetermined, fixed cost-benefit criteria in establishing an appropriate level of
radon control. For example, if $25,000 per health effact averted was used as a decision
point (greater expenditures not teing required) for an integration period of 1000 years, then

2an effluent le.el of about 10 pCi/m /sec would be appropriate as shown in Column 7. However,
2with the range of uncertainty, the cutoff point could be greater than 100 pCi/m /sec or less

2than 0.1 pCi/m /sec as indicated in Column 8. The range presented in the table reflects cnly
the uncertainty which exists in comput3tional models. Unce -tainties concerning f uture events ,
such as erosion or c imatic influences as discussed above ar.uld exacerbate the prcblem of
applying a specific cost-benefit criteria.

F urthernore, . hen weighing committed Icng-term impacts against costs to control them, the
period of time over which the impacts will be taken into account must be selected: should it
be 100, 1000, 100,000 or 1,000,0i years? Cbvieusly, by arbitrarily selecting different time
periods, almost any amount of mor for control of radon could be " justified" Ag3in, usinge

the example of $25,000 per health effect as a decision point, Table 12.5 shows that if a 100
2year period of integration is selected, control at levels lower than 100 pCi/m /sec would not

be warranted .hile if a period of 100,000 years is selected, elimination of the source would
appear to be appropriate.

Finally, there is the intractable prcblem of deciding hc. muc:, averting a health ef f ect
(" life" or " life shortening" in the case of a premature cancer ce3th) is worth in monetary
terms that is, of decidirg what the cost-tenefit decision criteria should be. It culd be
difficult to decide the worth of healt" effects today and more difficult to deciue the value
of future effects (that is, lu00, 100,C00 years and tejcnd). Coes a prem3ture loss of life
100,000 y e ars into the f uture h 3.e the 5 3?e value as a life tuday? Although there has been
continuing discussion in public and professicn31 forums concernirq the desirability of rigorous
cost-benefit procedures, there have been to answers or ccnnon acceptance of resolutions to
these underlying questions and uncertainties to allcw invok:nq such rigor particularly with
regards to long-term hazards

In siew of this, the staff has weighed alternative radon control levels in terms of how th"y
nould meet the simple cbjective of returning disposal sites to cceditions which are reasonably
near those of surrounding envircoment. In conjunction with the prcposed limit on radon flux,
a conservative approach is proposed with regar ds to the general mode of disposal. Below
grade burial is identified as tre prime disposal mode to assure that the effects of natural
.eathering and erosion processes which could disrupt the tailings isolation are elimirated or
reduced to very 10 levels (Section 12.3.2). A minimum thickress is also proposed to proside
3 measure cf conservatism with regards to long term stability of tailings cuser.

12. 3. L / Minimum Cover Thickress

With use of clay described above, radcn flux could ce reduced to very Icw levels with rela-
tively thin coverings, for example, I m (3 f t) of clay .culd provide suf ficient reduction of
radon flux to meet the proposed limit as thawn in figure 12.l(a). Ite st3ff considers,

however, that it would not be prudent to rely upon such relatively thin clay coverings alore.
The staf f ccnsiders that overburden should be placed over arf clay cn> th3t may be used to
prctect the clay, providing assurances th3t t will retain initial r a jon attenuation ch3rac-
teristics, a"1 in general provice a reascnable measure of physical isolation of the tailings.
The staff considers, therefore, that a minimum thickress of total cover should be specified
in addition to requiring a given level of radon attenuatico.

Such a minimum thickness requirement will ensure ttat cverburden covers are provided to
red.ce the likelihood anJ pole"tially disruptive effects at root penetration; some protection
from burrowing animals is also provided. Furthermore, several meters of overburden cover

- t -



Table 12.5

COSTS AND HEALTH Ef f ECTS FOR VARIOUS RADON ATTENiJAT10N LgvEL5 -
CPERATION CF URANIUM MILLING INDUSTRY TO YfAR 2000

Estimated 1000 Year Integration Cost to Avert
R3nge Health [ f fects Cost to Range of Health Effect -

Total In Total Cumulative Averted Avert Health Cost to Avert 100,000 year ICO Year _
c

Flux Limit Industry Industry Costs Somatic Centril Effect Health Effect Integration Integration
(pCi/m sec) Costs ($106) ($10 ) Health Effects Value Range ($1000) ($1000) ($10CO) ($1000)2 6

1C0 89 59 - 120 2130 7620 3180-15900 12 4- 38 0.12 120

10 240 160 - 320 213 9540 3980-19800 25 8 - 80 0.25 250

3 330 220 - 440 64 9690 4040-20100 34 11 - 110 0.34 340

2 360 240 - 480 42 9710 4050-20200 37 13 - 120 0.37 370

1 4'5 280 - 560 21 9730 4060-20200 43 14 - 140 0.43 430

0.1' 585 390 - 780 2 9750 4070-20300 60 19 - 190 0.60 600 -

~g
0 2680 2680 - 4020 0 9750 4070-20300 2n6 130 - 1000 2. 8 2b00 g

# Population is assumed to remain constant after about the year 2025. Pcpulation at risk is that of the Continental North America. Esposures to
Europe and Asia are roughly estimated to be about 25% of Continental North American total. No erosion of tailings disposal areas is assumed
Benefits associated with long-term isolation provided by soil cover not included. No decay of parent thorium is assumed.
Industry costs are projected for a mix of tailings coverings: 1/3 soil A, 1/3 soil B, and 1/3 a combination of soil A and 2 feet of clay (see
Section 12.3.3.5). A unit cost of soi' and clay of $1.3/.4 is assumed. The accumulation of tailings due to full operation to end of life of
mills in existence in the year 2000 is assumed, an area of 6580 ha.
The range presented for soil covers is based on the rough estimate that the potential overall effect of variability in radon attenuation of soil
types actually used to cover tailings, in unit costs, and in areas to be covered may be to increase or decrease costs by 1/3. The range of
uncertainty for fixation of slimes portions of tailings is -0, +50% t,ecause of lack of conmercial dewelopment of this alternative.

'

Somatic effects are predicted using theory of linear, non-threshold dose effect relationship; a risk estimator of 360 premature lung cancer
- deaths / lifetime /106 person-WLM is assumed. The lower and upper end of the range are based on risk estimators 150 and 750 premature lung cancer

deaths / lifetime /106 person-WLM respectively (see Appendix G). A total of 9700 premature cancers is estimated for the c3se with no control.
Estimates are rounded to 3 significant figures.

'By the theoretical method of calculating radon attenuation, an infinite cover thickness would t;e predicted. As a practical matter, the thickness
D predicted to be necessary to reduce flux to 0.1 pCi/m /sec [on average about 8 m (26 f t)] would ccnstitute virtual flum elimination. Resulting2

L incremental fluxes would be well Delow the lowest practicable measurable level.
q~

It is assumed that if slimes were fixed, as described in Alternatives 7 and 8, and layered over tailings sands, that radon emanating from the
tailings would not escape.
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will act to keep moisture in a clay cap. The clay will not likely retain moisture sufficient
for it to attenuate radon as assumed if it is not " insulated" by a covering of soil. If
moisture is lost, clay will shrink and possibly form cracks or, ir. general, exhibit much
poorer radon attenuation properties. Finally, while it is proposed that human land uses be
controlled at disposal sites, the objective is that full use of the surface be possible; a
minimum thickness requirement will enhance the possioility for me' ting such an objective.

It is not possible to dttermine what feasible thickness of soil cover could provide absolute
assurances that the tailings or covering clay cap were not disrupted in the manner discussed
above. This matter is one of judgmer.t. The staf f considers, however, a minimum cover thick-
ness of 3 m (10 ft) to be a reasonable lower limit. It would ensure that at least 2 m (6.6
ft) of overburden would be applied over any clay cover used; this would appear to provide
reasonable protection from root penetration by most plant species, and provide reascnable
assurances that clay will remain moist over the long-term. Where no clay is used, at least 3
m (10 ft) of soil would be needed anyway to meet the proposed limit on radon flux.

12.3.3.8 Relationship to Interim Staff Criteria

The proposed limit on raden exhalation rate has been set as an allowable increment above
background, as opposed to a multiple of background rates as is the case with interim criteria
issued by the staff in 1977.- This means that an equal level of r3 don control will be re-
quired at each site, as opposed to ef fectively varying levels of control resulting f rom a
limit specified as a multiple of a variable background rate.

The proposed level will result in an increment above backgrcund which is on the average about
2 times that specified in interim criteria if average background flut levels are taken to be

21 pCi/m /sec (see Section 12.3.3.2).about

The interim staff tailings management criteria do not specify a minimum thickness of cover of
the tailings. Nevertheless, tailings disposal plans developed in individual licensing cases
to meet these criteria involve cover ings that in about half the cases would meet the 3-m
(10-ft) minimum and, in other cases, are sufficiently near the minimum that they can be
modified readily to conform with the minimum thickness requirement.

12.3.3.9 Implementatico of Proposed Radon Control Requirements

The proposed radon control level is expressed as a requirement to provide enough cover over
the tailings to reduce radon flux criginating from the tailings to less than 2 pCi/m -s on a2

calculated basis; essentially this will result in a 2 pCi/m -s flux rate increment over2

background rates because radicactivity occurring naturally in the overbteden would be ex-
cluded in the calculations. The methods that will be used by the staff in calculating
required thicknesses when reviewing procosed tailings disposal plans are presented in
Appendix P.

It is not possible at this tir e to delineate details of the compliance monitoring program
that will be conducted at the time of mill decommissioning. Ho.ever, it is likely that
primarily this will involve confirming that final cover thicknesses and shapes are as speci-
fied in approved tailings disposal plans. Radon concentrations in air are extretely variabie
because of the large number of factors that influence the rate at which the r3 don is released
(temperature, pressure, wind speed, etc.). For this reason, radon surface flux and air
concentration measurements would be conducted to supplement thickness measurements. These
radon measurements would be used to confirm that the assumptions about attenuation of the
radon by the cover materials was reasonably close to that predicted in initially determining
required thicknessPs (see SeClions 10.3 and 14.1).

12.3.4 Seepage of Toxic Materials

Several specific methods for reducing the potential for groundwater contamination were
explored in this study. However, because the factors that determine whether uncesirable
health effects from contaminated groundwater are likely to occur are highly site-specific,
the staff does not consider it appropriate to specify particular techniquas to be used to
meet this objective. Results of a study shewing how the concentration and movement of toxic
materials vary as a function of parameters such as conductivity and dispersivity of subsoils
and underlying strata, hydraulic gradients of underlying groundwater formations, ion exchange

.
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and buf f ering capacity of sut soils, and amounts of precipitation and evaporation are presen-
ted in Section 6.2.4 Also, sizes and locations of nearby drinking water supplies affect the
extent to which contaminants entering such supplies would pose health risks. Specific
methods employed to reduce or eliminate potential impacts of seepage from tailings impound-
ments must, therefore, be determined on a case-cy case basis with these site specific factors
taken into account.

As demcnstrated in Sections 6.2.4 a,d 9.3.4, there are essentially two classes of contami-
nants in the tailings that are of concern when considering impacts on groundwater--those
which ion enchange or sorb ento the clays and soils underlying the site and those which do
not. The radioactive materials tend to fall into the first category, and the staff concludes
that these can in most cases be effectively contained by a combination of impoundment liners
and natural underlying soils. The more difficult containment problems are believed in arise
with regard to anion species, such as sulfatos, and trace metals, such as selenium and
arsenic, which, in scre instances, will not ion exchange or sorb.

The staf f concludes that the most ef fective way to reduce potential groundwater contamination
and associated health effects is to reduce tre amount of moisture available to carry toxic
contaminants a.ay from the impoundments. Several methods explored in this document could
further this. recycling of water to the mill, use of low permeability liners on the bottom
and sides of the impoundment, and dewatering of tailings.

Recycling of .ater to the mill process results in reduction in the amount of tailings solu-
tion to be disposed of and in a side benefit of reduced consumptive water use in milling
areas, which are f requently water-scarce. Highly impermeable clay and synthetic liners
drastically reduce the rate at which tailings solutions can seep from the disposal area and,
hence, the rate at which toxic materials can escape to groundwater. As shown in
Section 9.3.4, the effect of lining the tailings impoundmpnt f or t e model mill is to reduce
seepage to a small f raction (6%) of that occurring without a lining; while increacad evapora-
tion caused by liners is empected to produce a more mineralized or concentrated seep, the net
effect is a significant positive one. Cewatering of tailings may reduce the amount of lining
and costs needed to reduce the amount of seepage that cccurs. This can be seen by comparing
Alternatives 2 and 3 in Table 12.1.

The determination of which of these methods, or what combination of them, wili represent the
optimum way to avoid ground.)ter prcblems must he done on a case-by-case basis. However,
analysis (see by Table 12.1) indicate 3 that they Can b3 employed at reasonable Costs. Recycl-
ing of process water is standard pract'ce and for each of the alternatives is assumed to be a
part of milling operating costs. fTsts of using liners, which represent the prime element in
reducing seepage in all but the adverced treatment alternatives, is dependent on mode of
disposal (above or below g-ade disposal), method of applying lirers (volume of liner materials
needed and amount of associated impounament preparation needed), and whether tailings are
dewatered.

Groundwater protection measures for Alternative 6, an above grade disposal scheme, would
include onl/ placement of a liner and, if local clay is used, could te accomplished at a cost
of about il milliun, which is a small f raction of product price and elect ricity generation
costs (0.1% and less than 0.01% respectively). As shown on line 2 of Table 12.1, these
lining costs could increase to over 53 mil' ion if a synthetic lirer is used. In general,
costs associated with the lining of impoundments will be greater for below grade disposal
sshemes. In the below grade case, evaporation ponds will more likely be necessary than for
above grade disparal because volumes of available pits may be insuf ficient to accept both
solid tailings and tailings solution, and sheltering by mine side walls will cut wind-induced
evaporation losses. Also, more extensive preparation of impoundments, such as backfilling
and compacting, is likely to be needed to accommodate placement of the liner in the below-
grade case

Alternative 2 illustrates several ways of lining bottom and sides of open mine pits where
tailings are disposed of in slurried form. This can be accomplished in such a way that those
a'pects of the disposal program which relate to groundwater protection (liners, evaporation
ponds, and decant systems) will cost as low as about $6 million [ lifetime costs shown on line
2 of Table 12.1 for Alt. 2, Option (1)] for the model mill, which represents less than 1% of
the price of the product and less than 0.1% of electricity costs. However, some methods of
liner insth. iation might require significant mine preparation in addition to liners, evapora-
tion ponds and decant systems with resulting increase in costs; for Option (2) of Alternative 2,
these costs (lines 1 and 2 of Table 12.1) could total nearly $14 million. In real cases,
mine preparation and liner installation would be planned with economic efficiency in mind and
such re atively high costs would be avoided. For exrmple, the 00' ion (1) design would be
selected over the Option (2) design of Alternative 2. Dewatering of tailings could eliminate
the need to line mine side walls and the associated mine preparation costs However, the

( ni ) .
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staff estimates that addition of dewatering systems may result in approximately the same
overall lifetime costs for groundwater protection aspects of the tailings disposal program as
would exist if tailings are slurried into pits in the most efficient manner (line 2 of

Table 12.1 for Alt. 3).

Where a special pit is dug and lined, costs wnuld be nearly comparable to cases where tail-
ings are disposed of in available pits. Lining and construction of an evaporation pond for
Alternative 5 could be done for between about $4 and 7 million. Because a special pit would
be excavated, no mine preparation costs would be encountered as was the case with the avail-
able open pit. For this case, costs for digging pits tan be considered to apply solely to
the objective of long-term stability. As discussed in Section 12.3.2, such excavation costs
would be about $6 million.

In point 6 of Section 12.2 it is stated that neutralization of tailings should be considered
at each site. This is not stated as a firm, generic requirement for neutralization because
it may be either incompatible with the leaching process used (particularly where water is
recycled from the tailings impoundment to the mill) or unnecessary because natural buffering
capabilities of underlying soils are sufficiant to cor.tain the zone of impact to a region
near the impoundment.

Alternative 4 was considered in this study to illustrate how exploiting natural impermeable
formations (such as large clay or shale foundations) for tailings disposal could reduce costs
of providing groundwater protection. Alternative 4 represents an extrema case where such
protection is provided with just the cost of lining any above ground evaporation that might
be required.

fixation of the tailings in either asphalt or cement (Alternatives 7 and 8) offers potential
for more complete isolation of toxic materials than would be accomplished by use of the
methods discussed above; however, as stated in Section 12.3.2, uncertainty about the value of
this incremental benefit and high costs has lead the staff to conclude that this alternative
should not be required of the industry. The technical feasibility of effecting stable bonds
between the tailings and the cement or asphalt is uncertain. Minimum costs for fixing the
tailings would be about $40 million in the case of cement fixation and over $70 million in
the case of asphalt fixation (see Table 12.1). These costs exceed the upper range of costs
for tailings disposal programs featuring liners by between about $25 and $60 million.

Nitric acid leaching will remove radium and thorium from the tailings, but the nitrate ions
present in this process pose greater potential health risks than do sulfates of the Conven-
tional leaching process. lhis potential negative incremental effect, combined with high
costs and uncertainties discussed in bection 12.3.2, 1(aas tre staff to conclude that nitric
acid leaching cannot be required on a generic basis.

12.3.5 Overall Tailings Disposal Program Costs

In the preceding sections, the costs and benefits of tailings disposal programs are discussed
separately as they relste to three major objectives of assuring long-term stability, control-
ling airborne radioactive emissions (radon), and protecting groundwater. In each case, the
staff has concluded and states in these preceding sections, that Costs for individual aspects
of disposal programs are reasonable. The staff, however, also feels that total costs of
disposal programs comprised of the SEecific measures discussed move are reasonable as shown
by Table 12.1.

Alternatives 2 through 6 (which fall into the passive monitoring mode of disposal) feature
measures which would accomplish each of the major objectives. They can be accomplished at
total disposal program costs which are as low as about ll of product price and 0.1% of ele--
tricity generation costs, in cases involving above grade disposal (Alternative 6) or use of
available open pit minas (Alternatives 2 and 3).

whare open pit mines are not available, it may be necessary to excavate a pit to ensure
long-term stability; Alternatives 4 and 5 are examples. Altarnative 4 could be accomplished
for between about $13 and 16 million. These costs are about double those .ar above grade
disposal, largely because of high pit excavation costs; but they still represent a small
fraction of product price, at most 1.8%, about a 1% iocrement over that of Alternative 6.

Alternative 5 illustrates a program of phised reclamation of tailings. The shape of the
disposal trench would allow som9 sections to be covered and reclaimed while active deposition
is occurring in other sections. Shapes other than the linear trench postula*ed in this
Alternative might permit achieving the same objective more efficientl) a7d at lower costs or
might be more suitable given sita-speci'ic topograhic features. One recent proposal, in
fact, involves digging fcur square, below grade cells.3 In any case, with careful planning,
such phased reclamation can be accomplished without encounterinc costs much larger, if larger
at all, than cases where tailings are disposed of in a single impoundment are3.
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I L 3. 6 Emission Control - During Operation

Radioactive emissions during eperations are limited by standards recently develcred t.y tr e

EPA (40 CF R 190), which limit annu3l dose commitments to of f site individuals to 25 mrem <

less (doses to whole body or single organ, excluding doses from radon and its daughter pro-
ducts). This limit is mere restrictive than allowable esposures under the limits of
10 CFR 20. Offsite dose depends greatly on variable occupancy and dietary habits. Analysis
of Section 9.2.8 indicates, in general, that emission control methods are available to ensure
that 40 CF R 190 limits can be met at locations reasonably near the mill

The provisions specified in point 7 of Section 12.3.2 identify control of dusting from the
tailings pile and particulate emissions from yellcwcake drying cperations as being of primary

in ensuring the pending 40 CF R 190 limit is met; as shown by Tables 6. 2.8. I andconcern
9 2.8-1, these radioactive emissions are the largest from the mill and thus, the largest
contributors to offsite eg osure. Blowing tailings can be virtually eliminated if the tail-

or otherwise wetteJ or chemically stablized.ings are kept covered with tailings solution,
However, because these Controls are not automatic, Constant vigilance and management atten-
tion r Jst be provided. For this reascn, as part of its program for implementing 40 CFR 190,
the st if f will require that operators prepare operating procedures specifying methods for
controlling dusting from tailing piles.

The st if f considers that tailinp disposal programs which permit phased reclamation should te
examiNd in the mill planning stage because of the potential advantages they provide in con-
trolling emissions during operation. Radon emissinns will be suppressed to the greatest
extent when a water cover or co+plete saturation et the upper taili"gs surfaces is the control
method employeJ. Chemical sprays and superficial wetting employed to control dusting from
dried surfaces are not e=pected to provide as efficient attenuition of radon as is provided
by water co<er since these would praduce only a thin surface film. Thin films would be

effective in controlling dust but small imperfettions or penetrations which would likely be
present in such films would provide escape route > for radan. Water cover could be achieved
in cases where the tailings are disposed in a slurry. This, however, has potential negitive

aspects when viewed frcm the creaJ perspect ve required in developing a long-term tailings
disposal program. For example, a water cover provides a driving force for seepage to ground-
water, creetas additioaal prcblems of impoundment stability, and may nake the prnblems of
final covering of the tailings more difficult than if tailings are dewatered or dried prior
to disposal. This Conflict is resolved best by those tailings disposal schemes which involve
staged cnvering and reclamation of tailings.

Several methods f or controlling yellancake dryer stack emissions exist. Costs for any of the
control methods are small in comparison to those of tailings disposal and product price (lest
than 0.1% of the price of yellowcake). Yellowcake emissions can be eliminated entirely if
yellowcake is shipped from the mill as a slurry or moist cake. Also, eliminating the yellc -

cake dryer would slightly reduce occupational esposure at mills; a decrease of about 31 in
total worker exposure is predicted. Despite these potential benefits, the staff does not
consider that wet shipment can be required because of the projected high cost of this ship-
rent mode and insufficient capacity at Ufc conversion facilities to handle wet cake. In
fact, the process at one conversion plant is a ' dry" one and is inccTpatible with the wet
yellowcake shipment opticn. Modifying the process would require a dryer at the receiving end
and thus, in this case, would involve only transferring associated problems from one location
to another. F urther evaluation of these costs and uncertainties, as well as transportition

aspects of this alternative, would have to be made before a regulatory position requiring it
can be taken.

As illustrated in the base case, emission from ore crushing and hardling operations are rela-
tively minor. Nevertheless, the wet, semi-autogenous ore grinding process offers significant
advantages. It will virtually elimirate what ore crushing emissions do cccur. More signifi-

cantly, worker exposure is estimated to be reduced by nearly 25% if this process is utilized.
Total costs would be comparable to ttase of a mill featurirg dry crushing, if not somewhat
less. As a result, it is proposed that use of the semi-autogenous grinding process be evalu-
ated as a substitute fur dry crushing operations for each rew mill cperation.

In general, methods to control all of the mill sources evaluated in this study are employed
in the industry at the present tima; that is, controls can be accomplished by using available
technology at reasonable costs. Total lifetime costs for controlling mill emissions by
varicus centrol alternatives are presented in Table 11.1. Utilizing best available equip-

ment, including semi-autogenous grinding, would result in total costs of about $1 million
dollars. This would constitute a very small fraction of produc* price (about 0.1%).

;I.
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Point 8 of Section 12.2.1 requires that exposure limits be met primarily by emission control,
as opposed to extending exclusion areas. Uncontrolled emission will add to contamination of
ground both on and off the site which will eventually have to be cleaned up at the completion
of milling operations. Before beginning cperations, mill cperators will have to determine at
what distance site bound 3 ries should be established to ensure that offsite individuals are
not exposed at greater than the 25 mrem limit. Because the transport of emissions offsite is
dependent cn variable, site specific conditions, * generic requirement regarding the extent
of exclusion areas is not apprcpriate. The dete . nation will have to be made on the basis
of predictive assessments of radiological imuact prior to the start of milling operations and
these assessments confirmed by actual measureu nts during the cperational monitoring program
discussed in Section 12.2.2, peint 5 above.

Notwithstanding individual dose limits strict emission control must be exerci>ed to reduce
population exposures to the maximum extent ,easonably achievable and to avoid site contamina-
tion. This would mean, for example, that very strict co, trol of tailings would tse required
even at a mill where there were no nearby residences, as sometimes cccurs.

12,3.7 Isolation of Tailings

It is necess3r to ensure that individJals near mi l l ir.g oW r it ions do not receive e posuresy

greater than established limits and ta ensure trat millirq <terations and tailings disposal
not t:e carried out near towns. It is possible that individual limits could be met in such
situ 1tions but that cumulative populaticr e pt sure would be greater than that achievable if
the mill were sited in remote areas It is reccgnized that it is not possible to predict
accurately what demographic patterns will be as far into the future as the tailings will
remain hazardous. Nevertheless, the staff also considers that remote location of mills is
desirable t.ecause at least for the near future, this will reduce the potential for disruption
of the tailings site by human activity and intrusion upon final disposal.

The cbjective cf remote sitirq is easily met in most western mirirq 3rd millirg regions
because, as depicted for the model site, population densities in such regions are typically
very low.

12.3.8 Cecommissioning of Mill Buildings and si et

Cle3,up of t"e mill site ed eitner dismantlement or decentamination of mill strumtures te

permit complete and unrestricted use of the site (excluding the mill tailings disposal area)
can be accomplished by use of simple vJ str iigntf orw 3rd c leaning and 'xcavation methods.
Cost for thes ope ra tions w i l l t,e site specif ic but will be on tre cr. r nt $1 million fo-e

situat ions co7 arable to t'e model mi!! In view of these relatively small custs and the
nature of the operation, censideration of a less cmplete & commissioning mode (anj type nt
corditional or restricted use Nde) wnld be unacceptable.

The staff has developed interim guidelires for land cleanup which are presented in Appendix J,
and decontenination of mill structures should t,e guided by Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.M
in .hich li1its are specifie1 for resid al surface deccntimination levels

12.3.9 Decommissioning Plan, Ersironmental Pesiew, and Pub _lic Participation

Decisions regardirq proper disposal of mill tailings Tust be m we prior to initiation of mill
cperations. In the model mill, t iilings ar e produceJ at a rate of rearly three g arter
million to", per year. Nearly irrevocable commitments are made once milling operations have
beg a and several million tons of tailings have been generated. 19refore, it is essential
th1t a tailings disposal plan tm .arked out, approved, and agreed to before a license is
granted.

Similarly, to ensure that milling operations are conducted in such a manrer th it decont imin r
tion of the mill can t.e carried cut ef f ect isely and without complication and so that the full
costs of mill operation are identified prior to its leginnirg, a dec vmissioning plan for the
mill tauilding and site must be worked cut, cprnwed, and agreed to ta the operator before a
license is granted.

As has t'een painted out numerous times throughaut this docu! mot (for example, see
Section 12.3.1), the specific methods and engineering details of tailings disposil ca. ,

be work ed out on a s i te-speci f ic t;as is. Given that exh mill taili"q> pile cor ,titute, a
low-level w3ste Durial site containing very lorv li ved material, a < < mrebenu i ve er s i ron-
mental review of each mill and tailinqu waste disposal operation mut he cn" Mcted, it is
also essentia' that this resie. L.e cunducted so there is @purtunity for + ;l public par tir-
ipation. The most effective way to achie w this is for the MC and the Agrem ent States

Me
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replatin1 r, ills to conduct iridependent, d)cunnted assessNnts which are r:ade available f or re-
view by the public and interested Governa nt agencies Eeyond this, so as to ensure r:axir"un
opport ity for public pn ticipation, thm e should be opportunity for public hearings in conrec-
tion with each licensing case. For rea30ns stated above, no major construction activities
should be allowed to begin before the environmental review has taken place and has been
documented, there has been opportunity for public review and comraent, and the final document
is issued.

12.3.10 tong-Term Control

The primary means of isolating the mill tailings must be ty physical barriers; disposal must
be by means which reasonably ensure the tailings will remain isolated under natural f orces
without active care and maintenance and that some reasonable and productive uses of the land

will t;e possible. The staff considers, huweser, that as a supplementary measure, there
should be some continued monitoring and control of land uses at sites, except possibly where
there is deep mino disposal, to confirm that there is no disruption by either natural erosion
or by homin-related activities. It would be prudent to have such monitoring and control for
as long 3s it can be provided by human institutions. A more complete discussion of potential
health risks under various land use scenarios i3 presented in Section 9.3.8.

As described in Section 10.3., ongoing monitoring wculd most likely consist of annual visits
to the site. Ownership and custody by a Government agency, as opposed to private indivi-
duals, is the most effective way to provide the supplementary long-term control preposed.
Stability of any institution over a very long period of time (as long as tne tailings .ill
remain hazardnus) is, in view of history, dodiful, ho-ever, Government institutions will be
much more lary-lised and provide more continuity th3n will private institutions, businesses,
or persons. Furthermore, in the unlikely event that remedial actions at disposal sites are
required, only a Governrrent agency would be emp"cted to have resources sufficient to - ;e
proper action.

12.4 IMPtLMENTATICN CF PROF 05ED RECUIREMENT5 At E k! STING SITE S

the proFused points for regulator, action identified in Section 12.3 were deweloped primarily
in consideration nf what can be done in prospective milling operations. The staff censiders
that these points, however, should be incorporated to the manimum extent reasonably achiev-
able at existing sites. It is not possible to makt generally applicable rules which specify
precisely how the proposed points should be applied at these sites; this determination will
have to be maae on a site specific, case-by case basis.

The points that would be potentially most difficult to implement at existing sites are those
regarding long-term stability, groundwater seepage, and iocation near populated areas. At
active milling sites, eva uations should be conducted of current and planned tailings dispo-l

sal operations to determire what specific actions reasonably can be required to meet the
points identified above. The costs and benefits of the follcaing alternatives should Le

considered:

1. Continued use of existing tailings area,

2. Discontinued use of the existing area with newly generated tailings disposed of at a r,ew
location preferably belo grade, and

3. Disposal of all tailings at a new location preferably below grade. This would involve

moving existing tailings from current locations above grade to the new disposal
location.

In addition to constraints on alternative tailings disposal methods resulting from existence
of very large volumes at existing sites (nearly 30 million tons at one site), there will be a
greater problem in paying for tailings disposal at these sites because disposal costs were
not incorporated into the price of the product as the tailings were being generated. There-
fore, future operations at such sites will have to provide for disposal of both newly gener-
ated and existing taiiings. This matter will have to be considered in making the site-
specific evaluations discussed above.

12.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF PRCPO5ED REQUIREMENT 5 TO HEAP LEACHING AND SMALL PROCESSING 5ITES

Method 5 for exploiting smali or low grade ore bodies located far from conventional milling
facilities have been developed. The small size or lua quality of these ore bodies is typi-
cally such that costs f or transportation to larea mill facilities make their processing

,1:
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otherwise economically unviable. Local processing of these ore bodies may involve either
heap leachisg of raw are (App. B) or use of semi portable milling equipment. These activi-
ties would present the same kind of environmental problems that occur with conventional
milling: releases of radon and radioactive particulates and seepage of tailings solutions.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the same tailings management and disposal criteria pro-
posed for conventional mills shoulo be applied to such activities.

While quantities and Concentrations of emissions would be lower in the Case of these small
operations than Occur with large mills, they present a unique problem. Exploitation of
isolated ore bodies could increase significantly the inventory of sites which must be con-
trolled over the long term. In view of this, the staff considered proposing general rules
requiring the consolidation of tailings f rom such operations with other srall operations or
with larger mills. It was concluded however, that this would be extremely difficult and,
furthermore, unwarranted. By the very nature of these ogerations (in most cases involving
low grade ore and, hence, small concentrations of radioactivity), the relative hazard of
sailings produced will be much less than if there was consolidation at only a few sites.
W1ile general r ules do not seem appropriate, the staff believes that consideration should be
g ven to consolidativa of such tailings on a case by case basis where environmental benefits,
cists and prcblems of long term control can be fully examined and balanced.

12.6 JNCERfAINTY OF FUTURL EFFECTS

The staff has cnaracterized the long-term impacts resulting frcm milling operations and
tailings disposal. Specifically, potential health effects resulting from continuing incre-
mental radon releases above background have been estimated for several different periods (100
years and 1000 yea 3 into the future) and beyond 1000 years as an annual rate. For control
of radon at the proposed limit, radon releases and resulting e=posures are an entremoly small
fraction of na'. ural releases as indicated in 5ection 12.3.2.i

As disci:, sed in Section 9.4.1, the very long-term perf ormance of tailings isolation (that is,
sevc.al thousands of years into the future and heyond) will be governed by climatic and
geological forces which cannot be predicted precisely. In Section 9.4.1.2, the staff has
examined a full range of possible failure modes, not with the purpose of predicting in abso-
lute or quantitative terms changes for or consequence of failure, but in order to provide a
guide in siting and design of tailings disposal schemes. The pertinent question is: whit
should be considered or taken into account in orcer to provide reasonable assurance of long-
term isolation of tailings.

A fund 3 mental aspect of the tailings disposal requirements that the staff proposes be incor-
parated in regulatory programs is that disposal be carried out in such a fashion that expo-
Sure to natural weathering and erosional forces are eliminated or reduced to the maximum
extent reasenably achievable. The staff considers that proper design of tailings disposal
programs (below grade disposal being a prime design option) and careful siting of disposal
impoundments (for example, to eliminate upstream drainage) can provide reasonable assurance
that the tailings will remain isolated for very long periods of time and in some cases may
even become more isolated over time.

However, to account for uncertainties, particularly cith regard to very long-term (greater
than several thousand years), examining the effects of a certain level of tailings isolation
failure may be useful. w'ithout postulating speci f ic f ailure scenarios (methods and timing af
failure), a " failure" of tPn percent of the tailing isolation areas is arbitrarily assumed to
provide what the staff considers to be a very conservative perspective on the matter of
potential health effects frcm radon release. Specifically, it is assumed that there is
complete loss of cover frum ten percent of all of the tailings accumulated to the year _2000.
This would result in incremental releases and exposures which are about a factor of 10 3
(0.1 percent) of those resulting from natural radon releases (see Table 12.1 ) . Therefore,

consequences of such worst case situations are seen to be a very small fraction of those
naturally occurring without milling.

With regard to individual esposures frcm such " total" failures, no immediate and acute health
etfects would result. Long and sustained esposure to radioactivity in the tailings pile
would be required to produce adverse effects That is, remedial action could br taken in a
time frame that would prevent any adverse health effects to manimally exposed individuals.

The staff considers that tailings disposal alte' natives falling into the " passive monitoring
mode" include a strong measure of conservatism in design and siting to assure long-term
isolation and stability without perpetual active care. However, this analysis shows that the
consequences of even several unlikely, " worst case" failures are small in comparison tn those
occurring from natural releases.

7-
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12.i CONilNut0 Otvlt0PMEN1 Of TELHNot0GY

1he technical requirement , f or tailings disposa! which the staf f preposes to incorporate into
the regulations (Section 12.2) are not specific as to detailed methods of disposal. The past
year or so of mill l'.ensing activity has involved development of new tailings management
disposil practices and methods. In fact, many of the specific alternative disposal methods
addressed in this study represent thos? which were developed by industry in working to meet
staff interim licensing performance objecti~es .hich are very much like requirements proposed
above. It is expected that continued NRC and Agreement States mill licensing experience, the
experience of disposing of tailings at inactive tailings sites which will be taking place
over the next f ew years, and general research condacted by various agencies (viz. NRC, EPA,
and 00t) will re' ult in develcpment of improved methods of tailings management and disposal.
For example, methods of treating tailings so they may be placed below grade in contact with
groundwater, and at the same time preserve groundwater quality, are being examined by various
researchers; such a development would f acilitate below grade burial of tailings. Also,

experience cf inactive site remedial work and uocoming NRC studies are expected to provide
more toecific, additional information regarding surfaca stabilization of tailings disposal
areas. The proposed requirements provide f!evibility which will allow and, indeed, foster
cantinued improvement in methods and techniquus of disposal. The staff plans to reexamine
proposed tailings disposal criteria after remedial action has be+n taken at several sites to
determine it iny changes to the criteria or mere specif ic guidance is appropriate in view of
this experience.

12.8 CCNCLUSIONS REGARDING NONRADICLOGICAL ENVIRCSMENTAL IMPACTS

The staff has drawn the following general conclusions regarding non-radiological environ-
mental impacts not discussed previously in this chapter.

1. No changes appear warranted in the hRC regulatory program (bevond those identified above
for tai 1ings ma.;agement and disposal) to control non-radiological impacts of milling
operations. Mitigative measures can be ta*en on a case-by case basis to assure that no
unacceptable environmental impacts occur. Thorough environmental assessments in connec-
tion with each mill licensing action will provide an adequate mechanism for dealing with
and resolvinq potential undesirable negative impacts. The Commission is currently
preparing environmental impact statements in connection with mill licensing actions and
has taken action to assist Agreement states in conducting environmental reviews.

2. Because impacts tend to be localized, unacceptable accumulations of nonradiological
impacts are not expected to occur for cases wnere there will be a concentration of
mining and milling activity The cumulative effects that will potentially be most
significant are socio economic ones. In some situations, a regional approach toward
mitigating impacts may be desirable. In thi" connection it is noted that, in response
to potential rapid and major development of uranium resources in northwestern New
Mexico, the U.S. Department of Interior has undertaken a study with the purpose of
developing a regional base of information to aid in mitigating impacts likely to be of
concern in the area such as socio-economic (San Juan Basin Regional Uranium Study now in
preparation). In any case, the staff concludes thit non-radiological impacts examined
can be mitigated to acceptable levels on a case-by case basis.

3. As discussed in Section 12.3.1, the extent to which the many types of non-radiological
environmental impacts evaluated in this document cucur will relate to the extent to
which airborne emissions are controlled and seepage reduced. The requirements proposed
for incorporation in regulations should assure that seepage and airborne emissions are
controlled to a high degree. Therefore, non-radiological impacts which occur will not
necessarily result in exceeding any of the existing environmental protectior egulations
of federal or state agencies such as those covering air ano water quality. For example,
with control of airborne emissions as proposed thera would be little problem of meeting
federal air quality limits on suspended particulates even in the worst rase by a
multiple mill cluster. At a reference location anaiyzed in this statement one km down-

3wind of the model mill, total concentrations includ:ng background (35 pg/m ,) are much
3less than regulatory limits (e.g., in Wyoming limit is 60 pg/m ).

4. Most nonradiological environmental ir. pacts will not be irrevocable or persistent. For
example, following mill decommissioning, impac*< n, soils and biota which occur will

disappear, albeit in same cases slowly; vegetation will be reestablished in disturbed
areas and wildlife habitats will be restored following site reclamation.

'
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13. REGULATORY FROGRAM FCP w aNIUM MILLS AND MILL TAILINGS

13.1 INTRODUCTICN

In Chapter 12, the staff proposes *nat actions should be taven to assure that ur3nium milling
operations anJ mill tailings dispo M are conducted in a safe and environmentally sound manner
Proposed acticns are tased en analysis of public he31th, and envircrrn tal and cost aspects of
uranium milling, discussed in pievious chapters. Chapter 1? identifies both technical require-
ments and institutionn' controls that the staf f Considers necessary.

The uranium milling indestry And the mill tailir.gs waste disposal problems are issues of
national importance, involving very long-term and potentially widespread environmental impacts.
Past muagement of uranium mill tailings has been poor. Misuse of the tailings his included
construction with tailings material, and removal of the tailings to offsite locations. As
stated in Chapter 2, there are currently 22 inactive uranium mill sites, where tailings wistes
were not adequately dealt with, upon mill decommissioning. Cle3rly, assurances should Le pro-
vided by regu atory programs that there will n0t be a recurrence of past practicPs at Currentlyl

active and new mill sites. Therefore, this ch3p r deals primarily with the questien of hgw
technical and institutional req irements can or should be implemented.

In developing tnis document, it was decide d that four major issues reeded resolution. These
issues are:

1. Are regulatory authorities adequate t provide control of mill tailings?

? Under what ccndition, should Agreement States regulate urinium mills?

3. 'what should be the land ewnership arro igements follcwing tailings disposal, to
accomplish the icng-term control propt sed in Chapter 12 by the staff?

4. hun do the roles of NRC, EPA and DOC interrelata in the area of mill tailings
r gulation and management?

Since the Commission announced its inte, tion to prep?.re a generic environmental imp 3ct statement
1on uranium milling and published a pr' posed sccpe and outline 2 there has been considerable

activity bearing on these issues. Th~, activity has included:

1. Pas > age of the Uranium Mit? Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTCA)3 which
authorizes remedial actiors at inactive mill tailings sites (discussed in Chaptar 2),
s'rengthens regulatory authorities relating to activo mill operations and tailings
generation, and provides f>r lor.q-ter m control of tailings, and,

2. Ceselopmant of a Ccmmis> ion policy to offer technical assistance to Agreement States,
in ccnducting environmeital assessments of proposed uranium mills.'

The Liscussion in this Chapter reflects hcw the recent legislation d 'sion policy state-. c u%

ment resolve the four major issues just identified.

13.2 GEGULATORY AUTHOI f!ES

13.2.1 Limitations

in developing tnis generic environmental impact statoment. the adequacy of existing regulatory
authorities over uranium mill tailings was reexamined and judged to have some limitations.
Under the esisting regulatory framework, NRC did net control mill tailings directly as licens
able material. As a result, the period following Cessation of milling cperations and prior to
completion of the final disposal of the tailings represented a time period during which NRC'
authorities were not Clear.

Under its source material licensing authority, the Commission has conditioned mill . censes to
require mill cperators to make provisions for tailings management and control during the license
term.

Existing Commission regulations state that source material includes " ores which contain by
weight one twentieth of one perrent (0.05 percent-) or more of (i) uranium, (ii) thorium or
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(iii) any combination thereof."5 The concentration of u anium and thcrium in uranium mill
tailings is less than this amount, and thus is insufficient to qualify the tailings as
licensable source material under the regulations. Nonetheless, accumulation of tailings at a
mill site constitutes an integral part of the milling activity regulated under the Atomic Energy
Act.6 As such, it was controlled by the Commission until termination of the mill 11 cense,
notwithstanding the fact that the tailings do not contain more than 0.05 percent uranium. Thus,
control over tailings has been linked to the source material license for a milling operation and
not to the tailings themselves.

This authority was buttressed by NRC's responsibilities under the National Environmental Polisy
Act7 (NEPA). Under NEPA,7 NRC is required to review and evaluate any proposed action to deter-
mine what, if any, environmental impacts would occur. This law has provided a basis for control
over tailings (the effects of which could extend beyond the period of active plant operations)
for the purpose of environmental protection. Thus, NEPA strengthened the authority of the
Commission to impose license conditions for environmental purposes, for periods af ter cessation
of source material processing.

Notwithstanding this, however, NRC's enforcement authorities were not clear following cessation
of active milling operations. NRC clearly had full regulatory authority to impose and enforce
license conditions related to tailings management and disposal, as long as the source material
license was in effect. However, once milling cperations ceased and all liceasable source mate-
rial was removed, it was not clear that NRC could refuse to terminate the source M. -tial

license. This was so because such a termination would eliminate a basis for control over the
unlicensable tailings materials.

13.2.2 Effect of Legislation

Recognizing these limitations, the U.S. Congress recently enacted the UMTCA3 which amends the
Atomic Energy Act of 19546 and creates a new category of licensable material. The definition of
the term " byproduct material" is expanded to include "the tailings ar wastes produced by the
extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its
source material content" (Section 201).3

Therefore, as a result of this recent legislation, NRC's regulatory authority clearly continues
upon cessation of milling operations and removal of licensable source material, extending at
least until tailings are finally disposed of according to Commission regulatiom. Tailings
become controllabie directly as licensable material. The UMTCA3 also contains requirements for
the long-term control of tailings. This is elaborated on further in Sections 13.4 and 14.3.

13.3 AGREEMENT STATE PROGRANS

The Commission stated, in publishing the sccpe and outline of this Generic Environmental Impact
Statement, that uranium milling cperations in Agreement States would be evaluated. (As indi-
cated in Section 3.3.3, nearly 60 percent of " probable" uranium resources are located in Agree-
ment States.) Furthermore, the Commission stated that the interrelationship between NRC and
Agreement State regulatory programs would be evaluated. Within the context of the development
of this document, and in connection with a lawsuit brought against the NRC and the State of
New fdexico over licensing environmental review procedures in that State," the Commission has
conducted policy reviews focusing on +he manner in which Agreement States regulate uranium
mills. Snecifically the arrangement whereby Agreement States have regulated, under programs
compatible with NRC's program, was evaluated, and some important differences in regulatory
programs were identified.

13.3.1 Existing Arrangements - NRC Policy Review

Section 274 of the Atomic Enargy Act of 1954, as amended, provides a mechanism whereby the NRC
may transfer to the States certain regulatory authority over specified nuclear materials, when
(1) a State desires to assume this auttority, (2) the ~ arno: certifies that the State has an
adequate regulatory program, and (3) the Commission finu ''t the State's program is compatible
with that of the NRC and is adequate to protect the public th and safety.6 Section 274(g)6
directs the Commission to cooperate with the States to assure that State and Commission programs
for radiation protection will be coordinated and compatible.

Each agreement entered into with a State recognizes the importance of maintaining compatible
programs and of providing for reciprocal recognition of licenses. Each agreement contains an
article pledging the use of best efforts on the part of the Commission and the States to achieve
'nordinated and compatible programs. Of the 25 Agreement States, five of these States are
c cently licensing uranium milling activity within their borders: Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Texas, and Washington. _,
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Notwithstanding this arrangement, one area where there were differences between NRC and State
programs was that involving environmental reviews of proposed licensing actions. In response
to this situation, NRC conducted a policy evaluation aimed specifically at the matter of
environmental reviews in Agreement States. This policy review included a workshop sponsored
by NRC in November 1977,9 to discuss primarily the matter of environmental reviews, to compare
State practices with NRC practices and to assess the attitudes of the States regarding NRC
reassertion of regulatory authority over uranium mills.

The NRC conducts an environmental review, in connection with each proposed major uranium mi!)
licensing action, culminating in the preparation of an environmental statement that is circu-
lated for public review and comment. Although the Agreement States were conducting environ-
mental reviews of proposed mill licensing actions, preparation of an independent, documented
environmental report was not a part of their regulatory programs. Although the States
generally viewed such environmental reviews as beneficial, they indicated at the Workshop"
that extensive studies were beyond their financial or manpower resources and might unduly
delay the licensing process. With respect to NRC's reassertion of regulatory authority over
uranium mills, all Agreement States at the November 1977 Workshop indicated that they emphatic-
ally wished to retain licensing authority and vigorously opposed the idea of giving it up.9

The Commissico concluded, in light of this information, and its own experience in licensing
mills, that the licensing process in Agreement States would benefit from preparation of an
independent environmental assessment similar to that conducted by NRC in non-Agreement States.
In a policy statement the Commission indicated that such an assessment need not be identical4

in scope to those prepared for mills licenced by NRC; however, the assessment should treat the
most important environmental aspects of milling operations: tailings waste management and
disposal, siting, and radiological assessment.

Therefore, as part of its comprehensive program to strengthen public health and safety regula-
tion of uranium mills, the Commission decided to offer technical assistance to Agreement
States, on a temporary, trial basis, to assist them in assessing the environm?ntal impacts o'
their uranium mill licensing.4 Under this arrangement, the Commission is in the process of
assisting the States of Colorado and New Mexico in the preparation of environmental ass (ss-
ments associated with several recent uranium mill licensing actions.

13.3.2 Legislation

3This matter is now covered by the UMICA which specifies that when the States license an
activity involving mill tailings that has a significant impact on the human environment, they
must prepare a written analysis of the impact of such license on the environment, including
any activities conducted pursuant thereto. This analysis, which should be available to the
public before commencement of any such proceeding, shall include --

"(i) an assessment of the radiological and nonradiological impacts to the public
health of the activities to be conducted pursuant to such license;

"(ii) an assessment of any impact on any waterway and aroundwater resulting from
such activities;

"(iii) consideration of alternatives, including alternative sites and engineering
methods, to the activities to be conducted pursuant to such license; and

"(iv) consideration of the long-term impacts, including decommi.3ioning, decon-
tamination, and reclamation impacts, associated with activities to be
conducted pursuant to such license, including the management of any byproduct
material" (Section 204).3

Beyond this, the UMTCA requires that the States are required to regulate tailings in accord
with standards that are, to the extent practicable, equivalent or more stringent than standards
promulgated by the Commission and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
(Section 204).3 Thus, the Act represents a departure f rom the preexisting Agreemert State
requirements that Agreement State regulation programs must be " compatible" with those of NRC.
The new legislation demonstrates that on such a matter of national importance as mill tailings
waste disposal (that involves long-term and potentially widespread environmental impacts), the
Congress has concluded that a uniform national approach tn solving the tailings waste disposal
problem is warranted.

Under the new arrangement, the Agreement State role in licensing mills will continue to be a
substantive one, because, as discussed in Chapter 12, the potential environmental impacts of
uranium mills and mill tailings are highly site-specific. There remainh .therefore, a need for
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a comprehensive Agreement State review of each licensi,a case to assure that the performance
objectives specified in NRC regulations (i.e. national standards) are met. The Commission's

4 will facilitate the issuance ofpolicy statement on Technical Assistance for Agreement States
environmental reviews, while the States develop the capability to prepare such reports on their
own. In addition, Section 207 of the UMTCA3 authorires $500,000 in grants to Agreement States,
to aid in development of State regulatory programs to implement its provisions.

13.4 LONG-TERM CCNTROL AND CUSTODY OF DISPOSAL SITES

Land ownership of disposal sites is mixed; tailings are currently located on Federal, State and
privately-owred lands. Prior to enactment of UMTCA3 there were no iequirements pertaining to
site ownership.

As stated in Chapter 12, the staff Concludes that it would be desirable for tailings disposal
sites to be owned and controlled by a governmental body. Briefly, disposal must be by means
that reasonably assure the tailings will remain isolatea under natural forces without active
care and maintenance. The staff, however, has concluded that as a prudent added measure, there
should be some continued monitoring and control of land uses at the site, to confirm that there
is no disruption by either natural erosion or by human activities. Ownership and custody by a
government agency, as opposed to private individuals, appears to be the most effective way to
provide this supplementary long-term control, since government institutions will probably be
much more long-lived and provide more continuity than private institutions.

The UMICA3 includes provisions that are consistent with the conclusions that there should be
government ownership of tailings disposal sites. Specifically, the Act states that "The Commis-
sion shall require by rule, regulation or order that prior to the termination of any license

title to the land, includirg any interests therein, (other than land owned by the United
States, or by a State,) which is used for the disposal of " tailings " .shall be
transferred to (a) the United States, or (b) the State in which such land is located, at the
option of such State, unless the Commission determines prior to such terminat.on, that transfer
of title to such land and such byproduct material is not necessary or desirable to protect the
public health, safety, or welfare or to minimize or eliminate danger to life or property."3 The
Act further provides that Indian lands are not subject to these ownership arrangements, but the
custodian must enter into an agreement with NRC to allow monitoring and maintenance by the U.S.a

The legislation further specifically states that if transfer to the United States of title to
such byproduct material and such land is required, the Secretary of Energy, or any Federal
agency designated by the President, shall, following the Commission's determination of com-
pliance, assume title and custody of such byproduct material and land. Further, if transfer to
a State of title to such byproduct material is required, such State shall, f ollowing the Commis-
sion's determination ef compliance, assume title and custody of such byproduct material and
land. In any event, the ultimate custodian "shall maintain such material and land in such
manner as will protect the public health, safety and the environment," (Section 202a) pursuant
to a license issued by the Commission.3

13.5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NRC AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

In addition to the NRC, two other Federal agencies nave strong roles in the area of uranium mill
operations and mill tailings disposal--the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE). Other agencies, such as the Departnent of Transcortation, the Department
of Interior (Bureau of Land Management and Bureau of Indian Affairs), Department of Agriculture,
U.S. Forest Service, and the Council on Enviror2 ental Quality may become involved in a more
limited way in milling operations and mill tailings disposal. However, this section describes
the roles and authorities of EPA and DOE only, since these are most prominent among Federal
agencies. These roles are discussed to provide a complete picture of the regulation of uranium
mills and mill tailings.

13.5.1 Environmental Protection Agency

13.5.1.1 Mill Tailings Control Act

The EPA has several authorities that could potentially be Lsed to control aspects of uranium
milling operations and tailings disposal. However, the most prominent of these are authorities
delineated in the UMTCA.3 Under Section 206 of this Act,3 a new Section 275 is added to the
Atomic Energy Act, granting EPA the authority to establish standards of " general application"
covering radiological and nonradiological hazards from mill tailings located at active mill
sites. EPA must develop these standards within 18 months of enactment of this legislation (May
of 1980). NRC is responsible for enforcement of these standards. Thus, EPA will establish
general standards that are not specific to engineering methods and techniques. According to the
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UMICA," NRC will address alternative methods and techniques required to meet the EPA standards
in promulgatinq regulations and in licensing mills and tailings.

EPA's responsibilities for inactive sites are similar to its duties for active milling sites.
The UMTCA3 requires that EPA develop standards for romedial actions within one year of
enactment.

13.5.1.1.1 Timing of NRC Regulations

The staff proposes, in Chapter 12, that NRC regulations be revised to specifically address the
matters of uranium mill operations, mill decommissioning, and tailings disposal. The staff is
currently preparing formal prcposed rule changes which will be issued shortly. Thus, NRC rule
changes will be proposed before EPA issues standards under Section 275 of the Atomic Energy Act,
as amended.' Although the NRC could delay developing regulations until EPA issues its
standards, this would lea,e unfinished the program to develop this document and associated rule
changes that NRC has been working on for over two years.

The potential problem with continuing NRC work in this area without delay is that the standaids
developed by EPA could be different than requirements of NRC regulations. Differences, if they
do occur, are expected to be small, because;

1. Requirements that the staff proposes be made part of NRC regulations are consistent
with draft criteria for radioactive waste management developed by the EPA.

2. EPA has been consulted in the preparation of this document and in the developrent of
the proposed regulations. In fact, EPA concurrence is required by the UMTCA3 for NRC
regulations concerning tailings. The Act further requires that EPA consult with both
COE and 4RC before issuing its standards.

3. Lastly, tnis approach is consistent with work plans for addressing the matter of mill
tailings man 3gement and disposal developed by the Interagency Review Group on Waste
Management.1"

13.5.2 Other EPA Authorities

in addition to the authorities just described, EPA has several additional authorities that
relate to uranium mill tailings: (1) authority to prepars Federal guidance as delineated in the

6Atomic Energy Act and given to EPA as a part of Reorganization Plan Number 3 of 1970 (42 U.S.C.
2021(h));11 (2) authorities under the provisions of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA);12 (3) authorities under the Clean Air Act;33 (4) authorities under the Federal Water
Quality Control Act;14 and (5) authority to set generally applicable environmental standards as

6authorized by the Atomic Energy Act and transferred to EPA in Reorganization Plan Number 3
(42 U.S.C. 2021).11

Under its authority to recommend guidance for Federal agencies on radiation matters (42 U.S.C.
2021(h)), the EPA has developed general criteria to guide Federal agency decisions concerning
rad'ilogical waste management. The proposed mill tailings management and disposal requirements
of Chapter 12 are consistent with these criteria. The UMTCA3 references preesisting authori-
ties of RCRA,12 the Clean Air Actl3 and Water Quality Act.14 Under RCRA,12 the EPA could
potentially have regulated the generation and disposal of uranium mill tailings as a hazardous
material. But control of these materials under the Atomic Erergy Act6 (provided by tr bMTCA)e

removes them from jurisdiction of RCRA 12 (Public Law 94-580, Section 1004 (27)). Uv MTCA3
does, however, require consistency, to the maximum extent practicable with the requirc'ents of
RCRA.12 With regard to the Clean Air Actl3 and the Federal Water Quality Control Act,li the
UMTCA3 states that nothing in the Act shall affect the EPA authoriti , emanating from these
other statutes. The precise manner in which EPA will apply authorities under these statutes to
the matter of uranium milling has not been defined.

Under the authority to set generally applicable environmental standards (42 U.S.C. 2201), the
EPA has established limits on exposure: to members of the general public from the uranium fuel
cycle (42 FR 2860, January 13, 1977). These standards (40 CFR 190) become effective at uranium
mills on Cecember 1, 1980 and limit individual exposures to 25 mrem per year, excluding
exposures from radon. The 40 CFR 190 limits do not apply to waste management, so they will not
be effective after the time that mill tailings are finally disposed of (i.e., when the tailings
site is reclaimed).

'. ,|\
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13.5.3 Department of Energy

The UMTCA assigns DOE the primary responsibility for carrying out remedial actions at inactive
mill tailings sites. 00t will be responsible, in conjunction with the States involved, for
selecting specific remedial action that will meet general standards set by EPA as just
described. NRC will be required to concur in important aspects of the inactive sites program
such as remedial actions proposed by DOE.3

DOE is assigned a major role in the long-term control of tailings disposal sites. The UMTCA
specifies that DOE (or some other agency designated by the President) shall assume custody of
inactive sites that are ultimately owned by the Federal Government. Through a license, or by
rule or order, the NRC may, as necessary, require DOE to perform certain monitoring or main-
tenance or emergency measures to protect public health and safety (Section 202a).3

Therefore, through its responsibilities under the UMTCA3 00E assumes a lead role in developing
and actually implementing methods and techniques for cleanup of inactive mill sites and disposal
of mill tailings. Such activity, together with research that DOE will be undertaking on
stabilization methods, will be a proving ground for tailings disposal methcas. DOE, thus,
assumes a lead role in the development of technology applicable to tailings disposal at all
sites.

i.i.
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14. FINANCIAL ASP;^l ^: URANIUM MILL DECOMMI551CNING AND TAILINGS MANAGEMENT

14.1 INTRODUCTIDN

This Chapter addresses the matter of financing decommissioning activities at a uranium mill and
any long-term monitoring or care that may be required at mill and mill tailings sites after
decommissioning. These two fundamentally different concepts of "short-term" financial surety
and "long-term" or " perpetual care" funding are treated separately in this discussion.

Short-term financial surety refers to arrangements iatended to ensure that the mill operator
undertakes the required decommissioning activities. These activities would include decontami-
nation of the mill site and structures, as well as tailings reclamation, according to license
requirements and applicable regulations. fhe current policy of the Commission and Agreement
States requires mill operators to provide sucn financial surety arrangements. The purpose of
this discussion is tn evaluate various financial surety mechanisms, recommend which ones are
adequate, and prcpose what changes in regulation; should be made to put them into effect.

Long-term funding refers to the financing of any ongoing care and monitoring that may be re-
quired at mill tailings sites after termination of the mill operator's decommissioning responsi-
Dilities and license. The question here is wnether a special fund or funds should be estab-
lished to pay for any future care costs from revenuas of active milling operations, ratn.r than
covering such cost 5 by such means as appropriations from general governmental funds.

These issues h3ve been addressed in previous studies including tne Task force Report on Eonding
and Perpetual Care of Licensed Nuclear racilities, written by the Conference of Radiation Con-
trol Program Directoru, and the Policy Recommendations on Financing Stabilization, Perpetual
surveillance ard Maintenance of dranium Mill Tailings, prepared by the Western Interstate
Nuclear Board.2

14.1.1 Summary of Decommissioning and Post-becommissioning Activities

To provide some background to this discussion, events pertinent to decommissioning (f rom initial
licensing, through completion of milling operations, to the post-decommissioning period) are
oriefly described. The precise activities that will take place during the mill decommissioning
phase and in the long-term will be dependent upon the procedural requirements specified in
regulatory guidance yet to be developed. Therefore, this discussion Cannoc be a definitive

statement of what will occur in the decommissioning and post-decommissioning periods. The
aurpose of this discussie1 is to characterize, approximately, the nature and extent of
1ctivities required during these periods, to enhance the understanding of what future costs
should be planned for and to provide a basis for analyzing the short and long-term funding
l' s s ue s .

Figure 14.1 depicts in schematic fashion, the major licensing events and relevant time periods
involved in discussing decommissioning. The following discussion more completely describes
these events.*

({) Initial Licensing - Cecommissioning of the mill site and tailings disposal must be
addressed before the mill begins operation. It is unsound to proceed with operations
without first analyzing how those operations will affect the problem of final cleanup.
This is especially true for sites where the number of tailings disposal options is
limited after several million tons of tailings are generated.

fhus, a major part of the licensing process involves evaluating options for tailings
disposal and committing the applicant to a specific plan, before granting a license.
At this time, it is also necessary to obtain from the mill operator financial
assurance that the approved decommissinning plan will be carried out. That is, pro-
visions for short-term financial surety arrangements must be agreed upon at this time,
and become conditions of the license. After a proposed milling operation is reviewed
and decomissioning approved, a consolidated source and byproduct license will be
issued covering both milling operations and tailings disposal.

* Circled nurters relate to events described by Figure 14.1.

.
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h Mill Operation - Milling operation proceeds according to license conditions and
regulations, including those ensuring future compliance with decommissioning plans,
once the license terminates. Operations terminate when it is no longer economically
viable to continue.

Some of the costly aspects of the tailings disposal program will be carried out refore
cr during milling operations. For instance, lining of the tailings disposal a n 1, to
prevent seepage, will obviously have to occur before milling operations begin. If a
special below grade pit is dug (such as is featured in disposal program alternatives 4
and 5), these excavation costs will be incurred before milling operations begin. In
some instances (as indicated for alternative 5), partial reclamation of tailings
disposal areas may begin before the end of mill operations. Portions of the tailings
area may be covered and revegetated, while other portions of the impoundment area are
in active u3e.

@ Site Decommissioning and Final Tailings Reclamation--This will involve the operator
decontaminating mill structures and site, permitting the tailings to dry out, and
reclaiming the tailings disposal area or completing the reclamation begun during
milling operation. Specific decomm ssioning activities will vary from site to site
and, as a consequence, the time needed to complete this activity will vary. In any
event, the time period is expected to span seve al years, primarily to allow time for
the tailings to dry sufficiently to permit the ust of heavy earth-moving equipmert on
them. The period of drying will vary, depending on site-specific circumstances, but
could last as long as ten years.

h Compliance Determination--This period will overlap with the previous one. NRC and/or
State regulatory of ficials will review information provided by the applicant and make
independent measurements and observations in order to determine that the decommis-
sioning activity performed by the applicant meets the terms of the license and applic-
able regulations. The " Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Contral Act of 1978" (UMICA)3
establishes an oversight role for NRC for long-term control of all sites. Specifically,
the NRC is required to determine compliance with tailings disposal requirements, and
retain a continuing role of overseeing the agency having custody of the si'as (Section
202(a) of UMTCA).

Government inspectors will be onsite during this period to ensure that the thickness
and shape of cover material placed on the tailings disposal area for isolation and
radon attenuation is as specified in the approved tailings plan. (Also, see Sec-
tien 10.3 for description of monitoring activities during this period.) In most
cases, ho ever, where revegetation is an important aspect of the reclamation stheme,
there will have to be an " extended" perind of cbservation, to determine that, in fact,
vegetation is establishing itself as planned. This extended period will also be
necessary to ensure that there are no " unexpected" problems with the tailings disposal
scheme, such as excessive erosion in one section of the tailings area during heavy
rains, or problems in " drying out" of the tailings impoundment. In the case of
" unexpected problems," the applicant will be called upon to modify or ccrrect problem
areas. This would extend the time table of his reclamation efforts. The duration of
this period will vary. It could be as long as 5 to 20 years, depending upon site-
specific conditiors.g

During this period fencing of the site might be necessary to ensure that there could
not be grazing or other land uses at the site, before the natural vegetation cover
establishes itself.

h License Terminates, Government Assumes Controi--When site reclamation is complete, and
observation indicates that reclamation is working out as was anticipated, and license
conditions applicable to decommissioning have been met, the mill operator will be
released from his responsibilities at the site. His source material, byproduct mate-
rial, or any other licenses under the Atomic Energy Act will be terminated by the NRC
or the Agreemect State. State agencies charged with carrying out gereral mining and
milling reclamation laws are expected to evaluate the effectiveness of reclamation
efforts, to determine compliance with these laws. A more complete description of
these kinds of activities is presented in Appendix R.

As noted in Chapter 13, the Congress, in the UMfCA has authorized government owner-3

ship of tailings sites. This Act contains a provision that title to the land shall be
transferred to the United States or the State in which such land is located, at the
option of such State. Therefore, at this time, the responsible agency would assume
custody of the site. In the case of Federal ownership this will be the Department of
Energy (unless otherwise decided by the President). . , -
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([) Long-Term Monitoring--Although the basic criterion for tailings disposal is that the
disposal method not depend en perpetual human care and maintenance, as concluded in
Chapter 12, tailings sites must be owned by a government agency. This prudent added
measure of control required under the UMTCA,a will, for as long as it can be provided,
prevent land uses that might contribute to the degradation of overburden cover iso-
lating the tailings, or that would lead to direct human exposure.

Thr UMTCA provides that the Commission may, pursuant to a license, or by rule or
order, require the custodian of such property or material to undertake such monitoring
and maintenance as is determined necessary to protect the public health and safety.3
It is expected that surveillance of sites will consist primarily of periodic visual
inspections of the site. A more complete description of potential surveillance activi-
ties is presented in Section 10.3. (Alternate surveillance activities are described
in Aprendix R). The major government monitoring activity will be carried out by DOE.
NRC's oversight role is expected to involve a very small ef fort in comparison with
DOE's. That is, NRC's role will be to establish what monitoring should be done, and
will not be one which duplicates actual DOE inspection activities.

14.2 SHORT-TERM FINANCIAL ASSURANCE

The purpose of short-term financial sureties is to provide assurances that the mill operator
will be around, or that a sufficient sum of tne mill op?rator's money will be around, to perform
tailings site reclamation. To appreciate the impact of this requirement, it is necessary to
first put the nature of the costs and the technical aspects of mill decommissioning into some
sort of perspective.

Reclaiming a uranium mill tailings site will basically be a dirt-moving operation, not unlike
reclamation activities which are conducted at many mining sites (including non uranium mine
sites). These operations will be very different from the decommissioning of other types of fuel
cycle facilities. The level of radioactivity (specific activity) associated with uranium mill
tailings is much lower than the level associated with reactors or reprocessing plants. Reactors
or reprosessing plants involve a high level of radioactivity and will require more elaborate or
sophisticated decontamination procedures and safety precautions. Furthermore, as indicated in
Chapter 11, costs associated with final stabilization of the mill tailings disposal area and
site cleanup will be about $5,000,000. By comparison, the estimated cost range for decommis-
sioning a nuclear power reactor or reprocessing plant is $50,000,000 to $60,000,000.4 There-
fore, the nature of final reclamation activities at mill tailings sites will be more like other
mining reclamation activities than decommissioning of other nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

fhis section on short-term financial assurances attempts to define some of the surety mechanisms
that are available, discussing the major distinguishing features of each. In addition, there is

a general discussion of the relative merits of each surety mechanism, that is, the advantages
and disadvantages or each mechanism as it would be applied in the specific situation of insuring
the performance of mill decommissioning and mill tailings reclamation. Finally, a proposed
staff position on acceptable financial surety arrangements is stated and provisions that should
be incorporated in the regulation are proposed.

Since the primary purpose of this section is the evaluation of various surety concepts, it is
written in general language. For instance, the roles of specific government agencies are not
discussed, since these roles can vary among NRC regulated States and Agreement States. However,
following evaluation of various surety concepts, Section 14.2.5 presents a separate discussion
on implementation, where specific agency roles are desciibed.

14.2.1 Short-Term Financial Alternatives for Assuring Tailings Pile Management

fhere are a wide variety of financial assurance sch mes that could be investigated; however, the
financial surety mechanisms considered most feasible are:

surety bonds purchased by a mill operator from a surety company
cash deposits to a State or Federal agency
certificates of deposit
deposits of securities to a State or Federal agency
secured interests in mill operator's assets

letters or lires of credit from a financial institution
self-insurance hy the r ll operator

Alternatives involving the taxing authority of the State or Federal Covernment f or development
of a f und are not considered desirable f or short-term financing and, hence, are not evaluated.
A tax or fee would entail signif k.ntly greater administ rat ive co3ts than the alternatives

I'
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listed above. More importantly, the primary responsibility for decommissioning and reclaiming
sites lies with the mill operator; paying a tax to a goverraent agency will tend to create a
situation where this responsibility is transferred from the mill operator to the government
agency. U.Ner all the alternatives just listed, the State and/or the Federal Government would
oversee the establishment of assurances, but would not be heavily burdened by their administra-
tive or fund disbursement responsibilities. The alternatives presented are those that would be
expected to entail the least amount of administrative cost for assuring that reclamation and
decommissioning is carried out by the mill operator, according to the approved plan. These
alternatives are all described in a special report 5 on financial sureties and long-term care
funding prepared for Argonne National Laboratory, in support of this generic statement. All
these surety me'. hods are either presently being used or provision has been made for their use,
in the uranium milling States. The following discussion reflects broad experience with these
mechanisms.

14.2.2 Criteria and Practical Considerations

The following is a brief discussion of the criteria that were considered in the evaluation of
the various surety mechanisms. The primary factor that was considered was the degree to which
each methad would protect the pile from becoming a public liability. The alternatives were also
evaluated from several other points of view, related primarily to administration of the financial
surety, to provide a more complete characterization of what the various mechanisms would entail.
In addition, the discussion of these administrative factors identifies aspects of the mechanisms
that must receive special attention or be taken account of in any regulation. These criteria
include:

Level of difficulty in obtaining funds in case of default.

Amount of administrative time and expense required to implement and monitor the
surety.

Problems of asset valuation engendered by the surety.

Costs of surety mechanism or loss of productive use of corporate assets was also
considered since this may lead to economic inefficiencies which are ultimately passed
on to the consumer.

14.2.3 Description of Alternatives and Their Applicability

14.2.3.1 Surety Bonds

Surety bonds are presently tM most e tensively used method for providing assurance that reclama-
tion plans will be carried out.

A surety bond is simply a method of providing a cosigner on an obligation. The surety company
takes on a possible liability for a profit. As with insurance, a premium is paid to the surety
company by the insured or bonded entity (in this case the mill operator). If the bonded mill
operator were to default on this obligation to carry out reclamation and decommissioning activi-
ties, the bonding cumpany must provide the guaranteed funds to the holder of the bond (the
regulatory or other suitable government agency) to have the work done, or else arrange to imple-
ment the reclamation plan itself. On the other hand, upon successful completion of reclamation
activities by the mill operator, the bonding arrangement can be terminated and the bonding
company released from its obligation. The assurance provided by a bond, that funds will be
available on default, is no better than the ability of the surety company to pay the obligation.
Surety performance bonds covering mill tailings site reclamation are open-ended arrangements;
that is, they remain in effect until the reclamation program has been completed and approved.*
The bonds are reviewed periodically and adjusted through riders which account for inflation, in
addition to other variables that may affect reclamation costs, such as anticipated changes in
the volume of tailings to be generated.

Surety compani*s are generally regulated by State laws designed to ensure that the surety
company is solvent and has assets of at least a minimum amount. Also, this State regulation of
surettes involves assessment of financial management practices, including examination of whether
the sureties are dversified in their lines of credit. The policing of surety companies by some
State agency gives the regulatory agency concerned with reclamation additional assurance that

5the surety will be able to pay on default. According to the special report prepared in support
of this evaluation. in some cases defaults on surety bonds wind up in court. Thus, they may be

" Caution should be ixercised to insure that these performance bonds are in fact open ended
and remain in ef fect until the reclamation program has been completed and approved. /
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more of a problem to collect on than certificates of deposit, which generally don't become
involved in such litigation. However, staf f investigation has shown that collection records on
these forfeitures in the coal industry have been very good.

Some background information is necessary to develop some appreciation for the costs of obtaining
such a surety bond. The intent of this computation is only to give an order-of-magnitude esti-
mate of the out-of pocket costs incurred by the mill operator, in addition to the actual costs
for performing reclamation at a typical mill. The active lifetime of the typical plant assumed
in this study is fifteen years. During this period, the plant would process 11 million tons of
ore and produce 21,900 tons of yellowcake. Assuming that the surety bond would be obtained in
the mill's first year of operation and continue through five years after the active plant life-
time, the bond would be an out-of pocket cost item for a total of 20 years. If the level of
assura.:e required thoughout this period is three million dollars, at a cost of $7.50 per $1,000
per year, the out-of pocket cost for each of the 20 years, in 1978 dollars, is $22,500 or
$450,000 total for 20 years. The cost per ton of ore processed would be four cents per ton.
The cost per pound of yellowcake would be one cent per pound. Compared to current and expected
prices of yellowcake, an increase of one cent per pound, in 1978 dollars, appears to be a modest
cost to bear for the financial assurances of site decommissioning and reclamation of the tailings
pile. Because the costs of site decommission"ng and reclamation are expected to inflate in
accord with general ecancmic inflation, a periodic review of the adequacy of funds is necessary.

_The major advantages of the surety bonding mechanism are:

1. Administrative costs associated with a bond, exclusive of costs related to forfeitures,
would be minimal. A document sent to the regulatory agency from the surety and filed
with the operator's application ard some assurance that the surety is properly certi-
fied by the agency licensing sureties, would be all the effort necessary to implement
the bonding mechanism. Amendments to the amount of the bond would also involve minimal
correspondence with the surety. Bonding companies thur'ughly screen the credit record
of the companies that tney bond, so the agency does not have to become involved in
checking an operator's financial condition.

2. A simple rider to an existing bond, or the purchase of a new bond, is all that would
be required to adjust the amount of the bond, if this is necessary.

3. No problem of asset valuation exists in this alternative. That is, the responsible
agency doesn' t have to continually keep track of the value of the surety, as would be
necessary with a depcsit of securities discussed below.

4. For a mill operator, the total bond amount >n be carried as _ontingent liability
that will not impair his liquidity, in tha- ;he liability does not have to be
reflected in the balance sheets. Thus, very few assets are 'ost to more productive
uses during the active mill lifetire, as would be the case wit' cash or security
deposits.

The major disadvantages of bonding are;

1. Obtaining funds from the surety upon cerault may be more difficult than under some
other alternatives;

2. The operator incurs out of pocket expenses for the bond, in addition to the costs of
reclamation. For a $3-million surety bond at $7.50/yr./$1000, the cost for tne
typical mill is abou' four cents per ton of ore milled, if the lifetime cf the mill
and the duration of the bond are the same. These costs would be incurred over anc
above those costs associated with performing reclamation activities.

14.2.3.2 Cash Deposits

i Cash deposit is another method of assuring reciamation .hereby an amount equal to or greater
than the estimated cost of reclamation is deposited into an account. Use of the funds in this
ac".ount is restricted to covering the cost of site reclamation. If and when the mill operator
defaults, the State or Federal Government could withdraw the fund. Assuming that the mill
operator does not default, he withdraws the money upon termination of his operations, and he
performs the reclamation, thus retaining the primary responsibility for site clean up.

Some of the advantages of this method include;

1. There is minimal difficulty in cbtaining funds in case of default by the operator.

1 O
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2. No problem of asset valuation exists in this alteraative.

3. There is no additional cost to the operator above the required sum nece sary for
reclamation (as there would be if one choc? to use a surety bond).

Some disadvantages of this method are:

1. While cash is in the account, ther' is a loss of productive use of corporate assets
that could be used in productive investments for the mill operator. Other investments
would be expected to return a greater yield than the interest paid on the cash, thus,
potentially reducing consumer costs

2. Mcre effort is needed to adjust the amount of the fund than is required under some
other alternatives. However, this additional measure of effort is expected to be
minimal. To increase the amount, a letter must be sent to the operator to obtain
additional funds, and funds must be transferred.

14.2.3.3 Certificate of Deposit (CD)

Generally, certificates of deposit may be issued by any bank. Cash or securities are deposited
by the mill operator with the bank and a certificate of deposit is issued, made payable to a
government agency. Only the government a y ncy can cash the certificate. It can be cashed if
the mill opera'or f ails to perform decomm.ssioning and reclamation activities according to the
30 proved plan, and used to have these activities performed. On the other hand, if the mill
operator satisfactorily decommissions the mill and reclaims the tailings site, the government
agency will cash the certificate of deposit and return it to the mill operator. Therefore, the
certificate of deposit surety mechanism is effectively very much the same as deposits of securi-
ties or cash.

Some advantages of this method are:

1. There is minimal difficulty in obtaining funds in case of default by the operatcr,
since the certificate is held by the government agency.

2. No problem of asset valuation exists under this method.

"" ) . The additional cost to the mill operator, above the actual amount of the certificate,
that is, the fee for purchasing the certificate of ceposit, is small.

Some disadvantages of this method are:

1. More effort is needed to adjust the amount of the fund than is required under some
other alternatives. ( A new certificate of deposit must be purchased. )

3. Certificate < of deposit result in a large amount of corporate assets being unavailable
for the conduct and development af business. The interest rate on these deposits
would, in most cases, be significantly less than the percent profit earned by the
corporation.

14.2.3.4 Deposits of Securities

Theoretically, the securities referred to here could be of several different kinds including:
long-term U.S. bonds; municipal bonds; or corporate securities. Under this method, securities
with a value greater than the actual estimated reclamation cost usually woulo have to be re-
quired. In any case, bonds generally would be discounted from their market value, to ensure
that the cash value is sufficient if and when the mill operator defaults on reclamation.

Some of the advantages of this method include:

1. There is little difficulty in obtaining the funds if the operator defaults, as the
government agency already has the necessary funds.

2. The mill operator incurs no out-of pocket expenses (such as annual premium for a
surety bond).

Some disadvantages associated with this method are:

1 Unless a trust administrator is used, the respons:ble government agen;v must play a
more active role under this method than under most other alternatives. It must hold
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the funds, distribute dividends from the securities to the mill operator, deterrine
security values, and exchange securities for other securities, as the mill operator
desires or as the market demand changes.

2. The values of the securities will fluctuate as market demand changes, thus causing
additional administrative time to be spent to ensure that the proper amount is main-
tained in the fund.

3. Some difficulty is expected in adjusting the amount in the account. This involves
contacts with the mill operator for additional securities, and fund administration
time.

4. There is a loss of productive use of corporate assets. Securitic lose their
liquidity, and although exchanges of securities are possible, the regulatory agency
must approve the securities used. Investments which might be acceptable for security
deposits generally do not earn as much as other investments might.

14.2.3.5 Secured Interests

A secured interest is an interest in personal property or fixtures of the mill operator that
gives to the holoer of the interest, rights to possession of the property, to ensure payment of
an obligation. A secured interest running to a government agency gives that government agency
the right, in the event of default by a mill operator, to tane possession of the assets it has
an interest in and sell them in satisfaction of the claim. Such an agreement is legally estab-
lished through formal documents. In most cases where a secured interest has been properly
created, the holder of the interests has priority over these assets if the mill operator goes
bankrupt. The secured assets may be repossessed by the secured interest holder, and proceeds
from the sale of the assets are not required to be shared with other creditors in bankruptcy
proceedings. Generally, secured interests are governed by Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial
Code,6 which has been enacted in all States except Lnuisiana, with only a few local variations.

Some of the advantages of this method are:

1. No out of pocket expenses are incurred by the mill operator. The only costs involved
would be tho:e associated with drawing up the required documents.

2. There is no loss of productive use of corporate assets. The collateral which is used
as the secured interest can stay with the mill operator for use in his operations.

Disadvantages of this method are:

1. A significant amount of time may be necessary to administer this procedure. In
addition to the man-hours that may be needed in case of default, it may take a sub-
stantial amount of time to establish a security interest by completing all the
necessary paperwork and inspecting the collateral that is used as the secured
interest. Time may also be necessary to periodically check the assets used for
collateral to ensure that they haven't been sold or depreciated substantially. When
assets of the mill operator are used as collateral, there is an additional problem of
valuation of the assets. It is often difficult to place a value on assets such as
equipment.

2. When it becomes necessary to adjust the amount of the fund, idditional es;ets must be
added to or withdrawn from the agreement. Again, this involves the problem of valua-
tion of assets.

3. Significant difficulty may exist in obtaining the fund on default. In fact, it is
likely that a lawsuit will result.

4. Under the secured interest alternative, the government may have difficulty disposing
of the secured assets.

14.2.3.6 Letters of Credit

letters of credit are anoth3r short-term alternative to ensure reclamation of mill tailings

piles. Traditionally, letters of credit have been primarily used in international tradc.
However, they are beginning to be used more in domestic transactions although none of the coal
surface mining States have authority to use this method yet. In using this method, the mill
operator would apply to his bank for the issuance of a letter of credit that commits h s bank to
pay the beneficiary, the government, when the letter of credit comes due; in this case it would
come due upon default of an operator's duty to perform reclamation.

. . . .
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for a mill operator to obtain a letter of credit, he must apply to a bank or financial insti-
tution that will issue one. Not all banks will issue a letter of credit. The mill operator
will often be required to give the bank some type of security interest in his property. In the
alternative, he may need to supply capital to the bank to ensure that he will not default.

For a three million dollar letter of credit at a bank that charges a fee of 1.5 percent of the
face value of the letter of credit per year, the cost for the typical mill would be about 6 cents
per ton of ore milled, in 1978 dollars, if the lifetime of the mill and the duration of the
letter of credit are the same.

Some of the advantages of this method include:

1. This method requires only a minimal amount of time, on the part of the government
agency, to administer. The letter of credit is filed with the operator's license. A
check of the bank's financial status may also be desirable.

2. There is no valuation of assets problem for the government agency. The agency simply
receives the letter of credit for the amount required.

Disadvantages of this method include:

1. Scme difficulty exists ir adjusting the amount of the surety. This would require the
issuance of a new letter of credit f rom the banx.

2. Some ut of pocket expenses, associated with obtaining the letter of credit, are
incur ed.

3. This alterndtive may require that the mill operator provide some sort of collateral to
the bank, resulting in the loss of assets for more productive uses.

4. In the event of default by the mill operator, funds may be difficult to obtain from
the bank. The State or Federal agency would have to prove the default of the opera-
tor, to which the bank may coject or have defenses.

14.2.3.7 Self-Insurance by the Mill Operator

As used in this analysis, self-insurance means an arrangement whereby the operator agrees to
perform the reclamation and can show financial stability over the long term. In effect, it is
an alternative involving no additional assurance other than tne operator's legal obligation to
perform decommissioning, which is required as a condition of the license. The legal obligation
will exist regardless of any separate contract. ereby the operator agrees to perform
decommissioning.

Some of the advantages of this alternative are:

No adjustments in amount of surety would be necessary.
No valuation problem exists.
No loss of productive use of working capital.

Some disadvantages are:

In case of default, the government agency would have to obtain a legal judgment based on
its contract with the mill operator, and would have to execute its judgment, if the opera-
tor has assets out of which the judgment can be satisfied. Although this approach is
favorable to mill corporations and perhaps credible when a large, diverse corporation is
involved, it provides little additional assurance beyond regulations requiring mill decom-
missioning and reclamation of tailings. (See Chapter 13 for more complete discussion of
current regulatory authorities following mill operation and prior to decommissioning.)

14.2.4 Conclusions and Staff Recommendations

There are a number of surety mechanisms that the staff considers will provide adequate public
protection against mill operator default prior to performance of reclamation. The alternatives
that the staff finds acceptable on a generic basis are the surety bonds, cash deposits, certifi-
cates of deposit, deposits of government securities and letters of credit. These alternatives
were all found to be acceptable because without incurring a great administrative burden, each
mechanism can be structured in such a way that a high degree of assurance that the pile will not
become a public liability is prc ided. Although the administrative burdens associated with the
various mechanisms that the staff has approved do vary to a certain extent, this variance is not
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expected to be significant. Approving a range of satisfactory alternatives allows the mill
operator a measure of ficxibility in selecting the mechanism that best suits his needs. In
addition, this range allows the use of a combination of surety mechanisms. For instance, a mill
operator planning to perform staged reclamation may wish to obtain a surety bond at the time of
initial licensing, when assets are generally more limited. Then, once milling operations begin
and income is being generated, the mill operator could begin making deposits to an escrow
account. When the escrow account reaches a point where the amount is sufficient to cover the
costs of reclaiming the maximum amount of tailings exposed at any one time, the bond can be
dropped.

While the other financial assurance mechanisms discussed above may be acceptable in certain
cases, they do not appear acceptable on a generic basis. It is the judgment of the staff that
the drawbacks of the other surety mechanisms makes them unacceptable; for example, the admin-
istrative burden associated with monitoring a secured interest surety, in addition to the poten-
tial difficulty associated with obtaining and than disposing of the secured assets, makes this
mechanism unacceptable on a generic basis. Plans for alternative surety methods would have to
be evaluated on a case-by-ca;e basis.

states that provisions for financial surety should be incorporated into regulations.The UMTCA3
Specifically, the staff proposes that the regulation:

1. require that a surety be provided;

2. require that the anount of the surety te deternined en the basis of cost estinates
in the anprevel plan for site decornissionina and tailiras disonsa! cnsts should
be those for hiring an irdependent cortractor to perforn these activities. The
amount of the surety should also includo the long-term funding charse since this
will not be paid to the utlinate custodian until termination of the license.

3. allow flexibility regarding the specific surety mechanism employed, stating that:

cash deposits
surety bonds
certificates of deposit
deposits of government sacurities, and
letters of credit

would be acceptable on a generic basis, and other surety mechanisms would be evaluated
on a case-by-case basis, for acceptability.

4. stipulate those f actors that must be considered in setting up the surety arrangement:

Inflation;

Noncancellable nature of the mechanism (i.e., the term of the surety must be
open-ended--it must remain in *ffect until the regulatory agency releases it, on
satisfactory completion of dec amissioning and reclamation); and

Adjustment provision that ties the review for surety adequacy in with the license
renewal period, not to exceed five years. The amount of the surety should

increase in accordance with increases in the amount of disturbed land and infla-
tion, and decrease in accordance with decommissioning and reclamation that has
been performed. This will yield a surety that is at least sufficient at all
times to cover the costs of decommissioning and reclamation of the areas that are
expected to be disturbed, before the next license renewal.

14.2.5 Implementation of Short-Term Financial Assurance Proposal

It has been the policy of the staff to require mill operators to provide financial surety
arrangements before licensing. However, as indicated in Chapter 13, the UMTCA3 clearly
authorizes the Commission to issue such financial assurance requirements. In addition, the Act3
states that the Commission shall take into account financial arrangements required by other
agencies, so as to avoid unnecessary duplication and expense,

w'th respect to NRC licensing cases, implementation of this financial assurance requirement can
occur in several different ways. The NRC can directly administer the surety arrangements, or
else other State agencies can administer the financial assurances, where this is convenient.
For example, in the situation where a State agency handles the surety arrangements for related
mining activities, it has not proven to be that difficult for them to bandle the surety arrange-
ments covering the mill and mill tailings site decommissioning and reclamation also, since this
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is only a relatively small addition to the necessary mine reclamation. In fact, this is the
current situation in several States,

Regarding the implementation of the financial assurance requirement in the Agreement States,
much of the legal framework required of States to implement assurances for stabilization and
reclamatiort of tailings piles is in place or is forthcoming in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
Texas and Washington. All the Agreement States that have active mills have the authority to
require mill operators to obtain one of the financial sureties discussed in this chapter,

Arizona's Revised Statutes 7 require each licensee to post a financial surety. That law allows
surety bonds, letters of credit, cash bonds, and other mechanisms on a case-by-case basis.

Colorado allows surety bonds, cash deposits and government securities. Certificates of deposit,
secured interests and letters of credit are not specifically mentioned in the Rules and Regula-
tions of the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board (5/77 Rules 1-7);" however, the authority
seems broad enough for the Board to accept these surety mechanisms also.

New Mexico's Radiation Protection Act gives the Environmental Improvement Board authority to9

promulgate regulations requiring the posting of a surety to ensure cumpliance with regulations
and license conditions.

The Texas Surface Mining and Reclamation Act10 allows surety bonds, cash deposits and some
negotiable securities.

The State of Washington's Department of Health and Social Services Regulation ll does not speci-
fically mention a surety requirement; however, authority exists to place conditions on licenses,
including a surety requirement.

On the basis of this, the current regulatory framework in the Agreement States appears to be
compatible with the staff prcposals just delineated concerning financial surety arrangements.

14.3 LONG-TERM FUNDING

As stated in Chapter 12, the staff concludes that tailings should be disposed of 50 that no
angoing active care of disposal sites be required. Furthermore, the staff has concluded that
mill structures and sites should be decommissioned to allow unrestricted use of portions of the
site away from the tailings disposal area. As stated in Chapter 12, the staff has concluded
'. hat it would be prudent to continue monitoring and esercising land use controls at disposal
sites. Such controls, for as long as they could be provided, would constitute an added measure
of protection to that provided by physical containment barriers. The purpose of this monitorirg
activity would be to confirm that the site was not disrupted by natural erosion or by human
related activities. The nature of the situation at these sites would, therefore, be a passive

No active maintenance would be required and costs at individual sites are, therefore,one.

expected to be relatively small (on the order of about two thousand five hundred dollars per
year - 1978 dollars as described below).

As indicated in Chapter 13, the UMTCA3 specifies arrangements that assure that such long-term
control is possible. Specifically, the Act requires that mill tailings disposal sites be trans-
ferred to the United States or the State in which such land is located, at the cption of such
State, mcept where the Commission determines that government ownership is n "necessary or
desirable ta protect the public health, safety, or welfare or to ninimize or eliminate danger to
lif e or property"3 (Section 202a). The Act further requires, in any case, that a license be in
effect and empewers the Commission to require the custodian to undertake such control measures,
as may be necessary (Section 202a).

Altlough costs on an individual site basis are espected to be small, overall monitoring costs
could be accreciable. Therefore, the question of how such long-term costs should be provided is
pertirent. The UMfCA states that "if the Commission determines that any long-term maintenance
and monitoring is necessary, the licensee will mne available such financial arrange-
ments as may be necessary "3 (Section 203). The Act3 further states that the Commission
shall take into account financial arrargements required by other agencies, so as to avoid un-
necessary duplication and expense.

This sectic, presents the staff proposed position on the question of funding for long-term
monitoring of tailings disposal sites.
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14.3.1 Staff Proposal

The staff proposes the following with regard to the issue of long-term funding:

1. Funds shculd be provided by each mill operator to cover the costs of long-term
monitoring.

2. A charge of $250,000 (1978 dollars) per site should be levied on mill operators,
before termination of a license. The charge would be paid to the Federal Government
unless the State in which a mill is located chooses to have this responsibility. In
any event, the sum for long-term monitoring should be paid to whichever governmental
body is going to be the ultimate custodian of the site.

If the long-term monitoring charge is paid to the Federal Government, it should be
deposited in the general treasury funds of the United States, as opposed to a special
earmarked fund that might be established. In the situation where a State opts to have
custody of a site, it will also be responsible for fend management. Therefore, if a
State w:shes to deposit long-term surveillance funds in an earmarked account, rather
than seek an annual or bi annual appropriation from the State legislature for this
purpose, they would bc free to do so.

3. If monitoring requirements at a particular site are determined, on the basis of a site
specific evaluation, to be significantly greater than those assumed here, variance in
funding requirements should be arranged.

4. The amount paid by operators for long-term funding should be adjusted to recognize
inflation. The inflation rate to be used is that indicated by the change in the
Consumer price Index, which is published regularly by the U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The staff believes that tnis position is reasonable because it conforms in general principle
with tha notion that the waste generator should pay all costs for waste disposal, including any
long-term costs incurred. Based on what the staff expects will be needed in terms of the long-
term monitoring at most tailings disposal sites, the proposed arrangement is a fair, simple, and
efficient one.

More complicated schemes involving such things as earmarking of funds and sliding scales for
charges levied on operators, are unwarranted and inappropriate, given the uncertainty that
exists over long-term stability of institutions, and other factors, such as long-term perform-
ance of interest and inflation rates. The proposed arrangement is a simple one, and as such, is
adequate to handle the kind of uncertainties involved. The following discusses, in more detail,
aspects of the long-term funding issue that were considered by the staff, and alternatives to
the aforementioned proposal that were evaluated.

14.3.2 Assumptions

Establishing requirements for funding to cover the costs of long-term monitoring of the mill
tailings sites depends on the assumptions that are made primarily with respect to: (1) the
nature and extent of effort required for site control; and (2) the balance between interest and
inflation rates over the long-term. Briefly, the primary assumptions on which the staff
proposal is based are:

1. Disposal methods will be those that do not depend on active care and maintenance,
after license termination. As a result, ongoing costs will be relatively small. Two
thousand five hundred dollars (1978 dollars) per mill site per year will be required
for long-term monitoring.

2. The real rate of return on invested money will be one percent.

14.3.3 Level of Monitoring Activity and Costs

As described in Section 10.3, it is expected that monitoring at tailings disposal sites will
involve annual visits to confirm that isolation provided by the tailings disposal program is
performing as anticipated and to ensure that the tailings are not being disturbed by human
activity. Such visits might involve taking photographs of the site to permit the following of
trends in site conditions from year to year. No active care or remedial actions such as irri-
gation of vegetation, hauling of fill to the site, regrading, seeding or the like are expected
to be required. There will be no replacement of ,encing which may be left at the site or main-
tenance of any onsite facilities or equipment. There will also be no sampling or airborne
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environmental measurements at the sites. Some groundwater monitoring might be performed by
inspectors using portable groundwater sampling equipment.

Vir*ually the only cost item for long-term monitoring, therefore, is expected to be the time and
effort of government inspectors who will visit the sites--their time in travel, making inspec-
tions, and preparing for and following up on inspections. (See Appendix R for a more complete
discussion of this and alternate monitoring scenarios that correspond to what might be required
if active care of sites is necessary.)

There will obviously be some variation in monitoring costs from one site to another. The fact
that no mill tailings sites have actually been reclaimed results in uncertainty about the pre-
cise nature of monitoring that will be required. The scenario described above for monitoring is
based on the staf f's current best estimate of what will be required. As stated previously, the
staff considers that, with the uncertainties involved, it is prudent to establish long-term
funding arrangements using a conservative estimate. Therefore, the staff has selected $2,500,
the upper bound of a range ($1,250 to $2,500) of estimated annual costs, per site to account for
such uncertainties.

There are several additional monitoring and site control activities, not described in the above
monitoring scenario, that might, under some conditions, be prudent to perform. The staff con-
siders that these activities are sufficiently unlikely or low in cost, to make the above esti-
mates of costs reasonably conservative and, therefore, appropriate for establishing long-term
funding requirements. In rare cases, it may be decided at a later time that monitoring require-
ments at a particular site will be significantly greater than those assumed above. In such
cases, a variance in funding requirements can be arranged if the level of expected activity is
judged to be sufficiently different than that assumed here. The following discusses more fully
these potential additional activities and why the staff proposed funding scheme is appropriate.
(For additional discussion of alternate monitoring scenarios and associated cost estimates refer
to Appendix R.)

As discussed above, it may be prudent in some cases for inspectors to sample a few groundwater
monitoring wells during their inspection and analyze for an indicator element such as
radium-226. The preoperational, operational and compliance determination monitoring programs
will be extensive, both from the point of view of what is done and the period of time covered
(15-30 years). These programs will be sufficient, therefore, to determine if there are any
potential groundwater problems at a site. If problems are identified and remedial action is
considered necessary, this will be determined before a license is terminated, and the operator
will t,e available to take action. Therefore, any sampling over the long-term would have the
purposc of confirming that there are no problems occurring and, as such, will be very limited.

In some rare cases, it may be necessary to visit a site more frequently than annually. For
example, if there were a period of very severe weather (e.g. , heavy rainfall and flooding, a
tornado or an earthquake near a site), a special inspection might be required. However, the
staff considers that such visits would be very infrequent and that the degree of conservatism in
the staff estimate is sufficient to account for them.

In some rare cases, site observation during the operational, reclamation and compliance determi-
nation periods might indicate that a site may either require continued fencing or some degree of
aClive Care. This is mOst likely to occur, if at all, at Currently active sites where opera-
tions began prior to the establishment of the proposed staff requirements for tailings disposal.
If this occurs, the expected level of care could be estimated on the basis af site specific
conditions and a fee different than that recommended here could be levied on the mill operator
to cover the expected additional ongoing effort. This would be worked out in the process of
terminating a license and would have to be based on a benefit-cost assessment of the options for
taking steps to eliminate the need for such active care similar to that described in Sec-
tion 12.4. The regulations on long-term funding, therefore, should provide for such an unlikely
contingency, allowir,g for charges greater than $250,000 to be levied if extenuating circum-
stances warrant this.

Despite tne fact that such a special case might arise, the staff considers that a funding level
should be set now, as opposed to taking a " wait and see" approach at each site. Estimates of
what will be required in the future, in the way of site monitoring, will always be speculative.
The staf f believes the estimates made here to be reasonable, if somewhat on the conservative
side. Fixing a fund amount now establishes a basis for planning by mill operators and assures
that the full costs of operation including waste disposal are understood prior to the beginning
of these operations. Further, establishing a fund amount now will tend to assure that there is
uniferm and equitable treatment of mill operators; variances from the fund amount will occur
only where monitoring activities are significantly different than those assumed here. Finally,
this approach will tend to discou? age adoption of a view that contribution to a "long-term care"
fund might be substituted for development of isolation schemes which will eliminate the need for
active care. In some limited situations, a degree of surveillance beyond that pGstulated here
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might be required. If this is needed, cost estimates must be made on the basis of site specific
conditions. (For illustrative alternate scenarios, see Appendix R.)

14.3.4 Interest and Inflation Rates

The staff proposal involves an arrangement whereby funds paid to the Federal Government are paid
to the general treasury, as opposed to an earmarked " perpetual" fund. Under this arrangement,
no attempt would actually be made to keep track of the funds, as they are paid by operators,
using them only for monitoring of mill tailings disposal sites, as would be done with an ear-
marked fund. The theory of an earmarked, perpetual fund is that funds would be accumulated in a
special account and invested so that expenses for monitoring could be covered by the net annual
yield, taking into account inflation rates and interest. The present worth of the fund would
remain fixed in perpetuity. The staff rejected the concept of a Federally managed perpetual
fund on the basis that it is unrealistic. Once milling operations cease, its value would depend
solely on interest and inflation rates that fluctuate markedly. Although the perpetual fund
arrangement is not opted for, the only reasonable way to determine what would be a fair charge
on mill operators for future monitoring is to hypothesize that such a fund will exist. That is,
the problem is determining how much should be paid by each operator, so that if a special fund
were set up and invested, it would annually yield sufficient funds to pay the costs of inspec-
tion. The intent is to c-+ up an arrangement which is equivalent to an earmarked " perpetual"
fund, but avoids its mana 'nt load.

The rate of inflation over e ry long time period cannot be predicted. However, as the rate of
inflation increases, it is re inable to expect that interest rates will also increase, since
investors will seek investments that assure that principal plus compounded interest will at
least maintain the buying power of the original invested principal. The real rate of interest
is the return on the principal over and above the rate of inflatico, i.e., the increase in the
real value of the principal. As is stated in a report pre;' .a by the Kentucky Legislative
Research Commission on Nuclear Waste Disposal,13 conceptually, the interest rate earned on any
investment includes a real component and an inflation component. "The real rate of interest is
a reward for foregoing present consumption and for bearing the risk that the investment may be
defaulted. The inflation component theoretically adjusts for losses in purchasing power of the
investment caused by inflation."12

As a guide to choosing a real rate of interest for determining what charge should be levied on
mill operators, the staff reviewed past performance of interest and inflation rates. The staff
considers that the long-term gcVernment bond interest rate is an appropriate rate to assume in
this situation. Government bonds, being conservative investments, bear a lower rate of interest
than most investments. Table 14.1 shows how the interest rate and inflation have performed
since 1951. Long-term government bond rates and the consumer price index, a measure of infla-
tion, are compared. The relationship between the rates has fluctuated significantly but the
average real interest rate has averaged very near one percent (1.05 percent) since 1951.
Accordingly, the staff has decided to use one percent as the real rate of return in the
calculations.

As the Kentucky report points out, "the data indicate an upward trend in both interest and
"i2inflation rates during the past quarter century In addition, there has been signi-

ficant variation in the real rate of interest from year to year. If the period 1953-1973, which
was not characterized by extreme inflation, is examined, it can be seen that the real interest
rite averaged 1.82 percent. However, the period 1973-1977 was characaterized by high inflation,
and when these figures are added into the calculations, the real interest rate drops to about
one percent.

Since the conservatively estimated average annual long-term monitoring cost is about $2,500,
assuming a one percent real rate of return, a $250,000 deposit (1378 dollars) per site would be
necessary to cover the costs for long-term monitoring activities.

14.3.5 Options Based on Different Assumptions

Based on the requirement that tai 1ings be disposed of, such that no active care be necessary
over the long term, the staff has p oposed an arrangement whereby charges for funding of long
term monitoring be a fixed amount, from site to site as long as this requirement is satisfied.
This is appropriate since, without a need for active maintenance, costs will be independent of
the size of the tailings pile.

Several other options, stemming from different assumptions, were evaluated by the staff, with
respect to the long-term funding issue.
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Table 14.1 Interest Rates, Inflation Rates and Real Interest Rates *

Change in
Long-Term Govt. Consumer Imputed Real Interest Rates

Bond Rates Price cidex
Year (1+r) (1+i) (1+I)
1951 1.0257 1.079 .9506
1952 1.0268 1.022 1.0047
1953 1.0294 1.008 1.0212
1954 1.0255 1.005 !.0204
1955 1.0284 .996 1.0325
1956 1.0308 1.015 1.0156
1957 1.0347 1.036 .9987
1958 1.0343 1.027 1.0071
1959 1.0407 1.008 1.0324
1960 1.0401 1.016 1.0237
1961 1.0390 1.010 1.0287
1962 1.0395 1.01' 1.0282
1963 1.0400 1.012 1.0277
1964 1.0415 1.013 1.0281
1965 1.0421 1.017 1.0247
1966 1.0466 1.029 1.0171
1967 1.0485 1.029 1.0190
1968 1.0525 1.042 1.0101
1969 1.0610 1.054 1.0066
1970 1.0659 1.059 1.0065
1971 1.0574 1.043 1.0138
1972 1.0563 1.033 1.0226
1973 1.0630 1.062 1.0009
1974 1.0699 1.110 .9639
1975 1.0698 1.091 .9806
1976 1.0678 1.058 1.0093
MEAN: 1951-76 1.0458 1.025 1.0105
MEAN:1953-73 1.0437 1.025 1.0182

* SOURCES: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United
States, Colonial Times to 1970, Bicentennial Edition, Part 2 (U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.), p. 1003,13 September 1975. Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, federal Reserve Bulletin, March 1975,
p. A-30, June 1977, p. A-27.34 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Monthly Labor Review, February 1975, p. 117; February 1977,
p. 117.15
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No Fund

The alternative of having no long-term fund at all was among those options considered by the
staff. Because costs associated with the passive monitoring mode are expected to be relatively
small, and certain administrative costs associated with maintaining the fund are inherent, the
r.o-fund option demanded some consideration. The uncertainties about the various aspects of the
long-term funding question (that is, interest and inflation rates, stability of institutions,
actual level of monitoring needed) and the inevitability of incurring administrative burdens,
may lead one to question whether establishing a fund would be appropriate to cover what the
staff considers will be a relatively small cost. However, it is not possible to quantify pre-
cisely what the administrative burden of a fund will be or to place a value on the uncertain-
ties, in order to weigh these factors against the benefit of establishing a fund. Therefore,

the staff has concluded that the notion that the waste generator should pay the full care costs
should be the guiding principle on this issue. A governmental body will ultimately own the
tailings sites. Thus, if no long-term fund were established, tne taxpayers would be footing
the full bill for monitoring the sites. This would not be fair. The staff believes that the
recommended arrangement resolves this concern, while at the same time being a very economical
and simple solution.

Levy on Product

If one makes the assumption that some active care will be necessary following tailings reclama-
tion, alternate funding schemes appear t; le logical. For example, in the situation where
active care over the long term is necesso y, the size of the tailings pile becomes a criticalv

factor. The size of the pile would directly impact the amount of care and associated care costs
required; i.e., the bigger the tailings pile, the more maintenance that will be required. Under
these circumstances, it would seem logical to have some sort of levy imposed per pound of yellow-
cake produced, or per ton of tailings generated. Obviously, this would result in a fund that
would correlate with the size of the pile, thus producing a more equitable situation under the
assumed circumstances. It should be noted that this type of fund has been created for a few

13 and one in South Carolina.16 At these sites,low-level waste burial grounds, one in Kentucky
due to the nature of the material involved, it is assumed that some active level of care over
the long term will be reauired. New Mexico instituted a similar type of fund as an interim
measure for mill tailings, until NRC adopts regulations governing continued care activities.
They are requiring mill oprrators to deposit ten cents a pound, up to $1,000,000.9

Insurance fund

It has also been suggested that funds be established to cover the costs of any unexpected exten-
sive monitoring or remedial actions that may be required. This would essentially be an "insur-
ance fund." Due to its ary nature, setting the amount of such a fund would be very specula-
tive. This approach would be more appropriate at existing sites where options for tailings
disposal are more limited (see Section 12.4) and where uncertainties about long-term monitoring
efforts are greater than at new sites. It was at least in part to provide such insurance that
New Mexico insituted the long-term funding program described above. The staff proposed program
recognizes the need for flexibility ta increase funding amounts above the minimum in certain
cases pri,arily those involving exifting mills, where it is expected that more surveillance
effort than assumed in establishing the minimum might be required or where uncertainties are
large enough to make increased fuading prudent.

Negotiable fee

Another lono-term funding alternative would be to establish a funding requirement, but leave the
charge negotiable. Under this type of program, site specific features could be evaluated against
a set of criteria and an appropriate long-term funding amount could be chosen on an individual
basis. Although estimates of what will be required in the future will always be speculative,
the staff believes that a minimum level of site monitoring will be necessary. Furthermore,
establishing a fund amount now rather than taking a " wait and see" approach at each site
establishes a basis for planning by mill operators and provides for uniform treatment of mill
operators.

Total Fund Amount

Besides changing the structural aspects of the long-term fund (that is, tax or levy versus fixed
charge, or earmarked fund as opposed to deposits to the general treasury), different assumptions
concerning the anticipated level of long-term monitoring and, thus, the appropriate amount of
the fund, can be made.

For illustrative purposes, Table 14.2 shows the appropriate funding amounts if other assumptions
concerning annual monitoring costs and real interest rates are made. It describes the appro-
priate level of funds for several annual monitoring amounts at the real interest rates of one,
two, and three percent.

-
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Table 14.2 Total Fund Amount to Cover Long-Term Monitoring

Annual Monitoring Amount

$1,000 $2,500 $5,000 $30,000

1 $100,000 $250,000 $500,000 $3,000,000
Real

f*"
2 $30,000 $125,000 $250,000 $1,500,000

ent
3 $33,300 $83,300 $166,700 $1,000,000

14.3.6 Implementation of Staff Long-Term Funding Proposal

As previously stated, the UMICA3 requires government ownership of the mill tailings sites by
either the Federal Government or the States, at the States' option, unless the Commission
determines, before such termination, that transfer of title to such lar.d and such byproduct
material is not necessary or desirable to protect the public health, safety, or welf are or to
minimize or eliminate danger to life or property.

Since the question of ultimate site custody may not be decided until termination of the mill
operator's license, the staff has concluded that the simplest arrangement for the collection of
monies to cover the costs of long-term monitoring is for the charge to be paid, upon termina-
tion of the license, to the governmental agency that will be the ultimate custodian of the site.
The amount of the long-term fund will be included in the surety mechanism from the time of
initial licensing until termination of the license.

The staff considered proposing a requirement that payments be made on an installment basis. A
problem with such a requirement stems from the fact that the decisior, as to who would have
ultimate site custody might not be resolved until termination of the license. Potential
collection schemes that would resolve this problem included:

1. The Federal Government could collect the monies for lonn-term monitoring in all casas,
and transfer funds to a State if the State opts to have custody of the disposal si e;
or

2. The States could collect the monies for long-term monitoring in all cases and ' ransfer
the funds to the Federal Government if they opt to transfer title of the a Lposal
site; or

3. The Federal Government could collect funds from those operators regulated by NRC; and
the Agreement States could collect funds from operators whom they regulate.
Under this arrangement, fund tranfers would be necessary if an Agreement State
chose to turn a disposal site over to the Federal Government, or if a non-
Agreement State chose to hold title to the land.

The staff concluded, however, that such schemes were unwarranted and offered no benefit over
the proposed arrangement. The proposed collecton method is adequate and, furthermore, more
attractive because it will be simpler and more efficient than the schemes just described.
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15. SUMMARv 0F ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS, PRODUCTIVITY
AND RESOURCE COMMITMENTS

15.1 INTRODUCTION

Various potential adverse environmental impacts resulting from conventional milling of uranium
ores are discussed in earlier sections of this statement. Environmental impacts for a base
case featuring a low-level of environmental control are presented in Section 6.2. Environmen-
tal impacts from a cluster of mills are presented in Section 6.3. The cumulative radiological
impacts for the U.S. uranium milling industry (1978-2000), with no control of airborne emis-
sions, are evaluated in Section 6.4. The environmental impacts evaluated for the base case
industry in Chapter 6 are based on nuclear energy growth projections contained in Chapter 3,
and the characteristics of the model region and the model mill described in Chapters 4 and 5,
respectively.

Alternatives for mitigating environmental impacts frcm operating mills and disposed tailings
are described in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 evaluates the impacts from these alternatives, and
Chapter 11 estimates the costs for implementing these alternatives. A final benefit-cost
evaluation of alternatives considered is presented in Chapter 12. Based on this, regulatory
actions for mitigating environmental impacts for operation of mills and tailings disposal are
proposed in Section 12.2. These requirements are briefly summarized below.

1. Mill Operations

o Milling operations shall be condccted so that radiation protection limits applicable
to offsite individuals as specified in 10 CFR 20 and 40 CFR 190 are met. The primary
means of accomplishing this should be by means of emission control. Institutional
controls, such as extending the site boundary and exclusion area, may be employed to
ensure that offsite exposure limits are met, but only after efforts have been taken
to contrcl emissions at the source to the maximum extent reasonably achievable.

2. Tailings Disposal

o Airborne emissions (primarily racon) ' rom the tailings will be reduced to background
2levels. Specifically, radon emissions from tailings will be : educed to a 2 pC;/m /sec

increment above background flux rates which will assure that resulting total flux
rates above tailings piles will be within the variations in flux which naturally
occur.

o Seepage of toxic materials will be eliminated or minimized to the maximum extent
reasonably achievable.

o Fotential die option and misuse of tailings leading to unsafe direct human exposure
will be m.nimized through isolation of tailings with thick earthen covers. A minimum
of th:ee meters cover is specified.

o The need for continuation of active care of sites to redress natural weathering
processes will be reduced to very low levels or eliminated by disposal preferably
below grade or in above grade locations which provide nearly equal protection from
erosion forces. Long-term monitoring of sites will be minimal and is recomnended
primarily as a prudent and ccnservative measure supplementing the physical isolation
provided.

This chapter summarizes: (1) the cumulative unavoidable adverse impacts from future milling
(Sec. 15.2); (2) the relation between short-term usage of man's environment and long-term
prcductivity (Sec. 15.3); and (3) the irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources
from the U.S. milling industry (Sec. 15.4). In this discussion, it is assumed that the
proposed regulatory actions delineated in Chapter 12 will be implemented for future milling
operations. Cumulative impacts are based on a future industry of about 80 conventional uranium
mills by the year 2000.

15.2 CUMULATIVE UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS FOR FUTURE URANIUM MILLING INDUSTRY

The cumulative environmental impacts of the conventional uranium milling industry over the time
period 1978 to 2000 are summarized in Table 15.1. Since the conventional uranium milling
industry is expected to supply about 80% of the U 0s requirements over this time period,3
Table 15.1 approximates the impacts for the entire industry. In gereral, impacts from the
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TABLE 15.1

SUMMARY OF INTEGRATED UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS OF CONVENTIONAL URANIUM MILLING
INDUSTRY THROUGH THE YEAR 2000

103) 460-730 (690)aProduction (MT U 03 3 x
Number of Model Mills in Year 2000 80

3

Number of Model Mill Years 880'

Natural Resource Use
Land Temporarily Disturbed by Milling (ha x 103) 16-25 (24)D
Tailings Disposal Land Permanently

Committed to Restricted Use (ha x 10 ) 4.4-7 (6.4)b3

3 cLand Temporarily Disturbed - Mining (ha x 10 ) 4.2-6.6 (6.2)C'dWater Lost to Evaporation (m3 x 108) 3.9-6.1 (5.8)
CEffluents

Tailings Solids (MT x 10E) 5. 0- 7. 4 (6. 3 )*
Dusts (MT x 103) 100 - 160 (290)
Fumes (MT) 16-26 (24)
Gases (50 , NO ) (MT x 103) 4. 7-7. 6 ( 7)
Radon-Mills (1978-2000)(Cix10') 2.7-10 (8.1)
Radon - Mines (1978-2000) (Ci x 107) 4.0-1.6 (1.0)
Persistent Radon Releases f rom Tailings (KCi/yr) 2.0-5.0 (4.0)

Radiological Impacts *

Milling

Health Effects - 1978 to 3000 (premature d aths) 57-142 (114)7
Life-Shortening - 1978 to 3000 (year lost) 1080-2700 (2000)

Persiscnt Health Effects - Beyond 3000
(premature deaths /yr)f 0.02-0.05 (0.04)

Milling Occupational
Health Effects - 1978 to 2000 (premature deaths) 19-30 (28)
Life Shortening - 1978 to 2000 (years lost) 360-570 (530)

Mining
Health Effects - 1978 to 2000 (prematu e deaths) 58-145 (115)
Life-Shortening - 1978 to 2000 (year loM ) 1100-2750 (2200)

#
for the basis of these nu.1bers, see Chapttr 3 and Appendix S.

b
This salue is based on the approximate number of model mills (80) needed in the year 2000.

c
These values are based on the number of model mill years (800) required to fill 80% of future
U 0s needs (865,000 M'). The non-conventional milling industry is expected to fill 20T,3

(175,000 MT) of the 865,000 MT required over the time period 1978 to 2000.
d
About 20-50% of this would be Icst from mines in addition to that from mills. The figures
given include contribution of moisture from Doth the mill and rainfall into the
tailings impoundment.

" Estimates of radiological impacts are taken from Chapters 6, 9 and 12. The range on radio-
Icgical impacts does not include uncertainties in health effects models. Uncertainties in
health effects models would extend the above ranges by 1/2 to 2. Non-occupational health
effects are for the North American continent. The average life shortening per premature
death is about 19 years (see AppendiA G-7).

ihis includes a conservative estimate of the number of health effects (72 premature deaths)
during the years 1978-2000 because the effect nf covering tailings during operations beyond
the base case (40% covered) has not been taken into account. The degree to which radon is
controlled during operation of the mill is a speculative matter, depending upcn the tailings
management practices used (see Section 9.2.8).
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non-conventional industry per MT of U 0 6re expected to be less than impacts from the con-3 3
ventional industry per MT of U 0s. Estimates of cumulative radon release and land use impacts3

resulting from operation of the industry to the year 2000 are dependent on several key para-
meters. These include projections of nuclear power growth, uranium fuel enrichment policies,
average ore grades processed, surface area and shapes of tailings impoundments and unit radon
flux factors. To simplify analysis, the staff selected and used throughout the document single
values for each of these key parameters. However, in stating cumulative impacts (Table 15-1),
the staff has presented ranges to characterize the degree of uncertainity that exists. The
basis for ranges is given in Appendix S.

While uranium mining was not covered in any depth in this statement, an attempt is made in the
following discussion to indicate how mining impacts would compare with those from milling
alone.

15.2.1 Physical Impacts

15.2.1.1 Land

Site preparation for construction and operation of 80 1800 MT/ day mills with ancillary struc-
tures to process uranium ore requires the temporary disturbance of about 24,000 ha of land.
The area permanently committed to tailings disposal would be about 6500 ha (with a range of
about 4500 to 7000 ha). Although land where tailings have been disposed will be controlled,
the land might be available for some productive uses. (See Secs. 9.4.1 and 10.) In cases
where tailings are disposed of in deep mines, no land use control woulo t;e necessary, and the
permanent commitment of land would be reduced accordingly. It is speculative as to how much of
the tailings generated will be disposed of in this fashion, and 50 the staff estimate conserva-
tively ignores this factor.

ae land area disturbed by mining of ore to feed the conventional mills (i.e., 690,000 MT of
U 0g) depends primarily on the amount of ore produced oy open pit mining. It has been esti-3

mated that 0.03 ha of land is temporarily Cisturbed per metric ton of U 0s produced.2 Assuming3
that 30% of fu'~re conventional uranium needs will be mined from open pit mines, the total area
temporarily d13 urbed by open pit uranium mining will be about E200 ha.2 Sinco there is virtu-
ally no direct surface land disturbance by underground mining and because operators seek to
minimize the quantity of waste rock that is brought to the surface, the area disturbed by
underground mines would be negligible compared with the area disturbed by open pit mines.

15.2.1.2 Water

The water consumed in milling operations is usually lost from the area in which the operations
occur. In general, the water used in milling originates in the dowatering of the mine pits and
is discharged to the atmosphere via evaporative processes. The quantity of water lost by
evaporation varies with the capacity of the mill and the amount of water recycled. In
Section 9.3.4.2 it was estimated that the model mill would lose 6.60 x los 3/3r due to evapora-
tion. for the amount of milling that will take place between now and tne 3.or 2000 (880 mcdel
mill years) the cumulative amount of water lost f rom toe milling reg ons by evaporation is aboJti

35.8 x 10" m , assuming mills use good conservation practices.

Water resource impacts also occur as a result of mine dewatm ,ag operations. Aquifers are
usvilly intercepted during mine excavation and the inflow of water must be pumped '. rem the
mine. The amounts of water returning to the groundwater via seepage or streamflow and that
lost by evaporatian are functions of mining practices and can be expectea to vary widely. One
study indicated that the amount of water pumped from undergoond mines may range from 1.|0=103
to 1.6x104 MT/ day.3 In another study in which the impacts of both mining and milling opera-4

tions were assessed, it was estimated that the amount of mine water which would evcporate would
be between 20-50% of that which is expected to evaporate from the mill tailings ponJ. The
effect of this removal on aquifers is problematical, depending largely on aq fer character-
istics and recharge rates. At best, the temporary adverse impact resulting from disruption of
aquifers in the disturbed areas of mining cannot be "oided, and lowering of water levels in
local wells will occur. At worst, in areas of concentrateu ineral extraction, the net export
of water from the _,.;fers could be sufficient to result in some lowering of water tables.

Some mi .or local deterioration of water quality may occur as a result of infiltration of rain-
fall a'd snowmelt in reclaimed areas, thereby leaching fill materials of salts that subse-
quent'y enter surface and subsurface drainages. In a worst case situation, the seepage might
reac'. groundwater, thus contaminating potential sources of drinking water. Additionally,
rs oval of protective vegetative cover and other soil disturbances will temporarily cause
increased water erosion during construction and mining activities.

'
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15.2.1 ' Air

During construction activities there will be some transient smoke and dust in the air near the
site, creating a slight short-term nuisance to observers and, perhaps, nearby residents.

During operation, small quantities of fugitive dust and chemical effluents will be present in
the air, but the resulting impact on air quality is expected to be minor since these impacts
are estimated to be much less than applicable air quality standards. Mining cperations will
also introduce contaminants into the local air; however, unavoidable impacts upon the air
quality of the region will be slight.

15.2.2 Biotic Impacts

DJring construction of the mill complex the terrestrial biotic community will be disturbed.
Small burrcwing animals and insects will be destroyed and a permanent loss of forage supporting
larger animals will occur. Operational and post-operational impacts are considered to be
negligible.

The impacts of mining operations are similar to those of mill construction in proportion to the
areas involved.

15.2.3 Radiological Impacts

It is the staff's opinion that radiological effects will be minimal if the tailings are prcperly
controlled during operation and if the post-operational disposal of tailings is carried out in
an approved manner (Sec 12.2.1). During operation, these measures should assure that the EPA
limits (40 CFR 190) on maximum individual exposure of 25 mrem /yr will be met. The greatest
radiolcgical impact associated with active milling operations occurs as a result of radon
released from tailings impoundments. The extent to which this will be controlled will be
dependent on tailings management practices which are difficult to project (see Secs. 9.2.8 and
12.3.6.). Risks to the average indiviiual in a milling region, even where there is
concentrated uranium development, will be small fractions of what will be faced due to exposures
to uatural background. In a case involving operation of 12180) MT/ day mills in a 50 mile
region (the assumed worst possible concentration of milling :n year 2000), risks to the average
individual in the regicn f rom milling would be bet-een about 0.5 to 5% of natural adiation
exposure risks. Persistent continental North American population health effects, 0.04 prema'
ture deaths /yr, would be about five orders of magnitude below those from natural background
radon, and much less than those from a number of other technolagically enhanced sources of
radon (Sec. 12.3.3).

Occupational health effects due to radiation exposures (1978-2000) at mills may result in a
total of 28 premature deaths; this is equivalent to about a 9% increase n risk of cancer amon;i

accupationally exposed mill workers over a career of 47 years.

15.2,4 Social-Economic Imoacts

F rom a broadly-based vie-point, the socioeconomic impacts of uranium mining and milling are
minor. On a local scale the normai costs of mineral exploitation will occur; nuwever, tnere
are compensating benefits resulting from local expenditures by the operations and the Jisburse-
ment of 5e payroll monies. Negative socioeconomic impacts in the case of an isolated mill are
expecte .o be relatively minor. Cumu e'ive impacts cou|d occur where multiple mills are

region. In areas of concer trated millirq activity social economic o?d politicallocated i, a
structurts could change rapidly with little time allowed for adjustments. Consequently stress
could be experienced at the family, neighborhood, and community levels. Impacts during the

operaticnal period could include rapid population growth accompanied by increased housing and
service demands, etc. Impact; during the post uperational period could include popu ationl

decrease folicwed by decrersed demand for services and f acilities and increases in unemployment
and underemployment.

15.3 REL4TIONSHIPS BElWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USl 0F MAN'S ENVIPCNMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE
AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TEPM PRCDUCTIVITY

15.3.1 Sccee

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) ma mates specific consideration of the long-term
effects on economic productivity of a proposed Federal action, and of alternative "short-term
uses of man's environment." Within the context of this statement the staff has interpreted
this to mean that the uce of land to produce uranium should be balanced against other uses of
the land, and that the long-term consequences of these uses should he evaluated. Short-term is
taken to rain the period of constructior, and operation, and long-term to mean the period after
decomnissioning.

'
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The economic productivity of the mining and milling sites, while they are being used to produce
uranium, will be very large when compared with the productivity from grazing or other likely
uses of these sites. The principal effects of uranium production that are inimical to long-term
productivity are the consumption of depletable tesources and the cost of decommissicning,
including satisfactory reclamation of the tailings disposal area. The owerall conclusio. of
the staff with respect to tre issue of 1cng-term productivity is that, under the staff preposed
requirement that tailings dispos 31 sites be returned to condition; near those of surrounding
environs, the positive benefits outweigh the neg3tive aspects of uranium producticn.

15.3.2 Enhancement of Productivity

The production of uranium h3s a beneficial ef fec t on the economy of the region in which it
takes place, lasting throughout the period of production. The economic activity generated by
min;ng and milling efforts will foster growth in different aspects of the econemy. The cumula-
tive amount of U 0 e=pected to be generated by conventional milling (690,000 MT) over the time3 3

period 1978 to 2000 is estimated to be warth about $45 1 10' * The annual production of U 0s3
f rom the model mill (785 MT) is estimated to be worth about $26 x 10'

15.3.3 Uses AJ.erse to Productivity

The local ef fects of mining and milling uranium inc lude prohibition of the use of the occupied
land for agricultural or other purposes. The net evaporation of groundwater should normally
have a small impact on the short or long-tera productivity of the region, but there may be
special circumstances under .hich the imp 3Ct may be more seuere. For example, in some areas
where concentrated uranium deselopment in conjunction with other heavy mining activity occurs,
evaporative losses could result in temporary 1cwering of water wells tapping aquifers.

15.3.4 Decommissioning and Reclamation

The strength of the conclusions reached above are dependent, to some degree, on the effective-
ness of the decommissioning and reclamation programs in allowing future productive uses of the
land formerly occupied by mining and milling operations. This question has been discussed from
various viewpoints in foregoing sections. The primary basis upon which the proposed mill
tailings disposal and site decommissioning requirements are based (Sec. 12.3) is the desire to
return sites to conditions which are reasonably near those of surrounding environs so that
long-term productive uses are not necessarily excluded to cbtain short-term benefits. (See
Sec. 10.3) There appears to be no obstacle in returning all lands to unlimited use after
operations cease, except that certain uses of land directly above and in the immediate vicinity
of tailings disposal areas may nave to be prohibited. Hcwever, in some cases, it appearc
likely that this land may be retur ed to grazing activity, the most likely alternative u,e in
most areas where uranium is produced.

15.4 IRREVERSIELE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS ^ RESOURCES

15.4.1 Scope

Irreversible commitments generally cancern changes set in motion by the proposed action which
at some later time could not be altered to restore the present order of environmental resources.
Irretrievable commitments generally involve the use or consumption of resources that are neither
renewable nor recovocable for subsequent use. Within the contert of this statement, these
commitments have been illustrated by considering those involved in the construction and opera-
tion of U.S. uranium mills oser the time period 1978 to 2000. Irreversible and irretrievable
resource commitmants are su marized in Table 15.2.

15.4.2 Commitments Considered

The types of resources of concern in uranium production can be identified as (1) material
resources and (2) nonmaterial resources, including a range of beneficial uses of the envire -
ment. Rescucces that may be irreversibly committed by the operation are (1) construction
materials that cannnt be recovered and recycled (Sec. 15.4.3.1), (2) materials consumed cr
reduced to unrecoverable forms of waste (Sec. 15.4.3.2), (3) the atmosphere and water bodies
used for disposal of waste effluents, to the extent that other tenefic'al uses are curtailed
(Sec. 15.4.4), and (4) land areas rendered unfit for other uses (Sec. 15.4.5).

15.4.3 Material Resources

15.4.3.1 Materials of Construction

The quantities of the principal materials required for construction of the mill are listed in
Table 15.2. In addition to the materials included in Table 15.2 sma'l quantities of various

'lyH
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s sThis assumes a price of $30/lb of U.0_
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TABLE 15.2

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES USED IN CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION OF U.S. URANIUM MILLS OVER THE TIME PERICO 1978 10 2000

-Construction'
Concrete (m ) 3.4 x 105 - 4.6 x 1053

Steel (MT) 8.4 x 104 - 9.6 x 04
Copper and Aluminum (MT) 2.4 x 103 - 3.0 x 103
Wood (MT) 7.8 x 102 - 1.1 x 103
Plastics (MT) 7.8 x 102 . 1.1 x 103

bOperation
7Sulfuric Acid (MT) 2.2 x 10

Sodium Chlorate (MT) 6.9 x 105
Ammonia (MT) 5.4 x 105
Iron (MT) 1.2 x 105
Organic Substances (MT) 2.5 x 105

aConstruction estimates are based on the construction of 60 mills (1800 MT/ day), in
addition to the 21 mills now cperating. Most of the materials used in constructing
these mills, with the exception of concrete, could be salvaged by decontamination.

bOperation estimates are based cn processing 4.9 x 109 MT of ore in order to produce
690,000 MT of U 0s, and the quantities of additives for the acid-leach process in3

Table 5.2.

other materials (e.g., asbestos, chromium, manganese, Zinc) are committed. Most of the
materials used in construction could be recovered when the mill is decommissioned and dis-
mantled, but all of the concrete and a small fraction of the other items may be irretrievable
commitments. In addition, a considerable amount of energy in the fnrm of electricity and
combustible fuels (e.g., gasoline) would be required in the Construction of tr,e mill, and in
powering trucks, automobiles, etc.

15.4.3.2 frreplaceable Components and Ceasumable Materials

Sulfuric acid is the principal material irretrievably consumed in mill operation. The quanti-
ties of this acid, and of the other major items, consumed during the postulated 15 year opera-
tional period of the mill are given in Table 15.2.

15.4.4 Air and Witer Resources

The expected releases of chemical and radioactive materials have been discussed in preceding
sections. During and af ter milling operations, both air (major) and water (minor) resources
are used to bear these discharges. There is, therefore, a commitment of these resources for
this purpose. These commitments, however, are neither irreversible nor irretrievable although
they may extend for some period of time after operations cease, as may be the case with ground-
water impacts.

15.4.5 Land Resources

Based on the projections for the growth of nuclear power, about 24,000 ha of land would have
been temporarily disturbed by milling activity at 80 sites by the year 2000. After this period,
most of the area could be used for other purposes, assuming proper decommissioning. A certain
amount of land would also be temporarily committed to mining operations (about 6,200 ha),
roadways, etc., all of this land resource should be available for othee uses after these opera-
tiors cease.

The area of land permanently committed to ta;'ings disposal would be about F500 ha (a range of
about 4500 to 7000 ha is estimated). Although uses of land where tailings have been disposed
will be restricted, the land might be available for some productive uses. In cases wheie
tailings are disposed of in deep mines, there would be no commitment of surface land use. The
amount of tailings which will be disposed in this fashion is speculative; to the extent it
occurs, it will reduce the estimate of cumulative land committed.

i it v
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